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Industrial artsthe blender between
social form and technical function

Robert D. Gates

It appears to me that during the moments that we have either survived, lived through,
managed, or ordinantly developed something in terms of change during the last year, most
of us have had second thoughts, not Just about our profession, not just about the words
industrial arta, not just about words like technocracy and technology, automation and
this type of thing, but about how we feel as people what it is that we do as young men
and women and boys and girls and how we effectively mold human clay.

As I thought about this presentation, I saw the industrial arts personality or image
as made up of people of many disciplines, with many skills, coming from many periods
of the immediate maturational time that has made us the nation and the part of the world
that we are. And as I have thought about these I wondered, "How do you feel?" How do
you feel, not just about coming to your great convocation, not just about the maturity of
your organization, not just about the honors that you award. And I received one of those
honors a year ago, and I think that to my colleagues from Buffalo and to the people who
distinguished me by allowing me to join that particular great group, came something
special and different in terms of what kinds of people are we who mold human clay.

How do we blend social form with technical function? Perhaps no other group has
more control of what will happen than the group sitting here this evening. Very frequently
I make the remark to groups that you're on the "cutting edge". I don't really think that
this is the way that I would personally address people in the industrial arts field. To the
contrary, I would feel that people in this field of endeavor are at "the balance of the ful-
crum". Which way are you going to shift your weight during the twelve months that lie
ahead? How will you reach out with your know-how toward your educational colleagues,
the communities in which you live, the industrialists with which you deal and the young
people with whom you learn about tomorrow?

We have two grandchildren now, and with the image of being a grandfather, some-
thing happened to Bob Gates, because up until then, I thought of myself as a young man.
I think that, in effect, I suddenly realized that not only was I potentially a part of the
establishment, but I was also potentially a person who didn't really care what somebody
else thought any more. I knew I had been the route I had been there. In essence, I think
that what I'm suggesting is that each of us does have a philosophy, a feeling of self, an
awareness in this time of the change that is happening in the social mix that is our society,

What is that social mix? How is it made up? How do people handle it in what we call
urban centers, and how do they handle it in what we call suburbia, and how do they handle
it in less suburban areas that we still on occasion refer to as rural? How do you feel
about your community? Are you philosophically an essentialist? Many people in the
industrial arts field are. Are you a classicist? Very few people in the iudustrial arts
field philosophically are classicists. Are you a perennialist? Are you a humanist?
I suspect that more counseling actually occurs across the handsaw after the blade is
broken than most of us willingly understand or admit to, except when we're talking to
our educational colleagues that don't understand about wanting blocks of time bigger than
a period to work with. I think that way when we try to express what it is that happens in
the advancing development, the utilization, the change which is occurring.

What really is occurring in oL - society? For several years it was my good fortune
Do be responsible for about 8500 people in thirty-three countries around the world. The-
were training undprdeveloped nations. They were training people and individuals who
were lest, fortunate than most of the people with whom we work daily. And from this
experience came a most unusual kind of feeling and attitude on my part. And 1 share it
with you this evening in a sentence: "Technology is more effectively used in the under-
developed nations of the world than it is here where it is produced for utilization." Even
those of us who are closest, you and me, in this field of educational endeavor, are making
poorer utilization than I suspect you would find in almost any underdeveloped nation of
the world, where there is b4t one thing different: They have the technology because of
various kinds of program aids which we send there, but also, they say, "We're so far
behind we'll do anything to catch up".

Have you thought perhaps that your curriculum could have gotten behind? Regardless
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of whether you are any of those philosophically, whether you're a pragmatist or whetheryou're a complete modern in terms of some of the philosophical fields of thought whichmight make you a reconstructionist (is I understand the word) - regardless of these, Iwould suggest there are five basic elements that are involved In molding human clay anddo determine social form. The first is: "The worth and dignity of the human being."What is there about you that brings this to lie front in terms of the way you behave to-ward yourself and toward others?
Secondly, there is "Respect for self". Do most of you - academically, educationally,industrially and technically respect yourselves? Not just do you change the curriculum,but do you respect yourselves as molders of human clay? Are you people who basicallyand fundamentally can respect others because you respect yourselves -because theseare interactive molds? These are things which do requi-ce, basically and fundamentally,that first you respect yourself and secondly that you use this respect in respecting others.The fourth item of all those philosophies, as I see them, and the thing which basicallycreates social form, is what I call equality. The great domments that made us a nationare just documents without politics. I think sometimes we as educators are fearful,extremely fearful, that basically and fundamentally we will become ensnarled in what werefer to as 'politics. I would challenge each of you to look at social form. To look at thecloseness of tomorrow's vote for Justice of the Supreme Court. To determine that funda-mentally if the Vice-president breaks the tie, this can still be a great moment in history,regardless of which way he votes. That fundamentally decisions are made by opinionsbeing expressed and being reviewed. But to me equality is a trinity of ideas: Equalworth in the sight of God, equal rights before the law and equal opportunity to developone's own innate potential.

The fifth idea which I think 1 find in all philosophies which molds social form withinreason I do not have as well documented as I feel I have those first four points. But it isthe cohesiveness of love and not the cohesiveness of force which brings about a lastingchange in human behavior. What is, then, the social form of your community, your cur-riculum and the feeling of self that you have about the people with whom you live daily?If we are to deal effectively with our society, we must recognize some of its ratherlimited dimensions in terms of the moment. Shortly another group of men will makehopefully as equally as successful a trip to the first satellite in that perimeter aroundour earth that we call moon. Technologically this is a feat of some substance. Basicallyhow do you merge these when you talk with youth and build curriculum? Elow do youreally deal with technological function? What is our world like in some of its dimensions?The youngster who is youngest at the moment at the Gates' householc! is 12. When he isat half life, he will be 45 years of age, because life expectancy for him having survivedthese twelve years in the better-developed areas of our cJuntry that he did gave him alife expectancy of 90 years. At half life he will be 45. He will be alive in the year 2000.He will be confronted at that time not just by the ecological developments that will takeplace between now and then, but he will, in all probability, be confronted with fourteentimes the total human knowledge that we have tonight. And also he will be confronted withthree times as many human beings living on this sphere we call earth.I think that we can rationalize that some of the kinds of things that are importantabout the next few years are just "something that's gonna happen after I leave the sys-tem". And that's not true. What's "gonna happen" has already happened.I recently finished some interesting work in the area of the managemeat of solidhospital wastes. As you think of various forms of ecological problems, I'm sure yourecognize that waste is a partof this problem. Now hospital waste has an emotional over-ride that goes with it, but how many of you know that in the hospitals of your communityduring the last 18 months, the per pound per patient per day weight of discharged wastehas gone from 3 pounds to 16 pounds? And how many of you realize that in that period ofthe next 18 months we expect it to go to 32 pounds? And that we will be planning for theremoval every five days of the average body weight of the person in the hospital?Social form and technical function. How will we deal with this? How will we as themolders of human clay make the changes which are necessary?I'd like to suggest to you this evening that we will use nine conditions which areessential to learning. Most of you are aware of these in one or more forms and haveprobably seen them in the literature for a number of years. These were actually derivedby Ralph Tyron and a number of other people in the behavioral science centers aroundthe world, who took those instruments and instrumentalities we refer to as computersand reduced human knowledge - reducing it in such a way that you as an ihdustrial arts
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administrator, supervisor, teacher, person on the line, part-time teacher, part-time
learner, whatever be your given clime at the moment, basically and fundamentally can
reach beck into human knowledge and find whether or not these conditions are in fact
supportable by you.

What is it that we're really saying in these nine zonditions? We're saying that this
is the blend between social form and technical function. As I mention each of these, you
as industrial arts personnel regardless of the moment of your instruction and the moment
of your molding of human clay, will in fact find a new determination to bring about within
the educational community that balance of the fulcrum which is so desperately needed
because not only are you on the cutting edge, but you are also in that delicate moment of
balance when, as many of you recognize, technologically we have been since 1956 in the
sense of transfer of white- and blue-collar worker load in our work force, to the moment
just ahead of 1956 when for the first time civilized man could reverse history.

I was in the escort at Nagasaki when the zecond bomb went down. I've been back to
Hiroshima to do research with some of the people that were in the LD50 rain Lethal
Dose 50 one in every two people died within that rain. I've been working with some of
the youngsters that are more than their parents (both within the LD50 rain) to look for
abnormalities greater than chance that they anticipate because of radiation. Because the
experiments now in the 43,000th generation of the studies that we made following that
blast still are showing incidents of mutations higher than chance. Now what are we
really saying? What are we really saying? We're saying that we can reverse history
because of technology. The cloud at Nagasaki was 40,000 feet high. The cloud 18 months
later was 40 miles high. And we now have an instrumentality of destruction which is so
much more powerful than that second cloud that I sincerely hope that each of us considers
in a profound way the necessity to continue talking at the conference table, rather than
allow an active confrontation between those forms of detonation which bring with them that
kind of power. What are these conditions that build this blend that help you balance?

The first one is motivadon. It's interesting some of the research that we find in
the area of motivation. The word "Daddy-o" came out of the fact that many of the people
living in suburbia basically saw the male image not very much and not enough. And so a
lot of young people suddenly were confronted with the fact that the best male image they
had in suburbia was an older adolescent, and we developed a word called "Daddy-o", in
terms of lingo roughly a decade ago. Today we have some violent four-letter words that
people are pretty disturbed aad upset about. Most of us say them as dirty words. Most
of us find people who use them either to proliferate dirt or in some way to force us into
a less desirable posture as human beings. But I would suggest for your consideration
that moments are ahead when we had better understand what the motivation is when a
youngster uses a four-letter word.

The second condition which we must understand if we are to learn, if we tv to blend
and if we are to balance, is that we have to accept that citrrent behavior is inactequate If
we're going to learn. Wnen you go into a given area and you are watching a teacher per-
form and you !mow and the teacher doesn't know, you"re in a dangerous position. The
thing you must learn is, how does this teacher learn? How does it happen that this new
person, this molder of human clay, out of industry perhaps, this person we needed
desperately to round out our program, to bring a whole new form of technology, to survive
with us in this moment of truth? How is it that this person, this individual, needs me?

How many of you feel inadequate when you watch a computer operate? Does it help you
learn or do you behave like the rest of the society? I've made an offer from many plat-
forms for a long time, that I'll pay $100.00 to the first person who brings me, from a
regular publication of any kind, a cartoon that's positive about a computer. The thing that
I would point out to you, however, is that in all this negativism that we've been able to
muster in a sardonic and sarcastic way about these, they've come on awfully well.

I think it's also interesting to note that basically we have today great corporations
that are building these devices. But there are some, depending on whose figures you use,
42,000 to 70,000 active computers in the United States today. There will be before the
end of this calendar year available for basic use from three different corporations, de-
vices any six of which will do all the work of the 42,000.

Is it possible that we need to look more pointedly at our inadequacies? How do you
really feel about machines? Because, you see, how mfeel about them as industrial arts
personnel may have a greater effect on the total change of the educational community
than any other person on the staff. But how do you feel about machines? I'm not talking
about the type you mustered and mastered when you were nine years old and had your
4 12



iirst power tool. That's not what I'm talking about. I'm ta_king about how you feel aboutmachtnes. How do you talk to the staff of the English departnlentt How do you talk to thesocial studies department? How do you talk about ecology in terms of machines? Whatyou say as the industrial arts leader may be more effective in what we do in blendingsocial form and technical function in the next year than any other group of educators inour land.
The third condition is that there has to be guidance of the desired activity. There hasto be a teacher. Can a machine teach better than a human teacher? Yes. Most of mycolleagues off rostrums, after they say that kind of thing, immediately go into a long listof qualifications about what they didn't mean to say. I meant to say exactly what I said.In essence, as in dealing with the intellectually disabled youngsters which many of youfind in many classes of industrial arts and various forms of vocational education becausethey can't handle academic work successfully, if successful training of these youngstersis a part of teaching, then basically the machine can do it better than a human. I watcheda youngster the other day ask the same question over 400 times without stopping. Thereare no human teachers who can answer the same question 400 times without stopping.As a matter of fact, by the time you have answered the same question the third time, mostof you are irritated with the youngster. "I told you Friday, I told you again yesterday.Can't you remember?" Suppose the youngster wanted to ask the same question 400 timeE?

Suppose the training of this youngster required the fact that this was the way he dealt withhis nerve tissue?
The fourth condition essential to learning is new materials that demand new learn-ing. How many of you have introduced, either by interlocutory relationships with someof the industrial giants that are in your exhibit area or by your own devices, new materialathat demand new learning during the last twelve months? How many of you as industrialarts people are openly looking for a blend between social form and technical function?Not just in the equipment that you purchased, not just in the workbooks that go wtth it, butin reality between the knowledge that we have technologically and the social form thatyou want to maintain in our society.
The fifth condition essential to learning is time. There is no research that supportsthirty children in a classroom, five days a week of school, forty, forty-five, fifty, fifty-five, sixty, or any other number of minutes in any sequence as a good way to learn any-

thing. Two exceptions: (1) In the Old Testament, I believe it is in Isaiah, it says, "'neaththe shade of a tree may sit thirty and there learn well." And in the Koran, Book ofMohammed, in Unit 16 it says roughly the same thing. In these we find the only tworeferences to thirty children in the classroom. But we have built the whole public andprivate school system around ideas like this. Why? Because of convenience? Yes.Because of administrators? Yes. Because of the belief we have that everyone ought tolearn something about some things? Yes.
The blend between social form and technical function must now be served going bothways. You who stand at the fulcrum, you who balance that delicate point, must recognizethat there are over 600 schools in the United States today that don't take in youngstersfive days a week any more. I mean secondary schools. One in the northeast took instudents only three days a week last year in grades ten, eleven and twelve (in the quartileswe call four). They had more merit scholars that year than they had in the history of that

school system. Teachers had time to teach and students had time to learn.How dc you plan to do this without technology? How do you plan to do it withoutorienting the community? How do you plan to do it? You've known about doing it since
you took Education 101, whether you enjoyed it or didn't enjoy it, in the college of educa-tion. Twenty-five years ago that research hit the deck. You stand at the fulcrum. Timeis one of the dimensions we don't have any of.

Six percent of the world's population lives in these United States. That six percent
of the world's population has one-half of the world's wealth, controls twelve times the oil
reserve and fractionalization thereof of the rest of the world, and fifty times the electronicpotential of the rest of the world combined. You have a responsibility to the ninety-four
percent of the populadon that lives in the rest of the world. You stand at the balancenot just at home, not just in the classroom, not just with your staffs. You stand at the
moment of balance between whether man will survive free or slave, because a third of theworld is free, and a third is slave, and a third is trying to make up its mind which it'sgoing to be.

How many of you speak Japanese, Chinese, Arabic, Hindustani or Hindi, Portugueseor Russian? Nine hundred million of the one billion people in the one-third of the world
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trying to decide whether they should be free or slave tonight speak those langua 3. How
do you plan to communicate with them without technology? How do you plan to have youth
go out from your programs without a technical base for communication?

The sixth condition essential to learning is satisfaction. You probably have one of
the greatest devices available to any person - the product of building or making something
within the realm of your control within your curriculum.

How do you really feel about work? Thibold in Cybernedcs is correct in the fact that
today, with two percent of the populations and no technological advancement of any kind
to do all the work wc are now doing, ninety-eight percent of the population can sit on its
hands. Have you taken a hard look at your curriculum in tern-is of four kinds of wealth-
producing activities in terms of the kinds of things that do, in fact, happen in your cur-
riculum (which must be communicated effectively to the rest of the educational com-
munity)?

How many of you can remember the poem you learned in the fourtn grade? If you can,
you learned it. If you can't, you memorized it to satisfy somebody else. I suggest only
to you that you take a hard look at the new informadons and knowledges about learning
in terms of memorization. You will find yourselves inidway into those "lookings" at
that new knowledge -looking at those metabolic studies in terms of whether learning is
chemical. And if learning is chemical then you must: apply some of the techniques that
you now know to what it means in terms of the aerosol effect around you, is cr is not pol-
lutins with sulphurs or metabolic change in terms of what kind of learning will go on at
any one point in your community on a given day. You stand at the fulcrum. You have in
your hands the balance of social form and technical function.

The seventh condition essential to learning, most of the literature calls sequential
practice and differentiated reinforcement. That is educational jargon for skill and drill,
How much skill and drill is there in your curriculum? Remember only one thing, you
will find that there is no learning that takes place from skill and drill unless each trial is
harder and more demanding than the previous trial.

Remember all those workbooks full of numbers in fourth- and fifth-grade arithmetic?
Have you thought of talking to the mathematics section about revising those pages so that
youngsters who had to go through them anyway apparently in their curriculum would in
fact learn? Even more important, have you thought about sanding and squaring and all
kinds of things we do in various aspects of woodworking? Have you thought of circuitry
and direction of flow and some of these kinds of things that are products of various
aspects of the curriculum of industrial arts and various curricula? Have you really
thought through what is harder and more difficult each time in terms of producing a real
learning? It is like interscholastics, in a way. When the coach has the boy go down and
fake hi and drive out, go down, fake in and go out, go down, fake in and drive out, unless
each trial is harder and more demanding on the part of that youngster, there is nu learn-
ing. And if there is no learning, we do have to question its role in the educational package.
But if there is learning, then we have a whole new way to look at interscholastics. We
have to think about it in order to do it and bring about the balance which is required.

The eighth condition essential to learning is, high but obtainable standards. Most of
you say you get a lot of youngsters you don't want because people dump them there. Is
that really true, or are you the place where those youngsters can best meet the require-
ments for tomorrow? Do you live at the moment of history in your particular arts pro-
grams where youngsters who would fail would survive more effectively because of what
you're doing? Or does your gripe go on and on? Does this great organization have a
posture and a standard and a feeling on how it really stands on this point? Yes, it does.
And do you know what it is? I charge you as professional members to find out. I chal-
lenge you and your officers - past, present and future - to drive into being something
that will make this organization great in the time immediately ahead in regard to balance.

For what it is worth, I would like to put in a few extra things about this. I would like
to use an example of putting a barricade in that doorway and making it about four and one-
half feet high, then say that each of you must jump over it before you can go back to the
receptionist in the hotel. Some of you would be here longer than others. Remember, we
have built a system by putting up a standard and saying, "Jump, jump, jump!" Very
bright kids say, "Can't jump." So we create classes for non-jumpers. And we talk about
ghetlo schools. I taught in the Stuyvesant School in New York. A youngster got there by
having "incorrigible" written across his folder. I walked into a classroom that had had
nine teachers in six days. Somebody in about the third sear in the second row said,

Why you " and let out a lot of four-letter words. "What uo you think you're going
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to do?" And by the time he had gotten all the way up, I had hit him. And he went down,
fortunately, and 1 said, "Who's next?" I don't believe in capital punishment. I just be-lieve in getting the attention of the learner.

When did we as a society get so soft? I'm not talking about hitting kids. I'm talking
about saying that's a good job and that's lousy without feeling we are going to set up somechain reaction of mental instability. I didn't say, "You're a good boy and a bad girl";that will do it.

Why don't we as part of our balance talk about the kind of job that is done? And whatwill we find? Fewer mental health problems, because we will become more consistent.It is almost that easy. We know how to do it. There are things we know how to do wecan't do. It is like the mother who brings hef two-year-old into the clinic. The youngsteris a feeding problem and you say, "I can solve the problem." And she says, "Oh,
would you please?" And you say, "Well, I'll tell you, but you can't do it," and she says,"I'll do it!" You say, "Put foc in front of the child for 20 minutes, three times a day,take it away with no comment regardless of whether he spills it, eats it, or what he does.In two weeks you won't have a feeding problem." The interesting thing is that clinicallythis is true. There isn't one mother in a thousand who can do it. The cost of food alone
keeps most of them from doing it, but, in effect, what we don't need is a lot of self-styled
experts telling us how to run our business. What we do need is to get back at our businessinstead of telling a lot of others how to run everybody else's. You stand at the fulcrum.

The ninth condition essential to learning is, it is the evaluatee and not the evaluatorwho is important in testing. The evaluatee has to participate in the evaluation if there isto be learning. How do you test youngsters? How do you really move people into marks?How do you handle the grading of teachers? What is a merit raise in your system? How
many of you like to take tests? How many of you are disgusted when you look at academic
life, highly-acculturated standardized testing that isn't going to measure the youngstersin your group? What are you going to do about it? Have you just been angry with youracademic colleagues iii other parts of the curriculum? Or have you said, "Basically,
th^ -valuatee has to participate in the evaluation or there is no learning." That means thatall testing in which youngsters who are taking the test do not participate actively is justtime consumed for something. Have you seriously considered the fact that we could
change the timetable? That we could even gain on our need for time?

Of these many philosophies that we mentioned in terms of their many elements, I'm
sure we are together about these five overall basic ideas. I suspect we have very differ-
ent basic reasons for being the way we are and for the way we answer people about philos-ophy. I would say that most industrial arts people are not given the opportunity to talk
about the philosophy about the field or the philosophy of learning that they have as itrelates to the field. I challenge you to do a great deal more of this immediately with
your educational colleagues.

I would suggest you get your curriculum from your students. I would propose that
you use your universities and colleges as a place to try on those students who are betwixt
and between. They are no longer in the high school and they are not yet in the fold as
mature teachers as part of the guard that will help you determine where you stand as agreat association.

ln closing, let me, if I may, see if I can express some of these same ideas in anotherway. 1 like to write what I call verse, (I used to think that I write poetry; then I got around
some very bright people who write poetry, and I realize that what I write is verse.) Itgoes like this:

I met a boy or girl a day or two ago
wh) I'd heard about and mostly bad from so and so.

But when I met them what I heard began to fade
because in me a very personal friend they've made.

We walked a bit and talked a bit and finally just us three
settled down to thinking as we sat down by the sea.

And in their conversation then to me their hearts lay bare
and friendship was the thing for which they had a flare.

I think we're going to be okay, that boy and girl and me,
because the hardest part is over and we trust each other, you see.
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Do you trust each other?
There are three questions you have to answer to bring balance on that fulcrum between

social form and technical function. They are, in some form, "What do you mean?"
"How do you know?" and "What is it worth?"

Try these three questions on for size with any youngster who is getting away from
you and see what happens. When you are just about to hit them, ask them, "What you
mean?" "1-Icw do you know?" and "What is it wo::th7" I suspect not only will you not
hit them in a physical sense, but you will pulverize them intellectually.

Have any of you been really surprised that some of the boys from Vietnam cameback to see you? You might be interested to note that it was likely a boy you "never
touched". It wasn't just tha1 he was quiet, because he got into as much trouble as the
rest of the students; it was that you "just never got to him". You never had time to get
to him. The fascinating thing about this is that, in not having time to get to him, you were
consistent in your behavior tcward him. In being consistent in your behavior toward him,
you came off being his favorite teacher. A fascinating idea!

Some friends of mine the other day felt compelled they
had to confess the world was in an awful mess.

And as I was about to add my part to this discussion sad,
I stopped to look where I stood and wondered if I really should.

I wondered through this chatter if there was anything that
I could add that would really matter.

If there was anything I could say that would give us light
just one more day.

Then I guess I realized how this talk had materialized
we didn't know, we were scared. So to our friends
our hearts we bared and we sought security for yours
and mine and me.

What was this thing that I sought for you ano you
for me, this wonderful thing security.

The group broke up with a sign because its troubles
would not fly.

And then I knew, for what it's worth, I'll pass it on to you.
Ask my God for me to pr-17, that I might in every way,

in every word and action bring about Just a little
more of satisfaction.

And we who are intelligent should say a prayer of thanks
and never belittle those who fill the less-developed ranks.

For there is no glory in the wisdom we mass
except as we imply it for the good for every class.

The little men of gilt who hold their noses high
are not the ones whose luster stars will linger in the sky.

They are the vain and the selfish and blind that cannot see
that they are gifted only by God's generosity.

But those who share their wisdom and their lore
possess the preeminence which will endure forevermore.

I trust you explicitly as you balance the fulcrum between social form and technical
function,

Dr. Gates is director of research, Edinboro, Pennsylvania, State College.
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Technology and society:
present and future challenges

Steve M. Slaby
The problems of technology, in reality, are human problems, since it is man who

has created technology and it is man who uses this technology for ill and for good.
Scientists, engineers and educators, as well as individual inventors, technicians and

craftsmen, have made critical contributions to the creation and development of modern
technology. At the same time their contributions to this technology were not created in avacuum this technology has been promoted, supported and financed largely by non-
engineers and as part of the social, political, economic and business processes of our na-tion and of our world. So if we have air and water pollution as serious problems today,we are all to blame. If we have indiscriminate and poorly-planned urbanization of thecountryside which destroys nature we are all to blame. If we have social .ind racialinjustice and turmoil and decay in our cities, we are all responsible for this state ofaffairs. What I am trying to stress here is that the engineers, the technologists and theprofessionals in the industrial arts areas, with their technical-scientific backgrounds,
understand the technical aspects of technology, but in most ways seem to have neglected
to consider the social and human consequences of their creations. The liberal arts peopleand the average citizen whom we can classify as non-engineers and largely not tech-nically knowledgeable have on their part neglected to learn to understand the methods oftechnology and the impact of their applications on individuals and society. From this we
can see that the mutual responsibility for our present condition is obvious.

The concept of technology is a dichotomy in that, on the one hand, technology has been
a great boon, in many ways, to the human race, but, on the other hand, this boon has been
developed at a very high cost to human beings and their environment.

There are basically two main viewpoints expressedon technology. One is optimistic,
where technology and more technology are considered to be the answer to the human plighton this earth. The other approach is pessimistic and is critical of nearly all aspects oftechnology and blames the technologists for most of the problems confronting the world
today. In my presentation I will examine both viewpoints and in the process attempt to
develop a more acute awareness of what is really involved when we speak of technology
and society and when we individually consider its present and future challenges.

I have been using the word "technology" freely and up to now have not attempted todefine it. Normally when we use the word technology we tend to relate and limit it to a
connotation which involves only engineers, mechanics, factories, machinery, hardware,engineering and industrial arts schools, computer centers, space exploration, civilian
and military goods and equipment, etc. However, a broader definition of "technology"
is possible and necessary if we are to comprehend fully its impact on mankind.

Robert Merton, in his foreword to the book The Technological Society, by JacquesEllul, shows how Ellul relates technology to technique in general, and, in doing this,
broadens the concept of technology to an all-inclusive one where technique is defined as
"any complex of standardized means for obtaining a pre-determined result. Thus, tech-
nology so defined converts spontaneous and un-reflective behavior into behavior that is
deliberate and rationalized." (The Technological Society, Jacques Ellul, Alfred H. Knopf,
New York, 1964, Foreword, page VI.)

What is the effect of technology so defined? Ellul observes that "the irreversible
rule of technique is extended to all domains of life". This results in a "civilization com-
mitted to the quest for continually improvedmeans to carelessly examined ends Tech-nique transforms ends into means. What was once prized cm its own right now becomes
worthwhile only if it helps to achieve something else, And, conversely, technique turns
means into ends. Know-how takes on an ultimate value". (op. cit.)

In examining the political effects of technology in this broad sense, Ellul agrees with
Robert Hutchins (of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions in Santa Barbara,
California), in that "politics ...becomes an arena for contentions among rival techniques
...to the technician the nation is nothing more than another sphere in which to apply theinstruments he has developed. To him, the state is not the expression of the will of the

people ...it is an enterprise providing services thatmust be made to function efficiently."
("Doing What Comes Scientifically", Robert M. Hutchins, the Center for the Study of
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Democratic Institudons, Santa Barbara, California, p. 6).
In a study entitled "P rogram on Technology and Society", conducted under the auspices

of Harvard University, a paradox appeared: Technology, according to this study, on the
one hand has in this country "created a society of such complex diversity and richness
(where) most Americans today have a greater range of choice, wider experience and a
more highly-developed sense of self-worth than any other people have ever had." On the
other hand the same technology, according to this study, "poses a threat to that society if
that society is contented to merely enjoy the fruits of technology without attempting to
answer it and th:cough understanding control it."

The Harvard study warned that the greatest threat of technology was a political threat,
since our society may become so completely dependent on technology and upon "tech-
nologists" who administer it that the very nature of the society may change. The impli-
cation here is that the change would not necessarily result in a better society, since the
individual citizen would have even less impact in this new society on the decisions which
result in the introduction of new technology which can profoundly affect his life and his
environment.

The Harvard study stressed that the average citizen and elected representatives must
learn more and know more to be able to ask the right questions if technology is not to
infringe further upon the role the individual should play in having an effect on those who
govern him.

This sentiment is supported by Vice-Admiral H. G. Rickover, who, in a speech de-
livered to a symposium dealing with "Automation andSociety", sponsored by the Univer-
sity of Georgia in 1969, said: "Every citizen is duty bound to make an effort to under-
stand how technology operates and what are its possibilities and limitations...."

"A free society centers on man. It gives paramount consico.-ation to human rights,
interests and needs. But once ordinary citizens come to feel that public issues are be-
yond their comprehension, a pattern of life may develop where technology, not man, would
become central to the purpose of society. If we permit this to happen, the human liberties
for which mankind has fcr4ght, at so great a cost of effort and sacrifice, will be extin-
guished." (The Wall Street Journal, 1W-xch 10, 1969)

Victor C. Ferkiss, in his book Te. hnological Man: The Myth and the Reality (George
Brazilla, New York, 1969), challenge. s the critics of industrial society when they imply
that "man is a cog in the machine, or a product produced by it, or both." Ferkiss points
out that if this type a criticism is accepted, the alternath-es are "revolt, withdrawal, or
despair".

He holds that because of the continuing development of technology, the argument as
to whether or not industrialism has created a mass society threatening human freedom
"has been rendered meaningless." It is his contention "that the industrial era is already
in the process of being superseded by a new phase in human history and that industrial
man, whatever his characteristics, is evolving into something different and superior -
technological man." And according to Ferkiss this will lead to human liberation rather
than destruction. (op. cit., page 271)

A less optimistic thesis was presented by Ralph Nader in an article entitled "The
Engineer's Professional Role", which appeared in the February, 1967, issue of the
Journal of Engineering Education of the American Society for Engineering Education. In
this article he wrote that "insofar as technology does things to us that we do not want to
endure, to that extent can it be called out of control. As long as there is undue and paro-
chial attention paid to the short-range economic utility of product and process, at the
same time that the short- and long-range biological consequences are treated with indif-
ference or contempt, our society is going to plunge into deeper collective cruelties."

"What is now out of control," Nader feels, "may soon be running amok in an arena
of macabre anarchy so immeshed in giant bureaucratic structures whirling in furious
activities over means, that the accountability for the ends of human welfare are blurring
more and more. And with the jet-paced growth of new technologies, full of potential for
both ease and unease, the lag between a framework of responsibility for the safety of the
man-made en;;:lronment and the increasingly far-reaching impact of corporate decision-
makers threatens to render the future significantly more challenging to our humane values
than the past.'" (curnalof Engineerthg Education: Feb. 1967, p. 450)

In his essay "Objectivity and Liberal Scholarship", Noam Chomsky, professor of
linguistics at MIT, states that "the Western sociologist sees in the rise of intellectuals
to effective power the hope for a more humane and smoothly functioning society, in which
problems can be solved by 'peacemeal technology' " He continues by saying that
10
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_"there are dangerous tendencies in the ideology of the welfare state intelligentsia whoclaim to possess the technique and understanding required to manage our post-industrialsociety and to organize an international society dominated by American superpower....Insofar as the technique of management and control exists, it can be used to consolidatethe authority of those who exercise it and to diminish spontaneous and free experimenta-tion with new social forms, as it can limit the possibilities for reconstruction of societyin the interest of those who are now, to a greater or lesser extent, dispossessed. Wherethe techniques fail, they will be supplanted by all of the methods of coercion that moderntechnology provides, to preserve order and stability." (American Power and the NewMandarins, Pantheon Books, New York, 1967, 1969, p. 125).
Chomsky in his essay also comments on intellectuals and the schools, and he contendsthat "as American technology is running amok in S -beast Asia, a discussion of Ameri-can scho ; can hardly avoidnoting the fact that these schools are the first training groundfor the t ops that will enforce the muted, unending terror of the status quo in the comingyears of a projected American century; for the technicians who will be developing themeans for extension of American power; for the intellectuals who can be counted on, insignificant measure, to provide the ideological justification for this particular form ofbarbarism and to decry the irresponsibility and lack of sophistication of those who willfind all of this intolerable and .revolting." (op cit., p. 310)
Chomsky further challenges and questions the goals and quality ofour educational sys-tern and the intellectuals who comprise it. He points out the traditional role of intellec-tuals has been as "dispassionate critics", and he decries the "comparative indifferenceof American fntellectuals to the immediate actions of their government and its long-range policy, and their frequent willingness - often eagerness - to play a role in imple-menting these policies." (p. 314). He observes that what wc must expect "is that politicalelites will use the terminology of the social behavioral sciences to protect their actionsfrorn critical analysis...." (p. 317).
In his essay "One-Dimensional Man", Herbert Marcuse, professor of philosophy atthe University of California, states that "... with the growth in the technological conquestof nature grows the conquest of man by man. And this conquest reduces the freedom whichis a necessary apriori of liberation. This is freedom of thought in the only sense in whichthought can be free in the administered world - as a consciousness of its repressive pro-ductivity, and as the absolute need for breaking out of this whole." ("One-DimensionalMan", Herbert Marcuse, Beacon Press, Boston, 1968, p. 253,)In discussing freedom, Marcuse remarks that "...society must first create thematerial prerequisiter of freedom for all its members before it can be a free society:it must first create the wealth before being able to distribute it according to the freelydeveloping needs of the individual; it must first enable its slaves to learn and see andthink before they can know what is going on and what they themselves can do to change b.And, to the degree to which the slaves 1....tve been preconditioned to exist as slaves and becontent in that role, their liberadon necessarily appears to come from withoutand fromabove. They must be ...forced to be free... to 'see objects as they are, and sometimesas they ought to appear, they must be shown the ...good road...they are in sea-fch of'."(op cit., p. 40).
Marcuse reacts to this position by stating that "but with all its truth, the argumentcannot answer the time-honored question: Who educates the educators, and where is theproof that they are in possession of 'the good'?" (op. cit., p. 40).In an address to the 23rd session of the General Assembly of the United Nations,Ambassador Astrom of Sweden made the following statement: "Man is today in possessionof scientific and technological resources which are truly spectacular. It can safely beassumed that further progress will follow in the years ahead. The achievements 6f scienceand technology are the prerequisites of rapid ecorrnnic development, Just as they form thematerial basis for the armaments race. Sc man has now in his hands unprecedented pos-sibilities for destroying himself 'but also for bettering his lot on earth. Let me say inpassing that if only a fraction of those resoures in the form of brain power, technicalknow-how, equipment and capital which are now devoted to the perfection of the means ofmass destruction were released to be utilized for social purposes, for the rational plan-ning of the human environment in urban and rural areas, then the total gain in. terms ofhuman happiness and of social justice would be enormous." (23rd Session, GeneralAssembly, provisional verbatim record of the 1732nd meeting, New York, Dec. 3, 1968,p. 16.)

The range of opinions on technology and its effect on man and society varies, as you
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can see. The debates, arguments and discussions range from almost utopian predictionsof the contrIbutionc that science and technology will make to man's living of life, to de-pressing negative prognostications.As educators we have a unique opportunity to explore in depth, with our students andpeers, the role and impact of technology on human life today and in the immediate future.I hope that each one of us will seriously reflect on the character and meaning of this forcecalled technology. As educators in technological areas, we have a major responsibilityto teach our students not only the techniques of technology but also to make them awareof the creative and critical role they can and must play as knowledgeable citizens in con-tinually developing and maintaining a society which serves the interests of all the people.This means that technology must serve man and not the contrary.The present challenges do not only include problems of environmental pollution anddisruption of the ecological balance of nature, but most importantly the problems ofhuman relations, which are an integral part of total ecology. The present challenges areintimately interwoven and connected with the future challenges facing mankind.How we handle or don't handle our problems today will set the pattern for thefuture. Whether liberation of man from ignorance, hate, impersonality and war will re-sult, or whether an epoch of human repression is man's future a repression which willcondition him to accept brutality with feeling a repression which will result in manliving life with the least sensation of consciousness is being determined by us in thisage, in this place.
ln the final analysis, it is man himself who is the greatest present and future chal-lenge.
The present and future challenges are in our hands the gauntlet has been thrownto us. What we do now as educators and citizens will dete-mine whether these challengescan be confronted and dealt with in a humane manner, where the individual person willbe able to maintain and preserve his dignity and freedom.

Dr. Slaby is chairman of the Engineering Graphics Division of the American Society for Engineering Edu-cation; and is chairman of the School of Engineering and Applied Science, Princeton University, Prince-ton, New Jersey.

A student-oriented industrial arts
G. Don Townsend

The topic given me from which this talk is being presented is "A Student-OrientedIndustrial Arts". After doing some research to find out just what this topic meant, Ihave the following to report:
According to Webster, orientation may be defined as "the familiarization with andadaptation to a situation or environment; specifically, in psychology, interpretation of theenvironment as to time, space, purpose and persons."I am a senior in Crane High School in Crane, Texas, and very little could be done inthe direction oforienting the courses of industrial arts for me; but for those who will comeafter me, I can see a whole new field opening. By letting the students, along with theguidance of their instructors, assist in the making of the courses of study for the classto follow, individual differences can be really taken into consideration. This, I am told,is one of the requirements of good-quality instruction.Some of the student unrest now found throughout our nation's campuses is caused bycourses being offered in which the students received little or no consideration. In thismodern world, change is the "thing". If you are not flexible and cannot bend with thebreeze, you will surely break, which could mean losing your students' interest. Allcourses in industrial arts should be planned with the students' interest in mind. A stu-deV must be taken from where he is and moved forward. It is of great importance thatsaidents be made to see themselves within the total situation; to see how they are to beFi part of the whole environment of the technological world in which they are to reside.They should be taken into the planning of course structures so that things will becomerelevant and meaningful. When this comes about, much of the student unrest will disappear,and you, as teachers, will find a more relaxed and receptive audience with which to work.12



You older people talk of the "Generation Gap" and of a lack of understanding andcommunication that causes some alarm in dealing with young people today. I believe thatmuch of this is due to the fact that youth is more exposed to facts and true informationthan the older generation was at our age. Since today's students are more knowledgeablethan they were in years past, they want to feel that they are having a part in planningthings with which they are to become involved. Television and radio give out more factsand newspapers print more information today, than they did in days gone by. This in itselfmakes the student of today a more knowing individual. However, the greatest stimulusthat we have today is the feeling that we want to belong to something. By having only asmall part in the planning procedure ot the course, a student is given that feeling of be-longing to something that he feels can be of help to himself. And the instructor will alsoreceive a feeling of helping someone.
The rapid advance of our technological information (I am told that we are doublingevery eight years the amount of knowledge that is in the world) makes it imperative thatteachers orient their courses to the student as well as with the student.Although technology cannot be taught in an industrial arts class and be properly keptup-to-date as it changes, occupational information can and should be taught by every in-dustrial arts teacher. Occupational information refers to that general knowledge neces-sary for a person to serve himself and society adequately in certain vocations. It refersto the ability to work and cooperate in group environments. In industrial arts courses,this concept is easily made real. The instructor can help the student work his own prob-lems out and show the student how such problems can apply to the technological environ-ment. The student can also learn to work and cooperate with others in the industrial artscurriculum.
Another important part of student-oriented industrial arts courses is creativity.Creativity is a vital component of industrial arts, for it is through creativity that the ,:-;tu-dent can best express his feelings and ideas. When we consider how we shall analyzea problem, how we shall go about attacking the problem, how we shall fight our way throughthe various obstacles that may appear in our path, there is plenty of scope for originalityand creativity. A point should be made here. It does not matter which method of solvinga problem is best; indeed, that would be a denial of the "creativity" or "originality"idea. The point is that there are many methods, and students can and do invent their own.The early introduction of important ideas does not merely aid learning--it also facilitatescreativity. But most important, the teacher should listen to the ideas of the student. Theinstructor is often handicapped by a fearfulness about new ideas in his particular fieldby excessively great commitment to his own beliefs and experiences and by the unpre-dictable nature of students' questions. If a teacher took this attitude, a student would havethe feeling that only one method exists, and it is therefore foolish to try something dif-ferent.

I would now like to bring to your attention four parts of the definition of orientation--namely, time, space,, purpose and persons. First, let's consider time. A student needs tostudy courses that are relevant to the tine or age in which he lives. Studying materialthat is even five years out-of-date causes students to lose interest very rapidly. I thinkthat the consideration of space is very relevant, also. It is very apparent how rapidlythe world is "shrinking". Today it takes only a matter of a few seconds to call a friendin Australia from here in Louisville, whereas fifteen years ago it would take as much ashalf an hour. Today's students need to be helped to adjust to such changes; and it is upto you as instructors to aid us.
Now let us look at purpose. Everyone needs a purpose in life, and we students arecertainly no exception. If we do not find a purpose, we will surely end up like the hippies.It is your purpose as teachers to help us find our own "place in the sun". Lastly, I wouldlike to say that persons, the final requirement of successfUl orientation, will have a verylasting influence on the youth of today; for, as it Is well put in a poem, "no man is anisland". Because no one can live without others, all youth need to learn to cooperatewith other people. You as teachers can help us students learn this valuable personalquality in the classroom.
As you can now see, orientation is a very valuable asset to the learning process oftoday's students. The general purpose of student orientation is to give the student anopportunity to express himself in something that can hold his interest. It needs to besomething that has the student in top consideration. This is the purpose of such a courseof study for industrial arts. It is my feeling that by taking the students along rather thantelling them the direction you plan for them to take, you will find a more happy climate
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in the laboratory. This feeling will make your job, as an educator, more pleasant and
much easier. Students will, I believe, be more enthusiastic in the performance of the tasks
before them and will ultimately accomplish more and gain more information. And, to
me, this is what teaching is all about.

Mr. Townsend is lust completing his term of office as president of the American Industrial Arts Student
Association. He is a June, 1970, graduate of Crane (Texas) High School.

Man : end or means?
Jack R. Frymier

Let me begin by saying some very obvious things. (Maybe everything I say today willbe obvious, I don't know.) The title of my paper ta.lay is, "Man: end or means?" As I
look at the banner behind me, "Mawr, Societytirechnology", I think that's an appropriate

Let me begin, however, by stating some things that are almost obvious at the clichdlevel. One need not be very bright or thoughtful or perceptive or knowledgeable or very
much of anything to recognh:e that these are dramatic, fast-moving, changing times. It
hasn't been too many years ago that Niles Verne wrote Around the World in Eighty Days.
Almost in our lifetime that story has ehanged from around the world in 80 days to around
the world in 80 hours and from around the world i'z 80 hours to around the world in 60minutes. We now stand perched on the brink of, in fact, moving man around the world in80 seconds or less. We now have, at least theoretically, the capability of transmitting
man by means of electronic impulse. Scientists and technologists have developed concep-tually ways of transmitting matter by means of electronic impulse. The odds are very,very great that before all of us this room are gone, man will have devised a way to
equate transportation with communication. We will be able to move ourselves from hereto there wfth fantastic speed, in an instant and in a moment.

We have telephone, telegraph, television, maybe we will have a telepeople machine,
where I can go from here to New York (with special rates after nine o'clock). That soundsfahtastic, I know, but that is the kind of era in which we are living. And that fantastic
change permeates everything we do and everywhere we go and every place we work. Weall know that. This is the fastest-moving age man has ever lived in, and you and I arenow a part of it.

It seems to me that it is appropriate that those of us who work in achools ask our-
selves the question, "Are we, in fact, keeping pace with the times? Are we keeping up,
or, hopefully, are we ahead? What are those of us who have responsibilities for working
with young people doing in these very dramatic and fascinating but frustrating, these
climactic but chaotic kinds of times? Are we making the kinds of adaptations in ourr?chools? Are we moditying our efforts, our procedures, our programs and our ways ofworking to keep pace with this dramatic tenor of the times?"

If one looks at our educational effort, if one looks at what we have done in recent
years, the first generalization one is apt to make is, "Yes, clearly we are trying tochange." Those of us who are working in education are trying dramatically and haveworked fantastically hard to modify education in recent years, especially during the lastfifteen years. We have changed the components, we've changed the relationshipswe've
changed a great many things about education.

I like to think of these change efforts as hypotheses for change. They are hypothesesbecause we almost never have sJaboratory where we try thinf. out fully and effectively
before we put them in the school. Sometimes we do, but generally our practice in educa-tion is otherwise. Generally, someone gets an idea, somebody gets a notion, somebodygets a new proposition, and we try it out "on the job", so to speak. And we hypothesizethat if we change this or we change that, something will work out for the b2tter. Over
the years we have hypothesized that a number of things ought to be changed in education.For example, there have been a whole series of content hypotheses for change. What wehave really said is that we can change the nature of the subject matter that we teach if
we can clean up the language, if we can tighten up the logic and if we can resequence thiainformation in a different kind of way - then, maybe then, we can make a significant
14



impact upon the lives and minds of those we teach.
So we have had a whole host of changes in the content, the subject matter, the dis-ciplines that we employ to help young people learn in schools. M3st of these have somekind of alphabet title - BSEC physics, BSCS biology, SMFG and all those kinds of programs.We are trying to change the basic substance that we teach, and that's true in industrialarts also, you know very well. I think of these change efforts as content hypotheses forchange.
There have been other kinds of change efforts that we've proposed, too, modificationsof the methods that we employ. I think of these as methodological hypotheses for change.We've changed the way in which we work and the nature of the interaction with teachersand pupils. That's what educational television is, that's what computer-assisted instruc-tion is and all different kinds of levels. We've tried to change the ways in which we workwith young people, hoping that by modifying our techniques and our processes and ourmethodology, we will be able to help young people learn more, better, faster, retain itlonger, forget less of it. We would be able to modify their behavior in the appropriatedirection more consistently, and so forth. Methocblogical hypotheses for change.There has been another series of change efforts which involve the organizationalcomponents of education - time, space, the staff, the resource relationship. I think ofthese as organizational hypotheses for change- the modular scheduling, the nongradedschool, all those kinds of things - team teaching, various ways of grouping people. Evenat the district level, we've changed tremendously the way in which school districts areorganized and whole new concepts of district organization, especially as it relates toindustrial arts and vocational-technical education. Those are organizational hypothesesfor change.
We've also tried things like more research. As people we've poured millions andmillions of dollars into a study of the phenomena that are involved in teaching and learn-ing. We've tried to see, what is teaching really like? What is the nature of learning?What is the nature of motivation? What is the precise result of teacher-pupil interactionin certain kinds of ways? We said, maybe if we invest our time and the best talent wehave, maybe then we can understand the fundamental phanomena that are involved ineducation - then maybe we will be able to generate a breakthmugh in education, just aswe've generated breakthroughs in medicine and breakthroughs in engineering and break-throughs in communication and breakthroughs in transportation. Maybe by tremendousefforts in research, we can generate a breakthrough in education. I think of this as akind of a research hypothesis for change. Or research hypotheses for change.Well, certainly we've tried to change. We ask ourselves, have these changes paidoff? Are schools better today than they were ten or fifteen or twenty or fifty or a hundredyears ago? If we ask that question honestly, and if we look at the data that are available,anybody who studies those data will be sorely disappointed. Obviously, schc ols are dif-ferent today from what they were ten or twenty or fifty or a hundred years ago. They'redifferent, but, the question is, are they better? On that question we're lacking in very gooddata. It's obvious, for example, that children today do many things better than they didtwenty or fifty or a hundred years ago. They read t,...ter, they write better, they spellbetter, they compute better, they're better at social relationships, they're better athuman relations skills. But no matter how we measure those changes, those differencesare very, ver% very, very slight. If we're measuring them, for example, in standardizedachievement tests, it may be one-tenth of a grade level, or two-tenths, or three-tenths ofa grade level at the most.

It's also very evident that wherever we look, there is tremendous dIssatisfaction witheducation. For example, almost one-third of the kids who start school in the first gradequit before they should finish twelve years later. And they quit because they hate it, andthey hate it with a passion, and they wouldn't go back of you drove them with a club. AnyorganizatIon which loses almost 50 percent, and loses more than 30 percent, of its-clien-tele, and which develops those fantastic negative feelings, is pretty sorely pressed todemonstrate that it's doing a superb job.
There is also evidence that there is widespread dissatisfaction, in the profession,outside of the profession. But why is that so? Why is it that people who recognize theneed to change and who have tried tremendously hard to change education in a great manyways - why is it that those changes have not paid off? Why haven't we been able to makethe kind of improvement that we all hope for and that we all work so hard for - why isthat so? Well, I think there are many reasons. 1 will try wo share with you a few and Iwant to share what. I think are some very pervasive things that relate to that.
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I think that some reasons lie in the fact, for example, that as a profession we've
tended to do a number of things wrong. We've tended to do what I call, "Ask the wrong
questions". We ask the wrong questions about programs, we ask the wrong questions
about our educational operations. We say, for example, "How many schools are using the
new industrial arts program? How many schools are using the new physics program?
How many schools are using modern language laboratories? How many schools are using
the new biology? How many schools are using the new math? How many schools are non-
graded? How many schools are using team teaching?" Those are an frequency questions.
And if you ask a frequency question, you get a frequency answer.

Now implicit in the frequency question is the fact that there must be something behind
this, that if a lot of people are doing it, it must be worthwhile and it must be good. Now
if you try to justify something as right just because it exists, you get into trouble. You
have to justify crime or prostitution or disease as good and worthwhile just because they
abound. That's a very shaky and very shoddy kind of logic.

It's also very, very evident that if we equate goodness with widespreadness in educa-
tion, it doesn't pay off. For example, about 1959, I think it was, there was a first survey
done in the United States of how many schools in the United States used language labora-
tories. There were 14 high schools in America in 1959 - that's just 11 years ago. Four-
teen high schools in America used language laboratories. By 1962 that number had in-
creased to 10,000 and, by 1964, that number was supposedly 14,000 high schools, now using
language laboratories. And so, the notion is, it must be good, it must be worthwhile, it
must be paying off. Tu go from 14 to more than 10,000 in just a very, very short period
of time obviously is an indication of progress; obviously we're moving in the right direc-
tion.

But it isn't so obvious. The fact of the matter is that while we of the nation have
spent three quarters of a billion dollars on language laboratores, we don't have a hundred
good pieces of research to demonstrate whether or not they are effective. And out of
those studies that have been done, about a third of them indicate that the kids learn more,
about a third of them indicate they learn less, and about a third of them indicate no sig-
nificant difference. When anybody tries to make inferences that the language laboratories
are new and bettey and paying off, he is obviously not looking at the hard data. And we
put a tremendous investment in these things, based on the notion that if more people are
doing it, it must be worthwhile. In fact, the best studies that have been done in that area
indicate almost exactly the opposite - the ones with the biggest numbers of kids and the
most carefully-controlled variables, and so forth. And that's very disappointing. Now
I don't know why that's so. Everything I now that language laboratories have done caused
me to believe that the new way is a better way. But I think if it is a better way, it'll show
up in research, arid in fact it has not.

Now we've asked the wrong question. We said, "Do we have it because everybody
else has got it or not?" We've done the same thing in physics and math and biology. In
1957, for example, there was not a high school in the United States that taught PSSE
physics, because it was just being worked on at that time. Last fall, when school opened
up, more than 60 percent of the high schools in the United States that taught physics taught
PSSE physics. The inference is, it must be great - look how widespread it is, everybody's
using it. We tend not to be conscious of tin fact that during that same 13-year period of
time, during the 13 years in which the new, modern, the best physics, developed by the
best scholars with the best support of the government, during that period of time the pro-
portional enrollment in physics in United States high schools has 4ecreased 22 percent.
During the time when we've had fantastic pressure and encouragement and guidance to
move people in a technological, scientific, physics kind of direction, we've got a new pro-
gram which is supposedly predicated upon the fact that it will help kids learn, discover
the structure of physics, the way in which physicists work and will motivate them to go
on. During that same period of time, as this new notion has spread more and more widely,
the kids have consistently said, "No, no, no, no, no." Now the time may come when all
of the schools teach it and none of the kids take itthen we'll be doing a perfect job.
I'm not sure. But if you ask the wrong question-How many schools are using it? Is it
widespread? that's the wrong question. But I think one of the things that we've tended
to do as a profession is to ask the wrong question. We've also, I think, operated on the
basis of erroneous assumptions, and I'm not going to talk about those._ I think we've also
tried to manipulate the wrong variables. I'll talk about that in Just a minute.

We have tended basically as a profession to look at the variables "out there." We
said, maybe if we change the size of the class or the color of the print or the sequencing
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of the ideas or the way the kids are grouped or the length of period maybe if we changeall those things "out there," then maybe education will change.Now anybody who has thought about it for 30 seconds, or anybody who has studiedany of the research, as I happened to have had a chance to do in my kind of work, knowsvery well that the most powerful ingredient in education is the human one. If we want tochange education, we have got to change ourselves our attitudes, our values and ouriays of working. Now anybody knows, given the choice of changing the textbook or chang-ing the teacher, which will make the greatest impact. Anybody knows, given the choice ofchanging the sequence of information or changing the nature of teacher-pupil relationship,which will make the greatest difference. But as a profession we have invested our timeand our energy in trying to change those things "out there".
Evidently we've said, maybe if we change all of those things, we can stay the sameand the kids will still learn more. But, if you don't know it yet, that just won't work. Ifwe want to change education, we have got to change ourselves and our ways of working.The thing that counts in education is us. The most crucial variable in education is thehuman one, and if we want to change education, we have got to find a way to develop andcultivate and nurture this human variable to make it more powerful and more meaningfuland more effective in the way it works with young people.
But we haven't been able to get hold of that very well, so we tinker with the time andwe tinker with the grouping and we tinker with the size of the class and we tinker with allthat other stuff. But we stay the same. For that's erroneous and naive on our part topresume that we can manipulate the minor variables and leave the major ones alone.For there are other kinds of things that we've done wrong, I think, too. I don't thinkthere is any question that thz."no significal difference", which is the most common find-ing in education, is also a function of the fact which is very tough for us to seem to beable to accept that individuals differ. People are different. And the fact of the matteris that most of those of us who work in education have offered solutions of a program-matic nature for groups. In other words, we take the old math out and we bring the newmath in. We take the old industrial arts out and we bring the new industrial arts hi. Wetake the old way of teaching foreign language out and we bring the new way of teachingforeign language in. What we do is to substitute one group solution for another groupsolution. And we presume that somewhere out there, there must be a general way of work-ing which is best for all people. Well, that's nonsense. God Himself could not devise aprogram which would meet the needs of all individual people, because people are different.There is no one method, there is no one way, there is no one content, there is no oneorganizational structure, there is no one kind of experiential device which will meet theneeds of all kinds, because people are different. God made them that way, and any indi-vidual who u.ies to find one program which will meet the needs of all kids is naive. Butwhen you give naive people power, that's dangerous. And that's where you and I are. ButI think that's the kind of assumption which is utterly naive, and that we've got to examinein our own operation.

Now to support that, I think in recent months, the last two or thre,.: years especially,the young people of the world and in the United States especially have been sending mes-sages to those of us over 30. They send us communications. They're trying to send usinformation about how they feel, about what they think is wrong, about what they thinkought to be changed, and so forth. Over these months I think they've sent us messagesof different types and in different forms. Now many of us, especially those of us over30, are disturbed sometimes by the form of the message. We don't like the fact that it'sloud. That they are profane. We don't like the fact that they wear their hair long. Wedon't like the fact that they cuss at us and don't seem to listen to us. Well, I think thatif we try to understand both the content of the messages and the frustration which is be-hind the young people, that might be useful to us. I think what really has actually happenedover the years is that for a long time a lot cr reople who were affected by education, whowere working In it, tried to change it. They kind of sat in the back row, and they kind ofwaved their hands, and they said, "Hey, hey, you ;snow what? I got an idea. I know alittle bit about what I'd like to do. Why don't you try this?" You know. "Why don't youdo it this way? Why don't you pay attention to me?" And they begged and they pleadedfor a long time to be listened to, but we didn't pay any attention.
And now they're saying, "You blankety-blank, listen to mel" You know, we comeup tight on that. We listen and we are all upset and we are all disturbed. What's thematter, we say? What'd we do wrong? You know. And we get all upset because, all of asudden, their patience is worn out, and they swear, and we say, you ought not to talk that
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way and stuff, you know. It's okay if we talk that way, but they ought not to talk that way,
you know. I think their patience has worn out. And I don't for a moment condone th(
brutal, sadistic, destructive kind of behavior that some young people are engaging in
today. I don't mean to imply that for a moment.

But I do think there is, behind the actions of many young people, a series of messaget
that they're trying to send to us, and I think that those messages are related to what w(
do, and I think we have to try to hear them. If I try to listen, if I try to figure out wha
those messages are saying, I think they say something like this. One of the messaget
that kids are saying is, "Life is worthwhile," "Life is worthwhile." Another message tha
they're sending is that "the system has to be changed." "The system has to be changed.'
A third message is, "The school is a sorting machine rather than a growing, cultivating
nurturing institution." It sorts people out. Slaps them into categories. A fourth messag(
is, "We want a piece of the action. We want to be there where the action is, and we wan
an opportunity to participate in that."

Let's look at those four messages which the kids are sending us, and see if there if
any validity to the content, even though the style may be obscene or disturbing to us. Th(
kids are saying to us, "We think life is worthwhile. We think that people count. We thinl
that life is important." And furthermore they're saying to us, "We don't think you be-
lieve that. We know yvt Ray that life is worthwhile, but everything you do supports the
opposite. For example", they say, "how can you possibly say that life is worthwhile an(
spend the fantastic resources of this great nation building death-dealing devices? Hoy
can you do that? How can you continue to build fantastic weapons of destruction and sal
that life is worthwhile?" Overkill is not a cute military phrase. It's a precise descrip-
don of the fantastic capability which already exists not hypothetically, not theoretically -
but already exists to destroy life as we know it. We have more than 53,000 nuclear wea-
pons. If we started to drop one today and each one of those weapons is hundreds an(
hundreds of times more powerful than those bombs that were dropped on Nagasaki o]
Hiroshima if we started to drop one bomb a day, it would take 137 years Just to use ui
the existing supply. And the kids say, "You know, life is worthwhile. We don't think yot
really believe it. Life is important. Quit building all that nonsense to destroy life an(
put something into the business of building life and nurturing life and saving life and creat-
ing life. Life is worthwhile. How can you possibly talk about the business of buildirn
weapons of destruction" for example, we have biological warfare material, one gallot
of which is enough to destroy eight billion people, more than twice the population of the
whole world at the moment. The governor of the State of Oregon is pleading right now wit]
the Presidmt of the United Stat2.s, askthg him not to bring nerve gas from the Philippine:
or the Paeific or somewhere and store it in his state "How can you possibly say life it
worthwhile and behave in those kinds of ways?" the kids are saying. "It doesn't mak(
sense. You're hypocritical, you're inconsistent." How can you possibly encourage kids n
learn how to take human life and call that higher education? That is what ROTC is or-
ganized instruction in human destruction.

I work in an institution which is the largest producer of ROTC graduates in the Unite(
States. I also work in an institution as an individual who has spent five years of his lift
totin' an M-1 rifle around the world, supposedly in the name of freedom. I believe b
freedom. I fought for freedom and I have seen men die for freedom. I think if freedom it
worth fighting for and dying for, it is absolutely worth preserving and practicing II
schools. I do not for a moment believe that it is possible to develop a free people by en-
slaving them while they are young. And the kids are saying, "Why do we have to lean
how to kill our fellow man? How come? Is it possible to teach people to kill and call tha
higher education? That must be lower education. It can't be higher education. Cut ou
that nonsense. Life is worthwhile. Pay attention to us." And we don't listen.

It has been less than a year since President Nixon announced that we were going t(
proceed with the development of an anti-balllstics missile system. Less than a year
The day he made the decision, it was obsolete, because, the day before, Apollo 9 demon-
strated the futility of the whole argument. Apollo 9 was at that time in orbit around tin
earth, going arouni, around and around. The plan was to drop Apollo 9 into the Atlantit
Ocean, but a storm arose in the Atlantic. So they changed the splashdown from tin
Atlantic to the Pacific. And so in a matter of hours, we changed the precise point of tin
splashdown from someplace off the point of Cape Canaveral to someplace in the Pacifit
Ocean. Technologically we brought that capsule down to within a few hundred yards of wha
wGs not even a predetermined target. Just because a storm arose. Now anybody who does
no t. see the implications of that for anti-ballicttics missiles is naive. If missiles come
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they will not come from Siberia across Alaska to Canada. They're going tn come out ofearth-circling satellites. There is no protection against those. There is r. le. And yetwe are already committed to spending billions and billions of dollars, what some peopleestimate may be the biggest expenditure ever made by this country, on a weapons systemwhich is already outdated by our own technological developments.
Last summer, for instance, you may recall the MIG fighter that flew from Havanaand landed at Homestead Air Force Base in Florida. We don't seem to recognize the im-plications of that. The fighter left Havana, the pilot flew very low across the ocean. Hedidn't pay attention to the rules. For example, he didn't fly high enough for our radarto pick him up. We didn't know he was coming. We didn't know he was coming until justa very few minutes before he landed. When he landed he came in with his wheels down.Now anybody knows that when an aircraft comes in with its wheels down, that's a sign offriendliness. He might have had an atom bomb on there. He landed within a few hundredfeet of the President's jet, Air Force One. He could have blown the whole south end ofFlorida right off the map. But we don't seem to recognize that if war comes, it might comethat way. We keep thinking it's all right if we spend fifty billion, one hundred billion orfour hundred billion dollars on a weapons system which doesn't make sense, becauseobviously if people are going to play the game they are going to play it according to ourrules. "How utterly naive can you be?" the kids are saying. "Life is worthwhile. Let'sbuild something that's human-creating and human-nurturing and human-preserving,rather than human-destroying. Life is worthwhile, but we don't think you believe it,"they are saying.

I think their message is coming across. I think we have to pay attention to it. Howabout the other things they're saying? "You have got to change the system," they'resaying. "The system has to be changed." Those are the words which they typically em-ploy. Sometimes they're talking about the political system, sometimes they're talkingabout the economic system, but often they're talking about the educational system. Whatdo they mean when they say the system has to be changed? Is there something fundamen-tally wrong with the system? I think there are a lot of things right about the system, butI think that there are obviously possibilities for improving it. I think without question inthe field of education we need tremendous change in the system as a system. Apart fromthe program, apart from the people, I think the system has to be changed.For example, any fully-functioning social system that I know anything about is char-acterized by the fact that there are three separate aspects - three separate entitiee, threeseparate functions which are performed. One of these functions is the planning, the con-ceptualizing, the hypothesizing, the direction-setting aspect of the system. Another partof it is the doing, the implementing, the accomplishing, the effecting part of the system.The third part of the system is the judging, the evaluating, the assessing, the reflectingpart of the system. Now in any fully-functioning system, these three pieces functionseparately, and each one of them has a power, but at the same time they are all delicately-balanced and poised and related to one another.
There is a separate group which performs each function. President Nixon found thatout sorely yesterday. It hurt his ego and it hurt his pride. He proposed to Congress andto the Senate a name for confirmation (for judge of the Supreme Court), but the Senaterejected it. The Senate is a group separate from the President. One group pla.ls, onegroup accomplishes and one group judges. That is beautifully illustrated in our syEtem ofgovernment - the legislative, executive and judicial branches. But it is also illustrated inalmost any other kind of concept you want to look at - whether it is science, economics,and so forth - except education. In education, one group plans, another accomplishes, butthere is no judging or evaluatiz,7, group which has a power of its own. Obviously peoplemake judgments, obviously people make inferences and assessments, but their judgmentsdon't have power, their judgments don't have precision. Their judgments don't have in-fluence, except in a very gross and crude kind of way. And furthermore, what we actuallyhave is a group of people who plan, who conceptualize, who give direction. These are thegoverning boards of education - whatever they are called or at whatever kind of level- theschool board, the board of trustees, etc.
We have the implementers. That's you and I. The professionals. We convert policiesinto program,. We convert ideas into practice. We convert general notions and generalpurposes into educational hardware and educational decision. But we do not have any-body to perform the evaluation role. We don't have a separate group charged with theresponsibility of assessing or holding us accountable for what we do. Let me cite two orthree illustrations, if I can, to make that point, because I think that is a very serious flaw
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in the system. When the kids say the NyoNro 1101 to be changed, I think they are right.
Ten years or so ago, when I worked ih 06attdo1 Florida, as Director of Instruction,

I picked up my telephone one day when iqnd I said, "This is Jack Frymier", and
some guy on the other end of the line ufel, I Want you to make those kids quit killin'
those fish". I said, "What?" "I want yakk wake those kids quit killin' those fish."
I said, "I don't understand what you're tolkjpg about. You'll have to tell me the whole
story." He said, "I'm so and so. I run pet f3hop. EverY day at 8:00 a.m. a school bus
comes and stops in front of my pet shop gtrlti Ottivis there until 8:20. At 8:20 another school
bus comes, and some of the kids get oft ot pus and get on the other bus. Then the
two busses go on. But between 8:00 "I Q 4ors1e of those kids get off of that one bus
and come into my pet shop and they buy 6ph, pi take them to school and they kill them.
I want you to make those kids quit klllj1j th.a% fio." I said, "Why don't you quit selling
them the fish?" And he said, "Now cinhlt vOtt Pie me a hard time, buddy!" He said,
"Aren't you the Director of InstructiOn Ift jø ochocl district?" I said, "Yeah." He
said, "Aren't the biology teachers partcrf ihoqwtiorua effort in this district?" I said,
"Yeah." He said, "Aren't the biology teAcIAta %Posed to do what you said?" "Well,"
I said, "I'm supposed to have some kind cl "Mice over them." He said, "I want you to
make those kids quit killing those figh." Octid, "Okay", and I hung up the phone and
laughed like ----. That was the funni" 011110 that happened to me all day. 7 didn't pay
any attention to him. That's the way it IA ji %:plavion. We pay attention if we want to or
we don't pay attention if we don't want ta) belt 4,- Weide.

Those of us who are responsible fcd 11013.1e"nting the decisions are also responsible
for judging the decisions. We make Ole aecl,sloo, either way. Now if I'd gotten two or
three telephone calls, I might have gotten Et fnecoNv in my brow, If I got four or five tele-
phone calls, I might havn changed our vhole piology progran-I, based on that little bit of
information. Now what we have in educA1400 1g a system in which those of us who work in
it not only have to implement, but also Iliqvo b jtkdge. And that means we're judging our-
selves. And that means that there is klAti Of contamination of the process. We work
hard. We try like the dickens. We invek fl'fflerldizes amounts of energy and money and
time and then we turn around and ses ''Ar0 \ye doing a good job?" Well, it's awfully
hard to say we aren't doing a good job aftei, vvefv poured all that stuff into it.

Let me take another illustration, Pk' "r0A1e. Du our campus, The Ohic State Uni-
versity, we have had for a number of year% callcd a speaker's rule. The speaker's
rule was passed by the board of trusfea, \Vas &signed specifically to keep certain
people from speaking on campus - basickly bewe who Ove communist inclinations and
communist leanings. Now the law, the l'nlet WO Passed and adopted by the board of trus-
tees, and over a period of time a lof pt,ek felt very uncomfortable about the rule.
They said, "You know, first of all, itia a clvect violation of the first amendment of the
Constitution, which guarantees freedcml o NI0Qclip press, religion, assembly, petition.
It doesn't really make sense to deny peame the.tiAt to speak, especially in a university
setting, especially when men are conoek.neel lath the pursuit of truth. It doesn't really
make any sense to cut off debate, to 1imt c0"101410," And so students and faculty and a
lot of other people kept complaining, Oct tj'Ar0 vere committees at work and there were
protests in The Lantern, The ColtunINAsyL_ktch and articles in Atlantic Monthly and
Harper's and the New York Times. Anti o\>er period of time a tremendous amount of
discomfort developed. Finally a student 0.1):)015 got a committee going, and they kind of
wobbled their way through the univergitY ecnItoullitY, and a faculty group got working, and
they kind of wc. nd their way around the _t,kni4Nrisity cornmunity. Arid these two groups
came to the president's office, and they 4alm tk, the president, "You know, a lot of people
around here are unhappy about the s9"f0 rale. Will you please go to the board of
trustees and ask them if they'd change ity, ..rM president thought about ...hat awhile. He
said, "Okay, I'll do that." He went to the boakcI el crUstees and he said, "You know, there
are a lot of people around here who d011$5 ltko the speaker's rule, Will you change it?"tot tor Ittrje while, and they said, in effect, "WhoThe board of trustees thought about
made that rule, anyway? Ohl We made that ki,11, didn't We? Oh, we thmk that's a prettyi"good rule. No, uh-uh, we're not gonna cge hi They didn't. It changed several months
later, when a couple of guys missed the 1"eit, atd the balance of votes switched and it
went through.

But the fact of the matter is, at the brAefit time, as it ir presently conceptualized -
at universities, in public schools, in At *hale fealm of education- the system is con-
ceptualized in such a way that those wilo t"e NsPonsibilides for making policy are the
same group who judge the worth and tI'M i-eliratice of that same policy. If we did that in
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government, for example, that means that we would allow Congress to determine the con-stitutionality of its own laws. We deny that right to Congress. That right is reserved toanother group, and that group has power. That group has an influence of its own. Whenwe sometimes talk about the power of the Supreme Court "What the ----, they're Justnine old men. Oh, they can't do anything." If people don't live by those rules, there'snothing they can do. The marshalls don't work for the court, the marshalls work for thePresident. Our system is delicately balanced in such a way that we found a way to usecorrective feedback in order to improve. We found a way to process criticism and toconvert criticism and complaint into positive program change. We can do that in eco-nomics. Our whole system of free enterprise in economics is based upon the fact thatwhen somebody doesn't like something, he can turn it down, and the people who produceproducts have to pay attention tottne feedback. But in education we don't have to pay atten-tion to the feedback. We pay attention if we want or we don't pay attention if we don'twant, and we decide.
Now that's a flaw in the system. When the kids are saying the system has to bechanged, I think they're right. I think we have ways and mechanisms and means and tradi-tion which allow us to insulate ourselves from the system. We're not accountable to themor to anybody else. Let me cite one more example and then I'll go on.A number of years ago a man in our state was elected governor on a conservative plat-form, and the first day he came into office he fired everybody in the state who had beenhired in the last 90 days. The law allowed him to do that in civil service and so forth.Every state agency got kJ budget cut.
In our Department of Education we immediately had our budget cut $26,000.00. Wedidn't know what to do, you know. The kids were there, we didn't want to shoot them. Wedidn't want to send them home. We didn't know what to do with them. But we didn't haveany money and so we said, "What should we do? Should we cut out programs? Shouldwe increase class size? Should we increase the number of student teachers people haveto supervise? Should we fire faculty? What should we do?" We talked about it and thoughtabout it, and we finally made a decision. We said, "Let's absorb all of the loss at onepoint, at one point in the program, and let's keep everything else the same." And so wetook a class called Introduction to Education, which was required of all students. You hadto take if if you wanted to be certified to teach in our institution. You had to take thatcourse. That course had been taught by regular faculty and by some graduate students,but in small sections of about 30. That year we put all of our financial losses int, thatone thing, and that class went to 1100 students, and we put a graduate student in to teachit. We said, "Good Ithzk, buddy." That's what we did.I used to watch that class 1,100 people that's a lot of people, you know. There'ssome kid, with a master's degree, working like the dickens to get a doctorate and takingtwelve, fifteen hours on the side and writing a dissertation, up there trying to teach thatclass.

I used to ask myself, what would happen if some guy in that class, some kid out theresaid to himself, "How come I have to take this class"? Suppose he walked across thestreet we didn't have an auditorium on campus big enough to teach it in; we had to go tothe state museum. So I asked myself what would happen if he walked from the state muse-um over to the Dean's office andknockedon the door and said, "Hey, hey, Mr. Dean! Tellme why I have to take Education 108." You know what the Dean would have said? He'dhave said, "You want to be a teacher, don't you?" And the kid would have said, "Yes."And the Dean would have said, "Well, you have to take Education 108." But suppose thekid was one of those kinds of obnoxious kids and he said, "Hey, buddy, don't give me thatnonsense. Can you prove to me that I'll be a better teacher if I take that course than if Idon't? I mean, look, you're making me take it. I don't have any choice. It'S required.What kind of evidence do you have that I'll be a better teacher if I take that course thanif I don't?" You know what the Dean would have said? Huh? He'd Wive probably said,"Have you thought about agriculture, or maybe you ought Do go into engineering." Orhe'd have tried to counsel him out and get him out of the field of educAtion. But supposethe kid was really one of those blistering kids who walk around campuses today, andsuppose he said, "Now, ---- don't give me that nonscmse buddy. Can you prove tome tiAt I'll be a better teacher if I take that course than if I don't?' You know what theDean would have done? He'd have drawn himself up to the full dignity of his office and hewould have said, "Young man, that course is good because we say it's good. It's good bydefinition. We don't hypothesize that that's an effective course, we postulate it. We don'thave to prove even to ourselves that what: we're doing makes sense. Not even to tie."
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Now I submit that when you work in that kind of system, that's a fantastic amount of
power. And when the kids are saying, "The system has to be changed", I think they're
saying there has to be an accountability mechanism there. There has to be a way to find
out whether what we're doing does in fact make a significant difference. Well, the message
that they're sending is that the system has to be changed. I think there's a validity to it.

Another message that they're sending: The school is a sorting mechanism. The
school sorts people out and categorizes them and slots them. We give grades. Grades
become money because they're scholarships. We determine people's lives. We label
people. We categorize people. Kenneth Clark's whole notion, for example, about the
self-fulfilling prophecy is that by labeling a ghetto kid as a poor achiever, a poor reader,
he ultimately learns to do that, and he ultimately learns to behave that way, because we
have labeled him that, and that's self-fulfilling prophecy. The kids arc saying, "You
know, the school is treating us like potatoes. We run through here and you slot us out
and drop us here and drop us there and put us there and do this to us. We feel like we're
being done to. We're being sorted out. The school is serving some other agency"
sometimes they say the Defense Department or sometimes they say somebody else. But
they feel that the school is a sorting machine. It's not a growing, nurturing, cultivating,
enhancing institution. It's an institution which sorts people out. It puts them into slots
and they resent that.

rl-te of the other things that they're saying, of course, is, "We want a piece of the
action. We want a right to determine the direcdon, the nature of what's going on with us.
We want a say in what's going on, in the courses that are taught, the activities which
we're involved in, the methods that are involved, the evaluation procedure the organ .za-
tional plan. We want a part of that. We want a piece of the aceon." Those kinds of
messages are being sent to us loudly, profanely, sometimes politely, sometimes systemat-
ically, sometimes in writing, often in yelling form. Life is worthwhile. The system has
to be changed. The school is a sorting machine. .There are other kinds of messages that
they're sendingI just picked out three or four.

Now what are the implications of those messages? What are the implications for
those of us who are concerned about kids in school? I think behind all of those things the
kids are saying, "We're being used. We're hollow. We feel prostituted. We are means
to somebody else's end. And we don't like it. Man is the end," I think they're saying.
Man is the end. At the present time I think most of the kids feel that duly are the re-
cipients. They are a means to somebody llse's end. And they are questioning that
severely. And I think their questiorA has a legitimacy. I think their question has a validity.
I think we have to find a way to see whether or not what we're doing in educational prac-
tice is consistent with what we feel is right not only what they yell, because I know very
well that you don't get verification by volume, and some of the kids think that is true.
Things are right just because you say them loudly. But at the same time I think there is
a validity to their content if we can sort it out and if we can listen to it.

So let me move, if I may in my discussion, to some kind of abstract, theoretical points
about program and curriculum, but then try to relate them to the kind of discussion that
we've made.

People who are concerned with curriculum development, people who operationalize
curriculum in schools translate idead into educational practice, if you please are
people who employ knowingly or unknowingly certain kinds of assumptions about education.
For example, curriculum theorists would suggest to us that there are three fundamental
sources or areas that we go to when we determine the purposes or the directions of edu-
cation. There are three areas where we get information and inspiration. One of these
areas is what we know about the natureof knowledge. Another area is what we know about
the nature of society, and a third area is what we know about the nature of the individual.

The nature of knowledge. We've learned a lot in recent years about the structure of
the discipliae the fundamental facts, the generalizations and principles, the ways of the
inquiry which are uidque anti peculiar to anyparticular discipline. We've learned an awful
lot about the nature of discipline, and that's one of the areas to which we can go when we
say, "What should schools be about? What direction should they go? What objectives
shomk hey pursue't What purposes should they strive to achieve?"

,Ist, second area of information, or source, if you plosse, is what we know gbout the
wave ciL society changing cultural patterns, expectatioiw, social values, norms, those
klitutu ot

tird area is what we know about d.e nature of the individual motivation, per-
bunatq -aucture, perceptual style, cognitive abilities, the nature of intelligence.
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Now anybody who operationalizes education inevitably draws upon these three sources.What we naively thia those of us who build program is that we consider all of thesein a kind of an equivalent way. We'll draw some from knowledge and some from societyand some from the individual and we'll build a program which will meet ail of these needs.But that doesn't work out in practice. In practice what actually happens is that we pre-sume that one of these sources is primary and the others are secondary. For example, ifwe presume that what we know about the nature of knowledge is primary, and what weknow about the nature of society and the nature of disciplines is secondary, that repre-sents, if you please, a particular kind ofphilosophical posture a statement or an assump-tion about philosophy which relarts to curriculum. It represents one kind of an assumption.If you translate that into eaucational practice, you get a departmentalized kind of school,a school in which subject matter is predominant.
The second kind of assumption is, what we know about the nature of society is pri-mary. What we know about the nature of the disciplines and individuals is secondary. Ifyou build that kind of assumption into practice, then you get an entirely different kind ofthing. You get a group-centered, a socially-oriented, the-school-exists-to-serve-society kind of school.
The third thing is if we presume that what we know about the nature of the individualis primary and what we know about the nature of knowledge and the nature of the societyis secondary that represents an entirely different kind of educational program, an en-tirely different kind of assumption.
Now people who work in schools can use one or two or three, but they cannot at anyone time use all of these.
Now my value structure, which I want to try to share (and I recognize it as my pointof view), is related to the notion of "man - ends or means", grows out of my understandingof the kind of static that's coming from the kids and my assessment of things, and sug-gests that we ought to, from my values, adopt assumption number three. What we knowabout the nature of the indivi&al is primary what we know about the nature of society anddisciplines is secondary.
In other words, to say it another way, Man is the end, subject matter is the means,society is the result. I don't think that man ought to be used to achieve social ends. Idon't think that man ought to be used to achieve discipline ends. Man is the end. Andthose of us who work in schools have to find a way to build program in such a way thatwe truly do meet the needs of individual kids. We do serve their needs.But the fact of the matter is we don't know what their needs are. That's the realdilemma. That's the real trouble. Those of us who work in education equate wants withneeds. We say if a kid wants that, he must need it. Now that's nonsense. I may want anew car but I don't need a new car. I may want a steak dinner but I may not need a steakdinner. We don't have any idea about what people really need in order to maintain intel-lectua/ and emotional life. Weknow a lot of things about life's being worthwhile. We knowa lot of things about preserving physical life, but we don't have any idea what's absolutelyessential in order to maintain intellectual and emotional life. That's a big problem. I'mnot going to talk about I think that we need to examine it, because I think what we'vetended to do in education is to get fascinated with the areas which are of particular in-terest to us our subject matter field or trying to serve social purposes and we're notin fact really ultimately concerned about the needs of kids. Oh, we say we are. Yeah, wesay that. Ohl kids are important. Sure they are, now d----t, learn this task, or do thator do this. We try to make them work in such a way that they become the means to servethat particular end. And that's the kind of thing I think they're complaining about. Andthat's the kind of thing I think we have to examine in our own practice, in our own assump-tion.

What I tried to say is that kids are sending us messages. They're sending us mes-sages about the importance of life, their disagreement with the nature of the system, aboutthe fact that they think the school serves as a sorting machine and other kinds of things.And they're sending us these messages in a period of fantastic change.Now I know we've tried to change. I know we've worked terribly hard. I know we'vestruggled and worked against tremendous odds. But I also know at the present time thatwe're not doing the job well enough. We absolutely are rot, and we absolutely have tochange.
I think the thing we really have to change is us. I said it before and I'll say it again.I don't think there's any quest n whatsoever that the crucial ingredient in education is thehuman one. The thing that counts is us. If man is the end and subject matter is the means
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and society is the result, then we've got to find a way to use ourselve powerfully and
creatively to make a difference in those kids. That means the assumptions upon which
we operate have got to be changed. The space we have to conquer is that space behind our
eyes our values about curriculum, our notions about the importance of subject matter,
the purposes we tend to achieve, whether or not we seek kids serving some other nd or
whether we do think that life is worthwhile, whether we do think that when the kids say
they want a piece of the action, we recognize that as an evolution of the spirit of the de-
mocracy the whole reason this country is here. The only reason our nation came to be
was that we wanted a piece of the action. And the kids are saying that now. Democracy
is an evolving, growing concept. It's not static; it's dynamic. The kids say, "Life is
worthwhile." They say, "You don't believe that." They say, "We want a piece of the
action and you won't let us have it. You're making the school be a sorting machine cuc
it out and change the system." Well, if we want to change those things, the thing we have
to change is us. We have to find ways to use ourselves powerfully and creatively to help
young people lea:n.1.

Dr. Frymier is professor and chairman of the Curriculum and Foundations Faculty, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus.

Extensions of technology:
from utopia to reality

Henryk Skolimowski
I. From Technologies to Technology.

In human history technology has been the proverbial horn of plenty, and yet it is now
regarded by many to be humanity's curse. Within the history of science, technology has
been considered as an innocent assembly of useful gadgets, and yet it is now seen by many
as an omnipotent Frankenstein monster. Have we become schizophrenic in our thinking
about Technology, or has Technology so profoundly changed its nature that our stereo-
typed conceptions of it no longer apply?

To attempt to examine the nature of technology is a nearly impossthle task, and yet
we have to undertake such an examination if for no other reason than in order to be re-
assured that we have not become schizophrenic. I shall begin by making a distinction
between technologies and Technology (the latter always with a capital "T"). The former,
that is, technologies, I shall treat individually. There is the technology of pre-fabricated
houses, the technology of paper making, etc. These technologies existed from time im-
memorial. We can find their presence in the earliest traces of human civilizations. In-
deed, the discovery of early civilizations is the discovery of the remnants of early tech-
nologies. It will be no exaggeration to assert that early technologies helped to humanize
mankind to no lesser degree perhaps than did the moral laws invented by the great
prophets.

Technology, as opposed to technologies, I shall treat collectively in its totality. Tech-
nology Is a specific embodiment of technologies. But its fundamental characteristic
cannot be grasped by examining the features of particular technologies. Ihken in toto
Technology distinguishes itself by its ruthless drive to establish mastery over the external
world. It is with this phenomenon Technology versus the external world that I shall
here be concerned. My task, in other words, will be to excavate the roots of modern
Technology. And by the "roots" (of modern Technology) I do not mean the chronology of
successive stages of the technological development, but rather the social, philosophical
and psychological peculiarities of the Technological Phenomenon. This phenomenon
emerged relatively late in human history. I shall argue that its origins belong to the post-
Renaissance era. In particular I shall attempt to demonstrate that Technology cannot be
separated from the rest of our intellectual history during the last four hundred years. In
other words, Technology is neither the thing-in-itself nor a part of applied science, but
Is an intrinsic part of the rational ideology worked out in the post-Renaissance period;
as such Technology must be viewed within the context of this rational ideology. Our pres-
ent perplexities about the nature of Technology, about its advantages and disadvantages,
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about its blessings and disasters, are partly the result of our confusion concerning the
intellectual heritage that was bequeathed to us from the Renaissance on.

Now, one of the burning issues which various writers on Technology have attempted
to settle is: Is Technology natural or unnatural to mart? Anoteer issue is: Is our present
Technology a phase in a continuous and homogeneous technological development, or is it
quite unlike earlier phases? And the third issue is: Is it the case that the flourishing of
great civilizations invariably coincides with the flourishing of Technology?

These are interesting questions in themselves. But they are also relevant for the
understanding of the present condition of Technology. I therefore will briefly discuss them
one by one in order to prepare the stage for the dissection of the technological phenomenon
within the framework of what I call the rational ideology of modern times.

To begin with the first question: Is Technology natural or unnatural to man? Modern
Technology is monstrously unnatural to Man, argue some thinkers; modern Technology
grows from and is a part of the natural equipment of man, claim others. Where is the
truth? The truth is that modern Technology is as natural as it is unnatural to man. To put
it otherwise, it is neither natural nor unnatural. Is the harness natural to a horse? Aretrousers natural to tr.' 1. (They are now almost a part of our skin.) Is the computer,
wt.ich can calculate a tnousand or a million times faster than we do, natural to man? The
answer can be both "yes" and "no" almost in every case. We camot answer these ques-
tions without some a priori schema of what is natural to man. In order to justify such a
schema, we have to resort to philosophical speculation. Thus, there is no clear answer
to the question, Is Technology natural or unnatural to man? because the question is ill-
formulated. Before it can be meaningfully answered we have to make many stipulations
and assumptions. Furthermore, what is "natural" in one epoch may not be natural in
another. Thus the phrase "natural to man" is an historical category; therefore, it should
not be treated as if it were universal, timeless, unchangeable.

The second quesdon is concerned with the process of the development of Technology.
Has it been continuous? Has Technology been basically the same for millenia with the
proviso that we have accumulated more and more of it as the store of our inventions and
discoveries has grown? Or have there been some drastic discontinuities so that we can
justly say that Technology has changed its character and nature? It is unquestionable
that during the last two centuries, particularly after Technology married science, Tech-
nology became an altogether different phenomenon, notonly in scope but in nature. On the
other hand it is undeniable that there have been some continuities. And the question is
whe:ter the changes and discontinuities have been more fundamental than the continuities.
It is my contention that such is the case. The discontinuities appear to be far more fun-
damental, not only from a human point of view, but they are also striking when Technology
is viewed within its own limited framework, when we consider the multiplication of its
powers.

The discontinuities of technological development are striking in yet another respect.
Zvorykin and other writers have demonstrated that when a new technology emerges, its
improvement is at first rapid. Then the growth curve reaches a plateau. We have reached
the point of diminish.'ng returns. Further imprcvements are so difficult, time-consuming
and costly, and the dividends so small, that progress is really illusory. The study of ma-
chines designed for one purpose, such as the steam locomotive, diesel locomotive and
turbolocomotive, Zvorykin argues, shows that at first the efficiency of these machines
rises quickly.. After a while the curve showing the increase of efficiency changes. When
the curve approaches the straight line, it means that the potentialities of a given machine
are exhausted. It is also an indication of an approaching leap, a switch to a new machine,
a new technology or a new process. This can be seen as one of the fundamental features
of the technological development.

Among significant discontinuities in the technological development, we should clearly
discern one -namely, the new role Technology came to play in the post-Renaissance
world: the role of the supreme instrument in controlling nature. This point will be dis-
cussed at length during the course of this paper, And this point brings us to the third
question.

Does the flourishing of great civilizations and of great art always occur when Tech-
nology is most advanced? Yes, If we e3tablish by definition that the flourishing of great
civilizations is but a byproduct and a manifestation of technological achievements. Yet,
to a discerning eye, this parallelism is by no means obvious. The ancient civilizations
of China and Greece- to mention 1-1c two spectacular examples -flourished at the time
when Technology (in our sense of the term) was held In very low esteem, was indeed
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disdained. The inventive genius of the Chinese and the Greeks made it possible for themto develop Technology far beyond the scope of Its use at the thr-... There were many dis-coveries and inventions, but they were never implemented. T s, there was the germ ofTechnology, but no fruit; the potential but no actualization. From our point of view thiswas an irredeemable waste. We cannot truly F a y that technology nourished in the irts-sical period of ancient Greece or in ancien* China; yet these civilizations did.The surge forth of Technology is a phenomenon of the modern world. Before Tech-nology could expand triumphantly, we had to acquire a rather special attitude towardnature. '.v.dern Technology is an instrument designed to control nature, to repeat atruism. "; his instrument could not have evolved, at any rate not in the form it did,before we had conceived the idea of the conquest of nature. Thus fundamental to theunderstanding of modern Techngy is the understanding of our changing relation tonature. There is an irvisi le lin , T,uta profaund one, between our idea of nature and ouridea of Technology. I shall anticipate my subsequent argument by stating now that theexpansion of Technology coincides with our idea of nature as a caretaker of our needs anda subject to our will; the second part of this argument is that the periods during whichman lives in symbiosis with nature are not the periods when Technology surges forth.With this as a prelude I turn to the state of technology in ancient Greece.II. The Greek Ideals and Technology.
The first and fundamental question is: Why did Technology not develop in the ancientworld? Nobody seems to have a coherent answer. Perhaps the answer should be sltnilarto that which Einstein gave when asked why science did not develop in the Orient.. Thefact, he said, that sc:ence did not develop in the Orient needs no explanation at all, butwhat does need explanation is that it developed in the first place. Yet it is intriguing thatthe Greeks, who invented so many gaagets, did not arrive at our idea of Technoloay asa collection of labor-saving devices, as an instrumelt for the mastery of the externalworld. The Greeks were incredibly inventive and not only the Greeks in the Hellenisticage, which is known for :t,; siechanical inventions mainly because of the genius of Archi-medes and Hero of Alexandria, but also the Greeks in the Classical period. We are per-fectly well-acquainted with the intellectual and cultural climate of the Golden Age ofancient Athens under Pericles, when Socrates lived; but we are rather ignorant or thefact that all kinds of extraordinary gadgets were employed at that time, some very cleverindeed, as, for example, machines designed to mimic human behavior. But it was all forthe purpose of entertainment. Hardly any attempt was made to employ these gadgets inthe process of, as we would call it today, industrial production. And this fact is verypuzzling indeed. Some historians findan explanation in the features of the socio-economicsystem of Greece at that time. They contend that there was no need for Technology in oursense because slaves were sufficient. Some argue that "the wealthy slave ownen didnot want labor-saving devices". Others argue that "the plans to harness the forces ofnature which the engineers proposed in the handbooks were not supported by public trioneynor were the scientists or 'philosophers' interested in the efforts of these F iperiorcraftsn.en". Some of these arguments for example, that the plans of engineers toharness the forces of nature were ignored - are entirely off the mark, for they assnmethat the same attitude of conscious attempts to harness the forces of nature which wehave peen at work during the last 3505/ears in the Western world also prevailed in ancientCreece, which it did not.

A much more ingenious explanation is developed by Brumbaugh in his book AncientGreek GadgestLand Machines. He suggests that the idea of deliberate attempt at inventionwas alien to the Greeks. They attributed the invention of basic tools and techniques, sklehas the bellows, anchor or potter's wheel, to some ancient legendary genius, bordering onim.gic. Basic inventions, being ancient, legendary and almost superhuman, did not Seemto belong to the world of presence and of ordinary mortals.
Now, were there some other factors which might have prevented the development ofTechnology from within, as it were? One of them wa certainly the Greek ideal aboutwhat kind of life is worthy of a man. Witness in this context Plutarch's opinions aboutArchimedes and how disparagingly Plutarch talks about Archimedes' inventions:
Archimedes possessed so high a spirit, so profound a soul, and such treasuresof scientific knowledge, that though these inventions had now obtained him therenown of more than human sagacity, he yet would not deign to leave behing himany commentary or writing on such subjects; but repudiating as sordid andignoble the whole trade of engineering, and every sort of art that lends itself to
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mere use and profit, he placed his whole affection and ambition in those purerspeculations where there can be no reference to the vulgar needs of life.(Italics H. SO

Archimedes is said to have constantly apologized for his inventions and justified them asmere amusements, as diversions, as useless toys. Thus, a human being or a citizen, ascontrasted with a slave or an animal. was a man who did not sully his hands with manualwork, whose art did not lend itself to mere use and profit. In such an intellectual climate,Technology had little chance to develop, not because slaves were sufficient slave-owners did not want labor-saving devices, but because it was morally and intellectuallyrepulsive. And these moral and intellectual constraints had a great power over theGreek mind.
There is one element which I find constantly missing in various accounts of ancienttechnology. This element is the attitude toward nature. It is a part of my general thesisthat these two elements the attitude toward technology and the attitude toward natureare two sides of the same coin. The attitude toward technology in ancient Greece andelsewhere is a corollary of the attitude toward nature.
Around 600 BC the Greeks chased the gods from their universe and attempted to givenatural explanations to phenomena which had previously Le.--;ea ecplained by reference tothe intervention of the gods. Perhaps the effort to comprenend the workings of nature innon-theosophic terms was great enough; perhaps the Greeks were unable to go a stepfurther toward controlling nature. Yet, I believe that this was not the case. It seems thatit was not because they lacked the capacity or mental resources that they did not attemptto control nature, bur rather because of their basically symbiotic relationship with nature.Let me explain this point in some detail. It seems that the Greeks did not separate naturefrom the rest of their universe clearly enough. This separation was only to happen inmodern times. Thus they did not consider natu_e as object outside, fixed and ready forexploration, independent for its existence from us. Nature, as it were, was too close tothem to be objectified. To put it in other words, nature was treated as subject ratherthan as object. These two different attitudes in treating nature as object and as subjectmust be firmly grasped in order to comprehend Technology durin6 the last few centuries.Perhaps the clearest evidence that the Greeks did not objectify nature sufficientlylies in the fact that they did not develop the expeiirnental method. They did developimaginative conjectures and hypotheses about nature. I3ut they were satisfied with therational power of their conjectures and explanations. They did not test these conjecteresand explanations against empirical reality. The concept of nature as something constant,immutable and firmly established out there, against which we test our hypotheses, wasnot a part of ancient science. This may be very curious and puzzling, but this is what therationalist tradition meant in ancient Greece. Because of their conception of nature theGreeks could not have eeveloped the idea of empiricism as practised in modern sciencesince Galileo. And this also explains why they could not have conceived the ide- of con-trolling nature and the idea of the conquest of nature.

III. Medieval Theology and Technology.
Another hypothesis which we must examine claims that the roots of modern Technologyare in the canons of the Judeo-Christian religion. Some thinkers have suggested that theorigins of the notion of the exploitation of nature can be found in the Scriptures, in theessentials of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Iris contained in the Judeo-Christian mythol-ogy, they argue, to think of man as ruthlessly lording over nature, and to think of natureas the object of his will and rule. The basic premise of this argument appears to be thatthe destruction of the environment was written in the blueprint given to us on Mount Sinai.I shall first present the argument and then will attempt to show that this position is in-defensible and indeed fundamentally mistaken.

The view that modern technology is rooted in Judeo-Christian teleology is advocatedvigorously even by such eminent historians as Lynn White. He argues that a new systemof agrieelture in the Middle Ages was an expression of a new attitude toward the soil andthus toward nature. "Man's relation to the soil was profoundly changed. Formerly manhad been part of nature; now he was the exploiter of natUre. Nowhere else in the worlddid farmers develop any analogous agricultural implement. Is it coincidence," Whiteasks, "that modern technology, with its ruthlessness toward nature, has so largely beenproduced by descendants of these peasants of northern Europe?" White continues hisargument by suggesting that the new Frankish calendars set the style for the Middle Ages,showing "men coercing the world around them plowing, harvesting, chopping trees,
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butchering pigs. Man and nature are two things, and man is master".
These are very interesting arguments. But are they substantial enough? Is plowing

really coercing the world? If this is so, then the coercing of nature started to occur at

the time when man, the hunter, became man, the farmer. And then Lynn White's argument
collapses, because it is not the case that coercing nature started in the Middle Ages.
Moreover, is it not the case that the Middle Ages invented rotation farming, thereby em-
phasizing their care for the soil? Furthermore it seems that Lynn White reads too much

into the pictures of the medieval calendars. How much can we really deduce from calen-
dars about people's world views?

Thus. we need much firmer evidence tor the view that the aggressive tendencies of
modern 'f- zhnolog; have their roots in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Can this evidence
be found n the 13c ok of Genesis, as some wish to suggest? We read there that man was
created in the image of God, Who gave him "dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth." The crucial term here is of course 'dominion'. If

this term is to be understooct in the sense in which it was used in reference to political
empires and dominions, such as the Roman Empire and the British Empire, then dominion
is indeed the territory for exploitation and plunder. But there is no reason to suppose
that this was the intended meaning of the 2...viptures. On the contrary, there is every
reason to suppose that this was not the intended meaning of the Scriptures. Why? Because

man, systematically destroying his dorni-ion, would be a very poor image of God. Alter-

natively, it could mean that God had wished to project a very poor image of himself,

which again is nonsense. On the third interpretation it follows that I. man, created in the

image of God, is designed to destroy his dominion, so is God set for thc same task, as
man only reflects God'g, intela-,pa. Such an interpretatioa suggests that God is a malici-
ous monster who creat;c1 th,t v,,rld for the pleasure of its destruction; which again is an

absurd conclusion. Thus t'..te suggestion that the aggressive tendencies of mcdern Tech-
nology havc, their source in the Judeo-Christian tradition leads to nonsense.

This suggestion is nonsensical for another reason. The doctrines of the church,
which were the foundations of the medieval world, are certainly a part of the Judeo-
Christian tradition. The conception of the world and of man as embodied in these doc-
trines stands in explicit opposition to the idea of man as the ruthless exploiter of the

earthly kingdom. It is universally known that the ideal of medieval man was not the con-
1eat of nature but of himself; not the mastery over nature but the mortification of his

flesh. For the sake of eternal salvation, the external world had t 0 be disregarded, treated

as a transient stage full of temptations on the path to eternal glory. And indeed this

world was disregarded, pushed to the periphery of human existence, treated as a sinful
bondage.

I shall reiterate ,the point: to medieval man, inspired by the doctrines of the church,
nature served no purpose in the overall scheme of salvation; indeed it was a hind:, ance.

In this context, it would make no sense whatsoever to talk about man's expansivt, drive
toward the domination of nature. Nature was a dormant aspect of man's existence, a
bondage rather than an element of satisfaction and gratification. This will all change with
the discovery of nature in the period of the Renaissance. Before we have a glimpse at
this period, let us -r-flect on some major points.

I have argued so far that fundamental to the exploitation of nature for our own ends
is the separation of nature from ourselves. This separation consists in treating nature
as a thing outside ourselves, and furthermore as a hostile force which we have to dominate

before it dominates us. This idea of estrangement from nature and the assumption of in-

herent hostility between man and nature is characteristic of the Occidental civilization

and of the rational ideology which is the basis of modern Technology. In civilizations in

which this separation and polarization have not occurred, the axiom that God gave man
dominion over nature may lead to quite opposite results from those we observe in the

Western technological civilization. Oriental civilizations, both in the past and in the
present, have been based on a far more intimate symbiosis between man and nature than

ours. n these civilizations the autonomy of man is perhaps smaller, but the degree of

unity o. man with nature much greater than in ours. Nature is not the thing-in-itself to
be explored and exploited as object, but is a form of universal envelopment; all human

experience is enclosed in this form.
Let us consider India, a country of ancient culture and strange religious customs.

The sacred cow, well fed and roaming freely amidst famine and starvation, is to us an
aberration if not an outrage. It is an experience contrary to our entire frame of mind to
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sce in a temple thousands of rats regularly fed with milk and grain, plump, their furshining, amidst haggard human beings, underfed and under-clothed, but serenely prayingin the same temple. Yet, is itnot a manifestation of man's dominion over "every creepingthing that creepeth upon the earth"? DJes it not make perfect sense to suggest that man'sdominion means not man's slaughter of other creatures, hut man's care of them even athis own expense?
A partial conclusion which follows from these arguments is that mechanists andbehaviorists of all descriptions seem to be unable to comprehend that what is not requiredis not further fragmentation of nature, not further division in order to arrive at absoluteindivisible components out of which new wholes can be constructed to create a brave newworld, but a fundamental re-orientation, a movement awayfrom fragmentation: a restora-tion of this invisible envelopment which nature has been to us through millenia, the en-velopment whose existence we become aware of when it is torn to shreds.Our arguments so far have attempted to establish one thing, na:...ely, that the under-standing of the role and function of Technology in the modern occidental world is in-separably linked with our understanding of nature and its place in the overall scheme ofthings. With this in mind we shall enter the Renaissance, the period of the discovery ofnature, which was a pre-condition for the future exploration and exploitation of nature.IV. The Discovery of Nature.

When we compare the paintings of the Middle Ages with the paintings of the Renais-sance we become immediately aware of the vast difference between the rtle 'val and theRenaissance outlook on nature. For the medieval painter nature hardly eN -d; the con-tent of the painting was the inward world. This is also true of the great masters who livedin the period of transition from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance, such as Giotto. TheRenaissance, as we know, discovered perspective. The discovery, or perhaps we shouldsay the invention, of perspective was necessary for the discovery of nature in a truesense. For the medieval painter, perspective was not essential at all. For the Renais-sance painter, on the other hand, so deeply steeped in the external world, perspectivewas of vital importance. Because of this, it had to be invented.Turning from the inward world to the outward world had innumerable consequences.One of them was the discovery of nature most eloquently demonstrated by the Renaissancepainter. It is inconceivable that Technology would have developed as an Instrument forcontrolling nawre without a prior act of the discovery of nature. In the occidental worldthis act occurred during the Renaissance. Nature became objectified, became an objectapart from ourselves: First an object of aesthetic contemplation, then an object of ex-ploration and finally the object of exploitation. In other words, we had to discover naturefirst in order to be able to rape it later.
Leonardo Da Vinci. Nobody exemplifies the genius of the Renaissance better thanLeonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519). He has fascinated an extraordinary range of people fromKant, Marx, Nietzsche, Jaspers, through Jacob Bronowski, Lewis Mumford, Konrad Wachs-mann, to the most pedestrian engineers. Leonardo was the embodiment of all the tensionsand visions which were to dominate the Western world during the next five centuries.Because he was a single human being, he could neither contain nor resolve these tensions.In particular, he combined in his mind and in his life the three stages through which theEuropean mind was to pass before Technology could be. ome triumphant: the discovery ofnature, its exploration, and its exploitation. His relentless pursuits in describing nature,in exploring it, in making inventions which would enable man to transcend nature representa miniature history along which the European mind was to evolve during the next fivecenturies.

He was a man immensely steeped in the external reality. Jaspers rightly says that"this reverence for the visible world Is what distinguished Leonardo from all ancient andChristian metaphysicians". Jaspers is right again when he suggests that Leonardo'ssuperhuman effort to specialize in everything was doomed to failure. For the truth isthat in spite of his stupendous accomplishments, Leonardo was also a dismal failure. Hepublished nothing of his discoveries in his lifetime. We had to rediscover many of hisdiscoveries to appreciate his greatness. Most of his projects and inventions were leftunfinished. His contemporaries and many later generations thought of them as crazy andunrealizable. Lanardo died in despair, almost forgotten, eniu.I.:tered and remonstratinghimself in the end for indulging in all these "useless" studies. He asks himself in hisdiary, "Tell me if anything at all was accomplished." Yet we praise and worship himtoday as one of the most universal minds that ever existed, and as one of the greatestinventors. His tragedy was that this mind was too modern for his times. Not only was he
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bound to produ::?. miscomprehensions among his contemporaries, but he was also bound
to fail for objective reasons: the store of existing knowledge and existing experience at
that time was not sufficient to nourish this mind so that it could come to fruition.
Leonardo saw the situation -In more subjective terms. He deeply resented being ignored
by the scholars ot s time. "They go about," he sulkily complained, "puffed up and
pompous, in fine rairm.ric and bejewelled, not from the fruits of their own labours but from
those of others; my own labours they refuse to recognize, they despise me, the inventor,
but how much more are they to blame for not being inventors, but trumpeters and reciters
of the works of others? They are little indebted to nature, for it is only by chance that
they wear clothes that they can be distinguished from herds of animals. ' As he had no
formal education, he attributed] some of his failures to the arrogance of the "educated
fools", as he called them.

The simple truth is that Leonardo's ideas, regardless of the arrogance and ignorance
of the cultured fools, could not have come to fruition before a systematic exploration of
nature had taken place. This exploration was to tal.(e more than two centuries. And only
thcn the conquest of nature could really start. Bacon's motto, "Knowledge is power",
coulci thee actualized. The three stages which were necessary preconditions for
triumphant Technology to emerge were:

(1) The explicit awareness of nature;
(2) The ideal of systematic empirical exploration of nature; and
(3) The quantification of nature.

Leonardo lived only during the first stage, during the period of the discovery of nature,
although he attempted to live in the next two as well. In relation to the second stage,
Leonardo is to be congratulated on his approach to the scientific method. "Those sciences
are vain and full of error which do not terminate in observation," he maintained. Note
that this is not the Baconian ideal of starting from observation, but a much more sophisti-
cated one of terminating in observation.

At the time he was painting "The Battle of Anghiari" (one of his failures), Leonardo
was working on a four-volume treatise concerning the flight of birds, and also secretly
constructing a flying-machine, this time infallible, which was going to redeem all his
previous unsuccessful attempts. Alas! The flying machine had to wait. And so had other
numeroJs irt.entions. Neither science nor technology were ready to furnish Leonardo
with the necessary tools. It took another century before the programme of the empirical
investigation of nature fully crystallized. This was the century of tumultuous ferment
and vehement criticism of medieval and ancient authorities.

Francis Bacon. Sixteenth century science worked with the axiom that no authority
whatsoever should be obeyed, that only the actual unbiased invc itigation of nature can
provide genuine knowledge. No one exemplifies the spirit of the new science better than
Francis Bacon (1561-1626). He was the most articulate spokesman for the new science,
although alas not its most successful practitioner. Bacon was a prophet of the experimental
method in science. We must purge our minds, he urged, of all the prejudices, refine and
purify it; and then in the state of intellectual nirvana we shall be ready for the communion
with Facts. Uncontaminated facts, shining out there in nature, will reveal their truth to
the uncontaminated mind, and this will be the basis of genuine knowledge. The conception
of the unbiased investigation of nature was of course right. The conception of the mind
entirely purified of all the prejudices and preconceived notions was of course wrong.
What is important in Bacon are not the details but the general conception of the experi-
mental method. But still more important was Bacon's overall ideal of knowledge.
KNOWLEDGE 1S POWER, he announced at the end of the 16th century. The 13aconian pro-
gramme became a dominant characteristic of the Western intellectual tradition during
the last three centuries.

Bacon's succinct motto is enormously important for another reason. In it there are
the roots of modern Technology. We need to change only one word in order to obtain a
perfect description and justification of modern Technology. Instead of saying "Knowledge
is power", Bacon should have said "Technology is power". Then the overall Baconian
programme perfectly fits the development of Western society during the last three cen-
turies and the last century especially.

Modern Technology, I have argued, consists not only of tools, but also of the ideology
regarding the purposes these tools are used for, and also regarding the concept of man in
the universe. The ideology for the expansive drive of modern Technology was provided by
Bacon. He wrote: "Man, if we look for final causes, may be regarded as the centre of the
world, insomuch that if man WCre taken away from the world, the rest would seem to be
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led astray, without aim or purpose ... For the whole world works together in the serviceof man; and there is nothing from which he does not derive use and fruit... insomuch thatall things seem to be going about man's business and not their own." This is a bold andassertive programme. Here is raison d'etre of our technological invasion of nature.Thus, one of the most imporrant of Bacon's endeavours was the shift of our vision fromknowledge conceived exclusively as the source of enlightenment, the Greek ideal, to knowl-edge conceived as the source of our domination over nature, the ideal of the modernoccidental mind. We should not overlook the fact, however, that Bacon was not a crudepragmatist; he did cherish knowledge for the sake of enlightenment in the truly Greekfashion, but in addition to this ideal, he conceived of knowledge as the instrument of power.Obstacles to knowledge were to be removed, and new strategies for the acquisition ofknoededge were to be des4.gned in order to make this knowledge useful, instrumental,powerful. In this scheme, the value and utility of the knowledge of the ancients, Baconbeautifully argues, is of no avail: "The wisdom which we hPve derivea principally fromthe Greeks is but like the boyhood of knowledge and has the characteristic property ofboys: it can talk but it cannot generate, for it is fruitful of controversies but barren ofworks." As all ideologies, Bacon's programme served many purposes. One of them wasthe liberation of man from the hermetic castles of medieval theology.Now, what makes Bacon so important as the prophet of modern Technology is hisvision of knowledge as power, a conception almoSt alien to the Greek mind. However, theimplementation of Bacon's programme was not possible without further explorations ofnature and in particular without the quantification of nature.V. The Quantification of Nature.
It was Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) who conceived the programme of the quantificationof nature. In a famous passage on the language in which the book of nature is written,he said, "Philosophy (which at that time meant science, too) is written in this grand book,the universe, which stands continually open to our gaze. But the book cannot be unlerstoodunless one first learns to comprehend the language and read the letters ir which it iscor.eposed. It is written in the language of mathematics ... without which it is humanlyirapossiMe to understand a single word of it; without these one wanders about in a darklabyrinth'. This programme was followed for the next three centuries of scientificdevelopment.

Galileo's mathematical vision of the world, it might be argued, contains nothing new.After all, it was the Pythagorean conception of the mathematical harmony, of the number,that holds sway over the flux. The similarity is striking, but only up to a point. Forwhile Pythagoras was a mystic, Galileo was an empiricist; while Pythagoras' mathematicalapproach to the world was blended with mysticism, Galileo's mathematical approach wasblended with empiricism. It was the empirical worle discovered by the Renaissance whichGalileo was erNoring ma%.hematically.
But mathematics was only an instrument for the formulation of results. Mathematicsalone could not be a method for the acquisition of new knowledge The actual method ofacquiring knowledge was experimental: empirical testing of th.. consequences of hy-potheses by means of which we tr3 to grasp the world around us. The basic differencebetween Bacon's experimental method and Galileo's experimental method is that whereasBacon urges us to start with facts and experiments and to induce theories from them,Galileo insists that we must start with Ima native h As otheses and onl at the end sub ectthem to empirical tests. Imagination can and must violate common sense. "I cannot findbounds for my admiradon", Galileo wrote, "how the reason of Aristarchus and Copernicushas committed such a rape epoll their sense as despite them to make herself mistressof their belief". Similar eulogies about the value of imagination can be heard three cen-turies later from Einstein: "Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledgeis limited, imagination embraces the world, stimulating progress, giving birth to evolu-tion". Now, we must be perfectly aware that it was the Galilean conception of sr:ence thathas finally triumphed, not the Baconian. But we must also be aware that the clouds of theI3aconian conception are still shrouding the minds of many people.The supreme architect who executed the design for the quantification of nature wasIsaac Newton (1647-1727). Newton followed Galileo's programme to the letter. But ittook quite a few decades before the first alphabet for reading the book of nature was pro-vided in Newton's Philoso hiae Naturalls Princi la Mathematica (Mathematical Principlesof Natural Philosophy, 1687). It took yet another century after Newton's Principia appearedbefore the mechanistic model of the universe els based on Newtonian mechanics finallyemerged. The universe came to be viewed as a huge, but perfectly working clock whose
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laws are not only discoverable but discovered. All explanations, to be considered genuine,
had to he mechanistic explanations or reducible to mechanistic ones. Now the quantifica-don of nature was accomplished. Whatever was not quantifiable was considered eithernon-existent or unimportant. It was at that time that science completed its task for
Tc-linology, and Technology vvas ready to start its conquest and subjugation of nature notonly in theory but in practice.

To summarize our story no far. The collapse of the hierarchical, closed, theolog-
ically-centerxl system of medieval thought in the period of the Renaissance led to the
crystallization of a naw attitude toward man, toward the universe and toward nature. This
new attitude is perhaps best expressed in Bacon's motto, "Knowledge is power", whichmeant power to conquer and subordinate nature, power to change our environment. This
further gave rise to our concept of progress as based on the idea of changing the environ-
ment to suit our needs. Galileo's programme of the quantification of nature and Newton'sspectacular achievements in fulfilling this programme, together with the 18th-century
additions and extensions of it, combined with the mechanistic model of the universe thatemerged at that time, provided an efficient matrix for extricating the secrets of nature
and also provided a basis for modern Technology, which became the most ruthless instru-
ment hi our conquest of nature. From the middle of the 19th century, after science per-force married technology to become technology's servant, the change of our environment
has been rapid. In the 20th century our environment ceased to be the constant that it was
for millenia; instead it became a variable, a function of technological change. The eco-logical crisis began exactly at the point when environment from a constant b....came avariable.

We have reconstructed this story in order to show the intricacy and complexity of the
process which led to the development of modern Technology. This process contained a
number of preconditions which had to be fulfilled before Technology could acquire its fullpotential. In realizing these conditions, we have acquired certain dispositions and atti-tudes, we have acquired in other words a certain frame of mind, which is known as the
rational modern European mind. We can now say that Technology is not only and not so
much a collection of tools and machines, as a state of Western mentality. Heidegger's
declaration that Technology is the last stage of metaphysics becomes meaningful in this
context. Our inability to come to terms with Technology is directly related to our infan-
tile naivete about the nature of Technology. We still assume that Technology and our worldview are two different things we still assume that Technology is "indifferent", that it
contains no metaphysics, and that its relation to traditional metaphysics is none. All
these assumptions are an expression of an infantile mind.

Technology, as we know it today, is an historical phenomenon born of a certain idea
of nature, of a certain idea of progress, of a certain preconception about the deterministic
structure of the world and of certain specific social ideals and specific visions of the ehdsof human life. As such, it is laden with the elements of traditional metaphysics. Now,since Technology is an historical phenomenon born in a certain historical situation, thereis nothing absolute in it. But because it is a phenomenon which evolved through history,we must not think that it will be easy to change the existing course of Technology, for itembodies a few centuries of a cultural, social and intellectual tradition, the tradition
which has permeated the recesses of our mind and the structure of our mentality. Tech-
nology is now a part of ()tor world view.
VI. The Utopian Heritage,

So far we have discussed mainly the intellectual and scientific components which
were prerequisite for the emergence of modern Technology. In addition to these cognitive
factors, we must consider the social ideals whose influence has been profound but muchless tangible. These ideals were embodied in the great utopias of the Renaissance andpost-Renaissance_period. When the religious structures which justified man's cravingfor the transcendent were punctured, secular structures offering man new transcendental
goals had t be invented. It is at this point that the idea of progress was born. The con-
cept ot progress 'as a secular category thus replaced the old concept of progress which
was a religious and spiritual category. We have secularized our goals but they were still
the goals beyond our immediate reach; in thit, sense they were transcendental goals. Thus,
we can easily see that the powerful sway of utopian thinking pervades the development of
modern science and modern Technology. We simply delude ourselves if we think that this
development was rational through and through, free from mythology and free from utopian
thinking.

There is no escape from utopia. There is only a choice between those utopias
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which dwarf and suppress us as individuals and as societies and those which liberate andemancipate us from the bondage of our natural and acquired limitations. Every utopia isa programme for liberation. And so were the social utopias of the Renaissance and post-Renaissance times, now built into the foundations of science and Technology. They wereconceived as programmes for the liberation of man from the tyranny of religious dogmas,and Oso and perhaps above all from the tyranny of the elements o2 nature. Bacon's pro-gramme, "knowledge is power", was indeed an extension of his utopia. The French Ency-clopedists of the 18th century were no doubt Bacon's disciples. The monumental 35-volume Encyclopaedia they left behind carried out with utmost faithfulness Bacon's pro-gramme of cataloguing all useful knowledge, and .1t was inspired by the same desire toperpetuate progress. The emphasis was thus laid on useful knowledge. Although in onesense a great achievement, in another the Encyclopaedia was a failure. It meant to bethe ultimate catalogue of practical knowledge, the foundation upon which the prosperityof the individual and the well-beingof societies would rest. The ultimate useful knowledgewhich the Encyclopedists proposed to assemble turned out to be very preliminary. Wedo not consult the Encyclopaedia nowadays if we really want to learn about the furthestextensions of useful knowledge. In this sense the Encyclopaedia was a failure. But inperpetuating the myth of progress, the influence of the Encyclopaedia and of the Encyclo-pedists was unrivalled.
Rousseau and the First Revolt against Progress. The 18th ceatury, as we all know,was not only the epoch of the French Encyclopedists, hit also of Rousseau. Jean-JacquesRousseau (1712-1778) represents the first revolt against the ideology of modern scienceand Technology. This revolt was carried on under the banner: "Down with sivilization!"Civilization for Rousseau was tantamount to the evil force which deprives us of freedomand thus of humanity. When we examine the noticn of civilization as conceived by Rousseau,we realize at once that Rousseau fought against the programme of liberation as formulatedby Bacon and the Encyclopedists and as based on the idea of progress. But Rousseau'swas also a programme of liberation. Man is born free and yet wherever we look we seehim in chains, Rousseau emphatically announces. Thus, we witness here the clash of twoprogrammes ef the liberation of man from the tyranny of extrinsic forces. The extra-ordinary thing is that Rousseau wanted to liberate us from what had been previously con-ceived as a form of liberation from some other constraints and tyrannies.Rousseau effective7y argued that civilization has imposed on us artificii4 needs. Thepursuit of these needs has alienated man from his essence, deprived him of his humanity.The tyranny of artificial needs is the greatest malady of mankind because it has funda-mentally impoverished the individual life of man. This diagnosis is of course alarminglycontemporary. Rousseau wa.- absolutely ptophetic in analysing the predicament of the20th-century technological society.

How can we regain our lost humanity? asks Rousseau. This question is even morerelevant today than it was in Rousseau's times. In many ways, therefore, Rousseau is ourcontemporary. Rousseau's solution was the doctrine of individual salvation. For Rousseauwas the first hippie. n and the artificial needs it imposes upon us must be defiedby opting out from societ ,1/4.1 civilization. Man must return to nature, thus to himself,thus to his essence through the individual act of defiance. Not a rebellion against the socialsystem but rather a liberation from the web of artificial needs and phony relationshipscan put to an end the slavery of the individual in the machinery of civilization. This is aclassical hippie solution. The hippies have a great and outspoken predecessor in Jean-.JacqUes Rousseau.
Essential to Rousseau's new philosophy was his new conception of nature. Nature wastreated by Rousseau not as object, but as subject; in other words, not as object for ex-ploration in order to satisfy man's material needs, but rather as a part of his spirituality,as a primordial state of harmony which we must reach in order to regain humanity.Nature is thus for Rousseau an imaginary matrix, the ideal where the symbiosis of theindividual with the outside world and with his inner essence takes place. Rousseau'ssolution to combat the alienation caused by artificial needs is, to say it once more, in-dividual. He does not advocate a reform of society through which we shall be liberated,but he advocates rather the personal act of defiance, the individual return to nature.Marx A Revolt Against Progress in the Name of Progress. A century later anotherpowerlul voice protested against the suppression of the individus;1 and the deprivation ofhuman dignity by the all-enveloping system of expanding Technology. This was the voice ofKarl Marx (1818-1883). I am referring here specifically to the philosophical views of theyoung Marx, particularly as expressed in the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of
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1884. There IS no question that Marx's primary concern was the liberation of the individ-
ual, of the human being from the tyranny of objectified relationships which he inadvertently
imposed on himself. Thus Marx's is a Rousseau-like programme of the liberation of Man
from the comtraints and tyrannies of the external world. But Marx saw these constraints
and tyrannies through the spectacles of a moralist who witnessed the effects of the indus-
trial revolution. The process of alienation, another name for which is dehumanization
or the estrangement of man from his essence, is the process of objectification, the process
during which man, the human being, becomes an object. In Rousseau's times this es-
trangement occurred through the submission to artificial needs (as Rousseau calls them).
In Marx's time the main form of this "objectification", of turning the subject into the
object, vas alienation through labor, through the relationships occurring during the
process of production, through the buying and sellingof human labor. This was the nega-
tive aspect of the otherwise rational, secular and scientific world h. which Marx believed
so passionately. He set himself to rectify this aspect in his own way.

Marx's attitude toward Technology is rather complex. But there is no question that
he saw in expanding Technology a necessary condition of the liberation of man. The sub-
ordination and control of nature was a neces ;ary condition for Technology, which can
liberate man. Thus nature was treated by Marx as object. Man must first liberate him-
self from the constraints of the natural elements and then ultimately will liberate himself
from Technology. The most important task for his own time Marx saw as the liberation
of man from the tyranny of the machine, which was the result of the unfortunate social
system. The reformation of society was the necessary condition for the return of man
to himself, to his essence, to his lost humanity. The evils of Technolegy are due to the
structure of society. We must change this structure in order to enable Technology to bring
about the liberation of man.

Although Marx was intellectually independent in many ways, he was profoundly in-
debted to Rousseau in his conception of man, not only implicitly, but in the very terminol-
ogy he used to defend the dignity of man. But there is one fundamental difference between
Rousseau and Marx. Whereas Rousseau's programme of reform was individual and con-
sisted of opting out from civilization and society, Marx's progranime, on the other hand,
was social and consisted in calling for a collective effort to change the structure of society.
Thus we witness here two basic types of possible remedies against the suppression of
the individual human being by objects and relationships he has inadvertently developed,
Rousseauian individu, , and Marxian social. Both have been tried. Both have failed.

The problem of alienation haunts us now more than ever before. We are at the mercy
of the increasing quantity of objects which saturate and atomize our human environment,
which constantly require our attention, and which condition us to ever new and often arti-
ficial needs. According to the original conception, spelled out in many utopias, tech-
nologies were to be invented to gratify our genuine needs. Now we have reversed the
formula and indeed perverted it: needs are artificially created to satisfy the demands of
Technology. Take, for example, ever-more-powerful motor cars whose power is never
utilized, or take electric toothbrushes and other idiotic gadgets. And this is by no means
a trivial problem. We craved to be saved 12y Technology; now we crrn,e to be saved from
Technology.

Where shall we turn for a possible solution? As we have said, were is the individual
solution, as exemplified by Rousseau and the hippies. And there is the social solution,
as exemplified by Marx and the revolutionary students. Nehher sheer escapism, as in
the case of the hippies, nor anarchistic revolution, as in the case of militant students,
will carry the day. The dearth of constructive programmes among revolutionary students
and Cie hippies renders their negations an act of despair, not a genuine rebellion.

Can there be a third solution? At first sight it does not seem so. Yet, when we
analyze the situation with some care, the third solution can be discerned. Now, Rousseau
suggested an individual solution; and he treated nature as subject. Marx suggested a
social solution; and he treated nature as object. Thus we can distinguish two different
approaches and two different conceptions of nature. What I am going to suggest as the third
possibility, one that has not yet been tried in the moi!ern occidental world, is combining
the treatment of Technology as subject with the social approach. The few remarks I can
offer here do not ;:retendto provide a programme. What is, then, a possible third solu-
tion? We must work toward a new social utopia. Buckminster Fuller summarized this
succinctly in A phrase which is the title of his new book: Utopia or Oblivion. In this utopia
we must treat nature as subject, as a part of ourselves, as a part of our outer skin which
cannot be damaged without causing damage to ourselves. This may require a development
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of a religious reverence of nature, characteristic of some Renaissance painters and ofsome oriental societies. And this will also require a change in our social institutionsand social relationships, which for the time being are set in the opposite direction to-ward further growth of Technology for the sake of personal profit, and at the expense ofwhoever and whatever is in the way. If this reverence for nature becomes a new impera-tive, then Technology will become harmless. Whether this programme (the third solu-tion) can be implemented in a cold, rational way, we cannot tell; more likely it will re-quire a sort of religious inspiration and fervor which are characteristic of new departuresin human thought.
Let us review possible solutions to the problem of Technology in one short table. Wehave two approaches: individual and social; and two conceptions of nature: as object andas subject.

Treatment of nature
Approach as object as subject
Individual Rousseau
Social Marx The third

SGI-_ttion

The first rubric is empty; it could possibly be occupied by Francis Bacon.Summary. As the summary of the whole discussion I shall present five conceptionsof Technology; each broader than the other. Each will be represented by a circle, andevery broader conception will include the former, narrower one. So we shall have fiveconcentric circles. The first innermost circle, which represents the narrowest concep-tion of Technology, is identified with: (i) The totality of all man-made tools. The secondcircle represents: (ii) Their use and functiorA (of course it contains in itself tbe firstcircle). The third circle represents: (iii) The material products resulting from the appli-cation of the tools and of the knowledge of their fu:lction (motor cars are products of cer-tain tools and the knowledge of t1).etr function). The fourth circle represents: (iv) Socialimpact of the products listed in (iii); of course it includes all the previously-analyzedcircles. And the fifth circle represents: (v) The influence of technological change on thelives of particular individuals. Now all these conceptions can be presented by means ofa Clagram:
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It is painfully obvious that when we discuss the problem of Technology, the impact
of Technology on society, the roots of our present crises, we are not interested in narrow
conceptions of Technology as represented by (i), (ii) or (iii), but we are interested pie-
cisely in the broad conceptions of Technology. Whoever argues that Technology is "in-
different", referring to conceptions (1) or (ii), must be oblivious of the fact that these are
trivial conceptions of Technology for which we have little use in social discourse about
the nature of Technology. It must be emphasized again that in the modern occidental
world, Technology, being a part of our rational ideology, has, more often than not, been
conceived in the broad context, as an instrument of social progress, as the means of
individual prosperity and happiness; thus it was invariably regarded within the scopes
outlined by our circles (iv) and (v).

Now, over and above these conceptions of Technology are the social ideals and social
utopias which are in the background and therefore invisible, but nevertheless powerful.
They determine the course of the development of Technology. Only a simpleton, such qs
McLuhan, can think that once we have rewired our minds, once we start to think "elec-
tronically", everything will be well and good. As it was difficult for the Greeks to think
about their technical inventions in terms of their utility, so it is difficult for us, and
will be for a long time, not to think about technology as power, not to think about nature
as an object of exploitation.

Technology is a part of our intellectual heritage; it is a component of our view of man
and of society. We cannot redirect its course by assuming, as is too often done, that
Technology is a huge chariot which will move whichever way we guide it. Technology is
not a chariot and what we need is not a more skillful charioteer. Indeed, Technologists
are the least suitable people for redirecting the course of Technology, because their think-
ing has been more corrupted by the concept of Technology as Power than has the thinking
of other people.

What we must do is to shift our vision in a fundamental way. From (he ideology of
modern science, from the further quantification of nature, and from modes of life directed
toward further multiplication of material goods (which will further atomize and mutilate
the texture of our human and social life), we have to move to a new model for a symbiosis
between man and nature, we have to evolve humanized social models based on qualitative,
not quantitative, criteria. The reaum of man to nature will be the return of man to him-
self; the restitution of the basiz qualities of life will be at the same time the restitution of
our symbiotic relationship with nature. Once this new vision becomes a reality, becomes
the defining characteristic of man's new horizons, we shall have to draw, relentlessly and
unhesitatingly, the consequences which follow from it regarding changes in our economic
and social structures. It should be crystal clear that this new vision cannot be maintained
unless specific and appropriate changes are made in the social and economic structures
of our society.

If we are to survive as a humane and human society, a humanistic technology must
emerge. To develop this humanistic technology will requir( n ntellectual effort in re-
thinking all our relationships to nature and to the concept of the human being on a scale
comparable to that which occurred at the transition from the Middle Ages to the Renais-
sance. We w-e only at the beginning of this plocess of rethinking.

Dr. Skolimowski is professor in the School of Philosophy, University of Southern California, Los Angeles.
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Innovations in the Florida schools-
elementary school industrial arts

Arthur J. Rosser and Alfred B. Howard

"Innovation" as defined by Webster is "the 'ntroduction of something ncw". Is
elementary industrial arts in the Florida schools something new? This question can be
answered both ways: Yes and no.

Let's take rt look at the "yes" answer to the question first. I say "yes" because
there is :.o formal, statewide-in-operation program. There are several of Florida's 67
counties which have cnnings. l'hese include Lee (Ft. Myers), Broward (Ft. Lauderdale),
A1aciv71 (Gainesville), Leon (Tallahassee) and Brevard (Cape Kennedy). Some of theseprogn, 'Is are c ntal pieces of action research, while others are backed by funds
(such %Is EIE) ank rvice education courses.

You may Woi.k .vhy Florida would try to inculcate the elementaiy school curriculum
with elementary industrial arts. There are several reasons. First, the State of Florida
is goingthrough educational change. Someof the new "buzz words" in Florida are "middle
schools" and "sinzle-concept films". Second, the new proposed ,Itate accreditation seind-
ards, for the first time, contain a section pertaining to elementary school industrial arts.
As we all know there are elementary Aiool programs exiPting in other states such as
California, North Carolina, Ohio, New York, Illinois, Georgia and New Jersey. (3)

In the new proposed state standards for industrial arts for the elementary school one
finds the following definition!

Elementary school industrial arts is that phase of the elementary school
curriculum which provides the child with opportunities for exploration, manipu-
lation, experimentation and planning using tools, materials and techniques appro-
priate to converting these ',laterals to serve some useful purpose. The instruc-
tional program includes construction activities and experiences relaLed to the
elementary school subject matter content and to industry and occupations. (2)

This definition leads the elementary t 2acher or the industrial ars specialist to the
challenging task of developing a program for the elementary school. The goals also
rresented in the standards help to structure the task of sele':ting these activities. Thegoals arc five: First, the elementary school industrial arts program should motivate, en-
rich, reinforce and increase learning through the manipulation of tools, materials and
activities closely related to the basic elementary subjects. Second, industrial arts should
help the student to understand the place of tools in contemporary society and the historyof man. The third goal is to develop and demonstrate st..if-expression, creativity, prob-
lem 3olving and successful accomplishment through the construction of useful things.Fourth, the elementary industrial arts program should help to develop positive attitudes
toward work and an understanding of the world of work and occupations. Finally, the
elementary program should help to develop safety values and habits through the use of
tools and cooperation with other pupils. (2)

These goals offer a groat challenge to the elementary tc.lcher who Is not skilled in
industrial arts, to the industrial arts teacher who is unaware of Lie capabilities of an
elementary school child und of course to the supervisors, both elemen*nry and industrialarts, who must also acccpt the challenge.

The State of Florida's lLterim Bulletin for Industrial Arts out'iL.-'s in its rationale
that the elmentary program should have Rix purposes in serving the K-6 child. It shouki
be used tor reinforce,aent, enrichment, motivation, manual dexterity development, reach-
ing desired outcomes in learning activities and for provWing a basis for understanding
and appreciating the technological heritage of our culture. These purposes are necessary
to satisfy the needs of the 5-12-year-old chilu. This child has a natural curiosiry about
the things in his environment. This not only includes materials but also the products andscrvices which are a large part of industry. This child also delights in handling the
objects of his environment. lie finds it fascinating to hold a piece of coal in one hand and
a piece of coke in the other. These materials are siinllar yet very different. This child
also Teyssesses an eagerness to understand the "how" and "why" of materials and proc-
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esses. (1) Hoof are baseball bats made? How are pencils made? What happened to theholes in the doughnut? Why does a saw cut? Why does glue stick? Why won't an augerbit fit in an electric hand drill chuck?
Let's look at the "no" answer to this question of whether elementary industrial artsis something new in Florida. There are a lot of teachers in the elementary schools orFlorida who have industrial arts activities which reinforce, motivate, enrich and all theother things, but they do not realize it. The second grade teacher who has her class makeapple butter is using the "arts of industry", and :he fourth grade teacher who makes cupsand saucers with his "art" clay is also portraying a facet of industrial technology. Manyelementary teachers also take their classes on field trips in the name of science andsocial studies. They visit such industries as power plants, newspapers, dairies, bakeriesand automobile assembly plants. Ai of these activities should be incorporated into aneffective elementary industrial arts program which could be used to enrich the existingelementary curriculum.

Now that we have looked at both possible answers to the original question "Is elemen-tary industrial arts in Finrida something new?", let's see what is yet to be done. Atpresent there are no regal rements for certifying elementary school teachers in elementaryindut lal arts. There are no full-time working programs; however, there are many inthe levelopmental process.
The next step in the State of Florida is the motivation and indoctrination of teachers,administrators and others in regard to the need for, the place of, and the purpose of ele-mentary school industrial arts. This step has been initiated by Florida State Universitythrough its state-wide in-service education program, its workshops and re-vitalizing ofits own pre-service courses in elementary school iniustrial arts. At the present time,Florida State University is the only higher education institution in the State of Florida pre-pared to serve the public schools of Florida in this area. If innovation is to take placesuccessfully in the area of elementary school industrial arts, it will be due to the combinedefforts of Florida State University, the Florida Department of Education, and the schoolsof Florida.
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Elementary industrial arts +e) makelearning more relevant and lasting
B. Stephen Johnson

Last year at the A1AA Convention I had for the topic, "Organizing a T:1:4 !,orce forDev,etoping a National Curriculum in the Technologies for the Elementary Grades". Ifeel that through the efforts of the ACESIA, many of the thity7,s which were di .-cussed atthis meeting were implemented, lfeelthatthis effort should corainue to 07er-increas-ing degree if we believe that learning should be relevant to the child's r,:ects and to oursociety today and in the future...,
I woeld like to commend the American Council for Elementary School InduLtrial Artsfor their efforts.
It has been evident to me for many yeats that the majority of the industrial artsteachers have been interested in the education of the total child and that industrial arts
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can play a major role in the development of the child. However, it seems that only in afew instances have we been able to convince educators that through industrial arts, learn-ing could be more lasting and relevant to a child's needs.
Industrial arts at the pre-school level should include process-oriented rather thanproduct-oriented experiences. This we feel allows for self-selection, self-direction and

self-evaluation. It becomes an individualized experience, whereby children at various
developmental and intellectual levels work side by side in this environmental situation,with a great measure of success. Each student is allowed to work at his own developmental
level and proceed at his own rate and speed.

In the 1-6 grades we in Broward County have provided two types of facilities. A
central lab under the industrial arts specialist, trained to teach at the elementary level,
is located conveniently to classroom and the resource center. This room provides equip-ment for teaching the major areas of industrial arts with storage for materials andsupplies.

Other elementary facilltJd, the newest, provide a related arts and science facility.
In this open area, activitier., in art, science and industrial arts can occur. Perhaps this atthe present is the most accepted plan, as the availability of specialized industrial arts
teachers at the elementa -y level is so limited. Along with this we have proposed that twofloating teachers work with the teachers in nine new open-concept schools. Last month
Broward County completec' its first in-service training program for industrial arts wherethe elementary teachers in the county participated. We are hoping through this type ofin-service training progiam that regularly certified elementary teachers will be able wmake their programs morc reizwant to the student through industrial arts activities which
can reinforce the child's accrni.- learn'ng. This past year the industrial arts teachers in
Broward County develope. 0 ides written in performance objectives for a K-I.2 program.In the elementary program we objectives are written to include the areas of communica-tion, energy, manufacturing, transportation and marketing.

In my observation from a supervisor's position, I would recommend that all of usbecome active in the ACESIA and that a continued effort be made to Involve other d.s-ciplines at the local, state and national level in the need for industrial arts at all levelsof instruction.
I should like to recommend further that we make every effort to continue the progress

(1) Establishing a national level curriculum study committee to develop a K through12 grade industrial arts-- curriculum. This should involve persons from cther disciplinesand other national organizations.
(2) A continued effort in the writing of elementary industrial arts programs, with asequence K-12.
(3) A continued effort to establish industrial arts programs for elementary teachers -with a requirement of minimum number of hours in industrial arts for graduation. Alongwith this, I would encourage continned efforts toward elementary certification and a grad-uate major in -lementary industrial arts.
(41 Provizaing cont: med in-service training programs in elementary industrial arts,loalt Ind nationally.
(F 'lowing these remarks was the presentationof a film, "Woodworking in the Kinder-garten", developed by the Board of Public Instruction of Broward County, Division of In-struction, Fort Lauaerdale, Florida.)

in:

Mr. Johnson is Industrial Arts Supervisot, K-I2, Broward County Schools, Ft. Lauderdok), Florida.

Industrial arts at the McDonald
Comprehensive Elementery School

DcnaPd C. Hoffmann

In July of 1060 the Centennial School District ree .Lved an ESEA Title III operationalgrant in the amountof $432,000.00for the construction and development of a supplementarylearning center calk .1 the special terience room. This center was part of the new
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McDonald Comprehensive Elementary School that was built during 1967 and 1968. Asecond ESEA Title III grant, "A Design for Curriculum Research, Development and Evalu-ation" in the amount of $114,425.00 received in 1967, provided for staffing the specialexperience room and one specialist in the IA Center. This grant also provided $8,000.00for equipping the IA Center. District funds in the amount of $2,000.00 provided suppliesfor 1968-69 school year, the first year of operation. The Federal funding accounted forthe full cost of operation during 1967-68 with district funds payng 1/2 of the cost 11, 068-69 and most of the cost during 1969-70.
Prior to the construction of the building, several Centennial School District , ,-trators, consulting with leaders in education, developed a` plan for a compreh..,,s,veelementary school. The school consists of forty classrooms, one of which is the IA Cen-ter. The elementary school program revolves around three main learning centers -the library, the auditorium-gymnasium, and the special experience room (SER), wheresensory experiences form the core of the curriculum. Each of these centers is the nu-cleus of the three classroom buildings that are joined by ramps and corridors in a waythat facilitates interaction between classes and use of all areas of the school.The plan provides for the total mobility of each pupil from one area to another. Suchmovement is dependent upon the pupil's individual ability, aptitudes, needs, interestsand his own educational growth and development.
Presently the school houses forty-one classes tori ling 93t; children. The followingorganization shows the types of children and number of zr,rades at cach level.

( 3 retardet:-trainable
7 county classes ( 2 physically handicapped

( 2 learning disabilities

district classes 8 ret- -rled-educable
10 gifted - 3-4th; 3-5th; 4-6th.

regular classes 2-Kdg; 3-1st; 2-2nd; 3-3rd; 2-4th; 2-5th; 2-6th.
The Philosophy of Elementary Industrial Arts in the Centennial School District

The teacher's job, his professional responsibility, is to provide richness ofexperience. The test of good teaching does not consist alone of changed behavioron the part of students. Good teaching is recognized, in part, by the quality ofthe experiences which are going on in the school.
Louis E. Raths

"To pi:ovic a richness of experience" is the primary f)eus of industrial n...-ts at theMcDonald School. The Industrial Arts Center is considered a laboratory where studentsare given an opportunity to explore and exp,riment with the technological and estheticaspects of their experiences in the classroom. An n' ,n in the elementary school whereindividuals and groups of students can engage in three-din ensional problem solving andcreative expression supports Jerome Bruner's proces-, approach to education. Theinterrelationships among the various materials, p -ocesses and crafts in every phase ofindustrial production can be adapted to the endeavors of the eIcInentary schooi student.We view education as different from skill acquisition: It should be dedicated to skill using,ultimately interrelating the higher levels of the cognitive, affective and psycho-motordomains. Toward tills end the industrial arts program is a meaningful comp, 'rnt in theelementary curriculum.
Children learn in a variety of ways. The Elementary Industrial Arts Center providesan additional lea ,tir environment for the learner to practic integrate his knewtoward personally n clue and tangible goals.
As the lndustri 1 Arts Laboratory becomes recognize_ an essotti:-personalized learning, it will become obvious that it is an area wherrtthe esthetic Ind functional dimensions of our environment can result in.. alendexperienci 1- the btudent.
The following objectives are fulfilled in a variety of ways with each child haVng haditributing experiences in grades K through 6:The child will exper't-nce historical processes that have contributed to rhe develop-ment of cur technology.
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The child will experience a variety of current industrial methods including the line
production technique, use of jigs and fixtures, and the interchangeability of parts.

The child will develop a critical and questioning attitude toward the quality of archi-
tecture, textiles, furniture, etc., within his environment.

The child will value craftsmanship, strive to improve his own craftsmanship abilities
and develop a sensitivity to the cra tsmanship displayed by others.

The child will seek unique.personal solutions to problems relating to industrial arts.
The child will develop an affection for mat, rials and a respect for tools and machines.
The child will experience a variety of craft activities.
The child will develop meaningful perception of form, space, light, color, texture and

other important human insight.
The child will develop skill in using tools.
The child will explore and experience works produced by contemporary scientists-

engineers-a rtists.
The child will be aware of the role of the indus'-riaI artist in our technologically-

oriented society.
The child will develop respect for material and natural rc $ources.
The Industrial Arts Center was designed to fulfill two distinct but related functions.

The first was to provide a facility for the development of an elementary industrial arts
program. The second was to act as a supportive facility for the special experience room.
Special effect projectors and other electro-mechanical devices are designed and con-
structed in the IA Center for use with the planetarium instrument (Spitz STP) and installed
in the SER.

The Indust:-1.al Arts Center is housed in an ordinary classroom of approximately
850 sq. ft. that_was specially wired for power equipment. The center was designed to
enable children to work with the following materials: plastics-acrylics, co-polymers,
polyesters, wood, metals, tri-wall ca LI'dboard, styrofoam, cement, paper, graphics-
letterpress, block and silk screen printing, textiles - weaving and sewing- and ceramcs.
Not all the power equipment available Is used by children but is necessary for material
preparaticn which is done by the IA Spt ;ialist.

The approach presently taken in this Project is not based on teaching a predetermined
body uf knowledge that children are expected to master. The children come int:, the IA
Center by appointment and spontaneously (since there are no scheduled classes) to work
on problems that are meaningful to them and are related to activities in their regular
classroom. The IA Specialist serves as a resource person -as a consultant- to the chil-
dren for working out solutions to their; own questions. The children can learn the proper
use of equipment from the Itk Specialir and draw on other resource material available
in the Center or the school.

Most of the children come into the ciaadon without the skills and knowledge of tools,
materials and proce3ses necessary to reahze r. solution of their problem. It becomes
essential that the IA Specialist then help the child develop the required degree of profi-
ciency needed to pursue his objective. The information and skills taught, however, are
always related to the child's problem. Learning of spec; lc skills is necessary to solve
the problem: When the child becomes competent enough, lie continues with his task. He
may eventually encounter other aspects which require further specific instruction. A
cyclical type of process evolves whereby the ch!id participates in the planning, skill
mastery, decision making, and construction or exploration while focusing on a particular
industrial arts activity. This approach could be e. )11, ihrce-diip 'n.,,Ional problem qolving.

Problems that are to be soh-c.c.] in the IA Center usually riginate in the k_ issruclin
where the usual subjeAs are being swdied. che activities ti,at grow out of the original
problem are not confined to the IA Center but are carried out in the classroom or in both
areas simultaneously. The type of activity determines the area us.

inaustri&I arts specialist is ,ailable for consultation and assistance to teachers
in any of the nine other elementa ry schools in the district. Either the LA. Specialist
visits the oth-r sChool or the children are bii,Ised to the McDonald School, depending on
the nature of me activity planned.

Industrial arts experiences assume various forms an_i culminate in many ways; how-
ever, they could all be listed in one or a combination of the following categories:

(1) Project construction in large and small groups or by an individual child.
(2) Line production experience.
(3) Research and experimentation.
(4) Exploration of processes and or materials.
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(5) Free creative expression.
Work done by children in the IA Center is t .imately evaluated by the classroomteacher. During the problem-solving process the child evaluates his or her own work withthe help of the IA Specialist. The degree of success he experiences is a constant indica-tion of his progress. The IA Specialist frequently meets with teachers :o discuss progressof children Involved in IA activities.
During the 1968-69 school year a brief survey showed that over 500 of the 850 chil-dren in the school had been involved in the IA Center al: least once. This year approxi-mately 40% of the children attending the school have been involved.An interview form has been designed to determine what children have learned fromtheir experiences in the Center, but to the present time it has been used to a limitedextent.
Reaction to the program on the part of children, teachers and administrators has beenvery ?ositive. Presently a second Center is being planned for an elementary school nowunder construction. The second installation will provide a Center on the west end of theschool district. The McDonald School is centrally located. A third facility may eventuallybe provided for the eastern section of the district. The school board and admiristrationhave made a commitment to elementary industrial arts and feel that it contributes sig-nificantly to the total education of the elementary school child.In-service workshops scheduled during the summer have helped to introriur e teachersto industrial arts. These pi grams have definitely contributed to He use of. industrialarts activities by classroom teE.chers.The 1968 workshop was held in two two-week sessions and involved a total of 80teachers and administrators. Beyond activities involving the total workshop group, par-ticular members of the Title ill staff conducted sessions in Tricitv:!-rial Arts, Science andMedia. Groups of 15 people each Totated between the different a.,eas, sr that each work-shop participant spent at least 2-1/2 days in the IA Center. Teachers were introduced toand became involve,' in mass production, using tri-wall cardboard, pearlite and cement,and styrofoarn.

The 1969 workshop involved 12 teachers for a period of one week. The objectives forthe workshop were to: (1) have teachers examine their notions about IA within the contextof elementary education based on their own experiences with IA as students and sincebecoming teachers; (2) describe how they woulduse an IA area if there were one availablein their building or classroom, e.g., how IA experiences could be blended with their otherteaching objectives. The participants were encouraged to explore and create what tothem would be personally satisfying with the idea that they could then be able to teach orguide their pupils in a parallel activity at the students' own levels of interest and ski'I.During the work.,:thop teachers focused their attention on any area in the IA Center that wasof interest. Interaction was stimulated by teachers observing each other and trying newprocesses. The effect of their experiences was evident by the number of people who be-came involved with IA activities during this school year. Futu..e workshops are beingplanned since this appmach seems to be the most efficient way to implement a new pro-gram.

Mt. Hoffmann is involved in elementary industrial arts, the Centennial School District, Warminster, Po,

Curriculum enrichment through
an jr terdisciplinary approach

Lester J. Hamill, Jr.
(onque space. Each generation faces the challenge of new froatiers to explore.Space expl Lion is the most recent of these frontier,. The thrust of rockets has nr, Ic !it possible to Cxplc re thr, \-crse beyond the earth, thereby making it one of man'r. great-est adventures.
The conquest of space has moved ahead with breathtaking speed since the space agebegan on (-)ctober 1957. On that day, Russian scientiEts launched the first true space
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traveler, an artificial satellite called Sputnik 1.
Less than four years later came the circling of the earth by man inside an a.. 4k-:a1

satellite. Less than a month later, on May 5, 1961, our own astronaut, Alan B. Snepard,
Jr., broke the space barrier.

Scientists and engineers hr.ve utilized satellites to improve world communications
and to check on the weather. Space satellites have given the military new weapons em-
ployment. To many, space accomplishments are very important because of the great
national prestige involved.

No one c .4 foresee what space travel may bring, for it is a new frontier that beckons
to us as a new era in man's progress unfolds.

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of the study to evaluate the merit of
construction activity when related to other areas of the school curriculum through a unit
study on space with the emphasis on colonizing the moon.

Evolution of the problem. The project developed from the fifth specific objective of
the course, Industrial Arts in the Eleiventary School, taught at Millersville State College,
Millersville, Pennsylvania, Graduate Division. 'Lie objective was stated to evaluate the
merits of construction work when related to other areas of the curriculum.

The industrial, t-chnological, sophisticated space age has materialized 7,:;,th a com-
plexity of problems for the social and natural sciences. Fortunately, man has an un-
quenchable desire for knowledge to solve problems. The subject space has an elegance
of enchantment about it that attracts man's inquisitive nature.

Man'ss curioSity is explained by the psycholot;ists as the need to satisfy Ins curiosity
through the need for knowledge. Considering man's curiosity to investigate and the en-
chantment of space seemed relevant in the selection of the problem in relation to the
effect-ivvness of the problem.

Overview of the problem_procedure. The hypothesis of the problem was discussed by
the department chairmen and the teachers of the various subjects through an initial meet-
ing scheduled by the administration of the school.

The group concluded that the problem showed many possibilities and work should
begin at once with one eighth-grade experimental section. Each boy was requested to re-
search, design, sketch, draw and build a scale model of a space object.

The librtt:y was selected as the site for resource material consolidatic,n, with the
placg of selected books on overnight reserve.

Simultaneously, the English department became the research divibion. The :7.ssign-
ments of books, class reports and themes were given, followed by English class discus-
sions.

The science department was the technical advisory area with the implementation of
space age vocabulary and stimulating interest. An array of questions, concerning the
Apollo flights, living in space, colonizing the moon, and the general conquest of space,
contributed to stimulating discussions.

Inherently, the math department defined and discussed the multivariousness of mathe-
matical knowledge necessary for a successful space program.

The art department then devised the scenery for the diorama depicting the colonizing
of the moon.

Finally, the 'itudents proceeded to draw their orthographic drawings in the mechanical
drawing room. The construction activity was then activated by the building ot a scale
model from their drawings. The value of model construction as a means to verify accuracy
is cited by James S. Daugherty, "These models will at once show any error in thc dray,-
ing which might otherwise be overlooked."

Let uf: now look at the study, department by department:
The Ac,ninistration. The vice-principal's office arrangedfor the time of the planning

meeting with the teachers cooperating in the project and provided the necessary coverage
of classes.

By making everai telephone calls, the vice-principal ,...tas ablr o locate and obtain
the latest available from NASA. The individual contacted at NASA was Mr. George Gard-
ner, Educational Program Director, NASA Information Center, \ ,ashington, DC (telephone
202-WO 2-2429). The Friendship Office of Martin-Marietta Company was also contacted.

The ;unction of the school administration in the project has been one of encouragement,
cooperation and assistance. Its interest is nrimarilyone of search for improved coopera-
tive methods of teaching boys and girls by capitalizing on their interest in contemporary
meaningful events.

The Library. Tne library was responsinie for obtaining, housing and circulating
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relevar t materials.
These materials consisted of books, film strips, records. tapes, pamphlets andtransparencies. They were placed on reserve for use in the library during the school dayand for overnight circuhtion. One section of the main reading room was designated the"Middle it iver Space Program Research Center".
The English Department. The English Department was 'd as a research time.During their library period the students did research for their ir , ^1 drafting projects.The theme was "Science: Fiction or Fact". Then they wrot, nce fiction themesbased on trave or life on another planet. In the theme they ha.:, 10 describe what lifewould be like ,vt, it the planet would look like, the people and the type of spacecraft thatwas used. The list part of the project involved only the girls. This was done while theboys were doing research. They designed costumes .'or traveling as well as living onother planet The fact part of this project was the res,,arch periods as well as a bulletinht,ard on things that have happened in the space program.The Scienc- Department. The science part of the program 'concerned the teaching ofthe scientific aspem of space exploration. The students investigated the problems ofspace travel and living in the hostile environment of empty space. Many films, film-strips and models were observed and studied.
Tl.e Mathematics Department. The related studies in mathematics dealt with thephysical structure and structuring of the facilities involved in building the space ship.The points covered were: linear measurements, area, volume, tangents, cones, dis-placement, conic sec frustrum of a cone, radius, diameter, scale drawing.There was a surgi of interest when the group saw that the principles of mathematicsinvolved applied to the constructional activity.The Art Department. The Art Department's part of the space program was to con-struct the space diorama with the moon surface as well as the earth. The students wereinvolved to a great extent with the actual work of ronstructing a model of the earth andcreating the moon surface of papier macher.
Basically, the main work of constructing the shell or framework was done in theIndustrial Arts Dept. Tbe framework of the diorama was of 12-in, shading with a back,rounded corner pieces and linoleum to give the appearance of a concave surface. Poultrynetting was then attached t..) form the base for the papier mache moon surface. Craters,mountains and lur r zges were also constructed of papier mache on the moon surface.The earth was ma 'e from a half plastic ball and papier mach& Upon completion of allparts, a coateges, o was applied to the moon surface, eardi surface and space backgroundto present a semblance of different textural surfaces. Different colors of spray paintwere used to contrast the three different parts of the diorama.The Industrial Arts Drafting. The p' ysical environment of the classroom was de-signed to keep the student in constant awareness of the model building activity in relationto the drawings. Consequently, the mechanical drawing classroom became the hub of theproject, as advice or suggestions were given co the student in relation to his design.Ideas. Each boy had to formulate his idea for the space project. Through researchand class discussions it was learned that the design department is the nerve center ofall manufactured products produced for consumption. Designers are constantly calledupon for ideas that the engineers can analyze for feasibility of production.Sketch. The student's sketch was required to show the shape, e dimensions and thenecessary notes for construction. Only then was the sketch submitted to the instructorfor approval.

Drawing. The rthographic scz.110 d.,.awing was constructed on buff drawiog paperfrom the approved sketch. Unique problepis,:reatedby design or difficulty in the siuriklits'ahUiv to visualize arose as each student progressed with his drawings. The high interestproblems adopted allowed many students to visualize a variety of problems on a first-hand experience under the dirnction and guid&i,e of the instructor.Model Construction. A separate area of the classroom was designated as the model-building area with the availability of hand tools, materials and a power jig-saw. Demon-strations were given by the instructor on the correct usage of model hand-tools and thesafe operation of the power saw. Lessons were also given on the selection c model-bunch-1g materials suitable for the individual models.
Then the construction of a scale model was completed froin the orthographic drawing.Again the accurc .7 of the drawing was verified from the constructed iod2.1 as cited byJames S. Daugherty.
The speed of the students and the time schedule of the class dictated th- completion
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of related assignments, Such -;signments as the tracings and reproduction prints 0 .:heirdesign were completed by some of the student:). Also several saidents constructed a pic-torial drawing of their design in either oblique or isometric.
Drafting Summary. The merits of the construction activity were evaluated by theauthor's observation, :Went drawing grades and a unit test. All criteria indicated thatthe program was successful.
Summary. Dr. Mary-Margaret Scobey stated that "industrial arts should be an inte-grated part of tie total curriculum, supplementing and supporting, with knowledge unique!..0 the field of industrial arts, the social sciences, mathematics, science and the crts."
Dr. E'-obey's philosophy was airected toward the elernent-ry school where industrialarts is tit-A a separate subject. However, the same philosophy can be applied in the 4-aniorhigh school to create a learning emrironment. This was evident as one successful project

was correlated with various school subjects and the indus.:rial arts drafting department.
The consolidation of educational materials placed in the school library was con-ducive for research -.:onducted by the English Liepartment. Their theme, "Science: Fic-tion or Fact- Destination Moon", correlated well with the science classroom discussion

and films that illustrP ced the problems of space travel and living in the hostile environ-me-a of empty space. A large diorama constructed in the art depn-rtment enhanced thedispiay of models and gave meaning to all departmental learning experiences.
The experience produced an abundance of information that not only broadened thestudent's storehouse of knowledge, but also reinforced his understanding and appreciationof the regular subject matter, as stated by Marshall L. Schmitt, specialist for industrialarts, US Office of Education:

Experiences gained :n industrial arts courses can be an tdjunct to many other
school courses. The work of designingand making an object (or a working model
of it) described in one of the zegular-course textbooks or discussions brings thestudent a double reward: (.) It reinforces his understanding and appreciationof the regular subject matter. (2) It gives him valuable inforraation about thebasic tools, materials and processes of industry and a new conception of the
technology which undergirds our society.

We may conclude that the constructional activity (model building), when related toother areas of the curriculum, was extremely successful as viewed through: (1) Enthusi-astic teachinL, as demonstrated by the congenial teachers involved, along with the supportof the administration; and, (2) the high student interest as displayed ,-4 their attitudes asth.ay gained considerable knowledge about space.
Pa rticipant9' comments, Mr. J. Heuisler Streett (Principal): An excellent project,Question: How c iuld this type of project be expanded to include more pupils?Mr. J. Andrew Baummer (Vice-principal): This illustrates a method of teaching boysand girls, by capitaliziag on their interest in contemporary meaningful e\ents.Mr. Donald Maxwell (English 1-2pt. Chairman): When our new literature curriculum wasbeing developed, a definite effort was made to design the curriculum along lines of studentinterest. The theory is that students will work be twr and learn more if tha courscs dealwith facetn of modern teenage life and interests. This project fits the bill neatly; its suc-cess here at Middle River is prnof of this.

Mr. Thomas Reed (Science Dept. Chairman): i was impreased with the interest and thecooperatici shown by th teachers from the various subject areas who participated in thcproject.
Mrs. Dorothy Harris (Head Librarian): A steady flow of visitors, day after day, visitsthe display placed in the library. Groups of children from the elementary school gaze inamazement. Elementary teachers will comment to the children that they too may pc.-tici-pate in studies of this nature with hard work and effort.
Mr. Kermit Stong (Science leacher): In nine years of teaching, I found this to be one ofthe best units that I have ever taaght. I faund this unit uplifting and invigorating due tothe necessary forethought and research required in this type of creative teaching.Mrs. Barbara Mahon (Mathematics Teacher): There was a surge of interest when thegroup saw tnat the principles of mathematics involved apolied to thc constructive activit).Miss Cheryl Starn (Englioh Teacher): I thought the moon project was excellent. The ' idswho participated were quite motivated an_tpred. They have a real feeling of satisfacuon.I think it's good to ',7ive kids a project as this tn eliplay; it seeni;3 to instill motivation andambition. I only wish I could have beer. able to plan a more extensive unit in English to
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go along with it.
Mr. Elmer Mc Dorman (Art Teacher): 1 was pleased as my homeroom happened to bethe group selected to work on this project. Very well received by the students.Mr. Lester J. Hamill, Jr. (Drafting Instiactor): This successful project could only havebeen accomplisned through the cooperative effort of enthusiastic teachers with the supportof the administration and students with an interest.Comments by students. (1) Learning about space wa 3 fun! (2) I didn't know therewere so many books about space. (3) The films on space were sure neat! (4) Did you seethe Saturn rocket in the science room? Wow! (5) I didn't mind writing themes about space.(6) How about our bulletin board in English class? (7) Frustrum of a cone, what? (8) Wedid the diorama! (9) A model of what? on the moon? You're kidding! k 10) I was onlyone-sixteenth of an inch off with my model! (11) I know more about :.pace than my fathr,how about that? (12) Can we do something like this again? When?

Devices or Aids Necessary for the Pro'etMiter box, The problem ofobtaining square cuts on small pieces of balsa wood p.rosethat necessitated the construction of baby miter boxes.Special tool panel and work table. The area set aside for model building contained anexisting tool panel with basic hand tools; however, unique problems required added tools.Also styrofoam was added to the material supply, which created extra tools in the formof battery-operated cutters.
Diorama. The frame for the five-foot diorama was constructed in the industrial artsKishop by Mr. Clayton Hurst. The inside of the frame contained several ten-inchregular ribbings, placed eight inches apart. Linoleum was adhered to the irregular con-tour ribbing to create the backing for a three-dimensional, perspective appearance. Thediorama was sent -to the art department for completion.
Camera Stand. The entire problem was documented with 35mm slides and tape re-cordings. The close-up photography made the construction of a copy stand necessa-:y.Plans were obtained from Kodak.
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Mr. Hamill drafting instructor in the Baltimore County (MarylancO School System.

Industrial arts for elementary grades
program and procedures ir New York State

Jarvis Baillargeon

New York State's involvement with industrial ar for the elementary grades extends
back over a period of over 30 years. We have in oul .Jes locally-prepared curriculum
materials from the Great Neck and Roslyn school syst' 's dating to 1950. Substantial
programs were developed in the New York City Schools, ,ochester City Schools and nt
other locations around the State. During this time, however, there was little definitive
direction, and major reliance was placed upon the personality of the program director.
And this would appear true today. Major research studies and Federal proposals hinge
upon the interested and ablt nersonality who can organize, first, a pror:0,-, and, secondly,
an implementation.

Upon assuming a responsibility for elementary-level industrial arts for New York
State, I encloavored to research current materials for elementary level industrial arts.
Aftei reviewing the literature, I visited locations where elementary industrial arts was
operational, including the Long Island Schools, State University Campus Schools, private
schools and one out-of-state project in the field. On the basis of this study I pzepared a
memo to my Bureau Chief, Arthur Dudley, outlining what I had seen and mai..ing s)com-
mendations for proceeding with contacts with school administrators in the fiela. This
memo has been used s the basis for a brochure.

Approaches, outcomes and types of service. Elementary-level industrial arts appears
to have several diverse facets. There are distinct approaches, services and outcomes.
The problem is to identify a packageprovidingfor three separate outcomes: one, instruc-
tion in technology; two, pupil activity fcr" physical, emotional and social growth; three, a
close relationship with ongoing instruction in the grade level classrooms.

There appear to be three distinct approaches in EEIA classt aoms that I aserved:
first, the arts and crafts apptoach; second, the materials and project approach; third,
the classroom correlation approach.

Implementation of the arts and crafts approach takes the form of leather kits, Indian
hammers, birch canoes, etc. The materials and project approach seems to stress wood
projects, with the students building a gift for mother for Christmas, a dish for Easter
or a window stop for Memorial Day. The classroom correlation approach is best de-
scribed as a continuous support focility withe,it self-identity of discirline content.

Matching the three appronc, three outcomes gives __sight into program
organization. Arts and crafts pi acdvity but little technology or correlation; mate-
rials-oriented Lnstruction provicik_ a:tivity and some technology; classroom teacher-
selected group projects provide correlation and activity. None provides all three.

There are also .ree basic types of service provided for elementary students. One
places a workbench and hand tools in the individual classrooms, by the consultant; a second
is based on movable 'carts' which are wheeled into hadividual classrooms; and the third
provides a work center into which groups of children are scheduled. Experience by prac-
ticing teachers suggests that the 'cart' system is least effective, and that a combination
of an established work center with supplementary workbenches in the classrooms (on
teacher request) provides the opportunity for effective and meaningfnl experiences.

Essential elements. My rerearch leads to the conclusion that progiam organization
to provide for the desired outcomes involves a distinctly new factor. This is the selection
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of an area of content for each grade level, such as is done by other subject matter fields,as a base for classroom correlation. This provides for the outcomes: technology, activityand correlation plus giving integrity and identity for the subject and the teacher.Here we have then the first of three elements that I consider necessary to present anindustrial arts program at the elementary level oa a ccatinuing basis.--Systematic instruction should focus upon a single theme for each grade while per-mitting latitude in supporting ongoing classroom studies.On the basis of observation of teachers, at work, and an examination of elementaryteacher education curricula, it seems clear that in order to provide for success in themanipulation of tools, materials and processes, quality instruction needs a pair of `trainedhands'. This points up the second element:
--Purposeful use of tools and materials requires a specially-trained teacher.While it is possible for the elementary teacher educaLon graduate to I very capable,it would be uncommon to find many teachers with this level of ability. It is possible thatelementary teachers could achieve a measure of skill in summer institutes. However,I personally feel that it would take more than a course or two to qualify a person as a`specially-trained teacher'.
The third element necessary to present a program on a continuing basis relates tothe facility in which the teacher will live and the students will work. After visiting class-rooi.7s, closets and shops, I cime to the conclusion that:
--Effective use of tools and materials requires a specially-equipped workroom.While not ideal, a classroom may be used as a teaching station, provided group sizeis held to about fifteen at any one time. A quantity of simple hand tools, holding devicesand workbenches are necessary for instruction. The consultant will need power tools toprepare materials. Supplies range from softwoods, plywood, wood shapes and fiberboardsto light metal, wire, plastics and fabrics. Provision for storage of materials and projectsis essential.
Implementation. the basis of these three elements I can now discuss with a schooladministrator what is reqtdred of the district to implement industrial arts at the elemen-tary level. He knows that when I recommend a specially-trained teacher that his firstendeavor is to seek out an industrial arts teacher with some background in elementaryeducation either at the experience level or at the educati.-n level. He knows that it willbe necessary to provide a room with equipnient, storage 'mu all the rest as a home basefor this teacher. This in effect establishes a dollar value for the program. Stardng fromscratch it may cost up to $5,000 to provide an elementary teaching station. One stationcould be expected to provide service for about five hundred students or approximately15 to 18 teachers.
Implementing the three elements places a teacher in contact with groups of childrenin an equipped workroom with a focus for group and individual project activity. The sched-uling procedure should begin with conferences with the classroom teachers to selectactivities which relate the grade level theme with planned classroom instruction.K-12 program. It should be noted that elementary-level industrial arts is a part ofa kindergarten-grade 12 program. This means that the elementary package must relatethe same purpose and goal as do the junior and senior high portions of the program. Addi-tionally K-6 content should provide background and support, but not repetition, for thoseparts of the program which follow. Additionally in New York State we now find that manyjunior high schools are being phased out in favor of what is called a middle school. Thesemay begin at grade 5 and continue through grade 8, followed by a secondary school forgrades 9-12. Content then must he divisible into primary level instruction, K-4; inter-mediate level instruction, grades 5 and 6; early secondary instruction, grades 7 and 8;and secondary level instruction, grades 9-12. To provide a contlynium, a series of aimsfer the different levels have been identified. The aim for primary instruction is anOrientation to the Nature cf Work, at the intermediate level tbe aim is Exploration withTools, at the early secondary ievel the aim is Utilizadon of Materials and Forces and atthe secondary level the aim is Experiencer. with Industrial Technolm.
Each level of the program is designed to support the following:Edu .ational Purpose: Productive Cid.zenship

Mission: Interpret Industrial TechnologyGoal: Technological Adaptability for the ladividualIn 1958 the New York State Education Department's Bureau of Elementary CurriculumDevelopment produced a publication entitled Let's Make It. This publication is now out ofprint, but it established a rationale for tool and material activity in rhe elementary grades.
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Other publicdtions by the State Education Departmcnt in the various subject matter fields
provided an Insight into the areas of content which were offered In English, social studies,
science, math, music, art and others. While my research was not nearly as definitive as
Dr. Hoozs', nor as expansive as Dr. Scobey's, it provided an opportunity to subdivide
technology into seven groups, one for each grade K-6.

An assessment of the capability and interests of students coupled with a survey of
subject matter content from other fields suggests the following as grade level technological
themes:

N-K Work Environmenl-Activities focus upon the concept of 'work' as a fundamental
'gouzi' for the individual and society.

1 Service-Activities support the concept that employment in-service functions make
a contribution to society.

2 Manufacturing-Activities center on the division of labor into specialties which
permit the efficient mass production of products.

3 Communications-Activiles focus on the media used to control, extend and give
permanence to mass communicatir

4 Power-Activities are based upon the application of machines to convert energy
into useful work.

5 Construction-Activities relate to the structures in which people live and work.
6 Transportation-Activities center on the vehicles and facilities used to transport

people and goods.

These areas when followed by functional instruction with materials, grapbics and
forces at the 7-8 grade level, provide children with the basics of technology relating to
the industrial arts goal of 'technological adaptability' for productive citizenship. These
then are the recommendations which are offered to elementary administrators as a part
of our regular supervisory work.

Content can be provided by researching printed materials, assigning activity sugges-
tions Into one or the other of the grade level themes. A tool-equipment list has been de-
rived so that an administrator contemplating introduction of the program may have some
specifies with .vhich to work. The Bureau of Industrial Arts is prepared to assist districts
in implementing instruction in technology at every level, K-12. We hope that in the years
to come an interest in activity programs for young students wilt be translated into pro-
grams of industrial arts education at the elementary level.

Mr. Baillargeon is associate supervisor in the Bureau of Industrial Arts, New York State Educotion Depart-
ment, Albany.

National Conference on Elementary
School Industrial Arts: a report

William R. Hoots, Jr.

Twenty-one people concerned with elementary school industrial arts were brought
together during the 1969-70 achool year to consider the subject of elementary school
industrial arts. This was mace possible by a grant from the ITS Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Office of Education.

Participants were selected who were representative of a wide range of approaches
to elementary school industrial anti, and they came from many areas of the United States.
There were representatives from industrial arts and elementary school teacher educa-
tion, supervisors of both industrial arts and elementary education, and persons involved in
directing and teaching industrial arts in the elementary classroom. The intent in select-
ing participants was to bring together a representative sample of all philosophical points
of view from all levels of education.

The major goal of the National Conference on Elementary School Industrial Arts was
to provide national leadership and unity to elementary school industrial arts. The specific
objectives of the conference were as follows:
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(1) To identify tile various approaches to elementary school industrial arts and toreach a common understanding of the nature of industrial arts for the elementary school.(2) To identify method; of implementing industrial arts in the elementary school.(3) To identify the various types of staff preparation necessary for conducting pro-grams of industrial arts in the elementary schooland to identify the educational programsappropriate for teacher education.
(4) To determine methods appropriate for disseminating information about elementaryschool industrial arts.
(5) To provide recommendations to the US Office of Education and other concernedagencies on thc types of programs that should be encouraged in promoting better educationfor children through elementary school industrial arts.While the objectives of the conference were not fulh ac).'eved, a solid philosophicalfoundation was develor:d and an agreement as to the natu,!e of eIemnitary school industrialarts was reached. The reports by committee rep-tesentatives that follow indicate thesolid foundation that was r;ached. This was a start, a beginning, which must continueif national direction and a ciegree of unity are to become realities.

Dr. Hoots is on the faculty or cost Carolina University, Greenville, No-th Carolina.

A basis for elementary school industrial
arts (committee report)

Thomas J. Jeffrey, et al.
The development of a basis for elementary school indust,lal arts requires the for-mulation of a definition and a statentent of phllosopny. These serve as a foundation uponwhich colninunleadon components can he developed and which should fot.m the basis forselecting instructional activities.
Definition of elementary school industrial arts. Industrial arts at the elementaryschool level is an essential partof the education of every child. It deals with ways in whichman thinks allout and applies scientific theory and principles to change his physical en-vironment to meet his esthetic and utilitarian needs. It provides opportunities for develop-ing concepts as a result of concrete experiences which include manipulation of materials,tools and processes, and other methods of discovery. It incledes knowledge about, tech-nology and its processes, personal development of psycho-motor skills, and attitudes andunderstandings of how technology influenc, society.Philosophical bases. Public school in the United States are committed to a generaleducation developing the full potential of all children, School systetns differ widely intheir approach to the child, the environment aed learning experiences. There is a diver-gence from highly-structured to non-structured programs. For the most part, learninghas been oriented to the verbal and symbolic; provisions for developing the non-verbalabilities of each child have not been emphasized.

Each child brings to the learning situation a unique profile of development resultingfrom the sum total of his past experiences. Therefore educators must recognize anddeal with individual levels of development in such personal characteristics as attitudes,values, self-concept, knowledge and psycho-motor skills.Recognizing these individual differences, there are two fundamental dimenaions inwhich the educational process operates andfor which the educator must assume responsi-bility. The first is the physical setting, which includes materials, facilities and mediastimulating both verbal and non-verbal responses in the learner. The second is the modeof the organization, governing the ways in which the children operate in thc physical set-ting. A flexible learning situatien sets the stage for interaction, exploration, experimen-tation, problem solving and concrete experiences that entisfy aesthetic and utilitarianneeds. Learners are provided opportunities to assume responsibility, make decisions,think, receive immediate feedback aria express themselves freely.Industrial arts for thc elementary school can satisfl these conditions. The unique-ness of industrial arts lies in the fact that ito activities can provide a greater variety ofelements that enhance the learning process than any other single discipline.
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Concrete experiences. The major emphasis is upon concrete experiences whichdeal with manipulation of and exploration with materials, tools and processes. Whileprocessing the change of materials (from raw to contrived) and fabrication objects, the
child is involved in the physical and sensory interactioa with things. Through first-hand
experience, he learns the characteristics, potential and limitations of materials, and theircultural functions.

Thought processes. The thinking process, unique to technology, involves problem-solving based upon the manipulation of materials. The more frequently children experi-
ence problem-3olving situations, the more fluent become their thought processes and the
more easily they can make new associations. They are increasing their abilities to inter-
act through the language of foltrs. They are building ideas about technol-)gical productionand the social influences of technology. They are learning to live effectively in a tech-
nological culture.

Learning processes. Through industrial arts experiences, learning may becomerelevant, lasting and both !ndividually- and socially-oriented. The optimum learning
situation provides: sensory data input through all sensory channels, immediate feedback,omortunity to think in a problem-solving way, opportunity te try out ideas and test them
against reality through other than verbal tests, and opporturity to nurture creativity.

Personal 2bil1ties. The dynamic industrial arts program will foster the d .velopmentof the following personal abilities: to think concretely or to lessen degree: of abstrac-
tion; to act with autonomy and self-direction; to solve each problem as it occurs; to makejudgments; to increase control of the total body to perform tasks; to be increasinglycreative and to perform creative operations at higher levels or degrees; and to develop
organizational ability through more sophisticated levels.

When one makes decisions to change materials, one must make organizational com-
mitments. One must pre-organize actions which are different when dealing with concreteobjects rather than with verbal symbols.

Self-concept. An increasingly positive self-concept can be developed when childrenfind success in the manipulation of materials. The planning, production and completionwhich translatu a visual image into a concrete form provide multiple satisfactions. 'I hedrive to mastery of something outside of the self is satisfied; desire for competency isinnate within us all. One may take pride in individual accompli,;hment, in recognitionfrom others and the resulting extension of self.
World of work. Understanding of industrial processes and insights into mauufactureand production, as well as exposure to and contact with the physical and material world,

facilitate orientation to the world of work. Students attain respect for craftsmanship. They
learn to appreciate ability in others, both in technical skills and talents othr..r than manipu-lation. These appreciations enhance human relationships. They help individuals recog-nize their own place as contributors to the social system, and the accompanying sense ofaccomplishment and involvement.

Mr. Jeffrey's committee included Dr. Mary-Margaret Scobey, Chairman; Miss Elizabeth Hunt, Donald
Hoffmann and Vito Pace, representing California, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and New York, re-
specti iely.

Teacher education for elementary school
industrial arts (committee report)

Robert G. Thrower
The Teacher Education Committee of the National Conference on Elementarv School

Industrial Arts, believing that a study of technology is essential in the total developmentof children, strongly advocates that industrial arts be an integral part of the elementaryschool curriculum. The committee recognizes that special preparation is needed by theteachers who will be conducting these elementary school industrial arts activities. Thisbeing the case, pre-service and in-service courses must be offered by teacher education
institutions both for elementary school industrial arts specialists and for elementaryclassroom teachers.

After many hours of attention to this subject of pre-service and in-service education
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for tho .. a individuals who will be working in the field of elementary sch,lnl industrialarts, the committee has identified nine essential components of any teat..;ier educationprogram. The nine essential components are as follows:Philosophical base. The success of any educational program is dependent upon thephilosophy of the personnel who are charged with the responsibility for organizing andconducting the program. Teacher education programs must help teachers to develop anunderstanding of the philosophical base previously discussed in the report of the Philos-ophy Committee.
Tool and material exposure. An essential element in the preparation of teacherswho will incorporate industrial arts is a thorough exposure to the tools and materials oftechnology. This exposure must include manipulative experiences to develop a level ofconfidence that will make the teacher feel comfcrtable in the use of tools and materials.There also needs to be an understanding of what tools children at various stages of de-velopment are capable of using safely and successfully. This necessitates an understand-ing of the physical development of children.
Technological content. Another essential component in the preparation of teachersis a fundamental understanding of the technology from which the 'Intent of industrial artsis derived. This content needs to be thoroughly investigated in terms t what is appropriatefor each grade level, how it can best be integrated into the curriculum of that pardculargrade, and what manipulative activities will best promote the study of the technology.Environment for learning. An environment for learning must be one in which childrenmay become totally involved in the learning process. This process involves many formsof learning, including abstract concept development and manipulative exploratory experi-ences. Each classroom must provide ample opportunity for children to participate informal and informal learning arrangements, including print and non-print media, utiliz-ing a variety of tools and materials. The facility must provide for the multitude of waysin which children learn and for varying rates of maturation.Teacher education programs must emphasize the need for flying existing class-rooms to more broadly-conceived educational arrangements, environment must beflexible enough to allow constant change to take place. Tools a terials must be partof the total educational setting. Each item injected into the claF 1k affects the learnerby directly irfluencing what he learns, how he learns, and the at s. he develops towardother students and the school.

Opportunity to apply learnings with children. Children art e focal point of all ele-mentary school industrial arts teacher education programs. iroughout their profes-sional preparation all prospective teachers must come i contact with children.Micro-teaching in an observation of on-going programs shou be a part of all teachereducation programs. This systematic inclusion of teacher-pupil contact is essential tothe success of the teacher.
Involiement of resource persons. Elementary school industrial arts is concernedwith children developing an understanding of technology and its effects upon man andsociety. The fact that technology touches every aspect of man's being necessitates theservices of other resource persons in addition to industrial arts teacher educators.Ecologists, anthropologists, sociolovists, industrialists and psychologists are but a fewof the resource persons who should be used to supplement the instruction in an industrialarts teacher education program.
Involvement of community resources, physical and human. Community resources area vital part of the elementary school industrial arts program. The education of the ele-mentary child should extend beyond the confines of the classroom. Teachers must developan attitude conducive to the involvement of community resources and their effectiveutilization in the program. The utilization of these resources strengthens the relation-ship between the school and the community.
Techniques for gaining adminisrrative involvement. School board members, adminis-trators and supervisors must be well informed if they are to be effective leaders ofeducation in the elementary school. They mustunderstand the purpose, functions, content,contributions, potential, problems and CORM of elementary industrial arts programs inorder to support them. Specific techniques can be utilized elementary industrial artspersonnA to elicit the support of administrators and board members. Since it is in theinterest of the teachers to know these techniques, they should be included as topics ofinstruction by the institutions conducting pre-service and in-service courses.Program evaluation. Evaluation is a necessary part of any educational process, andeffective evaluation can be accomplished only after objective evaluative criteria have been
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established. lostitutions preparing elementary school industrial arts personnel must in-
clude specific techniques for developing the criteria and means of using them in the class-
room.

Dr. Thrower, of Trenton (NJ) State College, chaired ;his committee, which included William A. Downs,
Jahn J. Geil, Dwayne Gilbert, Joseph Haslett and E. Arthur Stunard, representing Missouri, Florida,
Louisiana, Virginin and Illinois, respectively.

Implementation Committee report
Larry T. Ivey

The report presented ht:rein represents many hours of deliberation by the committee
on implementation of elementary school industrial arts. Th',.0 committee was composed
of the following persons: Dr. Fred Dreves, chairman of the committee, Mrs. Norma
Heasley, Richard Wood, Wayne Wonacott and myself.

We realized the difficulty in developing a course of action to facilitate implementation
on a national scale. Our main objective has been to develop a guide which will assist
educators throughout America in designing and implementing programs of elementary
school industrial arts.

Our first task was to recognize current problems in implementation and to come up
with possible solutions to those problems. We recognized three basic problems and de-
veloped a guide to help solve those problems. Our first area of consideration was leader-
ship. We recognize that if elementary school industrial arts is to take its logical position
within our schools, it must have effective leadership. To be effective, this leadership
must play a key role and must ha l. responsible persons churacwrizedbyhavingunder-
standing of child behavior, familiarity with elementary curriculum, knowledge about
trends and issues in elementary school indusuial arts, and experience in industrial arts
education for children.

This committee has indicated three levels where strong leadership is needed. These
are the national, state and local levels of education. Along with these levels of leadership
there is alao needed an effective and continuous system of communications among the
various leaders.

At the national level, this committee recommends the establishment of a natioi al
commission responsible for:

(1) Researching available means for funding elementary school industrial arts pro-
grams.
(2) Developing broad goals at a national level.
(3) Establishing guidelines for curriculum development, equipment and materials
selection, teacher education and program evaluation.
(4) Assisting in planning and developing pilot programs throughout the United States.
(5) Researching and disseminating available information about existing programs of
elementary school industrial arts through cooperation with professional and industrial
organizations.
Our second level of concern for leadership is at the state level. There should be a

director of elemk.mtary school industrial arts in each state supported by state and/or Fed-
eral funds. The state director should be responsible for:

(1) Coordinating efforts with local and national leadership.
(2) Implementing programs in his state by assisting local agericies in planning and
developing programs of elementary school industrial arts.
(3) Compiling resource materials and making them available to local programs.
(4) Serving as liafson and coordinator of the efforts of various sections of his state
department and industrial arts educators in the development of c..irriculum and in-
structional materials.
The third level of leadership is one which is indispensable if we are to have good pro-

grams of elementary school industrial arts. This third leadership is at the local level
where each educational district should have an industrial arts consultant as a member of
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its professional staff. The industrial arts consultant would promote a good program ofelementary school industrial arts through his leadership role by:(1) Working with members of the curriculum and supportive staffs to establish indus-trial arts as an integral part of the curriculum.
(2) Coordinating the efforts of teachers and administrators to improve instructionand enrich the curriculum with industrial arts experiences.(3) Making available to teachers and students materials, media and other instructionalaids.
(4) Working to improve the image of industrial arts within local communities.(5) Supporting and assisting au on-going program of objective and subjective evalua-tion
The concensus of the committee or. implementation is that leadership, as describedabove, is an essendal element which must be present at all levels of education if industrialarts for elementary schools is to prosper and grow with elementary education in theUnited States. The committee was unanimous in stating that without effective leadership,elementary school industrial arts could not be implemented on a national scale in a uniformmanner. Good leadership is required to implement elementary school industrial artseffectively into the z>chools of this nation.
The second area for comprehensive consideration deals with identifying and explain-ing the various approaches currently in existence for implementing industrial arts intoelementary education.
The organization and administration of industrial arts programs in the elementaryschool fall into several general categories. There is a vast difference between minimumprograms, both in content and facilities. Most elementary school programs are directedby the regular teacher in the classroom, utilizing portable tools and equipment. A fewprograms involved a specially-trained teacher who, in cooperation with other teachers ofthe school, directs the wc r:k in a laboratory or permanent facility. Between these twoextremes is a variety of programs which are successful and need same explanation.Elementary school industrial arts programs fall into the following general categories:I. Limited Classroom ProgramII. Comprehensive Classroom Program

Ill. Laboratory Program
IV. Traveling Teacher ProgramV. Mobile Laboratory ProgramVI. Central Laboratory Program

VII. Summer School Enrichment ProgramVIII. Any combination of two or mo.,*e of the above.The philosophy of the local school district, budget, time, classroom or laboratory3pace and personnel determine the approach to industrial arts which a school district mightselect.
Limited Classroom Program. The majority of elementary school industrial arts pro-grams falls into this category. The term 'limited' refers to the classroom time allowedfor the subject, to the tools and materials available and to the direct assistance availablefrom an industrial arts consultant. The activity is usually integrated with other subjectsof the elementary curriculum through tools skills, experimentation, problem solving andthe appreciations of various industrial processes.This category can be characterized as follows:(a) The program is directed by the classroom teacher.(b) The work is correlated with other subjects.(c) The activities are usually limited to blocks of time, units or episodes.(d) A minimum number of hand tools is available.(e) Tools and equipment are portable.(f) The services of an industrial arts specialist are minimal.Comprehensive Classroom Program. In this type of program the classroom teacherhas the advantage of regular assistance from an industrial arts consultant. School visitsby the consultant are frequent, and usually many teachers of several grades are involvedin the industrial arts program. A course of study is set up for all grades, and there isplanned articulation from grade to grade. This program is characterized as follows:(a) The classroom teacher directs the work in close cooperation with a specialist.(b) The industrial arts activities relate to other subjects, to the study of tech-nology, and to the discovery of personal abilities.(c) The industrial arts specialist does not "take over" the program but does
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provide active assistance to classroom teachers t...nd students.
(d) The activities and content dictate the numbers and kinds of tools that are

needed.
(e) Tools and equipment are portable.
(f ) The work is scheduled on the basis of a semester or a school year.
(g) Regular courses of in-service training are offered to teachers.

Laboratory Program. The trained industrial arts teacher who leads a laboratory
program has a dual role to play in the elementary school. He directs a balanced industrial
arts program for the children of the school. In cooperation with the classroom teachers,
and he gives these teachers sufficient in-service training to meet more nearly the total
needs of the children.

The industrial arts teacher has an excellent opportunity to give children a variety of
neriences which reflect modern technology and still maintain a balanced relationship

the elementary school curriculum.
The ides l. laboratory teacher is one who has an inch....,crial arts background and has had

Jor, .e training or experience in elementary education.
Laboratory programs are characterized as follows:

(a) The industrial arts teacher directs the activities.
(b) The classroom teacher cooperates in planning the work, and he assists in

carrying out the objectives of the work.
(c) The industrial arts work is subject-oriented, yet it will complzment the gen-

eral elementary coure of study.
(d) A regular schedule of classes is set up for each semester or for the school

year.
(e) The course of study would be articulated by the cooperative efforts of the

industrial arts teacher and the classroom teachers.
(f) Tools and equipment are appropriate to the content.

Traveling Teacher Program. The traveling industrial arts teacher functions in about
the same way as the laboratory teacher in category III: He works in the classroom, lab-
oratory or multi-purpose room.

The traveling industrial arts teacher:
(a) visits two or more schools on a regular schedule and teaches children;
(b) plans the program with the classroom teachers and the local administrator.

(The work centers around local student needs.); and
(c) uses tools and equipment permanently assigned to each school.

Mobile Laboratory Program. The mobile laboratory has been used mostly in rural
areas where schools are far apart and each school is unable to afford tools and equip-
ment of its own. This mobile unit may serve as a laboratory, or tools and equipment may
be moved to other work areas. The equipped van or tv 41er can serve as an in-service
training facility for teachers at the end of the school day.

The mobile laboratory teacher:
(a) moves from school to school in a self-contained unit;
(b) works with children in the unit in a classroom or other convenient work areas;
(c) plans and works cooperatively with the faculty to serve local needs;
(d) conducts in-service education for teachers; and
(e) provides workshop facilities for the construction of teaching aids and acces-

sories.
Central Laboratory Program. Certain circumstances may require the establishment

of a centralized industrial ari..4 teacher in a facility designed for comprehensive industrial
arts activities. A special effortmustbe made to coordinate industrial arts with classroom
instruction.

Summer School Enrichment Program. Many scho-ldistricts offer enrichment studies
as well as remedial work in summer programs. Art, music, drama, science and industrial
arts activities have been highly successful in various summer school organizations. Rather
than spend a full summer school day on one subject, there have been some rather inno-
vative 2omb1nations, such as theater arts, math, scienc3 and others, all combined with
industrial arts.

The summer period provides many opportunities for experimentation in various pro-
grams, and for the in-service training of teachers.

Combination of two or more cpproaches as outlined above.
The third and final area of irnplementadon for this report concerns the actual plan-

ning and conducting of activities and experiences for elementary school industrial arts.
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The commktee recognized a need for the formulation of a vehicle of instruction to guideteachers in planning learning experiences for students.When the scope and sequence of an industrial arts program have been determined,suitable plans for maximum learning in an orderly environment need to be developed. Thefollowing outline may assist the industrial arts specialist and/or the classroom teacherin organizing instrucdon.

Children's Learning_Activity ProcedureI. Tide: The title should give a clear picture of what is to follow in the content.II. Rationale: The rationale includes the basic reasons for the activities and the justifi-cation for the children's experiences. The statement may introduce a problem-solv-ing situation, it may prepare content for orderly confrontation, or it may present anactivity co satisfy a need arising from other areas of the curriculum.IIi. Concepts: The basic concepts of an instructional unit should be stated so that theoblectives and activities selected are directed toward unders Landing these concepts.IV. Behavioral Ohlectives: Behavioral objectiveci should clearly state what is to beaccomplished by the students, so they will know what they will be provided to workwith, what perfornzance is expected of them and what criteria will be used in theirevaluation. The objectives provide the basis for selection of learning activities andexperiences.
V. Learning_ Activities: Once the objectives have been stated, activities and experiencesshould be selected to hel2 students obiain them. The child should have a major rolein the selection, planning and execution of these activities.VI. Evaluation: Evaluation techniques must be udlized to determine if and when the objec-tives have been achieved. Evaluation should comprise both subjective and objectivemeans for determining outcomes.

In concluding this report, the committee on implementation realized that much addi-tional time ard energy are needed to develop a total system for implementing industrialarts into the elementary schools of our great IIE don. We are hopeful and optimistic thatthis task will be accomplished in the near future. You can be a great help by telling othereducators about elementary school industrial arts and by providing them with assistancein implementing their programs.
Mr. Ivey is with the Bertie County Schools, Windsor, North Carolina.
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The relevance of the new industrial arts
in Prince William County, Virginia

John Edward Bonfadini

Is what we are teaching in today's industrial arts relevant to today's society? Prince
William County, Virginia, is attempting to resolve this question by implementing the"New Industrial Arts". The curriculum presently employed is a combination of many
idt%as and does not reflect anyone thought. Olson, Maley, Lux and othe-rs have contributedto our present program development. It is our opinion that many relevant.programs
already exist and that implementation is the major problem.

Industrial arts in Prince William County begins in the middle school, grades sixthrough eight. Sixth grade students and teachers are given an opportunity to utilize rhtindustrial arts facilities as a resource area. Work activities are related to the sixth
grade curriculum, and a team teaching approach utilizing sixth grade and industrial arts
teachers is encouraged. An example of this concept is the industrial arts teacher acting
as a resource person in helping students build maps of various countries discussed insocial studies.

Seventh and eighth grade students are required to enroll in a half-eemester of indus-trial arts. Since the majority of Prince William County middle schools are designed tohouse 1000 students, three industrial arts laboratories are requii.sd to meet program
demands. Each lab is equipped to relate 1-e two specific materials, such as, Lab I, wood
and plastics; Lab 2, metals and power mechanics; and Lab 3, graphics and electricity.
Although the three labs are employed, the curriculum dictates using the facilities as
though it were one large general laboratory.

Students in the seventh grade rotate through the areas of wood, metal and graphics.
AAthough students rotate every six weeks on an area concept, emphasis is placed on the
teaching method and not the area. In relating to the area of wood, the unit approach is
used. Units studied are usually anthropologically based and cover the topics of trans-
portation, shelt.:r and weapons. These units closely relate to course content studied in
other classes, thus increasing the relevance of this program. The class selects the unitfor study, and each student selects his own sub-topic. Student activities center around
researching, reporting and model building.

After participating in wood for six weeks, the students rotate to a different lab andprogram. In the graphics area, photography, silk screen and basic mechanical drawingare taught. The unit approach, group approach or individual approach may be used.
Small- and large-group acdvities are encouraged.

Completing the semester, die students move to metals, where emphasis is on the in-
dividual project approach to teaching. Design and creativity are prime considerations in
the selection of the individual project.

Eighth grade students obtain exploratory experiences in power mechanics, plasticsand electricity. Power mechanics activities center around the internal combustion en-_
gine, basic power measurements and applications of power. The experimentation and
maintenance-repair approach works effectively in teaching power mechanics. A keen in-
terest in power usually exists with most students and repairing a malfunctioning engine
to operate efficiently has delighted the hearts of many students.

The experimentation and research method can be used successfully in electricity.
Students work from kits, designed and built by instructors. Using hardware developed
by the immediate personnel increases the relevance and effectiveness of its usage.

The area of Plastics readily adapts to the line-production teac'aing technique. Thefluid and pliable nature of plastics permits students easily to develop molds, jigs and
fixtt.res necessary for line production. Incorporating plastic equipment, such as injection
molders, laminating presses and vacuum formers, can exemplify the production conceptof prodecing a muldple product. Due to the limitation of time, most line-production
produc..s are teacher-studeat-deelgned.

T. successfully operate this type of program, the instructors must function as oneteam. Each junior high team decides on the approach to be used in each instructional
area. Precautions are taken to give the student a variety oi teaching approaches, and the
elimination of duplication in teaching methods is encouraged.

Although many industrial arts programs have been developed for the junior Mgh
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school, relatively few exist at the senior high level. The Maryland plan has basicallyfunctioned at the junior high level, with some efforts being made to initiate this conceptin a senior high program. The Industrial Arts Curriculum Project emphasizes the juniorhigh level, and other programs tend to favor experimenting with this age group. Effortsto explain the lack of senior high programs seem to hinge on defining the role of industrialarts and its relationship to vocational education. In many areas it is extremely difficultto differentiate between an industrial arts unit lab and a vocational lab teaching the samesubject. Time is the only factor in many cases.In establishin a sound industrial arts program, Prince William County felt it shouldfirst define the objectives of industrial arts. Once these objectives were defined, a pro-gram to implement them was developed. Each course was written to accomplish specificgoals of industrial arts for a particular concept. Each concept attempts to he unique andseparate from previous or subsequent programs. Each course contributes to the student'sunderstanding of certain major facets of induatrial technology. The completion of alllevels prcvides the student with a continuum of experiences designed to educate him toie in a technological culture. Having established these objectives, the following courseswere initiated: manufacturing, construction, materials and research, and communication.Prince William County senior high schools consist of grades nine through twelve,with industrial arts elective.s available at all grade levels. Approximately 1500 to 2000students are enrolled in each of the county's four senior high schools. Recent statisticsindicated that industrial arts enrollments ranged from 18% to 28% of the total schoolpopulation. Since the majority ,If industrial arts students are male, this means that eochyear about 50% of the boys are -nrolled in industrial arts.Manufacturing is the initial course available to all students. The primary objectivesof manufacturing are to acquaint the students with: Industrial otganizations and processes,technology of manufacturing industry, the types of tools and machines used in industry.and histot teal ar /1 lificance of industry.
Student , around the unit approach, the group indusay approach, themass pro(' Ind the individual project approach. The unit approach em-phasizes . ,torical significance. Manufe --Mg units comprise areashaving di 41 bearing, euch as, power and enerj, inventions, and tools andmachines. Siii ut students are exposed to the unit method in the junior high by study-ing the technological areas of transportation, weapons and shelter, t1,3 basic cbivetive ofthe unit is to increase the students' depth and understanding of industry.The group approach is adapted to the study of a manufacturing indust2y. The stedentactivity involves the making of a large scale model illustrating the industry under study.The group project method permits students actually to engage in role-playing activities.Each class formulates its own ideas on project design. Committees are established, androle-playing assignments are chosen democratically. The group project is a class functionand offers the students an opportunity to express themselves collectively.The mass production approach exemplifies he "American way" of manufacturingproducts. The establishment of a company, the sale of stock, the manufacturing of a prod-uct, and the sale of the producttoobtain a profit are important activities in which studentsare actively engaged. Product design and thenecessary jigs and fixtures to build the prod-uct must be student-designed.

The individual project is used as a means of self-expression and permits the studentto make a project of his own choosing. This individual project emphasizes the vocationalaspect of industrial arts. Design and craftsmanship are key evaluating criteria.The world of construction is the second course offered in the senior high school.Community development is the focal point of this program. The group project approachand the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project materials encompass the majority of thematerial covered in this program. Although the IACP project was designed for juraiorhigh, our preliminary experiences indicate that this program works equally well at the9th and 10th grade senior high level. Senior high students progress faster through theexperiments, leaving more time for individualized learning experiences.At the completion of manufacturing or construction, a student may enroll in materialsand research. This year-long program is to*ally individualized and student-centered.The student selects his research topics and develops the scientific procedures to accom-plish the desired objectives.
The latest industrial arts venture in the Prince William County Schools has been theestablishment of a program in communications. The communications lab offers experi-ences in electrical and visual communications, with the major emphasis on the com-
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murdcations media, such as, newspapers, books, magazines, lettrs, telephones, tele-
vision and radio. Although the lab is equipped to teach electronics, drafting and graphic
arts, teaching the unit area concept is secondary in the communications approach. Stu-
dents can learn the workings of the newspaper, television and radio without actually know-
ing all the technical knowledge of its production. Activities are designed to acquaint them
with the technical and social problems related to mass communications media.

Unit labs are offered in Prince William County in three areas: electronics, drafting
and graphics. The unit concept tends to point toward a pre-vocational type of program
and is often confused with vocational education. Our newest task will be to define the role
of the unit lab end its relationship to industrial arts and vocational education.

New programs in power and transportation are in the developmental s...age, and, with
the advent of two more senior highs, this program should be a reality in the next two years.
We belicve our attempt to establish a relevant program in industrial arts has been very
successful. If ine:reased student and public interest in Industrial arts is an effective
criterion for program evaluation, then our program of relevance has succeeded.

Mr. Bonfadini is on the Prince William County School Board, Manassas, Virginia.

Relevance of industrial arts content
Thomas A. Hughes, Jr.

The title of this program certainly has capitalized on words in popular favor today.
The word relevance in particular bears up.-n vogue English. Considered within the title
of this discussion, it not only corresponds with terms used by the "in-crowd", but most
importantly it denotes that a connection can he made between industrial arts content and
other things.

Those things to which a discipline area can relate are society, the school, the cur-
riculum and the learner. It may be considered that to be relevant, a discipline area must
be sensitive to all the elements to which it relates. Relevance then may be considered
like perfection - sonething to be sought and obtained by degrees but not in totality.

Expanding upon these elements and beginning with a a most encompassing, let us
first consider society.

Kranzberg(3), Drucker and numerous writers, many within our own field, have elo-
quently writtcn about the issue that society today is distinctly and uniquely characterized
as technological. It has been noted that society actually is now in a post-industrial period
and that a continuously smaller percentage of the population will be engaged in industrial
production. Spectfically it has been predicted that in the 1980's "two or three percent of
the population conld do all of the work that has to be done to satisfy the material needs of
society."(2)

In essence, industrial arts must relate its content to a society that is intensely be-
coming more technologically sophisticated.

The second major element- the school (perhaps it should be called the educational
system) - is constantly concerned with some form of change because of new developments
or findings in the areas of sociology, psychology, human growth and development and
other areas. Likewise, as the school takes on new approaches and organizations, the
specific discipline areas must be attuned to the reasons for those changes and adapt to
them. For example, the discipline area content for the middle school must be aligned
with the philosophy and concepts of the middle school.

Industrial arts must relate its content within the context of the contemporary educa-
tional system in which it functions.

The third element of concern in seeking relevance of content is the curriculum. The
curriculum for this presentation is considered to be the entire discipline area of indus-
trial arts. Presently there are from six to eight major curriculum projects under way
across the country, according to Cochran (1), that are concerned with an innovative ap-
proach to induatrial arts. (If the term industrial education can be accepted, many other
projects are under way: however, the author does not accept those as industrial arts.)

These curriculum projects have been built upon contemporary findings drawn from
the elements presented here. They have been researched, experimented with, implemented,
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evaluated and refined. Relevant industrial arts content must draw upon this researchwithin its own field. Relevance cannot be obtained when each program exists within arealm of ideas centered around competencies of an individual teacher. Relevance inindustrial arts should be achieved most efficiently when programs are founded upon theresearch base of these major curriculum projects.Relevance, to the learner's interests, is the keystone of a growing program. Toexpand this thought, consider why me student has enrolled in a specific industrial artscourse. According to the survey by Schmitt(4), the vast majority of the studerrs takingindustrial arts in the nation are enrolled on an elective basis. An elective subject mustmaintain a high interest level in order to survive the competition, disregarding the needfor growth.
A second point concerning the learner is that he or she has developed interests whilea native of a technological society. In light of the rapidity of change society is under-going, and the technological advancements being made, the learner is the native to thesociety and to the sophistications of technology; whereas the teacher, supervisor, or,for that matter, any adult, is the im:aigrant.
These brief statements represent the thoughts behind one program of action to bringabout relevance of industrial arts conteet.
The efforts in Virginia, which have involved Cie State Department of Education, beganfour years ago when a group of teachers, supervisors and teacher educators met to de-.velop a basic guide for program organization and improvement.Also at this time, a survey was initiated to determine the greatest needs of pro-grams and teachers in the state. Very quickly it was determined that the greatest needswere curriculum guides and in-service programs.The State Department took the position that materials developed at the State levelshould (1) involve a cross-section of personnel in the State, including classroom teachers,supervisors and teacher educators, (2) be developed as directional devices and not coursesof study, and (3) be designed for the secondary level grades 7-12.During the three years that followed, numerous workshops were held on weekends todevelop curriculum guides which were based upon the si:ggestions of the organizationmanual. In January, 1969 the last guide of this initial series was distributed.As soon as the last publication became available, MO problems were apparent:(1) How were teachers going to implement these materials?(2) Most school administrators were unaware of what a contempo.should be.

To meet these two needs, work began to prepare a publication for school adminis-trators, and arrangements were initiated to establish a statewide in-service program toprepare teachers to implement a relevant program.
Probably the most significant development to bring contemporary ideas into labora-tory practice has been the in-service program, because this has given teachers real ex-periences that relate to their own responsibilities.
The content for the in-service course is based entirely upon the Maryland Plan de-veloped at the Univeraity of Maryland, which, along with Olson's ideas, formed the basefor Virginia's curriculum materials.The in-service program is presently in operation, with nearly une-third of theteachers in the state participating in this three-semester-hour, graduate-credit, tuition-free course.
It appears that . key to making this program relevant to the teachers is that outstand-ing secondary teactiers and not teacher educators teach the course. Four secondaryindustrial arts teachers and one supervisor, who have been actively involved with imple-menting the Maryland Plan over the past few years, are in the role of teacher educators.How do you determine, after all of this, that the content is relevant? Perhaps someday an objective evaluation will be attempted; however, for now it appears a degree ofrelevance is being obtained from the following observations:(I) Students in* classes where the new content has been implemented are observablyenthusiastic and excited about what they are doing.(2) Enrollments are increasing.
(3) Teachers appear to have renewed enthusiasm for what they are doing.(4) Administrators and supervisors are encouraged by the improvements in instruc-tion.
(5) The public is expressing interest in what is going on, with parents requesting thattheir son or daughter have the opportunity to take this "new industrial arts".
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From the traditional to tha "new industrial arts"
George Litman. Jr.

As the title of my presentation indicates, I plan to addres my thoughts this afternoon
to the supervisor's role of how we have been able to direct our staff from the traditional
to the "New Industrial Arts". Five years ago, I became concerned about our fast-increas-
ing school population and the new schools which we were c, Istructing in Rtirfax County,
Virginia. It was at that time I decided and was determin-ii te change our staff throughsome kind of in-service program. I knew that with all of e, new facilities, air-condi-
tioned laboratories being built and new equipment being pl..rchased, this alone would not
change the program.

The traditional industrial arts program of yesterday was strucrured around individual
student projects and, in many instances, the selection of a project was made by tne in-
structor. This approach did not allow for indiyid, sal student talents, -0)111 ties and interests,
even though it did permit students to develop concepts of industrial .naterials, processes,tools and machin:s. Unfortunately, the teacher made all :he decisions, and 0, programvaried from one school to another.

The "New Industrial Arts" programs are designed to prepare yot:th tor more effec-tive living in a technological society. They are considered part of general education since
they derive their content from technology - its evolution, utilization and significance; andfrom industry- its organization, materials, occupations, tools and products; and since
they deal with the problems and benefits resulting from the technological and industrialnature of society. The Lndustrial arts laboratory presenm an area of learning found inno other place in the school.

In Fairfax County, the move away from the traditional program began when fourteenindustrial arts teachers, in 1965, enrolled in a workshop entitled "New Methods of Teach-
ing Industrial Arts", at the University of Maryland. The workshop was characterized by
"learnirg by doing", with a focus on program development in industrial arts. Based onthe stncture and concepts associated with national trends in industrial arts education,
it emph.isized three important aspects of teacher education: appropriate content for the
7th, 8th and 9th grades; appropriate methodology for these grades; appropriate aetivities -in which teachers in the worKshop were actually involved- for carrying out the various
aspects of the program.

Initial phases of the workshop spelled out the four-point philosophy of this approach:
--implementation of the definition of industrial arta
--emphasis on students, rather than on projects
--utilization of psychological principles and understandings in program development
--development of individual resourcefulness, problem-solving ability, and inquiry.
In the tall semester of 1966, the fourteen industrial arts te -hers who had been in-

volved in the workshop began to implement "New Methods of Teacaing Industrial Arts"in their own classes. An introduction to the new approach used films, transparencies,
lecture and discussion to develop understanding of industry's automation, financial struc-
ture, labor-management relations, occupations, materials, processes, productivity, tools
and machines.
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Programs at each of the three grade levels took a different direction. The seventhgrade's was based on an anthropological study of the basic elements common to mankindand included the development of tools and machines, po4er and energy, communicationsand transportation, and the contribution of each of these factors to the growth of civiliza-tion.
It was decided that the anthropological stildy could best be accomplished by the unitapproach centered around an interest point. Each student chose a sub-topic, out of thevarious integral parts which made up the total study, for his special responsibility. Hethen gathered texts, pamphlets and other materials from libraries, institutes, industriesand specialists in the field and reported back to the class in a seminar. In this way, eachstudent became a specialist on his own sub-topic and profited from exposure to everyother sub-topic as well.
As the research was being compiled, a model was constructed, involving the studentsin the use of tools and machines and in sketches, materials and processes. The modelsinvolved working parts and were as nearly authentic as possible. In conjunction with themodel, the students also prepared a display board, which effectively communicated a his-torical or cultural era, using dates, events, cartoons, graphics and comics.In this program, each student was given the opportunity to perform at his maximumabilay and to display his specific talent. Evaluation was made of student gains ratherthan of the smoothness, completeness and attractiveness of some project.At the eighth-grade level, a group approach was applied to the study of an Americanindustry. The program's purpose was to provide an understanding a a major industrythrough an in-depth study which would also lend an appreciation of modern technology andits impact on a continually-developing industrialized democracy.The group project involved students in organizing, researching, planning, creating,inquiring, analyzing, evaluating and constructing a group project Wch correlates recog-nizable facets of a modern American industry. As part of the project, a panel displaymade of individually-built component parts was constructed as one means of depicting theindustry.

To select a contemporary industry, a list of industries was drawn up by the class.The list included lumber, concrete, steel, aluminum, copper, p)astics, foundry, glass,automobile, paper, aircraft, shipbuilding, rocketry and house construction. Introductorylectures and films provided the background for se)ection of an industry, and the class thenassumed a 'group project responsibility. A personnel system was established, giving eachstudent a role comparable to that in a major industry. Personnel and job descriptionswere as follows:
Project Coordinator - in charge of the group project. Should have leadership abilityand be able to develop a sequence of operation such as the steps employed in constructionof the display.
Design Engineer - established the overall design and specifications of the groupproject display. Would specify everything from the number of nails and screws neededto the paintlnr, and final assembly.
Researcn Director - coordinates the collection of all information necessary to con-struct the display.
Education Director - informs employees of policy. Explains the process from rawmaterials to finished product to shipment, using films, books, pamphlets, charts, illus-trations, diagrams, etc.
Financial Director - ciesigna forms for use in purchasing mater;als needed for thedisplay and obtains sample forms used by the industry under study.Personnel Director - creates jobs, chooses persons total the necessary jobs, makesa personnel fkax chart relevant to the industry under study.Safety Engineer - creates awareness of safety precautions, establishes an atmos-phere of safe working conditions, gives safety talks, lectures and prepares posters appro-priate for the industry under study.
Public Relations Director - greets visitors to the laboratory, makes formal intro-ductions, and explains the work under way in the classroom.
Other personnel could include: Historian; Electrical Engineer; Record Officer (secre-tary or accountant); Production Foreman; Steward; Tool Foreman; Finishing Foreman.In a once-a-week seminar, the students exchanged ideas and communicated by roleplaying. At the same time, progress on the individual modules proceeded to the point ofassembly into a Panel. The panel was completed through group work sesrlans and readyfor evaluation and display.
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Evidence indicates that these experiences provided an interpretation and understand-ing of the industry studied as well as opportunities for students to "explore" on their ownratht-..r than to be exposed to a series of "canned" experiences set forth by a teacher.The ninth-grade progrr.ro used a line-production approach in which students under-took an in-depth study of mass-production industry. Simulation of the industry providedexperiences in organizing, financing, product determination, tooling-up, production,packaging, distr4hution and personnel role-playing.
In this program, each student applied for the position of his choice and was inter-viewed by the student playing the role of Personnel Director of the company.
Unlike the personnel system used in the eighth-grade program, which centered arounda product similar to those produced by research and development industries, positionsassumed in the ninth grade's study of a mass production industry were concerned withvolume production of identical items.
This semester there are twenty-four industrial arts teachers involved in a coursewith emphasis on appropriate content for the 10th, llth and 12th grades. The methods

include a contemporary unit, group project, research and experimentation, line productionand problem solving. Sorae of the teachers enrolled are already implementing severalof these approaches, and the reatats are phenomenal.
Since 1965 three additional groups of F fax County teachers have attended a work-shop on "The New Methocib of Teaching i trial Arts". As of April, 197C, fifty-two

percent of the county's industrial arts teachc have been involved in such a course.
Today industrial arts teachers throughout the county 3chool system, at the inter-mediate and secondary levels, are approaching the study of technology and industrythrough the individual proct, anthropological and contemporary unit, group, line pro-duction, research and experimentation, and problem solving. Such approaches provide alaboratory activity and a study of technology and inci istry which prepare students fortoday's and tomorrow's technological society.

Mr. Litrnan is Supervisor of Industrial Arts Education for the Fairfax (Virginia) County Schools.

Relevance of industrial arts conteri
(a repert on in-service training)

Mark Delp
As John Bonfadini has already outlined for you, we are trying to teach the "NewIndustrial Arts" in Prince William County. Often when I give a presentation on what weare do:Ing and trying to do, I find myself on the defensive because of people wno resist andfear change. Letme bcgin then by briefly trying to justify the "New Industrivl Arts" froma teacher's viewpoint.
After giving a slide presentation to the Virginia Industrial Arts Association last

summer on what we were doing at Gar-Field High School and in Prince William County,the other members of a panel and I were subjected to a question-and-answer period.One of the first questions was directed to me by a very dedicated but puzzled teacher.
He asked me if I wasn't for change just for change's sake. I could not help replying thatI was. And I will repeat that I am still for change for change's sake. The world aroundus is changing every day, and each day more rapidly then the last. It is for the sake ofthis change that we must change or become extinct as a professfon. If we are to teachcontemporary industry, we must change as it changes and in such a way as to continuallychange. The traditional industrial arts of making bookends and sugar scoops was excel-lent when that was the stage industry was in. The industrial need for a craftsman to makea complete chair or to make any item from beginning to end is very low. There is, how-
ever, a definite need for people who understand industry and how it operates; for peoplewho can determine where they might fit into this industrially-oriented society of ours toits and their best advantage. I believe the "New Industrial Arts" can bring this about toa uch greater degree than the traditionally-oriented program. Teaching, however muchw would like to disavow it, is like many other things in one respect. It is a matter ofpercentages. You are never going to get to everybody an of the time, but when you stop
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hunting ways to get to more people more beneficially, you are stagnant and of very limitedusa to your students. To be of benefit today, we must teach contemporary industry in aneffective way.
When do students learn? They learn when they are interested. They are interestedwhen they think or know what they are learning is relevant and when teachers aren'ttrying to talk it into them. Students learn by doing.
We say students learn by doing, and that's primarily what I am here o talk to youabout today. In Prince William County, Virginia, last semester, the teachers becamestudents for a while, and there was a lot of 'doing' going on. A three-hour graduatecredit course was set up with Virginia State College called New Curriculum Trends inIndustrial Arts. It was offered, free of charge, to industrial arts teachers in PrinceWilliam County and was taught by Mr. George Litman, Supervisor of Industrial ArtsEducation for Fairfax County, one of our neighboring counties. John Bonfadini, our super-visor, took the course right along with the rest of us.We studied three contemporary methodologies during the sequence of our course.We started out with the Unit Method. Using this method, we employd both the anthropo-logical approach and the contemporary approach. After studying the unit we went intothe Group Project approach and after this ended up studying Line Production. During thecourse, we were expected to do exactly what we would expect our own students to do.There was a difference in the level of work, of course. I can't think of anything that givesyou more insight into what students feel than actually being one again.The teachers taking our course were made up of both junior high and senior highteachers. Since we felt that the application of the different approaches would vary forthe different grade levels, we used this means to separate the group, which was twenty-seven strong. In the study of the Unit Method, the junior high teachers used the anthro-pological unit approach; whereas the senior high teachers used the contemporary unitapproach, or from 1800 up to the present. In the Unit Method approach, the major em-phasis is on researching, planning and constructing. A written report ano - ' re-port are also reo iired of the student using this approacl

During the study of the 11,, the junic,, uigh teaci- rs diu .aroup Indus-tries Study of the ir Jie senior high teachers used the Group Projectapproach to study the construction industry, gearing it toward community development.In the Group Projet approach, much emphasis is placed on personnel organization ancrole playing.
Durin. our stu-ly of the Line Production approach, the emphasis was again on per-sormel oranization and role playing. Both the junior high and senior high teachers de-

sii-led a product, arA each acted as part of the others' labor force.
)o these methods sound like proper vehicles to teach contemporary industry in anef-ecdve v,ay? I believe they do. They are not the only effective ways, I am sure, andm re ways are being found all the time. Likewise, all methods won't work equally wellall teachers nor with all students, but the more tools we have at hand, the better thejob v:P a-N, capable of doing and are likely to do.
As wit:- anything else, you must believe in what you are doing. I believe in the "NewInaustrial hrts". I believe it will work for my students. If it works for them, needlessto szkr, it has workec for me.
I enjoyed the in-service course that we had in Prince William County. Few of the---achers involved had any prior teacher education on these new methods other than thatvhich was county-sponsored. I think the results of the course were excellent. This isshown both by the work that Ue teachers put into the course and also by the teaching thatis garisg ea in the county at this time.
1.r.:tistria3 arts teachers do not need to fear change. What should be feared is thepossiLdity that the profession and the teachers will not receive the incentive to change.

Mr. Deza teaches at Gar-Field High Schooi, Manassas, Virginia.
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Design and implementation of statewide
programs for industrial arts

Ralph V. Steeb

The responsibility for designing and implementing a statewide program for industrial
arts rests in the office of the state consultant. Now that 40 of the states have created this
position, leadership for curriculum development, which in the past was missing in many
states, can now be centralized in the state office. A state consultant, by nature of his
position, is recognized within a state as a leader and an authority in his special subject
field. School district administrators and teachers look to the state office for direction
and help. Because of this reliance and faith in the authority of the state personnel to
stimulate and create better learning experiences, consultants must be certain that any
program which they propose is based on sound philosophical and educational foundations
and on the best human relations techniques.

A state consultant must serve in the role of:
(1) A liaison person between the stai.e agency and local districts. He is in rhe middle and
is the communication link and program catalyst. His activities and pronouncements must
reflect the state's objectives and philosophy and at the same time respect the local dis-
trict's objectives and philosophy.
('.:) An expert in the special subject field. The state leader must be a most knowledgeable
person about curriculum, in identifying problems, and in understanding the individuals
with whom he must work.
(3) A change agent. The state consultant's ,-ole is ic islentify problems and proceed to
help local persons find their own solutions. He stimulates change based on identified
need. As a change agent he will set up experiences, including meetings and visitations,
which may change the concepts or understandings of the individuals with whom he is
working. Often he must first stimulate discontentment with what exists in order to create
a desire for change. Having created the desire, he will then take the responsibility for
re-establishing stability through a change program. And finally he must take steps to
insure the permanence of the change.

In these roles the state consultant may operate: (I) passively, hy suggesting, poindng
out, distributing, questioning and discussing, not making unilateral decisions but involving
others, avoiding conflict which might jeopardize his involvement ard leadership position;
(2) actively, by displaying organizational leadership, synthesizing, making suggestions,
and answering questions directly. Knowing when to assume these various roles is a key
to successful human relations.

In designing and implementing a statewide program, the state consultant has certain
factors to consider, guidelines to follow, mad responsiVlities to oy-ganize and carry out.

It must be recognized that statewkle implementation of a new approach will require
the efforts of many people (one person camot carry the program alone, for an imposed
program is doomed to failure), the expenditure of a substantial amount of time (both from
the consultant's schedule and on the part of personnel in the state), and funding (for plan-
ning, dissemination and the process of implementation).

Curriculutn developm.mt in Florida is based on five assLmptions as follows:
(1) The ideali unit for curriculum development in its specific and detailed aspects is an
individual schcol faculty operating under the lead.,rship of the school principal. This
recognizes the fact that no two schools are exactly alike. Since individual schools differ,
curriculum adaptations must be made in a particular school and in each classroom within
the school.
(2) Since many common problems, conditions and needs exist in any local school system,
there are many aspects of curriculum development which can be worked out most satis-
factorily for the local schocl system as a whole.
(3) By taking this one step further, we bring the state into the picture, We recognize that
some of these problems, conditions and needs are common to the entire state and can,
therefore, be attacked on a statewide basis. It is, therefore, desirable to have a broad
general curriculum framework developed at the state level. Within this framework, local
school systems and individual schools are encouraged to develop specific programs most
appropriate to their situations. When requested, consultation services are provided by
the Department of Education to assist with local development.
(4) Changing the curriculum means changing people. Processes used in development of
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curriculum materials and content should not only provide useful materials but should alsoprovide for professional growth of those engaged in the process. People understand betterand tend to support with conviction those decisions they have helped to make.(5) Since the direct adrninistration and supervision of individual schools are local func-tions, the Department of Educatien should work with and through local leadership andshould be active in the diseovery and development of educational leadership at aJI levels.In Florida, the preparation of curriculum guides has been one of the major activitiesdesigned and worked at continuously to promote the professional growth of educationalpersonnel throughout the State. This medium has been the chief vehicle through which theproblems of curriculum development in Florida have been attacked. A new curriculumguide for industrial arts has been published by the Department a Education in each of thelast four decades. Many others have been developed by local school systems.State level curriculum activities attempt to identify those problems, conditions andneeds which are common throughout the state andprovide helpful e:iggestions and recom-mendations to local schools. Curriculum guides developed for statewide use are not"courses of study" in the usual sense. They are neither detailed nor prescriptive. Theyare, as the name implies, "guides" rather than directives.There are, of course, certain minimum standards and replations relating to cur-riculum laid down at the state level by state laws and State Board of Education regula-tions. Within a broad and general framework established at the state level, local schoolsare expected to develop in specific detail a program of learning experiences "tailor-made" for their youngsters. Within the more specific framework thus provided at thelocal school level, individual schclls and individual teachers work out the day-by-daylearning experiences most appropriate for their youngsters.Certain machinery has been set up for curriculum development in Florkla. At thestate level, for example, there is a statewide curriculum committee, established by law,known as the "Florida Courses of Study Committee". This committee formulates im-mediate and long- range plans for statewide curriculum projects, recommends the prepara-tion of curriculum guides, and recommends instructional materials and resou:ces forstate purchase. Members of this committee review and recommend to the State Boavi ofEducation curriculum materials designed for statewide use. Through the Courses cfStudy Committee are channels suggestions from school and lay people for promotingdesirable statewide curriculum p....grarns and practices.Earlier curriculum guides in industrial arts were developed through the assistanceof professors and graduate students in curriculum courses held during the summer at thestate universities. Teachers, supervisors, Department of Education personnel, and col-lege and university staff members participated in these workshops. Those who desired itcould usually secure college credit for participation in the workshops.While the bulletin production workshop continues to be utilized to some extent,other procedures, especially appointed state guide committees, and special conferences,have been tried with increasingsuccess in recent years in order to secure a larger degreeof participation.
At the present time there is a &tate curriculum guide in the process of development.This bctivity was preceded by a two-year period of orientation and consolidation of opin-ions on new approaches by industrial arts personnel statewide.The easiest way to initiate a statewide program is merely to publish a new statebulletin and mail it to all teachers in the state, But such documents end up on dust-coveredbookshelves because teacher involvement was minimal.
The following are some factors to consider which may be obstacles in the path of theprogram implementor:

(1) ibachers are reluctant to begin instructional programs with which they are not fa-miliar. That which is new and unfamiliar is often resisted.(2) Teachers are consumed by the relentless requirements of daily preparation forroutine tasks. Implementation of a program must start outside the individual teacherlaboratory. Teachers must be involved and provided with teaching materials and generalguides.
(3) Frequently our learned leaders in curriculum developmentpresent excellent rationales,philosophies and posi !on papers, but few translate these into classroom or laboratorymethods. Thus, examples of logically-organized programs have been with us for severalyears but have never been implemented.
(4) There is no national organization or commission attempting to codify or summarizenew curriculum ideas or programs. Each new curriculum approach is operating separately.
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This separate approach, it seems to me, is an obstacle which must be overcome by statelevel coordination. It isn't, in my opinion, wise to use only one plan, such as the Ohio,
Stout or Maryland plan. The various curriculum plans and ideas available must be classi-fied, coordinated and packaged for teacher use. The National Industrial Arts Commission
has failed to function thus far. Thus states must take up the task, for this is the properand most effective level, when all factors are considered.(5) Industrial arts teachers are not trained to implement new approaches. Teachers arestill project-oriented rather than problem-oriented. All supervisors who attempt to em-
ploy teachers capable of teaching the newer approaches know the difficulty in locatingsuch persons. Woodworking and drafting teachers ar" still far more easily obtained.(6) New approaches and ideas are often part of the national conference programs, butfrequently state and local industrial arts programs continue to place emphasis on skilldemonstrations and limit activities in the area of curriculum development.In looking forward to curriculum innovation and implementation, state consultantsmust also consider:

(1) The history of curriculum change in the individual state. If programs have been tra-ditional with little or no innovation or if programs have been open to curriculum experi-menntion, the state supervisor must consider this prior history in his planning.(2) The expc:rience or inexperience of the industrial arts personnel in curriculum develop-ment methods will affect the organizational plan.(3) Tie identification -)f leaders must be considered to determine who can effect change.The key personnel of this state should be evaluated by the state consultant to determinetheir effectiveness and best way to utilize their abilities.(4) Recognition must be given to the fact that designing and implementing a statewideprogram is a continuour: process. There is no quick route to successful change.The need for developing a statewide program of indug;rial arts is apparent:(1) There is no single sequence of courses for Zndustrial arts within states or across thecoantry. One can find a variety of curricuLlm patterns and projects being attempted,while for the most part the program remains traditional.(2) Lay persons, legislators and other educators do notunderstand the philosophy or role
of industrial arts. Yet the public and legislators are the persons who support our schoolsand to a large extent control programs through financial support.(3) Industrial arts programs, in general, remain a static and comfortable group of sub-jects where pupils build take-home projects such as leather wallets footstools and book-.
ends, or draw endless plates copied from abstract objects in a textbook. Programs con-
tinue oblivious of the change taking place outside the school. It is true that industrialarts personnel speak flvontly about the changing world, but the vast majority of our labo-ratory instruction is the same as it was in the 1920's. While we react and are stimulatedto hear about the changing world, we soon after fall back into the common human nature
trap of perpetuating our old patterns and programs.Only a statewide program of total involvement can effectively design and implementpa-ograms which move off the immobility ca dead center and take a position on the dynamic
perimeter where education is moving.The sequence of steps which may be taken bya state consultant are:(1) Initiate the program and define what should be accomplished: First determine and
express the need for a statewide program; goals should be formulated arid procedurespropoed. Curriculum reforms should be presented. Thus the personnel of the statewould receive an initial orientation to the need and proposed directions. Materials,
special projects and meetings will assist as supporting activities at this step.(2) Regulate the progress: The state consultant should determine the thrust or direction,identify the type and composition of groups, and set and control the pace of the delibera-tions (time limits and deadlines). Avoid the impulse and pressure to move too rapidly
for the group.
(3) Provide information: Bringnew informadon or research findings to the group. Classi-
fy and adapt materials which are available. Secure consulting specialists. Organize toprovide instructional materials for the modified programs. Disseminate informationthrough newsletters, conferences and workshops. Broaden the horizon of teachers so they
may be prepared to discuss and consider new approaches realistically and intelligently.
Cover all personnel in the state and do not work with one committee or one group only.Teachers, supervisors and teacher educators all should be involved. It is especially im-
portant to work with teacher c..clucators to provide them with an awareness of the state
direction. Such information will then find its way into the courses and extension classes70



taught by teacher educators and help to broaden g,.neral understanding in the state. Byproviding information you assist in convincing all personnel in the state of tile value ofthe state program.
(4) Support the groups and individuals in their activities: The state consultant shouldencourage and support all activities related to expanding the knowledge and interpretationof the program. It is vital to build inter-group rapport. Methods of facilitating individualcontributions should 'oe used. Meetings and contacts sh)uld use open informality withrespect for the ophflans of all. Group activity should be enhanced by keeping the groupas a united whole and avoiding splinter factions.(5) Evaluate progress: Periodically evaluate the progress in program development andredirect activity if needed. Help the working groups to evaluate their own work. Usegroup consensus as a basis for further action.
(6) Field tests: Pilot and experimental programs shouldbe established to test the programbefore final conclusions or documents are made,
(7) Evaluate the pilot programs: Evaluation of the pilot programs and the materials pre-pared will lead to a revision of the program and to its final acceptance.
(8) Implementation; The state consultant has a responsibility after all former steps havebeen taken to promote the implementation of the program as a state-adopted plan.The following are guidelines to facilitate the implementation of a statewide program:(1) Start with a nucleus of industrial arts leaders. These may be di,strict supervisorsor teacher educators. Test their reactions and assessment of the program. Seek to gaintheir endorsement before proceeding. Then broaden the participation with each succeed-ing activity or meeting until all personnel have been apprised of the program.(2) Do not underestimate the importance of teacher educators. it is vital that they be in-formed of your program and plans and, in the very small teacher education programs, thatthey be kept up to dateon curriculum trends. Teacher educators have the ability and timeto spend on creatIve, reflective thinking in comparison to the classroom teachers. Theeffect of teacher educators is far-reaching, since they teach in-service teachers eitherin graduate or extension classes. Teacher educators frequently are speakers at indus-trial arts meetings where they can set forth the concepts of the new program. Consider-able assistance in promoting a program can be obtained if the teacher educators wouldassign their students experimental problems and classroom research rather than sterileterm papers.

(3) Make certain that all supervisors are acquainted with the program before extending theinformation to teachers. Supervisors must be able to answer questions raised by teachers.(4) Make every effort to secure adequate budgets. Group meetings, whether at state crlocal level, are greatly facilitated when funds are available. Explore all sources: Federal,state and local. Funds are imperative if a statewide meeting is planned.(5) Encourage school district..i to empioy the most capable teachers available. In view ofthe teacher shortage, school districts which offer the most attractive program and facili-ties will attract the better teachers. Some screening of teachers is then possible. One ofthe most desired school districts in the country achieved this position in a very few yearsby first establishing an exemplary program and then .-omplctely equipping it.(6) Wide exposure of the state plan is vital. State consultants should use the tate (. on-ference for teachers and a variety of publication releases to report information andprogreas.
(7) The exposure of industrial arts personnel to the statewide program should be frequent.This is especially important when introducing a new approach. Experience has shown thatteachers must participate and hear the plan or idea at least four times beforc they beginto accept it. The exposures should occur at different times throughout the year. Opencommunication by many means must be maintained. Conferences, workshops and dynamicgroup meetings should be scheduled. Speaker-type meetings should be discouraged andbe replaced by meetings which permit teachers to take an active role. It is more importantto use consulting personnel who have tried yiew approaches than to use a philosophicalspeaker.
(8) Maintain close cooperation with local personnel either through the district supervisorwhere employed, or through the principal and teachers in small districts.(9) To implement new programs, use a variety of ways of working with people. Certaintechniques include releasing the teachers one half-day per month to attend curriculummeetings; using teachers as leaders to presentnew materials; having fewer lecture meet-ings and more discussion, work session and small-group activity; pay the teachers forextra time beyond the school day (example: Florida Educational Expense Funds).
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(1.0) In designing a statewide program be certain of your understanding of pupils in today'sschools. A knowledge of pl.actical psychology of youth and of social and economic condi-dons is most helpful.
(11) At all times be flexible. Often meedngs must he adjusted to conditions which arisedue to the individua.., differences in background, experience and initiative of the participants.There is no one best way to proceed.
(12) In working with local personnel be as practical in your approach as possible. Whilephilosophical foundations are important, local personnel need specific information. It isimportant to emphasize that new programs teach how to learn rather than what to learn,that teaching techniques should begin with concepts, principles, theories and ideas insteadof separate material processes. When setting forth a new program, the beginning point isthe need or problem which when agreed upon makes further planning easier due to unityof purpose. Setting forth a statewide program should be looked upon as searching forsolutions or expr sions which solve problems.

In Florida a new curriculum approach for industrial arts has received almost totalacceptance because of the utilization of the principles whicn have been previously listed.The new statewide program began with a concern over the overwhelming number of tra-ditional teaching situations and the poor quality of student outcomes. The need was spe-cifically idendfied through two or three county surveys of industrial arts. During onesurvey the existing industrial arts program was found to be so lacking that an entirelynew philosophy and sequence was designed and recommended to the district. This philo-sophical base became the foundation for a new state program. The information was dis-seminated first to the Florida Industrial Arts Advisory Committee. With the committee'sendorsement the program was then presented to the conference of industrial arts super-visors and teacher educators. Communication regarding the program was then broadlydisseminated to teachers at the state industrial arts conference and at five regionalteacher meetings. The time expended to this point was approximately one and one-halfyears. A major hurdle was cleared when requested funds were approved to hold a cur-riculum workshop for the preparation of a bulletin describing the state program. Thisworkshop met for three andone-half days with four out-cf-state consultants. At the work-shop supervisors, teacher educators and teachers reached consensus on commonalitiesof the various curriculum approaches being explored across the country. A 59-page in-terim bulletin resulted. This bulletin was again the basis of a presentation for the follow-ing state conference. The demand for the bulletin was extensive and copies were soonexhausted. The continuing implementation of the program now took the form of planningactivities with school districts for the preparation of educational specifications for newindustrial arts programs and the wide distribution of information about the program in thestate industrial arts newsletter and a special brochure prepared for school administrators.By proceeding at an orderly, persistent, steady pace geared to the ability of the variouspersonnel in the state to assimilate the program favorably, very little resistance or re-luctance was experienced.
It is our experience that to achieve progress, leadership for program developmentmust originate in the office of the state consultant.

Dr. Steeb is Consultant for Industrial Arts, State Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida.

Discussion paneldesign and implementation
of statewide programs

Carl W. Butler
My presentation this afternoon will be twofold: Number One - a brief overview ofcurriculum innovations in the State ofMaine; and, Number Two - implementation and wain-ing signals for curriculum innovations. We must ask ourselves what the schools shouldbe doing to benefit the individual and, thereby, benefit total society. What the schoolsshould be doing is, of course, a curriculum question and this leads us into my presen-tation The Maine State Plan ("Industrial Arts Technology - A Study of American Indus-try").
The curriculum in the State of Maine is based upon the broad industrial classifications
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of manufacturing, cons tructicn, powe4 transportation, electricity-electronics and service.These units have been made functional and occupational through the unit method of organ-ization and instruction. When we hear the word "unit", we think of many different things--from a unit in machine work to a unit shop. Let me define the unit as a means of organiz-ing instructional activities and materials into large related and unified patterns of learn-ing with Maine educational objectives that will meet the needs of our youngsters and bene-fit the total society. Through the unit method, the work of one semester of the year isdivided into a series of interrelated flexible plans, each having a unifying element orcentral theme towards which the activities or learning experiences are directed. In thelaboratory of industry, the unit curs across the arbitrary dividing lines which usuallyexist between subject areas, reduces to a minimum the piecemeal learning of unrelatedisolated skills or facts, and provides learning experience through which the slow learnerwill find himself and the most gifted will be challenged.Before explaining a typical unit, I should tell you that Maine's industrial arts facilitieshave three basic designs. In the larger cities, many schools have unit shops: a unit formetal, a unit for wood, etc. The smaller schools have a one-man industrial arts facilityon the general shop concept. Probably the most common facility is the two-man generalshop, which is of particular interest to us at this time. We felt that if industrial arts wereto observe the exploratory functions for a sound industrial arts program, more than onesingle area of work should be included in the curriculum. If we were to study not onlymaterial and processes but the management of an industry as well as the material andprocesses, a different approach was needed.A guide for secondary schools ("Industrial Arts Technology - A Study of AmericanIndustry") was developed in 1965. Gorham State College of the University of Maine andthe State Departmbnt of Education cooperated in the venture, which involved many teachersin an in-depth curriculum study. This project was spurred on by the acceptance of theunit method in both junior high schools and senior high schools in Maine. To further pro-mote and evaluate the unit method, an NDEA Institute was proposed and held at Gorhamunder the direction of Dr. John Mitchell. This institute concerned itself primarily withjunior high school students and with the study of the manufacturing industries. Twentygeneral industrial arts teachers representing 14 states from Maine to California partici-pated in this institute. Although our curriculum guide had been in use in Maine for ap-proximately four years, many veteran teachers were not aware of all the concepts pre-sented in it. During the first two weeks of the institute, the teachers were oriented tonewer educational developments, teaching methods and unit organization. They were thendivided into four teaching teams, each of which prepared a unit entitled "Introduction toTechnology in Industrial Arts". These units were to be used and evaluated during thethree weeks of in-depth study which followed. Sixty boys and girls, students in the Gorhamtown schools, were to enroll in grades 7,8 and 9 of the experimental NDEA institute. Theywere volunteers with no prior experience in industrial arts. The classes met for an hourand twenty minutes daily or the equivalent of three 40-minute periods per week for 15weeks. Major portions of each class were video-taped to provide proper evaluation. Atthe conclusion of the institute, each unit selected was a complete teaching package, con-taining purposes, pupil activities, approaches, instructional resourcesincluding refer-ences, instructional aids and devicessuggested lessons, lesson content and a final unitevaluation.
The title of each unit was based upon student interest and representative manufactur-ing industries. The basic concepts of the functions of the manufacturing industriesstudied were personnel management, engineering, productlon, finance and marketing.If we are truly to study the ways of industry, we must study areas other than pro-duction. Let us consider a typical , nit. We'll call it the camping equipment industries.This unit should piovide some idea of how areas such as woods, metals and plastics cat.ne a total part of the manufacturing industries in a school shop situation. These unitsare interrelated, can be flexible and, most important, can cut across the arbitrary divid-ing Iines which usually exist between subject areas. This unit method will reduce andminimize the piecemeal learning that usually occurs when one studies a twit of woods,then plastics and metals without showing the relationship of measuring tools, cuttingtools, and the total picture of how a product is made. It is true that the more gifted childmay find himself more involved in developing the product, while the slower student maybe more concerned with the manufacturing of the same product, but this is also true inlife. People learn to find their interests and aptitudes by being involved. This gives ayoungster an opportunity to realize his abilities and limitations under a controlled situation,
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without the embarrassment of failure. Through the various activities in this type of unit,each youngster shoald find a place where he can develop, expand and test his individual
talents. The camping equipment unit is only one of many different units within the 1.abora-tory of industry, but it gives pupils the opportunity to develop a profitable use of theirleisure time while they acquire other bqsic concepts. Since many American families
have bes-mme campers, the camping equipment industries have had an increase in the de-mand for their products. Pupils are usually enthusiastic about units closely related totheir daily living and are highly motivated to study the manufacturing activities that areassociated with the development of a camping equipment unit. The unique plan in thistype of unit is development around the student's opportunity to see the organization andstructure of the cooperation involved in mass production of goods or other methods usedby industry. They may gain only the basic tool skills necessary to develop and produce asimple product by mass production or other methods of producing goods, as major em-phasis of the unit will be on basic understanding of the functions of the various elementsof the corporate mass production industries. The activities carried on will be mainlymotivational so that the student starts new units, eager to develop further the knowledgeand skills gained from these units and acquire new skills.

If one were to understand the previously-mentioned unit of work, he would also haveto know what the objectives were for such a program.
Objective I - to develop an understanding of the manufacturing industries and the rolethey play in our society.
Objective 11 - to discover and develop a degree of skill in the elements of the manu-facturing industries.
Oblective 111 - to develop desirable attitudes abouthis place in an industrial technicalsociety.
Using this particular unit as a basic example, you should recognize that any industryusing a similar organizational pattern could be substituted as a motivational factor. Thisparticular unit cnuld have used woods and metals, woods and plastics, etc. The pupil maybe given an overview of the basic organization and functions of the mass production

industries through lectures, discussions, audio-visual aids, motion pictures, demonstra-
tions and other experiences for direct and purposeful understanding.

I mentioned that my presentation would be twofold. 1 have completed the basic ex-planation of the unit method and have pointed out some elements of implementation of theMaine State Plan. However, it is obvious that any time a new curriculum is developedthere will be problems. The second partof this presentation will deal with some of theseproblems. The success of any ctr.-riculum innovation rests in large measure upon theattitudes of those charged with its implementation. Recent graduates from our teachers'college in Gorham have a good understanding of the unit method of industrial arts tech-nology. New industrial arts laboratories are being designed specifically to implement thenew plan. This plan can be implemented in the existing comprehensive general shop.This method of teaching industrial arts has forced the reluctant teacher to seek assistancefrom the State Guide or to turn to workshops and courses provided at Gorham or by theState Department of Education. Let me list some questions that must be answered. First,
what questions will have to be answered concerning the students?

(1) Can students read and understand this information?
(2) Is there an appropriate amount of in-class and out-of-class work?(3) Can students perform the motor tasks required by the program?
(4) Are illustrations and examples meaningful to students?
(5) Is there feeling of accomplishment from the program?
(6) Are students interested in this method or approach?
Secondly, we must look at the characteristics that are needed by teachers.(1) Is there a need for in-service training in the unit method of instruction?
(2) What new knowledge will the industrial arts teacher need to teach the course?
(3) What new methods are included in the program?
(4) Are the teachers interested in and enthusiastic about this innovation?(5) Are instructional materials available?
(6) Are consultant services available?
(7) Is there a guide for the teachers to follow?
(8) Is teacher preparation, both pre-service and in-service, available?(9) Is there a drastic change in facilities that will necessitate new facilities and tre-mendous cost?
These are but a few questions that one should ask when contemplating curriculum
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innovations of any type. In answering these questions after I have observed the unitmethod in ac tion, I feel much in-service training needs to be done. However, this methodof curriculum organization, when understood and taught correctly, has the needed flexibil-ity for implementation and .will lay an excellent foundadon for student success.One of the assets of the unit mcrhod is its adaptability to new innovations of instruc-tion of today's technology, such as: program text, team teaching, modular scheduling,para-professionals, large- and small-group instruction, etc. The unit approach also hasthe flexibility of stimulating and revitalizing a tired course of study and brings togetherall similar areas, such as, plastics, woods and metals, where the same measuring toolsand the same cutting tools can be integrated into one lesson. It is adaptable to Industrialarts curriculum in any local, any state program, and, if properly developed and con-ducted, will lay an excellent foundation for post-secondary education or provide studentswith employment skills at an entry level.
In closing, may I say that it is not my intention to jump on the bandwagon for cur-riculum innovations. However, it must be apparent that I bell:we strongly in the unitmethod approach to curriculum organization. If this presentation has made you aware orhas given you the desire to explore this method in greater detail, then our time here willhave been well spent.

Mr. Butler is Consultant for Industrial Arts and Coordinator for Vocational Programs for the Disadvantagedin the State of Maine.

Statewide programs in industrial arts
Jarvis Bctillargeon

Supervisory role. In order to understand the implications of a statewide program inindustrial arts, we first will have to examine briefly the role of the state supervisor. Re-ferring tO history, it would seem that supervisors come in two types, one the 'inspector'and one the 'consultant'.
The state inspector would have a supervisory role of implementing state and Federallaws. This may mean inspection trips to local schools to determine that eye safety laws,machine safety laws, education law, building codes, etc., meet minimum specifications.This type of supervision would be confirmed by a return letter to a chief school officerindicating the manner in which these deficiencies might be remedied and suggesting t. laterdate for another visit. Another function of the inspectorial role would be the examinationof written proposals for the spending of state or Federal money to see that they meet anapprovable format so that a grant of money might be made. This would be followed by avisit to the location essentially checking on whether this money had been spent in the man-ner stated in the proposal.
The state consultant role, on the other hand, approaches the visit to the local schoolon the basis of "what can I do to help to improve your program of instruction?". Regard-less of the present level of the program, "how can it be made better?". In most casesthis type of supervision turns first to the schedule of courses offered in the local schools,to see what local initiative has done to meet the needs of the local student population. Thisalso requires a check of class sizes, class numbers, teacher load and the quality of in-struction. A supervisor would normally talk to the teachers, the principal, the guidancecounselors and, hopefully, the chief school officer, trying to relate to each of them, firsthis observations and secondly his recommendadons for improvement.Protocol is important in helping to establish rapport with the personalities in thelocal school system, so important that if it is negative or partly negative the recommen-dations that might be made will have little value. Let me stress this. Unless the statesupervisor establishes positive rapport with the personnel in the local school, he is un-likely to have substantial impact on the program. Each type of supervision is usuallypreceded by an appropriate letter of intention to visit on a given date and the generalpractices that the supervisor would like to observe.
Supervisory relationships. The supervisory relationship with the building principalnecessitates evidence of the state supervisor's sincere interest in a program calculatedto serve the best interests of that particular district. Here the supervisor must toe a
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very careful line between recommending the impessible, re.:ommending the probable, orpassing conversation about the time of day.
The relationship with the teachers must be on a f;:iendly but correct status. ThePeacher is 'Nell aware that you are there to observe, to ch,..tck his daily planbook, his tests,and in general to assess the quality of instruction that he offers. It does little good tosmile, kid him along and figure on 'dropping the hatchet' in the supervisory letter. Re-gardless of the quality of your recommendations to the chief school officer and the building

principal, it is the teacher who must implement instruction, and his good will is necessaryfor it to be done well. By far the best procedure i to observe, analyze, consider the op-tions, then talk to the teacher about the major points that you might report in your follow-
up letter. This will alert him to the direction of, your thinking, give him time to considerpossibilities for change, alert him to a future tnlk with hi s. principal, at which time he canbe ready to report that you had discussed these matters with him and that he had already
implemented some of the recommendations. This gives the teacher status with the prin-
cipal, time to readjust his own thinking :And promotes good will with the administrative
staff. All of these things relate directly tc; producing an improved program of instruction,which is the primary purpose of state snpervision.

This relationship with the local diArict extends beyond the teacher, the principal and
the chief school officer. In fact it extends directly to the Board of Education. One of the
requirements of a complete supeviisory visit is the writing of a follow-up or summaryletter to the chief school officer. Though thie practice may vary in different states, ingeneral, improvement in the instructional program extends from contact with the toplevel person, through administ-,ative staff, to the teacher. A follow-up letter that goesdirectly to the teacher, bypasslng the chief school officer and the administration, has littlechance of being effective.

The group which provides the money, the Board of Education, has a stake in therecommendations of the state supervisor. In many cases the follow-up letter to the chiefschool officer is reported in a Board of Educadon meeting and gives the chief schoolofficer a lever to promote improved programs, which may cost additional money. Thefollow-up letter then must be directed not only to the person in the top chair, but to themembers of the Boari of Education as well. And let me stress this point also: This lettermust be well-written, carefully "Englished", clear and reasonably concise. A busy chiefschool officer doeF not need a poorly-written sermon from the state supervisor.
Model progrnms. Now we come to the stated factor for this discussion, the statewide

program for industrial arts. As mostof you know, state publications tend to be as generalin nature as passible. Some range from fairly solid generalizations to wispy nothings.Some open so many avenues that the local teachers have a carte blanche, and in effect cando no wronr,. If a cafeteria of options is opened, the role of the supervisor is severelylimited. You should wonder how a supervisor can make any recommendations for the im-
provement of instruction under this condition, lt seems that if the most that can be doneis to apply a 'paton the back', the effort is probably wasted. There xs of course a practical
reason for allowing room to maneuver in making recommendations, but this should be in aconte,..t of adapting local programs to a statewide purpose and a single goal for industrial
arts educadon. That which does not relate to the goal should be recommended out.

Recommendations are actually judgments, and all judgments are in reality a mentalprocess of comparisons. Just as you might compare two automobiles, a supervisor must
make comparisons with some plan in mind. The role of the state supervisor is to comparewhat a local school district is doing with some general plan for quality industrial arts.
Where does this general plan come from? It is well and good to say that at a neighboringschool they were doing such and so, or at some distant school this practice has been ob-served, but this is not sufficient to convince local administrators to spend substantialsums of money unless you can relate a goal, a program and an outcome that this moneywill provide. I like a quote from James Pophan, who states, "the educational reformerwho eloquently urges classroom teachers to change their practices may receive the acco-lades of the educational community, but the educational reformer who provides a set ofusable curriculum materials for the teacher is more likely to modify what goes on in theclassroom."

While we know that it is the function of the teacher education institutions to provideimaginative teachers who can teach creatively and efficiently, we know too that the teacher
needs assistance in providing an environment that will permit creativity to be expressed.He cannot be expected to devthe new curriculum materials each day and each year. Hemust be provided with a standard against which he can compare what he would like to do
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with what others have done.
The state supervisor needs a model program with which to compare the etforts of thelocal school district. While this mi.:y be a verbalized model, the chances for improvementwill be enhanced if it is a written model that he can point to in indicating areas wheresuperior performance has been shown and areas where improvements should be under-taken.
Providing a model for comparison is easier said than done. There are many forcesoutside education which help determine the direction of curricula. To note a few in ourfield there are pressure groups from industry, business, social protest groups, engineer-ing, technology groups and friendly researchers analyzing social trends. Each has im-pact both upon the local personnel and the state supervisor.State assistance. The state supervisor must also relate to the present standards ofservice within his area of jurisdiction. I will note a few statistics from New York Stateas an example to indicate the flexibility that is necessary in establishing a model for com-parison purposes.
The last printouts from our computer data system indicate over a half-minion enroll-ment services by 4,200 industrial arts teachers. Registration figures at various levelsinclude K-4 elementary 8,000; grade 5, 1,600; grade 6, 4,800.In grades 7 and 8, we have enrollments of approximately 250,000, some 80 percentof which. are in one-semester (18 weeks) programs. Enrollments in secondary coursesexceed 350,000.
Additionally, despite vigorous efforts at centralization of small school districts,New York State retains over 800 separate school districts, each controlled by a localBoard of Education and an appointed chief school officer. This pattern is different frommany other states, some of which have county school districts encompassing large areasas well as city districts with large numbers of students. Every state supervisor mustexamine his type of school district organization and the supervisory role he must followin serving the best interests of the students of his state.Of no small importance to this effort is the level of state assistance to local schooldistricts. In New York State this varies depending upon the wealth of the local district.Currently state aid represents 49 percent of school costs for districts of averagewealth. In some small rural districts this may approach 90 percent. Additionally, build-ing construction aid from the state ranges from approximately 50 percent to above 90 per-cent. This means that some districts can achieve a new school building with a local inputof less than 10 cents on the dollar. This aid has substantial import upon the minimumstandards of school buildings.

In the Education Department there is a Division of School limilities Planning whichin general establishes minimum standards, examines building proposals approves sup-port levels, and cooperates in long-range planningfor local districts. On this basis indus-trial arts has achieved shops in each new building in the state at a usual level of one2,000-square-foot facility for each 500 students. While this is a minimum and the localdistrict is free to build larger shops or more shops if they desire, we are able to estab-lish facilities to provide for foundational instruction. This means that it is possible to out-line an Instructional Guide for vades 7 and 8 since we know that in normal situationsthe.re will be facilities of the minimum size in which to offer instruction.Support for the role of industrial arts in the local school additionally has come fromthe administrative and supervisory personnel of the State Education Department, who inthe first instance approve acceptance of the school into the University of the State of NewYork and, secondly, periodically visit the administrative staff in the local school.Experimental program. Now that I have given you a resume of the environment inwhich state supervision in New York State exists, you may well ask, "What of the manyexperimental programs that are proposed?" I would venture that New York State has asmany, or more, experimental programs as any other state in the nation. Many have beenwritten up in national publications, but all attempt to provide improved instruction in thelocation in which they exist. In general, we applaud the efforts of a local school to deviseinnovative programs. One recent study compared dn experimental program with the rec-ommended sr .vide pattern. While the results of the one-semester study were notdefinitive, it did indicate that there were many methods by which imaginative and creativeteachers could implement quality instruction. How do these programs then relate to themodel program recommended by the state supervisor? Quite oftea they do not. Some maybe as opposite as the two which I will now describe.
One is a pre-occupational education program that goes beyond the usual industrial
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arts parameters to include trade, business, commerce, government, religion and proposesin fact that the laboratory is a supplementary resource that may eventually be dispensedwith. An opposite proposal indicates that industrial arts is the study of technology andthat the study of industry is but one part of the whole. Commenting on some of the currentnational proposals, this author indicates that "it is absurd to attempt to dramatize indus-try and mass production techniques as the new industrial arts. While 'playacting' withindustry may be appropriate to an apprentice situation, it is hardly justifiable as regularfare for industrial arts. Emulation of industry is not the goal." You may recognize thesetwo extreme positions as coming from proposais by Dr. Ronald Stadt, titled "Enterprise",and Dr. Delmar Olson's "Industrial Arts and Technology". Programs in local districtsin New York State also hava this wide a variety. We range from older men doing "wood-craft" to younger men "taking industry".
From the state supervisor's --Indpoint, this variety emphasizes tie need for a modelprogram for comparison purposes. We know from observation that some experimentalprograms are very narrowly conceived. Some are entities and require facilities peculiarto their content. Some precede nothing, follow nothing. Some experimental courses re-quire time allocations that are not applicable in other districts. Since the facility con-struction standards for junior high shops provide for instruction for one semester ingrade 7 and one semester in grade 8, experimental programs which would call for a fullyear time allocation for those two grades would be almost impossible to implement.Some experimental proposals attempt to implement all of technology worth teaching withinone or two years of instruction without regard to the program in other buildings in thesame district.

Recommendation. I stress again that a model K-12 program, as a guide for com-parison, is necessary to the role of the state supervisor.
The state supervisor must be prepared to offer recommendations, not options, if heis to be of maximum assistance to local administrators. Drawing conclusions is notenough. It takes decisions in order to make specific recommendations. The chief schooloftc--r and his staff then have an option as to the degree to which they will implementthe recommendations, usually based upon the supervisor's rapport with local personnel,the sincerity and relevance of the recommendations and the clarity in relating the recom-mendations to an overall goaland purpose for instruction. In this manner the state super-visor functions as a leader rather than as an authoritarian, as a consultant rather thanas an inspector.

Mr. Baillargeon is associate supervisor, Bureau of Industrial Arts, New York State Education Department,Albany.

Industrial arts in relation to vocational education
Earl R. Zimmerman

The best definition I know for industrial arts and vocational education was written byEdgar Dale:
"VOCATIONAL: To train-- is to emphasize fixed responses, to stress immediategoals.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS: To educcte--is to foster limitless growth and life-long learning.The werld of tomorrow needs the flexible man, the intelligently mobile man, the manwho can land on his feet when his Job becomes technologically obsolescent."The goals of industrial arts education should be consistent with those of the schoolsystem. Industrial arts has a special contribution to make in a total educational program.It must stand upon the demonstrated values which it is especially adapted to attain and itmust be coordinated, integrated and related to other areas in the development of the totaleducational process which includes vocational education.
Industrial arts education is that integral part of the total program of education de-signed to aid students in acquiring a comprehension of technology. Through manipulativeand research experiences with a variety of tools, materials, processes and products,pupils have opportunities to develop their self-concept in relationship to the changingrequirements for optimum participation in an industrial technological culture.
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Industrial arts is non-vocational instruction in the sense that it does not strive todevelop salable job skills. It is of value to all pupils in the elementary and secondaryschools, providing experiences that are progressively intensive in accordance with pupilmaturity.
The scope and objectives of trade and industrial education are more specific and moreadvanced. It prepares senior high school boys and girls having the interest, ability andaptitude, for employment in trade and technical occupations tilrough development of basicjob skills as well as general academic education required of all citizens.The objectives for industrial arts are:
(1) To develop literacy in a technological civilization.(2) To develop an insight and understanding of industry and its place in our society.(3) To discover and develop student talents.(4) To develop problem-solving abilities related to a variety of tools, materials,processes and products.
(5) To develop an ability in the safe use of tools and machines.Within these objectives we believe that a better understanding of the world of work,occupational orientation, consumer education are included; however, not mentioneddirectly.
The objectives of vocational education are:(1) To develop basic occupational skills and technical knowledge for entrance intogainful employment in the trade, technical or service occupation of pupil's choice.(2) To develop understanding Lnd competence in mathematics, science, speaking,writing, drawing, blueprint reading, social studies, and health and physical education.(3) To improve the work skills of persons already employed in trade and technicaioccupations through related apprentice and trade extension.(4) To retrain unemployed workers.
(5) Success in employment is a major goal.
Industrial arts education is intended to serve a cross-section of all students found inregular grades and classes, and is an area designed to help prepare all youths for moreeffective living in a modern society. It is intended for both boys and girls from kinder-garten through glade 12, as well as for all general adult education. Such experiencesbuild basic and practical foundations for youth without regard to specific vocational aspectsand enable adults to pursue vocational needs and avocational interests.Industrial arts as a major course in the senior high school curriculum should be dis-couraged. It should be taught as an elective so that all pupils (boys and girls) will havethe opportunity to gain experience in the.irea of their greatest interest two to five periodspar week or whatever time is available.
We believe industrial arts will make its greatest contribution to education in the 70's.To do so we must work toward the following:
(1) We must eliminate the unit shop in favor of general laboratories (not more thanthree areas to a lab for one teacher).
(2) The three headings that all industrial arts programs will come under in Pennsyl-vania will be visual communications, power, industrial materials technologies.(3) Team teaching with extensive use of teacher aids either within an industrial artsdepartment or with other disciplines.
(4) Modular scheduling built with or without the use of a computer.(5) Large- and small-group instruction as well as individualized instruction.(6) Independent study for all students or for at least those that request it.(7) Student-centered activities in place of project- and machine-centered activities.(8) Dial-access information retrieval system used by all disciplines.(9) Individual learning packets or materials for self-directed inquiry.(10) Learning resource centers for all disciplines.To be more direct about the relationship of industrial arts and vocational educationin Pennsylvania, I would like to read a quotation taken from a speech written by the P1/4mn-sylvania State Supervisor of Technical and Industrial Education, RobertJacoby. He wretc!,"It is my firm personal conviction that there is an important place in educationfor both industrial arts and trade and industrial education, and if the valid ob-jectives of each are clearly defined and conscientiously observed, they can de-velop side by side without material overlapping or conflict and with mutualbenefit."

The second paragraph that was written was a result of an observation from Doctor
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Conant in his book, The American High School Today, in which he observed that where good
industrial arts programs existed there were also good vocational programs. In other
words, they complemented each other. As a result of the observation by Doctor Conant,
Mr. Jacoby wrote,

"These fundamental concepts concerning the relationships of industrial arts and
trade and industrial education are mentioned to show that although the programs
are distinct in themselves, they must be clearly related and work cooperatively
together if a school is to get the best out of each."

With these quotations I concur heartily. We want to maintain our proper proportions
in the total family of education by being respectful of each other.

Dr. Zimmerman is Coordinator, Division of Industrial Arts Education, Bureau of General and Academic
Education, Pennsylvania Dtvartment of Education.

Industrial arts activities across
the New England Regional States

Carl W. Butler

I have accepted the responsibility of presenting a brief overview of industrial arts
activities in the New England area. The information for this presentation is the result of
a questionnaire sent to each Industrial Arts Consultant in the New England area.

I. WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM .AT THE
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL? AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL? (FROM THE
STATE CONSULTANT'S POINT OF VIEW)

CONNECTICUT - (1) The study of industry and technology, (2) the development of problem-
solving skills related to industry and technology, (3) the development of a degree of
skill in the safe and effective use of the more common tools and machines of industry
and technology, and (4) the identification and development of individual talent related
to industry and technology.

MAINE - The general objectives of industrial arts in Maine are those set forth by the
American Council of Industrial Arts Supervisors of the American Industrial Arts
Association. They are as follows: (1)To develop in each student an insight and under-
standing of industry and its place in our society, (2) to discover and develop student
talents in industrial-technical fields, (3) to develop problem-solving abilities related
to the materials, processes and products of industry, and (4) to develop in each stu-
dent skills hi the safe use of tools and machines.

MASSACHUSETTS - Junior High School generally gives an orientation to occupational
education and offers basic skills necessary to proceed in this area without too much
difficulty.
Senior High School provides in-depth study of total industrial processes and job entry
skills, and offers experiences that will help in the academic world. Also, prepares
youngsters to go on to college or into the world of work.

NEW HAMPSHIRE - Junior High School is exploratory in a number of areas.
Senior High School is more in-depth, with concentration in areas of interest to the
individual students.

RHODE ISLAND - Junior High School (Middle School - Grades 5-8)-(1) to discover and
develop attitudes, abilities and interests valuable to the student as he continues his
formal preparation for adult life, (2) to study industry and its technology, (3) to in-
struct in processes and materials through exploratory experiences, and (4) to in-
corporate safe working habits in all areas of activity.
Senior High School offers basic and advanced courses in many technological fields
for students in all types of high school curricula. Many schools build a curriculum
around math and associated sciences to ready youth for advanced technology studies
and college. Vocational interest continues to serve a vast number of high school
youngsters.
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VERMONT - (1) To provide all students with the opportunity to explore industry and occu-pational orientation, (2) to provide opportunities for attaining knowledge of relatedavocational pursuits in light of the shortened work weeks, and (3) to improve the com-petence level of the students as consumers.
II. PLEASE WRITE A BRIEF RESUME EXPLAINING THE EXPOSURE THAT YOUNG-STERS RECEIVE STARTING AT THE BEGINNING OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL ,es.RTSSEQUENCE TO GRADE 12 OR UNTIL THEY ENTER INTO A VOCATIONAL TRAIN-ING P ROGR AM.

CONNECTICUT - The exposure that students receive in industrial arts varies with eachtown, depending upon organization and facilities, but generally follows the pyramidapproach that will be explained later in this presentation.
MAINE - Students study the history, growth and development of industrial organizations,materials, products, processes and related problems. Through industrial arts alearner develops an awareness and appreciation of the toole, materials and processesinvolved in the past and present methods of production. It provides experiences indeveloping basic skills and knowledge common to many occupation!: and professions.Industrial arts also provides a means by which students can apply in practical andmeaningful situations the theoretical principles of science, mathematics and otherrelated subjects.
MASSACHUSETTS - Interpretive, exploratory, foundational (background in technology),preparatory and professional.
NEW HAMPSHIRE - In the larger school systems and partiLl!arly in newly-constructedschools, there are opportunities for students to explore several industrial areas inGrades 7 and 8. These areas usually include four or more of the following areas:woodworking, electricity-electronics, graphic arts, metalworking, plastics, draftingand power mechanica. Some schools are providing experiences in industry.Those students that elect industrial arts in Grades 9 and 10 have experiences ofgreater depth or in fields whic! havenot bten available earlier. In Grades 11 and 12,students may elect to enter a mcational program or continue in industrial arts withprovision for specialized study.
RHODE ISLAND -K-5 - This is an intern part of the general education. There is nospecific course in industrial arts as such.

5-8 - Discovery of interests, abilities and production in service industries.2:12. - Form basis for occupational information. Not a skill preparation area.VERMONT - Many schools in Vermont are involved in "mass" and "line" productionprograms as well as American Industries projects. There is also great interest inthe Industrial Arts Curriculum Project cet Ohio, and teachers are looking forward tothe forthcoming publications and materials from McKnight and McKnight Publishers.
III. WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN YOUR STATE THAT HAVE INDUSTRIALARTS PROGRAMS AS COMPARED TO THE SCHOOLS THAT DO NOT HAVE INDUS-TRIAL ARTS IN YOUR STATE?

CONNECTXUT - Industrial arts is available to all secondary school students and isoffered to junior high school students in the form of industrial and technical orienta-tion, including units in production, power and graphics. K-6 receive an understandingof industrial arts technologies in all phases of elementary education through individualand group enrichment activities and experiences.
MAINE - Industrial arts is offered in 109 senior high schools and 48 junior high schools.Almost all schools in Maine offer industrial arts at the senior high school level withthe exception of a few schools that are geographically isolated and have a very lowenrollment. The majority of schools with an enrollment of over 500 students (includ-ing both boys and girls) -ffer industrial arts at the junior high school level.M kSSACHUSETTS - The trent. in Massachusetts is to include industrial arts as a part ofgeneral education when construction of new school facilities is planned. All juniorhigh schools offer industrial arts and better than 50 percent of existing senior highschools offer industrial arts.
NEW HAMPSHIRE - Industrial arts is predominantly traditional and is a part of everyprogram in approved high schools throughoutthe state, and in most junior high schools.Better then 100 schools and about 250 teachers.
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RHODE ISLAND - Industrial arts is offered in all junior high schools and senior highschools in Rhode Island - a total of 35 school districts.
VERMONT - 100 percent of the secondary schools in Vermont offer programs in indus-trial arts as is required by the State Minimum Standards Regulation.

IV. WHAT IS THE SCOPE OF YOUR INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM?

Industrial arts throughout the New England area traditionally has the following majorindustrial areas of activity: woodworking, metalworking, electricity-electronics, nowerand transportation, drafting and graphic arts. The major difference between one statemad another is not the areas of activitycovereki, but the concept and method of implemen-
tr. on. For example: Connecticut emphasizes (1) world of work, (2) world of living and(i.)) world of play. These broad areas are implemented through (1) production and material
processing, (2) power and useful energy and (3) graphics and visual communication. Someother states center activities around manufacturing, construction, communication andservice industries. Each of these states has its own method of implementation.

Maine uses the unit approach, whereby the work of the semester or year is dividedinto series of inter-reiated, flexible units, each having a central theme toward which thelearning experiences are directed. An example could be a unit in camping equipmentcovering many materials and processes.

V. WHAT IS THE SEQUENCE OF YOUR INIDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM?

CONNECTICUT - Grades K-6 - Individual and group enrichment activities and experi-ences.
Grades 6-7-8 or 7-8 - Industrial and technical orientation, production (material
processing, power (useful energy), and graphics (visual communication)).Grades 9-10 - Experience in all available categories (occupational orientation).
Grade 11 - Experiences in two major categories or areas based on interest and
ability (occupational orientation and specialization).
Grade 12 - One category or area based on interest and ability (specialization).

MAINE - An occupational course in industrial arts shall be not less than three years inlength and shall have a teachable content, including basic and related subjects,
possessing continuity and providing pupils industrial experience of a progressive
nature. Rardless of the grade in which he is enrolled, pupil placement in industrialarts classes shall be at that level which is commensurate with his previous experience.
Once well-placed, his interest in and ability to perform the work required in courseshall determine his advansernent.

MASSACHUSETTS - In general, the junior high school students receive one-half year ofwood, one-half year of metal and relateddrawing(depending on the size of the school).Industrial arts is required at grades 7 and 8, elective thereafter and primarily anexploratory program.
NEW HAMPSHIRE - The general sequence is to provide exploratory expe lences through

grade 10 and in-depth study during grades 11 and 12. Usually industrial arts is re-quirea in grades 7 and 8 and elective in the higher grades. The sequence of courseofferings is a local option.
RHODE ISLAND - Courses provide continuity from one level to the next. The completionof the courses should provide for a greater understanding of industry and technologyand help the student discover and develop attitudes, abilities and interests valuableto him as he continues his formal preparation for adult life.
VERMONT - In general - Grade 7 - thre., basic areas of 12 weeks each area.

-Grade 8 - remaining three areas of 12 weeks each area.- Glade 9 - elect two areas for 18 weeks.
- Grade 10 - e:3ct two areas for 18 weeks or one for 36 weeks.- Grade 11 and 12 - open electives or attend an area vocational

center.

VI. WHAT ARE THE TIME REQUIREMENTS OF YOUR INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM?

CONNECTICUT - No time requirements, but the following recommendations:Level One (Grades 6-7-8 or 7-8) two to three periods per week for each year - 36weeks each year.
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Level Two and Three (Grades 9-10-11) five or more periods per week - 36 weeksper year.
Level Four (Grade 12) eight to ten periods per week - 26 weeks. In addition, allofferings should be available to all students on an elective and flexible time schedulein terms of need.

MAINE - In the first year of the three or more consecutive years, the time requirementshall correspond to the time requirement for major courses (such as English,mathematics) in use in the individual school concerned, but in no case shall the timebe less than 200 minutes per week.
In the two or more subsequent years of the program, the time requirement shallbe not less than 280 minutes per week.

MASSACHUSETTS - Junior and senior high schools - recommended three to ten periodsper week.
NEW HAMPSHIRE - Time requirements are determined locally, but generaliy it's oneperiod per'day in secondary schools for one credit.RHODE ISLAND - Same as any other course in general education. No specific timeallotments.
VERMONT - No firm requirements - recommend 200 minutes per week for the juniorhigh school and many variations for senior high school.
VII. WIlf.T IS THE CORRELATION BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONALEDUCATION IN YOUR STATE?

This question can be summarized by saying all states seem to agree occupationaleducation is a cooPerative partnership with industrial arts programs offering exploratoryexperience to help prepare individuals to meet the requirements of an industrial-tech-nological culture.
Most states agree that industrial arts education serves as a filter and feeder systemfor vocational-technical education; whereas vocational education offers each individualskill training in specialized areas.
In summarizing, most of the states are offering basically the same areas of majoractivity: woodworking, metalworking, electricity-electronics, power and transportation,and graphic communications. However, the method in which the program is being im-plemented varies in each state. Thus, the students' experiences will vary accordingly.

Mr. Butler is Consultant for lndustrkil Arts and Coordinator for Vocational Programs for the Disadvantagedin the State of Maine.

Overview of industrial arts
in the Midwestern States

Darrell Brown
The states comprising the Midwestern region as it is divided for this report areIllinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, lows, Missouri and Arkansas.I will attempt in the next few minutes to briefly describe the industrial arts activitiesand problems as they were reported by the industrial arts supervisors of these states.Availability of teachers. Approximately 18,000 industrial arts teachers serve thesenine states. Although the teacher shortage appears to be leveling off, there is a need forfrom three to four hundred addidonal teachers. The areas of greatest need seem to beelectronics, graphic arts, plastics, technology and power. Industry continues to be themajor competitor for teachers, but vocational education and school administration arebeginning tr, challenge this domination udlizing the talents of industrial arts teachers.Teacher r.!cruit-nent and retraining programs have been initiated in several states tohelp eliminate the teacher shortage. Ohio used EPDA Institutes to train special tem-porary teachers to fill industrial arts vacancies. Indiana is organizing a recruitment pro-gram through its industrial education association and the state department. Their plan isto identify and guide potential teachers in high school industrial arts classes into teachertraining programs. The program has not been in operation long enough to test its effec-tiveness. Other states are probably organizing similar recruitment programs.
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Professional associations. The importance and usefulness of professional associa-dons is sometimes questioned by its members. There seems to be a gap between what
these organizations profess to accomplish and what classroom teachers and other mem-bers believe should be accomplished. For tnis or some other reason the majority of Mid-
western states reported a decrease in membership for local, state and national profes-
sional associations. Wisconsin was the only state that indicated an increase, but it was a
very substantial 75%. Perhaps all memberships will increase before or during the nationalconvention.

Industrial arts in grades K-6. Exposing children to the world of work at an earlier
age is a movement that seems to be gaining national attention and rather strong supportfrom local and state administrators. As a result there is an emphasis on the development
of industrial arts material for grades K-6. In addition to the development of "software",
some states have developed teacher training workshops to help prepare elementary teach-ers for the task of teaching industrial arts or occupational concepts to this age group.Industeial arts at this level is taught primarily by regular elementary teachers and isincorporated within the structure of existing subject areas. However, some of the pro-grams use separate industrial arts classrooms and specially trained industrial artsteachers.

Middle School. The middle school movement in the Midwest is developing at a fairlyrapid rate. Industrial. arts programs in these schools usually fall into one of the follow-
ing categories: (1) Unified arts, (2) Semi-unified arts, (3) American industry or industrial
arts curriculum program, (4) Traditional (general laboratory type). Because of existingfacilities and less confusion in changing to newer concepts, the traditional programs seemto be most prevalent, although perhaps not the most feasible. Like any major change thedevelopment of a feasible curriculum for the middle school industrial arts program willtake more time and effort.

New approaches. As you are well aware, there has been a recent influx of new con-cepts and approaches to the teaching of industrial arts. The two most commonly mentioned
in the Midwest are the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project developed by Ohio State Uni-versity and the American Industry Project developed by Stout State University-Wisconsin.
Several schools within this region are field-testing one or both of these programs.Acceptance of either by local industrial arts teachers and administrators is questionableat this time. However, several have 'seen enough value that they are willing to give thema fair evaluation. Schools in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio and possibly othershave served as field test centers. Most reports from these test centers are favorable;however, each center indicates that a certain amount of modification is needed in someaspects of the programs.

Impact of Title Ifi, NDEA Funds. The development of industrial arts facilities in thevarious states during the past two years has been greatly enhanced by Title III, NDEAfunds. During the 1968-69 school year it contributed mcre than two million dollars toMissouri, Ohio, Wisconsin and Illinois for the purchase of industrial arts equipment. (Itis unfortunate that the "political bosses" have evidently found it necessary to discon-tinue the availability of these funds. All persons concerned with industrial arts shouldmake every effort to assure the continuation of NDEA.)
Publications. Adequate communications are essential to any properly functioningprogram. Up-to-date written materials for the various aspects of industrial arts havebeen in short supply because of the sudden influx of new approaches, objectives andideas of leaders in the discipline. State department and professional associations in theMidwest are in the p7ocess of developing and distributing new teaching guidelines, safetybulletins, middle school curricula, elementary curriculum, etc., to teachers and admthis-trators.
This is a brief overview of industrial arts activities in the Midwest. I sincerelyappreciate the efforts of the state supervisors who contributed to this report: Indiana-

Robert Thomas, Minnesota-A. E. Pagliarini, Missouri-B. Eugene Brightwell, Ohio-Robert Gates, and Wisconsin-Leonard F. Sterry. Iowa end Arkansas had no supervisorsat the time of this writing.

Mr. Brown is with the Department of Public Instruction, Springfield, Illinois.
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Industrial arts activities across
the Mid-Athntic States

Allan B. Myers
Due to the extremely short period of time allotted to this presentation, a handouthas been compiled from comments to a questionnaire submitted by the state supervisorsin each of die eight states in this region. The handout contains facts, figures, descriptionsof programs, and, more important, whom to contact for additional information. (Copiesof the addendum are available from Mr. Myers' office in Baltimore.)I asked each of the states to submit two or three programs that they consider to be"good" in the area of traditional-type programs and innovative-type programs. They wereasked to interpret 'traditional' and 'innovative' in any form they desired. From thismaterial, I then cried to allude to statewide trends. Let's take a look at these states oneat a time.

Delaware
Traditional Program - One program has been identified using a general-type facilityinvolving the areas of woods, metals, graphics and electricity using the individual projectapproach.
Innovative Program - One program has been identified in a middle school generalfacility involving a very broad cross-section of many industrial areas and teachingmethodologies .
Trends - Moving away from tool-skill-oriented programs to those involving the studyof industrial technology and modern manufacturing involving both sexes at all levels.District of Columbia
Traditional Programs - Three programs have been identified. The areas of. cabinet-maldng and printing on the senior high school level using an individual project approachand a junior high broadly generalized program in the area of woodworking.Innovative Programs - Three programs have been identified. Two on the junior highschool level. One involved five teachers, each in unit-type facilities working with theMaryland Plan. The other involves materials, testing and metallurgy as the contentcore with an R & E type of program. In the senior high school, a science technology pro-gram is featured on a team teaching basis between science and industrial arts.Trends - This school district seems to have a very good mix of traditional and inno-vative approaches based on the individual needs of the city.Maryland
Traditional Programs - Two programs have been identified. One is a unit machineshop program involving the individual project approach in grades 10-12. The other pro-gram is in a rural setting involving grades 7 - 12 in a comprehensive general industrialarts facility using individual projects and group activities.
Innovative Programs - Three programs have been identified. One program involvesgrades K - 6 as an enriching aspect to the existing elementary school curriculum. Atthe junior high school level a team of three teachers, In separate general-type facilities,do extensive work with all aspects of the Maryland Plan including the seminar functions.In grades 10 - 12 this teacher is working with the senior high school aspect of the Mary-land Plan. Emphasis is placed on education for the future, using major societal problemsas the content core.
Trends - Quasi-vocational programs are being phased out and a comprehensivestudy of industry and technology at all grade levels for both sexes is being phased in.There is a very strong statewide movement toward the adoption of the Maryland Plan orramifications of that Plan.

New Jersey
Traditional Programs - Most of the programs are classified as traditional; no par-ticular programs were identified.
Innovative Programs - The 1ACP program in the areas of the world of manufacturingand the world of construction i being experimented with, using eight teachers in fivejunior high schools in the Trentor and New Brunswick areas of the state.Trends - There seems to be an emphasis on traditional programs in unit general-typefacilities.

New York
Traditional Program - A program was identified that takes place in the last week of
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August at the New York State Riir. The program involves an active exhibit manned by
students and teachers depicting examples of all types of industrial arts programs operat-ing within the state.

Innovative Program - A mobile industrial arts elementary unit was identified,
equipped as a general facility. It operates in the very impoverished areas of New York
City, serving about five schools one day a week for a semester. The program features
enrichment of the elementary school program.

Trends - The movement is away from the traditional quasi-vocational type of pro-
gram to one that involves innovation and breadth of instruction rather than depth. Compre-
hensive general facilities are replacing unit shops.
Pennsylvania

Traditional Program - No schools were identified and it was stated that nearly all of
the traditional programs, as they existed in the past, have been eliminated.

Innovative Programs - Six programs were identified. Two at the elementary level
view industrial arts as supportive of the existing elementary curriculum. The juniorhigh level features a broadly-based program reflecting student understanding of concepts
rather than tool skill development. Another junior high program does extensive industrialtesting as a part of its industrial arts program. The fifth program is operating in the
Pittsburgh area with the IACP program. The last program identified concerns itself withthe senior high school youngster in the area of individualized instruction with a broadly-based program.

Trends - Moving away from unit-type facilities to a more comprehensive approach
to the study of industry and technology for both boys and girls. This is in part due to
revision of certification standards which indirectly govern the direction industrial artstakes.
Virginia

Traditional Programs - Two programs have been identified. One is a team teaching
aspect involving individual problem-solving and line production activities in a comprehen-sive general facility. The other program identified deals with occupational information
and career guidance by use of the individual project in a general facility.

Innovative Programs - Two programs have been identified. One is a general indus-trial arts program perfected through the Maryland Plan with further innovations. The
other program involves an interdisciplinary approach to teaching communications involving
all major discipline areas of the senior high school.

Trends - This state seems to be placing an emphasis on a study involving insight and
understanding of the industrial and technological nature of society for both boys and girls
regardless of their educational or occupational goals or pursuits.
1Vest Virginia

Traditional Program - No particular schools or programs were identified other than
two county syntems.

Innovative Program - No particular schools or programs were identified other than
three county systems.

Trends - This state, like many of the rest, seems to be moving away from unit-type
facilities and traditional manipulative skill-type programs a more comprehensive ap-proach to the study of industry and technology. More emphasis is being placed on how
industry functions in a technological society.
Mid-Atlantic States

In summary it can be stated that the trend for the region is innovative-type programswith the phasing out of the old quasi-vocational types of programs that have dotted thelandscape for so many years. The trend now seems to be placing more of an emphasison the individual, giving him representative learning experiences related more real-istically to industry and technology. The programs are now being desigr ed to teach the
youngsters how to radonalize and think effectively in our complex industrialized society.
Mr. Myers is Specialist in Industrial Arts for the State of Maryland.
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Southeastern Regional States report
Lynn P. Sorrier

Florida. There are approximately 950 industrial arts teachers in the public schoolsof Florida. These teachers are giving instruction mainly in grades 6 through 12. Therewere no major decreases in the number of teachers. However, there have been 211teachers added since the last school year.
The major source of funding for industrial arts education comes from local and stateagencies. There is some funding provided through ESEA and NDEA.Six colleges and universities provided 50 baccalaureate graduates in 1969.One EPDA-funded institute was conducted during the past year. The major purposeof the institute was industrial arts and space technology involving students as well asteachers.
The major programs that have been implemented were the I&CP, American Industry,Junior High programs and Special Needs programs, all being implemented locally. Thestate's approach has been industrial technology.The State Association is active in promoting industrial arts education. Approximately50% of the total industrial arts professional personnelare members of the State Associa-tion.
The teachers leaving the industrial arts profession are going into industry, military,administration and vocational schools.The major needs concerning industrial arts are: (1) curriculum development, (2) in-service education, (3) increased supervision, (4) ancillary services, (5) travel funds and(6) equipment.
Georgia. There are approximately 565 industrial arts teachers in the public schoolsof Georgia. These teachers are giving instruction mainly in grades 6 through 8. Therewere no major decreases in the number of teachers. However, there have been 17 teach-ers added since the last school year.
The major source of funding for industrial arts education comes from local and stateagencies. There is some funding provided through ESEA and NDEA.Four colleges and universities provided 44 baccalaureate graduates in 1969.One EPDA-funded institute was conducted during the past year. The major purposeof the institute was the development ofa career curriculum guide called "manufacturing"for junior high school. The institute included industrial arts teachers and guidance per-sonnel from the same junior high school.
The State Association is active in promoting industrial arts education. Approximately38% of the total industrial arts professional personnel are members of the State Associa-tion.
The teachers leaving the industrial arts profession are going into industry, adminis-tration and vocational schools.
The major need concerning industrial arts is securing a commitment at the local,state and national levels for industrial arts education and providing funding.Kentucky. There are approximately 500 industrial arts teachers in the public schoolsof Kentucky. These teachers are giving instruction mainly in grades 9 through 12. Therewere no major decreases in the number of teachers. However, there have been 25teachers added since the last school year.The major source of funding for industrial arta education comes from local and stateagencies. There is some funding provided through ESEA and NDEA.Six colleges and universities provided 75 baccalaureate graduates in 1969.Two EPDA-funded institutes were conducted during the past year. The major pur-poses of the institutes were wood technology at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond,and electricity-electronics at Murray State University.The State Association is mildly active in promoting industrial arts education.Approximately 18% of the total industrial arts professional personnel are members ofthe State Association.

The teachers leaving the industrial arts profession are going into industry, adminis-tration and vocational schools.
Mississippi. There are approximately 250 industrial arts teachers in the publicschools of Mississippi. These teachers are givinginstruction mainly in grades 7 through9. There were no major decreases in the number of teachers. However, there have been
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25 teachers added since the last school year.
The major sGurce of funding for industrial arts education comes from local schoolagencies. There is some funding provided through NDEA, Title III.
Five colleges and universities provided 90 baccalaureate graduates in 1969.
One EPDA-funded institute was conducted during the past year. The major purposeof the institute was to provide industrial arts teachers with the necessary experiences tointerpret modern industry effectively to their students.
The Junior High School Composite General Shop has Deen the major program thathas been implemented throughout the state.
The State Association is not active in promoting industrial arts education. Approxi-mately 30% of the total industrial arts professional personnel are members of the Asso-ciation.
The teachers leaving the industrial arts profession are going into administration andvocational schools.
The major need concerning industrial arts is to update the curriculum so that it willbe more in keeping with modern technology.
North Carolina. There are approximately 247 industrial arts teachers in the publicschools of North Carolina. These teachers are giving instruction mainly in grades 6through 9. However, there are some schools with vacancies still existing.
There were approximately ten programs in the high school converted to vocationaleducation.
The major source of funding for industrial arts education comes from local and stateagencies. There is some fuodingfor equipn =through NDEA, and one elementary indus-

trial arts program is funded Cirough ESEA Title Ill.
Six colleges and universities provided 64 baccalaureate graduates in 1969. Two ofthese graduates were womi-n.
One EPDA-funded institute was conducted for elementary industrial arts teachers.This institute was primarily for the teachers in the Bertie County Elementary IndustrialArts Program.
An Occupational Exploration program, of which industrial arts ib a part, was imple-

mented in the state the second semester of 1970. This program, however, is only providingthe occupational information function with manipulative exploratory activities as theyrelate to various occupadons.
The State Association is not active in promoting industrial arts educadon. Approxi-mately 35% of the total industrial arts professionalpersonnel including teacher educatorsare members of the State Association.
Teachers leaving the industrial arts program are going into industry and vocational

s c hools .
The major needs concerning industrial arts are: (1) a closer relationship betweenteacher education and state department personnel, (2) a variety of developed curricula toselect from and (3) an effort to get industrial arts funded and the identity of industrialarts established.
South Carolina. There are approximately 238 industrial arts teachers in the publicschools of South Carolina. These teachers are giving instxuction mainly in grades 9through 12. There were some major decreases in the number of teachers. However,there have been no teachers added since the last school year.The major source of funding for industrial arts education comes from the localagencies.
Two colleges and universities provided 25 baccalaureate graduates in 1969.
The ma,;or program that has been implemented is woodworking technology.
The State Association is active in promoting industrialarts educadon. Approximately50% of the total industrial arts professional personnel are members of the State Aasocia-don.
The ieachers leaving the industrial arts pzofession are going into industry.
The major need concerning industrial arts is emphasis placed upon recruiting stu-dents for college in-to the teaching profession for industrial arts.Tennessee. There are approximately 508 industrial arts teachers in the publicschools of Tennessee. These teachers are giving instruction mainly in grades 9 through

12. There were no major decreases in the number of teachers. However, there have been54 teachers added since the last school year.
The major sources of funding for industrial arts education are local and state, There

is some funding provided through ESEA and NDEA.
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Five colleges and universities provided 51 baccalaureate graduates in 1969.One EPDA-funded institute was conducted during the past year.The major programs that have been implemented have been State Department ofEducation-sponsored conferences conducted throughout the state for the purpose of im-proving industrial arts education in the Tennessee schools.The State Association is acdve in promoting industrial arts education. Approximately33% of the total industrial arts professional personnel are members of the State Associa-tion.
The teachers leaving the industrial arts profession are going into industry.The major needs concerning industrial arts are: (I.) need for teachers and (2) fundingfor new programs from other than local resources.
Louisiana. There are approximately 525 industrial arts teachers in the public schoolsof Louisiana. There were 20 teachers added this year in grades 9 through 12. There wasa decrease in the number of teachers, and vacancies still exist because of the shortageof teachers. The major decreases were in grades 9 through 12.The major source of funding for industrial arts education comes from local agencies.There is some funding provided through ESEA and NDEA.Five colleges and universities provided baccalaureate degrees.One EPDA institute was conducted during the past year. The major purpose of theinstitute was elementary industrial arts.
The major programs of industrial arts that have been implemented throughout thestate have been electronics, metals, drafting, graphic arts, woods, power mechanics,plastics, materials fabrication and testing, and industrial crafts.The State Association is active in promoting industrial arts education. Approximately20% of the total industrial arts professional personnel are members of the State Associa-tion.
The teachers leaving the industrial arts profession are going into industry.The major need concerning industrial arts education is to amend the 1968 amend-ments (spell out industrial arts education in the bill), so they can get Federal money andnot lose their identity.

Mr. Border is a consultant to the Division of Occupational Education, Department of Public instruction,State of North Carolina, Raleigh.

Industrial arts activities across
the Southwestern United States

Norman L. Myers
Arizona. In Arizona, there are 669 industrial arts teachers who instruct approxi-mately 60,000 industrial arts students. Each year, Arizona State University and NorthernArizona prepare enough industrial arts teachers so that there is no shortage.There are three state conferences held each year. They are the National Aeronauticsand Space Administration, Arizona Industrial Education Association, and Arizona CareerEducation. The state association has about 22% of the industrial arts teachers as mem-bers. This aasociation meets twice annually and is involved in teacher recruitmentthrough scholarships, in-service education and student clubs.
Expanding programs in the 7th and 8th grades offer more exposure to major areasand increasing involvement with mass production. Currently in process are 28 mass-production work sessions being held throughout the state in one-night meetings. Threeregional work sessions on evaluation of industrial arts programs have been completed.Arizona has or is preparing a number of publications. These ste: Accident PreJen-don Guide, Drafting Guide, Facility Planning Guide, Model Curriculum for IntermediateIndustrial Arts, Power Guide and Woodworking Guide.
California. In California, there are 6,000 industrial arts teachers who instruct over600,000 industrial arts students. California needs 225-250 additional industrial artsteachers each year. The nine state colleges and two private colleges with accreditedindustrial arts teacher training programs prepare approximately 225-250 candidates,
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which is only half the number required.
California Industrial Education Association has a membership of 2,536. Th3 state

association held its annual convention in San Diego in March with over 3,000 pert._ns inattendance.
Many school districts in California have taken advantage of NDEA Title III-B forconsultant services. Industrial arts facilities have improved and expanded through thepurchase of equipment and instructional materials under NDEA Title III-A funds.
Information about the 10th annual Industrial Arts Exposition and Awards Programhas been sent to all junior high school and high school department chairmen. Over 800

entries will be sent to the State Fair and Exposition in Sacramento and judged in June forthe outstanding, superior and honorable mention awards. These entries will be exhibitedduring the California State Exposition and Pair August 21 through September 9, 1970.
During November, over 8,000 copies of Planning and Equipping Industrial ArtsFacilities were distributed to California industrial arts teachers, supervisors, teacher

educators and administrators.
A year ago, the experimental edition of Industrial Arts Power Mechanics with aquestionnaire was sent to all California high school automotive/power mechanics teachersfor their review. The revised edition of Industrial Arts Power Mechanics will be dis-tributed to California industrial arts teachers during the Spring of this year.
Colorado. In Colorado, there are 850 industrial arts teachers who instruct approxi-

mately 65,000 industrial arts students. Colorado has no shortage of industrial artsteachers, since their six state colleges prepare about 130 candidates a year, and their
yearly needs are near 75.

Over half of the industrial arts teachers are actively involved in the Colorado IndustrialArts Association. Colorado has two CIAA conferences a year Fall and Spring (October10, 1969, and April 24-25, 1970).
Colorado holds bi-monthly articulation meetings with their industrial arts teachereducators, industrial arts supervisors, industrial arts department chairmen and CIAApresident. As a result of these articulation meetings, the industrial arts programs areimproving.
There has been a noticeable increase in the following industrial arts programs:aerospace, elementary industrial arts, electricity/electronics, plastics and powermechanics.
Colorado has had 27 different, outstanding in-service training programs with a totalof 518 industrial arts teachers attending.
Colorado has prepared K-12 Sequence Chart and is in the process of preparing "In-dustrial Arts Some Questions and Answers."
Hawaii. In Hawaii, there are 151 industrial arts teachers who instruct approximately19,000 industrial arts students. Hawaii needs 15-20 additional industrial arts teacherseach year. Its two colleges/universities prepare approximately five candidates yearly,which is not sufficienz.
Because of the geographical separation of the islands, the state industrial arts asso-

ciation has been most active on the island of Oahu, where most of the teachers are situated.Only a limited number of industrial arts teachers on neighboring islands are members ofthe state association. Approximately 70% of the industrial arts teachers are membersof their organization.
Hawaii has held eight conferences/work sessions the past year in the following moareas: auto body and eleczricity/electronics.
Hawaii's State Department of Education is presently considering a foundation pro-gram for all public schools in Hawaii. The foundation program recommends that: (1) In-dustrial arts be required in grades eight or nine as part of the required onc-year prac-

tical arts program :in all the secondary schools, (2) a minimum of four specialized elec-
tives be offered in each high school, and (3) the curriculum be designed to meet thepotential needs and interests of each student.

Kansas. In Kansas, there are 932 industrial arts teachers who instruct over 32,000industrial arts students. The four colleges/universities in Kansas prepare approximate1y100 candidates yearly. Each year, 20-25 additional industrial arts teachers are hiredfrom other sources.
Plans are being made at the present time, subject to state funding, for a series ofregional work sessions which will bring some of the newer trends in industrial arts edu-cation to the classroom teacher.
A State Advisory Committee is now in the process of defining the curriculum Kansas
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should develop in its new industrial arts programs. It is expected that many ideas willbe incorporated from the major curriculum studies and new programs in existence inIC ansas .
In Hesston, Kansas, there is a new program at the junior high school level whichidentifies the industrial arts content in three major areas: materials and processes,power and transportation, and graphic communications. Prior to activity in these areasat the junior high school level, the students received additional study in a particular in-terest through an intensive, individualized instructional program which relied on the con-tract method of instruction.
Kansas has recently completed and distributed the publication titled Plastics forIndustrial Arts.
Nevada. In Nevada, there are 115 industrial arts teachers who instruct approxi-mately 2,300 industrial arts students. Nevada needs 15-20 additional industrial artsteachers each year, as their one university only prepares about 10 candidates yearly.Nevada has no industrial arts association or consultant/supenisor of industrial artseducation.
The Nevada State Department of Education published and distributed a fine bookletentitled Nevada Plymouth Trot.:ble Shooting Contest.
New Mexico. In New Mexico, there are 226 industrial arts teachers who instructapproximately 23,045 industrial arts students. New Mexico has no shortage of industrialarts teachers. Their three universities prepare about 41 candidates a year, and theirneeds are near 30.
Their state conferences have been held in the Spring of each year. The state associa-tion is now in the process of expanding their membership.
New Mexico has been involved with work sessions in the areas of electricity/elec-tronics and innovative metalworking the past school year.The industrial arts programs are expanding in the areas of electricity/eIectrordcsand power mechanics. There is an increasing involvement with mass production.New and different types of industrial arts projects are: (1) elementary career founda-tion project, (2) conceptual approach to drafting, (3) testing and metallurgy in generalmetals, (4) proposed course in engineering technology and (5) general industrial arts.New Mexico is currently printing a new safety guide.
Oklahoma. In Oldahoma, there are 800 industrial arts teachers who instruct approx-imately 80,000 industrial arts students. Oklahoma needs 35-40 additional industrial artsteachers each year as their nine colleges/univeraties prepare about 135 candidates,which is not a sufficient number.
Over 400 industrial arts teachers are members of the Oklahoma Industrial ArtsAssociation. They meet each year in the Fall and Spring for regional meetings.The Oklahoma Council for Industrial Arts Teacher Educators meets each Spring tocoordinate the industrial arts teacher preparation programs in the nine state colleges/universities.
The industrial arts programs inOklahoma are using more mass production techniquesin the junior and senior high schools. New trends in industrial arrs are: (1) visual com-munication, (2) materials and processes, (3) energy conversion and power transmissionand (4) electronics and instrumentation.Texas. In Texas, there are 1,700 industrial arts teachers who instruct approximately170,000 industrial arts students. The 13 colleges/ universities prepare close to 180 can-didates yearly, which is not a s .fficient nt:mber. Texas needs 70-75 additional industrialarts teachers each year.
The Texas Industrial Arts Association is extremely active with a membership ofover 1,000 members. They have their annual convention the last weekend in Februaryeach year. This convention is sponsored jointly by Texas A & M University and TexasIndustrial Arts Association.
In an orientation and planning meeting on December 5, 1969, the "Texas Plan" 11:.gan.The "Texas Plan" is an interdisciplinary approach to curriculum development. It shouldlast for from two to three years.
At present, there is an Industrial Arts Curriculum Project (IACP) pilot program inthe Austin PubLic Schools.
A new state industrial arts publication which has been distributed is entitled A Guidefor Planning industrial Arts Facilities.
Utah, In Utah, there are 373 industrial arts teachers who instruct approximately37,000 industrial arts students. Utah has no shortage of industrial arts teachers. Their
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three colleges/universities prepare 75-100 candidates per year, and they only need 40-50
new industrial arts teachers yearly.

The specialist in industrial arts education for Utah was assisted through the state
association with two regional planning conferences and 12 in-serviee training work ses-
sions in the areas of production technology and the integrated shop program.

Utah publishes the Utah Industrial Education Association Journal four times a year.
Mr. Myen is with the California State Department of Education, Sacramento.

Report from the Northwest Region
Herbert Bell

I have been asked to give you a report on the state of the industrial arts in Washington,
Oregon, Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, North and South Dakota and, for some unknown
reason, other than balance, Nebraska.

Several general concepts are significant fald need to be brought to your attention.
The first is that the region assigned to me covers one-third of the total US land area,
yet incorporates only 5% of its population. Large population areas generally do not exist.
The exception, of course, is the metropolitan area in Washington State. Without large
population concentrations, curriculum supervision does not exist. The number of city
supervisors, or for that matter state supervisors, available to this area is at a minimum.
This leaves the leadership responsibility and program improvement pretty much to the
classroom teacher.

The other general concept that needs to be grasped is that remoteness is not the ex-
ception but the rule. Systems range from the large district of Seattle to schools with onestudent and one teacher. One must realize that in this region, generally speaking, the
greatest influencing thrust on a teacher is his undergraduate experience, which normally
means that his thinking reflects the college he attended. These teacher colleges tend to
be remote, few, and somewhat isolated from regional curriculum projects. I am not
saying that new ideas are notbeing utilized, but they are the exception, not the rule. These
states supply most of their own teachers and in some cases even have a surplus. There
are obviously exceptions to this rule: Alaska training none, recruiting 100%; Oregon,
95% and Washington, 4070.

NDEA or EP DA institutes have not greatly influenced the region. Only two institudons
of higher leazning in the region have been fortunate enough to influence the readers re-
garding the importance of corducting an institute in their state. Since the general trend
selects participants from that institute, state or region, probably less than 1/2 Of 1% of the
teaching staffs in the Northwest have had the opportunity to attend and be influenced by a
project. The sum organizations have done more than a yeoman's job in this region. They
have been the thread that has drawn together concerns, problems and offered leadership.
Washington's organizations date back 19 years, compared to such newcomers as Idaho's
association, three years old. State supervision exists in about 50% of the states. Again,
Washington has the longest period of leadership 4-1/2 years. Perhaps not altogether
typical, but it does tend to spell out the problem, is this quote from Lester Batterton of
Alaska: "I cannot report anything about industrial arts because we have no o:te specific-
ally responsible for it. Yes, it is my responsibility but only one small part of the total
load, and unfortunately it gets neglected. Last year we formed an industrial arts club in
Anchorage which ia still in full swing. The problem is the teachers cannot get together
becatvle of lack of roads, and expense of travel and time."

All those answering my letter reviewed their needs and are attempting to develop
the material necest.ary to accomplish the job. Yet no one systematic approach exists.

I would Ytke to or±e my remaining time pointing out high points of programs which
are in opera4on ar t` :Itch could eventually influence the region as well as the nation.

(1) High echo lect - Washington State University in cooperation with the North-west Regional La: I (plastics, welding, electricity/electronics, drafting).
(2) Oreigon'a ,..gh school development (two schools; 9-10 and 11-12).
(3) Bushnell's pilot project of Educational Systems for the '70's at Portland.
(4) The American Industries Project at Portland and Teacher Development Cooper-
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ative program at Western 'Washington State College.(5) The VICOED program at Western Washington State College.(6) The University of North Dakota individualized instructions for amen schoolpro ject.
(7) Occupational versatility, a Title III at Highline.(3) The world of work, a Title III at Salem, Oregon.
(9) South Dakota multi-occupational guidance.Other facts of note are that production line methods are no longer unknown; open labsare being constructed. Typical are Sehome at Bellirrgham, Washington; Srake River HighSchool in eastern Idaho; and Wenatchee, Washington's six-teacher lab. Elementary po.:' -grams are also in operation and growingin Seattle, 16 to 36 in one year. idai.,) held a sun..mer workshop for elementary teachers last year, and a program is repot. ed to exist atJesup Elementary School; Cheyenne, Wyoming.Camper and mobile units for both students and programs are being considered.Probably the biggest area problem is well-stated by Charles Burke of the Wyoming StateDepartment, that.area where industrial arts is encroaching upon present vocational agri-culture programs using facilities and equipment seemingly in competition with each other,and where cooperation is in question. Can the two exist in the same lab? Who is goingto give up w:qat? Strange as it may seem, the conflict in this region is not with T/I butwith Vo-Ag.
Yes, new ideas are being used. So are new areas, but wood and drawing still makeup 60% of all offerings. Change at all levels is a must.

Mr. Bell is with the State 'department of Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington.
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The nature of man in a social context
A Ison I. Kaumeheiwa

The assumptions one might use for the analytical framework regarding the nature of
man would he so vague, because of its unmanageable size, that it would make Alice's
journey through Wonderland a veritable picnic. In searching the literature, one soon
realizes that there are as many sides to man as one wishes to fabricate. This is quickly
recognized as a hindrance. We are able to examine man objectively in terms of his
physical attributes but we are unable to understand what motivates his actions. Our in-
ability to understand the inner man causes us to draw imprecise conclusions regarding
his behavior by examining his relationship with the outer world. Our inability to make
valid analyses is due to the inadequate research methods and techniques we have available
to us. However, since man is by nature an inquisitive creature, we keep on trying. We
utilize the discreet tactics of the several sciences presently known to man. The result
is that we see man in fragmentary parts and consequently can only reach fragmentary
conclusions. We select, codify and quantify his behavior and infer from the data such
things as human tendencies and human aspirations. If we would take a closer look at
our results, we would find that our ideas of the nature of man vary according to our feel-
ings and our beliefs.

For these reasons I feel that in grappling with the problem of identifying the nature
of man, I would assume that the nature of man is inseparable from the social contexts
in which it occurs. By borrowing f.Lom the many fields of the behavioral sciences, I must
confess that this investigation becomes a compromise of abstract generalizations.

To begin with, our ignorance of the inner man may be attributed to a-number of
things. Not only are we without the proper tools and techniques 1r making these kinds
of measures, but the mode of existence practiced by our ancestors seems to indicate that
the need for survival rested outside man. For a long period, our forefathers had neither
the leisure nor the inclination to study themselves. They employed their intelligence in
other ways. Their time was absorbed with the task of fashioning tools, domesticating
animals and cultivating crops. These tasks were dedicated to perpetuating one's self.
Our ancestors found no need to examine themselves organically, since the human or-
ganism works satisfactorily without attention. Consequently, they were left with the
opportunity and certainly the need to search outwardly for existence. Even as time passed
and life was no longer a struggle for survival, man still neglec;ed to attempt any under-
standing of his inner self because it was more lucrative to promote those products, de-
vices or ideas that would facilitate his existence. These devices generated natural atten-
tion to the inventor, because they pleased th c... public by lessening the burden of human
effort. Only as the attentions of man were directed toward these things did he feel con-
tent and useful, not only to himself, but to his fellow man. This desire, this focus on re-
ducing the harshness of life, seems to embody the spirit of the nature of man, All other
facets which seem to characterize the nature of man can be traced to this one focus. This
focus seems to be the apparent force which weaves the structure that holds the fabric of
society together. The theme, the dominant element of the society-for the focus may be
one of a number of diametrically opposed views, such as religion or materialism - is
always aimed at making life better for the society.

When man is distinguished in this way, we see him as one dedicated toward the main-
tenance of that societal aggregate he sees as the good life. With this focus as his motive,
it becomes easier to understand why men behave according to specific patterns. For
example, one finds that man's inventions are by and large consistent with the theme of his
societal structure. The way men communicate demonstrates the relationship among in-
vendon, the theme and the structure of the society. While there appears to be no corre-
lation between the complexity of the language spoken by any particular group of human
beings and the complexity of any other aspect of their behavior, there is evidence indicat-
ing that those societies possessing complex technical knowledge have a language with an
enormously large vocabulary and a very simple grammatical structure. Those societies
less involved with technical growth have very elaborate language structures with a wealth
of grammatical forms. The society, even within the same culture, that is intent on de-
veloping sophisticated technical systems will require a technically manageable language.
Try and recall a conversation with your principal about the events of the day and later
relating the same events to your wife. In a society that is concerned with a spiritual
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rather than a technical order of sophistication, the level of language used serves to iden-tJfy a person's station in life and serves to define the limies within which the person maycommunicate and operate. The dialects found in many languages seem to serve this pur-pose. When one associates the value of language in terms of the transmission of theculture from one generation to the next, one can appreciate how this invention reducesthe harshness of life. Language not only serves to maintain the culture, but it also in-sures its continuance.
The term maintenance seems to imply that the society rather than the individual hasbecome the primary unit in the struggle for existence. The invention of language onlyseemed to point out this fact. The incorporation of the individual into the group and histraining in one or another of the specialized activities necessary for the group's well-being has thus become the primary function of man's social heredity. As a result, everyculture must and does include a series of techniques for group living and for the trainingof young individuals. The complexity of the conditions under which man must live seemsto foster rather than negate the need for more activity to deveop new methods to reducethe harshness of life It Is this seemingly universal human tendency which tends to am-rlify the culture and constantly enrich its content. Man has gone on in this way for count-less generations, continually seeking to improve upon even those problems which hehas solved passably well. This behavior on the part of man seems to negate the notionthat necessity is the mother of invention, for there is abundant proof that the process ofinvention goes on even when the need is not urgently present. If culture were like thesocial heredity of animals simply a means of insuring the survival of the species, thisdesire to improve and enrich the society might begin to slow down and ultimately cease.However, the process continues to evolve. Improvements in the society do not occur withequal intensity to all phases in the society. Instead, each society has been content toallow certain phases of its culture to remain at what we might call the necessity level,while it has developed solutions for other phases far beyond this point. No society has beencontent to leave the whole of its culture at the necessity level, and no society has elaboratedall phases of its culture equally.At this point we seem to have made a trip back to the beginning, for just when wewere beginning to understand how the search for the good life motivates man, we arefaced with the question of what motivates man to elaborate on particular phases of hiscu!ture. The question is a legitimate one, because while we may understand the desireto maintain our society efficiently, we have seen examples whereby man has elaboratedon some phase of his society beyond the point where increased efficiency is commensuratewith the labor involved. Anyone who has been incorrectly billed by a computer will under-stand this last statement. In rare cases unnecessary elaboration can be carried to a pointwhich ma; prove dangerous to membees of the society as well as to the society itself. Forexample, many Eskimo tribes placed a taboo on the hunting of seals in the summer. Al-though this causes no great concern under ordinary circumstances, in extraordinary sum-mers when the land game was virtually nonexistent, whole tribes have been known tostarve even when seals were in abundance.It would appear that elaborate docial systems are rarely the result of consciousplanning. Societies owe their existence to a combination of physical and psychologicalfactors, and as such represent a distinct order of phenomena which cannot be correctlyunderstood by reasonieg from either physical or psychological analogies. They depend,for their ability to function, on a long series of interaction between factors of both types.In most cases these interactions are reciprocal the factors which influence are them-selves simultaneously influenced. All life in a society is a compromise between theneeds of the individual and the needs of the group. The development of social systemsrepresents an attempt to ffx and perpetuate these compromises. Eventually the com-promise breaks down in the face of ever-changing external conditions which throws weightat one time with the individual and at other times with the group. Whether it be throughthe realization that life bas somehow become less endurable or whether changing condi-tions (profit) rise up as the motivating force, elaborations upon the structure of the societycontinue. Elaborations which shift the societal emphasis have been recorded throughouthistory. Mumford refers to the results of shifts In cultural or societal themes as thetransformations of man.

The first transformation occurred between archaic man and civilized man. Civilizedman brought a unity e society based upen division and specialization of labor. This newuniformity was based upon the repression and new ageeement which sprang out of thepotential need to maintain the culture. While archaic culture was based on the internalized
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law and order, civilized man wrote the laws and structured his existence into an order.He chose to ignore the natural laws to which his physical body was subject and began topredicate his behavior on moral law. The purpose of civilized man's laws was to managethe behavior of man into a pattern consistent with the maintenance of the society. How-ever, the development of laws seemed to make man more calculating, at th.. same timeimplying that man possessed a selfish nature.
The second transformation was destined to compensate for the selfishness of manthrough self-denial. In this transformation, civilized man was replaced by axial man.The term was used by Karl Jaspers to describe the religious and moral emphasis whichtook place around the 6th Century BC. Buddhism and Zoroastrianism were consideredto be the first of the axial religions. The difference between axial religion and primitivesuperstitions was the belief in one god and a membership which embraced several nations.Axial man gave forth new la.:s that defied those of the tribe and outlined new duties thatsuppressed the familiar old ones. Axial man removed the supers"tions of the old ways,with the cleansing of new laws and customs. This new religious consciousness takesplace almost without exception in times when the familiar ways of life do not bring theaccustomed rewards. These changes, however, come about with no change in materialconditions. Men turned to Cieir familiar tasks with a new sense of direction and purpose.This appears to be the shift in theme from civilized man to axial man. This shift requireda change to take place which was by strenuous discipline.The third transformation produced the chief iepresentative of the species man. Heis referred to as old world man. He accentuated his culture with variety and individuality.In fact the search for individuality seemed to he the primary concern of old world man.He elaborated on the good life through aesthetic expressions of the spirit of man and thethings around him. Even the men of science displayed an aura of imagiiiation rather thanan aura of efficiency.
The final transformation take.: place between old world man and new world man.The difference between them is the difference between the romantic and the mechanist.New world man traded his vitality for power, a power that was brought on by the sys-tematic regimentation for the pursuit of material gain. He carried the material triumphof man to its present form; and at the same time he brought about the restrictive nature ofman, a characteristic of his culture. Even his philosophies are examples of his mechan-istic approach to life. The reactions ef old world man grew out of instinctual and purpose-ful behavior, while new world man placed greater emphasis on causal and analytical be-havior. The emphasis of elaboration in n?w world man's society requires that man'snature be intellectually reactive. If he does not submit, he will be subverted or ex-patriated. In this final transformation we see man's nature becoming as depersonalizedas the procedures required by the scientific method. Cold analysis dominates everyactivity. To survive, man must adapt himself completely to the Lnalytical. With intelli-gence uppermost, man would apply to all living organisms, including himself, the samecanons he hrg applied to the physical world. The individual loses hie identity to a larridentity. The machine in fact is precisely that part of tne organism which can be pro-jected and controlled by intelligence alone.
Whether examining elaborations of the society or cultural transformatior-, one soonrealizes that their structures never remain completely fixed in time. This !s true pri-ntarily because it appears to be the nature of man never to be completely fixed in time.The investigation seems to indicate that each transformation or elaboration takes on thequalities of u previous transformation or elaboration, except it expounds upon and intensi-fies those qualities. The investigadon also re-ealed that while the transformations andelaborations might have been handled separately and distinctly, at no time did they reallyexist as separate entities. In fact, just as man seems destined to look to the group forsurvival, he remains first of all an individual, and the concept of dualism exists in eventhe smallest unit of the society. Social scientists have used this technique in order todistinguish and examine social systems. Parsons, for example, has developed distin-guishing criteria with which to dnalyze social systems into five value dichotomies:1) affectivity versus affective neutrality; 2) collectivity-orientation versus self-orienta-tion; 3) particularism versus universalism; 4) ascription ve:-3us achievement; and 6)functional diffuseness versus functional specificity. All of the social values on the left areregarded as traditional social systems, while those on the right are considered modernsocial systems. I I,;sitate to agree with this notion since we have seen exampLts inpolitics where yesterday's liberals are considered today's conservatives. However,Parsons' model has value for us because it shows us that these values exist side-by-side
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simultaneously affecting each other.
What then can we say about the nature of man? Man's nature is multi-iaczted; how-ever, he is capable of operating on only a few facets at any given time. The nature ofman is exhibited by the causes he accepts as promoting the good life. He will react toeach situation as an individual or as a group member if the direction the group takes isconsistent with his own goals. If understanding the nature of man is a necessary steptoward helping man achieve his goals, we must be able to predict those motives whichman will consider essential at a specific moment in history.In conclusion, the nature of man is not a single natural desire. It only appears to bea single desire because wc tend to isolate man at a single point in history. Whatever mandestines to be the necessary instrument or force which can accomplish the good life,that destiny will reflect an aspect of man's nature in that aspect of time.
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Man may survive
Ronald L. Sorensen

It is an occupational risk not adequately covered in the occupational monographs thata teacher educator must periodically reflect upon the broader problems and issues ofdirection which confront the profession. This is pardcularly hazardous when it isrealized that this paper deals primarily with subjects wherein the author's role is that ofa layman but whose thoughts are to be analyzed with the intent of drawing each participantinto the vortex of ensuing discussions.To speak on the nature of man, the chairman might have selected an individual fromsuch a discipline as biology, ecology, zoology or anthropology. The reason why he didnot apparently has something to do with the main title; this alludes, of course, to a sup-position that this speaker will have fewer hangups on the topic than would an expert. AsMargaret Mead puts it, when interdisciplinary approaches are tried, each disciplinewinds up defending its own viewpoint. However, this presenter may be accused of thecorollary, to wit, that a new discipline may begin to form and establish its defensivebuildup.
Knowledge of man is extremely fragmentary, for although mere research is beingdone, the complexity of man results in dissecting him into "manageable" research proj-ects. We have considerable difficulty in determining what man has been. Regarding earlyman, for example, the assumption of articulate speech based putely upon the fossil skullor jaw structure is now seriously in question. What man will be, assuming that he willcontinue to exist, is quite conjectural, and our ability to describe the nature of man appearswoefully inadequate as evidenced by methods ranging from astrology and physiognomyto animism and Thomism.
The function of this session, as perceived, is to attempt a synthesis of selected
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concerns that appear indigenous to man and to which a college or university education
should relate. The student of higher education today (notably with the exception of studentsin professional schools) does not see the relevance of a liberal arts education. He per-ceives it, from such things as the dichotomizing of man into the natural sciences and socialsciences, as an incoherent conglomeration of nuts and bolts through which he may browse
without any idea about what to look for but which academicians perceive as the best wehave for the creation of the "cultivated man". Sorne limited evidenee indicates that theoutcome is likely to be a graduate who believes that all ideas are equally valid and com-pletely unrelated. We have become aware that there is no correlation between the studyof logic and thc. development of rational powers. It seems, therefore, that higher educa-tion should be founded upon the bases of a central purpose that is coherent and visibleand also upon the development of ability to make a worthwhile contribution to this world.The question of central purpose forms the substance of this paper. Perhaps it isimplicit in the title, although think not, for man is an egc,centric animal. Witness thepopularization of Darwin's nork, which he entitled On the Origin of Species into the mis-nomer The Origin of the Species. Befcre attacking the crux of man's dilemma, thereare certain assumptions that must he made concerning his nature.(1) He has a larger and more convoluted brain i e proportion to body size than other
animals and an advanced ability to learn, which permits modification of behavior accordingto circumstances rather than acts based pritriirily upon instinct.

(2) Man exhibits a high level of muscular c-ordination which has apparently beenexpedited by selective pressures to develop an easy upright posture. This has fca-ilitatedfree use of the hands for makirp, 1:0019, using them and also ior carrying possessions.
(3) Man has an advanced .ome..a *Lative ability, including language, which is capableof transmitting abstract idear:, are dt...ferentiated from call system capabilities of otheranimals.
(4) Man can be characterized as possessing group cohesiveness, which is not uniqueeven among the primates but seems to be rm inherited social aptitude presumed to be theresult of evolutionary mechanisms incltaling both the survival of members best trained tocooperate and also the factor of genetic drift.
(5) For man's survival, at least the following needs are to be satisfied: a tolerable

climate; suitable kinds and quantities of food; shelter from the extremes of physicalfactor-. . Tld dangerous organisms; and conditions seitable for reproduction.A L,ynthesis of the concerns facing mankind reveals four major interrelated prob-lems: aggression, overpopulation, depletion of resources and pollution. Their ordershould not be supposed to imply any priority other than perhaps lending more meaningto this paper.
Aggression. Man has historically been characterized as an evil, brutal and destruc-tive animal. Certain evidence, contemporary and historical, seems to bear this out. Thefossil record of proto-borninoid primates in East Africa reveals that, although the potentiallife spelt of Proconsul was about 30 years, few of them lived that long. Certainly factorssuch as pestilence and predation were influential, but suspicion and fear, as of one tribefor another, seem to have precipitated not infrequent hostilities, and, if the interloperwas not frightened away vocalizations and displays, he stood a fair chance of not at-taining his potential old age; instead, he might become the next meal even though Pro-consul was primarily herbivorous. Probably many conflicts arose concerning territorialrights, since Proconsul was a nucleating, arboreal nest-building primate that congregatedin tribes of about 25-30 individuals. However, between 25 and 15 million years ago, thatis, between the Miocene and Pliocene Epochs, the climate of East Africa changed. Thisresulted in a modification of the flora from primarily tropical forests to savanna thatwas dotted with occasional clusters of trees. Consequently there was rigorous competitionfor survival among these tree-dewlling primates. As a sideline to this case, these con-ditions probably also led to the evolution of ground-walking bipeds who, being forced tolive on open land, built fortress homes of stones piled into a ring. Thus these ancestorsof man, to whom we attribute upright posture, were actually the losers, and they did notinitially live in caves as previously thought, probably because the caves were alreadyoccupied.
Intra-tribal conflict among individual Proconsul was likely insignificant. Most of histime was spent in search of food within somewhat tribally demarcated boundaries. Heused a few tools and weapons which he found as needed. Lacking foresight and also beingunable to assume a comfortable upright walking posture (although Proconsul stood semi-erect to see over the grass) and also not yet having discovered clothing in which to carry
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things, he discarded his primitive tools after use. Since the tribe was composed of onlya few males several females and their offspring, but was without family bonds or jealousy,sexual conflict was minimal. The social order rcvolved primarily on age and sex, whilephysical ability was a secondary factor.
As pointed out before, early Proconsul, that is, of the Middle Miocene, was mostlyherbivorous, but during the environmental changes that led him to become a savanna-dwelling biped in e-ecler to survive, Proconsul became a collective hunter. This was cer-tainly not a result of conscious intent, but a development of survival demands both theneed to have adequate food and to eliminate predators coupled with the discovery thatthey were edible. The mechanisms of such changes have recently been found to emanatefrom both the genetics and the lifeways of a community which has a gene pool, a dis-tribution of phenotypes and a repository of lifeways which seek survival as a unit ratherthan being individually acquired characteristics as was thought previously.Through evolution and particularly as result of great success in the reproductiveaspect of survival, man's social cohesiveness has resulted in several stages of change,fro:.i the tribal pattern characterized by group self-sufficiency and the performance ofdiverse tabors by each individual to the city-centeredorganization, where self-sufficiencyis impossible and specialization of labor is typical. While this has caused greater prob-lems and the. need for realization of interdependency, it has become quite apparent thatsuch tight clustering leads to increased anxiety and aggressive tendencies in man (andmany animals) which are attributable to overcrowding and lack of space. Perhapswill have a recurrence of the four horsemen, violence, pestilence, famine and deat.4, inwhich case violence may be recognized as part of the regulatory mechanism for aggres-sion. There are ways in which aggression acts as a regulatory mechanism, such asnuclear war or great anxiety that would serve as a brake on our next aspect of concern.Overpopulation. Identification of this problem implies that there might be a r:onditionbelow an appropriate level as well as one that would be optimum. What are the factorsthat would lead to this supposition?

The living world involves a continuity in time (evolution) and space (the biosphere).In the ocean this zone extends to a depth of about 500 feet and upon land from a few feetbelow the sUrface to about the height of the tallest redwoods (assuming that they are notall extinct except as picnic tables and planter tubs). Man's indigenous range within thebiosphere is even somewhat more limited.
By geographic origin, man is a tropical animal, although he is able to acclimatesomewhat to seasonal and weather variations. Man, under the criteria previously setforth, now seems to date back about 2 million years in Olduvai Gorge, East Africa and inthe Transvaal area of South Africa and about 4 million years at Omo in southwesternEthiopia. Only one million years ago man's population has been estimated at about 125thounand individuals. At that stage, he normally inhabited certain geographic areas in apattern of population distribution that was closely related to natural plant and animal dis-tribution and, then as now, when population reached a saturation point, man became thechief export of that area. Migration has typically been into the temperate regions of theworld with but few exceptions, such as the Lapps and Eskimos of the icy wastelands, theIncas and Sherpas at high altitudes and the Mayans and Pygmieg of the wet tropical low-lands.

Environment, intrahuman and intertribal competition are the dominant forces inguiding evolution and producing the diversity of human characteristics. Within the speciesthere are numerous variations of features attributable to geographic adaptation and todevelopments of shelter, transportation, fire and clothing. It should be recognized, onthe other hand, that many variadons of human characteristics seem to be due to theaccelerating survival of atypical individuals within the community who in more primitiveenvironments would not have survived. This contributes to even greater diversity andcauses one to wonder why a spotted human variety has not occurred.A moderate projection for world population by A.D. 2000 is about 6-1/4 billion per-.sons. Homo sapiens is doing a fine job of survival, again in part through evolution fromthe proto-homincids to hominoids when some of the primates and later some of thedomesticated animals underwent significant changes in sexual behavior. Apparently as aresult of less rigorous survival demands, in other words less effort and ume needed forfood gathering, etc., reproduction became a r3n-seasonal possibility in contrast to spe-cific rutting seasons for other animals. It is conjectured that this may be a basis forthe detachment of sex from the basic species survival criterion of reproduction and con-sequently part of the reason for overpopulation. It should be noted that this modification
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is attributable to cultuial change which effected biological change that in turn has hadcultural ramifications on the family and the tribe. This reciprocity Is but one exampleof the current practice of deemphasizing the dichotomy between the biological and culturalaspects of evolution, which im already confounded by the divergent views of environmentaldeterminists versus cultural ift advocates. In any event, such sepal ations belong tothe antiquated duality concept oL mind and body.
Considered in tom, the physical, biological and lifeways mechanisms which evolvedfor survival of man were based upon a life expectancy of around 14 years, whereas in theUSA it is now over 70 years. Our lifeways make it: good to apply science for prolonginglife but not so for reducing the birth rate. To do this is bad "because frustration of con-ception is wrong" and, furthermore, "whoever interferes with God-established processof perpetuating human life interferes with human life itself". Should man not ask thecrr:stions how much and what kind of life will be supportable if overpopulation diminishesresources?
Depletion of resources. According to Blackman's Law of Limiting Factors, physiol-ogical processes are limitci by the least favorable factor in the system of essentialconditions. Until recently there have been enough resources trees, water, minerals,air and fuels so that there was very little need for man to be concerned about survival.But now, for what remains of these resources, there axe several diverse needs resultingin accelerating competition among the contestants. Almost invariably the non-humanelements of the natural system have been on the short end. Closer scrutiny will revealthat man is also a loser.
Man is a part of nacural systems but, unlike most animals, he is increasingly able

to modify the environment to supply his wants in ways as rudimentary as fire, housingand food and as esoteric as a jet port and related accommodations that could have hadfar-reaching effects upon the Everglades. In order to achieve the cybernetic-like balanceof homeostasis in nature, wide variance in kinds of species must be maintained. A lossof one kind will present a limiting factor that renders the existence of everything else alittle more precarioull.
Urban man of today believes that industry supports mankind and forgets what it isthat supports industry. He perceives the "best" cultures as based upon the exploitationof biological and inineial resources, the accumulation of capital, invention of sophisticatedtechnical proc'=esses, the division of labor, the domestication of animals and plants andthe advancement of diverse educational, social, economic and political institutions. Innumerous cases this has led to a hard-sell approach for adoption of this particularlyOccidental philosophy in other nations and to the subsequent image of maior countriesas unthinking or else unconscious consumers of the resources in developing countries.This idea is extended, as man moves into space, by people who have no concern for de-pleted resources because of a mystical conviction that we can fulfill our wants from theplanetary reservoir. Thus it is good if we are the first ones there.
The so-called scientific-technological revolution now in effect has one universalpopular goal the mastery of nature which would provide further easing of man's earthlylot and greater material ablindance. He hasnot yet developed the cost-analysis machinerythat can weigh the effects upon nature, because of the complex interrelationships involved.(This is humanistically portrayed in the September, 1969, issue of Harper's magazine.)Suppose that a 50-story skyscrwer is being proposed for a city. The project looks

like a good investment if 90% of the space can be rented at $12 per square foot. However,what about the other costs, such as moving 12,000 new workers into and out of the"slurbs" that will sprawl over the once-rural landscape? In order to transport them,8 million dollars' worth of new busses will be needed, and uncountable man-hours willbe lost in daily transit. Smog conditions will accelerate from the diesel iumes, andthree new hospitals will be needed to care for the respiratory ailments. A new reservoirmust be built to meet the increased needfor water. This will dislocate the dairy farmerswho will move to the city and goon welfare. The loss of milk production raises the priceby 20 per quart. Mothers stage protests over this, which end up in riots and then themayor wants more taxes for police.
The last one of our contemporary four horsemen to be mentioned here is the matter
EsQltion. The quality of life is becoming a major political subject. In the recentState of the Union address, President Nixon devoted considerable attention to this con-cern as did the State of the State messages by both Governors Reagan and Rockefeller.Only two weeks from now, a nationwide environmental teach-in is scheduled to happen.
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It is likely that the subject of environment will break down some of the existing racialbarriers and generation gaps, and realignments will be formed upon conservation issues.From Time magazine, February 2, 1970, "The environment may well be the gut issue thatcan unify a polarized nation in the 1970's. It may also divide people who are appalledby the mess from those who have adapted to it."Our concerns are so temporal that, without regard for the potentially accelerateddestruction of one of the Finger Lakes, the New York State Electric and Gas Companyproposed to build the nuclear-powered Bell generating station on Cayuga Lake with anopen-circuit cooling system. Their bases for the decision were increased buili!ing andoperating costs which would have meant about a 1% increase in production costs plus theunsightliness of huge forced-air ricliator closed-circuit towers. Because of such lack ofenvironmental conscience, as Leopold calls it, some kinds of industry are findingthat location of sites is becoming quite difficult.
As previously mentioned, the stsbility of an ecological c- -nunity is determined bythe diversity of kinds within it. The more kinds, the greater the chance for homeostasisor natural balance over the long run, therefore, the better the chances for survival ofall organisms within that community. When one factor within an ecosystem changes, the"Domino Theory" comes into play. For example, with the recent discovery of oil on theAlaskan North Slope there is the possibility that extraction may result in spills that wouldcover the only open sea areas. Potential extermination or forced migration would pro-ceed, first with the plankton, then the fish and mollusks followed by seals, walrus, bearsand whales and culminate with ...ae Eskimos.

On some matters there are conflicting opinions. One case in point is air pollution.Some scientists believe that accumulating carbon dioxide may have a filtering effectsufficient to create elevated normal temperatures which could cause melting of rhe polarice caps and the resulting inundation of coastal cities, while others think that fuel par-ticles in the air will reflect sufficient heat to result in a general cooling of th t. earthleading to a replication of the ice ages.
Regarding changes now taking place consensus runs strong. Lake Erie is dead fromacidic wastes that now permit it to support only sludge worms and mutant carp that canexist on the poisons. And Louisiana's state bird, the brown pelican, has vanished fromthose shores; 600 of them live on a California offshore island, but they produced onlyfive chicks during this past breeding season because DDT deteriorated the shells of therest. Other far-reaching effects have been found for DDT and several other pesticides.It is now recognized that these chemicals are absorbed into the ground but do not breakdown, instead plants absorb them, and these poisons ultimately wind up in animals (par-ticularly omnivorous man) where they are accumulated in the liver.Pollution and the other problems that have been mentioned are grave. Some stu-dents have confi.:ed that they are no longer concerned about many children they wantto have; they are now facing an issue of whether or not to have children.Implications and conclusions. Man seems to have reached a diving point but withouta rational basis for decision-making. Should man be the controller oi regulatory mecha-nisms or should he act as a natural eirt of the ecosystem? The effects of Christianitymust be assessed in considering this dilemma. Clearly, Genesis, chapter 1, verses 26-30, has had a sustained significant impact:"Then God said, 'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let him havedominion over the fist. of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, andover all the earth, andover every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.' So God createdman in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he createdthem. And God blessed them, and God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fillthe earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birde ofthe air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.' And God said, 13elold,I have given you every plant yielding seed which is upon the face of all the earth, andevery tree with seed in its fruit; you shall have them for food. And to every beast of theearth, and to every bird of the air, and to everything that creeps on the earth, everythingthat has the breath of life, I have given every green plant for food.' "Thus Christianity must accept its share of the blame for the separation of man fromthe nature, out of which he was formed, and his desire to seek God-like mastery over it.It is admitted that Christianity is not an easy religion to understand, for these chargesare confounded by Ecclesiastes, chaptar 3, verses 19-21:"For the fate of the sons of men and the fate of the beasts is the same; as one dies,so dies the other. They all have the same breath, and man has no advantage over the
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beasts; for all is vanity. All go to one place; all are from the dust and all turn to dustagain. Who knows whether the spirit of man goes upward and the spirit of the beast goes
down into the earth?"

In a sense, science and technology have been the handmaidens of Chrisdanity in
furthering man's dominion over all other facets of the environment. The rationale for
this may be somewhat obtuse and an explanation in order. Science has traditionary been
aristocratic, speculative and intellectual in intent; whereas, technology was lower-class,
empirical and action-oriented banausic art. The merger of science and technology during
the mid-18th century is partly attributable to the lowering of social barriers and con-
temporary democratic revolutions. Symbiotically, science and technology have afforded
Christianity with the thought and action necessary to perpetrate the takeover.

Scientific principles are now readily and almost unquestionably accepted by the
masses, but people do not differentiate between science and technology. Consequently,the so-called principles of technology ha%-e authenticity of exact knowledge and leadpeople to hope in the ability of technology to provkle solutions when none are available.
Perhaps the unfortuitous link betwe:m industrial arts and technology needs further con-sideration, for technology implies the accumulation of a systematized body of knowledgeand irrefutable evidence. Should industrial arts ride on this image? Or should it em-phasize a uniquely non-antiseptic, semicerebral value that adds to the stability of nature
and has a vitality of method and insight offered into the nature of man?

The disregard for human factors and consequences should be accepted by science
and technology, for science is the antithesis of humanism. Yet science is only the thought
and technology the action. This is not to imply a need for a complete technological throw-back, for, if in fact we are in a technological revolution, man cannot revert to "pre-technological" lifeways. Instead man needs to supplant unreasoned acceptance of tech-
nological toxemia with an ability to equate alternatives that will orient it toward enlightened
ends. When industrial enterprise, through thoughtless commercialism, attempts to place
man, and certain men in particular, over the holism of nature, what is the role of indus-trial arts? Will we judge or be Judged?

Returning to an initial position takotn in this paper, that higher education students
need to perceive a viable goal, one approach that seems to fit most of the evidence is theneed for a more Gestalt organization. A few colleges are trying this within the frame-
work of ecology, which is the study of the structure and function of nature. This field
is less than 100 years old but is developing a systems approach to nature. This may help
man to comprehend concepts of interdependency between a community and its non-living
environment. The significant effect that man has upon his environment might provide the
impelling focus that students would find relevant. Such an experience might not culminate
with many solutions but it is almost certain that they would be more capable of asking the
right questions. There are few answers now, as the preceding has illustrated. However,
through man's utilization of rational power, restoration of a view that he is a part of na-ture, and recognition that nature controls him as much as he controls it, man may
survive. But, to quote from Pogo, "We have met the enemy and he is us".
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The nature of society
Joe E. Talkington

The topic is so all-encompassing that I perceive my role being merely to identifysome of the elements of the nature of society and to raise some questions as to the impli-cations for industrial arts teacher education.First, I would like to identify our society as being in a state of revolution. As withany revolution, it is a time for hope and for despair. Ti-is revolution is resulting indramatic changes, one of which is discontent among certain groups of people in oursociety. This discontent is manifest in all parts of the world, so with this as a basis theterm society should refer to all the people of the world.There are many reasons for this discontent, but for our purpose of discussion anassumption is made that technology is one major cause. Again, please use global tech-nology as a frame of reference. Technology has provided.us with advanced weapons forwarfare, more than the necessities of life (affluence), an urban society from an agricul-tural society, unemployment for un- and under-skilled persons, travel to any part of theworld in a matter of hours, new concepts of work with reduction in muscle power, instantcommunications, and a systems approach for advancing an impersonal mass society.What can industrial edur:ation do with discontented people? Our first choice is todecide what role we will play in the revolution participants or curious bystancters. If adecision is made to be a part of the action, we should help our youth to find satistactionin their environment, including the technological environment. Maybe a better descriptionwould be the humanization of man. The concept is well-expressed in a quotation fromRobert Hutchins:

"What education can and si,3u1d do is helppeople become human The objectof education is not manpower but manhood.... The man who is truly educated,rather than narrowly trained, is ready for ar.ything. He has developed his humanpowers and is able to use th tInd hit; understanding of the world to meet anynew problem he has to fact is prepared by his education to go on with hislearning."

Human nature itself remains about what it has always been since our ancestors becamehuman, but people always have to adapt their conduct, feelings and expectations to copewith the changing times. The changes are more rapid today old religious dogmas arefalling, our system of values, morals and mores is changing. We are all searching forsomething better, for a higher social ethic.One of the most vital needs of man is to prove his worth. Usually, this proof is bysome form of action. I believe our profession can make a real contribution to this needof man if we maintain activity as an important segment of our program. Psychology tellsus that man searches for new activities, fresh, stimulating and rewarding experiences.Man also wants meaningful tasks which fall within his range and ability. It is up to ourprofession to answer this challenge. To re-emphasize the point, I would nos like to i'eeour field of study go from doing to discussion. We cannot doubt the effect technology willhave on our future and on the social forces. Somehow we must educate our future citizensto understand these social forces accompanying technological change. It should be apparentthat we as teachers should know society before we help change it.Up to this point the ideas presented dealt Ath a world society. I would like now todiscuss our culture in the United States as being a subset of the total society. The wordculture implies a system of values. These values indicate to us what is worthwhile, what
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is the ultimate good, or what is it we want to obtain. These questions are philosr-nhicaland deal with the affective domain, an area to which we in industrial education do not givemuch credence. Many of our youth are questioning our cukture for "what is real in thisworld". A characteristic of youth is idealism and the concern for social Justice. Weshould be thankful that so many of our youth are concerned with such a social conscienceto improve our system. There are still many problems left to be solved. We in industrialeducation can assist our youth by helping them to see the past in perspective, understand-ing the present, and looking to the promise for the future. All cultures have a strugglebetween the new i-leas and the forces of conformity. The mores of our society seek toenforce conformit3. Our culture needs both conformity to keep people working togetherand new ideas for progress.
It appears that this condition is a description of changes that are taking place in ourcurriculum today. The struggle appears to mandate a new social order and we appear tobe caught in this revolution. We have not been asked to partake; we just happen to bewhere the action is. We are not initiating the agenda of rhe revolution; we are merelyreacting to it. Many of us question the potentially dangerous actions of groups and in-dividuals yet the revolution goes on. There doesn't seem to be anyone in the revolutionasking about financial resources or due process; the demand is for action and change.It seems that we in the industrial education profession are caught in this revolution alongwith all the other segments of our society. The confusion and frustration accompany asociety in revolution. We must ask ourselves, how can we communicate the "significanceof life' at a time such as this? Again philosophy plays a role in assisting us to answer thequestion. All life rests on reconciliation of two opposite states: (1) stability and change,(2) security and adventure, (3) necessity and freedom, ( !.) love and hate. Life fc,r most ofus is a struggle for a "place in the sun" or peace of mind on how we can live in the en-vironment of today. Incidentally, technology has two opposite states or faces. One laceis the benefits of technology used to make the world a better place, the other the reverseor destruction of our progress. Technology, as you know, is a creation of man. If mandoes not have the wisdom to control the technology for the great dream of mankind, thenwe have the other face to consider: the nightmare of mankind.The final element I want to mention in this nature of society is the governing of manby man. Many of us take our system of democracy for granted. Democracy is probablynot the most rapidly-growing political system in the world. We may be naive if we thinkdemocracy is so good it will justhave to "catch on" in the world sooner or later. Democ-racy is a unique, fragile state of man which should be nurtured, worshipped and protected,lest it disappear into the obscurity from which it was born. Democracy is based uponthe active participation of man. Some of the student unrest today is over the gap betweenthe ideals of American democracy and conditions of American life. If we as teachers andcitizens have one shining ray of hope for the future, it must lie with our social institutionof democracy.

In conclusion, it appears we in industrial education are caught up with discorrentedpeople in a revolution of change. There are many contributions we can make in Pi eetingman's needs, one being maintenance of purposeful activity in our curriculy.m. Anothercontribution is presenting the past, present and future of a technological world. Industrialeducetors can include a system of values in their teaching of "what the real world is allabout". One of the most impa:tant values to learn is our democratic system of govern-ment. Let us not forget why our democratic society designed and maintains the ec:eicationalsystem: It is for the improvement of man, and that has a great deal to say about thenature of society.

Dr. Talkington is on the faculty at Illinois State University, Normal.

Decadence, Renaissance and
industrial arts education

Howard S. Decker
The American Dilemma. A new nation was born to a continental abundance unequaledin both the richness of its mines and its forests the fertility of its soil and the clarity of
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its streams. The material problems presented by virgin forests, great rivers, vastmountain ranges and pathless expanses of unsettled prairies were without parallel in his-tory. These "problems" were conquered by stubborn, careless and materialistic men -men of action who shaped the American destiny and the American mind. In football,politics, education and in religion, we prefer them with gusto. "Being where the actionis" has long been part of the American dream. The American past produced individual-ism and the glorification of the self-made man - a skepticism concerning the role of theexpert, of the intellectual and of the social tistitution. For good or bad, American societyhas committed its destiny to the hands of the common man. At the present time, an in-creasing number of intellectuals have grown restless under this order. They belabor hisblunders and despair at his stupidity. At best, however, the common man is more de-serving of assistance than of censure. He Jives in an age of uncertainty; an age cryingfor a real understanding of the real meaning of life. Human experience has far outrunhis ability to give it rational interpretation and evaluation. He is bewildered and evenappalled by life's increasing complexity. To the common man, every solution has broughtto light new problems. Let me take a few moments to explore our contemporary societyin terms of the common man and his problems.In the nineteen thirties people in America klecided to do something about the slums,and, of course, good old materialistic Americans saw !-his as slum clearance publichousing. Over the thirties' period, more and more housing units were built, houses torndown and people displaced. To quote a recent issue of Fortune:
"So a large, competent and militant bureaucracy was assembled on thenarrow front of public housing. Over the years it went from triumph to triumph,if you measured by the size of the appropriation and the number of units built.People began to notice, however, that this program was not delivering, in humanterms, what it had promised. The poz.%r displaced by slum clearance were inmany cases worse off than before. The new projects, Tnore grim and sterilethan the old slums, did not produce falling crime rates, better health and im-proved school performrrice. Typically, the housing bureaucrats and theirsupporters brushed off mese observations as inspired by reactionary politicsand, inevitably, private greed."

In the area of business, Time recently devoted a cover and an extended article tothe increasing inefficiency in America.Raci:.! statistics in the United States divulge that more black children attend 100%black sclu.s today than before the historic Supreme Court decision, and that, in terms ofpayoff in 1968, white males who completed grade schools earned more than blacks whocompleted high school, and that white high school graduates earned more than blacks withfour or more years of college.
In the area of pollution, we find that tbe. glass bottle can no longer be recycled, becauseof a twist top ring remaining on the bottle, an aluminum ring made in aluminum smelterswhich are programmed to consumel0 percent of the increased demand fr%r electric power,which is generated by plants which pollute our air and threaten, by the year 2000, to raiseby 20 degrees the temperature of our entire water supply and produce enough waste waterand heat to consume all the oxygen in all 22 river basins in the United States.In the area of the economy, in September, 1969, just six months ago, PresidentNixon's primary goal was to halt inflation through control of the supply of capital, and amajor element of the anti-inflation fight was a freeze of 75 percent of Federal construc-tion spending. On April 1 a Washington byline under the headline, "Nixon Aim To StopRecession", indicates the major m.ci-recession step is expected to be almost completeelimination of the 75 percent restriction on Federal construction spending. Wow! (sic.)I shall not dwell furtheron the confusion and ambivalence which face the common manand his children. Suffice it to say that American society has reached one of many criticalperiods in its history and that sincere attempts must be made to resolve oilr currentdilemma.

As a society, we must provide the opportunities for man to control his reproduction,give shape to the technology which support us all, allocate the resources, distribute goodsand services, design the developing future and control the process of his evolution. Ibelieve that the working out of this process is the major societal. goal of the 1970's.Several major steps are necessary to achieve this goal:(1) The taking of accurate inventories.
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(2) Reasoned evaluations from the assembled data.
(3) An evolving of limited sacrifice of the various parts of the problem areas to in-crease the strength of the whole system.
(4) The use of aroused and well-trained minds who can integrate the data from manyfields.
Until the state of the society- the real state - is made a part of our educational cur-riculum, then we cannot expect realistic assessments of the role of the individual and ofour social institutions.
Until accurate inventories are taken, we shall continue to blame pollution on man orbeast, on technology or capitalism, on the poor or the rich.
Until we make reasoned evaluations, we shall continue to be a nation which I woulddescribe as having efficient systems to achieve the shabbiest of goals.Until we can coordinate our action programs, we shall continue to treat one symptomafter another with no apparent progress. We can no longer permit an efficient highwayaad traffic control bureaucracy to turn 23 percent Jf the land area of a great city intohighways, freeways and parking lots, at the same time the park department is tearingup parking lots to make more parks, or permit sanitation departments to dump garbageinto the sea and then criticize the department in charge of beaches for inefficient disposal

of the same garbage when it washes ashore.
An Americau Renaissance, The Renaissance of American Society can only be accom-plished through the trazsmutation of the present dissatisfaction by all elements of thatsociety into a creative impulse. An impulse that will infect silent and vocal majoritiesand minorities - blacks, whites, yellows and browns, which will bridge the two worlds ofboth C. P. Snow and Spiro Agnew.
Second, I call for a dramatic reimposition of what Hoffe4 the longshoreman philos-opher, has called "the practical sense", which he defines as "the impulsJ to make useof every resource and device to facilitate and expand the world's work." This calls formodification of the classical Greek preoccupation with the intellect. We must realize thatthe realm of the practical is one of the few in which the common man has as much chanceof achieving excellence as hae tho educated. Ln the years ahead, the stability of oursociety will depend on how wa handle the untalented. It is imperative that the AmericanRenaissance Society provide an abundance of opportunities for purposeful action and self-enhancement for all segments of that society.
Third our renaissance uociety must produce significant numbers of integrators - per-sons trained to handle materials from a half-dozen natural and social sciences, as wellas the advanced technologies in computation, manufacturing and energy utilization.
Fourth, America must come to grips with the increasing dreariness of life and workand of the accelerating popularity of escape as relief from ennui. Technology and com-munication media have exposed each of us to a fantastic number of outs, Cars become"escape machines" - where we escape to the Caribbean or -scape by shooting heroin.

A massive effort must be made to relieve the tensions that drive people toward goals theyhave never chosen - toward jobs that are empty of challenge and toward escapes thatdestroy. Constructive escape avenues must ire created, but more important, the condi-tions of poverty, of fertility, of low self-esteem, of prejudice, of filth and of uselesseducation and no jobs must be quickly alleviated.
In the decade of the seventies it is imperative that America devote an important partof its energies to the pursuit of new dimensions in human existence, a renaissance of thehuman spirit. To do less will give credence to the new Luddites and their "let's go backto the pre-technology womb" movement and the anarchists who call ours a much-flawedsick society,
Industrial Arts and the Renaissance Society. It is essential that industrial arts playan important role in the rejuvenation of American society during the decade of the '70's.It is improbable that it will be asked to do so. The entrenched disciplines are alreadydegrading the ear:17 attempts to establish urban planning and ecologically-oriented in-stitutes and programs. There is little reason to believe they will be more courteous tothe industrial arts. In no case, however, should our profession permit jurisdictionaldisputes, blockades, educational snobism or our own past idiocies to deter us from alarge and important role in the renaissance of the '70's. We must do now what must bedone to make industrial arts a bridge between man and his work, between art and science,and between the intellectual and the common man. There are any number of ways inwhich this can be accomplished. My favorites are:(I) Industrial arts must begin a careful study of the environment and the effect of
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technology on that environment. Don Maley, Lee Smalley, Delmar Olson and myself arealready active in this area.
(2) Industrial arts must continue to relate to "that pracdcal sense" that is the founda-tion of the American approval to the solution of problems. Research and development maywell be the medium for teaching this concept.
(3) Industrial arts must continue to develop the study of the application of those mate-rials and processes and phenomena which have relevance in today's society fossil fuels,PVC, oxygen furnaces and hydraulics, internal combustion engine and the computer.(4) Industrial arts must not relinquish its long-standing role as a catalytic agent inthe discovery and nurturing of a creative response among even the most untalented in oursociety.
(5) Industrial arts must again broaden its interests and strengthen its efforts to pro-vide those escapes which many young people and our society find rewarding, and this in-cludes work in jewelry, leather and the other crafts.
This list can be extended, modifiedor completely replaced by a list of your favorites.One fact remains: industrial arts teachers in our secondary schools are interested ininnovations which increase the relevance of their existing programs. As teacher edu-cators, it is our role to provide both the direction F...nd the spiritual renaiesance to bringthis about. Now, beginning in 1970.

Dr. Decker is chairman of the Industrial Studies Department, San Jose (California) State College.

The illusion of technology
Rex A. Nelson

Let me begin by ttescribing how I came to the study of technology.A few years ago I was comfortably simmering in the frying pan of what I called indus-trial arts but what probably was "poor relation' of manual training. The fuel which fedmy flame was the joint exercise andhacked-upfootstools which were being systematicallythrown in the trash Can along with the irrelevant knowledge and skills I was dictating tomy students. I can remember one of my biggest bursts of flame was an attempt to have afive-semester-hour course in the framing square accepted as a course for industrial artsteacher training. As I look back, this proposal was broad, since it could have been limitedto only a study of the face side and tongue end of the framing square. Probably, if theword technology was being thrown around as freely as it is today, I would have entitled thecourse "Framing Square Technology" and had the blessings of all.One day, as 1 emptied the trash barrel of my teachings, I felt a tug at my conscienceand found many "name droppers" talking about something called "technology". Thefact that technology was being used to give status to the endeavors of man was evidencedby the profuse use of the term.
Examples of the broad usage of the term were such titles as mental health tech-nology, police science technology, industrial technology, mechanical echnology, elec-tronics technology, social technology, wood technology, educatIonal technology, ad infini-tum. A parallel series of occupations was identified in each of these simply by changingthe term "technology" to "technologists".
Many definitions which were found related technology to the framework of industrieswhich purported to make material things. This did not appear tc give substance to the ideathat tc-zimology was limited only to industries that made material things, any more thanit did to the idea that technology was wholly a result of these industries.It appeared that many people in an area termed "industrial technology" wereattempting to make the effect, industry, rather than the cause, technology, the phenomenonfor identification. In this instance myopic man was attempting to make the effect, Indus-try, the essence of technology rather than recognizing technology as a force to be dis-covered and applied by man.
This personal survey placed me in the larger frying pan of technology. The surveymade it possible to examine technology without becoming prematurely involved in theadjectives which were being used to describe technology. This approach also made itnecessary to look at other efforts of man and what he has done after the seventh day, orafter he became a part of the environment.
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Three areas of man's efforts appeared quite obvious: one, man is attempting to findout what is in the sciences; two, man attempts to determine what should be in the humani-ties; and three, man lea -9 to operate and to apply technically his learning in the voca-lons.The missing link appeared to be that nvan ended each dream with, "if only it could bel"Fvidently, the answer to this dream of "if only it could be", is change. Obviouslythe.re is a natural change which is not satisfactory to man. Consequently man sets outpurposefully to changc what 14 into whathe determines should be. The instrument he usesto accomplish this purposeful change is technology.
With the information that technology is the missing link and man's instrument forpurposeful change, came the necessity of answering the question of where does man applythis instrument of purposeful change?
A search for an answer began with defining what was believed to be relevant areas ofman's endeavors. The dictiourtry definitions divided man's endeavors into natural, "ofor pertaining to the existh rder of things"; physical, "relating to the material uni-verse"; psychic, "pertaining to the mind or soul"; and social, "of or pertaining to so-ciety or its or-anization"
The Mc& w-Hill Ei edia of Science and Technolozv described technology as,"systemadc knowledge ant., .tion, usually of industrial processes but applat_able to anyrecurrPht activity".
These and other sources presented evidence that technology is applicable to anyrecurrent endeavor of man. Consequently, the combined identification of technology andthese endeavors would appear as:
(I) Natural Technology

Man's purposeful pursuit of change in the character or disposition of the natural
form or condition of man and animate objects.(2) Physical Technology
Man's purposeful pursuit of change in that part of the environment which includespurely physical, including man-made factors.

.71) Psychic Technology
Man's purposeful pursuit of change in the purely psychic, mental or spiritualphenomena.

(4) Focial Technology
Man's purposeful pursuit of change in the cooperative and interdependent natureuf man.

The preceding four areas -natural, physical, p .ychic and social- are to technologyas biology and chemistry are to science; artg and literature ar ?. to the humanities; and asthe innurrirable operational and technical skills areas are to the vocations.
Even though man identifies and utilizes the effects of technology in each of the afore-mentioned areas, man has neglected to identify the commonalities of technology. Thefact that man is engendering himself with technology in each of his endeavors seeminglywould indicate that technology is not unique to any one endeavor but something broughtto the endeavor by man. Consequently, it would appear that there are certain axioms oftechnology which make it applicable to a multitude of usages by man and which could bestudied and applied in a purposeful rather than an incidental or accidental -nanner. Thecurrent practice of emasculating technology by fragmenting it, rather than by dealingwith its totality in each division of man's endeavors, severely restricts the identifica-tion an0 full application of technology.
The overpowering presence of technology in th(-3 physical, especially the "man-made" areas, has presentec. an optimum external appearance to everyone anti made plainIts influence on life. Technology as a force in the present social, psychic It'd naturalaspects of man is not as obviot, a nor can it presently be subjected to a calculus of effi-ciency or held to ar infinitesimal mathematical rigor. Essentially, tochnoloR In theseareas is cloaked in innocuousness and docility, and nearly everyone remains unaware ofits i.,1uence.
lhe recognition and purposeful application of technology in the social, psychic andnatural endeavors of man also has not aroused a great dea: of interest. Practical meltodsfor establishing popular sovereignty over the namral, social and psychic terrain ofman, or at least in improving conditions without civil war, or personal and political egoadvancement, have seldom been a value of systems based on economic, social and po-litical goals. Furthermore, if technology is not. purposefully applied to bring about achange in these factors, it is doubtful whether technology or any other intercedent willbe acceptable to put an end to the internecine conflicts which beleaguer mankind.
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Although there is presently an unawareness of the affect of technology on the non-physical endeavors of man, the seismic results may be more deadly and damaging, ormore rewarding, to man than changes in physical endeavors. Probably the real differencebetween the pursuit of change in the physical and non-physical endeavors of man is inthe fact that the prediction and results of change in physical endeavors are within thepresent realm of man's use and understanding of technology.Presently these areas, areas other than the physical or industrial endeavors of man,are coming under the scrutiny of technology. This scrutiny is not only beginning to aidin a more precise learning, but also is presenting numerous problems about the intea:.and inter-actions of man. Whether or not technology is purposefully applied in the inter-and intra-actions of man, changes in these areas are being imposed on man. If left tochance, rather than purposefully applying technology, these changes will be painful andwill provoke friction, jolts and resistance. If and when man augments his cerebral capac-ities and purposefully applieF, technology in the intra- and inter-actions of man, he willbecome the objective of his own tethnology. This objective may hold the promise of thepreservation or fulfillment of an equilibrium between man and man, man and his environ-ment, and widn man.
Implicarions for industrial arts. While it appears that the vital missing link in edu-cation is technology as a discipline, it would be of great concern if the area of study pro-fessed by industrial arts was sacrinced in an attempt to pick up the whole of technology.I am convinced that industrial arts has a role to play in the physical technology area, atleast in the "man-made" part of the physical technology. I am not convinced that indus-trial arts personnel are equipped to deal with material suci. :-_s that covered in a book onApplied Genetics: The Technology of Inheritance or to carry out a program in psychiatrictechnology.
The efforts oi industrial arts to bring to our youth learning experiences involvingindustry, the organization ot the "man-made" world, has been largely limited to thevocational levels of industry. In other words, industrial arts has been largely limited toonly the operational and application time which industry devotes to combining or changingmaterials in shape and composition to make parts, subassemblies and products. Thetechnological functions which industry utilizes to bring about purposeful change in itsmany and sundry endeavors have been neglected, if not deliberately shunned, in the indus-trial arts proig I am.
The technological functions of industry involve real activity areas, such as: (I) Ele-ments of managing, i.e., interrelationships of people, ideas, materials and mechanisms;(2) Industrial relations, i.e., employee-management relationships; (3) External relations,i.e., planning, executing and coordinatirg company relationships with the public (industrialpollution is one of the hottest issues in the United States today, not in indusitrial artsclassrooms but in the real lives of industry ard people); ( Research and thvelopment,i.e., proauct engineering; (5) Marketing and advertising, i.e., evaluating attitudes andopinions of the consumer for product change; (6) Personnel, employee services -hiring,training, re-training, retaining, retir4ng and firing; (7) Production plant and process-planning and control, i.e., schedulinj, quality control, industrial rand plant engineeringand purchasing; and (8) Secretarial and legal areas, i.e.., advising, executing and protect-ing the legal entity of the organization.

Industrial arts must inclade the technological functions of im ;try, the industrialtechnology, if it professes to be a study of industry.The preceding sets four unique tasks for industrial arts: (1) to present the tech-nological functions within industry; (2) to present the technical and application functionswithin industry; (3) to assist the learner in understanding the man-physical technologyrelationships; and (4) to join the natural, psychic and social technologies in assisting thelearner to understand the man and technology (purposeful change) relationship in ..13 ofman's endeavors.
Otherb concerned with the implications of technology for industrial arts would dis-agree with the preceding and would leclicate that technology is and ;.hould be study ofman as a thinker, a communicator, a transporter, a maker, an organizer and a benefactorof his efforts in these areas. I am not convinced that ginly man thinks, communicates,transports, makes, organizes and benefits from these typ-'ss of efforts.T. am convinced that man purpusefully develops and organizes a complex to providegoods and services. I am convinced that within this complex he builds-in a purposefulchange concept to gain dominance mid to act as an intermediary between himself and hisenvironment.
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Axioms of technology. Before summarizing and attempting to set a stage of axioms
for technology, it is necessary to restate certain premises which are a synthesis of thiswork and other writings.

The first of these premises would be that technology has no substance or meaningapart from mankind. Technology is an integral part of man arr.1 results in a constant
attempt purposefully to change what is into what could be based upon what should be.

Technology has more influence upon the direction and development of man than either
the sciences, humanities or vocations simply because its objective and result are pur-poseful change. The influence of technology can most easily be observed in the fact that
man knows more about what is (science) than he can apply, change or use; he can dream
about what should be (humanities) and ends each dream with, "if only it could be" (tech-
nology).

Another premise is that both historical and present-day experiences point out tho
presence of a force unique to ma.-. that constantly causes man to seek out and bring about
purposeful change in himsei and his enviromnent. This complex motivating force is
unique to man, especially t ) that group of men termed technologists. 'Ihis force is not
present in other subjects of the environment of which man is a part.

Based upon these stated premises, the following axioms are presented as charac-
teristics of technology and subsequently as purposes and content for study and applh:ation.

Axiom I. The natural parts of the creation, including man, are subject to purposeful
change,
Axiom II The physical properties produced by man from natural elements of the
environment are subject to purposeful change.
Axiom III. The ideas c,w, witrat the mind of man are subject to purposeful
change.
Axiom IV, The innate parts or characteristics of man are subject to purposeful
change.
Axiom V. Man functions with technology, preceding, during and following purposeful
change, and will only accep.: absolute efficiency as the entity of technology.
Summary. Technology, man's unique tool for purposeful change, no longer functions

at only designated, precise and defined times, but is now a spontaneous movement result-
ing from the motive force of man with concerted effort along simple and irrefutable lines.
Technology is not the solution but is the indispensable instrument for all meaningful solu-
tions ano resulting change. Technology is perfectly adapted to solutions in that it is notlimited to parts, wholes or existing knowledge, but may involve any or all rationales and
means needed for a desired change in a problem. Technology is perfectly efficient to all
solutions in that it is consummated only when the perfect and complete solution to a prob-
lem is not only found but applied to bring about a desired change in a situation. Since
purposeful change rather than simple diacovery is the prerogative of organized tech-
nology, it becomes a force applicable to all solutions simply because a basic principle of
any solution is a resulting change in ti e problem.

The profUse t ;e of technology by man in areas which he designates and ia which he
specialize,: can be identifi2d. It now becomes the responsibility of man In these frag-mented ar ts to recognize, learn, teach and apply the axioms of technology in order thatthis unieuc motive force of man can be fully applied in proceeding toward absoluteefficiency hi his existenne.

The provincialism of the present simple liberal arts and science education system,
along wAth the human otNI,rative training system, must be subjugated to the totality ofdeveloping man. An educational s,/atem which only develops man as a theorist, dis-
coverer, operwor or technician leavess change to chance rather than to purposeful pur-suit. In order a be complete, the syst !rn needs to be extended to include the development
of man as both the recipient and prod :e'er of purposeful change. The neglect of industrial
arts to include purposeful change areas of industry, or the industrial technology, seems
to be a mockery when we look at our objectives. This mockery will only be eliminatedwhen physical technology becomes an integral part of our content and a study of man's
purposeful change in the physical and man-made environment is purposefully rather
than accidentally or incidentally pursue,J.

Of the areas previously described science, technclogy and the humanities only
technology appears ag not being purposefully identified and presented as a body of knowl-
edge for study and tr.se by man. This ne;I"gence seems a mockery when only technology
appears to have the compnents necessary .4,1 bring about arposeful change.
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The nature of technology
Paul W. DeVore

The term technology has taken on new meaning for man, particularly in recent years.Technology has been and is a rather vague, complex phenomenon which has elicitedgreat hopes nid tr any fears. The more man has become aware of technology, the less heseems to know about it.
But those who ha,,^ become aware of the phenomenon are becoming more and moreconcerned with the nu.. Implications.

Aware that we are living in the midst of a technological revolution, we are be-coming increasingly concerned with its meaning for the incliv,dual and ita impacton freedom, on society and on our political institutions. Side by side with messi-anic promises of utopia to be ushered In by technology, there are: the most direwarnings of man's enslavement by technology, his alienption from himself andfrom society and the destruction of all human and political values. (7, p. 143)
The nature and characteristics of technology seem perplexing and ambiguous. Andrightly so. Technology is not a natural phenomenon. It is a created phenomenon. 1*.exists only where man exists. Without man there would be no technology. However,technology was not created by all men. And herein lies the problem, particularly forthose attempting to prepare `or the future, aq are those in the field of n '-ration.The field of education h. been charged with the responsibility I ring youthfor a future, a future determine largely by technology. How does one fit, about tech-nology? How do we obtain information to aid in planning for the future?First, it is necesc.ary to recognize that the pursuit to determine the nature of -nology is really an V r in pattern discernment or recognition within given contexts.is a matter if critical LIstance obtained by a knowledge and understanding of the past inrelation to le present and projected future. It is a perspective from several vantagepoints. It is I attempt to see the u)tar rather than isolated elements.The true comprehension and uLderstanding of technology is a venntre of relativelyrecent times and for several reasons.
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(1) Only in recent years has the study of technology been considered a worthy en-deavor.
(2) Time has been required to collect, analyze and synthesize sufficient data to focusattention on the nature and structure of technology.
(3) There has been a failure to recognize the quantitative difference between primitivetechnology, craft technology, mechanical technology and modern technology.
Confusion has resulted when men fail to -,alize that the technology of today is in noway identical to the primitive or craft technology of yesterday. It is also the failure torealize that the social and cultural climate of the society in which technology exists de-termines to a large extent its natore or characteristics. The technology of today is anentirely new phenomenon. Whereas primitive technology had no reality in itself butserved merely as an intermediary between man and his environment, modern technologyhas taken on substance - become a reality in itself. (11, p. 63) Marl's concept of himself

and his technology is different today. He views himself and his -.vorld from a differentperspective, a perspective aided hy the new technology. As he does su, he discovers thattechnology is more than hardware. Most students of the phenomenon have concluded thatthe influence of technology on culture would be unintelligible if technology were under-stood as no more than hardware. (23, p. 492) It is many things. One can attempt todefine it, but definitions are sterile and produce little fruit. The complex human andcultural relationships must be described if one is to obtain a true understanding of thenature of technology.
Therefore, any discussion of the nature of technology must include man. It Inust in-clude considera-Jon of man's society and his culture because technology is more thanthings. It is how man works, puts tools to work or goes about tasks. Perhaps more appro-priately, it is the organization of knowledge for practical purposes, including both thetheory and practice of doing.
Buchanan notes that technology is a Greek word and was, in Greek times, a discussionof the human arts. It was concerned with man doing. The Greek word for art, interest-ingly, was recline It signified the powt...e or capacity, habit or skill, and the intellectualvirtue of a man to make a productor an artifact. (2, pp. 151-152) But these are only defi-nitions and do not enable us to understand the true nature of technology.
In the beginning. The beginning of understanding the technology of today is theeighteenth century. This is the beginning of the technology which characterizes ourcivilization. It is by analyzing technology prior to this period and comparing it with thetechnology that followed that one can obtain an understanding of technological progressso necessary to comprehending the nature of technology.
A study of the technology of societie:: .1 :h preceded ours identifies characteristicsspecific to those societies and their techoi'y.
(1) Technology was applied only in certain reirrow, limited areas--the life of thegroup was best described as non-technical. (11, p. 64)(2) Technology in primitive societiet, occupied a very small portion of the day com-pared to the leisure dme devoted to sleep, conversation, _arlies or, best of all, medi-tation. (11, p. 65)
(-3) Technology was local. Social groups were very strong and closed to outsiders.There was little communication. Technique spread slowly, mainly because it borethe stamp of a whole culture. (11, p. 68)
(4) Technology evolved elowly. Until the eight nth centw-y, technical work waspurely pragmatic, inquiry was empirical and diffusion slow. Almost uncons ouslymen kept abreast of technology and controlled its use and influence. (11, p. 69)(5) Primitive technolegy reserved a choice for the human being. Some societies m ereoriented toward the exploitation of the earth, toward war, conquest and expansionin all forms. Other societies were inwardly oriented; they labored just enough tosupport themselves, concentrated on themselves. They were not concerned withmaterial expansion. They erected solid harriers against anything from without.(11, p. 76)
Early man did have tools ane ways of using tools. But his tools and techniques wereintrinsic to his way of life, and his way of life determined, to a considerable degree, thetechnology developed or adopted, It is ielportant to note also that the :-c,ols of the primitiveand craft eras involved tools and techniques which could be invented over and over againby an iridiviclual man with limited experience and limited physical resources. No writtenrecord or blueprint was required. The tools and techniques were not that complex. Notso the technology of today! The technology of today is knowledge-based. There are written
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rules and formulas. Man is dependent on other men for infnrmation, knowledge and re-sours2es.
The technology of today crossed an important threshold in the eighteenth centuryand became self-sustaining. This resulted from the establishment of rules for tech-nology. Prior to this time technology had what was known as conventional rules whichwere adopted with no particular reason. Conventional rules were culture-centered ratherthan technology-centered and consisted of rules such as tipping one's hat or striking theanvil twice before striking the metal. p. 339)The establishment of _grounded rules, rules based on a set of formulas capable ofaccounting for effectiveness, changed the nature of technolcgy. Effectiveness could nolonger be accepted on empirical evidence. It was now necessary to know why. (3, p. 339)Some believe this was the beginning of the rationalization of technology, the formulationof the rules that control the productive process. Perhaps it was also a return to theoriginal ancient meaning of technologia, the giving of rules to the arts. (2, p. 157).Modern technology. The technology of today represents a complete change frompast te;linologies, not only in degree but in kind. The technology we have today was bornduring the period of the so-called industrial revolution. It was then that the foundationfor this form of knowledge was established. The foundation rests on three critical ele-ments. (6, p. 345-6)

(1) The collection and organizati-m of existing knowledge.(2) Systematic analysis of the knuwledge.
(3) Publication of the knowledge.It was this base which established the beginning of modern technology- a technologywith certain well-defined characteristics totally differentfrom man's primitive technology.One of the characteristics of modern technology results from carnet beginnings. Itis called self direction or automaism. (11, p. 79) Essentially this means that the choicebetween two methods or techniques or ways of doing a task is determined no longer byhuman desires but in terms of technical efficiency. This came about from the recognitionthat knowledge, systematically acquired, could be applied systematically to work.A second significant characteristic of modern technology Is, in some measure, basedon self-direction. It is called self-augmentation. This means that technology is cumu-lative but in a geometric rather than linear ratio. It means that technology is incrementaland that each individual contrioutes improvements until such time that a critical mass isreached and technical progress moves forward another significant step. (11, p. 85)There is a debate as to whether technology is truly a rational process. There isno debate, however, that technology has the characteristic of artificiality. Technology isa c -eated phenomenon and not a natural one. According to Ellul, technique as art is thecreation of an artificial system.

Daniel Bell believes that the artificial system man has created is not rational. Hebelieves it undermines and dissolves the whole structure of rational cosi ,ology on vhichWestern culture is based. (25, p. 428) He claims that rational cosmology is based on thelinearity and singularity of our experience, whereas technology is not. He believes tech-nology thrusts upon man a multiplicity and interaction of experiences which will ultimatelycreate serious problems for society as a whole because it will lead to a clash with theexisting modes of perceiving and comprehending the world. And he is right. The struc-ture of thinking and ways of perceiving have changed.McLuhan points this ou: very clearly. He notes that technology has moved beyondfragmented mechanization into the world of growth and organi-:. interrelations. There isa multiplicity and interacdon of experienceF,. McLuhan uses the movie to explain hispoint.

The movie, by she cpeedii up of tht _. mechanical, carried us from the worldof sequence and coi.ilections nto the world of creative corifiguration and struc-ture--a transition from linear connections to configuration. (22, p. 24)
These are fundar ,ita, ching,....s in the concept of technology. New patterns and newconfigurations hav( ,,un to appear when men have met to consider the new technoiogy.During discussion, it the Harvard Program on Technology and _,ociery, one of the mem-bers came up with a grid .:or tying all technologies. It was an attempt to show netconnections, new configurations, it was suggested that:
all technoloWes mi7ht be classified as ways of transforming, transporting orpreserving energy, m,:tter, information, people or the environment, so that, for
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example, a shift from hydro-electric to nuclear power is seen as a change in a
wuy of transforming energy. (23, p. 480)

A third major characteristic which describes today's technology is monism. Thismeans there are no independent parts. Technology is an organic whole. Regardless ofwhere a given technique is used, it presents, everywhere and essentially, the samecharacteristics. (11, p. 94) For instance, technology transcends political and ideo-logical differences in e- h areas as the precipitation of regulations for the efficientoperation of international postal, air and surface transport, telecommunication servicesor world health policies.
The nature of technology is different today, as are the problems. And the character

of thinking involved in today's technology is determined by the probleni. Technology is
problem-oriem ed, and it is the nature of the problems that determines the thought proc-esses required. For instance, McLuhan cites the fact that the "content" of any mediumblinds ue to the character of the medium. The way one viewb the world determines his
problem awareness and the way ',e states a problem. IBM is an example.

When IBM discovered it was not in the huslneos of making office equipment or
business machines, but that it was in the business of processing information,
then it began to navigate with clear vision. (22, p. 24)

We thus discover that technology is much more cognitive than previously believed.In fact, it enjoys considerable cognitive autonomy.
We also discover, as the question of the natuxe of technology is pursuec1 that there is

a quantitative difference between the mechanical systems of the past and we cybernetic
systems of today. Among the several quantitative changes in the development of civiliza-
tion, including the discovery of a tool, the discovery and deliberate practice of agriculture
and the industrial revolution, was the discovery that one tool could be used to make anothertool. This Idea or concept was the beginning of machine tools (tools used to make tools)and the early industrialization of mass production. The development of machine toolsprovided the base for industrialization to accomplish its accelerated growth.

These tools w.re different from the tools of the primitive and craft eras of technology.
The production )f the machine tools and other specialized tools of the mechanical era
separated and specialized as mechanization increased. What was once done by one manwas st "3-divided and fragmented into nisny operations, often accomnlished in widely sepa-
rated geographical locations. Man became dependent upon others and established, within
the limits of the transportation and communication networks of the age, national entities.The technology of today is different from the mechanical era of the recent past.It contains the elemeat of technical universalism. There is the development of an organicwhole and a uniting of functions rather than fragmentation. This has come about largelybecause of new information and control techniques. Man discovered, when he began to
automate his mechanical machines, that automation involved a process called "feedback"and that feedback was information.

That means introducing an information loop or circuit where before there hadbf!en merely a one-way flow or mechanical sequence. (21, p. 307,

The new technology gives primacy to unity, process, informadon, learning and inter-relationships. There is a universalism to it wherever it exists and, as Ellui reminds us,"In all countries, whatc 7er their degree of civilization, there is a tendency to apply the
Elaine techniciii procedure." (11, p. 116)

A global network has been established and national technological economics now re-quire access to the materit-1 resources of the whole earth. E,Teryone is rtAated. 'a oneis entirely self-sufficient. The mass has become crical. It now depends on pn increas-ingly shared pool of freely available, quickly transferred information and knowledge tosustain the I,...ocess. (20, p. 268) There is a unity mandated by technology.
This n w reality and the new possibilities, created by man-singular wtrich affect

have come about largely because knowledge has become a prime industry.(8, p. 264) The new technology is knowledge-based, aud energy and production tend to
fuse with information and learning. (21, p. 304)

Once again, however, when the critical mass has heea reached when the system
reached proportions of the size., scale and complexity which challenged man's ability to
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comprehend and control, man-singular developed a system capable of control and decision-making for the large, complex, global networks of technology. We know this developmentas cybernetics.
Thus, we discover another characteristic of technology. Man, through technology,creates new realities. We also find that mechanical technology was limited. It pro-gress only to a certain level. This is a clue to another characteristic of rlogy.We fir d there are dehnite patterns in technological development. A kne ' :e ofthese patterns would pernaps enable us to predict future direction. For
When a new technology emerges, the steam turbine (or computer) for example,the process of improving and perfecting this techncAogy is at first very rapid;then there is a decline in the curve of efficiency, and then progress is verytn!nute. And then a switch to a new technology often occurs. (26, p. 435)
We now have a graphic pDrtray; lof technology. We have a tool which aids our under-standing.
This is a penetrating characterization of the aature of technology and provides manwith a new concept with which to utilize technology for his benefit.As the reservoir nf technology has inzreased, new patterns and configurations haveappeared so that man today knows more about the nature of technology than previously.We know today that technology m,ist be considered from a global and systems point ofview, an organic whole. We know th.L technology is a collection of interrelated and inter-communicating units and activities. (5, p.36) We know that technology requires confirma-tion. It is tested by a very efficient formula--"Does it work?"We also know that technology creates new opportunities and new problems for manand society. We know that the true nature of technology can be understood only in certaincontexts; the social and the human.
Social elements; There are definite disagreements as to the relation between tech-nology and society. There is agreement that the nature of technology cannot be determinedapart from how it Is situated in society. Enme students of technology assign considerableimportance to the social context.

The social context, the econ Inic structure of society, the existing social moresand aesthetic predilectionE I have their imprint on the technological phenome-non and, to a certain extent, determine its character. (25, p. 382)
However, this point of view is probably not totally true today. Technology is a globalsystem. Materials production, distribution, transportatkin and communication are oper-ated in global networks by organizations extra-national and beyond the human and tech-nological resources of any one nation or region. Each system is interlocked and Inter-related with others: Local societies, cultures and even nations have little effect on thedirection of technology.
Whereas mechanical technclogy fragmented the world andproduced competing nation-states, the technology of today is apparently unifying the world, at least in the realm oftechnique. Man's technological decisions are detern..!ning the future for man.Ellul believes that technique has taken over the whole of civilization:
Without exception in the cow_ se of hisvory, t- :1-mique belonged to a civilizationand was merely a single element among a hoat or echnical activities. Todaytechnique has taken over me whole of civilization. ... It has come to be ..he"intervene,. ,n" into the very substance not only c the inorganic but also of theorganic. (11., p. 128)

As technology becomes availabk. to more and more people, as more nadons embracetechnology and industrialization, the more global it becomes and the greater the alterationof existing societies. Societies may not adopt certain technologies. There are manyexamples of societies that have not embraced technology. But for every technique adopted,there exists a new choice, a new mix, within that society whieh portends changes in thesocial and cultu:al structure of the scziety. For example, the introduction of *he auto-mobile into American society -itered the courtship pattern of the young. The airplanetelevision and the birth control pill an altered the options available to man. And the rnoiadvanced the technology, the greater the interdependence of man upon man, whether I,-
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is aware of the dependency or not.
Modern technology is different from primitive technology. Primitive techniques wereaccepted into the society without alterations to the social and cultural structure. Todayit is different. Each major new technology requires a whole network of supporting serv-ices which mandate nc. institutions, new skills, new occupations and new social patterns.One need review only a few recent technologies to accumulate a list of social changes.The diesel engine, television or the computer provides numerous examples. Each of

these respectiA e developments has increased tremendously the power of the new tech-nology in terms of transportation, communication and control. Developments such a3 thesepoint up one other characteristic of technology.
TcriF.y the nature of technology forces us ;:o involve tne public in decision-making,both nationally and internationally. The greater power and potential of technology require

mah to seek new forms of governmental organizatior as a T.-leans of providing for system-
\Nide planning and control of technology. Man has thus created a new reality for himself.Human element The question is: "Can man-plural understand and control whatmar-i,:ngular has created?" Not all men are aware of technology in their environment.Most are controlled 13y it. They are manipulated by it. Many are as oblivious of it asthr:y are of the air they breathe. Many resist its reality and ref,so to study it. Theywant to return to an age long since past while enjoying the tenits ot me new technology.

The technology man has created is, in reality, an extension of man physically andmentally. It alters his biological capacity and enables a land-bound biped, without gills,fins, or wings to be at home in the water or in the air. (5, p. 29) It also creates newrelationships and bonds between men. Technology shapes man's view of himself and others.
All of those who follow Me same technique are bound togetlin- in a tacit fraternityand all of them take the same attitude toward reality. (11, p. 131)
Yet many equate technolo&y with things, tools, processes or products. But tech-nology is a very human enterprise. It is, according to Drucker, about work. (5, p. 30)Man's work is more and more based on knowledge and the application of knowledge towork. Not only has work changed but so has the concept of skill. We discover, as weexamine the role of work and of man as a thinker, as a doer and as a performer, thatskill is different today than it was yesterday. In fact, skill may be the last thing requiredby the worke'" when a major technological advance is made.
Feibleman illustrates that knowledge precedes the practice of skill by noting that theskill of the aviator or the skill of the typist could not have existed before the develop-tent of the airplane or typewriter. (12, p. 320)
Technolegy is a very human endeavor. Today it unites for man both the universe ofdoing and that of knowing.
The new technology unites and brings together, under unifying con pts, those ele-ments that were fragmented during the era of machine technology. Man's work has beenand is being changed. What was once fragmented and centralized is being integrated anddecentralized. (22, p. 24) As work becomes knowledga-based, individual skills, alsoknowledge-based, adapt. The individual thus assumes a new role in relation to technologyand extends the range of possibilities of what man can do in concert with his physicaluniverse.
Conclusion: Technology is the story of change. lt is the story of man's creativeendeavors in determinbig new ways of knowing and doing. R is the creation of new possi-bilities. It is man's attempt to make his world more livable anti more predictable.
Not all men have engaged in the creation of technology, hot all men have, to varyingdegrees, used technology and have been and will 1,e affected by it. The technology man-singular has cleated is a tremendous force which requires direction and control. Werealize now that a precarious balance exists between man, technology and the physicaluniverse. The challenge of today and tomorrow is to enhance orr ability to measure andto predict future technological devalopments and their probable results or consequences.The questions must be future-oriented, as technology has always been.
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Impressions of doctoral study at an
institution proposing a doctoral program

Lawrence S. Wright

As one Li.t'elops a formal proposal for doctoral study, he may view present doctoral
programs somLwhat critically. In programs already implemented, reasons for doing what
is being done may be rather apparent. Yet, it is believed that the view from an institution
aspiring to offer doctoral study could be refreshing.

A committee has been established at Stout State University to prepare a formal pro-posal for a ioctoral degree in industrial education. A description of the committee bytitle will show the breadth of representation on this six-man committee.
(1) The University Curriculum Coordinator, representing the School of Education.
(2) The chairman of our Physics Department, representing the School of LiberalStudies.
(3) A member of the Graphic Arts Department, 'resenting the School of AppliedScience and Technology.
(4) The director of the MS degree program in vocationpi education, who is also the
director of our Ed.S. (sixth-year) program in industrial . cation.
(5) A member of the industrial teacher education staff Nilo is also director of the
undergraduate major in industrial arts education.
(6) The director of the MS degree program in industrial education, the provisional
director of the doctoral degree program, and chairman of this commitr who is alsoyour speaker.
It might be added that the doctoral preparation of each of these persons was taken ata different doctoral institution.
Our Immeo7P,ce task is to prepare a proposal for on-campus consideration which we

anticipate would be submitted to our Board of Regents for approval and finally to our
Coordinating Council on Higher Education. At that point we will call on a preiimMary
accreditation team and hopefully in the summer or fall of 1972 implement an -ppIfwed
and accredited doctoral program.

At the moment we have several more questions than answers, but let me suggesta few of our impressions.
Teaching doctorates are needed. Every so often we read in the popular press that

there are now more Ph.D.'s than we need, and that the situation may get worse. The
statement may quite possibly be a true ones but may I point out that one of the criticisms
of higher education has been that we have too many research-oriented doctorates 1,pri
.nough teaching doctorates. In fact, we tend to train people out of their teaching posltions
into administrative and research positions.

E. Alden Dunham in Colleges of the Forgotten Americans has written:

More of these academic types, with or without Ph.D.'s, are desired by the
departments to provide the upper-division majors andgraduate work at the mas-
ter's level. Yet it is the need for teachers in the lower-division, general educa-
tion courses that brings forth professors of English, for example, to take care of
freshmen and sophomores, whn, ber,: are increasing. The r.,,,fessors of
English being hired can't wait 1 p Ation and rank so they may concentrate
on what they have been trainc,. ,i.--research at the graduate level. Many of
these people, hired to teach undergraduates, immediately want to turn this
essentially teaching institution into a carbon copy of the research institution
which they just le as graduate students. The situation is ironic, to say theleast.(1)

He further states with regard to the statement that there will be an abundance ofPh.D.'s:
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All the state college people with whom I spoke reject the thesii, that soon
there will be an abundance of Ph.D.'s, .... Actually, they say, recruiting Ph.D.'s
seems to get harder every year. (2)
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This, coupled with the increasing numbers of high school students going on to college,augers for the need for doctoral preparation for excellent teachers for these students.
By 1980, 70% of all high school grads will go to college. The availabilityof free and unlimited educadon through college will augment this trend.(3)

One impreesion we have, then, is that there is a need for doctoral preparation andthat we can contribute to such preparation bypreparing doctoral candidates for a lifetimeof professional activity in teaching industrial education in secondary schools, post-highschools, in Junior and community colleges, and in four-year and graduate colleges anduniversities.
Questions of program content. Some interesting discussions arise he.n we ask thequestion: "Of what should the program consist?" There seems to be egreement thatcompetencies in professional education and research must be incluried, but which com-petencies and to what level of sophistication? These questions will have to be resolved.A more interesting and possibly more elusive question is: Should doctoral candidatesbe given opoornmity to develop further in technical areas? We believe they should andthat a eninimurn of 50% of their work ehould be in what we call the Component of Industryand Technology. Having made that statement, we next must come to grips with what arethese competencies which suould form the base for such advanced study? Should theysimply be more concentration in woods, metals, drafting and the like? Should the caadi-dates study the new directions in industrial arts as advanced content? Should they studythe impacts of industry on man and society, should they gain further support in mathe-matics, physics, chemistry, and, if so, how can graduate credit be given for work whichmay not, in the eyes of these teachers, be graduate instruction in their discipline?What should the -eliminating experience be? If we are not preparing researchers,then what shoeld the eulminating experiences be? An internship in college or universityteaching? What colleges and universities might like to cooperate with us in providinginternship experiences? Should practicums be provided? and what should their nature be?What kind of a final written report for internship or practicurn should be expected?Role of the Ed.S. degree in a doctoral nroKram. The Education Specialist (6th-yeardegree) ip relatively new. With the 1966 comments of the Harvard Committee on "TheGraduate Study of Educadon", we might aseu,ne that it coeld be of lic.tle significance, forthey say:

We propose that the Ed.M. in scholarly or disciplinary fielcla and the generalEd.M. be given up, or else radically restricted, since they are at best steppingstones to doctoral study and du not in themselves represent a clear and "ter-minal" level of professional competence. The presumption should then be, as itis generally understood to be in the arts and sciences, that in the academic orscholarly fields the master's degree is insignificant, and that it is instead thedoctor's degree that sets operative goals and standards.(4)
If their rationale suggests little value for the master's degree, presumably only thedoctorate is of any lasting value. In fact, they go on to say:

It is doctoral training that appears to us to have the greatest potential forfundamental and long-term influence upon the field of education.(5)
Perhap , this is so, but I submit that not every one who is able can continue or wantsto continue to the doctorate. Master's degrees and specialist degrees should not be viewedas stepping stones for everyone. They should be looked upon as plateaus of format prep-aration for a pa rticular purpose as well as stepping stones for tnose who find it within theirmeans and interests to take the additional steps or larger steps.This ra-Ises the questions: Should any of the work of the education specialist beaccepted tc wards the doctorate? Trends across the country seem to be that the Ed.S.degree is terminal. Perhaps with the research Ph.D. as the next step, this is quite appro-priate. However, we are beginning to view our Ed.S. eegree in it.a entirety as the firstycar of work toward the doctorate. The immediate question this poses is: Will we honorthe 6th-year work of other institutions where such study is considered terminal? Wemay have to evaluate the transcripts of each case carefully, but we hope means can befound to use much of the work if net all of the work of accredited 6th-year programs.
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No ,toubt the key point in such evaluation will be: Does the work taken really lead toward
the kind of doctnral program which we propose? Our impression is that in most cases
much of the sixth-year work will be likely to lead to' yard such ends.

Cost accountability. One does not long consider proposed doctoral programs before
cost becomes a consideration. Allan Cartter writes:

3y its nature, graduate education at the master's and doctor's level is
ecveral times as costly as undergraduate education. This is true Le.cause of the
necessarily closer working relationship between master and apprentice scholar,
the high cost of library and laboratory facilities, and the relatively limited con-.
tribution which advanced students can be expected to make to their training. In
the major state universities 1967, the average educational cost per student was
in the neighborhood of 3,000 dollars per year, and if one uses a fairly typical
budget formula rule of thumb (such as that of the University of California), that
the ratio of costs for lower-division, upper-divisbn, master's and doctoral edu-
cation is 1 : 1-1/2 : 2-1/2 : 3-1/2, the cost to the institution of one full-time
student in a typs.cil doctoral program is estimated to be in the neighborhood of
1,500 dollars per year.(6)

Means must be found to reduce these costs. The taxpayer is not willing to shoulder
higher costs, and the mature graduate student cannot. Quoting Dunham again:

First-class graduate work is done on an apprentice basis, almoat a one-to-
one relationship between student and professor. The assumption among acade-
micians is that this costly tradition cannot be changed without sacrificing quality.
This may be true, yet I wonder if the assumption has been s,3riously examined.
From a social-benefit viewpoint, a case could be made that a slum child in a
first-grade class with 30 or 40 others needs more individual attention than a
23-year-old graduate student. It seems somehow strange that we spend the leaE3t
money on young children who don't know anything and the most money en rlung
adults who think they know everything! What is especially bothersome, almoA
fraudulent, is the way in which the enormous per-pupll costs of graduate Instruc-
tion are passed along to taxpayers and parents in the form of higher tuition for
undergraduates. What is fraudulent is the fact that the unsuspecting taxpayer
and parent willingly support higher education in the belief that the soaring costs
will be reflected in better-quality instruction for his freshman son. In prestigi-
ous universities, faculty salaries arc constantly bid up either to recruit or to
protect faculty members who spend little time with undergradeates.(7)

We are more than likely to be held to a type of cost accountability in our programs
which has not been the case in the past. We must either be able to defcad this higher cost
ratio on an economic basis or change the ratio.

Will professionals have shorter work weeks? As a final impression, let me turn toa more general observation. We have all heard projections about shorr..!r work weeks.
If my recollection serves me accurately, I heard Dr. Delmar Olson say in an address in
Wisconsin about two years ago: "If the present trend continues at the same rate, by the
year 2000 no one will be working." tie went on, of course, to point out that It was unlikely
that this trend would continue at this rate. In fact,

For as far into the future as we cen see, we are going to be terribly short
of the really top-flight professionals--executives, historians, ministers, poets,
educaors, engineeis and so on. We are going to need more of them to deal with
the increasingly complex society and the growing population living in it. The
top professionals are going to need more knowledge to do their jobs well. They
are going to need much more wisdom than most of them have now, because the
moral and ethical consermences of their acts are likely to be much greater than
they have been in the past. They will have more powerful tools with which to
manipulate society and they will have to think more in terms of long-range plan-
ning than ever before. They will have to keep in touch with the latest thought
in their areas: their formal education will be unending.(8)

People who would have no trouble at all making use of as much leisure as is
available don't have leisure, while the ones with routine work and a limited view
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of the world and its possibilities are the ones who are going to have leisure,and then there is the vast group of unemployed for whom leisure is hardlyattractive,(9)

With these projections for the years ahf...ad, there are certainly challenges for indus-trial education.
There are many issues that need effective resolution in advanced graduate study.We have touched here on only a few.
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ACIATE business (a compilation)
Frederick D. Kagy

The highlight of the business meeting of the ACIATE at Louisville was the reportof chi?' election committee. The new officers elected this year were Dr. Donald Lux,president, and Dr. Dan Householder, secretary. Both of these men will serve the Councilfor two years. The carry-over officers are Dr. Paul Devore, vice-president, and Dr.William Sargent, treasurer.
Completing their two-year termr this year were Dr. Fred Kagy, prc ddent, and Dr.Willis Ray, secretary.
Dr. Kao;y will continue to serve on the ACIATE Board as past-presi.ent. The past-president also serves as chairman of the Yearbook Committee.The membership of oe ACIATE went over the 1,000 mark for the first time. Themembership now stands at 1,072.
Each year the members of the ACIATE have a chance to nominate one of their mem-bers for the "Man-of-the-Year Award", for the outstanding contribution that this personhas made to the profession over the years. Dr. Donald Maley was presented this awardfor 1970. Dr. PaUl Harrison, Jr., a member of Dr. Maley's staff, made the formal pres-entation at the Yearbook Luncheon. Dr. Harrison related the many and waged conr:ibutionsthat Dr. Maley has made to the profession of industrial arts teacher education. Thepresentation of this award is in itz 16th year. There have been 15 recipients. There hasbeen a recipient each year except 1964.
The Council is proud to add Dr. Donald Maley's name to the distinguished list.Below are listed the recipients and the year of their recognition.

Dewitt Hunt 1955
Gordon Wilber 1956Burl Osburn 1957R. Lee Hornbake 1958
Kenneth Brown 1959
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M. Ray Karnes 1960
Ivan Hestetler 1961
William J. Micheels 1962
John Feirer 1()63
(None Selected) 1964
Rupert N. Evans 1965
Robert S. Swanson 1966
Ralph C. Bohn 1967
Frederick D. Kagy 1968
Rutherford E. Lockette 1969

One of the important meetings of the ACIATE is the Yearbook Luncheon, co-sprmsoredby the Supervisors' Council. This year's chairman was Dr. Ralph Steeb. The ACIATEpresents the yearbook at this function. The editor for the 1970 Yearbook, number 19 inthe series, was Dr. Ralph Callington. Mr. Wes Stephens, of McKnight and McKnight Com-pany, presented Dr. Gallington wi-h the first two copies.
Dr. Gallington related to the members attending this function the problem an editorof a yearbook has in bringing an undertaking of this nature to completion. Dr. Gallington

introduced the chapter authors: Norman Pendered, Rutherford Loe.atte, James Heggen,Wi lliE. Ray, Hugh Hine ly, John Lindbeck and Dan Householder.
Tile title of Yearbook 19 is "Industrial Arts for Disadvantaged Youth". This Lookhas brought to the profe....sion a plan to help these students. The authors, editor and

the officers of the ACIATE hope you will avail yourselves of this important work. Thebook is available far sale to non-members of the Council from the McKnight and McKnight
C.z,mpany.

The ACIATE very sadly reports to the membership the passing of two of its members:
Dr. Menzo Stark and Dr. John Conaway. Both of these men have held membership in theCouncil for many years. Dr. Conaway has been very active in giving leadership to theAccreditation Committee. His group has prepared a tentative accreditation form for usein a self-evaluation of an Industrial Arts Teacher Education Program. His death camejust a week before the Convention.

Dr. Kagy is on the faculty at Illinois State University, Normal.
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The implementation of flexible modularscheduling in industrial education
Harold S. Resnick

During the past several years, a number of innovative school curricula and schedul-ing patterns have been introduced, to a large degree because of recent technological ad-v.ances. Perhaps the one technological device used most frequently is the computer. Com-puters have been used to develop sophisticated instructionalprograms, a number of formsof computer-assisted instruction, and for many non-instructional purposes. Flexiblemodular scheduling is one example of the use of the computer as a non-instructional de-vice to broaden a school's master schedule, and to program students within it. It is ascheduling technique that allows schools to use the concept of time as a variable, ratherthan as a constant in the scheduling pattern.The three words, flexible modular scheduling, define the program to a degree. Theword scheduling means that FMS 1: a technique used to schedule students. By itseif, thisdoes nothing to create different kinds of learning patterns. It does, however, allow fordifferent learning patterns to occur. Flexible signifies that this program allows for agreater deal of flexibility in terms of C.e kinds of possiblo learning activities, and the n-dividualization of student programs. The term modular refers to a module of time asingle small unit, usually approximately fifteen minutes. These modules, replacing theold-fashioned "period", are the basic building blocks for the school program. Flexiblemodular scheduling, then, is a computer-based administrative device used to schedule thestudents in a school, usually within a weekly cycle, on a more flexible basis, using timeas a variable rather than as a constant, and basing the school scheduling cycle upon build-ing blocks called modules.
This report consists of four major subdivisions. First, an attempt is made to pro-vide a general description and the supportive rationale for flexible modular scheduling,including an example of its use. Second, the background information for this study whichexamined the "state of the art" of the implementation of flexible modular scheduling inindustrial education is provided. Third, the findings of this study are reviewed. Thesefindings examine the total school program, as well as the industrial education area. It isbelieved that the range of data reported in these findings may well point out some of thelimitations as well as the advantages of flexible modular scheduling. And fourth, a briefsummarization and the conclusions and observations of this study are presented.General information re ardin flexible modular schedulin . Flexible scheduling isan administrative procedure that utilizes the computer in the development of the masterschedule for a school, and reduces the length of the basic unit of time (traditionally knownas the period) from which the schedule is built. The traditional master schedule providesfor variability in scheduling students, teachers and curriculum, holding time as a con-stant; the flexible schedule manipulates time as an additional variable. By reducing thebasic unit of time now referred to as a module or "mod" to approximately fifteenminutes, mods may be built upon one another in various patterns to meet the curriculumdesign needs of any particular course. Thus, large groups of students can be broughttogether for designated periods of time, small groups can be scheduled to meet with in-dividual teachers, laboratory activities can be structured for any needed length of time,and students can have unstructured time for independent study or development.The essence of this system can be explained best by comparing the flexible and in-flexible systems of scheduling. In the inflexible system most academic subjects aretypically itcheduled for five class meetings per week, arid classes last the same lengthof time, t.sually one hour. Although this pattern is altered somewhat in industrial edu-cation, th scheduling cycle established generally tends to be quite rigid and inflexible.The learners constantly meet the same teacher, and the same students always meet inthe same class.

In the flexible system, the school day is divided into smaller modules. These modulesare combined so that industrial education classes generally schedule laboratory activitiesfor three, four or more modules. The schedule can thus allow for the specific require-ments of each course and, within courses, differentiate between the different activitiesassociated with the instruction in the subject. Large group instruction, small group in-struction, ItAboratory and independent study can be scheduled so that different corn:Ana-
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tions of modules are allocated to each of these activities. The following description of a
typical course exemplifies the curriculum changes matie feasible through FMS.

A tenth-grade industrial education course in materials and processes has an enroll-.
ment of 140 students. Time allocated for this course is fifteen modules per week, which
is comparable to the traditional provision (i.e., 15 x 20 minutes =300 minutes; 5 x 60
300 minutes). A team of three teachers is teaching this course.

These teachers determine that part of their instruction could be provided for 140
students in one group as effectively as for twenty or thirty, with a much greater degree
of efficiency. A large group meeting for all students, therefore, was designated for two
modules (40 minutes) once each week. This large-group session was typically used for
safety instruction, and related technical and occupational information.

In addition, two structured laboratory sections of three modules each (60 minutes)
were established for each student. Twenty-five students were set as the number for a
structured laboratory group. The remaind jf time was allocated for unscheduled openlaboratories. If three teachers were to teach this course within a traditional schedule, a
total of 90 minutes per week would be required, with 46 students per course. Under the
modular system, 40 minutes was set aside for large-group activity, and a toial of 720
minutes was required for structured laboratory secth-ns. This left 140 minutes per
week for open laboratory activities, and reduced class size in a structured lab from 46
to 25 students. Opportunity to use the open lab provided the necessary time for aedidonal
activities for those students needing such time.

The most significant change created by flexible modular scheduling is the unstruc-tured mod the oppoitunity for each student to have as much as forty or fifty percent
of his school day unscheduled so that he can independently assume the responsibility for
his own learning, to complete the aim for each specific course, and to study in those
areas that are relevant to him utilizing his own cognitive learning style.

The rationale for utilizing flexible modular scheduliny. The present typical school
schedule is based on the philosophy that it takes the same amount of time, within the
same instructional pattern, to perform all instructional tastis. This is evidenced by the
existence of the Carnegie Unit, and by the fact that all courses meet for the same length
of time per meeting, and the same number of meetings per week, within the same instruc-
tional pattern. Yet, educational psychology ard 'theories of learning would suggest that
this is not an optimum pattern for all subjects. Not all children need the same amount of
tinie to learn specific things. Nor do all children come to school with equal backgrounds
and talents.

Flexible modular scheduling was designed to resolve these problems. Rather than
prescribe a series of standiArd experiences for all youth, FM5 changes the learning pat-
tern so that each student assumes the responsibility for his own education. The objectives
of flexible scheduling are to make students res,onsible for their education, and to teach
them how to learn, rather than what to learn.

Basic to any educational innovation is a supportive theory of learning. Perhaps the
single truism accepted by all education philosophies is the concept that people are unique,
and that each person learns best in a style unique to himself, based on his past experi-ences. Teaching must take into account, therefore, the differences in the capacities of
given individuals to absorb material. Certainly the assumption that everyone learns inthe same manner is patently untrue.

This assumption provides the fundamental rationale for the development of flexible
modular scheduling. The student, rather than the teacher or the school system, is placedat the hub of the learning process. If one is to accept this new organizational design,
another very critical assumption must also be made: that time is not the prime criterion
for successful achievement, and that learning should be measured in skills attained,
rather than in hours spent h. the classroom. The modular concept of course structure is
predicated on the premise that those involved with curriculum planning can determine
explicitly those kinds of specific learning activities students need to have in the structured
phase of the program. The modular schedule is then adapted in such a manrer to facili-
tate the types of learning experiences prescribed. Flexibility, then, is the means to anend, operating on two levels. First, the responsibility for learning is placed on thelearner; and second, the school structure is redesigned to facilitate the achievement of
the goals established by the learner.

Background for thi.; stuciy. in March of 1965, the School of Education of Stanford
University submitted to the United States Commissioner of Educetion a proposal for a
three-year developmental pilot program entitled Flexibility_ for Vocational Education
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through Computer Scheduling. This proposal was funded in two phases. The first phase
was gstabAshed to test the feasibility of applying computer-generated scheduling tech-
niques to vocational education. The second phase was intended to implement computer
scheduling on a broad scale, and to involve more schools and educational programs than
were involved during the first year of the project. The computer schedule employed was
called the Stanford School Scheduling System (SSSS). The key personnel in the develop-
ment and administration of this project were Dwight W. Allen, Robert N. Bush, Norman
J. Boyan and Robert V. Oakford, of Stanford University. This project terminated in Sep-.
tember, 1968.

When the research phase of the Stanford School Scheduling System was completed,
Educational Coordinates, a private corporation, was established to provide continuity to
the schools using the system, and to provide service to new schools interested in this
activity. At the present time, Educational Coordinates is under contract to schedule
more than 115 schools, and conducts sgrveral national conferences related to flexible modu-
la 7. scheduling each year. Since the schools scheduled by Educatbnal Coordinates are
a highly select .group, representing a cross-ection of the United States, a wide range of
student population and the benefit of several years of implementation, it was decided that
they would serve also as the basic population for the study described in this report.

The purpose of this study was to examine the industrial education departhents of
schools utili7ing flexible modular scheduling, and to prepare a manuscript

describing the
administrative and instructional procedures employed by these departments. This exami-
nation was comprised of five major procedures; 1) a review of the literature in the field
of flexible modular scheduling fot the purpose of identifying characteristics of existing
programs; 2) selection of the schools used in the study; 3) visits to several of the se-
lected schools to aid in the development of the data-gathering instrument; 4) a survey of
the industrial education department of the sample and identification of the administrative
and instructional procedures employed; and 5) the preparation of a manuscript of prac-
tices employed in these schools. It was the purpose of this document to serve as a guide
in the further implementation of flexible modular scheduling for industrial education.

On October 8, 1969, an initial data-gathering instrument was sent to the principals
of all schools scheduled by Educational Coordinates. The purpose of this data-gathering
instrument wits to determine whether each school met all criteria for the study, and also
-o identify an individual who would represent the industrial education department for the
completion of the major data-gathering instrument. In addition, an attempt was made at
this point to identifya number of individuals who would be willing to serve also on a special
team to help validate the major dat -gathering instrument prior to its release. Based
upon this initlal survey, 77 schools were identified for the study. Nine individuals, from
nine different schools, were identified also to serve on the valioating team. The instru-
ment was validated during the month of December, and mailed during the months of Jan-
uary, February and Marth. A total of 65 responses were received, and the data were
collated and reported. The following secti,,n describes the results et the data gathered.
Presentation of the data.

The purpose of this section is to present the findings of this study, based on the re-
turns of the major data-gathering instrument. These results have- been subdivided to
correspond with the various sections of this research instrument.General school information. It was the purpose of this section to determine the over-
all scheduling pattern for each school. Based upon the data returned, the length of time
that the reporting schools have been using flexible modular scheduling ranges from I to

7 years, with an average of 2.9 years, and a mode of 3 years. The typical structure for a
school day appears to be 20 mods, 20 minutes long, for a school day of 6 hours 40 min-
utes. Although the range of figures represented shows a larger diversity, both the average
and the mode indicate that the 20-20 pattern is most common.The Industrial gducation Department, Infoimation about the respective industrial
education departments showed a much greater rangeof data. For example, the number of
students within a given industrial education department ranged from a small rural school
with 72 students to- a multi-school urban complex with 1,500 students, Corresponding
numbers of teachers within these departments ranged from 1 to 14.On the average, a typical industrial education department has 435 students, served
by 4.1 teachers; to approximately one teacher for every 100 students. The number of labs
per department ranged from 1 to 10, with a corresponding average of 4.3, or approximately
one lab per teacher and pt;r 100 students. It was rather disappointing to note that of the
62 schools responding, only 11 had any full-time

paraprofessional supportive personnel
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in industrial education. Of these II. schools, all but three had one aide; the other thrae
had two aides. In addition, 13 schools did report the use of part-time aides, ranging
from 1 to 16 per deparunent. The one school reporting 16 aides stated that these were
students who served in the lab3 during some of their unscheduled mods.

Large-group instruction. Of the 62 schools with reported, acceptable data, 29 stated
that they did not use large-grout, instruction, while 33 are utilizing it. Corresponding
percentages reveal that only 53 percent of these industrial education departments use this
instructional pattern.

It appears that the areas of woodworking, metalworking and electricity-electronics
use large-group instruction at a ratio of approximately 3 to 1. For example, of the 33
schools using large-group instruction, 22 had an electricity-elecixonics lab. Of these 22,
16 reported the use of large-group instruction in this area, while six stated that they did
not use it.

The area of power (also reported as automechanics) reported a very high ratio of
large-group instructional use, with a positive response from 14 schools and a negative
one from only 3 schools. Another area with a high ratio for large-group instruction was
general industrial arts. While only 7 of these 33 schools reported the use of a general
industrial arts lab, all severs stated that they did use large-group instruction.

All other areas reported an approximate even split between the use or non-use of
large-group instruction. It was 'ateresng to note that of all areas reporting, only draft-
ing and graphic arts reported a higher number not using large groups, than using it. It
should be reported, however, that the difference was only by one lab in each case.

In determining the administrative pattern for large-group in,truction, four questions
were asked: 1) how many times per week does the large group meet, 2) for how many
minutes per meeting, 3) with how many students per meeting, and 4) in what type of facility.

All schools but five reported that their large groups met orsce a week. The other five
schools reported a meeting twice per week. This produced an average of 1.2 meetings
per week. The average length of tin-ie per meeting was 42 minutes, which corresponds
highly to a 2-mod meeting, at the pre-determined mode of a 20-minute mod. Although
the amount of students per meeting ranged from 15 to 325, the average of 91 corrcsponds
to a combined group of approximately four structured lab sections.

The majority of these large groups meet in some type of formal large-group facility.
Fifteen schools reported the use of a classroom, seven stated that they used a lecture
hall, and seven reported the use of the auditorium for their large-group meetings. Only
two schools reported an attempt to conduct large-group meetings in the lab, and these
schools maintain an average of 35 and 40 students per Iarge-group meeting, which is far
below the average of 91. -

A wide diversity was recorded in the amount and kind of equipment maintained on a
permanent basis to support instruction for large grcups. The sing.le most commonly
availabie device is an overhead projector, with 87.2 percent cf the schools rerting its
nPrmanent installation. Other man this, the only items reported permanently available

more than 50 percent of these schools were a microphone (56.2 percent) and a film
projector (53.0 percent). Also reported in rather substantial numbers were a film pro-
jection booth (43.8 percent) and a stage with podium (40.6 percent). To a somewhat lesser
degree, 31.3 percent of these schools reported the availability and use of closed-circuit
TV, whereas only 9.6 percent indicated a set of master controls for this equipment at the
podium. When a,sked to specify other equipment not indicated in the data-gathering instru-
ment, all responses indicated such hardware as tape recorders, opaque projectors and
filmstrip projectors.

The data indicate that th- most commonly used methods for taking attendance at
large group meetings are roll call, the use of a seating chart, or both. The use of each of
these techniques was reported by 15 schools. To a somewhat lesser degree, seven schools
reported the use of a sign-in sheet, often in conjunction with a roll call. Other individual
techniques for taking attendance included the use of quizzes or review questions, and the
use of lab assistants or teacher aides for this function.

In reporting the subject tODiCS for large-group meetings, the schools in this cudy
indicated the highest percentage of time -- 41percent -- devoted to technical information
related to laboratory work. The next highest area was related occupational information,
receiving an average of 16 percent. Approximately 14 percent of the time used in large
group meetings was devoted to demonstrations of tools and machines; 13 percent to safety
instruction; and 10 percent to evaluation. Other items indicated by individual schools in-
cluded technical information not related to the lab, discussion al.d planning sessions, and
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school problems and functions.
A number of different instructional methods are employed for large-group meetings.The primary method by far is the traditionalone-teacher presentadon, employed approxi-mately 62 percent of the time. Other than the traditional one-teacher presentation, thenext highest rating is for the use of films. An average of all schools indicates that 19percent of th; large-group meeting time is devoted to films. The only other substantiallyreported method was team teacher presentations, receiving an overall average of 8perceat. Other instructional methods receiving overall averages from two to four per-cent included single- or team-student presentations, guest speakers and field trips. Oneother instructional method reported by only one school was the use of 10 percent of theinstructional time for viewing videotapes of demonstrations.These teachers were also asked to rank the method they use to evaluate the effective-nes of large-group instruction. The averages compiled indicate that laboratory per-formance is the most highly-considered determinant of instructional effectiveness; writtentest performance is considered second in importance; and large-group attei.dance is theleast-considered factor.

The last major question for large-group instruction attempted to assess the respond-ents' reactiOns to the effectiveness of large-group instraction. Eighty-one perzent of theteachers responded positively to this question, whereas only 19 percent responded in anegative manner. A number of respondents indicated a variety of suggestions to increasethe effectiveness of large-group instruction. In general, these tend to fall within threecategories. First, a number of teachers indicateda need for more audio-visual materialsand "software". Second, and related to the first item, was the identified need for betterlarge-group facilities, and more equipment or "hardware". Third, and perhaps most im-pot tant, was the stated need for more personnel, additional teacher preparation time, andteachers trained in large-group presentation skills.In general, It appears that the schools and teachers are reasonably satisfied withthe effectiveness of large-group instruction.
Structured laboratory sections. This section attempts to answer several basic ques-tions identified with the structured laboratory sections. The first of these questionsdeals with the administrative scheduling pattern and personnel utilization for the struc-tured lab. The average scheduled lab meets 2.3 times per week. The range of meetingsis only 1-5, and the mode is well established at two meetings per week, this number rep-resented by 31 of the 61 schools with acceptable responses. The average length of eachmeeting is 65.8 minutes, which corresponds closely to the 60-minute mode, representingthree 20-minute mods. Approximately 20 students are scheduled for a structured lab(more accurately, an average of 20.3students and a mode of 24 students). A typical struc-tured lab, then, will meet twice a week for three mods per meeting, and 20 students pergroup.
The o. erwhelmi.ng personnel pattern contains one teacher per meeting, and no sup-portive personnel. Oniy two of these 61 schools indicated two teachers for a structuredlab, and seven identified the use of one support person.In identifying available facilities for small group discussion, the greatest percentage(41.0 percent) of the respondents indicated the use of a portion of the lab. Thirty-two andeight-tenths percent did note the use of a separate conference or classroom for thisactivity. A sizable portion of these teachers (26.2 percent) reported no facilities forsmall discussion groups. A smaller percentage (16.4 percent) indicated the use of theresource center for this activity.
To the surprise of this researcher, 17 of these schools, representing 27.9 percent,were utilizing facilities expressly designed for flexible modular scheduling. Sixty andseven-tenths percent were in facilities that had been designed for a traditional program,and had not undergone any changes. The remaining 13.1 perzent were in traditional facili-ties that had been modified in some manner to adapt to FMS. In most cases, these changesrepresented the removal of walls and/or the construction of large- and small-group dis-cussion areas.
The next section attempted to report data regarding the typical instructional patternfor scheduled 141iorator; activities. By far, the greatest percentage of time is devoted tostudent performance at the work station. This activity accounts for an average of 59.1percent of all structured lab time. The next highest-ranked activity in terms of percentageof time is the teacher demonstration of manipulative operations, accounting for an aver-age of 21.7 percent of the time, with a somewhat lower mode of 10 percent. The! remainingtime is divided between discussion of related technical (11.2 percent) and occupational
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(5.6 percent) information. Individual responses from teachers identifying other activitiesare most often either student evaluation or clean-up.
In ascertaining whether the general invalvement of students in leadership or servicecapacities in the structured lab has changed under the modular system, 60.3 percent ofthe respondents reported no change. The 39.7percent positive responses indicate a greatrange of comments. By far, the majority of these teachers report a greater student in-volvement, more student responsibility, self-direction and assumption of leadership roles.The general comment seems to be one of more individualizationgreater opportunityfor each stude t to develop a program to meet his particular needs. There were, how-ever, a number of teachers who reported decreased student involvement, leadership andmotivation.
The last question dealing with the structured laboratory section called for a re-spondent evaluation of the effectiveness of ikia inwructional pattern. 'I he vast majority(84.7 percent) of these teachers respondedpositively to the structured lab. Many teachers,including those who responded both positively and negatively, made a number of sugges-tions to increase the effectiveness of this instructional phase. Many of these suggestionscalled for longer meetings, more meetings per week, and fewer students per meeting.Some teachers indicated a need for more structure, while others expressed a desire forless structure and more flexibility. It would appear that these responses are as much afactor of each teacher's personal relationships with his students, as anything else.Independent study - The "unstructured" mod, Of the 59 schools responding to thissection, 56, representing 94.9 percent, reported the use of independent study. It wouldappear, therefore, that thit instructional phase is an essential part of flexible modularscheduling. The first basic question in this section attempted to determine the extent ofindependent study in each school. This was determined by identifying the percentage ofeach student's time that was not scheduled, and then noting the degree of freedom he hadduring this ur ;me. As shown in the darn, the average student has 36.7 percentunschedul, eported mode of 40 percent. Irony of these 59 schools, repre-sentine ye their students complete freedom to travel anywhere on heschool unscheduled time. Those schr, lq specifying restrictionsof three qualifications: 1) student -iy not roam the halls durIlgmods, 2) b,.,..uLilL) must be in areas where supervisory personnel are present, or 3) stu-dents must report to ceriain designated areas, usually the library, resource centers, a"commons" area or ope.1 labs.

An attempt was otade also to identify those facilities available to the student for in-dependent study. An schools responding indicated that they had a central library forstudent use during indenendent study. Seventy-eightand nine-tenths percent of these schoolsreported also that this central library cuntained resources for industrial education. Asmaller number, representing 40.4 percent, specified also that they had a separate re-source center for industrial education. In addition, a significant 75.4 percent of theseschools reported the use of a cafeteria which s rved also as a student center. When askedto identify any other kinds of student centers or lounges, 27 schools, or 47,4 percent,specified some kind of area. The majority of these are open courts, patios, recreationrooms and lounges. Also included, however, are resource centers, student carrels anda paperback library.
The next series ef questions attempted to provide data in determining the pattera ofuse for the open lab with respect to: 1) facility and staff availability, 2) kinds of activitiesconducted in the open lab, and 3) special organizational patterns established. There ap-pears to be a very wioe range(3-105)of numbers of mods per week that a lab is availablefor unscheduled activities. Both the average and mode, however, seem to settle atapproximately 30, which is roughly equivalent to six mods or two hours per day. Duringthis time the number of students allowed to use an open lab ranges from sever to "nolimit". A double mode exists for this item, indicating both a "no limit" response, and amode of 24. This mode of 24 corresponds also to the average of 24.4, and to the mode forstudents allowed in the structured laboratory.
The percent of students who use the open lab also varies greatly from school toschool, with a range from 5 to100 percent. It is interesting to note that although the aver-age number of suidents using the open lab is 59.7 percent, the mode is 100 percent. Thenumber of personnel staffing this lab ranges from 1 to 3, with an average of 1.2 and avery large mode (42 of 56 responses) of one. In SO of these 56 schools, the level of thispersonnel is a teacher. Only six schools, representing 10.7 percent, include the use ofa paraprofessional or aide. It would seem, therefore, that the staffing pattern for this
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instructional technique has remained rather traditional.In an attempt to determine the percentage of student time devoted to varied activitiesin the open lab, a number of questions were asked. The results seem to indicate thatapproxim.ttely equal time is devoted to individual projects belonging to students, and di-.rected study projects being done for student credit. These two areas received averagesof 37.9 percent and 37.3 percent, respectively. In both cases it is interesting to note amode of 10 and a range from 0 to 100 percent. The next highest area was the completionof homework or independent study assignments. This activity received an average of19.3 percent, and a mode of 0. The other area identified, special elub activities, receiveda rating of only 1.2 percent, and 42 of the schools reported 0 for it.The use of the open lab by non-industrial-education students was also examined. Itappears that 34 of these 56 schools, or 60.7 percent, allow non-industrial-education stu-dents to use the open lab. There are, however, a number of special considerations thatneed to be made for them. The prime concern seemed to be one of safety, and the IEDteachers responded typically with one or more of the following restrictions: 1) they mustbe accompanied by an approved IED student or by the teacher while they are working,2) they must first pass the safety tests, 3) they must be "checked out" on the equipment,or 4) they may use hand tools only.
The next section attempted to report any unique organizational patterns that wereneeded for the open lab with respect to attendance, tool distribution and control, safetyprocedures and clean-up procedures. As showt., 54.7 percent of the schools reportingindicated that they did not take attendance during the unstructured lab. Of those schoolstaking attendance, a sign-in or check-in sheet was most prevalent. Some schools havean official time clock, while othets use a student foreman to take attendance. Seventy-sixpercent of these schools utilize an open-tool-panel honor system, in which students taketools as they are needed. In those few schools where this system is not being employed,a student tool foreman is generally in charge of all tools in "crib", and he signs themout to students as needed. It was interesting to note that virtually all schools reported thesame safety policies and procedures as for al/ other phases of laboratory activity. In noschool did there seem to be deviation from this pattern. In terms of clean-up procedures,75.5 per( it of the schools use the informal procedure of each student being responsiblefor cleaning the area in which he was working. Those schools not using this informalprocedure generally report the use of a formal system similar to the one used in the struc-tured lnb, often utilizing the aid of a student foreman.The last basic question regarding this instructional phase was the respundents' re-action to independent study. Fifty percent of the respondents indicated that they believedthat the unstructured modhad been effective; 48.1percent responded in a negative manner,and one person said "yes and no".

The number of suggestions to increase the effectiveness of the open lab were manyand varied. A number of teachers indicated the need for paraprofessional support.Some teachers complained of problems ieiating to clean-up and tool loss. Several teachersindicated the need for more structure; others wanted less structure. No generalizationsor conclusions cculd be drawn.The resource center. It was interesting to note that of the 61 schools responding tothis section, only 24, representing 39.3percent, indicated that they have a resource centerfor industrial education. An immediate conclusion could be drawn, therefore, that this isan area in need of further development.The data in this section attempted to provide information regarding the administra-tiv- structure of the resource center for industrial education. Of the 24 schools containingthis resource center, 10, or 41.7 percent, maintaina center solely for industrial education.The other 14 centers are shared typically with the other practical arts, although in sev-eral cases they are combined with either fine arts or math and science. The number ofstudents that can be served in this center ranges from four to 150, with a mode of 25 andan average of 39.9 students. The typical center is open on an average of 17.7 mods perday, although the mode reported was an "all-day" availability.In determining the kinds of equipment and resources contained within this facility,it was indicated that the most widely-housed resource is a library of technical books andmagazines (91.7 percent). Also generally available in most facilities is a place to useaudio-visual equipment (79.2 percent) and teacher-made instructional materials (75.0percent). To a somewhat lesser degree, although still maintained by approximately 50percent of the centers, are a general library area (66.7 percent), audio-visual equipment54.2 percent), films, tapes, slides, etc. (54.2 percent), individual study carrels (50.0
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percent), and drafting tables (50.0 percent). Maintained to a much lesser degree are
student and teacher lounge areas (16.7 percent each). In addition, individual items
mentioned by specific schools included typewriters, a keypunch machine, business ma-
chines, electrical breadboards, a spirit master duplicator, and a dial access system.

This study attempted also to determine the level of personnel that staffs this center.
Eight of the reporting schools (36.4 percent) reported no use of paraprofessionals to main-
tain the resource center. The remaining 63.6 percent did report the use of paraprofes-
sionals, ranging from one to 16 per center, with an average of 2.3 and a mode of one.
Forty-five and five-tenths percent of the schools also reported the use of teachers to help
maintain this center, either instead of or in addition to paraprofessional support. Other
persons cited by individual schools included an audio-visual specialist "on call", a
librarian, a full-time secretary and student aides.

The last basic question dealing with the resource certer attempted to record the
respondents' evaluation of the use of this facility. Forty-five and five-tenths percont of
the respondents were pleased with the effectiveness of their resource center. Fifty-four
and five-tenths percent weie not. The majority of suggesdons to improve the use of this
facility centered around the acquisition of more audio-visual equipment and materials,
and the further use of paraprofessional support. Those teachers reporting a resource
center as part of the lz.,bexpressed a desire to establish it physically ap a separate entity.

Conclusion. This last sectian records the respondents' evaluation of FMS in general,
and identifies any noted additional problems or comments mendoned by individual re-
spondents.

Seventy-one and seven-tenths percent of all schools reported a positive response
when asked whether they believed FMS to be better than a traditional scheduling pattern.
Only 13.3 percent responded in a negative fashion, and 15.0 percent said, "yes and no".

Individual respondent suggestions to increase the effectiveness of FMS in general
seemed to fall within several categories. The one major problem, however, seems to be
in assisting the academically-average or below-average unmotivated student. This learner
ita apparently wasting much of his unscheduled time, and is no better off in the flexible
system than he was under the traditional plan. This is a question yet to be resolved.

Interpretation of the findings. Throughout the middle decades of the :_wentieth cenutry,
a number of innovative approaches have nem developed in the field of education. Flexible
modular scheduling may well remain as one of the more significant of r -r Innovations.
Too often, however, an approach is developed too rapidly, fi. " rriedly, and
condemned too prematurely.

In an attempt to avoid premature evaluation prior to a iou ui -xperimentation
and implementation, this study attempted only to report the "state of the art" of flexible
modular scheduling with respect to industrial education. Its goals were to: 1) review the
development of flexible modular scheduling, 2) identify and gather data from individuals
representing the industrial education departments ofa numberof schools utilizing flexible
modular scheduling, and 3) report this data to teachers in the field.

Each of the preceding sections provide supporting data and findings related to these
objectives. These findings provide a base for the conclusions and observations presented
here. Conclusions are defined as those comments supported by the findings and retated
directly to the results of this study. The section on observations reveals findings which
lack sufficient data to be classified as conclusions, but were felt by the author to be perti-
nent to the study.

Conclusions of the study. Based on the historical review of the flexible modular
1.6heduling movement, and on the many descriptive comments made in the data-gathering
L.struments, a large number of conclusions could be drawn. The researcher believes,
however, that it wt:uld be more significant to examine the several subdivisions of this in-
strument, and to cite only the most outstanding points.

(1) Although the schools in this study were experimenting with an innovative program,
the formal arrangement for industrial education has remained essentially the same. The
typical industrial education department averaged 100 students per teacher, assigned one
lab to each teacher, and did not rely on paraprofessional support, or utillze the concept of
differentiated staffing.

(2) Large-group instruction was not used in industrial education by almost 50 per-
cent of these schools. The conclusion could be drawn that more attention could be given
to this area, either in terms of training teachers in the methodology of making large-
group presentations, and/or in the development of curriculum materials to support this
instructional phase.
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(3) The fact that some areas within the field of industrial education use large-groupinstruction more than other areas would seem to conclude that different kinds cf contentare more or less suited for large-group instructional patterns.(4) Despite the verbal homage paid to team teaching and student involvement and in-structional aides, the pattern for presenting subject matter is still overwhelmingly aformal one-teacher presentation. The single exception to this statement is the fairlywidespread use of films for large-group presentations.(5) It would seem that a number of schools would either begin to use or increasetheir use of large-group instruction if large-group facilities, with audio-visual hardwareand the supportive software, were more generally available.
(6) The amount of time students now meet for s-. -uctured laboratory sections hasbeen reduced from the traditional five hours to approximately two hours per week. Itwould seem, therefore, that the other instruct,onal phases do provide for a very substan-tial portion of the total instruction.
(7) The pattern of the structured lab ia FMS has generally followed the same patternas the traditional structured-laboratory activity.(8) Most schools give their students 2nproxin- itely 40 percent unscheduled time,with a large degree of freedomofactivitydLg this period. There is a vex), great rangeof student ability to accept alduse this unsci-dffi--d time. The more able student generallyassumes more leadership activities and opiel-nunities; the unmotivated student more oftendoes not use this time to his educational ace Antage.(9) The pattern of student use of the lab varies so greatly that it would seemthis is a function of each individual teacL-_ and his program, rather than a function ofthe modular system.

(10) The organizational patterns in the open lab with respect to safety, clean-up, toolusage and attendance appear to rely mob- 'leavily on a student honor system. The widerange of satisfaction and dissatisfaction IA .n this system would indicate that this is alsomore a factor of each individual teacher r. iationships with his students than anythingelse.
(11) There is a lack of adequate paraprofessional support and differentiated staffingpatterns in all instructional phases.
(12) The concept of the resource center is not being implemented on a wide scale, asevidenced by the low percentage of schools containing such a center for industrial educa-tion, the poor staffing patterns and the paucity of c tucational materials.(13) The general pattern for industrial education within F' included one large-groupmeeting for two mods per v,eek; two structured labs for th mods each per week, greatlyresembling a traditional lab approach; and the use of open labs. Paraprofessional support,a resource center, experimental curricula, and all other innovations, then, seem to bea factor of each individual school and industrial education teacher.The author's observations. In conducting this research, several observations weremade, based both on the review of the literature and the data obtained from the researchinstrument. Although these are not directly or conclusively supported by the findings,there was sufficient support to warrant their inclusion in this section.(1) While flexible modular scheduling appears to have done much for the above-average student, the unmotivated learner has trouble using his unscheduled time wisely,and is frequently unable to cope with the freedom provided by this system.(2) Only a positive attitude on the part of the teacher can make the modular schedulea flexible schedule. Flexibility lies witlith the ability of each teacher to use the addedvariable of time to a positive instructional advantage. Innovation can occur only when it isimplemented by innovators.
(3) The implementation of FMS means little without an accompanying curriculum re-vision. And, this revision must replace the old criteria of time invested in the classroomby performances achieved by the learner. Only when the performances are specificallyidentified can the best instructional patterns to achieve these performances be determined.(4) While small-group discussion has assumed the very different function of groupinteraction and total individual involvement in other subject areas, there appears to belittle of this change in industrial education. It ip the author's belief that this is due to thegreat deal of informal student-teacher individu, involvement that has always existed inindusxial education.
(5) The fundamental assumption underlying flexible modular scheduling is that thestudent should assume the responsibility for his own learning. If this assumption is ac-cepted, then the ob.3ervation may be made that the heart of FMS is the independent study-
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for this is where the student may develop at his own pace, using those resources of mostinterest to him this is where he may discover "how to learn", rather than "what tolearn".
Mr. Resnick is on the faculty at Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.

Modular flexible schedulinga reaction
Kenneth R. McLea

I count this a special opportunity and pleasure to react to an innovative program e uchas modular flexible scheduling because of my involvement over the past couple of yearsin visiting schools and talking to people.
There is one phase of modular flexible scheduling, though, that I feel is an importantarea of this or any other innovation that needs our additional attention. The area I willspeak about is especially important, since this meeting provides a hearing by people whoare in a strategic position for affecting educational processes significantly. You whoteach in industrial education whether industrial arts, vocational, occupational or tech-nical play a crucially inportant role. And you, the teacher, are the area to which I wouldlike to direct my reaction. You are the most important aspect in modular flexible sched-uling, which is being implemented into our schools. Improve curriculum, improveteacher training, improve administration if you will, but in the final analysis, it is theteacher in the classroom upon which the better world will be molded.
Innovations abound in education, but so do teacher apathy and indecision. Whethersome of the changes are truly inncivative and inventive, or merely modifications of some-one's creative idea, is not a basic issue. A few teachers seem to accept change for thesake of change, a few seem to be willing to be pioneers and experiment with new ideas,and fewer still are realty innovators. The greater majority of teachers seem to be some-what aware of innovations, but they react differently as they tend to follow a course of non-involvement. Modular flexible scheduling is such a case in our changing educationalworld, and the teacher is themost important key, and it is to you that the parents, studentsand (believe it or not) the administration are looking for the skills, knowledge and attitudeneeded for implementation and success of modular flexible scheduling.The first step, of course, to implementing any innovation is to act now. There isno time like the present. And this is how I feel toward modular flexible scheduling andinnovations. But how do we act? We study, we develop and then we implement it into aprogram. Even if it's only a pilot program--it's a start.
Things have changed--there is no time like the present to act. Americans are watch-ing and waiting for their educators to "getoff the stick". May I quote from a speech madeto a Phi Delta Kappa meeting by an assemlilywoman from the state capitol in California?I'm sure the feeling is national: "The schools in this state do not know where they aregoing, why they are going there, or how they are going to get there. A new joint legislativecommittee was ?ppointed, whose mission is tofind out the where, why and how of schools.This new legistative attinzde opens the doors for all educators to make their respectivecases forcefully and compellingly."
I remember last year when I was department head in a large inner-city high school.The downtown administration was asking for plans so they could completely rebuild ourfacilities in the industrial education department. The teachers came up with suggestionssuch as lockers, blackout shades, a drinking fountain, fix the door, etc. This was all thatseemed to bother them. If this attitude was changed, then maybe some of the problemsare ours--the teaching staff. Have you ever tried to get teachers to agree on something--anything, at a teachers' meeting? We hear a lot of complaining, but are we (by we, 1rmean those of us who are down on the firing line) triing to match the complaints withaction?
The modular flexible scheduling program is a tough program--it takes a lot of plan-ning, coordination, cooperation and communication between teachers and administration;students and administration; students and teachers, administration and parents. Duringa visit, one and one-half years ago, to a high school in California with the coordinator ofmodular flexible scheduling, he stated that the decision to go on modular flexible sched-
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uling was made by the teachers, because theyfelt that under the regular system an effec-tive job of educating the children was not being done.During a visit last week, after 18 months on the modular flexible schedule, the co-ordinator nnd industrial arts department head expressed the opinion that the schedulingsystem needs modifying. F's have increased, cutting has increased, and they feel thatthey are losing 35% of the students who don't even bother to attend class. Reason--lackof motivation.
After listening for an hour or so, I found that a lot of their troubles are the same onesbeing expressed in schools under a regular schedule. Point: Modular flexible schedulingin itself is not a panacea--it is only an answer to scheduling problems. Studer. problemsstill exist.
So, I feel that now is the time to involve ourselves in a really in-depth study of thelearning process. Did we develop modular flexible scheduling and forget the human as-pects? ExampleThey call modular flexible scheduling new, but then still put the kidsinto large groups and talk to them or show films. This is new? The industrial arts kidsreject it and cut the lectures in droves. After all, which is more interestingmeetingyour girl out on the lawnor attending a lecture? Problemgetting them to class (adminis-trative? or ceacher?). Industrial arts problems expressed: stolen tools, liability forvisitors in your shop, absc eism, stolen books. But these could be problems under anysystem. We must be entht ;tic and act. We must be flexibiowilling to try--willing toput in extra time and effort. n't implement modular flexible scheduling and quit. Teach-ers should be working harder, but the teatthers I spoke to stated that they were throughat 1:30 daily, and perhaps that's why the kids don't attend afternoon classes. If a lot ofteachers can leave, why can't the students?

We in industrial education mtst pick up the ball--NOW (as they say)--and run withit or lose industrial education convlet .ly. To the other sidethe "Academaniacs" whostill regard the soiled hand as the mark c.,f a slave 0:7 serf- they forget or ignore the factthat the head is helpless without an educated hand. Statistics show that for every archi-tect, we need 20 bricklayers, 20 carpenters and 10 plumbers. But they still talk abouteveryone going to college to be that "architect". Clark Kerr, ex-president of the Univer-sity cf California, in the news recently, wants everyone to attend college. My case--article in the San Francisco Chronicle, Thursday, April 2, 1970"Job Squeeze fn -701 -lege Graduates." The lead paragraph states that June colToge gracinar,,- "1,n,1.1e,hard times". When is industrial education going to c at activity?You men sitting here are receptive and interebt,-.A. aow 1111.4-11 of what you seeand hear at this conference will be shared with your colleagues? Do you have meetingsto c,mivey this information? If you say "yes", great. If you say "no", then everythingsaid or seen this veek is lost. I have a favorite word which has always helped me, andI've always passed it on to my students. The word is involved. We hear, "Don't volun-teer, don't be a square." But how can we get things accomplished if we don't volunteerand get Involved?

Mr. Mcleo is on the faculty of City College of San Francisco, California.

The method hang-up in industrial arts
Lawrence S. Wright

I want to introduce my topic with an old bromide of which I first learned back in thelate forties when I was helping with that edition of the Manual for Navy Instructors. Idon't know whom to credit with the statement, and perhaps all of you have heard it. Itgoes like this:
There are two great sources of waste in education:

(1) Teaching the wrong thing brilliantly.
(2) Teaching the right thing poorly or ineffectively.The first of these sources of waste, teaching the wrong thing brilliantly, deals withhang-ups related to content; the second, teaching the right thing poorly, with hang-upsrelated to method. Although my focus tonight is on method, I must first identify a con-tent hang-up, because content and method are inextricably woven together as the impact
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of the teaching-learning process hits the learner; we can only consider them separatelyat the theoretical level.
This leads me to the first hang-up without which method may have no meaning:Failure of the profession to identify the source of the body of knowledge. As a profession,we are still divided into several camps with respect to the prior question of: "What isthe source of our content?" or "What shall be the body of knowledge?" A review of fif-teen of the innovative programs shows the following as recommended sources: InduL:try,technology, industry and technology, industrial technology, American industry, the worldof work, productive society and occupations.
Possibly, it is too much to ask that industrial arts teachers in our secondary schoolsgive great parts of their time to this question--but it certainly isn't too much to expectfrom those of us who prepare these teachers. I refer here both to the professional and tothe substantive area teacher educator. Until we, as a profession, more clearly identifythe source of the body of knowledge and clearly establish our rationale, we will continueto have a basic content selection hang-up which will plague us no matter what methodswe choose for imparting the subject matter.
The methods we use as teachers are the vehicles or carriers through which we try tobring about our ends; namely, behavior changes in our students. Perhaps, then, themethod is the medium and the message is the content and the end product is behaviorchange.
In choosing teaching methods (e.g., vehicles and carriers) to reach certain goals,such considerations as needs of the students, nature and scope of the course content, theability and preference of the teacher are used. But, what is method?
Webster says that "method" is: "a systematic plan followed in presenting materialfor instruction."(1)
Another definition is "an ordered system by which a teacher puts educative agents towork on humans to produce certain changes or results."(2)
Harry S. iiroudy writes that: "...method refers to the formal struct,Ire of the se-quence of acts commonly denoted by instruction."0\ He goe rcrco rers : oth the strategy and tar.rics of teachi tvolve-: , 4 what betaught at a f-iwni rt y which it is to be taubht, and the order in which it isto be taugh
For our discussion, then, method is the strategic structure, or plan, for ns,:agabout behw ior changes in students. Teaching methods are the particular tactic e-hi les used ts_a_c_2.2nish the particular end for a given student or set of student-Whene' r teachers step before their classes, whether they are first-year "'Iersm experienced professionals, they are confronted by the problem that has ch:'ect...cators for centuries, namely, how to teach.
Lot us now assume appropriate content selection and discuss the second grea su ceof .vaste in education: teaching the right thing poorly or ineffectively.The next hang-up: The problem of failure to perceive the significant eler:en.; )f,1-1, communication process is central to this discussion.
Beyonri his basic survival needs, one of the earliest derived needs of man, -7,-hen liebegan to see that it might be advantageous to work together with other men, was Ls needto communicate. The process of communication between mo individuals is ext-ali lycomplex. Encoding, sending, receiving and decoding are the elements of the proce_ andit can break down through any one or all of these steps. Internally, each of us li hadhis own unique set of experiences. The problem then becomes one of how to encnc indsend, with my particular set of experiences and ideas, so that you, with your ol,-. willreceive and decode the message with the meaning that I intended.
Our hang-up comes as the result of making our encoding and sending deci-1,,s interms of the sender's rather than the receiver's experiences. Hove you ever sent. stu-dent to the library or to the office for something and he brings back not what you itioughtyou asked for but what he thought you asked for? This has probably happened to you whenyou have asked a student to brim; you a certain tool from the tool panel. In each inakidualcase for each student, the teacher must be able to discern whether he can simply cal forthe mol by name or whnther he must explain to the student what it is or in what ita:ationit may be found.
Even in written communication it is usually not enough to write so that only )u canread or understand it. Those of you in drafting are especially aware that the notes anddimensions on a drawing must meet the tests of both legibility and intended tr-caning.The hazards of oral communication may be even greater since all too seldom c there
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feedback that permits the sender to know whether the intended receiver has received and,if so, what message he actually received.
This phenomenon is compounded further as one deals with groups. You are facedwith a room full of students, each with his own set of internalized experiences. The mes-sages you send out must be encoded and sent in terms of the individuals in the room, orthe intended result will not take place. Especially when the bell rings and we orally givean assignment in haste are we likely to find that the intended receivers (1) either did notreceive, or (2) may have received something we did not think we were sending.When students are in groups, they must be treated with the same respect with whichyou and I would want to be treated. As teachers, we need to recognize more fully the sig-nifk:ance of learning of the things going on around us in the learning environment. Stu-dents tend to learn best in a warm supportive atmosphere where their social needs arenot challenged. When a student responds and is cut down, he withdraws and fails to re-spond in the future. Even when a student asks a question that has just been answered,the wise teacher will simply answer the question. The student probably should have beenpaying attention, but his question tells you that you were not communicating. Your re-sponse will have considerable bearing on whether you may be able to communicate inthis group situation in the future.

When we give demonstrations, it is often done on a subject with which we have becomevery familiar. We may not realize that the learner's set of personal experiences is suchthat it was not as clear to him as it was to us. The student does not ordinarily ask ques-tions unless something is not clear. And remember, too, the student may not be able toask what appears to you to be an intelligent question. Try to understand what the ques-tioner really is asking. Then answer simply and directly.Let me turn_briefly to the thirzi hang-up: Failure to place the student at the center ofthe teaching-learning envir, nment. zach of us rather enjoys being in the spotlight,especially if we think we are looking pretty good to those who see and hear us. Thisseems to be a characteristic of many people and of teachers in particular. It leads toanother method hang-up, for it is the student who should be the center of attention, whilethe teacher remains on the sidelines. We tend to use those teaching tactics that permitus to show off. We seem to like to give demonstrations, especially those for which weare well prepared, and we take justifiable pride in a job well done. The law of successtends to help us perpetuate the teacher giving all the demonstrations, when we mightcreate additional interest and possibly more 1,,arning by occasionally helping a st-dentlearn to give a demonstration. lt seems to follow that success with teacher-given lecturesand demonstrations may be a deterrent to the use of other tactics that more clearly putthe student at the center of the teaching-learning environment.This leads us to a fourth hang-up: Failure to use differentiated teaching tactics.We have used the project method in industrial arts as one of the maia vehicles for in-struction since the turn of the century. This has been and is one of the methods of provid-ing meaningful experiences for our students and, of course, the watch words have been"learning by doing". There seem to be at least two problems with which we are faced inthe project method. One is that we don't exploit the true meaning of project and reallymake it an educational project. Webster defines the project as: "a task or problem en-gaged in, usually by a group of students, to supplement and apply classroom studies."All too often, the project method turns out to be a "make-a-take-home-product" method.Such a product tends to become. the end rather than the means, and, no matter how nardone tries to argue, it is difficult to deny that the end was the completed product on displayat school or at home rather than the meana. Dr. Lockette of Trenton State College hassaid: "It might be better if we could throw the project down the drain like the chemicalsin the chemistry lab, since it is the process, not the product, that is significant."The project method still has and will continue to have a prime place in industrialarts, even though we criticize various aspects of it. Properly conducted with studentinvolvement in planning, design and evaluation, it can be a real educational project.This brings us to the second problem associated with it. In selecting "projects" forstudents to pursue, just how much activity with the project is necessary before the law ofdiminishing educational returns sets in? This question should be answered for each pro-posed project, and only those that capitalize on the achievement of important behavioralchanges in the student should be permitted. In some ways, the project has been a meansof promoting inefficiency in learning in our shops and laboratories. All too often therehave been operations that have been extremely repetitive and which, after a point, do notcontribute to new learning for the student. Many of the larger woodworking projects in
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classes for industrial arts students would fall into this category.
We are acquainted-with questions that have been raised about student-planned experi-ences. When students plan experiences, they will probably take longer, and they may notcome off quite as professionally, but behavior changes may be more likely to occur andstudent insights to deepen through involvement. Sometimes in my own classes I am so im-patient to turn rni my teaching mechanism that I have to remind myself that classes aresomewhat like the TV set: A warm-up period is required before the action can start.Many industrial arts teachers have never considered that because the project hasheld such a prominent position in our instructional strategies, it has helped to limit en-rollments in our classes. There are students for whom learning by this type of activityis very difficult. By the same token that some students have azademic difficulty, someexperience performance difficulties. We want to participate in those activities in whichwe can experience success, so students will go where the action is for them.We have not done enough with providing diffe.-entiated methods for different students.We have seemingly always known that students in our classes are individuals with differ-ing needs, but we have not had nor taken the time to allow students to use methods appro-priate to them to achieve given objectives. Benjamin Bloom, in a paper on "Learningfor Mastery", writes:

We have fallen into the 'educational trap' of specifying ci,.!ality of instruc-tion... in terms of group results .... We may start with the very different as-sumption that individual students may need very different types and qualitiesof instruction to achieve mastery. It seems xeasonable to expect that somestudents will need more concrete illustrations than will others; some stu-donts may need more examples than do others; some students may need moreapproval and reinforcement than others and some students may even need tohave several repetitions of the explanaticn while others may be able to get itthe first time.(5)

We need to study how to select the best teaching tactics for different individuals ormaybe how to develop a series of tactics to be selected by individuals, so that each maymost efficiently accomnlish the desired behavioral change.Time permits m 3 turn to one more hang-up: Natural resistance of humans tochange. Humans are noted for resisting change. This statement is not unique to teachers,but it certainly is characteristic. It is easy to continue with the old, while it is time-consuming and often frustrating to try something new. Change involves risk of failure, riskof locating and being confronted with newproblems, and the need for thinking and planning.Many of us have used or heard one of the following change resistors:

"It won't work in our school."
"The other teachers won't like it."
"It's too much change."
"The students won't want it."
"It takes too much time to implement."
"We just changed it last year."
"We don't operate our present program efficiently yet.""Let's form a committee."

Perhaps it's for reasons like these that we do not tly some of the newer ideas orthat we don't try again some of the older ones.
The question is really, "What will be the best strategy to use in terms of the stu-dent?" We each have our favorite strategies and tactics. Even so, we should be profes-sional and improve our tactics so that when one we don't like is really more appropriatefor the student, we can use it. Have your students used role-playing lately? Brainstorm-ing? Have you used a guest speaker? A field trip? Have you had a panel discussion? Acommittee hearing? A board of directors meeting? A design conference? After all issaid and done, the real direction the schools will take lies in the hands, not of the adminis-trator, the F-thool board, the guidance counselor, but squarely in the hands of the teacher.With respect to industrial arts, it will largely be your decisions that determine the effec-tiveness of the instruction in your facility. "A discerning and dutiful teacher will test,evaluate and finally select the technique that will most effectively convey his particularmessage to a certain group of learners. It is the teacher with such a variety of method-
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ology who is best prepared to meet the daily challenge of reaching other minds."(6)
FOOTNOTES

Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, Springfield, Mass.: G. C. MerriamCo., publishers, 1965. p. 533,
Coleman, John E. The Master Teachers and the Art of Teachinz, New York: PitmanPublishing Company, 1967, P. 7.Broudy, Harry S., Chapter 1, "Historic Exemplars of Teaching Method," Appearingin Handbook of Research on Teaching, Edited byN. L. Gage, Chicago: Rand Mc-Nally & Co., 1963, p. 3.Ibid.
Bloom, Benjamin S. "Learning for Mastery," UCLA Evaluation Comment Centerfor the Study of Evaluation of Instructional Programs, Vol. 1, No. 2, May, 1968,p. 6.
Coleman, op. cit., p. 5.

Dr- Wright is professor and director of the Graduate Maior in Industrial Education, Stout State University,Menomonie, Wkconsin.

The Daily Double
Jarvis Baillargeon

We are on the track and this is a horse race. The payoff for this race is not dollars,but effective and efficient instruction in the general shop.The general shop, which began in New York State in the early 1930's, today offersinstryction to son-te 250,000 7th- and 8th-grade boys in New York State alone, The gen-eral shop the bane of die unit shop teacher, a six-ring circus ("You can't teach all thoseareas1") is the answer to general education in technology. This presentation is based onan article entitled "A Good Bet: The Daily Double in the General Shop", published inSchool Shop, October, 1968.
Historically the teaching of two activities at one time is an extension of commonpractices in many unit shops. The difference here is the offering of instruction in twodifferent areas to provide activity for students at the earliest possible time. I struggledwith the thought that I might practice what I preached and offer two lessons to the grouprepresented here. Since everyone should improve on past performance, I have outlinedthree lessons for today:

Lesson #1
Title - Teaching General Shop.objective - Differentiate between a general shop organization and a general shopfacility
Content - Two approaches.
Despite all the books and articles written on the subject, there always has remaineda question as to exactly how the teacher was to present six activity areas as part of aninstructional program. In general, it would seem there are two schools of thought:(1) Six areas should be trea.-d as separate entities and offered on a rotating basisas a series of units of instruction. This type of organization has many implications,as it implies that a class of 20 students will be working together in a series of in-structional units carried out in a single facility.(Z The second approach follows the line that instruction should be offered in all theseparate units at one time. Teach them all at once and you have a comprehensivegeneral shop.

Summary - In order to provide a six-activity-area general shop experience, you may:(1) Rotate total group through six consecutive packages; or (2) teach all areas at one time.We will discuss another alternative later.
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Lesson #2
Title - Reviewing Daily Planbooks.
Objective - Distinguish between:

(1) Unit lesson sequences
(2) Lesson rotation
(3) Individual mstruction

Content - Exam'ale a teacher's daily planbook to:
(A) Note that all lessons are sequential in one activity area, such as woods, etc.(B) Note that lessons are rotational from several areas. Check records to find
out how the teacher schedules each student in each area.
(C) Note the prevalence of "W's", indicating that following an introductory talk,the teacher became a project construction assistant.

Summary - Check the planbook for: (1) Sequential lessons, (2) lessons from several areasor (3) very few lessons.
Repeat - Next we will discuss another alternative.

Lesson #3
Title - Daily Double in the General Shop.
Objective - Introduce instruction by preseuting two short lessons in two differentareas.
Content - Select two activity areas, each of which offers sufficient work stations forabout one-half the class size.

(A) Begin instruction by presenting a short "how to"-type lesson from each of
the two selected areas to the entire class.
(B) Following both lessons, offer student the choice of beginning actual work(i.e., selection and layout) in either area.
(C) Control choice if necessary to divide efficiently.
(D) Note for students that they will be working in the other area at a later date
without additional group instruction.

Summary - Two areas of instruction - a "Daily Double" - presented consecutive)y during
the same class period to the entire group. Capitalizing on the relatively short interest
span of early adolescence, teach two thort: (10- to 15-minute) lessons to an entire group,followed by a division, each half of the class going to work in a differem activity area.In the parlance of the 'Improvement of the Breed' industry, we have progressed froma 'Daily Double' to an 'Exacta' (three in a row) in less than 20 minutes. The lessons canbe construed as coming from three areas; Lesson #1, Undergraduate Methods; Lesson #2,Supervision; Lesson #3, In-service education. All these for the purpose of improvinginstruction via new teaching methods.

Mr. Baillargeon is supervisor, Bureau of Industrial Arts, State Education Department, Albany, New York.

Industrial education: the rumble
seat and the wandering wagon

W. Lloyd Gheen
Since 1928, the objectives espoused by our national organizations have retained arelative conceptual and structural consistency (1). Changes have been made in wordingand emphasis to correspond with industrial and technological changes, but basic coacep-tual threads can be traced throughout (2). In a recent publication, we find that to "De-velop Problem-Solving and Creative Abilities Involving the Materials, Processes andProducts of Industry" is one of the five "Goals for Contemporary Industrial Arts Pro-grams" (3).
It is a fine thing to have an objective. But that goal only becomes significant if itsachievement is measurable and edifying.
As a profession, we bear the title of industry. But, do we represent industry by ourobjectives? Let's see if a positive correlation can be drawn between industry's hiterest
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in the devele.pment and use of creative talent, and our objective to stimulate that samegrowth.
General Electric, for more than 25 years, has given incoming engineers a two-yearcout:e in creative thinking. As a result, these men produce three times more patentsthan those who do not take the training. IBM, US Steel, General Motors, the Air Forceare among other major industries providing creative training for their employees. Morethan 6000 other companies have engaged in creativity training. Why? Technological ad-vances amass such a tremendous amount: of new knowledge in such short periods of timethat it is physically impossible for one to digest it all. Therefore, the ability to think newbecomes more important than the ability to digest the old. From the above evidence, itappears that our objective to develop creative talents is in close harmony with industries'needs.

in this drawing, industry is represented by an old clunk of an automobile rather thanLy a modern space vehicle or speeding rocket. Such a representation is nor to implyIndustrial obsolescence, but rather to illustrate that the rapidity of technological advanceswill render today's industrial activities as tomorrow's clunkers.
Industrial education, and indeed the whole educational spectrum, will always be trail-ing industrial and technological advancement. Many of the reasons for this lag, I'm sure,are quite obvious. But, will we he trailing in the "rumble seat" position of close-quarterbehindedness, or will we be slamming around in the dust of past tradition and bygone daysin a "wandering wagon" fashion, making milk stools and funnels?I have recently completed a research project which was aimed at determining (1) howmuch encouragement and stimulation for creative development we should, as industrialeducators, provide in college classes, and(2)how well we are doing to meet these criteria.To accomplish this task, a scale was developed containing instructional methodologiesfor stimulating creative thinking. The instrument, entitled "Creative Expression Scale",was then sent to 37 industrial educators throughout the nation. These experts in the fieldwere asked to indicate the extent to which industrial educators should employ the tech-niques implied by the 32 items of the scale. A remarkably consistent response to theCES was received from 29 educators. Mean scores, based on a five-point scale, werecalculated for each of the 32 items. Items were grouped into four sections for which addi-tional mean ratings were established, and a "CES Mean" was determined for a collective,overall rating. These mean ratings, ranging in value from 2.62 to 4.79 (5.00 being thehighest possible value), constituted "Criterion Ratings"--minimum acceptable standardsfor performance.

The CES was then administered in 48 industrial education classes within five Texasinstitutions having industrial arts teacher training programs. A total of 23 differentteachers and 749 student responses* were involved in the study.Mean ratings have thus far been established for each institution. Collective meanscores have also been computed for classes of a laboratory orientation as well as fornonlahoratory-type courses--theory classes. The means derived from the university
*A given student could have responded to the CES in more than one class. Eachseparate answer sheet received constituted a "student response".
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TABLE 1

Statistical Analysis of Five Institutions Showing
the Difference Between the Criterion

and the Status Ratings

Variable Criterion
Number Value

Inst. Differ-
1 ence

Inst. Differ-
2 ence

Inst. Differ-
3 ence

Inst. Differ-
4 ence

Inst. Differ-
5 ence

1 4.72 3.20 1.52** 3.37 715** 3.49 1.23** 3.63 1.09** 3.61 1.11*-*
2 4.65 3.37 1.28** 3.66 099** 3.83 0.82** 3.91 0.74** 3.88 0.77**
3 4.51 2.91 1.60** 3.15 1.36** 2.97 1.54** 2.97 1.54** 3.27 1.24**4 4.79 3.03 1.?6** 3.2'i 1.52** 3.14 1.65** 3.97 0.82* 3.02 1.77**
5. 4.00 1.44 2.55** 1.77 2.23** 1.46** 3.66 0.34 1.90 2.10**

2.61-- -(Lii -1.-.91** -0.87 1.75**
.2,54

1.53 1.09** 1.31 1.31** 1.27 1.35**-6-
7 4.34 1.85 2.49** 1.80 2.54** 3.49 0.85* 2.88 1.46** 2.21 2.13**
8 2.69 0.77 1..92** 0.77 1.92** 2.37 0.32 1.47 1.22* 1.02 1.67**
9 3.03 1.66 1.37** 1.84 1.19** 1.30 1.73** 3.34 -0.31 2.20 0.83*
10 3.59 1.58 2.01** 1.46 2.13** 2.28 1.31** 1.94 1.65** 2.05 1.54**
-11 2.16 1.0f 1.75** 1.28 1.48** 1.37 1.39** 0.91 1.85** 1.60 1.16**
12 3.52 2.04 1.48** 1.95 1.57** 1.88 1.64** 2.47 1.05* 2.25 1.27**
13 4.07 1.00 3.07** 0.87 3.20** 2.88 1.19** 1.72 2.35** 1.29 2.78**
14 3.83 1.95 1.88** 1.38 2.45** 2.44 1.39** 2.38 1.45** 2.26 1.57**
15 3.00

-4:72--
1.._54 .1.46**. 0.64..2.36** 2.00. 1.00*. 1.12. 1.88** 1.33 1.67**,

18----- 3.19-133** 2:55 2.17** 2.-93 1.79** 3.44 1.28** 3.07 1.65**
17 4.59 2.86 1.73** 2.51 2.08**' 3.39 1.20** 4.19 0.40 3.04 1.55**
18 3.95 1.80 2.15** 2.05 1.90** 2.19 1.76** 2.59 1.36** 2.06 1.89**
19 4.08 2.54 1.54** 2.91 1.17** 2.37 1.71** 3.88 0.20 2.79 1.29**_20 ....2,51. 1,...71**,_.2.21._1,51** :1.33_0,89* 4.50,-70.28 2.69
21

.4.22_

4.29 2.21 2.08** 1.38 2.91** 3.30 0.99* 2.06 2.23** 2.09 2.20**
22 4.71 2.61 2.10** 2.59 2.12** 3.59 1.12** 4.16 0.55 3.00 1.71**
23 4.33 3.32 1.01** 3.37 0.96** 2.49 1.84** 4.00 0.33 3.65 0.68*
24 4.55 1.39 3.16** 1.12 3.43** 3.09 1.46** 2.38 2.17** 1.68 .2.87**
25 4.55 2.66 1.89** 2.57 2...75 1.80**. 3.62 0.93* 2.88 1.67**

---2-6- Y.6.3
_1.98**

-2:55--1.27**- i.33-1.50** 2.84 0.99* 3.28 0.55 2.52 1.31**
27 4.55 2.81 1.74** 3.01 1.54** 2.91 1.64** 4.37 0.18 3..22 1.33**
28 3.66 0.96 2.70** 1.21 2.45** 1.74 1.92** 2.22 1.44** 1.51 2.15**
29 3.17 1.69 1.48** 0.95 2.22** 2.28 0.89 0.94 2.23** 1.94 1.23**
30 3.63 1.99_1.84** 2,77. 1.05*. 2.75 1.08*, 2.38 1.45**
31 4.26

_1,47 ..2,36**.
2.20 1.96** 2.02 2.14** 2.07 2.09** 3.19 0.97* 2.63 1.53**

32 3.31 2.11 1.20** 1.83 1.48** 3.16 0.15 2.38 0.93* 2.58 0.73
Stud.Expan. 4.04 2.36 1.63** 2.54 1.50** 2.77 1.27** 3.24 0.80** 2.73 1.31**
Tea.Encour. 4.11 2.08 2.03** 211 2.00** 2.90 1.21** 3.06 1.05** 2.39 1.72**
Procedure 3.93 2.09 1.84**. 1.81 2.12** ..2.!.?59 1,04t* 2.70 1.23** 2.26 1.67**
Technique 3.63 1.79 1.84** 1.50 2.13** 2.40 1.23** 2.30 1.31** 2.21 1.42**
CES Mean 3.96 2.11 1.85** 2.02 1.94** 2.68 1.28** 2.86 1.10** 2.40 1.56**

** Significantly different at the .01 level
* Significantly different at the .05 level

survey comprise the "status ratings"--acival in-class encouragement for creative de-
velopment.

The status ratings for each institution, and for laboratory and nonlaboratory-type
courses, have been statistically compared with the corresponding criterion ratings. The
Dunnet procedure was used to make this comparison (5). Thble 1 illustrates the results
of the institutional an.ilysis. Every variable for institutions one and two was significantly
below the criterion _ratings at the .01 level of confidence. The analys.s for institution
three revealed that although all 37 ratings were below the criterion means, the values
for items 8, 29 and 32 were not significantly different. The two negative differences for
institution four indicate that student activities in course planning and the encouragement
of "originality" surpassed the minimum standard. The above analysis leads me to con-
clude that, generally speaking, the industrial teacher training programs sampled are not
providing sufficient creative stimulation in their instructional methodologies. And although
this assumption cannot be statistically generalized for all schools and classes, it is my
hypothesis that these same basic results would exist throughout the profession, with few
exceptions.

The analysis of differences which arose from comparing laboratory and nonlabora-
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tory ratings with the criterion ratings showed a consistently significant inadequacy (.01)in both areas. As you might suspect, however, laboratory experiences were generally alittle more creative in nature. Except Ions to thiti were encountered in the areas of studentself-evaluation, student participation in 1,1anning parts of the courses, speculative reason-ing, deferring judgment, and teacher help in coping with failure. I wonder if this lastitem, helping students cope with failure, suggests that in our labs we give students thefeeling that "if you're all thumbs, pal, there just isn't much hope"?Typically, it appears, industrial education concentrates greater efforts in passingon informationpouring knowledge into--than it does on the generation of new ideas.Industry calls for creative talent. We acclaim its development through our profes-sional objectives. Yet, research has shown that we are not concentrating sufficientefforts toward nurturing this much-needed ability. I suggest we reexamine our perform-ance and apply devotion to a causethe cause of encouraging greater creative performancefrom the students in our own classrooms.
Business and industry call for ideas, make efforts to pull ideas out of the employeesat all levels. Suggestion boxes have been used for years. Have you ever thought of usinga suggestion box, in effect, in your teacher training classes? Have you been fortunateenough to have been challenged to contribute a "suggestion" in any of the claases youwere in as a student? Let's not fool ourselves by merely carrying the title of industrialarts. Let's act to challenge the thinking of our future industrial arts teachers. Let'spull for ideas, and bring our profession nearer to being Industrial education.
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New industrial arts for the senior high
school: relevance in a dynamic age

Donald Maley
"... We can no longer afford the kind of formalized education whichtakes the child into the future with his gaze fixed steadfastly on thepast. Somehow we must convince our patrons that it is more importantto help the child to think about the next civilization than to require himto remember the facts of the last one." (11, p.24)

This presentation deals with a projection of a new role for industrial arts at thesenior high school level. And, incidentally, the precise terminology to desc-Abe the pro-gram or phase of education may appear as something different from the present indus-trial arts.
The proposal in this discussion grows out of a number of concerns, which I willpresent as questions.
(1) What is the role for industrial arts at the senior high school level as man movesinto the Twenty-first Century?
(2) What is the role for industrial arts in a post-industrial society?(3) Where can we best place our emphases in a curriculum area that is devoted tothe study of industry and technology?
(4) How and where can a program at,the high school level establish relevance with
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the students and the world about them?
(5) From a purely educative process, where can industrial arts (or some other appro-priate tide) place its major emphases when dealing with students who will live their livesin the dynamic, ever-changing, complex and somewhat unknown world of tomorrow?
No attempt will be made to (lc ilwith each of these questions completely. They merelyserve to identify the nature of some of the agony that a sincere and challenged individual

has been experiencing. They also serve as a catalytic element toward moving industrialarts out into the mainstream of education and of society in general.
The work on the proposed senior high school program by some of the staff at theUniversity of Maryland grew out of their own multiple concerns as earlier expressed,in addition to persistent requests from high school teachers across the country for newand relevant programs. The time and the need for action in this area appeared longoverdue.
The existing high school programs have not had any kind of professional consensuswith regard to direction, substance or even association wIth a definition. fhrough itsunit laboratory organizational patterns, the high school program has been dominated byspecialized subject or content development as well as by a form of pseudo-vocationalpreparation.
The programs have been narrow in their appeal to students and have not providedthe broad-base general education framework so often espoused or advocated.It is my hope that industrial arts teachers at the senior high school level wouldaspire to a place in the mainstream of education. The potentials for an increasinglyimportant role in education are greatly enha,iced as man turns increasingly to tech-nology in the solution of his most pressing provlems. The great void in contemporaryeducation exists in the area of understandings Oat separate the technologists from thevast majority of the populace. Here is a vital, (lynamic, challenging role, and 1 bid youto venture into it with a zeal equal to the urgency uf the task.
I also bid you to move out into the mainstream of life with a form of education thatfocuses on the future.
Thus my first reference point leads me to urge you to consider a future-orientedform of program. As such, it would be a form of education that is engendered in thepresent, but in reality must be a thrust into the future. The nature of this present-futureorientation in education is best expressed in the following quotation:

'Time,' said St. Aurstine, 'is a three-fold present: The present as we experi-ence it, the past as I present memory, and the future as a present expecwtion.'By that criterion, the world of the year 2000 has already arrived, for in the de-cisions we make now, in the way we design our environment and thus sket(") the
lines of constraints, the future is committed. ...The future is not an overarch-ing leap into the distance; it begins in the present. (1, p.1)

The major problems facing mankind in the present may in fact provide the educationalspringboard for that entry into the future.
The program envisioned for the senior high school is an attempt to move the schoolfrom its traditional emphasis on passive involvement with the past to an aggressive ex-citement and active encounter with the future. This latter involvement was identified byC. P. Snow as a matter of greatest need for man, when he stated:

The world's greatest need is 'an appetite for the future' All healthysocieties are ready to sacrifice the existential moment for their children'sfuture and for children after those. The sense of the future is behind all goodpolicies. Unless we have it, we can give nothing either wise or decent to theworld. (5,p.43)

The appetite tor the future stands out as a principle feature of the program that Iwould like to discuss with you in the remaining time.
The development of the senior high school program as projected in this discussiongrew out of a concentrated study over a period of several years. The final phase of thestudy involved a number of outstanding graduate students who organized as a data-collec-tion and data-refining team.
The major topics studied by this group were the following:
(1) The Nature of the Society in the Next 30 Years
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(2) Curriculum Trends at the Secondary School Ievel
(3) The Nature of the Senior-High School Student
(4) Sociu-Pcycholozical Theories Governing Man's Behavior.The complete sequence ot events or procedures that led up to the projected programis presented in the schematics appearing on the following pages.This intensive study and refinement process produced a significant quantity of dataand a greatly expanded bibliography that extended into new and challenging dimensionsof society -- today and tomorrow.
Underlying concepts basic to the direction of the program are as follows: (1) Thestudents of today will live their lives in the future, thus the emphasis was on a programaimed at education for the future.
The concept of a future-oriented program in the senior high school is reinforcedby an awareness of the acceleration of technological innovation. The time between inven-tion and widespread application of that invention may have taken a hundred years in pastsocieties. As an example, it took 112 years for photography (1727-1839). Today the timelag is greatly reduced for many significant and far-reaching innovations, It took justfive years (1948-1953) from invention to widespread application for the transistor. Theintegrated circuit took only three years (1958-1961).
The significance of this acceleration of technological innovation is the greatly re-duced lead time permitted society to adjust. Herein lies the cause of numerous social:and emotional problems associated with a dynamic age such as ours. This increased ac-celeration of technological innovation also has a profound effect on the phenomenon ofobsolescence, which appears as a common issue in contemporary commentary.Education and the products of education in a dynamic age may actually be casualtiesdue to the rate of technological turnover or innovation. That education which focuses ontoday (in this or subsequent decades) is actually preparing people for yesterday.The future of communications, transportation, power generation, etc., is already onthe drawing boards, or in pilot experimental models. To develop in people the ability toanticipate, to adjust, and to make effective decisions in a dynamic and accelerating societycannot be left to an educational system that dwells on the past.(2) Technolo will ala an increasin role in the solution of ma or social roblems.The problems associated with a world population that will double in the next thirtyyears will in part center around greatly expanded and improved systems for meeting so-ciety's needs for water, air, transportation, communication, power generation, housingand other elements of a compatible environment.
(3) A review of the literature and an analysis of the data in our earlier studies sup-ported the following listing as major social, environmental and operational problems thatface man in the immediate and subsequent future.
(a) Pollution (air, water) noise, etc.)
(b) Conservation (natural resources)
(c) Housing and Urban Development
(d) Power Generation
(e) Water Supply
(f) Production Processes
(g) Transportation
(h) Communications
( i) Resource Utilization
( j) Trash, Waste, Junk Disposal
Each of these pressing problems has been identified as a significant area for studyin the senior high school industrial arts laboratory.
The problems of food production, medicine, social ordering, etc., were not includedbecause of an attempt to remain within some semblance of boundaries associated with thepresent program of industrialarts, as well as within the functional capability of the labora-tory and its environment.
The focus in this program is on technology and its potential for assisting in the de-velopment of people capable of dealing with such major problems.Specifically, lam suggesting strial am rts that explores the applicationof technolo4 in the solution of ma or social environmental and operational problemsthat face mankind.
The significance of this emphasis on what technology can do for mankind in the solu-tion of major social, environmental and operational problems takes on many dimensionsas valid educational enterprise.
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George S. Counts has stated that, "We must strive in all haste to rear a gent -ation
capable of living with and directing towards humane ends all the resources of scient e and
technology". (4, p.9)

Aaron W. \Varner, in his introduction to Technology and Social Charwe has made the
following statement:

A source of great authority over nature, the modern scientific-technology
promises to be both the hope of man's future and the instrument of his enslave-
ment and his destruction. If we are to avoid the disasters it lays open to us
and take advantage of the opportunities it presents, we ...must understand what
modern technology is, Nvhat it means, and what must be done with it, if it is to
serve man well. (15, p.1)

Don Fabun in his Dynamics of Change discusses a similar point in the following corn-
menu

The forces of change, ... are amenable to our guidance. If we seem to be
hurried into the future by a runaway engine, it may be that the main reason it is
running away is that we have not bothered yet to learn how it works, nor steer it
in the direction we want it to go. (6, p.5)

The need for understanding technology and what itcan do for mankind is not unique to
any group within the school or society. It is a universal requirement in a democracy
where decision making at all levels is basically tied to the sophistication of the electorate.
Such education transcends the criterion of general education and assumes the position of
imperative education if man is to attain new heights of humane achievement rather than
self-destruction and enslavement.

The need for understanding technology in a democracy is discussed under the topic of
"Technological Ignorance" in the text of Dynamics of Change, as follows:

The contention that persons ignorant of technology can function in a democ-
racy to any effect when the society is a technological one is dubious. Under-
standing is not a prerequisite of control; 4 t is control. (6, p.30)

The above statement 14.ads directly into one of the major objectives of the new pro-
gram for the senior high school. This goal is to provide a Zorm of education that will
attempt to bridge the gap berveen the technological elite and the great masses of the popu-
lation who must live with and make decisions relative to the uses of technology in shaping
man's future. The constantly widening gap between these two groups has been a matter
of sincere concern by such people as C. P. Snow, Barbara Ward and those involved in the
Commission on the Year 2000. The issue is largely one of who will maintain control,
coupled with the capability of the populace to make decisions within its sphere of under-
s tanding.

Emphasis on the study of technology in the past has been on its capability to produce
more and better, to move man from the cave to the skyscraper, to deliver the human from
the hoe to the supermarket, to extend man's life and reduce infant mortality, to move man
and messages at undreamed-of speeds, and to build huge automated complexes as well as
our sprawling cities.

Terhnology has not only madP theme accomplishments possible, but in the process
of such achievements, man has also seen fit to pollute his air and water to a point of
threat to human existence. He has used and discarded the fruits of his productivity with
such facility as to create severe problems of waste, junk and trash disposal. He has
created and sold air-conditioners for which there is insufficient electricity to use them
when they are needed. He has severely over-taxed the traditional water resources to a
point of imposed legal regulations and critical shortages. His ingenious medical develop-
ments have contributed to a population explosion that is rapidly reaching ;_zisis propor-
tions. These are but a few of the problems that have followed in man's wake as he has
sought the good and abundant life as well as the means to expand his horizons.

The problems mankind faces are fully within his grasp to solve. The magnificent
accomplishments of NASA in its lunar expeditions are ample evidence of what a nation
can do when it comes to a decision of what it wants to do, how it wants to use its resources,
and the extent to which society will employ its technological "know how". This same
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"can do" thinking and resolve could meet the challenges in the problem areas identified,as well as in many others.
The technology to deal with many of these problems already exists."Dr. Lee A. Du13ridge, president of the California Institute of Technology, has saidthat from a purely technical standpoint we know enough to(1) Produce enough food to feed every mouth on earth -- and to do this even thoughthe population may double or triple.
(2) Make fresh water out of sea water and then Irrigate all of the world's arid regions.(3) Produce enough energy from uranium to light and heat our homes and orices,electrify our railroads, and run all of our factories and mills.(4) Build houses, buildings, and indeed whole cities, which are essentially water-proof, heatproof, cold proof and storm proof." (2, p.13)Dr. Alvin W. Weinberg, director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratories, discussesa series of "technological fixes" in an article entitled "Can Technology Replace 'SocialEngineering'?" (17, p.56,57)
Two such fixes in the past, according to Dr. Weinberg, have dealt Witt! the problemsof war and widespread poverty. A third fix proposed for the future deals with the solutionof the water shortage problem through the use of nuclear dosalination plants.A further examination of the potential for the production of water as well as of elec-tricity is found in a statement by Fred Warshofsky in his text The 21st Century -- TheNew Age of Exploration.

At today's prices, a kilowatt-hour of nuclear energy costs approximately one-halfa cent. By the year 2000 nuclear power may reduce the cost to about a tenth ofa cent a kilowatt-hour. That wouldmake the cost of producing a thcusand gallonsof fresh water less than halfa cent. Today, industrial fresh water sells for abouttwenty cents per thousand gallons, including delivery. (16, p.50)
The essential ingredient to the solution of many of the previously-mentioned problemsfacing mankind in the years ahead is education. The future citizen will depend more andon the application of technology to deal with these and related problems.Technological ignorance on the part of a vast proportion of the populace may leadto self-destruction, ineffectiveness, or decisions by a technocratic elite. A recent articlein the Science and Technology journal, entitled "Managing Technology", discussed theissue of planning for change by "technical men".
Technical men are likely to be increasingly concerned about the future in theirown ways. As we move into what is being called the 'postindustrial society',science and technology are bound to be more and more at the center of changeand more concerned with the planning of change. (19, p.73)
This statement leads me to a slight by-pass in the general discussion of this topic tointerject a point or two in order that I may clarify a personal poziition. That is, I do notlabor under any delusions that technology alone is the answer to the many problems man-kind faces.
Although this discussion deals with the application of technology in the solution amajor problems facing mankind in the future, I am fully aware that this proposition isonly one side of the coin.
The issue is whether man can continue to exist with other men, or whether mankindcan endure in a world of excesses growing out of an uncontrolled materialistic appetitesymbolized by waste, exploitation and destruction at any cost. This is a facet of the prob-lem that 1, too, am concerned about. It is a major component of the other side of the coin.The problems of pollution, conservation, housing, power generation, transportation,communication, resource utilization and productivity grow out of the aspirations, theideals, the sensitivities or insensitivities of mankind. The solution to these problemsdoes not lie alone in the realm of technology, but in the realm of man's concern for man,and in a sense of direction that takes issue with the notion that the planet earth is aninexhaustible source of natural beauty and richness tobe converted by senseless economicvalues into a sprawling junkyard.
Dr. Daniel Bell, writing on the year 2000, stated the issue very simply when he wrote,"The problem of the future consists in definingone's priorities and making the recessarycommitment...." (1, p.8)
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Erich Fromm elaborated on this point in his text, The Revolution of Hope Toward AHumanized Technology, in the following quotation:

man, not technique, must become the ultimate source of values; optimal de-velopment and not maximal production the criterion for all planning. (8, p.100)
The issue appears to be one of order as well as priority. That is to say, there mustbe a broad and searching analysfis made of the directions man wants to travel, and thenhis ingenious technology must be applied toward the established goal.
Bertrand de Jouvenel was quoted on this point in a recent text by John McFlale, en-titled The Future of the Future:

Finding out what we want should become a major object of attention... there
is a vast difference between letting changes occur under the impact of techno-
logical advances and choosing the changes we want to bring about by our tech-
nological means. (10, .1.8)

The citizenry must be brought to a level of concern as well as understanding regard-
ing the course and direction in which the society is moving. The pressures of advertising,production and consumption leave us caught up in a system which should force the intel-
ligent citizen to inquire about the direction and meaning of such a society.

Thomas Tanner, in the March, 1970, issue of Phi Delta Kaman, discussed the matterof tomorrow's technology and today's license in a series of statements consistent withthe point I am making:

A common excuse for the exercise of greed, irresponsibility and short-sightedness is that tomorrow's technology can clean up the resultant mess.
Business equates growth with progress, and the depletion of nat.', al resourcesis euphemistically referred to as development of natural resources.
... technology if applied to these problems (pollution, depletion of natural

resources, famine, &gradation of environment) while population growth and eco-nomic irresponsibility are accepted or even lauded. Smog devices, desalination
plants, floating cities, and high-yield food production methods lull the public intoa blind faith in technology.... (13, p.354)

The issue is clear that the total school and all other agencies Involved in the develop-ment of our national goals must get on with the business of dealing more effectively with
the elements of social, economic and environmental awareness.

The task of providing an environment compatible with the needs of future man cannotbe accomplished by any single group concern such as technology, sociology, physiology,etc. It will require first of all a sense of direction and then a sense of urgency and judg-ment in using the skills and knowledgeneeded to accomplish the task. Again, I must indi-cate that my presentation of this other side of the coin was simply to illustrate that I donot nave a total preoccupation with technology and a lack of sensitivity to the other ele-ments associated with the problem.
It became obvious that the senior high school program should be broad-based andrelevant to the total spectrum of students as opposed to present offerings that favorlimited skill and technical development. It was projected that the program would assumethe dimension of inclusiveness that would not be hemmed in by occupational aspirationor curricular involvement. The problems as identified belong to no special group; theyare everybody's problems.
The objective was to arrive at a content that would be integrally tied viith majorsocietal problems to such an extent that the school would actually move out into that main-stream of life itself. It was to be an educational program that explored the solutions toman's pressing problems, present and future. The student would in this way find himselfa part of the on-going sc&ne. This principle of contemporary involvement is supportedin a statement by Arthur W. Foshay in an article appearing in the March, 1970, issue ofPhi Delta Kappan:

Our secondary school students want to see themselves as participants inthe world they live in, not as apprentices for it. They want the world to be inthe school and the school in the world. (7, p.352)
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It is here where the issue of "relevance" comes into play. The population is a fa st-maturing high school student body with a sophistication that far exceeds that of its prede-cessors. Today's student is greatly concerned about where society is going and what liesahead. The communications media of television, radio, newspapers and paperbacks havecontinuously bombarded the student with endless commentary on each of the problemareas identified for study. The central concerns of this program are in fact central con-cerns of society itself. This in itself is a profound difference over the content of presentand past programs. It also is important to note that other educators have expressed simi-lar interest in dealing with contemporary social and environmental problems.Dr. John Goodlad, in an article entitled "The Educational Program to 1980 and Be-yond", has urged a look ahead in curriculum des 'Ipment:
... Get into the curriculum the problems likely to be facing young adults in1980. These persons currently are in the primary years of schooling. If wewere to begin now, we could plan for them a junior high school curriculum or-ganized around problems of population, poverty, pollution and many more.(9,13.57)

James Swan has written an article entitled "The Challenge of Environmental Educa-tion", in which he states --
Creadng a concern 'for environmental quality can, and I feel should, be afunction of our schcals. 1 should like to suggest that this could be done through acomprehensive 'environmental education' program.
...environmental education is concerned with developing attitudes of con-cern for environmental quality.
Environmental education... is concerned with involving people in environ-mental problem solving. (12, pp. 26-68`,

Another objective of the high school program is to place the student and the industrialarts activity out in the mainstream of life. This will involve a whole new orientation onthe part of the teacher as well as of the school itself.
Ralph Tyler, in a discussion of the "Curriculum for a Troubled Society", has statedthat --

One factor standing in the way of developing an effective curriculum andeducational program is the tradition that the high school should be an adolescentisland outside the major currents of adult life. (14, p.35)
The involvement of the student in the examination of such problems, the study of alter-nate solutions, and the identification of future problems could have profound effects uponthe future. I will venture to mention a few as follows:(1) The voting public (decision makers) of the future would have a sensitvity to thekind, nature and extent of such problems facing mankind.(2) He would have some understanding of and sensitivity to the nature of solutionsand the alternatives related to the problem.(3) The strength of his adult participation in dealing with such problems may begreatly enhanced by his earlier involvement in real and direct experiences related tothem.
(4) The student through appropriate kinds and levels of involvement could begin tofeel he is a part of the system and he does have a role to play.(5) The student's communication with his or her parents and other adults on the con-cerns and activities of the procrram would have the potential for even wider levels of in-volvement.
A number of guidelines were established for the development of the senior high schoolproposal for industrial arts. These grew out of the extended and in-depth study of thenature of the student, curriculnm trends, socio-psychological theories affecting behavior,and the nature of the society of the future.
(1) The development of each individual was of prime concern. That is, the concerns,interests, aptitudes, aspirations, abilities and motivations of each individual must remainthe central focus.
(2) The program has centered on a process orientation. In this respect emphasis
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has been placed on such processes as problem solving, inquiring, experimenting, evaluat-
ing, constructing, planning, analyzing and cooperating with others.

(3) A high level of student involvement has been structured into the learning activitiesof the program.
(4) The physical setting of the program extends out into every sector of the school, the

community and the nation as valid sources for information and assistance.(5) The traditional craft textbooks have given way to contemporary newspapers,
magazines, scientific journals, industrial house organs, government publications, com-
mission reports and research findings.

(6) A broad range of instructional media is applicable and includes audio and video
tapes, movies, slides, models, exhibits, graphics, collections and specimens.

(7) The role of the teacher may be described as a "manager of education". It is
his job to facilitate, encourage, stimulate, evaluate and advise, and to provide an optimum
environment for learning.

(8) Althotigh the emphasis is primarily on the development of the individual, stress
has been given to the structuring of group process involvement and learning experiences
in order to provide the setting for interaction, role-playing, self-direction, peer-culture
identification, cooperation, challenge, assuming responsibility and democratic partici-
pation.

No attempt has been made at an identificatian of problem areas by grade levels. This
is a matter for individual school or teacher planning and decision making. It is a flexible
operating structure built around a series of problems. The opportunities for interdisci-
plinary involvement with the many other areas of the schoul are numerous.

Of special importance is the possibility of a series of strong cooperative activities
between the higli school program and the surrounding community, which may have any
number of live projects associated with the several problems as previously listed. The
setting of the school might appropriately find itself in the chambers of the water purifica-
tion plant, the local pollution control office, a meeting of the housing and urban develop-
ment committee, a planning meeting of a dust control project in a local industry, as well
as a field experiment on pollution of a stream, bay or river.

A good start in planning for such a program might be to explore the local area foractive projects or needed areas of concern and action. It might be well to determine
the range of resources in the community that could be called upon for support and assist-
ance in the instructional elements that would get beyond the technical capability of theteacher.

This senior high school program has within it the possibility for real Pnd meaning-ful experience. It would put industrial arts out into the mainstream, out where the real
answers and the dynamics of society provide an educational input unequalled by otherareas of the school.

The work in the laboratory would be an integral part of the total experience. Planning,
constructing, testing, evaluating all take on meaning as the students use tools, materials,
ideas and ingenuity to explore the application of technology in the solution of major prob-
lems facing man in the future.

The illustration following is a graphic illustration of the several elements that com-prise the program:
(1.) Substance -- This is the essence of the proposal, i.e., major problems facingman in the future.
(2) Delineation -- This is the identification of selected problem areas considered

suitable for study in the industrial arts facility and which would be somewhat related to
the technology usually associated with the area. These include: pollution, power, housing,
communications, conservation, produclion, resource utilization, transportation and dis-posal.

(3) Considerations -- This is a listing of the concerns that helped shape the design
rt the educational experiences, the strategies and the methodologies. These included anemphasis on the individual, inquiry as a process, involvement, the nature of resources,
laboratory environment, use of media, the implementation of "learning to learn" proce-
dures, the role of the teacher, an interdisciplinary approach, and a learning process inter-
face that brings together a variety of supportive and complementing processes.

(4) Process Elements -- These are the major instructionalorganizational strategies
that were considered to be most appropriate for the study of as well as an encounter with
selected major problems facing man in the future.

Each of these processes, i.e., the unit approach, the group process, and the research,
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experimentation and developmentprocedure, has been tried out in higher education classes,high school classes and at the junior high school level, using the major problems ap-proach. (A more complete explanation of the use and procedures involved in each of thesethree organizational strategies will be presented in the following paper.)Finally, by way of summary and review, I would like to present the issue as I see it;a kroposal that addresses itself to the issue; a series of hypotheses or speculations aboutthe program; and lastly a listing of anticipated outcomes.Issue: The need to develop a program for industrial arts at the senior high schoollevel that would have a high degree of relevance for and ac:ceptance by the students, theschool and society.
Proposal: That the induutrial arts profession operating at the senior high schoollevel move toward a program which explores the applination of technology in die soludonof major social, environmental and operational problems that face mankind.Hypotheses:
(1) It is possible to develop a society-oriented problems approach that could be suc-cessfully carried out in the environment (immediate and expanded) of the industrial artslaboratory.
(2) The development of such a program would attract students from all levels andcurricula to a much greater extent than the present programs.(3) The acceptance and recognidon of the program by the school and communitywould be a great deal improved over existing activities.(4) A broader spectrum of students would find interest, a personal association, anda higher degree of relevance to their own lives in this program.(5) It would appeal to students in keeping with their growing concern for the kind of asociety in which they are growing up.
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(6) The potential for developing broad and diverse manipulative, mental and social
skills would be equal to or greater than the more conventional programs.

(7) The industrial arts teacher in general is the most appropriate of the professional
educators to deal with such a program.

(8) The program would have broad interdisciplinary potential with enusual oppor-
tunities for the interface of learning processes.
Outcomes: lt is projected that the program would lead to:

(1) a concern for the trend and direction of society,
(2) an awareness of the alternadves available to man in his search for solutions to
certain major problems,
(3) the student's active involvement in exploring the solutions to selected societal
problems,
(4) an awareness of the accelerating technology and a readiness for changes,
(5) a bridging of the gap between the overwhelming majority of the populace and the
technicel elite,
(6) an awareness of occupational opportunities associated with the application of
technology to the solution of selected major problems facing mankind,
(7) an opportunity to use the tools and materials of industry in a new and dynamic
encounter with society,
(8) an opportunity to test one's ingenuity, ability and potential in meaningful activities
directed towards thn solution of pressing problems,
(9) an awareness ot one's own capabilities as a member of a team, group or as an
individual,
(10) an increased ability to use the expandedresources of the community in the proc-
ess of "learning to learn".
There are two major thrusts in this program that I feel are important. First, there

is the persistent interest in and insistence on the goal that the student is the_prime ele-
ment for development in education.

One of the finest expressions of this point recently appeared in the Chemical and En-
gineering News:

It ig impossible for the average boy to grow up and use his remarkable capaci-
ties that are in every boy, unless the world is for him and makes sense. And a
society makes sense when it understands that its chief wealth is these capacities.
(18, p.4A)
Secondly, it is a thrust of the school out into society in a dimension that has few

parallels. The program is an active involvement with live societal problems that demand
high priorities rather than the usual preoccupation with meaningless educational minuets
and the pursuit of activities related to the past.

The challenge is to move out into the mainstream of education, to move out into
the deep and wide channels of involvement with the total school and society.

--out into the waters of life itself where the depth of issue will permit the
maneuverability to cope with the range of human interests, abilities and capaci-
ties....
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The basis for a senior highschool program in industrial arts
Karl E. Gettle

The last half of this prograri consists of presenting the why, how and where of thesenior high school program which Dr. Maley has just described to you.Lot me begin by asking you to solve a very si:.ipte mathematics problem. What is theanswer to the following?

Some of you may give the answer as six - since you added the two numbers; while othersmay have given answers of eight or two. Each of you may be right, depending on themethod you used. However, the procedure which you used to arrive at your answer hadto be by the "hit or miss" approach, since no sign waa given as to the procedure to befollowed. What most of you failed to do was to ask, "What is thCproblem?" This is thesame question which I feel most of us fail to ask about industrial arts - that is, what isthe problem?
I would like to describe the problem which we at the University of Maryland took into
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account when we formulated our senior high school program for industrial arts.
The first part of the problem which we looked at was, what is industrial arts? The

following definition, which basically comes from Wilbur (5, 2), has been accepted by most
of us in the field:

Industrial arts as a curriculum area is defined as those phases of general educa-
tion whici., deal with technology its evolution, utilization and significance, with
industry its organization, mater:als, occupations, processes and products,
and with the problems and benefits resulting from the technological and industrial
nature of society.

This description tells us that industrial arts is: (1) General education, and by that, I take
it to mean education for all boys and girls regardless of their ability or any other factor
one may wish to select. (Let me be quick to point out that this does not imply the same
experiences for all.); (2) a study of technology in terms of its evolution, utilization and
significance; (3) a study of industry in terms of its organization, materials, occupations,
processes and products; (4) a study of the problems and benefits resulting from the tech-
nological and industrial nature of society. These last threz.! points gave us quite clear
directions to the contentandmethodofindustrial arts. Our program has taken all of these
into account, for it was our feeling that any program for industrial arts must contain the
abovementioned elements.

The second part o,. our problem is, what do the experts in curriculum say we should
be doing in education? Dr. Ole Sand (3, 9) has given us some direction when he said,

It is possible that in the next decade we should consider moving in the following
directions:

From
(1) The group
(2) Memory
(3) Stimulus-response psychology
(4) Spiritless climate

(6) Repetidon

(14) Teaching as telling

To
The individual
Inquiry
Organismic psychology
Zest for learning

Spiral reinforcement

Teaching as a creative art
with a scientific base

The emphasis of the school, as pointed out by Sand, must go from group instruction to
individual instruction. Therefore, we can no longer view our classes as being five rows
of five students each, where all the students are subjected to the same experiences.
Rather, we must look at our students as individuals, each with a difference, and then treat
them as such.

Sand also points out that the content which we offer our students must not be based
on memory, but on inquiry. Louis Rutin, (2, 154) in his discussion of "Life Skills in
School and Society", supported this concept when he said,

The behavioral objectives-to use the current term-should include not only the
acquisition of facts, principles and concepts, but the ability to reason as well.
How the child learns this becomes as important as what he learns ...the cur-
riculum of the future may be characterized by children who learn not only to
read, write and count, but also to infer, predict, analyze and verify.

This type of education has no room for a stimulus-response psychology, repetition
and a spiritless climate, but rather provides for use an organism psychology in the class-
room where there is a zest for learning provided through creative teaching with a scien-
tific base.

Another part of the problem is, what are the needs of the students? Developmental
tasks provide us with perhaps the best guide to swdent needs. Havighurst (1, 39) has
listed the following developmental tasks for senior high school students:
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ADOLESCENCE

(1) Achieving new and more mature relation with age-mates of both sexes.(2) Achieving a masculine or feminine social role.
(3) Accepting one's physique and using the body effectively.
(4) Achieving assurance of economic independence.
(5) Achieving emotional independence of parents and other adults.(6) Selecting and preparing for an occupation.
(7) Preparing for marriage and family life.
(8) Deyeloping intellectual skills and concepts necessary for civic comretence.(9) Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior.(10) Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide to behavior.
The provision for the encounter and the evolvement of. these student needs can andmust be incorporated into the curriculum if we are truly interested in the development ofpeople.
The fourth part of the problem is to develop individuals who will be useful to societyand who will be capable of performing the tasks that will be required of them. A surveyof the literature has produced the following items which society will expect of a person:(1) Social responsibility
(2) Economic sufficiency
(3) Self renewal
(4) Leadership
(5) Followership
(6) P roblem.s olving
(7) Adaptability
(8) Social, economic and political sophisticationA check of this list reveals that "telling" will not accomplish these goals, but ratherthey must be inherent in the curriculum so that students car have experiences in theseareas and thus gain first-hand understanding of their meaning.The last part which I would like to identify concerns what employers say they wantfrom our graduates. The Tennessee State Empiuyment Bureau (4, 9) lists the followingcharacteristics which they found employers want in their employees: ability, dependa-bility, initiative, reliability, good attendance, efficiency, loyalty, cheerfulness, helpful-ness, unselfishness and perseverance. It may be revealing to some of us the items whichappear on this list. It may be that industry is trying to tell us something. These traits,like the ones listed as society expectations, require development, and, therefore, provisionmust be provided for their development. The problem then is: (1) what is industrialarts; (2) what direction should curricula take; (3) what are the needs of the students;(4) what are the requirements of society; and (5) what are the expectations of employers.We at the University of Maryland took all of these items into consideration when wedeveloped our senior high school program. It is our sincere feeling that in order to havea program of relevance in terms of content and methodology, all of these factors had to heincorporated in order to solve our problem. However, our problem was not completelysolved, for we had to have a means of implementing the program. Our answer to this prob-lem was to use the unit, group project, and research and experimentation methods ofteaching. These methods were selected because they provided the opportunities for thecoverage of the content, and for the sound educational experiences which allow for thedevelopment of people in a dynamic age.

At last we feel that we have asked ourselves what the problem is. When all the evi-dence was in, we found that our original premise to be developers of people rather thaninspectors of projects was still valici. While industry and technology and all their rami-fications are the subject matter of industrial arts, the development of people must be ourchief concern. There can be no greater reason flr the existence of our schools.
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Developing individualized instructional
systems for industrial education

Nevin R. Frantz, Jr.
Industrial ed-Icators have been espousing formany years that instruction in their areaof the curriculum provides for individual differences and individualized instructional

opportunities. Perhaps this has been true, in a semistructured manner, with the utiliza-
tion of student-selected projects and individual attention to pupils working within a labora-tory.

Efforts have been made recently to prepare polysensoTy learning systems for indus-trial education, using a multimedia approach (Allen and others, 1968; Nish, 1967; Hill,
1967; Sergeant, 1968). The great need, however, is for a total individualized instructional
system designed to determine where students are from the outset of instruction as well as
student utilization of various instructional modes and evaluation of student achievementbased upon performance objectives.

Rationale for individualized instruction. Traditionally, teachers have been assigneea group of twenty or thirty students and have attempted to provide instruction for thisgroup at the same time, place and rate of speed. This approach has placed demands ona teacher that result in instructional strategies whichmay optimize learning for "average"
students, but do not provide optimums for the above- or below-average pupil. Many of theinstructional strategies selected by a teacher force him to become the "fountainhead"
of knowledge which is to .je transmitted to students through a verbal lecture or demonstra-
tion. This approach depends upon efficient group organization and often impedes individualprogression and achievement.

Learning might be accomplished more efficiently and effectively if instil:et:tonalmodes were available that capitalized on the particular strengths brought by sun:lents to--the learning situation. Students would be placed in the position of utilizing instructionalmodes which provided personal optimums for achievement rather than being forced into
a single instructional mode which might not be most appropriate for them.Several studies imply that differential variables may be identified and instructionalmodes or treatments designed to interact individually with student differences in the
attainment of an educational objective. (Oshurn and Melton, 1963; Hills, 1957; Behr, 1967)Other studies indicate an absence of treatment interaction with specific aptitudes. (Cron-
bach and Snow, 1969; Hamilton, 1968; Behr, 3967) Although conflicting rvidence existsat the present time, it is an important area of investigation which needs further clarifica-tion.

A need exists to develop models and strategies for individualized instructional sys-tems that are applicable across the breadth of industrial education at the elementary,secondary and post-secondary levels. Industrial arts insti-uctors at the junior high,middle school, level encounter students at various points on a learning curve, such as
mathematical and measurement skills needed for successful performance in an instruc-tional progrim. Senior high school teachers obtain students with bar-kgrounds rangingfrom no previous instruction in a content area, to an in-depth study of the area. Junior
college and university instructors encounter similar diversity of student knowledge and
experience in any given area of industrial and technical education.

The composition and organization of industrial education courses also create instruc-
tional problems. Students of divergent and differential abilities progress or rotate throughvarious instxnetional areas. On many occasions students are engaged in the solution ofproblems unique to their individual endeavors and learning tasks. The demands placed
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on a single instructor to provide individual attention to students in accomplishing educa-tional goals and objectives often becomes insurmountable. Effork., to cope with theseproblems in a conventional manner usually result in inefficient use of instructional timeand a diffusion of teacher attention to student requirements.Individualized instruction may be useful in solving instructional problems at each ofthese levels and could be utilized with students: (1) learning the subject-matter of anentire course, (2) as a self-teaching method for remedial work in a segment of a program,and (3) for voluntary, in-depth study in a content area of interest.The purpose of this paper is to suggest a general procedure for developing individual-ized instructional systems.
Procedures in developing an individualized instructional system, The development ofan individualized approach to instruction is based upon several components which serveto integrate and structure the learning environment for each individual student. The fol-lowing components should be considered in the development of any individualized instruc-tional system:
(1) Selecting the instructional content for adoption to an individualized instructionalsystem.
(2) Specifying course objectives in behavioral terms that describe what the learnermust be able to do, the conditions under which the student operates, and the minimumstandard of achievement.
(3) Developing learning sequences that describe the learning paths students cantravel in order to attain each course objective.(4) Identifying and selecting a variety of instructional media (programmed instruc-tion, video-tape recordings, closed loop films, etc.) suitable for an individualizedinstructional approach.
(5) Developing instructional materials as required to supplement those materialsreadily available.
(6) Preparing evaluative instruments and procedures that diagnose and monitor in-dividual progress through the learning sequences.The initial consideration in developing an individualized instructional system is theselection of a course, or course segment, for adaptation to the approach, as shown inFigure 1. One may not be in a position to attempt the development of an individualizedinstructional system for an entire course or program. An expedient point of departureis the selection of a block of instruction or single objective within the total course.The next procedure in the process of developing individualized instruction is thespecification of learning outcomes, or instructional objectives, in terms of pupil perform-ances. The preparation of statements which specifically describe pupil behavior or per-formance has been discussed by a number of writers (Mager, 1962; Esbensen, 1967).The exact format and style are !mmaterial to the problem of objective specificadon;however, it is important to delineate with precision and clarity what is to be learned andhow the learner will exhibit the acquired knowledge, skill or attitude.After carefully specifying learning outcomes in behavioral terms, a learning sequencefor each objective is established, through which the learner will progress to the attain-ment of the terminal objective. One way to develop the learning sequence is to ask thequestion, "What competency prerequisite must the student be able to perform in ordersuccessfully to attain the next step in the sequence?" (Gagne, 1965) The result of thisself-interrogation is the establishment of a hierarchy which orders the steps of sub-objectives in the learning sequence as shown in Figure 3. The hierarchical order of thelearning sequence does not dictate the order through which every learner must travel,since some pupils may bsive competencies in one or more of the sub-objectives and willtherefore be able to by-pass various steps in the sequence. The sequence itself merelyprovides a structure for determining a pupil's present status and plotting his own learn-ing sequence.

The fourth step in the process of developing individualized instructional programs isthe identification or development of instructional materials and methods for learning eachsub-objective or step in the learning sequence. Many of the required instrucdonal mate-rials are commercially available and range from textbooks to closed-loop films. Othermateric-1s may require self-development on the part of a teacher. In implementing theprogram, it is important to identify or develop a variety of materials in order to providestudents with a range of choices for the attainment of each objective. Some students mayattain proficiency with verbal materials alone, while others may require visual andmanipulative devices.
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The last step in th4: procedure is the development of instruments that diagnose and
monitor individual progress through the learning sequence. Criterion instruments must be
prepared to identify student competencies and provide information for determining the
appropriate starting point in the learning sequences. Instruments and techniques are also
needed to evaluate student attainment of sub-objectives and terminal objectives. These
instruments and techniques must reflect the attainment of pupil performance as stated in
the objectives.

nplementation of an individualized instructional syste.m. After completing the de-
velopment of the system, it should be implemented within en instructional program. Stu-
dents entering a course, or unit of instruction within a course, would be administered a
diagnostic instrument designed to identify prior learning, and determine the appropriate
starting point in the learning sequence. On the basis of the diagnostic evaluation results,
the student would select or be guided by the instructor to his point of insertion Into the
learning sequence. A student contract could be provided which identifies the terminal
objective, learning sequence, achievement criterion and instructional resources. After
selecting and utilizing the appropriate instructional resources, the student would exhibit
achievement according to the criterion specified on the contract. If the criterion perform-
ance is accomplishad successfully, the student wovld advance to another sub-objective or
objective in the learning sequence.

In s amary, industrial educators should derive tangible benefits from the efforts in-
volved in the development of individualized instruction. The instructional strategy pro-
posed could be applied across the breadth of industrial and technical education at the ele-
ment-try, secondary and post-secondary school levels. Experience with individualized
instruction indicated the approach was successful in allowing students to pace learning
according to their ability, utilize time more effectively, and accommodate more students
in less laboratory space and less staff utilization (Postlethwait and others, 1969). The
process of developing individualized instruction is tedious and time-consuming, but the
results could liberate an instructor to become an expediter of learning rather than the
imparter of knowledge. Students might then develop an active interest in learning rather
than passively submit to instructional pedantry.
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Multi-inedia individualized approachin teaching electronics
Jim S. HarmonIntroduction. The implementation of newereducational media as a method of instruc-

tion is receiving considerable emphasis today. Most impressive is its rapid growth,
which has affected all disciplines.The benefits of newer educational media are unique, since they relate to subjects
within the applied sciences and technologies. Among these distinguishing characteristics
are the facts that: (1) technological subject matter simply cannot be adequately investigated
without extensive use of media; (2) our subject matter must continually change to reflecttechnological growth (Media environments are more readily updated than are the tradi-tional environments. As an example, information appearing in periodicals can become a
part of the media learning environment without the typical lag experienced in waiting for
its inception into textbook form); (3) classroom utilization can be increased (This is due
to the structural changes offered by media which allow for more flexible use of the facili-ties); (4) media are also capable of offering important emphasis in enabling one to learn"how to learn" (Within technology specialties, the learner must continually keep pace
with advances in his field after he leaves the confines of the educational institution.
"Learning how to learn" may well be sufficient to justify media adoption.); (5) media are
also adaptable in a unique manner in the general shop environment, where limited facilities
and instructional staff often place restrictions on multiple activity learning experiences;
and (6) media often enable the teacher to reach learners who have seriously failed intraditional "textbook" environments (For these learners, rewarding media experiences
are the result of relationships with less verbal presentations. Films are of considerable
value in this instance.).

One problem which confronts technological educators is thac media development andapplication are still in their infancy. We must realize that many questions remain which
seek to determine how media may bestbe applied in learning. At present, although some-
what simplified, it should be reali2 1 that educators simply do not know how best to applymedia experiences into the curriculum.This presentation will describe a recent study conducted by this speaker investigating
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the effective application (which he conducted) of the newer media. Included in this pre-
sentation is a brief description of the research environment, of its results, and a reflec-
tion on some critical issues which relate to media application within our technological
field. For a more comprehensive report of this study, one should preview the dissertation,
entitled "Effects of a Multi-Media Environment in College-Level Electronics - 1969 -CSC."

The study. Forty-four learners participated in the controlled study, conducted on the
Colorado State College campus one year ago. Each was enrolled as a full-time student,
and participated because of being enrolled in "Basic Electricity", offered through the In-
dustrial Arts Education Department.

Criterion measures were the GATB (General Aptitude Test Battery, which measures
ability factors), EPPS (Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, which measures psycho-
logical factors), achievement scores, personal interview data, and answers to question-naires.

Student experiences differed considerably from those encountered in most media
learning environments. The prime distinguishing characteristic was that the learner was
unrestricted in selecting and pursuing any of several different types of media, ail of which
were daily available and were selected to offer reasonably identical coverage of subject
matter. The available media types were four: 16 MM sound films, tape-slide automated
presentations, programmed texts end traditional texts. Practical restrictions did not al-
ways allow for all four media types to be available daily. However, this was more theexception than the rule. In excess of two hundred films, twelve programmed texts and
thirty traditional textbooks were utilized.

The learners received a daily printed listing of the media which were available and
adequately covered the topic of investigation. Also distributed daily was a printed listingof study questions which directed activities and were to 1-'3 answered during the class
session. The questions were structured to require more of "conceptual" than. a "fact-
ual" type of response, requiring the learner's arswers to express a higher level of learn-
ing.

Functions of the instructor were twofold: to diagnose and to guide learning. As he
was no longer responsible for formal classroom presentations, his released time was
spent in permitting discussions with members of the class on a 1:1 ratio.

Testing was frequent, occurring each three to four class sessions. Learners who did
not attain acceptable levels of performance were counseled by the instructor to seekcorrective measures.

The results. Time does not permit a full description of the results obtained from this
study. However, those which re: ite most significantly are:

Achievement. Term achievement, measured by analysis of test scores throughout
the media experiment, differed significantly from that of a normalized distribution, being
negatively skewed. These findings suggest that not all learners profited equally nor at anacceptable level. The lowest achievement score was approximately 6070. Low achievers
within this study were identified most accurately by the factor form perception; this was
negatively correlated with term achievement. Low achievers were also identified as beingfollowers, rather than leaders, are willing to accept the leadership of others, and exhibit
low achievement needs. High-term achievers were best predicted from analysis of one's
achieement need. When the two factors form perception and intelligence were also con-sidered in a linear regression model, these three factors yielded a coefficient of correla-
tion with term achievement which exceeded .7.

Personal factors. Although the study was inconclusive in its findings as they relateto personal factors, it does suggest that learners may differ substantially in terms of
the medium which is best suited.That is, one learner may learn more effectively through
use of written media while another may learn best through use of bi-sensory media. One
significant finding is that learners who preferred films and tape-slide presentations wereless receptive to change and experienced the highest achievement needr.Most popular media. The medium which received the most praise was that of theautomated tape-slide system. This medium was custom-constructed for this experimentby Dr. D. L. Telden and this speaker. The system consisted of 35 MM color slides which
automatically advanced in sequence with a narrative sound tape. The hardware contained
a special "stop" feature which required the listener to respond to questions presented.
Ali viewing was within study enclost res equipped with individual headphones.

It is interesting to note that the medium which received the least acceptance was that
of 16 MM films. The two hundred films available for this study were edited versions of
166
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those presently being used by a branch of the armed forces to teach basic electricitytheory.
Group activity. Individual learners were allowed to study by themselves, or to studywith a companion. The percentage of time spent by learners in group activity ranged from20 to 94%. When asked, the majority of learners tended to state that the media environ-ment would have suffered considerably had they been required truly to "individualize"their study habits. This finding tends to suggest that perhaps the social nature of thelearner must be recognized in the media environment, and that "individualized" learningbest occurs in group action, provided the study group is limited in size.Single concept presentation. Learners suggested that single-concept presentationsmay require restructuring. One particular comment was that the "single concept"nature of media lacks articulation of the learner's past knowledge with the present; thelearner is not encouraged to assimilate his learnings. Another comment was that single-concept presentations do not allow the learner to understand applications and future needfor the topic of investk;ation.

Motivation. Mr, ,,atton is difficult to define operationally: it is considerably moredifficult to assess. Sorae partial insight into the relationship between learner motivationand its relation to the media environment was gained through this study. In brief, learnerswere identified within this study who scored high in terms of class achievement, but didnot necessarily seem to have acquired an interest in basic electricity, the course in whichthe media investigation was pursued. This suggests that perhaps "successful" mediamust have two prime objectives: to impart knowledge and skills in an efficient manner,and to assure that learning is pleasurable and the learner will wish to pursue futurestudies within the subject matter.
Within this study, the motivational objective "to score high on a test" seemed to beof greater significance than "to enjoy and pursue electronics".Study habits. Contemporary literature places minimal emphasis on the objective ofenabling the learner to learn "how to learn". This objective, if it can be fulfilled, willprovide the learner with the tools to continue his education after leaving the confines of theclassroom. As our rapid growth in technological knowledge grows at a brisk pace, wemust prepare our present students to continue their learning through individualized efforts.Sixty-three percent of those involved within this study tended to support the thesis thatthnir experience within this study had better prepared them to learn on their own than atraditional environment would have.

Continuance. The learners involved within this study tended to favor the continuanceof the media method of instruction. This was interpreted as being very favorable.A post-study. After having interviewed the learners who participated in this experi-mental sLady, and by conferring with Dr. Dave L. Jelden, associate professor at ColoradoState College, who generously assisted with this initial study, the need was evident forseveral changes within the media environment which would lead to more efficient nnera-tion. The media method is currently adopted for use in several electricity-electronicscourses offered at Colorado State College, and is continually being modified to increaseits effectiveness. For those wishing to pursue media studies within technology, it is sug-gested that they view its Implementation on this campus.One prime structural change which was made within the media environment was toallow for immediate re-cycling of those learners who did not attain satisfactory scoreson formal tests. The learner is now required to master content before he is allowed tocontinue. In one class taught with this technique employed, this speaker was the instruc-tor, and exuberantly reports that all learners within the environment attained formal testaverages in excess of 80%. The only grades awarded were A's and B's.Another change which has been made in the media environment was the developmentof student packets to guide daily learning. These contain student-graded pre-tests, allow-ing the learner to assess his mastery of learning. Learners are now allowed to progressat varying rates throughout the term: it is conceivable that some may complete the coursein three or five weeks, allowing college credit for knowledge gained, not for a specifiednumber of clock hours of involvement.
Mr. Harmon is an assistant professor at Southeastern State College, Durant, Oklahoma.
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Flexible scheduling: an emerging change
in the teaching-learning process

Kennett, L. Schenk

An important new concept in education, that of flexible modular scheduling, has beendiscussed and experimented with in a wide geographic and subject area spread, and is nownearing completion of its first year as a pilot program in one junior high and one seniorhigh school in Racine. Flexible scheduling is an approach to the teaching-learning processwhich stresses the teacher's professional judgment and emphasizes the student's re-sponsibility for his own learning.
What are the implications tor industrial arts in terms of meeting societal demands,goal or objectives achievement, individual development or curricui,r change? Societaldemands are continually changing, so all education must be ready to provide leadershipin the change process, accepting systems approaches and moving to the leading edge

instead of continually running to catch up. If we agree that the goals which are generallyaccepted by the majority of the practitioners in industrial arts are sound and achievable,then we must search for newmethodology to mect the goals and adjust the ccntent accord-ingly.
Every teacher would concede that the range of differences in a given tenth-gradeclass is quite extreme. The students may vary by as much as: two years in age, twofeet in height, a hundred pounds or mere in weight, eighty points or more in IQ, and sevenor more years in reading ability. Maturity scales are not common, bur we could granta wide variation, and motivarion for a student's having elected industrial arts might pro-vide more answers than enrollees. If these generalities are accepted, why then are classperiods fifty-three minutes in l,u1, and meet five times a week? Why then are theslower learners harassed to keep up with the group, and the faster students restrainedbecause the instructor does not want to give the same demonstration too many times?One might conclude that mass teaching does not insure mass learning.
How then can the content and method of teaching industrial arts be adjusted to com-pensate for the infinite spread of individual differences? There is a shortage of preparedmatet.als adapted to the individualization of instruction that could be applied to, or super-imposed.epon, an established program. An exception might be those companies now pro-ducing packaged materials in the electricity-electronics area, which tends to be morelaboratory-experiment- rather than take-home-project-oriented. The question now arisesas to who will be responsible for the development of the materials needed to operate aprogram of individualized instruction. Obviously the instructors, with the help of super-vision, consultants and administration, are best suited. They are aware of the variedabilities needed for the task and also of the time allounents and facilities needed for thespecific units c f study.
Theoretically, industrial arts on the junior high level is supposed to be exploratoryin nature, whtle the senior high levels tend to go more extensively into depth of knowledgeand greater skill development. It is therefore important that the teachers who are involvedin a radical approach to education be well grounded in their field and able to silt out andidentify that which is important from the substances of lesser priority. Considerationmust be given to the basis for selectionof these priority items which will form the coursecontent. Analyses such as "tradeand jobanalysis", "materials of industry" and "struc-ture of industry" are but afewof the philosophies which need to be considered, as contentand methol for the flexible modular schedulingof industrial arts is developed. The back-ground and training, as well as the years of teaching experience, of each of the instructorsmust be considered. It appears that many industrial arts instructors have been taught,and thus tend to teach, on the comprehensive level. That is, the subject is taost oftencovered in great depth and detail involving repetition, rote memory and testing. Someteacher training institutions are now preparing instructors for a different approach, thatof conceptual teaching. Conceptual levels tend to provide insight into the field and leadto decision making. Instructors with a background of this type are toick to accept flexiblescheduling and find it easier to adapt to placing the responsibility for learning on thestudent.
Flexible scheduling requires the instructor to do more extensive and detailed plahningthrn he ever did before. It requires the student to read and write more than he ever
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expected to do, especially if he started his industrial arts program under traditional con-ditions. The total planning, for each semestCi and yearly offering, must be done in sucha way that scope and sequence of material will accommodate each student individually.What are the general formats for individualized instruction? One structure is thelarge-group instruction, involving a presentation to as many students as could profit fromthe information. This could include from forty to one hundred. The instructor plans todo three things in the large group: (1) to motivate with audio-visuals, resource personsor teamed presentations; (2) to provide information not easily accessible to students, and(3) to give assignments or direction so that there is something both possible and 'aterest-ing for each student to do, regardless of individual differences. The use of unipacs,capsules or contracts provides the bases for concepts and comprehensive levels of learn-ing. If we were to look back in the history of industrial arts, one might find these writtenmaterials under the names of job sheets, operation sheets, information sheets or assign-ment sheets.
The next-size group would be that of up to twenty-five or thirty students, dependingon physical facility, and would be designated middle group. The small-group activitiesare generally conducted with from nine to sixteen students. The laboratories/shops arescheduled on an open-lab basis for a number of periods per day, so the structure of aschedule involving small groups is not generally a part of incluszrial arts planning. Inde-pendent study is the core of the total plan, so open-lab time is very important. Resource/study space in the laboratory/shop is also a prime consideration, where the student canuse single-concept films, books or other resource materials. In addition, resource mate-rials must be available in the school library for those students wishing to do some of theirwork there.
Does this mean that skill development is reduced? The answer here is yes, for somestudents, and yet no for others, in that they can spend more time in the open-lab periodsto develop skills to an even greater extent, if that ;s their personal need.In summary, flexible modular scheduling is one approach to individualizing instruc-tion. Not all students learn at the same rate, nor do they adapt to change at the samepace. Not all teachers are able to change traditional methods of teaching nor are theyable to extract concepts and package or encapsulate materials ,.o continue the learningprocess, as quickly as others. After just three-quarters of one school year, one can re-port many good changes, namely a newprofessionalism on the part of teachers, acceptanceby students of responsibility for theirown education, and, last, a new look at the teaching-learning process in one high school in Racine, Wisconsin.

Dr. Schenk is consultant in practical arts, Unified Schcal District No. I, Racine, Wisconain.

The Partnership Vocational EducationProject: pertinent impressions

Ernest L. Minelli
It all began in the summer of 1965, when certain of Michigan's secondary schools,commuuity colleges and industries joined forces with Central Michigan University andThe Ford Foundation in the establishment of The Partnership Vocational Education Project,a cooperative effort dedicated to breaking the shackles of tradition and providing thedirection to a meaningful and appropriate educational experience for all youth regardlessof their individual abilities or occupational goals.Uelle ing that the educated citizen is an integral part of our rapidly-expanding tech-nological society, Centrel Michigan Univeraity, participating schools and community col-leges have discarded traditional curricula and instructional .methods_ and have taken afresh new approach in an effort to provide students with educational experiences in keep-ing with individual needs and the demands of our times.Furtner recognizing that a meaningful educational experience could no longer beprovided within the four walls of the classroom, nor could it be planned, supported anddirected by individuals or educational units working in isolation, these institutions pooled
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their talents and resources with those of certain Michigan industries.
The new program was developed around nine principles which have general applicationfor the development of educational programs for any occupational interest at any level ofoccupational preparation. Each of these principles is listed below:
(1) The educational experience is vertically articulated from the beginning of formalpreparation to completion.
(2) The educational expe:d.ence is shaped by the demands of individual needs.
(3) The experien:e offe',.s a imlanced program of specialized and general .3ducation.
(4) The experience is horizontally correlated.
15) The educational experience is individualized.
(6) The educational experience stresses intimate pupil involvement.
(7) In designing the educational experience, time, space and instruction arc usedflexibly.
(8) The educational experience is cooperatively planned,
(9) In providing the educational experience, mechanization of the classroom isessential.

(10) The educational experience is extended beyond the classroom and is the product211_21.1ijel:ililp etc rt.
The program demands of its individual curricula or experiences that which providesfor and emphasizes imaginative research and experimentation by its students, and cur-

ricula or experiences 1,4,11..11 e rote skills are only a part of its body.
Keeping in mind that the evaluation plan was to be kept flexible in order to make itpertinent and applicable to the action demonstration concepi., on wnich the Project wal:i

the Pto..i.) undertaking in this area -was to assist individual Paitrcrship Schools toidentify 4etivities for general evaluative purpcses within and for the individualschools tht:ms.:iv.s. Information was gathered leading to the preparation of descriptivematcricls de..:ing with the salient factors that have contributed to successful programsinvolving and including teaching personnel, methodology and techniques.
It became apparent early that the Project research faced limitations. For example,statistical comparisons of the programs of the secondary schools participating in the

Project were impossible, since there were similarities but no duplicate programs amongthe school systems. Rather, a diversity of systems and programs existed and still exists.If all Partnership Schools taught the same curricula and employed the same experimemal
designs, such comparisons would have been possible. It came about, then, that the evalu-
ation plan followed the design of the Project rather than dominated it. As a result of thisconclusion, the development of research and evaluation activities was viewed as a processand not as an isolated aspect of the Project.

While the major thrust of the Project was demonstration rather than statistical com-parisons, and while empirical research was utilized to arrive at n :.dels, the Project
nevertheless set forth the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis I: Students in the Partnership Vocational Education Project will showeducational growth equal to or greater than students of comparable age and educationalbackground.
Hypothesis II: The Partnership Vocational Education Project will meet the needs ofindivid :al students better than would a conventional program.
Hypothesis III: The Partnership Vocational Education Project will develop greaterteacher morale than would a traditional program.
Hypothesis IV: Quality of instruction under the Partnership Vocational EducationProject will be greater and maintained at a higher level than under a conventional program.Hypothesis V: Better utilization of physical facilities will be made under the Partner-ship Vocational Education Project than under a conventional program.
Limited to space and time, the remainder of this paper shall be confined to somepertinent impressions or observations concerning Hypotheses 1 and II which arc:Students in the Partnership Vocational Education project will show educational growthequal to or greater than students of comparableage and educational backuound.
The PartnerFhip Vocational Education Project will meet the needs of individual stu-dents better than a conventional program.
From data collected and analyzed, these summaries may be reported:
(1) The Project students showed educational growth equal to or greater than the com-parison group. Further, the Project students showed improved grades over the previousyear hi all areas of school work.
(2) The students in the Partnership Vocational Education Project had much the same
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problems in areas concerning school relationships as did the general student body.(3) The improvement in school attendance for Project swdents was clearly visible.(4) The Project students indicated the-y felt the correlated activities (horizontal cor-relation) made the classes more intercsting. The general student body surveyed alsoexpressed a similar attitude toward this aspect of the Project. This attitude was notedalso by the non-participating teachers and by parents of the Project students.(5) Thc correlating and integrating of class activity was a salient feature of the Proj-ect and received attention in inany free-association responses.(6) The importance of classroom activity was highly evident.(7) The Project was productive in changing the students' attitude toward school.From the data it can be concluded that the Project students did equally as well orbetter in educational growth than did students of comparable age and educational back-ground, and that the Project did meet the needs of individual students better than a con-ventional program.

Mr. Minelli is on the faculty at Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant.

Individualized instruction : a
meaningful educational experience

David L. Jelden
introduction, We can no longer doubtthat we live in an age of rapid expansion. Knowl-edge is proliferating in virtually every field imaginable. The rate of expansion is ex-plosive. Somehow, man must find his way through a tangled maze of knowledge, assimilateit, and qualify himself to move on into a complex future.The complexities of our times have developed so rapidly that a startling fact nowexists. Of all the scientists that have ever lived -- ninety percent are alive today! Thegrowth of scientific knowledge has accompanied the growth of industrialization. And today,a thorough knowledge of our industrial society is essential to bridge tile gap between thepresent and an increasingly complex future. It is for this complex industrial future thatwe must prepare our children.
Look at the people around you for a moment. You can hardly help noticing how peoplediffer from each other. Different faces--different staturesdifferent general appear-ance, different attitudes and preferences. Our children, too, differ from each other. Asidefrom obvious physical differences, there are less obvious emotional differences. Some,for example, seek companionship. Some, again, do not. No matter what our children arelike, we must give them the best education we can by using the best possible methods.Educational leaders who have studied many problems oflearning have turned up someuseful facts. They tell us that: the learners' ability to retain the information they studyamounts to ... "1070 of what they read ... 2070of what they hear... 30% of what they see ...50% of what they see and hear ...7070of what they say as they talk...and 9070 of what theysay as they do something."
From these data, we can derive certain essential principles, among them these:students need to develop individual responsibility and the ckills of independent study ...students need opportunities to develop inquiring minds students need to learn the skillcof effective discussion ...they need to acquire far more complex talents for effectualhuman relations ... students need satisfaction in learning. The student who experiencesdii ected problem solving will not soon forget. No amount of verbalizing can replace theperceptions and self-realization gained when the student learns in a problem-solvingatmosphere. What better approach to problem solving is there than independent study?Education: A continual process. To helppromote independent atudy, it is imperativethat teachers do not view the process of education as a terminal program.Teachers should establish an enviro.iment in the classroom where the student becomesmore responsible for his own education. Flar too often, the teacher has been a presenterof information end the student a passive recipient of it. As a result the student did notreap all of the benefits of his learning opportunity. The traditional teacher-lecture sys-
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tern of instruction will lot do the job in the years ahead.
Industrial arts hart not as yet fallen too far into the crevice of theoretical learning

because of its inherent :,ianipulative characteristics. Recauseof this, industrial arts has
been more meaningful to C.-e student than some of the other areas of study. Its manipu-
lative character is part of its .-tiqueness. Nevertheless, more emphasis should be placed
in our teacher preparation programs and in our labs on the individual learning problems
of students.

We in education need to develop within our students the individual and necessary
skills of learning so that the experience obtained in a formal school situation will carryinto later life. This does not mean that we need to add more methods courses to our
teacher education programs, but that in the classes which we now teach in all subject
matter areas, the students should have more personal involvement in the learning process.
!.:.'arning should become an individual, on-going process far after the student leaves the
full-time school.

Much has been written relative to the amount of emphasis being placed on gadgets
and hardwar:- In mode;-r ocational programs. In fact, we may be overemphttsizing the
gadgetry at the expense oi teaching individual learning nkills. While industrial arts
should make use of. all the facilities, techniques and gadgets that it can to increase and
enhance learning, these gadgets and bits of hardware should not take the place of a sound
understanding on the part of each individual as to how he learns best. We need to teach
the technique of learning ard the utilization of these gadgets found in educational tech-
nology. An innovative approach to education which effectively uses these theories is
learner- controlled education.

Learner-controlled education: A definition. Learner-controlled education is defined
as a system of instruction that is individually-oriented, self-instructional and multi-
media in approach. It is based on the premise that students can be taught to interpret
the behavior goals of a course, determine procedures that will permit attainment of the
goals, and select and carry out the procedure which they consider desirable for fLttaining
the goals. The learner-controlled method is in contrast to the teacher-controlled method,
in 44hich the teacher establishes the goals and determines the approach by which the out-
comes will be reached. In both methods, content, in the main, is determined by the. teacher.
The methods Ciller in terms of who determines the procedures for attaining the goals.
Putting it bluntly, the teacher does not impose his method of learning on the student.

Grganization of learner-controlled education. Learner-controlled education (LCE) is
organized essentially the same as any other good program of education now in operation.
The difference is found in the method of instruction used to achieve the goals nf the course.
The uniqueness of LCE lies in the general classroom organization and in the freedom and
responsibility given to the student in his class work.

Evaluation. The process of evaluation in learner-controlled education will take on a
meaning different from the one it has had in the traditional classroom. The emphasis is
placed on critical self-evaluation. Tests are administered by the student on his own de-
mand. Items on the examinations are keyed to the master analysis chart to facilitate the
reference for more information on the particular topic. There is provision for a compre-
hensive examination over the entire course wh;eh is a teacher-scored fthal examination.
This examination, however, is made up of material which was covered in the self-evalua-
tions taken previously by the studcnts. In addition, there is a manipulative performance
examination administered to each student by the teacher at the conclusion of the course
work.

Evaluation in the learner-controlled education program takes on another dimension
beside that of student progress in course work. An evaluation is made of the aptitudes and
personality needs of the student. This is accomplished by having the General Aptitude
Test Battery and the Edwards Personal Preference Scale administered and interpreted
to each member of the class in the early part of the course.

This kind of information will allow the teacher to predict in general the success or
failure of each student in an individualized program of instruction. By this means those
who may have difficulty can be identified early before they extrerience repeated failure.
Research has shown that student aptitudes of intelligence, form perception, verbal fluency
and spatial interpretation are closely related to predicting success or failure. Further-
more, statistical treatment of the data identifies spatial aptitude as the most important
single aptitude.

Personality evaluation is accomplished by interpredng the results of the scores ob-
tained on the Edwards Personal Preference Scale. This test is an attempt to identify the
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manifest needs of individuals. It identifies what characteristh:s an individual possessesand what it takes to make him feel comfortable. The most important characteristics asthey relate to the success of an individualized program are achievement, dominance,nurturance, affiliation and change. Of these, research has shown that dominance, nurtur-ance and change have the closest relationship.Therefore, by looking at the scores in dominance, nurturance, spatial aptitude andchange, we can be reasonably sure chat, 95 times out of a hundred, the student will prob-ably be successful in an individualized program of instruction. Scores on these traitsare in the upper half or above the 50th percentile of an established norm. Likewise, ifthe student falls below :he midpoint in all categories, we can predict difficulty in his com-pletion of the objectives in the course work. This area neeris considerable research tovnlidate and verify existirg outcomes and hence expand its predictability pattern.The role of the teacher. In learner-controlled education, the teacher plays a roleslightly different from that traditionally believed. Rather than a pure presenter, theteacher becomes a resource person, another source of information that the student canutilize in achieving his goal. The teacher takes on the role of an educational counselorwnose primary responsibility it is to make suggestions, pose questions and guide thestudent to the various resources which enhance and increase the understanding of thetopic or problem at hand. The teacher does this by utilizing the information of the in-dividual's personality and aptitudes obtained in the individual evaluation.The future of education. The basic argument of an individualized method of instruc-tion is that it can and will provide for the flexibility that is needed in future educationalexperiences. The rapidity of change is making it increasingly difficult for curricula toremain current within the framework of the formal classroom methods that are now com-monly used. Further, even if classroom procedures could become more flexible, thetraditional method is not amenable to providing for individual retraining and upgradingneeds. If man can be taught to teach himself and make use of available resources to attainthe needed knowledge and skills, then the retraining and upgrading problem can partiallybe achieved through individual study.
The solution is not al3 this simple, however. That man can teach himself is self-evident. The majority of man's knowledge and skill likely is self-taught. It is not self-evident, however, that man is naturally an efficient and effective learner in a self-instructional situation. The success t)f study skills experiments is testimony to the con-tention that man's skill at learning can be improved.(2,12) Further, the phenomenon of"learning how to learn" that has been put forth also suggests that man learns this ability,and, if it is learned, then the degree of this learning in any person would be at some pointon a continuum from low to high.(7) Learning procedures are not general for all learningoutcomes.(6) Learning strategies may differ ui efficiency and effectiveness, dependingupon whether the outcnmes differ in terms such as cognitive, psychomotor and affective.This implies, then, that man should be taughtor should learn individually those strategiesthat are effective or relevant to the learning outcomes involved in a particular task.Resources for education. Even if man can be taught to tea:th himself, then there isthe problem of his having sufficie resources availablefor learning what is needed. Oneof the primary tasks of the educator or teacher in the individualized method would be toknow what resources are needed for any learning task and to make these resourcesreadily available to the learner. The efficacy of the provision a a variety of resourcesand learning materials has been demonstrated for young children. A study reported on a'responsive environment nursery school' in which one of the essential features is the pro-vision of an 'enriched social, vital world with which the child can interact.(11) Otherstudies have reported similar results with young children ir enriched settings.(4,9)The "responsive environment" in a nursery school is essentially an environment inwhich a wide variety of resources is available for the young learner. The providedvariety is not, however, just a random collection of things but rather is a co...lection ofmaterials in which each component has some purpose.Although the "responsive environment" procedure has been demonstrated only withyoung children, it seems reasonable to expect that the same type of situation would operateeffectively with other age groups. An adult who is more capable of independent effort thana child should be capable of operating even more effectively than the young child in anappropriate "responsive environment".Thus, if the student knows the level of knowledge and skill he will be expected toattain and the proficiency he should reach atthe end of the course, if he knows the learningstrategies that can be effectivefor him ID attaining thee ends, and if certain combinations
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of resources are effective for him in attaining these ends, and if adequate resources are
provided, then the student should be able to be self-directive in his study and control his
own learning. (This assumes prior knowledge on the part of the individual on how he learns
best and sufficient motivation from within.) Further, the learning should be attained more
quickly and be mole meaningful to the student than it is in the traditional classroom situa-
tion. The basis for this expectation is that self-directed learning is generally mere
motivatng, and the enriched environment of the wide variety of resources wil: allow for
a more generalized understanding of the learning because of the opportunity to practice
and deal with the concepts in a variety of situations.(5) To promote this self-direction
in learning, individual learning activity packets have been developed.

Learning activity packets. The learning activity packets are designed to he used by
the student to learn on an individual, self-pacing basis. The educational construct for the
learning activity packets can be explained best by reviewing the sequence undertaken by
the student as he proceeds through the lesson.

This is not just another lab manuel developed to be used in a program as additional
activity but is a total 'package'. It consists of behaviorally-stat9d educational goals,
recommended sources of information to achieve those goals, choices of sequence pre-
ferred by the student, self-evaluations integrated into the lesson, and a packet evaluation
designed to have the student explain in his own words his understanding of the task or
educational goals.

To explain in detail the theory behind the development, look carefully at the 'educa-
tional flow chart' following. Follow the arrows from section to section as it is explained,
beginning on the left-hand side with the circle containing the words "primary oojective."

The "primary objective" as outlined on the 'educational flow chart' can be identified
as the over-all purpose of the lesson. Simply stated, it asks the question: "What is it
that I should understand when I finish with this block of information?" In most instances
the "primary objective" can be identified by the title of the packet. The "primary objec-
tive" can be compared to the unit title, or chapter heading found in traditional textbooks.

One of the big headaches in any educational experience is the development of individ-
ual motivation on the part of the learner. Motivation is in fact one of the most important
aspects of any educational experience. Witnout it, learning does not become an enjoyable,
meaningful venture.

The rationale found in the learning activity packet is designed to explain to the student
why it is important for him to understand this particular phase of the area under study.
It will explain the relationship that exists to future topics or applications in the field and
may in some cases develop a relationship to his past experiences. It should answer for
the student these continual questions: "Why is it important that I understand this par-
ticular lesson? What relevance does it have for my existing world or purpose? What good
can I expect from tinie spent in studying this block of information?" It should appeal to
his power of reason and unlock the door to internal drive that is essential to any good
learning experience. For some students the teacher may have to supplement verbally
the rationale of the lesson.

Once the primary objr:ctive and therationale have been identified and the student sees
a good reason for studying, it is essential that the learner understand exactly what it is he
should know. To make learnt ig as functional as possible, specific behavioral oLlectives
or tasks can be stated in such a way that the student knows not only what it is he is ex-
pected to learn, but under what conditions and to what degree of proficiency the task must
be mastered.(14) For example, if an educational goal was stated in behavioral terms as
follows:

"Given a schematic diagram of a simple electronic circuit, the student will be
able orally, in writing, or by demonstration to identify the components of the
circuit from parts found in the test bench and do so correctly 8 out of 10 times."

There would be little doubt in the mind of the learner what was required of him upon com-
pletion of the lesson. Likewise, the teacher can make a valid evaluation of the learning
experience.

With this kind of terminal behavior, the teacher can structure learning experiences
that relate directly to the task, and the student can begin to study those parts of the task
that will allow him to perform it under the stated conditions.(15)

In the learning activity packet, the objectives and recommended ways of achieving
them have been laid out, so that the student begins the learning process with as much
efficiency as possible.
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One of the primary purposes of education is to make the individual involved develop
a valid and reliable method L)f making judgments about himself. In learning, because in-
dividuals differ and because each has a unique background of experiences, an opportunity
for students to make self-assessments should be provided.

In the learning activity packet the students are given three choices to determine their
degree of understanding of the behavioral task set before them. They are:

(1) 1 understand ALL of the tasks and therefore have the required knowledge and skill
to perform them.
(2) I understand PART of the tasks and will study those parts with which I am un-
familiar.
(3) 1 understand NONE of the tasks and will proceeri with the lesson as recommended
by the packet.
By giving the student these three choices, the teacher can identify those who have

already attained the stated behavioral goal and can give credit to the learner for the knowl-
edge. In this way the teacher can actually provide an accelerated path for those with
previous knowledge. Likewise, for those whose background is not so complete and for
those who have not had the opportunity to learn or have forgotten the material essential
to completing the stated task, provision in the learning activity can be geared to meet
their specific need.

It should be pointed out th.at accurate judgments on the part of the student can be
verified by self-tests. As the learner makes judgments of his educational experience,
reinforcement of the quality of that judgment is essential to develop its validity and re-
liability. In reality, the learner has to take the responsibility for his decisions, and only
when he is truthful with himself can he begin the meaningful process of education. The
development of a truthful student assessment is a big step zoward individualized learning
and can be achieved only through opportunity and experience.

At this point on the "educational flow chart", the student must make his assessment
of how well the task can be performed and what alternatives are available to him once
the choice is made.

For the student who thinks he can achieve the behavioral goal, provision is made in
the system to take a self-test over his understanding of the task. The self-test usually
involves objective questions and, in instances where required, essay items. Also, in some
cases a performance or manipulative examination is required. The idea is that the self-
test is a verification of the learner's assessment of how well he can perform the stated
task. For those who need help in their evaluation or for those who have questions over
material related to the task, the teacher can be involved with the evaluation. If both the
student and the teacher are satisfied that achievement of the goal is complete, then the
minimum requirement of this objective has been attained.

If additional interest or need is present for some in-depth or concentrated study over
and above the minimum task requirements, provision is made for this quest. Informadon
is given to the student at the end of the self-test to allow the learner to obtain additional
knowledge and skill in the area under study. The depth of this study is strictly up to the
student, and its duration is dependent upon the demands of tl.e teacher or time remaining
in the program. This path is identified on the "educational flow chart" as Path 'IV,
Additional Theory or Additional Application, and is encountered after a successful teacher
evaluatior of the required behavioral objective.

The other alternative available to the learner, thot is, one who does not have any
background for completing the task or one who has only a pk:rtial understanding of it, is to
pursue the lesson recommended by the study guide.

The learning activity packets have a learning activity section which contains several
elements:

(1) A list of recommended media available where information can be obtained which
will allow the learner to gain information about the task.
(2) A list of helpful study-guide questions that, when answered by the student, will
allow him to understand the objective or information related to it.
(3) A laboratory experience, if feasthle, that will give an opportunity to apply certain
ideas cr: knowledge on a practical basis.
(4) An information sheet that w;'' summarize the basth cf the task or its essential
parts.
Once the student has entered the learning activity, he will then proceed to the self-

test whenever he is satisfied in his own mind that he can achieve the tasks set forth in the
lesson. If the self-test proves .,hat the desired level of achievement has .:.ot been reached,
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a re-cycling back into the learning activity is prescribed. This process is A.epeated untilthe student and the teacher can agree that sufficient knowledge and/or skill is present to
allow the student to continue into the next phase.

As briefly described under the accelerated track, additional in-depth study can beundertaken by the student if a need exists. It provides some additional sources for thelearner to pursue an individual quest to supplement the minimum requirement of the lessonat his leisure. The minimum requirement as identified on the "educational flow chart"
is exemplified by following Path 'A' as outlined. The additional in-depth study is chartedas Path 'B' and can be approached by the accelerated track from below or from the initialcontact track from the top as shown on the chart.

Some larger primary objectives may have several specific behavioral tasks or sec-
tions included in them. If this is the case, the student would look at behavioral objective#2 and repeat the process, starting at the student assessment and making the same judg-ments as described previously.

Upon completion of all the specific behavioral objectives of the learning activity
packet, the learner and the teacher must make a comprehensive packet evaluation overthe entire assignment. This evaluation may take the form of an oral interview, a written
essay test, a laboratory performance test, or any combination of these. It should be real-ized that the purpose of this evaluation is to get, in the lear.er's own words or actionS,
his understanding of the primary objective and his ability to meet the specific behavioral
tasks identified in the learning activity packet.

lf, after a brief discussion, some voids or discrepancies in the evaluation exist,
additional suggestions can be made by the teacher to help the learner improve the over-
all understanding of the lesson and the completion of the packet.

The learning activity packet is designed to provide for the learner a self-pacing,
individualized, multi-media system of educz.tion. If used properly, it frees the teacher
from highly-structured classroom lectures and allows him to help guide the learningprocess of the students.

Most of the materials in the learning activity packet provide for self-study. On
occasion, a teacher demonstm Ian or lecture maybe the best way to present certain kindsof information to a small group of students within the class. What the learning activity
packet will do best is provide for the indivi 'Jai differences of the students and place the
teacher in the proper professional role as a diagnostician or prognosticator of the educa-tional process rather than a regurgitator of factual information which a machine or someform of educational media might do better.

Assur flions of learner-controlled education. The following statements are someof the basic assumptions on which we base the idea of "learner-controlled education":
(I) It will be improbable and perhaps impossible to keep our schools up to date in adynamic technological society.
(2) The development of learning skills is as important to teach as the subject matteritself. However, both can be taught simultaneously under a well-structured system.(3) It is unnecessary to send people back to school in a formal classroom atmosphere
for updating as often as some educators have advocated. If the student is properly
motivated, continual self-instruction is a reality.
(4) The student is capable of determining his own course of action once he is madeaware of the possibilities and alternatives open to him in finding answers to hisquestions.
(5) A wide variety of resources must be available to the student for an effective in-dividual learning situation. These resources may take the form of many instructional
media.
(6) Each student should know or will learn what his strengths and weaknesses are asthey relate to how he learns best,
(7) When an educational goal is understood and in some cases, is set by the student,
its attainment is more personal, the motivation isstronger, and its achievement more
rewarding.
(8) Initially, learning may be slow, but over an extended period more material can be
covered better in a shorter period of time. The student will get better, more mean-
ingful learning.
Characteristics of learner-controlled education. The learner-controlled system ofinstruction under operatioi- Colorado State College exhibits the following characteristics:
(1) The student will be instructed in the procedures of the course and on the equip-
ment he will be using, and will then work independently.
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(2) The content of the course and the goals of the course will be based on a determina-tion of the knowledee and skills required for success in industry. This determination
has been completea on the basis of several studies.(1,3,8,13)(3) The materials will be analyzed and cross-referenced by topics. The learningobjectives will be isolated to provide information to students as to which resourcesare available for the various objectives of the course: This analysis is the heart ofthe classroom operation. All test items or evaluative instruments will be cross-referenced to the master analysis chart and related to the behavioral goals of thetopic under study.
(4) A variety of media is available for the course. The materials will be in the formof several basic media: programmed texts and machines, reference books, slideswith tape narrations, tapes, workbooks, 35mm strip films, 8mm and 16mm films,video tapes, overhead transparencies, laboratory equipment and lecture-demonstra-tion by the students and/or teacher.
(5) Evaluation of student progress will be done individually over small blocks. Whenthe student believes he has attained the outcomes of objectives of a given block, hewill undertake his own seif-evaluation. Immediate feedback will be provided thestudent, and, if the goal has not been reached, additional study materials or activitieswill be suggested.
(6) Final grades are determined by a comprehensive objective examination over theinformational phase of the course and a performance examination over the manipu-lative phase. The proficiency level of each part is determined by the teacher and ismade clear to the student prior to study.
The cost of individualizing instruction. The learner-controlled education system doesnot require any new types of materials or any radical changes in curriculum content.It is merely a better utilization of the materials which are already being used by teachersand allowing a greater emphasis to be placed on individual differences and individual in-itiative. It is understood that because of the traditional teacher-lecture passive studentrelationship that exists throughout the educational system in the public schools, this new-found freedom on the part of some students will be too much for them to control. In theseinstances the teacher Must make provision to operate on the old teacher-lecture organiza-tion on a teniporary basis for these students. The responsibility may come slow to thepoorer student. This technique of self-teaching is something that will be learned over aperiod of time rather than accepted at a moment's notice.
Programs in English and social studies for the drop-out have been organized aroundthe learner-controlled concept of education. Experience has shown that these drop-outshave been able to adjust and accept the responsibility for their own education in theseareas, provided proper interest, guidance and motivation are available.As in any new program proposal there are errors nroblerns and weaknesses. It isfelt that these can be overcome and that the advantages _,tined, from the standpoint of thestudent and the total educational program, will overshadow the difficulties developed. Allin all, it appears that the learner-controlled education system will let us educate ourstudents for the future as well as for today.
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Dr. Jelden teaches in the Department of industrial Arts, Colorado State College, Greeley.

Experienced classroom teacher viewpoint
Arthur H. Schwartz

Through the years, I've had a ball in educadon. I associate with the academic people,so that a little technology will rub off on them. But I sometimes wonder if a little moreof the "rubbing off" shouldn't be on the industrial arts teacher.A prominent scholar, Dugala Stewart, once wrote: "The faculty of i-nagination is thegreat spring of human activity, and the principal source of improvement...Destroy thisfaculty, and the condition of man will become as stationary as that of the brutes."Most of us are familiar with the tremendous rate of technological change which hasoccurred over the past decade. From the imaginative dreamers of yesterday have comethe machines, gadgets and ideas that we depend upon so heavily today. For while theworld of reality may be limited, the world of imagination is boundless.Many new ideas are stillborn, and countless others are short-lived and are lost with-out a trace. Some are only casual thought; others become cornerstones of faith. Someare bitterly resisted; others are welcomed. For some the welcome comes early; forothers it is tendered late.
Many correctly bemoan change for the sake of chInge; others are simply unpreparedto pay the price that progress extracts. Everyone has had to react to changes in someway, and each of us has had constantly to readjust his way of life and often even the basicvalues by which he lives. Sometimes these changes are pleasant; somedmes they areunpleasant. We must learn to live with changes.We must demand programs where im.ginative research and experimentation arecommonplace and where rote skills play only a limited part. And above all, we must avoidprograms which may result in a lack of general education for the student or lead to aneducational dead-end.
It has long been the concern of some industrial arts instructors that the total programwas not reaching all students who could profit from industr:al arts. The basic areas ofindustrial arts have been structured in programs and approach. This has been dictatedby basic instructional guides and teacher training methods. Traditional courses allowlittle leeway for exploration, experimentation and creativity.In my opinion, we must begin by placing the student at the center of the learningprocess. Around his needs and interests, objectives must be established and learning ex-periences designed. It is for the student that the school exists, and we must recognizethis. All aspects of the educational program must be adapted to and shaped by his growthand development.
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Meaningful learning is a product of and should emanate from personal involvement of
the student. He should he an active participant in the learning process, not a passive
observer. Lee ening should stress "student doing" rather then "teacher doing". Programs
of instruction should foster experiments, research, exercises and variouz, opportunities
for solving many different types of problems as well as project-making. They should
involve learning experiences which stress logical and critical thinking through the solu-
tions of problems velich cut across subject lines.

The student should be allowed to pregress at his own rate. We should challenge and
stimulate but not force. The able student should not sit idle nor should he engage in
busy-work. The leas able should never be allowed to fall hopelessly behind while being
asked to perform at a ',ace far above his ability level. Through non-graded or continuous
growth programs, tDgether with learning experiences geared to individual abilities, site-
dents can be assisted in progressing at their own rates.

The student se- 'I be given a degree of freedom. lf he is to pursue interests, learn at
his own rate, develop self-eirection and learn to function as an independent individual,
he must be giv the freedom to do so. He should be allowed to discover strengths and
weal losses, to succeed and to experiment with a wide range of personal abilities.
If he Is to do tl, le must be freed, at least for a part of the day. from the narrow and
restrictive framework characteristic of traditional systems.

With the many years spent as a classroom teacher, I would have to be classed as a
traditionalist who saw the light. I feel that I have always been up-to-date in this field and
have seen and felt the "emerging changes in the teacher-learner process with its impli-
cations".

I am a firm believer in the cornprenensivegeneral laboratory. It has more possibili-
ties, especially in a high school with an enrollment under 1000 students. On this premise

built a good industrial arts program in a strongly academic high school.
I have never been satisfied with my teaching unless I am continually reviewing, re-

vising and enriching the many areas taught with the thought that I give true values to all
students who enter my classes. I always keep in mind the different levels of ability.

My laboratory in Fredericksburg has long been known in the state as ore that is
"where the action is". The lab has six major areas, which are, graphic arts, drafting,
ceramics, metal and wood teeaniques and electricity-electronics. Within these areas we
have taught manufacturing and construction. At the present time I have a pilo: class for
a Title III ESEA innovative industrial arts project, on which I will comment later.

To succeed in any program, the traditional or conceptual, one mus: come up with the
mechanics to make it move. The use of instructional sheets is the answer. The instruc-
tional sheet's original use is best explained by its name.

Through the years I have written literally hundreds of them for one specific purpose.
The purpose was for continuity, and if some information was not supposedly remembered,
it could be quickly referred to, and students could always use them to their advantage.

I have a rule of my own that has proved successtbl. I have never issued a sheet that
is more than what can be put on an 8-1/2- by 11-inch sheet.

Now I'd like to ask a question: Are you really an educator/ Are you merely a teacher
or instructor, or are you a genuine educator? Think it over.

A teacher or instructor imparts knowledge and skills. He may give much instruction
by means of a simple or complex organization of knowledge. He may communicate much
detailed information according to any of the well-planned disciplines, but can we call this
true education?

To educate, one must cultivate faculties, powers, skills and qualities of culture.
Neither faculties nor qualities of culture n ;,cessarily will be imparted to a student by
routine instruction, or even by the most complex technical details of organized disciplines.
This seems to be the gap so highly criticized by business and industry management. There
is not en )ugh "wisdom of understanding" communicated to students so that they have any
concept of what business is all about when they graduate from school.

The power to reason logically while applying a skill certainly is an element of educa-
tion which can be encouraged to some extent by a good instructor.

If you are at all competent in your job, th student's ability and motivationi are basic
tools of your work right from the start. If you are more an educator than a meta instruc-
tor, your psychological training and instinct already assist in your efforts to deal with
the results of parental environment reflected in your student. But a cultured understand-
ing of the world of industry may be entirely lacking in your training or experience.

;n fact, we often wonder how many brilliant minds have gone into the educational field
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as an escape from the hard-hitting reality of free enterprise. We wonder how many un-consciously cling to the security of a teaching job because they cannot compete in the openarena where their output would rise or fall with market demand and result in some hiddenetatistic of the gross national product.
This speculation should cast no aspersions on those who are genuine in their dedica-tion to education. This is one of the most vital functions which can be performed for oursociety, at any cost.
James E. Russell, as secretary of the Educational Policies Commission, addressingthe opening general session of this association in St. Louis a few years ago, said, "Edu-cators must be aware that the rise of national knowledge plays a greater role now than atany time in the past." He emphasized the importance of teaching children to think. Hewent on to say, "The force which is remaking the world is the rational intellect of men,lad the man who can earn his own dignity in the future will be the man who can use thatforce."
Secondary schools should be concerned with curriculum development programs thatare structured to provide fc. teaehing the concepts that will more realistically lead to afull corn )rehension of present-day technology and must provide for the needs of our youth.Anu now for a few comments about the Title III ESEA Induatrial Arts Program.During the planning of this project in 1968, I heard Dr. H. I. Willett, Superintendentof Richmond, Virginia, City Schools, make a keynote speech at an industrial arts summerconference. lie said this about education:
(1) We must learn to communicate.
(2) We need innovations - this project is one.
(3) Involvement is necessary.
(4) Let's be in tune with our time.
(5) Be able to recognize the elements of change.
(6) Work on developing attitudes and processes.
(7) We must be aware that the students want to know somebody cares.(8) Give students direction so they can find themselves.

Reason for this course: We must update, We must consider, and
(1) Eliminate cut-and-dried content and lab work,
(2) Teach subject as changing technology.
(3) (T)ffer a wide exposure.
(4) Integrate content of several fields.
(L) Organi.ne content around concepts, key ideas, principles and modes of inquiries.(6) De-emphasize rote menv)rization.
(7) Stress inductive things.
(8) Employ the discovery--problem solving.(9) Undertake evaluation.

(10) Create a group to aid in seeking aetter ways.
(11) Apply findings from cerrent theories.
(12) Sharpen its identity--greater emphasis on guidance.

When we talk about the elemee..i3 of change, here are items from the Business Teacher,November, 1968, that point out number of facts- Much needs to be done to cope with thechallenge to provide full educational opportunity in a changing era when:(I.) Fifty percent uf the labor force earn their living in industries that did not existwhen this century began.
(2) One-third of the items on the supermarket shelves did not exist ten years ago.(3) Half of all that a person has learned is no long,-t valid by the time he reachesmiddle age.
(4) Ninety percent of all drugs being p-eacribed today were not even known ten yearsago.
0) Three-fourths of all the people employed by industry 12 years from lic*/ will beproducing goods that !ilve not yet been conceived.
(6) More mathematics has heen created since 1900 than during the entire period ofrecorded history.
(7) Half of what a graduate engineer stedies today will be obsolete in ten years; halfof what he will need to know it, not eet known by anyone.There are no courses offered that could tie together academic subjecta such asEnglish, mathematics, science and art into a technically-oriented approach to industrialfunctions and techniques. There needs to be a strong attenpt to put industrial arts into areal place In the total school curriculum and give it prop,tr perspective. Research indi-
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cates the real need for more girls in all areas of industrial arts.
There is a definite need for a course for the average or better student to be able to

learn about and familiarize himself with all aspects of industrial and technical communi-
cation, both visual and oral. There is a need to search for new methods of instruction that
would enliven and vitalize all courses in industrial arts.

The basic idea of the course is to shift the responsibility of learning from the teacher
to the student. Instead of merely trying to absorb the material presented by a teacher,
these students explore areas of interest to them and in the depth to which they want to go.
The accent is on the individual and the decisions that he can and does make. Necessarily,
there is an outline to be followed, but it is not as rigid as the ones that most classes have.

Although there is not a rigid plan of action for each day, there is a general designation
for each day. Monday is called the Instructor's Day. The instructor uses this day in any
way that he thinks is necessary. This includes clarifying things to be done and the pres-
entation of materiI.

Tuesday is the Student's Day. On this day, the students in the class pursue
their indivHual projects in the industrial arts lab,l.GAC. resource room, or possibly
the library.

Wednesday is the Presentation Day. At this time various programs are prcsented
to the class. They may range from a student presentation to a representative from3M
Ccmpany or a radio announcer. Many of these presentations are video-taped.

A Student- Day comes again on Thure-hy, and Friday is called the Best Advantage
Day. Friday *nay be used for anything that is needed. It may become another Student Day
or, *Possibly, an Jnetructor Day. It is used to its best advantage.

These d -eid their designations aregenerally pretty standard. If a situation comes
up in which .nay be desirable to change, say, a Student Day to a Presentation Day, the
decision rests with the class. The class discusses it and takes a vote to indicate what
should be done.

In conclusion, for a few moments let's talk about the teacher. If he is to be effective
in working with individuals who will enter a late-20th-century work force, he mi. have
special attitudes and abilities.

The teacher must bc a highly capable person. He must be mature, intelligent and
ingenious. He must be a professional, committed to the task of educating America's
youth in the fight for freedom and an everchanging future.

The teacher must be aware of and concerned with individual differences, and he must
provide for progress at individual rates. He mast gear instruction to individual needs,
challenging and enriching the life of the superior, providing constructive experiences for
the average, and offering encouragement to those of low ability.

Not only must the teacher have the capacity to adjust to changing dernands, but also
he must be an agent of change. He must be in the forefront of technological. athancement,
changing occupational needs, and the implementation of such for education.

The teacher of the future must be capable of shifting and changing to meet the de-
s ands and opportunities afforded each day. His behavior will change from moment to
moment, irni day to day, adjusting continually and smoothly to the needs of his students,
and to tho methods and materials at his command.

Mr. Schwart: teaches at James Monroe High School, Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Te iching construction technology
Russell C. Henderly

The Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, 'The WorldofConzz;trucrion", is a full-year
course of instruction for seventh-grade students. The course is divided into tive segments.
The first segment is merely an introduction and sets the tone for the entire year. The
secend segment is the study of management technology pratices. During there days the
sents in their laboratory sessions p,2rform many of the management practices that are
fornd in construction.

D.:ring the third pardon of The World of Construction, the students are grouped
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together into gangs of five or six. These gangs then perform the practices of constructionproduction technology, such as framing, roofing, plumbing, sheet metal duct work, install-ing electrical circuits, sheathing, applying siding and dry wall, painting and decorating,as each gang constructs a full-size corner of a frame E tru ctu re.Personnel technology practices are studied throughout the entire year, since almostdaily we try to help each student identify himself with thc- practices he is performing thatday.
The fourth portion of the course is a review of all construction and is Ic `YourDream House". Each student decki-..,s his future income, his family and its ne te thendetermines the size, number of rooms and style of his dream hou:.Je, then prepares a 'LIUset of working drawings, scaled 1/4inch equals I foot. From these drawings each studentbuilds his own dream house, using 1/4-inch thick urethene as the hailding material. Thismodel is completely painted, placed on a site board and landscaped.The final two-week portion is a game dealing with regionol and community planning.Each class is divided into four groups which compete against one :mother in buying prop-erty and d.weloping industry, utilities and services, single- and multiple-housing units,schools, parks and businesses.

Each teacher has a teacher's guide which provides him with a complete descriptionof each day's lesson and laboratory activity. Each snident is provided with a textbook anda laboratory manual. The students' reading assie ,aents arr usually on an every-othetday basis. The textbook assignments were prepai oci by know.lcdgeable persons in the con-struction field.
The laboratory manual is uset in class only and provides each student with well-programmed, interesting and meaningful experiences daily.

Mr. Henderly teaches at Gamble Jun or High School, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Teaching manufacturing technology
Everett G, Sheets

The management functions of researching, designing and engineering are stressedduring the first half of the course. Four main products progressively carr- liese con-cepts from simple levels to the mole complex. Peonnel practices, also, arc studied atthh ti
ThL secone semester deals with the production tecf.nology of manufaett..ring. Studiesof the processes of forming, separating and combining are stressed. The last main prod-uct of the course is a high-intensity dcA lamp. This unit of activity draws together inreview many of the concepts of the course.
Our teacher's guide outlines in detail a quality les ;on for every day in the cltwsrootn.The textbook presents authentic materials writteu by experts in industry.The laboratory manual creates student i tivities that demonstrate the concepts ofmanufacturing documented by the textbook.The broad scope of the course in manufacturing provides excellent occupationalorientation background for the student as one of the course benofits.

Mr. Sheets teaches at Dater Junior High School, CinLinnati, Okla.

Individual learning packaciE
Tom E. Lawson

Essentially, one of the most demanding needs in industrial arts education t-day is theadaptation of instru( ..onal content and actitity to individual needs and characteristics.We, as industrial educators, must afford an opportunity for the student to become an
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autonomous person, taking responsibility for his own behavior, planning his own activities
from provided alternatives, and making his own decisions.

To facilitate instruction for providing each student with variations of how, when, whatand where to learn, employing efficiently a broad spectrum of learning/stimulant sources,
and strengthening on-line, student-teacher communications, a new mode of learning
strategy is needed. One such mode involves the development and operative utilizatior ofindividual learning activity packages ,I.). The individual learning activity package is aninstructional strategy for providing each student with decision-making options relevant
to self-initiated and self-reliant learning. Supportive to this package approach Is a sys-
tematic arrangement of lealming activities which ereible., the student to select those educa-tional stimulations which seem most germane to his interests and goals in any given timesequence. A total package composite (in addition to the learning activities; must consist
of a clearly-defined rationale for the selected concept, performance specifications whichreflect the parameter of knowledge and/or S. 'Hs inherent within the concept, per sepmulti-media/multi-mode stimulant sources, ar.d provisions for student self-aesessment.

In a conventional manner, industrial arts educatois have acknowledged the need forindividualized instruction. Unfortunately, however, we have made little or no attempt toconceptualize our selected content and activity to facilitate and assist the student in assum-ing greater responsibility for his own learning via a packaged approach. Through a
packaged synthesis of learning ingredients, students can be given decision-making oppor-tunities relevant to what to study, where to study and when to study, but, E,t the same time,
maintaining the essential criteria of industrial experiences peculiar to the selected conceptof concern. Implicit within the structure of the individual learning activity package areselective options wherein the student must actively decide the nature of the content to bestudied, the mode of instruction with which he prefers to involve himself, an appealing
type of multi-media support, and an activity which seems most relevant to him.

Because of the "self-containee" nature of the individual learning activity package,
a student can progress through the .:omposite of learning ingredients at a pace commen-
surlte with his abilities and at a le 'el of sophistication compatible to his learning potential.Hence, the slower student is expected neither tokeep up with the "rest of the class", norfail. Consequently, the brighter student will not be educationally restricted while theclass is catching up. The substantive and syntax structure of the individual learningactivity package is as follows (2):

Rationale, Assuming that one specific industrial concept has been identified as the
representative package theme, the rationale follows. It is a short explanation to the
student as to the significance of thP package and its relationship to the total instructionalscheme. The rationale must bee- - :01:the student to read and comprehend. Educational
jargon, which is most often mean-L.4105;s to the student, must be excluded. Explanationsshould be made as to why this particular concept was included within the realm of thecourse.

Behavioral objectives. Goals or objectives should be stated in terms of the specific
behavior to be exhibited by the student at the culminat -3r. of any given learning activity. Itis impossible to know whether or not a person is learning, since one individual cannot seewhat is going on inside the head of another. However, the instructor can functionallyobserve a saident's behavior and infer from this perceived behavior that he has profitedor "learned".

The following is L. correctly-written behaN ,ral objective:
At the conclusion of this package, you will be e-)le to construct, .iith the use of

instruments Pnd drafting media, any two (2) of the three (3) listed geometric struc-tures;
a) parabola (intersection method)
b) ellipse (four-center method)
c) hyperbola (intersection method)

Objectives, reflecting specific performance epecificadons, must eontain the followinginform a tion (3):
1) Audience
2) Terminal behavior
3) Criteria conditions
4) Degree (success performance)
The "audience" element of a behavioral objective simply refers to the individual or

group of individuals to which the objective is directed. In most instances, the pronouni'yo a" will constitute the audience addressed by the objective--witness the above example.
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Terminal benavior refers to the overt behavior you would like your learner to be ableto demonstrate at the time your instruction terminate In the above objective, the term"construct" represents the terminal behavior to be exhibited by the participant. The be-havior is a statement of what the learner does and what results from his actions. Instating the behavior of an objective, the criterion for communication ::-Lould be such thatinstructors of the same subject matter areas would be able to interpret the describedbehavior and understand it. Employment of "general" verbs must be precluded, andspecific action verbs are demanded.
Criteria conditions refer to the environmental aspects of the performance situationby which the given objective is to be performed. Thec'e conditions are limiting factors,specifying exactly what expedients are to be employed by the student in performing theobjective, the learning environment, .per se, and the nature by which the objective prob-lem-confrontation will be exercised. The phrase "with the use of instruments and draft-.ing mecaa" would illustrate this element of a behavioral objective.A performance criterion refers to an acceptable minimum standard of achievement.Pmphasis must be directed to the required behavior (action verbs) and on how well it mustbe performed by the student. The degree of success needed to meet the objective If: statedso that the student is aware of the absolute minimum acceptable performance. In theexample objective, the success criterion is stated as a minimum construction of any twoof the three problems. This will vary from student to student in an ideal sw,..a.rr.Pre- test (Self-test). The s..lf-test, which is the third component of 'e pack-kge, givesthe student an opportunity actuall) to assess his inherent capability :or knowle and/orskills prior to his entry into the major elements of the package. Essentially this pre-assessment is a choice item, in that he can either elect to take the self-test to determinehis abilitie: and/or weaknesses or completely omit this inventory aril begin the activities.This test, of course, is to be formulated upon the identified objctives of the package,nothing more. However, the self-evaluation may be taken by the student at any time hefeels confident in meeIng the performance criteria as stated in each objective.Learning elements. Individualized learning materials, developed for the facilitationof the content and skills implicit in the behavioral objectives, are representative of thiscomponent of the package. In most instances, a student will elect to approach this aspectof the package upon exposure to the objectives. However, an incLvidual may be directedto this area as a result a the self-test, In any event, this component of the package mustcontain a host of media and mode variations supportive to the content of the identified con-cept. A variety of activities and assignments, with opportunities for the student to makedecisions regarding learning alternatives, must be included.Multi-media and multi-mode options should be available within the structure of thtactivities and assignments to meet the specific decision sets of each participant. Avariety of stimu:ant sources, such as slides, audio tapes, video tapes, fihnstrips, self-demonstrations, etc., constitute multi-media. Interactionsbetween -tudents a-id teachers,students and materials, or students and students represent modes of instruction. Basically,these modes maybe characterizedby the amountof personal interaction between the learn-er and facilitator.

Post-test--final evaluation, When the student feels that he is prepared to demonstratehis ability to perform the objectives of the package, he may, on hie own accord, take, orperhaps retake, the self-test, or approach the respective instructor for the final evalua-tion. The final evaluation inventory is a quantitative/qualitative item structured to measurethe objectives of the package and nothing more.
As an integral part of the individual learning activity package, the teacher functionsas a resource person and counselor to individual students, as an organizer of learningactivities, and, most important, as a facilitator for self-reliant learning. The packageapproach is quite 'a.ible fr all fneetb of industrial arts Lontent. includinv skill develop-ment as well as taJustrial i wledges.
Of paramount significance, the package instructional system affords an opportunityfor each student in a givenpopulationto ne treated as an iriclividual learner, characterizedby personal km- interests and abilities.
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lechnologythe real world
Donald P. Lauda

The 29th annual convention of the American Industrial Arts Association was basedupon the theme "Industrial Arts and Technology Past, Present and Future". During that
convendon Melvin Kranzberg (1967, p. 33) stated:

The challenge to industrial arts ceachers i- especially great,. For too loag
tney have been relegated to the basementof our educational system, both literallyand figuratively. This situation will only come to an end if and when industrial
arts teachers meet the challenge of this new technological age. It will ceTae toan end ori.ly when industrial arts teachersdevelop new curricula to meet the needsof our expanding and more complex technology. Teachers of industrial arts mustnot only upgrade their teaching of technical skills but also must interest and
challenge. their students by imbuing them with a sense of the significance of the
industrial arts in the past, the present and the future.

The 30th annuai convention was based upon the theme "New Concepts in IndustrialArts", followed by the 31st which utilized the theme of "Where the Action Is". This weekwe are involved in our 32nd annual convention and the theme Man-Society-Technology.It makes one wonder why the term technology is utilized. Why not have used the title"Man-Society-Industrial Arts"? Why not "Students-Projects. Tndustrial Arts"? Is notthe Marshall Schmitt study o 1963 still valid? I woCd submit, without reservation, thatit is.
The American Couw:il of Industrial Arts Supervisors (1969, p.1) developed a docu-ment entitled, "Industria Arts Education 1969 - Purposes, Program, Facilities, Instruc-tion and Supervision", which reinforces my thesis. Their vary first sentence says, "'Therapid advance of industrial technology has had and will continue to have an overwhelmingimpact on society." They (p. 1) continue in paragraph three to nurture this position:

Industrial arts education is designed specifically to help prepare individualsfor meeting the requirements of a technological culture. The educated man ofasclay must understand and make judgments regarding the effect of all elements ofhis environment.

These most encouraging statements immediately give reinforcement to those whounderstand our technological society. However, in reading beyond these introductoryparagraphs, one learns that these writers merely revert to "Nv`a)t is" instead of "whatcould be" or -'what should be". When the purposes of industrial arts are stated, one findsthat each places a total emphasis on an understanding of industry and tools without comingto grips with the real issue. This1969 doeument, swposedly representative of our cyber-netic age, lists the industrial arts courses as: Crafts (Industrial), Drafting, Eleerricity/
Electronics, Graphic Arts, Metals, Power/Automotive Mechanics and Woods.You may ask, thee "What is the real world?" Many approaches could be taken inanswering this question. The "real world" is one in which man's problems are no longertechnological, out are rather social, economic and political. Whatever tangibles mandemands and requires can be accomplished if he is willing to utilize technology to itsfullest potential. However, Isn't this the enigma of our society? Man can produce what-ever he desires. Unfortunately man creams for the wrong reasons in many instances; forprofit, for political power. In other words, his priorities are all wrong.At a time when the world inventory of natural resources ie shrinking, at a time whenthe industrial bureaucracy inandates dehumanization of the workforce, at a lime when ourastronauts cannot photoal-aph the City of Houston because of smog, at a time when theknowledge industry has become the aentra/ capital and the crucial resourae of our econ-omy; we must admit that a few select individuals control man and his environment. TheLuddites, in the early 1800's, hada solution tc) technologicai exploitation. They . 'oted anddestroyed their opnressor. The ten----aings solvc.: their prcblerns by drownh Themselvesin the sea. What are our soludons.' Is industrial aris education a part of the sukution?Are we enough in our discipline to discuss the issues of the day from a historic,economic and sociological standpoint?
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Technology is an ongoing process, it builds upon past experience, it "jells" throughthe efforts of single men, groups and their institutions. Since the 1950's this mushroom-ing effect has left man with one foot in the present and one in the future. Change in onepart of the total system creates changes in all of the other parts. It is man who hascreated this phenomenon we call technology. Even ti-ough he is a latecomer to this planet,his action has been explosive, a process of syntheisis, exploration and compendious de-cisioa-making. It is this total process that has allowed man to survive. He has drawnupon his own capacity as well as thatof others before him in order to cope with the presentand to help him adjust to future contingencies. -This process has been disruptive yetcreative, slow to start but now growing at an exponential rate, reversible in its initialstages, but now totally irreversible.This process began with discovery as the prime mover, as man proceeded throughthe "food gati" --er" era into the metal era, the craft era, through the industrial revolu-tion and into ',fiat we call today the cybernetic era. L the very beginning, man did nothave a cultural base with which he could identify as we do today. Today, with change ouronly constant, man is producing through discovery and invention by leaps and bounds withtools and techniques that allow him to go beyond all of those hurdles that stifled creationin the earliest technological age.The tools of today are the 30,000 computers, the laser, automation, and all of theother automatic devices developen by man. The purpose of technology from its concep-tion was to disemploy humans a task in which it is not failing. It is hard to imagine30,000 comters in the United States, and even mote difficult to comprehend the 100,000which we will have by 1986. At the same time, these creations will be ten times smaller,100 times faster and 1,000 times less expensive to operate. Lasers are being used tofulfill manufacturing operations, for medicine and for communications. This is the realworld.
Peter F. Drucker (1967, p. 31) has stated:

We are becoming aware that the major questions regarding technology arenot technical but human questions, and are coming to understand that a knowledgeof the history and evolution of technology is essential to an understanding ofhuman history. Furthermore, we are rapidly learning that we must understandthe history, -he development and the dynamics of technology in order to masterour conte,aporary technological civilization, and that unless we do so, we willhave to submit to technology as our master.
This is the decision that ou educational system has to make. Do we or do we notcontrol technology? Invention is a social activity since it alters values or at least posesproblems which lead us to question what is, what can be and, most important, what oughtto be. Yes, technology crosses the boundaries of the humanities. In fact it crosses ,heboundaries of every discipline man has created for himself. To say industrial arts is theedium to interpret technology is correct, but only to the extent that it is but a part of thetotal picture we call education for tc. *,nological literacy. We might ask ourselves: Canwe interpret technology via industrial arts? Is this our task? How should we go aboutthis endeavor?
The technological process requires man to utilize his past, the views of others, aswell as every other resource available to him. Industrial arts has a history, it has apresent, but whether it has a future in the cybernetic age is questionable. Where tech-nology and industrial arts have been and where they are today are two knowns that we canidentify. Man has proceeded through the eras listed below:

ERA
DATE

BONE, STONE & WOOD ? - 6,500 B.C.METAL
f,500 B.C.MODERN CRAFT 1,000 A.D.MACHINE (INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION) 1776POWER
1870CYBERNETIC AND ATOMIC 1953

We can see that industrial arts is a relative newcomer to the age of technology, whichhas always been a part of man's life. Yet an attentive examination of its history. present
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stature and future projections reveals that from its very conception it was designed for
the modern craft era. Individual craft production, which dominated the scene in the modern
craft t..ra, is still utilized in our laboratories in 1970. Oh, yes, we have accepted some
contingents of the machine and power eras, but only insofar as they enhan-e the construc-
tion of craft items, that is, projects hand-crafted by individual students.Man lives in a cybernetic era today. He is faced with a leisure society. He seescrun.thling institutions. He sees the bureaucratic structure allowing the destruction of
ali a.; tural resources. Industrial arts must interpret the "real world", that is, "what is"and 'what is going to be", or its existence is in a most tenuous and deservingly suspect
position. The Kranzbergs_ the Druckers, the Ralph Nacwrs and even a few of our ownindustrial arts leaders are calling this to our attention, but their cries go into our pro-
ceedings as mere historical reflections. Yet, even cursory examination of technology
reveals the validity of their remarks. La Technique demands social awareness and con-
scious efforts to control technology before it controls man.

The fact that we live in a technological soiety requires that certain information be
available and understood by all individuals, so that they can make rational decisions when
critical issues come to the forefront. Our society has countless universals reflected in
its technology, since technology is social in ature as well as technical. It is these uni-versals that must be conveyed to our you. Disciplines have fragmented the body of
knowledge we call technology; thus the ability to live in a technological society has become
almost beyond comprehension. Man continues to 1. with countless myths about himself,his technology and his culture. In this era of radical change, man is drawn into the future
with only these myths and misunderstandings to guide him.

Industrial arts, as a discipline, has a role in transmitting the culturebut the cultureas it actually is. Industrial arts is a logical medium for th4 slice oi the educationaleffort. It has pur,.,rted to serve this function. Why then a .2 we 970 years behind thetimes?
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The concept of technology transfer

Ernest G. Berger
As one peruses the contemporary journals in our field, one soon arrives et the con-clusion that "tcaching technology" is now the new watchword of our profession. Yet,when one visi the public schools, one finds the same programs and the same equipment.

The only real change seems to have taken place in the literature and currkulurn guides.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that so few of us have had the opportunity to really study
this thing called "technology", and to "transfer" it into our programs for instructional
purposes. In this presentation I would like to explore with you the broad "concept of tech-
nology transfer", and how it can be injected into our junior and senior hi3l1 school indus-trial arts programs.

I might add that no subject area in the public schools is in a better position to pre-
pare our future citizens for the task of understanding their technical society than is thearea of industrial arts.
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The idea of "zchnology transfer" is based on the thesis that the same underlyingtechnology that gave us the Manhattan Project, the ICBM, the Polaris, the Satellites andthe Lunar Landing Module can also be harnessed into the service of industrial arts educa-tion and unleashed on the problem of closing the technology gap that often exists betweeneducation and industrial reality.
I would judge that there are as many definiticas of technology as there are teachersin this room. If you will permit, I would like to offer one more definition which we thinkmost clearly defines the term.
Technology is a field of systemized and accumulated knowledge, techniques and in-tellectual skills and their practical application in creating useful goods al:d services formankind. This body of knowledge is derived from a detailed study of the nature, principles,practioes and products of science and industry. It is interdisciplinn,y in nature and in-volves the application of most of the other disciplines hi the solution of Jchn i cal problems.It encompasses land, sea, air and space environments. For example, science would dealwith the theoretical aspects of atomics; whereas, technology applies this basic knowledgein the development of nuclear power plants. I think most of us would agree that ourmodern society is characterizrniby its commitment to technology and the benefits it bringsto our society.
Examples of these major technologies are: aerospace, agriculture, communications,eomputers, construction, extractive, management, manufacturing, materials, medical,oceanics, packaging, power, research, service, space and systems. Obviously, the.re wouldbe some difficulty in attempting to transfer all of these major technologies into the class-room. However, many of these technologies contain rather simple illustrative elementsthat could easily be "transferred" into useful laboratory experiences. The process bywhich this is accomplished is "technology transfer."
Technology t Insfer is defined as the study of various elements from the world oftechnolog., and the simplification of these elements or procenses into usable "hardware"and "software" instructional units for industrial arts programs.An example would be the extraction of the "space station" idea from the space tech-nology area and its transfer into a laboratory situation in which a space station simulatoris designed and fabricated by the students. Or, the exrraction of "teflon" from the mate-rials technology area and transfer into a laboratory lea.taing experience involving studentsin finding new applications for this unique product.
At this juncture perhaps we need abetter understanding of the mechanics of the tech-nolog-y transfer process itself. As you might suspect, the critic& phase of any transfer isfrom the "published" state to the "client" stage, or when the instructional unit is actuallyready for student consumption. The technique for accomplishing such transfer is ex-tremely variable. One successful approach is as follows:Step 1 - SELECTION: Select the major technology area to be investigated. This couldwell be your major field of interest. Let's assume that area was power technology.Step 2 - DELIMITATION: Select a small element or process in that major technology forstudy and development into a usable learning unitof instruction. Example: The fuel cell.Step 3 - VENTURE ANALYSIS: Recognition of the timeliness of the ventnre is important.Is it really representative of today's technology? Is it feasible? Are the materials readilyavailable and inexpensive? The person who can best assess the timeliness and practica-bility of the transfer activity is the individual industrial arts teacher in our schools.Perhaps he has ascertained that it takes only five common items to make a usable fuelcell.

Step 4 - PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT: Almost invariably the transfer of technologyrequin -; a demonstration of its technical feasibility. Can it be accomplished by the aver-age student In the typical industrial arcs lab? After assembling the common elements, liebuilds the fuel cell and decides thatit can be accomplished by average students in a typicalIndustrial arts lab.
Step 5 - DISSEMINATION: Dissemination of process to his students and other teachers.PerhapF this could best be accomplished by publishing the results of his work in our tech-nical and professional journals.

I'm sure you feel as I do that there can be little excellence in education without studentinterest and desire. A major ingredient in the educational process still is motivation.We have found that technology information and knowledge appeals to the natural interestand enthusiasm of our young people, thereby providingconsiderable motivation and stimu-lation to achieve high standards in these substantive areas.
Now that we have reviewed the various steps in the transfer process, let's select one
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of the major technologies from our previous list and ascertain if these elements would
readily lend themselves to the transfer process.

Selecting the area of space as our major technology, we might consider such elementsas halogzaphy or fiber optics, which might expand and enhance our graphic arts courses.Utilizing these principles, the 3D motion picture camera and television system is not*no far from reality. Under the category of electricity and electronics, we might wish toconsider computer transfer. The electronic computer is probably the most prevalentexample of applied technology we have in the world today. The scope and depth of the
computer revolution is being felt by every individual in our society, and will continue robe felt to larger degree in the future. Under communications we might consider thepossibility of developing a simple computer keyboard and readout device, or a fluidiccomputer circuit that operates on compressed air. In pace technology, communicationhas been rapidly advanced through the use of the coherent light pl'enomenon of laserbeams. Lasers also have uses as guidance systems for tunnel boring machines, trackingspacecraft and brain surgery.

In the area of materials, honeycombstructureswhich is a way of increasing strengthwhile reducing weightforms an important part of the Apollo spacecraft and the newSupersonic Transport. "Crushable" honeycomb also 1. .s a potential use as an energy....absorbing device in automobile frames. This technical element is perhaps the easiestof all to transfer into the industrial arts laboratory and can be demonstrated with a pack-age of 3"x S"cards. Coatingtools and other equipment with plastic through the principlesof the "fluidized bed" is another easy "transfer" device.
In spite,3f whatsomeof our contemporaries say, wood is still here to stay in the spaceag,:. It may, however, be used in a different way--as a tool rather than as an end in itself.

Space tcachnology utilizes wood to build aerospace simulators, and to test design ideasthrough the use of scale models. This is another element that transfers readily into ourwoods programs.
In the area of power, many new technical elements can be extracted for inclusion.For example, in generating electricity by plasma jet, one problem is the containment ofhot thermonuclear temperatures, which run as high as 5000°F. This Jet is too hot to becontained by any known materials today. lt can only be contained in a "magnetic bottle".Such a magnetic bottle can bc fabricated and demonstrated, using a simple electromag-netic coil and conventional batteries. Other possible transfers are the "car of thefuture", "fluidic amplifiers", "the fuel cell", a "tape battery", an "Isotopic motor", anuclear battery using Carbon 14, and a bio-chemical cell that only requires a cup ct sugarfor fuel every Saturday night.
These are but a few examples of ideas transferrable into our industria l arts programs.rhere appears to be no limit to the possibilities of transferring the newer technology intoexisting programs.
It is aIso possible to transfer new instructional methodology into the education field.A few of these newer directions are research and development, in-depth studies of indus-tries, junior engineering and educational simulation.
In broad brus. strokes, these are some of the possibilities for expanding industrialarts horizons thrutie,n the concept of "technology transfer".

Mr. Berger is assistant professor in the Industrial Arts Depan.nent, Florida State University, Tallahassee.

Technology transfer (through R & D)
in higher education

Arthur W. Earl
Technology transfer levels of sophistication will be one of the most crucial educational

decisions ever faczd during the next decade by the industrial arts teacher educatinn pro-fession. Too long have we complacently followed the traditional non-technical curriculum
pattern in industrial arts. The space age era that projected our nation into a technologicalsociety demands that sophisticated levels of =1311_1 cal education be extended into every
1.92
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industrial arts teacher education program. The most plausible approach to transferringtechnological concepts into the industrial arts teacher education program is through Re-search and Development (R&D).118; re_iher education. Undergraduate and graduate industrial arts programsshould include technology transfer through R&D courses.The undergreLduate courses should expose stedents to the methodology, prototypedevelopment, prototype testing and preparation o: Technical papers. Then, the industrialarts undergraduate, during the early part of hie teaching career, would be capable of up-grading a traditional industrial arts program to a higher level of technology.The graduate courses should include che industry-university cooperative R&D ap-proach. Exposure to the R&D approach at the master's degree and doctoral degree levelswill assist the industrial arts teacher in becoming a higher-level technology mesterteacher. Also, it will provide the needed research soletions to many critical teehnicalproblems that face the industrial arts profession.
Higher education proposed course offerings. A series of several courses wouidexpose the higher- education student to the most suitable technological transfer back-ground. A strong case could be developed, based on the high standards of our presenttechnological society, to offer college students an industrial arts major with a specializa-tion in technological transfer. However, ifa major or a series of courses is not developedas a part of the higher education program, then students should at least be exposed to thecore of the concept in one Research and Development course.Teehnology Transfer Higher Education Course Series. The industrial arts major,through a series of seven (7) technology transfer comse concepts, would be more ade-quate le trained to teach industrial arts at a technical level.. aboratory technology coursee: New technologies that are presently accepted a.; apart of our technological society (Le., plastic extrusion, rotational molding, electriceldischarge machining, computer drafting, numerical controlled machining, wood lamination,color separation, etc.), need to be effectively introduced on a large scale into industrialarts teacher education, Much of the laboratory hardware recently introduced on the indus-trial and education market is suitable for industrial arts education purposes and is withinthe financial budget arrangements of institutions of higher education. Perhaps the twoscatest problems, in this regard, facing the institutions of higher education are: Per-sonnel adequately trained to utilize the hardware most effectively in an educational setting;and suffkiently-developed software to make the hardware an effective teaching aid in theindustrial arts classroom.

Industrial Materials Course: The stndy of raw and processed materials that are thebasis of ou construction and manufacturing industries is a crucial pha.-e- of technologytransfer. Ineight into material composition, texture, processing, strength and testing isa phase of technology transfer essential to understanding and participating in technologypractice. However, too often the industrial arts teacher educator, at e expense of tech-nology transfer, stresses only the technology practice.Research and Development Course: Technology transfer is emphasized through theproblem-solving approach in which the student(s) and teacher together form a technicalteam to solve at Plied research problems. A suggested study approach, that emphasizestechnology transfer, is to follow the detailed outline method.I. Problem
II. Procedurea

A. Materinis
B. Equipment
C. Test Process
D. t3recautions

Ill. Findings
IV. References
Field Studies of Industry Course: Technology transfer is emphasized through repre-sentative industrial visits to note and evaluate managetneat, labor, materials, processesand products of industry.
Cooperative Industrial Work Experience Course: Technology transfer is emphasizedthrough observations, written reports and actual supervised work experience. Therefore,the industrial arts major becomes more aware of the attitudes, skills and knowledge re-quired by modern industry, The industrial arts major is aided in finding meaningful em-ployment (summer), which is directly related to his planned teaching specialization. Heis encouraged ?-s3 register in the course three times, provided each experience la different
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or more in depth.
Technical Writing Seminar Course: Industry and research organizations, today, stress

accurate technical reporting in their professional journals. Regretfully, college English
courses offered to the industrial arts major do not stress technical writing. However,
industrial technical reporting implies that high-quality technical writing is as exalted as
all other types of writing. Therefore, the technical writing seminar will meet the college
English requirements and provide an appropriate technology transfer avenue for industrial
arts majors.

Independent Study Course: Technology transfer through independent study is designed
to encourage the industrial arts major to pursue individual study problems under the
guidance of a sponsoring faculty member. The study to be performed will be based cn an
R&D problem jointly agreed upon by the student and the sponsoring faculty membet.

Technology transfer examples. To emphasize the technology transfer concept in the
industrial arts teacher education program, technical reports and prototypes of work
accomplished by several industrial arts majors are presented.

Selected Papers and Color Slides:
1) An Experiment to Determine the Effect that Aluminum Risers Have on An Alumi-
num Casting at Different Temperatures
2) A Comparative Study of the Frictional Properdes of Two Teflon-S Coated Circular
Saw Blades and Two ncoated Circular Saw Blades
3) Comparative Resi Aance Characteristics of Ventilated and Nonvendlated Au.,-
motive Distributor Contact Points
4) A Comparison of Different Eye Protectors to Determine if They Meet the Require-
ments for Impact Resistance and Penetration Resistance Necessary to Comply with
New Jersey Senate Bill S227
5) The Effectiveness of Sterilizing Safety Glasses and Goggles
6) The Effect of Eye Protective Devices on Peripheral Vision
The professional significance of technology transfer in higher education. It is evident

that technology transfer r_an generate many new technical domains for the industrial arts
major in higher education, especially when technological transfer is related through a
s cries of courses to the a Iready- existing practica 1 Indus trial arts program. Technological
transfer should not cause "technnphobia" for the traditional industrial arts major, be..
cause intellectuality is not. a necessary criterion for technology transfer. Inspiration,
innovation and inventiveness are the true factors that inspire college students to work to
their full potential.

The technological transfer gap must be bridged soon in higher education, or the tra-
ditional industrial arts program may cause it to become an unbridgeable chasm.

Dr. Earl is on the fact..Ity at Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Technology transfer for the senior
high school--the concept in action

Carl A. York

The place of industrial arts in the secondary school curriculum is assured only
insofar as it fulfills- real needs. The acthity concept, synonymous with industrial arts
since incepdon, is an important distinctive characteristic of the discipline. There are
some who would de-emphasize the activity, suggesting that cognitive endeavor should
supersede it.

The ultimate goal of education is to enable man to solve problems. This premise has
been reflected in varicus goals and objectives for industrial arts. This activity, necessary
to solve problems, L.. ,wolved with a decrease in emphasis on specific skills and gen-.
eral "craftsmanship". rrnphasis of activity should now be in the direction of clefittlng
technical problems, researching, experimentation, development and reporting, with
"hardware" and "software" items as tangible results. Emphasizing individoal research
of relevant problems will enrich and complement existing programs and methodology. It
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could well be a better app-oach to meeting the objectives outlined for industrial arts.It has been a goal of industrial arts for years to interpret industry. Yet technologycontinues to move rapidly forward. This goal must now be rephrased. We must interprettechnology. The transfer of technology into industrial arts curriculum is imperative.The backbone of technology is the research and development (R&D) effort of industry,government and education. The techniques of R&Dcan be incorporated into any industrialarts program, with the results of problem-solving, independent learning and transfer oftechnical knowledge to the participating StUdent.
Problem3 related to or resulting from technology spring up at every hand. It is im-possible to meincion a few without exciting interest in attempting a solution for one oranother. Dr. Delmar Olson (1) proposed several Interesting and challenging questionsand suggests mat industrial arts students Might well be the suppliers of answers for someof them. One idea for technology transfer into the high school came from the utilizationof "teflon" in the space program. Briefly, "teflon" can be applied to any item which canbe raised to a temperature of 7250 - 750°F. It can be applied as a sprayed coating to asurface which has been prepared by grit blasting. A very thin primer coat baked at thecritical temperature for ten minutes will provide most of the desired characteristics ofthe coating. Application of an enamel co ,t is recommended for more durable results Indwhere food preparation or contact is involved. Safety is a concern when spraying thc.materials, while mixing some of the materials and during the baking process, when toxicfumes are released. Adequate ventilation and a respirator with an acid fume cartridgeprovide the necessary protection. This technology transfer activity took the followingdirections:

(1) Background research to determine what tefloa was, how it could be applied, thesafety parameters and possible new uses for our society.(2) Determining where the materials might be purchased.(3) Calls to industry about spray equiPMent and safety aspects.(4) Ordering of materials and equipment.
(5) Building an oven.
(6) Technique of mixing materials.
(7) Preparation of items to be sprayed.
(8) Trial spraying and baking.
(9) Analysis of initial results.

(10) Further refinement of technique of coating and baking.(11) Finished "hardware" item.
(12) Technical report.
In this technology transfer through R& D activity, the instructor's role changes oneof director of learning, coordinator of activities and expediter. Ile must be will. g toconcede that he lacks certain knowledge of certain aspects of the problem while simul-taneously exhibiting a genu:ne interest in learning from the ensuing research o: thestudent.
What about a source of new "technology transfer" ideas? The writer recommends anexcellent magazine as a source for these ideas. It is called Design News (2). It is a pub-lication committed to the discovery and publicizing of the 7atest research and developmenton technical materials, processes, tools and machines. There are other good sourcesfor ideas and problems. NASA also maintains a technology utilization department whichmakes publications available. Subcontractors for the space program and the underseaprogram will make technical bulletins available upon request.The writer would recommend that all industrial arts teachers and teacher educatorsinvestigate and initiate experimental programs in this "technology transfer" approach tolearning. The results to date have indicated a tremendous increase in the enthusiasmof the students and an unbelievable degree of interest and cooperation on the part of thosein industry to assist teachers and students in this program. The time for transferringnew technology into industrial arts programs is now.

REFERENCES
(1) "Olson, Decker Head Pilot R&D Project". The Readout Vol. 4: 1. November, 1969.AIAA, Washington, r:C.
(2) Design News is a Rogers Publication, a subsidiary of Calmers Publishing Co., Inc.,3375 South Bannock Street, Englewood, Colorado 80110.

Mr. York teaches at Fenton High School, Bensenville, llhoois.
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Technology transfer (through R & D)
for the junior high school

David 0. Wilkinson, Jr.

We have seen how R&D can be utilized in colleges and high schools to bring about
technology transfer. However, this technique should begin long before students get to
high school. In the lov ar grades students become dependent upon the teacher to the
extent tilat they try to please and do exactly what the teach r asks them to do. They
become oriented to grades as a basis of their success or failure. We want the kids to
thinkto be creative, to be independent--and then we as teachers demand them to recite
to us what we have taught them. If we want students to think, we should provide a situation
which allows them to be creative. If we want them to assert themselves, we should not
place so much emphasis upon failure.

When we talk about research and development, the image which we visualize i3 that
of a college graduate working in a laboratory with all kinds of fabulous apparatus at his
disposal. However, when a student, no matter what his age, starts exploring something
which is new to him and proceeds to discover all he can about it, he is doing research.
To take the information he discovers, and to improve upon it, is development, no matter
how insignificant the problem is.

Two years ago, as a participant in an industrial arts NDEA Institute, I came into
contact with all different types of industry dealing in space age technology. A question
that was constantly asked of the representatives of the industries was, what type of
student would they prefer to hire? The answer was universal: A student who wanted to
learn, and who would take the initiative to learn; a person who knew how to find out infor-
mation on his own. They proposed that they would teach a new employee those things
necessary to do the specific job required. Research and development techniques teach the
students how to learn for themselves, a quality which industry recognizes as an important
attribute for its employees.

There ,a re many different types of research and development techniques which can
be utilized in a junior high program. One in particular, Project SIAM, was a program
initiated at Florida State University as a part of the 1969 EPDA Institute of space tech-
nology, with Mr. Berger, Professor of Florida State University, as director and with my-
self as the instructor. The plan of action, as written in the proposal, stated:

"The primary goal of this experimental project is to immerse a random group of
teen-age learners into an environment of intense experience in technology and discovering
through related laboratory work, new insights and motivation for creative technical effort.
A cross-sectional group of 15 volunteer 7-12 junior high students was recruited for this
special six-week concentrated summer program in Space Technology. The design problem
was a very real one. The "Astrokids" were presented with the problem of engineering,
developing and test-flying a Space Station Simulator. This activity will involve many other
disciplines, particularly science, industrial arts and mathematics."

The name SIAM was derived from the first initials of each of the disciplthes. The
objectives of the program were:

(1) "The learners will demonstrate their new appreciation of the tremendous amount
of e:igiateering problems involved in dealing with designing for outer space.

(2) "Learners will develop a proficiency in solving technical problems of an inter-
disciplinary nature.

(3) "Learners will engineer and develop life support systems to include the air they
breathe, shelter, food, clothing, exercise and waste management problems.

(4) "The learners will test-fly their vehicle under simulated space conditions in a
host:le environment.

(5) "Learners will communicate through a new and different use of earthbound tech-
nology (telemetry, voice and digital systems), by re-adaption and desibm to fit an outer-
space situation.

(6) 'Learners will use new materials, instrumentation methods and techniques of
fabrication from the spin-off of space technology.

(7) "Learners will actually solve a wide range of technical problems by working
with a team of thelr peers.

Types of activities. "This is an experimental series of interrelated technical junior
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engineering and development problems which could serve as an enrichment unit in spacetechnology for the junior high school.
"Preliminary study by the author indicates that this approach could be the forerunnerof the emerging new course in Space Technology which embraces virtually every fieldfrom astrophysics to zoology."
Techniques and methodology. "Before any effective learning activity can take place,it was necessary for the class to become properly motivated to tackle the engineering anddevelopment problems to be presented.
"For example, a basic understanding of the total problem should be gained by thelearners, with the instructor providing the necessary educational direction and resourcesto bring this about. Selected films will give the student a visual idea of what has takenplace in space colonization and technology to date. Books relative to space stations andspace travel were readily available in the laboratory center. Learners were encouragedto write letters (and telephone) to different private and governmental space engineeringagencies which disseminate information relating to space technologies and simulatorconstruction. Brainstorming and sketchstorming sessions will be incorporated to helpthe teams crystallize their thinking on the possible solutions to the main problem. TheNASA Briefing Team should be used as a resource, with the team becoming activelyinvolved with the learners.
"After the first week of introductory acdvity, there would be little formal instructionby the designated instructor or his assistant. The instructors would act as resource per-sons and provide technical information and guidance when needed."preparing the learner. "The instructor would begin early to introduce the psycho-logical aspects of the "Hawthorn Eff,...ct" of instilling pride and esprit-de-cov_2 in thelearners.
Convince the learners that they are doing an important job in helping us develop acourse in space technology.
Use available "white" labcoats for all team members as well as for the instructors.(Labcoats are labeled "Search" and "Junior Engineering" over the pockets.)Issue sp:-cial ID cards to be clipped to the lab coats.Assign positions of responsibility with equal authority (i.e., Project Manager, Proj-ect Engineer).
Use "flight suits" for the 24-hour test flight 3-man mission crews.Advise local press media of the event."(1)

As this program was being conducted, we were taking observations as to its validity.Since many of the students were working on different projects, a test could not be giventhat would measure what the students had learned. However, we had to make sure thatlearning was taking place. Many of the results are empirical and were arrived at as theinstructor observed the individual activities of the students. I could not itemize what anyone student learned; however, I was aware that the learning process was going on. Thestudents utilized the library extensively, wrote letters to industry for information, calledpeople on the telephone and sought out specialists to find answers to problems they hadencountered. The program was to start at one o'clock and end at four o'clock each day,but many of the students came in early in the morning to pursue whatever problems theywere working on.
There was little orno absenteeism. During the course of the program there was littleor no horseplay going on, as each of the students was extremely interested in what hewas doing.
Since the course lasted only six weeks, it was difficult to obtain sll the research thatwas necessary for a large project such as this. In a regular school year, however, thiscould be effectively instigated, and the process of finding the resource materials wouldnot interfere with the overall project.
To assist the teacher in preparing for a program like this, there are a few thingsthat he could do to make a more efficient project!
(1) To have a variety and assortment of materials in the shop.(2) To have an extensive library.
(3) To have a list of manufacturers' addresses where students can write for infor-mation.
(4) To have a telephone available for students' use.

(1) Ernest G. Berger, JUNIOR ENGINEERING IN ACTION (SPACE), Development Docu-nAent, Parts I & II, June, 1969.
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(5) To contact local industry and gain their assistance in the program.
The most important aspect of the teacher is that he becomes a resource specialist.

It is difficultfor the teacher not to answer questions about problems when the student asks;
however, it is a responsibility of the teacher to make the student find out for himself what
he wants to learn.

Mr. Wilkinson teaches at Southeast High School, Bradenton, Florida.

Technology and man

r.,)nald P. Lauda

Our; p.Ist several years the industrial arts profession has proposed the studyof technout plausible discipline base. Toynbee (1961, p. 650), one of our perceptive
historiaLL, t at the study of technology is a major human endeavor equal to the study
of econoraics, politics, art and religion. Yet we, as educators, discuss and advocate the
interpretation of technology but are not willing tobecome involved with the process. Even
as college students demand courses which are meaningful and based upon the technological
world, we continue to speculate on our roles as industrial arts educators. A Committee
Report (1953, pp. 25-26) stated:

Whatever a man's special function in society may be, he has problems and
needs in common with other men. We all face the same world of nature whose
laws we must try to understand: we are all subject to the social environment
with whose complexity we must deal; and all of us are confronted with similar
age-old moral choices. We must have some common understanding of the ideas
and ideals on which our civilization depends and which therefore we are not free
to ignore. If a democracy shaped not by a picked few but by all of Ls is to func-
tion, we must understand a good many problemspersonal, social and scientific- -
with which men and women even a century ago were not obliged to deal. This is
the argument for that general part of a liberal education which is designed to
give the skills, the understanding, and the values which all men heed, whatever
their life work or particular calling.

What has been our role in the total general education program at the college level?
To study college and university catalogs, in hopes that one will find industrial -rts courses
that deal with general education for the technological world, is wasted effort, since such
courses are almost non-existent. Those industrial arts courses that are provided to thegeneral studentbody.areusually of the craft variety. This is not to imply that such courses
are not valuable, because, as we approach a total leisure society, our contributions will
need to be enhanced even more. The writer is raising the question: Are the general edu-
cation requirements which every college student must meet serving a valid purpose?

One can safely assume that the graduating high school student does not understand
his technological society. There is not a single discipline that is making a conscious
effort to interpret or help the student interpret his technological culture. A technological
society mandates that man have the capacity to use his rational processes, to make value
judgments, to adapt to change, all within the bounds of a society which no longer has tech-
nological problems. It is no wonder that the college student is asking for "relevance"
and for action. He sees the failure of man to solve the problems oi cology, of war,
of dehumanization. At the same time he has not experienced personal failure in his mass
demands for action and perfection in society--thus the student's boldness in his demands.

The failure of perfection in "social control" in a technological society is a universal
eature. It represents a !ack of symmetry between the ideal and the actual. The effectsof innovations are dispersed in many directions and affect literally every aspect of the

culture. These effects often converge to produce a massive effect, which can alter dras-
tically our basic institutions and their concept of normative behavior.

Unfortunately, the concept of "social technology" is a recent one which leaves man in
a position where social organization has some "catching up" to do with science and
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technology. Man's technical ingenuity and the bureaucracy have outdistanced socialingenuity, resulting in social problems of such magnitude that they may be irreversible.A social system requires cohesion, flexibility, tolerance and consistency. Technologyhas progresJed to such magnitude, however, to make this job seem almost impossible.Technology and change have the potential for removing tensions as well as for creatingthem. This means man's problems are more than technological. They have become eco-nomic, political, social and psychological. Each one of these stiflers of the "good life"represents a basic institution which supposedly binds man together. The solution toachieving the ultimate life lies in a blending of technology with social-cultural elementsbefore tangible materials are imposed upon man and his eco-system. Man can no longerbe concerned with technology without being concerned with social awareness, and viceversa.
So then, what is our role in general education at the college level? Technology con-sists of much more than the technical aspects which man and industrial arts programsdevote their attention to. La Technique creates a backwash of social consequences, andto study one without the other is wasted effozt. To provide a general education r.ourse forall students at the college level which deals solely with the technical aspect is doomed tofailure before it begins. The entire spectrum must be analyzed that is, what causesman to create, how Joes he create, and what are the consequences of his endeavors. Onewithout the other leads students to condemn rather than to become immersed in intellectualactivity. This is the problem of current general education requirements at most institu-tions. The courses revolve around the memorization of facts, concepts that are superflu-ous, and little recognition is given to the totality of education.
To live in a complex technological society requires the ability to synthesize informa-tion, a trait not being conveyed in the traditional "vessel filling" arrangements availabletoday. How can decision making be handled in a class that is meaningless to the student,a class that is based upon impersonal relationship, one where memorization dominates allactivities? Jacques Maritain (1943, p. 113) makes this observation when he considersthe danger to contemporary education. He says:

I mean the danger of education which would aim at making man thoroughlyhuman but making him merely into an organ of a technocratic society.
It was stated previously, by tnis writer, that students do not study technology at thehigh school level. Likewise they do not study it at the post-high school level. One mightsay that attempts are made on a superficial basis by many disciplines, but this approachfragments the totality of the process of education. Therefore, at St. Cloud State College(Minnesota), a plan was executed to provide all students with a class that would unite themany facets of technology. The industrial arts instructor has the technical backgroundwhich has been established as a prime segnient of technology. With this background he isable to analyze our society, calling upon other disciplines for assistance in the socialrealm if needed to interpret the totality of man and his science-based technology. Ideallythis teacher should be capable of providing this totality by himself with what he has gainedfrom his industrial arts programs. However, tradition and naivete' have stifled this poten-tial. What is needed, therefore, is to transform the entire system, to prepare educatorswho educate educators in the total picture of technology. Until this is acromplished, ageneral education course based around the concept in question requires an effort of amulti-disciplinary nature. The industrial arts department can and should be the originatorof such a program, since it is they that purport to interpret technology. It is they who havethe technical background. It is they who have the facility for any research and develop-ment activities that might ensue. Department heads must assume a leadership role ratherthan merely verbalize these goals.

No other discipline has made this attempt. Thus, the challenge for industrial artsis genuine, provocative, exciting, but not formidable. Unless we take action and becomeleaders in this field of endeavor, the fears of Peter Drucker (1957, p. 31) could cometrue. He says:

We are becoming aware that the major questions regarding technology arenot technical but human questions, and are coming to understand that a knowledgeof the history and evolution of techno;ogy is essential to an understanding ofhuman history. Furthermore, we are rapidly learning that we must understandthe history, the development, and the dynamics of technology in order to master
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our contemporary technological civilizatiori, and that unless we do, we will have
to submit to technology as our master.
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Technology and man

Robert D. Ryan

Today we still shout to the heavens that industrial arts draws its content from indus-
try and is general education. The inference can then be made that we teach industry to
all students. But look around you in your classrooms. Where arc all the students? In
reality we are reaching only a few. Why? To use an overused clichc of today--maybe we
are not relevant. Could it be that we are not providing what they want?

It appears to me that we are neglecting one of the most important aspects of teaching
industrytechnology.(I) To be more specific, the history and development of technology,
the causal-effects of technology on society and on the future. Industrial arts has tradi-
tionally concentrated its efforts upon the materials and processes of industry accompanied
by the development of a degree of competence in industrial skills.

The youth of today are presently crusading for a variety of causes, mostly humanistic
in nature. They are trying to understand the world we live In and why there are problems.
You will agree that many of the dilemmas today are caused by technology and its related
factors. Therefore, if youth today do not develop a technical literacy, there will be con-
tinued alienation from technology. What we must do, then, is to introduce them to tech-
nology, its many facets, and to key issues oi today's society.

Let me very briefly introduce a specific example of what I mean. Youth are interested
in the new society and environment within which we exist. Many changes have come about
throughout the centuries, and now the workl, more specifically the United States, has
entered into an era where the human race has evolved into a new phase regarding me
relationship to the determination of the future. Man now possesses the ability to control,
at least to some degree, the f ,re; a possibility quite remote in the not-so-distant past.

Presently) and with incre ling determination in the future, the population of basically
all plant and animal life, even in the remotest corners of the globe, will be controlled by
systematic human breeding, protection, predation and/or pollutionthat is, by conscious
or unconscious human intervention. The '70's will mark the time when evolution by natural
selection is replaced by evolution caused by himan intervention. This human intervention
is increasingly being planned. The future of our total environmentthe planet and its
surrounding atmosphere--is no longer being determined by natural evolution, sudden
natural catastrophies or by accidents of construction of pre-existing organisms, but rather
more and more by planned human actions. It is apparent that now in almost every field,
man is responsible for his future.

As we begin to develop this technical literacy, we must build upon causal-effects and
problem solving. Fortunately, most adults and youth of today are cognizant of some of
the key issues confronting man. If, then, we can capitalize upon this awareness and rec-
ognize that there is a new emerging method of problem solving, a method which is im-
perative for responsibility and accountability and planning for the future, we will have
achieved our stated goalthat of general education for all.

The evolution of the three phases of problem solving for organisms is a logical se-
quence. The first phase was problem solving by survival. To put it bluntly--the survival

(1) Technology as I perceive it is an all-inclusive term.
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of the Vttest. The second phase was problem solving by learning. This stage came aboutas man and animals began to learn by their failures and successes. This permitted theorganism to project into the future and not repeat that which brought about danger orfa flu re.
The first phasr is problem solving by the species as a whole. The second is problemsolving by the individual in the course of his existence. The human race has now enteredinto the third pha3e of problem solving, which was advanced in the last hundred years orso, the problem solving by science and technology. This has been defined as the method ofresearch and implementation or of srady and anticipation. This new method can solveproblems in advance, before they become critical. The current jargon for this method iscalled "simulation" or "develop a model". The computer has advanced this method ofproblem solving by feedback and cybernetic anticipation far beyond the capabilities of theindividual.
Anticipation or projection can often solve problems before they happen or while inprogress. The method of problem solving by anticipation is the method for large-scalehuman organization of knowledge and contra(1)

Our problems are increasingly becoming problems of humandesign. Wheredo our social problems come from? They come from pressures and conflicts,but the trouble is the failure of our designs to deal with these conflicts. Theycome from the inadequacy of our design and action when confronted with newsituadons which arrive without adequate anticipation and for which there is noprecedent. Or they come from the conflict of human designs when men or groupsor nations with competing interests are forced into the same living space.(2)
Let us now return to the specific topic at hand--industrial arts and general education.Eight years ago St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, Minnesota, recognized this need andset out to fill this void in the curriculum. A faculty member was given released time todesign a course which would provide general education based upon technology (industry)for all students.
The first step was to determine objectives. In considerin3 the potential students, itwas quickly assessed that the majority would have had little or no contact with industry.Therefore, tl:e only logical approach would be an overview of industry as a whole withthe single primary objectiveto develop an awareness of technology and its impact onsociety. At the same time came possibly the most controversial concept concerning thecourse, that being, strictly a lecture-discussion course which would have no laboratoryexperience.(3' It was felt that the students are interested in learning about the history,development. organization, causal-effects and future aspects of technology. The nextstep was to orpnize the content of the course, select a text and come up with a title.The basic content was difficult, since few in iI.dustrial arts had ventured into thisarea. As the content began to evolve, it rotated around the following basic areas:1) Chronology of Technology, 2) World of Work, 3) Mass Production and Automation,4) Technology and Education, 5) The Labor Force, 6) Technology of Selected Countries,7) The Future, and 8) Current Issues and Research.With these basic subdivisions in mind, we began the search for a text. After review-ing many, many texts, a compromise was made because no single text could be found whichwas felt to be entirely satisfactory. The text selected was a McGraw-Hill publication--Modern Technolozy and Civilization by Charles Walker. After selecting the text, therewas unanimous agreement within the Department that the course title would be the sameas the text.

The most difficult step, as most are aware, is "selling" the curriculum council.After considerable debate, it was agreed to place the course in the general educationoffering of the College as an adjunct, with the understanding that it should be ,-lected onlywhen the "regular" courses could not be taken.(4)

(1) Ewald, W. R., Jr., Environment andChange,Indiana Untversity Press, 1968, pp. 77-79.(2) Ibid., p. 80.
(3) The author feels strongly that this approach to the course has been one of the keyreasons for its success. There are many who argue, quite vehemently, that in orderto teach industry, thestudentmusthavefirst-handcontact with the materials, proc-esses and skills of industry. That appears to be a moot point.(.4)__This process took two years.
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The pilot offering was scheduled forSpringQuarterof 1964. When the Spring Quarter
schedule came out, the course was listed as "Orientation to Industry". The result was a
disaster. Only a few students registered, and the course was scratched. Every avenue
was pursued to determine how or why the title change came about. It could not be deter-
mined. However, the course was rescheduled for MI Quarter of 1964 under the correct
title and seven students registered. It was a beginning. The course was placed into the
general education listing as one of a block of four where the students select three.

We have grown from one secti. t of seven students to 47 sections/year with 50 stu-
dents/section. We will reach about I.:50 students this year. There is no qaestion in our
minds that we could fill more sections If we had faculty to teach the sections. Our experi-
ence has been that virtually every section offered hac filled up, with students petitioning
to enter the closed sections.

The content of the course has evolved to the following:
1. Introduction
II. Chronology of Technical Advances

Ill. Woi.d of Work
IV. Labor Unions
V. Mass Production and Automation

VI. Free Time - A By-Product of Technology
VII. Education and Its Relationship to Technological Advancement
VIII. Employment

IX. American Industries
X. Food and Population
Xl. Technology of Selected Countries of the World

XII. Future Aspects of Technology
XIII. Current Research in Technology
XIV. Curi ent Issues arrl r' thre to Technology

The text presently beirr Don, The Dynamics of Change, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1967.

As the course progre: dective of--An Awareness of er hnology -
Its Impact Upon Society- i5t. However, a series of behaviora. .jectives
was developed. These are surnhianzLd as follows:

(1) Prepare an analysis of the concept "technology".
(2) Describe the American labor force and labor movement.
(3) Vollow an industrial organization chart.
(4) Differentiate benveen mass production and automation.
(5) Compare the technological status of the US with that of other countries.
(6) Define industrial education.
(7) Prepare a research paper on a technological topic.
(8) Define the concept of free time.
(9) Prepare an analysis oi a current issue.

(10) Analyze a major American industry.
(11) Discuss employment and its various sub-divisions.
(12) Identify the reasons for increasing population, food crisis, pollution and related

Issues.
(13) Recognize the impact of the computer on technology and society.
(14) Other objectives as specified by the instructor.
With mcny faculty instructing the course, it was agreed that there would be a common

syllabus and text The approach to the course content would be the decision of the in-
dividual, because it was felt that this method would allow the course to be designed and
presented in the manner most interesting and comfortable for the instructor.

is an interesting sidelight at this point. Almost without exzeption, all faculty
who been assigned a section of the course have been extremely apprehensive about
teachnie, the course. This feeling is rooted, as we see it, in two areas: 1) Having never
taught a compk-te lecture-discussion course, and 2) a feeling of inadequacy because of
the lack of exposure to the wide variety of topics. However, again, almost without excep-
tion, the instructors, after having completed teaching thecourse, are excited about teach-
ing it again. The instructors felt that it had added a totally new dimension to their teach-
ing and understanding of our field. We are the first to admit that the first time through
is an extremely difficult experience, because it generallyrequires extensive organization,
reading, and more importantly, a new approach to teaching.

There is no question that our majors must be exposed to this type of an experience
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in order that they can fill this void present in most curricula. A new role is evolving forthose of us involved in "Technology". Until now many have not generally looked beyondthe technical functions of materials, processes and machines of industry. We must becomeincreasingly concerned with the causal-effects of technology on society.If we do not pick up this ball of "technological awareness" and capitalize upon it,some other discipline will. As far as I am concerned, this is the greatest opportunityever afforded to industrial arts education to impart general education to all.
Dr. Ryan is on the faculty ot St. Cloud (Minnesota) State College.

Society, human values and technology

Paul W. DeVore
The societal and human concerns of yesterday were different from the concerns oftoday. The values on which man basedhis decisions have changed. Man views himself andhis world from a different perspective, largely because of the choices some men, not allmen, made in the devclopment and utilization of technology.
The social environment of work and the value attached to work by both employer andemployee have changed, as evidenced by Company Rules posted in an engineering officein Morgantown, West Virginia, in 1850.
(1) Office employees will daily sweep the floors, dust the furniture, shelves and show-cases.
(2) Each draftsman will each day fill lamps, clean chimneys, trim wicks and washthe windows once a week.

'**(3) This office will open at 7 a.m. and close at 8 p.m. daily, except on the Sabbath,on which day it will re tin closed.
(4) Men employees wiu be given an evening off each week for courting purposes, ortwo evenings a week if they go regularly to church.(5) Every employee should lay aside from each pay a goodly sum of his earningsfor his benefit during his declining years, so that he will not become a burden uponthe charity of his betters.
(6) Any employee who smokes Spanish cigars, uses liquor in any form, gets shavedat a barber shop, or frequents pool or public halls, will give me good reason tosuspect his worth, intentions, integrity and nonesty.
(7) The employee who has performeC his labors faithfully and without fault for aperiod of five years in my service, whohas been thrifty and attentive to his religiousduties, and is looked upon by his fellow men as a substantial and law-abiding citizen,will be given an increase of five cents per day in his pay, providing a just return ofprofits from the business permits it.

(Dominion-Post, March 15, 1970)
Undoubtedly, in those days of free enterprise, low technology and individual freedom,each man regarded work in the bestCalvinist tradition. Work was holy and next to Godli-ness. At least we ;erpetuate the myth that they did, But things have changed, not onlyas we view the past and present but as we perceive the future.Our view of the future is different, if we can believe Ira Levin, author of Rosemary'sBaby. The new society will notbe run by man but by a gigantic computer, Uni, which cal-culates the most "efficient" assignments ofcareers forits many human subjects and, likea computerized dating service gone wild, even mates them. (1, p. 80)This is the era of high technology, a time of mass confusion. Man's brain seemsoverloaded. Many are alienated either because they can't comprehend the situation, aretotally frustrated in trying to operate within the system or view the system as operatingoutside of man's control for goals and values alien to man.Each day men are attempting to communicatt the critical social and human issues ofthe high technology with its hiel consumption and production. Mythb are being exposedand the system challenged through such films as Easy Rider. The evening news broadcastportrays the hypocrisy and mediocrity of government through McLuhan's cool medium of
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television. Man's traditional values are being questioned, values designed to serve anage long since past.
Man witnesses the myth of equality and democracy in our free enterprise system ashe observes first-hand the killing of Black Muslim beef cattle on a Northern Alabama farm,the death of water fowl by oil saturation in the Santa Barbara Channel, or the destruction

of English beaches and water fowl by the Tory Canyon ship disaster.
We have witnessed and are witnessing what seems to be a breakdown of social normsand values. Is this breakdown the inevitable result of capitalism, industrialism, tech-nology/ What is the relationship between society, human values and technology/
Most men have believed that technology was capable of improving society. We find,

however, that technology is a disruptive force. We find it is not possible to introduce newways into a society existing in equilibrium without disrupting the very continuity of thatsociety. (24, p. 435)
This has been true from the beginning. Technology does disrupt the equilibrium ofa society. It does alter values. Winless the account of the Papago Indians when the wagonwas introduced into their culture. (25, p. 23) The wagon was a major disruptive force inthe society. It brought about changes in values relating to work, the division of labor,

economics and the concepts of time, space and distance. The entire society was changedwith the introduction of the wagon.
This phenomenon which we have only recently begun to study is not merely a simpleaddition of new values to old ones. Entire cultural and social patterns are being obliter-ated. They no longer function with the new technology. Traditional psychological andsociological structures are collapsed. (8, p. 121)
Technology has not received a neutral reception by society. It either arouses greathopes or provokes great indignation. We seem to have no way of determining directionor evaluating alternatives. We seem to be attempting to utilize old values and old societalstructures to meet the discontinuity brought about by technology.
Perhaps this is because all of our past historical experience has been of marginalsurvival. Our past societies have been based on the economics of scarcity, where valueand meaning resided primarily in external institutions, systems and ob!ects which aidedsurvival. (13, p.94) Yet, within a very short time span, man-singular and in small groups,created a technology for man-plural which was beyond his comprehension and which nolonger melded with the social and value structures of an agricetturally-based society.

Man's values, his criteria for judging his actions, came into conflict with a new reality.We seem to be unable to understand orpredict the results of our actions as we cr,and put into practice a new technology. Perhaps this is because of the concept of critiLmass. (13, p. 20) One application of DDT, one tablet of thalidomide, one birth control pill
containing estrogen, one oil spill, one strip mine draining into the mountain streams, oneworker displaced by automation, one automobile exhaust or one miner contracting
pneumoconiosis, does not create the disruption or destruction that a critical mass of anyone of these would evolve.

There may be several reasons for this problem. Man may be living with a myth--the
myth of a man-centered, man-controlled world. It is the myth that the world was created
for man. Genesis 1:27,28 states:

*So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male
and female created he them.
And God blessed them and God said unto them, Be fruitful and multiply, and
replenish the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea,
and over the fowlof the al.. andover every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

This was not the view of nature held by the American Indian. Nor is it the view heldby many Eastern cultures. The American Indian lived in concert with nature. He believedhimself to be a part of nature. Not so Western Man.
It may be that many of our problems develop because technological breakthroughs,such as the atomic bomb or landing on the moon, are, or appear to be, isolated events.(9, p. 101) Even if they seem important at the time, man seems to be lethargic or uncon-cerned by the happening and returns to the more immediate concerns of bills, promotions,vacations and lawns to mow. Most return to the enhancement of their phenomenologicalselves. This seems to be a direct result of the mechanical technology with its private

*Italics added by author.
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outlook and division of people and things into minute parts as a means of attaining greaterefficiency. But tezhnology continually changes and consequently places man in the positionof living in a world of process or continual change.
Today technology is creating a new outlook, a new culture. There is an attempt toview man totally, rather than as a fragmented entity. There is, according to McLuhan,a faith that concerns the ultimate narmony of all beings. The question is whether this newview of man has not come about because of technology and its cybernetic systems, whichrequire planning relating all variables. Is it not technology which is demanding that manview man as a total human being?
Is it not this phenomenon in society which, until very recent times, economists,sociologists, historians and educators have tried to ignore? Is it not technology hichhas created our social problems and value dilemmas? Does the problem not rest withour simplistic view of technology as "how things are done or mad, " rther than "whythey are done or made the way they are?" (6,p. 2)
Has not technology, rather than dehumanizing man, provided, for the first time inhistory, a true search for the meaning of man? Have we not reached that stage wherethe present range and scale of our actions and their consequences re,luire irr teasingvalue commitments to specifically preferred and possible future i human terms?(14, p. 4)
Michael places the issue in proper context when he states:
There are more dead civilizations than live ones, and I suspect that h of thesedead civilizations thought they could always go on the way th,_ tways had.(27, p. 364)

Increasing comprehension: We are becoming more and more aware th; we live in an ageof critical decisiors. We are becoming more and more aware that I Any of our valuesand institutions no longer provide the basis for judgment nor the meant n olve the prob-lems. We have new information and new knowledge about man, soci and technology.We have a better historical perspective of technology and a more accurate knowledge ofthe nature and function of technology within society.The question doesn't seem to be one of accepting change, for America has alwaysbeen a nation of change.

Americans, of coursc, arc quite accustcmed to change; in the brief 300 years ofsettlement, our continent has seen a native lndi^n culture virtually wiped out,a European civilization, with strong feudal elements, establishednorth and south,a political revolution, a rapid period of road building and continent mastering,a civil war and the destructionof an entire regional economic system, the suddenexpansion of cities into megalopolises, the equally sudden appearances of gevereeconomic crises, the shift from a predominantly rural to a predominantly urbaneconomy and culture, the introduction of American voices, guns and blood ininternational affairs and the development of a spectacular destructive capability,enough to incinerate all life on earth. (27, p. 362)

It is more than change alone, however. At issue is the nature of the change. Welive in a time that is qualitatively different from any time in recorded history. The onefactor which crea',..; this difference is technology and for several reasons. We havefor the first time ir history the capabilityof destroying ourselves along with what BarbaraWard calls the Spaceship Earth. We can do this with great finality because our tools areso powerful and devastating. We realize because of this finality that technology is an im-portant determinant in our lives and that it is time to act in concert and with greatdeliberateness if we are to understand and control technology for social as well as eco-nomic purposes. (15, p. 492)
The human value question is of greater significance than ever before because of thenature of man's alternatives, alternatives created by technology. The options are greaterthan ever before. The question is: "Which options?" "Which values?" Our encietyengenders certain values, and therefore our society is predisposed to selet ing et:rtainoptions. The tragedy is that the long-term results of some options, when a massis reached, may be disastrous. Witness DDTor mass production. Upon what values doesman base his decisions for the future? Will the old values work?
American society held certain values basic. They stem from Puritan times. The
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belief in simplicity and the lack of useless ornamentation were values then and may have
had a major influence on the development of our technology.

The Americans of Puritan times as well as of succeeding generations had become
accustomed to dressing alike and using the simplest implements available because of a
whole complex of reasons including the necessities of frontier life. (6, p. 21) This mayhave made the American public amenable to standardization and had a great deal to do
with the success of interchangeable parts and mass production.

Certainly mass production would not have been readily accepted in a society that
valued doing one's "own thing" or individual craftsmanship.

This is a key point and directs attention to the issue of technological or social de-
terminism. Do the values that a society holds, together with its social structure, deter-mine the nature of technology? Or does technology determine the values and structureof society? Daniels believes that the direction in which a society is going determines the
nature of its technological innovations. He cites studies by the Brookings Institute and
by Schmookler, the economist, to support this contention. (6, p. 3)

If it is true that no single technological innovation, and no group of innowtions taken
together in isolation from nontechnological elements, ever changed the direction in which
society was going before the innovation, this means that many researchers have been
concentrating on the wrong elements. Rather than identifying the technological elements
that apparently give rise to certain socialor cultural changes, the effort should be directed
toward determining the social structure and value structure which provide the base for
certain technological developments. An interesting question to support this point israised by Daniels.

What would have happened had the typewriter been invented in a society where
the very idea of women in offices was unthinkable? (6, p. 5)

If we as a society are to control technology for human ends, rather than for technical
ends, then the question of how to obtain more knowledge and understanding of society,
human values and technology is of utmost importance. Certainly the problems cannot be
solved by deliverately abandoning our past, forsakinghard-won conceptual tools and values
that have served and can serve as the means of introducing rational solutions into the on-
coming future. Those who abandon disciplined rational inquiry for some esoteric fantasy
accept an unplanned, unpredictable, violent future. The future is unknown, but the lessonsof the past and present, whcn re-evaluated in the light of new information, can provide
relatively accurate directions for encountering the unknown future.

Increasingly we are aware that tremendous forces are at work in our society. We
are also increasingly aware that the values and social institutions established for the con-trol and guidance of technology are rudimentary. (10, p. 345)

The question is whether man can forego hisnarrow, individualistic, self-selking valuesand work toward conceptualizing the future in humanly desirable terms. Up until nowman-singular has been permitted to create and introduce new technologies which have
forced man-plural to alter his way of life. During the early history of technology thiswas not critical, because the technology was not as powerful or as disruptive. Today,
however, the changes kr.e not merely extensions of past chacges but are "radically new",
posing problems which cannot be solved "within the regular format". (27, p. 364)

Man-plural has begun to recognize the v-reat inequalities between the haves and the
have-nots. He has come to understand tiat the world today has become much more inter-dependent than at any time in history and that the expectations of all people are greaterthan ever before.

Western man is increasingly concerned. Hebelieves in progress. He values the im-
provement of the liLman condidons materially. He believes his institutions can be per-,
fected as can man himself and his society. (14, p. 4)

The new technology has brought with itnew tools for man, such as a global communi-
cations network. It has also broughtto man an increasing awareness of the interrelation-
ship of all men. The new tools of technology, together with man's increasing knowledge,
have enormously increased his capacity to choose his future, both collectively and in-
dividually. (14, p. 8)

In short, man is realizing that the new problems can be met through the use of the
very technologies which disrupted his society.
New questions: He recognizes that the new questions for Western man are not ones of
quantity but ones of quality, even though five-sixths of the world's population has not as
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yet shared quantitatively in the fruits of the new technology. Questions of pollution,privacy and the distribution of the fruits of technological progress receive new emphasisand new awareness by more people. Today, the local power plant is thought of first interms of air pollution and secondly in its rule in producing electricity. The environmentalimpact of the operattoli of electric generating stations and particularly atomic generatingplants has caused rising public concern.
The public has become conce-zed to the extent it has stopped or delayed the expansionof electric-power-generating capacity at a number of points in the United States. Evenprogress on developing hydraulic energy sources has been stalled because of concern forthe physical environment.
But pollution is not a new issue. The 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act prohibited dump-ing refuse into navigable waters. What is new is the critical mass. Recently the JusticeDepartment, using the 1899 act, filed charges against eleven companies, alleging thatthey polluted Chicago area rivers and canals
Many, including Lewis Mumford, have been asking us for some time to reassess ourvalues in relation to technology. Mumford cites the work of A. J. Toynbee, who musteredconsiderable historical evidence to show tlua beyond a certain point technical progressmay indicate human arrest, if not retrogression. The question then becomes:

*Why should we go on blithely multiplying machines, inci ng their power andscope, submitting to the conditions they lay down for their we .... C , not necessarilyours? (17, p. 28)

Today the quality of human life in a technobgical society is one of the questions heardmore frequently and by more people. Itmay be that Western man has b?:en losing his ownsoul while gaining the whole world for himseli. Harvey Cox believes tiat ..11 of mankindhas paid a frightful price for the present opulence of Western Industrial Society, not onlythe poor nations of the world, whose fields and forests garnish his tables, but also throughthe impoverishment of the vital elements of his own life, festivity--the capacity forgenuine revelry and joyous celebration. Cox is hopeful that these values, that have beenstarved and repressed during the centu.,1es of industrialization, will be nourished andappreciated again. (3, p. 25)
Perhaps the question can be asked: How much technology does society need? Or,How much technology does society want? There a re at least three value orientations fro!,which these questions are answered by man today.
The first position believes that technology is an unalloyed blessing for mau andsociety. (15, p. 489)
(1) Technology is seen as the motor of all progr. ss, as holding the solution to mostof our social problems, as helping to liberate the individual from the clutches of acomplex and highly-organized society and 1.5 a source of permanent prosperity; inshort, as the promise of utopia in our time.
The second position holds that technology is an unmitigated curse:(2) Technology is said to rob people of their jobs, their privacy, their participationin deeiocratic government and even, in the end, their dignity as human beings. It isseen as autonomous and uncontrollable, as fostering materialistic values and asdestructive of religion, as bringing about a technocratic society and bureaucraticstate in which the individual is increasingly submerged, and as threatening ultimatelyto poison nature and blow up the world. (15, p. 490)The third position does not accord technology special notice, because it has beenwell-recognized as a factor in social change at least since the industrial revolution.(3) It is unlikely that the social effects of the computer will be nearly so traumaticas the introduction of the factory system in 18th Century England. Research hasshown that technology has done little to accelerate the rate of economic productivitysince the 1800's because there has been no significant change in recent decades in thetime period between invention and widespread adoption ofnew technology and becauseimproved communications and higher levels or education make people more adaptablethan heretofore to new ideas and to new social reforms required by technology. (15,). 490)

Thus, man faces value judgment questions as he pursues his secular life style andattempts to direct t1-. future. In years past the common man did not question his tech-
*Italics added by author.
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nology. It was considered a blessing. Today, men everywhere are becoming distructful
of and estranged from industrial society, as have the literary man and humanist in the past.

The search is for values that will enable man to live the most humane life ever. The
search is being conducted, not in a time a tranquility, but during a period of accelerated
technical change marked by a much greater degree of organization and deliberate control.(10, p. 345)

Some men have accepted the challenge. But they find it is hard to predict the future
of social conditions when we don't know where we are. Many questions are being raised.
Much is being done. No longer do we need to take for granted that when an invention has
made a breakthrough there will be no cultural force which can stop the forward thrust.

What is ham/ening is that man has decided to include the social implications in his
growing effort to analyze, in advance, all the consequences of a new technology. In short,although there are many positions from which to view technology, good, bad or neutral,
the value iudgment seems to have been made that man does have a choice.Society and control: Whether man will exercise his choice will depend on his decisionsrelating to old values and institutions. The system at present has no builz-in control
mechanism which can maintain equilibrium and regulate growth. There is much eviklence,
however, to support the point that the impact of technology will remain germane untilthere is forged a degree of public control over technology far greater than anything thatnow exists. (10, p. 345)

This realization comes at a time when the development and application of technologyrequires an increase in size and scale of our institutions; bigger schools and colleges,
bigger government, bigger industry and more interrelations. The transportation and
communication technologies have enabled man to disperse over wide areas. Urban com-plexes have been enlarged, thus creating increases in the size of units to be governed.As a result man is in conflict with his technology. At this stage in development, man's
technology seems to be controlling man. It is counter to man's values. Man's social and
political institutions are based on .-pecialized, sequential, incremental decision-making.
They are directly in conflict with the nature of man. As Crowe notes, man's evolution
position has hinged, nit on ,.;pecializatIon, but on generalized wk. . (5, p.Thus, man is in conflict with the sorietv T conflict i most evh....mt in oururban centers where there ha; _ decline livability of the total environment
that is almost directly proportional to the rise of special-purpose districts. It is the story
of specialization, fragmentation and the use of old technologies in an age demanding uni-fication.

The questions toci v about nequality in our society are the result of the success of
technology in making pr)qsible the fulfillment of the value of equality. The fact that equal-
ity has not beer (thieved brings ferth charges of hypocrisy and alienates large sections of
our society. Sirrie behwe that whether technology advances in the area r_d war, the arts,agriculture 02 industry depends in part on the rewards, inducements and incentivesoffered by soc_ .7, -hereby indicating that the direction of technological advance may bethe result of ,ociai p licy. (10, p. 343) How much control does society really wain to
exercise over tec'-nolc.q.. f? How much control is society capable of exercising?

Control is ,>z..ing ezi.:rcised today by values and institutions designed to regulate the
present, which tm reality determines the future. The problem is that these are out-datedmodels which iiL generate the same stereotyped "dilemma" responses to most of ,-,ursocial problems. (14, p. 11)

If man i to control his technology, it is apparent that he must reexamine som:e ofhis basic asaumptions about his present institutions. In the past the feudal system, the
church and monarchies provided direction and control of society. The direction of oursociety is large ll. in control of economic, political, business, military and scientificinstitutions, groupii or associations. Will these institutions lead us into the future wedesire? Or must mew institutions and new societal controls be created? Most observers
have concluded:

existing insthations and traditional approaches are by and large incapable of
coming to grips with the new problems of our citiesmany of them caused by
technological change.. (15, p. 495)

This means that if we hope to have all citizens participate in determining futuredirection, it will be necessary to changeourorientation from a purely personal identifica-tion with a given struk-aire, solution, way of life or goal, to the enlargement of each
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individual's sphere of identification from part to whole. (16, p. 40) People must becomeaware of the whole and nor only of the individual parts.
Problems must be approached from a broad, comprehensive, general point of viewrather than from narrow, highly-specialized and individualized points of view. Advanc-ing technology has forced man, for his own self-protection, to raise his questions in morehuman terms. It is forcingman, in addition, to expand the scope of public decision makingbeyond the narrow power blocs of polity, military, industry or labor.Reassessment: The social effects of technology force man to state his questionsabout the future in human terms, alternative possibilities and long-range cons -:quences.We are beginning to see that we are faced with a growing number of decisions about thefuture use 'If technology that, in total, may be much more important to mankind than even"the bomb".
The more one probes the issues, themore significant the question of values becomes.e:ertainly more knowledge is needed. Definitely more information is ileeded by individualsif they are to participate intelligently. We have prided ourselves in being a rationalsociety which approaches problems in a logical andpractical manner. However, it seemsas though we do this when we create our technology, but not when we determine its use.Use involves the most personal of values.

.... questions of values become more pointed and insistent in a society thatorganizes itself to control technology and that engages in deliberate social plan-ning. Planning demands explicit recognition of value hierarchies and often bringsinto Lie open value conflicts which remain hidden in the more impersonal work-ing of the market. (15, p. 498)

Apparently it has been the indieidual day-to-day eecisions that have brought societyto the -ealization that something must be done. We have discovered that decisions madeLyth. xlividual enterTrise of certain preferred groups have brought us to the brink ofcatast_ephe_. We have finally asked the question: "Whose business is technology any-way?" And the answer is: "Eveiybody's." And therein lies the problem. Our societyhas defined its structures and operational procedures as well as its concept of man, hisrights, freedoms and relations to society in pre-industrial terms.At question is the freedom and rights of the individeal in the context of a technologicalsociety which enables an thdividual to possess such tremendous power as well as the de-termination of future consequences for himself and others for many years to come.We have cherished the freedom of individual decision making. It is a value of oursociety. We are reminded, however, thatthe negative effects of technology we deplore area measure of what this traditional freedom is beginning to cost us. (15, p. 497)Great hostilities and much alienation have been generated in our country during thislast decade. Me.1 and women have cried out in utter frustration because technology viesnot being controlled. They cried out because Christian values, constitutional freedomsand other cherished human tenets of our society were being shunted aside in favor ofeconomic and matexial values. Their frustration was because our society apparently didnot and does not have the machinery or insttutions for controlling technology for humangood. There was no way for man to be heard. Technology seemed to be in control.Perhaps the issue which precipitated and congealed the greatest student hostilityand pointed up the issue of hypocrisy was a reeimological one--Dow Chemical napalm.The young men and women of our country knew something was wrong, and they found anissue--the military. They shook thc complacent middle class. They questioned the in-tegrity of a society which allocates annually more than $80 billion for military and mili-tary-related spending, This is one-tenth of our Gross National Product. Even Senatorsjoined the issue. Senator Proxmirenot only questioned the allocation of natural resourcesbut also indicated that one of our most cherished values, free enterprise, had beenJeopardized. He pointed out thatthe military, through their business practices, had stifledthe principle of open.competition and competitive bidding.
The question of natural resource allocation is critical in a free enterprise system.We have established regulatory agencies such as the Federal Communications Commis-sion, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal Trade Commission and theBureau of Internal Revenue to watch over that which belongs to all of us. However,Crowe (p. 1106) in his investigation finds that no one watches the watchers. The per-sonnel of these agencies come from the ranks of the regulated. Therefore, the communi-cations media are regulated by the communications industry and the transportation media
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by the transportation industry. We find that what supposedly belongs to all of us is beingused for th;: benefit of the few, the few tha- have discovered that the control of technologypays and pays well.
The question of society, human values and technology is criticai at this juncture Intime.
Values are being called into question by technology. Some believe as Ellul does thatall values will be technological values and not human values. Others such as Mesthene(p. 501) believe that:
technology can enhance the values we associate with democracy. But it can also
enhance another American value--that of "secular rationality", as sociologists
call it--by facilitating the use of scientific and technical expertise in the processof political decision maldng. This can in turn further reduce citizen participa-
tion in the democratic process.

Conclusion: Our knowledge about technological change and social change is very primitiveand unsystematic. We have discovered, however, that there are severe limitations to
direct technical solutions of social problems.

We are aware that we have the capability of meeting the material needs of society.It is now necessary to create alternative social forms, institutional arrangements andvalues if we are to meet the more human goals made possible by the developing tech-
nology.

Certainly our traditional attitudes and values have proved inadequate to manage thepuwerful new tools created by man. They have merely perpetuated old solutions and
greater insecurities. They have shifted the power from the many to the few.We have the opportunity to choose our future, provided we recognize that the choice
will not be a knowledge decision alone but will be based upon the human value decisions ofindividuals. Hopefully, man will awaken before it is too late.
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Man's dilemma in the age of technology

John R. Lindbeck
I am sure that most professionals will agree that industrial arts programs are cur-rently being subjected to a serious reappraisal in response to problems posed by a rapidly-changing technical society. The notable outcomes thus far are that we see innovativeprograms being experimented with and implemented; that the main thrust of such programsis aimed at the junior high school; and that these programs are associated primarily withexamining the structure of industries. Of significance, too, are the successes in planninghands-on experiences as integral parts of a field of study which is by tradition socio-logically-oriented. There are numerous reasons for these curricular changes, not theleast of which is the realization that the industrial arts must, in some measure, con-tribute to preparing young people for life in a society increasingly pervaded by the tech-nician. 13ecause this subject has been given exhaustive treatment in recent months, includ-ing other sessions at this convention, it will not be probed too deeply here, Instead,permit me to outline briefly five characteristics of technology which are of especialconcern to industrial educators:

(1) It causes human detachment in that it increasingly removes the individual froman intimate and personal involvement with an act, e.g., the operator of an NC millingmachine.
(2) It demands optimum performance because it is machine-oriented, and in so manysituations the human being cannot possibly operate as efficiently as the machine.(3) It requires a commitment to research and development because it feeds on inno-vation, relative to new processes, materials, methods and products.(4) It dictates replication of effort by its very nature, in that efficiency relatesdirectly to repetitive actions, e.g., mail ZIP codes or mass production.(5) It frustrates all of the above conditions because of an accelerated rate of change.Many factors contribute to this feature, such as improved communications, modernmanagement techniques, and the availability of investment capital.These are the descriptive elements of technology, and I don't suppose there is anyonewho would deny their positive contributions. We live better, live longer, live easier thanany other people in the world; however, one must admit to the toxic as well as the toniceffects of technology. Its development over the past centuries has brought forth upon thisearth amazing technical achievements, medical discoveries, developments of new mate-rials and processes, as well as improving our general standard of living. It also has laid
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waste to the land andposed some very serious problems for mankind, sucii as dehumaniza-
tion, displacement and environmental docay. These contradictions, in my estimation, give
substance to the dilemma of man today, andmost especially to those responsible for inter-
preting our technical society to the young. The essential statement of this dilemma is asfollows:

How can we help our students to gain an understanding and an appreciation of the
momentous achievements of techn- logy and the necessity for its continued pro-
gression; and with equal vigo r. examine the seemingly insurmountable problemsit poses for mankind?

I am not suggesting that we lose sightof the essence of industrial arts and of the powerful
motivational force which obtains with hands-on, physical contact with tools and materials.Instead, I am stating that our tendencies to accentuate the virtues of technical proficiency
must be tempered with realistic appraisals of the attendant ills. Fox the remainder of
my time, I should like to develop some of the priorities which I feel to be necessary partsof such a technology assessment.

lt is a foregone conclusion that automated or semi-automated devices will continue
to displace production workers and that the non-computerizable production tasks willbecome polarized at the extremes of a work continuum. On one end, there shall remainthe planning and administering functions, and at the other the very menial jobs requiringminimal training, jobs in short supply and generally undesirable, however tnportant.And of great significance will be the servicing occupations which shall emerge as a vastnew professional area. Such jobs can hardly be considered menial. The person perform-ing a service is in fact exercising power, doing something for others that they themselves
cannot do. Somehow our students must be instilled with positive attitudes toward the con-tributions made by worker:: at all levels, to the end that they will individually recognize
the stature achieved through their jobs. But in so doing, it is necessary to present a real-istic as well as a comprehensive view of the technical world. It is unfair to delude theminto thinking that life en the assembly line is to be a joyful experience. It isn't, and won't
be anything but a dull assipment for most people. But I feel we can have faith in an in-formed citizenry to become constructive participants in society.

An additional matter of concern to us obtains with a word which has received currencyof late. The word is _ecologythe study of man's relationship to his environment, Every
year Americans junk 7 million automobiles, 1 million tires, 20 million tons of paper,28 million bottles, 48 billion cans, 165 million tons of solid waste, and we also gush 172million tons of smoke and fumes into the air. We are responsible for 50% of the world's
industrial pollution; it would appear that we have achieved the dubious distinction of beingthe world's most efficient producer of garbage. Pollution in its many forms has becomethe bane of the post-civilized society, and it is to our credit that we are beginning tomount a concerted attack upon this most pressing issue. Both information and guidanceare called for: we must inform students, reminding them that we are more a society of
extractors and discarders than we are consumers and that ways must be sought to channel
more of our waste products back into the production cycle; and we must guide them towardthe goal of becoming more discriminating conaumers. I am conscious of the cavalier
manner in which I have skimmed over this topic, but time does not permit a more carefulstudy at this session, It is, however, a challenge with which we shall probably have tocome to terms in the very near future.

And finally, we must face the fact of the impersonality of a mechanized world. Byway of introducing this element, permit me to read a few lines of poetry which seemappropriate here:

When I heard the learn'd astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns

before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide,

and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with

much applause in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wandered off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time
Looked up in perfect silence at the stars.
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To me, these lines by Whitman bring the human problems of technology neatly into focus,for we frequently lose sight of the fact that humanity, not technical efficiency, is, afterall, what living is all about. The depersonalization which appears to be a necessaryfeature of modern society can be crushing to the ego. Just consider the many ways inwhich we have becon.e "non-persons" in recent years. If you have been in the armedforces, you were a serial number; much of your personal data is filed according to yoursocial security number; while you were attending college, you were assigned a studentidentification number; your city and state will soon disappear completely from your mailin favor of a far more efficient ZIP code; and how many of you are aware of yr: ur namechange as you receive those numerous pieces of junk mail innocuously addressed to"occupant"? My point here is not to demean the requirements of efficient record-keepingin this modern age--we most assuredly would be in an even more hopeless muddle withoutitbat instead to remind us that we must accept the presence of man's frustrations andconsider them as wc Leach about technology. And, too, we must understand his occasionaldesire to wander off into the mystical moist night air and bok up in perfect silence atthe stars.
In conclusion, it can be fairly stated thatour past studies of industry have been essen-tially an involvement with the act of transforming materials into products, which actshave become increasingly specialized and mechanized. We have given precious littlethought to the attendant individual and societal problems. If we are to respond to the chal-lenge of meaningfully interpreting this technical society to the young, so that they mightenter it as active, eiive participants, we must correct this program deficiency. Todo otherwise would be further to alienate a youth group already somewhat disillusionedwith a world condition created by the adult.

Mr. Lindbeck is a member of the faculty at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo.

A philosophical basis for
technology in industrial arts

Eckhart A. Jacobsen
Introduction. "What a man believes is his private affair; what the citizen in a freesoc:rety believes is a public affair with ultimate implications for educational, political,economic and perhaps religious decisions."- -Anonymous

I wish 4.:o state at theourset that this attempt at a philosophical approach to technologyin industrial arts must be considered as general or normative in character in terms of theviews that ought to be rather than specific descriptive or prescriptive characterizations.Therefore, what is presented here are skeletal assumptions and ideas, the meat of whichyou as a professional teacher can provide later, relating it to programs courses of study,method and the like.
We, as functionaries in industrial arts (and as part of the broad field of industrialeducation), have historically had difficulty in understanding our role (1) in the societaleducational scheme of things. Many theoretical writings as well as research and defini-tions (2) have been attempted in order to resolve this dilemma. Yet, we often still fail tounderstand ourselves, to establish a direction as well as to study ourselves in depth inorder to understand the role that man can play in our society and in the universe of whichhe is a part.

(1) Notwithstanding equally historical efforts at defining our field, let alone relating toeducadon and society by ourselves.
(2) It is assumed that, from the positions presented in this paper, the reader already hasan acceptable definition of the concepts of "philosophy" and "industrial arts".

However, for purposes of this paper, a definition of technology is as follows: Tech-nology is where the pragmatic utilization of mathematics and science tools entersinto an operational environment to obtain utilitarian solutions to mankind's problems.
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The purpose of this paper, therefore, th to present one man's effort to seek undnr-
standing of the universe, of which technological relationships in industrial arts are a part.
It is a sincere effort to discuss the sources and the validity of technology as content in
industrial arts. The generalizations presented draw upon the many sciences represented
in the term technology.

What role does technology play in man's composite cultural picture? No single or
multiple exposure to the sciences serves this purpose, yet the technological cause em-
braces all of the sciences in an operational sense. Hence, analysis and synthesis will be
used not only as philosophical method but can be identified as a unique cultural charac-
teristic peculiar to the operational character of technology with reference to the sciences.
Concern is held for the sociological function of technology as it influences the nature of
society.

Man continues to uncover the principles of science, yet fails to exploit these new
forms for hi uwn sociological and ecological benefit. Often narl:ow-mindedness, limited
vision and selfishness are found in the misuse of these scientific discoveries. The man
of today, often in technological ignorance, destroys himself as he, the citizen, fails to
participate knowlf:dgeably in the cultural solutions of his time. This would include re-
sponsible political involvement in issues of social and economic concerns. Man by his
technological ignorance often is contemptuous of his contribution to a degeneradng en-
vironment. All of this is the result of learned behavior, or the lack of it. The educator
shares in the responsibility for preparing man and the citizen.

Analysis. "Until now man has been up against Nature; from now on he will be up
against his own nature."--Deanis Gabor

In general, one might historically characterize the educational establishment as com-
posed of two distinct systems, often acknowledged as being operationally different. One
system may be identified as a closed system (education as a classical experience)
and the other as an open system (education that provides also for operational and profes-
sional training). The basic assumption of the closed system may be classified as authori-
tarian and rather inflexible in character; whereas the open system is essentially eclectic
and flexible in character. In a closed system, the purpose of education is general, his-
torical and classical, serving selected and sometimes privileged segments of society;
whereas the purpose of educadon in an open system is primarily contemporary, serving
the dual causes of general education and training for those desiring it. The inference is
made occasionally that classical education per se is a higher-level experience than that
found in a curriculum which also provides for training including professional preparation.
This position often includes the authoritarian concept that education and training are dif-
ferent. Since they have different relevancies and justifications, they have different place-
ments in the educational establishment.

While this may have been true prior to the twentieth century, it is less true and di-
minishing, if not nonexistent today. As a matter of fact the reverse may already be the
case in the 1970's. It is at this very point in the latter part of the twentieth century that
synthesit; has taken place between the classical disciplines of science and mathematics,
resulting in operational applications necessary to the content of .zontemporary technology.
Because the open system of education has this quality of synthesis, it is most likely that
it will, in the decade ahead, supersede the closed system as a more viable system of
education. This is due to the intellectual growth potential inherent in the open system when
compared to the somewhat static quality of the classical and historically-oriented closed
system.

The discovery and implementation of oper. cional applications in terms of cultural
need are most important aspects of technology. Technology is of the sciences, but
operationally 12y and for the people. It is the product of the creative genius of man, a
proces.; designed to complement the presence of man in his constantly developing and
changing world.

Currently needed is a credible position providing an intellectual bridge between the
historical past of the industrial revolution, with its imposed classical prejudices, to an
era of contemporary technology. This suggests the necessity for a viable open educational
system capable of articulatmg with the future through a rational and credible position that
is mindful of the present and can deal with the future. Too often the educational estab-
lishment (industrial education as well as general education) relates to the mirrored past
rather than to man's hope for the future, which now transcends the earth into the universe.
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These beliefs relate to man's own continuing social needs and his revolutionarydrives. By understanding the nature of technology, man at the center of this revolutioncan then perceive more accurately the future of technology and hence cultural directions.We find that human capabilities are variable. Out of the morass of man's most imperfecthistorical past, man in the coming years will find it increasingly po3sible to learn moreabout himself and his environment. But most important to him is the present opportunityto take a more factual rather than emotional approach to his own being and that of hisfellow man. Having the ability to lead creatively and knowledgeably toward an unknownfuture, rr! an will find it possible to relate more effectively to the total disciplines of histime and hence to the cultural institutions of his society.
Nations often make desperate efforts in utilizing immense quantities of energy andimagination to identify new ways in which technology can serve man better. This is notprimarily a technological movement but rather a cultural One. Technology has become asociological tool and a cultural necessity.
Unlike much of man's history, this new effort toward technological utility is, not thereaction to his past failures but rather, a newly-discovered and -developing intellectualarea previously untapped. As an unique intellectual area, it may be viewed as a developingdiscipline capable of generating its own content.
With the rapid growth of technology, the applied advances in this field require a highquality of selectivity on the part of the decision makers at various levels, whether indi-vidual, political or corporate. The scope of technology has broadened and now assumesnew dimensions, including social responsibility. From a rather obscure cultural positionoccupied in the late 1940's, technology has taken on a clearly discernible shape, and be-.come an important operational aspect of governments, education, industry, research in-stitutes and foundations, to name a few; from fantasy to a technical art, and a scienceform.

Synthesis. "The earth is nota resting place .to grow in the midst of dangers is thefate of the human race, because it is the law of the spirit."--Rene Dubos
Technology as a cultural phenomenon has economic, social, political and even re-ligious relevance. This relevance can be best described as having a comprehensive ortotal relatedness to societal needs. The essence of this relatedness is best expressed inthe Gestalt concept. From the industrial revolution to today's technological evolution,knowledgeable involvement (action) has been its own imperative. The uninitiated and un-informed are profoundly confused and disturbed by what they cannot understand. It can beecological contamination as pollution, or the use of the electronic computer as a commonly-accepted problem-solving tool, or automated equipment creating unemployment as wellas new kinds of employment. It can be the changing educational patterns from arithmeticand equipment skills to the mathematics and science tools essential to contemporaryoperational learnings that provide new understandings central to the relationships betweencontemporary man and the multifaceted technology of his time. As technology is con-tinually changing, so, likewise, is man's environment (social, economic, ecological andeven the psychological being) and, thereby, of necessity, man himself. Man must sensethe importance of his becoming the heir to the future for better or worse. Man is thecreator of these cultural dilemmas, and is responsible for social and technological solu-tions. He must develop his ability to participate effectively in this liberating experiencein order that he may perform in the role of co-creator with his fellow men in determiningtheir future cultural destiny, whether socially, politically, economically or even theologic-ally. A: well as creator, he should also be the responsible consumer of technology, flyinghis aircraft, heating his home, disposing of his wastes, driving his car, all emittingecological contaminents; using someone else's heart by transplant only to find it re-jected, discovering technological reasons for metaphysical and religious concerns, un-employment from cybernetic development, utilizing violent means in an attempt to solvesocietal problems, destroying himself on the highway, or with overindulgence in food,drink or drugs. He is the creator of problems, but he also has the ability and the respon-sibility to provide intellectual and operational answers. But will he provide solutions?We may have to drive smaller cars, submit to sterilization to fight overpopulation aswell as prepare for the underproduction of food, eat less and be healthier, be less selfishpersonally and more generous with others. But are we totally committing ourselves tothese needs?

Are we willing to change our behavior by a more relevant technological education?
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What we fail to volunteer to do personally, we will be obliged to do collectively by law.
Government does only what the people either fail or refuse to do for themselves. Inasmuch
as technology is 12y man rather than of man, technology becomes the servant of man and
thus can provide an ever-present potential for improving his lot, if he so chooses.

Admittedly there are problematic relationships betwe?.en man and his technology thatonly knowledgeable man can resolve, thus enabling him to remove the often-contrived
myths and the cultural symbolic evils attributed to technology. Accepted or not, technologyis an accomplished fact to which total man will be obliged to relate, sooner or later,
whether knowledgeably or not, in varying degrees. Better, then, that one "light a candlerather than curse the darkness,"

As in the past, questions will remain, but operational technology will be an additionalcultural tool with which man can deal more adequately with future unknowns. Tech-nological forecasting (as a probability assessment that has been developed to a rather
high confidence level) will assist in future technological transfer from scientific prin-ciples to societal needs. This transfer (often complex) takes place within a culturaltransfer space at different levels in both horizontal and vertical cultural direcdons.
This transfer space is represented by the following illustration entitled "Scheme of Tech-nological Progress".
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Technological transfer takes place multi-dimensionally In a horizontal as well as ina vertical direction at various levels in the cultural transfer space. Vertical transfer pro-
gresses from fundamental science to technology and continues to systems such as proc-
esses and products. The impacton different levels, at which horizontal transfer flow takesplace in many different directions, may be represented by the following examples:

a-5 Level 8 - Provided qualifications and visibility to additional social goals
Level 7 - Established foreign policy that includen technical aidLevel 6 - Services sectors throughout industry
Level 5 - Projected need (use) for advanced auxiliary systemsLevel 4 - Diffused operational technologies
Level 3 - Synthesized unique technologies
Level 2 - Utilized results of other fundamental technulogical researchLevel 1 - Hypothesized scientific theory
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In contrast to the limited conceptof "technics", this scheme of technological progressprovides for the limitless impact and developmentof products of technology (technologicalhardware - equipment), processes, concepts (such as computer software), techniques(such as the heart pump or the removing of environmental contaminates) and so on.As one progresses upward in the tulip-profiled characterization of cultural transferspace within an open society, one views the multi-dimensional growth potential for totalinteraction within such a society, with the possibility of an infinite multiplicity of potentialdevelopmental directions. While somewhat similar at the first levels, the higher levelsof "open" and "closed" societies become markedly different. In the direction of progress,time is an essential dimension in the flow scheme. Horizontal science based upon theintegration of technological content at various transfer levels is the current practice andpolicy of industrial businesses. Also of significance is that the new charter for theNational Science Foundation includes provisions for applied technology, thus indicating ashift from what was historically and primarily vertical orientation to a combinadonvertical/horizontal concept.
In the foreseeable future the concept of technology presented here will be an influen-tial component In determining the nature and growth in the volume of fundamental researc h.It will also provide encouragement and direction necessary to fundamental research re-lated to social goals (therefore industrial arts) as well as assisting the Federal govern-ment in its political commitments.

Speculation. "Luck is a residue of careful planning"--Anonymous

Technological innovation (both social and industrial), being normative in character,can be greatly enhanced by a responsible citizenry prepared educationally in the tech-nological content of induknrial arts.
The societal growth _sap, as related to the synthesis between technological knowledgeand sociological need, can be immensely improved by means of an educated citizenry,with knowledgeable involvement rather than ignorance and frustration.
Educadonal concern for the technological will strengthen vertical technological trans-fer as well as a horizontal development within the cultural transfer space in an opendemocratic society.
Current developments in service and applied technologies will broaden the potentialtechnological horizons, thus identifying with the burgeoning need and increased concernfor horizontal technological transfer. It is in this area that industrial arts and the genericfield of industrial education can so admirably serve the needs of contemporary society.A more definitive "operational action concept" commitment to technology (in indus-trial arts and industrial education) will hopefully tend to lessen the "obsession" todefinition and planning that often subconsciously seeks to avoid commitment to action.A commitment to the operational action concept will support a change from product-project-oriented learning experiences to process-function-content-oriented learning ex-periences, utilizing to a greater degree technological content in research and experimen-tation as learning experiences.
Generalized technological curricular planning provides convenient adaptive charac-teristics having relevance to educational and social needs. Such a normative approachprovides greater visibility to the process of relating zechnological change to educationalobjectives.
A more homogeneous and total consideration of the sociological, economical andpoltdcal relationships to educational function will facilitate the utilization and applicationof the concept of technological transfer levels within cultural space.The promise of man's future is not in the evolutionary progress of technology butrather in the manner in which he utilizes that technology.
Industrial arts can be the unique educational carrier of technology to the young peoplein the public schools in what often can be characterized as an alien technological society.A new definition of industrial arts: Industrial arts is a systematic study of tech-nology and its relationship to life and the universe in totality. It provides a logical sys-tem of general ideas basic to the interpretation of human experiences in an open society.
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Technology in industrial aris operational aspects
W. R. Miller

The nature of industrial arts. The study of industry and its associated technology isbasic to the program of industrial arts. As formally organized in the school program, itis a body of subject matter planned to develop competencies, understandings and attitudesrelated to industry and technology. Learnthg experiences involve activities such as ex-perimenting, designing, producing, servicing and evaluating through the application oftools, machines and processes which provide opportunities for creativity and problemsolving. It should be acknowledged that industrial arts is a muld-faceted program thatcan help youth achieve a number of objecdves, but in my view, the central purpose relatesto the interpretation of industry and technology.
The present frame of reference for industrial arts is based upon the concept of aneducational continuum ranging from general tospecialized education. General education isrecognized as common learnings which are desirable for all--to make us more alike--the centripetal force in our society. Specialized education encompasses those schoolexperiences designed to take into account unique interests, needs and abilities of individuals--to make us desirably different--the centrifugal force.The systematic study of industry and technology is an essential part of the educationof all youth from the elementary school through college. Therefore, a certain amount ofexposure to a study of industry and -techno!ogy can be justified as general education.Peyond the exposure that can be justified as "common learnings for all", programs ofindustrial arts would do well to structure their offerings to meet specialized interests,needs or abilities rather than to contend slavishly to be "general education". Hopefully,I can resist the temptation to expound on my personal preference regarding instructionalstrategies that are "best" to interpret industry and maintain a perspective that acknowl-edges no best way has yet emerged.

Background of the presentation. In preparation for this presentation, a careful reviewwas made of the professional literature, related te this interpretive function, whichemerged during the decade of tha '60's. In addition to the review of the literature, contactwas made with teachers, many of whom were recommended by 29 of 45 state supervisorsof industrial arts contacted. We asked the supervisors to recommend teachers who hadengaged in special activities designed to assist youth in gaining a greater appreciationand understanding of industry and the associated technology.
I
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From this input we have structured this presentation in an attempt to provide you
with a broad picture of our profession's attempt to implement this most significant ob-jective of industrial ans. Also, due to the limitation of time, we have prepared anannotated bibliography of many of the practices identified through our search. This
bibliography will reveal the breadth with which this phrase "to gain an understanding ofindustry" is interpreted.

Regardless of the variations in the concept of "industry and technology" exhibited bymembers of our profession, the decade of the '60's brought forth a renewed interest in
the "interpretation of industry". In fact, the past decade was ushered in by the US Officeof Education's Washington "Conference on Industrial Arts" held during June 1960.
This conference accepted as one of its tasks th following question, "What objectives
should be emphasized in industrial arts?" As a result of their deliberation, one of. the four
objectives which should receive priority was -- to develop in each student an insight_arj.
understanding of industry and its place in our culture.

At the close of the decade the "Guide for Improving Industrial Arts", published in
1968, adopted the following as one of its five objectives: Develop an Insight and Under-
standing of Industry and Its_Elace in our Culture.

Note the similarity. A review of the persons involved in these two pronouncementswill reveal a different group of principals, which suggests that this objective is widelyaccepted.
The objective with which we are dealing-- "That of the interpretation of industry" --has had its ups and downs as far as professional recognition is concerned; but I'm per-

sonally convinced that for the foreseeable future the battle for this objective has been won.
An increasing number of industrial arts teachers want to be associated or identified

with this objective, and only the most tradition-bound would deny its relevance.
Interpreting industry and technology is not only the "in thing" of the moment, but Ibelieve it is also the central concept of industrial arts -- although I must hasten to addthat there is wide disagreement in the manner and degree to which this general objectiveis to be implemented.
The identification of content related to industry and technology. Most of this disagree-

ment stems from an incomplete meeting of the minds with regard to the broad term
"industry" and the even broader concept of technology. Webster tells us that industryis any branch of art, occupation or business which employs labor and capital and is a
distinct branch of trade. It is made up of several categories: (1) power, (2) manufacturing,
(3) construction, (4) transportation, (5) electronics, (6) research, (7) management and(8) services. This does not help us to limit the concept at all, but it does indicate to usthat we must analyze this complex whole in order to arrive at some teachable content.I'm practical, but assume for a moment thatthe task of analyzing this rather complex
and variable segment of our culture can be done effectively; what then is the significantproblem? Basically it is one of synthesizing and selecting the proper or at least thedesired content. This task necessitates value juagments which nearly always result insome form of conflict between individuals and groups.

Our study of the profession's attempt to identify, select and classify the content of thediscipline would reveal that several individuals and groups have made these value judg-ments and that there are some resulting conflicts, although I would suspect that each
would claim to have made the most appropriate judgments.

Regardless of the analytical process used, we must face the reality that we can't teach
everything; so a selection must be made, and our fundamental question becomes, "What
content and experiences will provide our students with the proper interpretation and thedesirable dr.:gree of understanding of the industrial and technological phase of oursociety?"

I do not propose to give you an absolute truth relative to this question; in fact, Iseriously doubt that anyone at this time and stage in our profession's development can
provide us with an absolute truth regardless of the eloquence of the presentation or theforcefulness of the argument. What I do want to accomplish is to indicate some of the
answers which various individuals and groups in our profession are proposing to meetthis quite challenging question.

Perhaps the most significant point is that during the 1960's the attention of the pro-
fession was directed toward industry and technology and its interpretation in the indus-
trial arts program. The major curriculum projects, which were funded by grants totalinghundreds of thousands of dollars as well as activities carried out by individual teachers
operating independently, focused attention on this central theme. Even though our prepa-
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ration for this presentation involved the review of literature describing a number ofmajor curriculum projects, we elected to focus most of o.ur attention upon the activitiesof teachers functioning in small teams and as individual3. Since we are not discussingsome of the major projects which have had a tremendous impact upon the profession andxi 11 continue to have such an impact, we would direct your attention to a new publicationby Leslie Cochran, entitled Innovative Programs in Industrial Education.1;ot only was it our judgment that we could not do justice to any one of the major
projects, let alone all of them during such a short time period, but we also judged that the
majority of teachers in attendance at this convention would have previously been informed
about these projects, since they have been frequently cited in the professional literature,as our annotated bibliography will reveal. Our survey of the activities which industrial
arts teachers have designed to assist youth in gaining a more appropriate interpretationof industry, reveals several categories of activities which we will attempt to highlightfor you.

Approaches designed to interpret industry. Many of the approaches reported byteachers recognize that the organization of industrial enterprises is significant and thatthe organizational pattern is sufficiently uniform (at least in production industries) topermit generalization in the classroom. Likewise, most of the profession sees certainmajor functions performed by industrial organizations tha t_ are basic and sufficientlyuniform to warrant our attention -- such functions as, (1) research, (2) design, (3) plan-ning, (4) material selecdon, (5) processing, (6) inspection and (7) distribution. Of course,the amount of emphasis placed upon these functions varies considerably.
I. As might be expected, the traditional industrial arts programs continue to dominatethe profession; however, there is a significant amount of evidence that these programsare being modified to provide youth with certain experiences which are designed tointerpret one or more functions of industry. These traditional programs are characterizedby laboratory activity, primarily of an individual project nature, of the "take home"variety. However, there are several ways in which these programs are being modified in
an attempt to interpret industry more adequately:

(a) For example, many teachers focus attention upon the study of "significant" rawmaterials and basic production processes of industry. In this approach, textbook assign-
ments, films, lectures and discussions are centered upon chosen topics related to indus-trial materials and processes. Shop activities are considered in terms of the achieve-ment of other objectives in industrial arts, while the emphasis is placed on knowledge ofand about industry rather than on direct laboratory experiences related to industry.

(b) Another point of view expressed by those who would continue the traditional ap-proach is that individual project activity in and of itself typifies industry, since planning,tool and machine processes, assembly, finishing and the like are inherently involved,
and, therefore, interpretation will be a concomitant outcome. Many would argue, however,that this interprets a handicraft economy and an industrial process of a previous era.II. Perhaps the most significant departure from the traditional approach which seeks tobetter interpret industry is the mass production or volume manufacture approach. In thisapproach, it is assumed that volume manufacture is the dominant element of industi y andthat for industry and its supporting technology to be properly understood, students musthave direct experiences with group planning of products and of production processes, theconstruction of jigs and fixtures and direct participation in production line operation.Quite obviously, there is a wide range of implementation of this approach, which variesfrom a rather completely teacher-dominated approach, with students engaging primarilyin the production phases; to a scheme which is student-dominated (from the point ofdetermining a product to be produced, through market analysis, and culminating with dis-tribution and profit taking.)
III. A third approach which we have observed from our survey included those programswhich focused rather specifirally upon a limited number of industrial or technical func-
tions rather than upon a brow-J.-gauge view of industry and technology.

(a) Examples of this type of approach would be one in which the functions of industry
become the dominant elements. Examples of this approach would be those programswhich place emphasis on research and experimentation or upon materials testing.

Summation. Admittedly these categories of instructional approaches are somewhatarbitrary for purposes of our presentation, and there are many other programs which
would represent some combination of these or even perhaps an entirely different direction.
We believe that we have represented the main thrust.

Regardless of the approach one takes, it does reflect a certain concept of the term
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"industry". If you limit the concept to a concern for the industrial organization and someof the major functions, you might be able to interpret this concept equally well in a wood-working or metal working or some other type of specialized laboratory. However, if yourconception of industry recognizes the interrelationship of materials in product design,the advantages and limitations of certain materials for various components, and the sig-nificance of raw material processing, then you perhaps would have a greater justificationfor a multiple-activity program.
Conclusion. Absolute interpretation is not possible. Perhaps the most practicalprocedure is to: utilize the eclectic approach (draw from the major curriculum projects),with personnel organization, films, field trips, and production lines. We must make ourcourses relevant to the problems facing us as a society. We must orient youth to change.And, because our interpretation is based upon our background of experience, we mustemphasize breadth in order that concepts are fluid, not stereotyped.

Dr. Miller is associate professor of industrial education, University of Missouri, Columbia.

Introduction to man and technology
Robert D. Brown

In this program, we will be primarily concerned with two things: the natuie of indus-trial arts and the importance, if any, of including studies of technology in industrial artscourses. Let me explain my inclusion of the words "if any" in this opening statement.Many of us are willing to assume that developing an understanding of technology shouldbe one of the goals of an industrial arts curriculum, but research evidence on which tobase such an assumption is singularly lacking. 7 nere is presently no evidence, of whichI am aware, that a person who has had an intr:duction to technology is better equippedto live his life than one who has not. In fact, evidence of the significance of industrialarts itself is in rather short supply. We assume that industrial arts experiences arevaluable to students, and we may assume that these experiences should include a study oftechnology; but we are greatly in need of evidence that supports both assumptions.What is industrial arts? Sooner or later in his career, an industrial arts teacherbecomes aware that his field of expertise is a multifaceted educational discipline, thatit has a number of objectives, and that through meeting these objectives, he can makemany unique contributions to the achievement of the goals of his school. The key wordhere is unique. Industrial arts is a valuable part of a school's program precisely to theextent that it makes important contributions that the other educational disciplines cannotmake.
The teacher also becomes aware that the significant, attainable and measurableobjectives of his field include the following:
(1) development of the ability to make skillful use of a variety of materials and piecesof equipment that are common to selected industries, vocations and professions.(2) development of a fund of technical information concerning equipment, materials,processes and applications of scientific and mathematical principles.(3) development of an understanding of the importance of safety and the habit of ob-serving the best safety practices at all times.
(4) development of the ability to produce and interpret fundamental types of drawings.(5) development of an interest in creative work and the ability to solve design prob-lems.
(6) development of the ability to evaluate consumer products accurately with regardto excellence of design and workmanship.
(7) develcpment of skill in maintaining consumer products.(8) development of an interest in, and the ability to carry on, numerous creativepursuits that have values as leisure-time activities.(9) development of an understanding of the workings of basic industries, particularlytheir design and productive functions.
(10) development of knowledge of the requirements of, andopportunities offered by, avariety of important vocations and professions.
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(11) development of an understanding, on the part of each student, of his interestsand abilities as they relate to specific occupations.Finally, the teacher comes to understand that industrial arts can function effectivelyin four distinct phases of any school's program. They are general education, specialeducation, prevocational education and preprofessional education.General education can be defined as education that is needed by everyone, because itis instrumental in enabling each individual to understand his environment and to functionsuccessfully, in a nonvocational way, in that environment. As an example of this kind ofeducation, health is a major goal of every school. Safety is an integral part of goodhealth; and industrial arts, through developing the ability to work safely with many kindsof equipment and materials, can make a contribution that cannot be made by any otherdiscipline.
Special education "ms at meeting nonvocational needs of relatively small groups ofstudents. Learnings e largely in the area of self-realization, since opportunities arecreated for students to pursue individual interests and develop special abilities. Anadvanced course in architectural drawing can do this for students who are keenly inter-ested in residential design but not necessarily in architecture as a profession.Prevocational education is designed to prepare students to profit from programs ofvocational education undertaken at the senior high school and/or post-high school levels.For example, an industrial arts power mechanics course, by helping a student to assessaccurately his own interests and abilities and to acquire a certain background of skillsand knowledge, can do much to ensure his success in an automotive technician trainingprogram.
Preprofessional education provides career guidance and foundations for profes-sional programs taken at the college level. As one example, industria arts electronicscourses, especially advanced courses, can be of immeasurable help to a student in decid-ing whether or not electrical engineering would !ae a suitable profession for him; and theycan furnish the bases for success during his early college years.It is apparent, then, that industrial arts is a multipurpose discipline with manyobjectives and that it is able to make substantial contributions in all major phases of ele-mentary and secondary education. Moreover, it seems clear that the main thrust of in-dustrial arts must be as a participant in achieving the commonly-accepted goals ofeducation--health, command of fundamental processes, worthy home membership, voca-tion, civic education, worthy use of leisure, and ethical character. (1) Industrial artscannot, must not, go its own way without regard to the goals of the school programs ofwhich it is a part.

In a presentation in June, 1969, at. Southern Illinois University, Dr. C. Thomas Olivo,Professor of Industrial Education, Temple University, made some interesting and accurateobservations concerning the nature of Industrial arts. He said, in part,
Industrial arts is a broadly-conceived educational discipline within the totaleducational process and program. Industrial arts provides important learningexperiences centered in broad occupational constellations which are selectedas being representative of the technological society.Industrial arts education is a planned series of manipulative, creative,teaching-learning experiences using the tools, materials and processes of ourindustrial society. Parenthetically, in working with less-developed countries,one thing that is appreciated more and more as accounting for the level of tech-nological supremacy in the United States is the fact that our young folk in child-hood and later in adulthood have an understanding of tools, of materials and ofprocesses.

Our culture demands an outlet to an inner basic urge and drive within theyouth in this nation to create, to build, to manipulate, Industrial arts programsuniquely satisfy this demand.
...it provides the discipline of the work place, it provides teamwork, itprovides precision at the level of the learner. (2)

This brings us to the second pertinent qoestion: what is technology, and what roleshould it play in the industrial arts curriculum? An engineer or engineering educatormight answer simply that technology is engineering. Traditionally, this is probably anappropriate answer, since many of the nation's engineering schools have been, and are,called institutes of technology. Hudson Moore, Jr., an engineer and a Distinguished
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Engineering Alumnus Award holder of the University of Colorado, expressed this ideawhen he said, "Ideas underlying the technology of the future are abstruse; they are highlymathematical. To comprehend them, and to manipulate with intelligence the technologyborn of them, we require men of exceptionally advanced education in substantial numbers.
Command of science and technology requires education not only to the doctor's degree,but far beyond." (3)

But a broader view of technology, and one that has gained increasingly wider accept-
ance in recent years, holds that there are many kinds of technologies and that a giventechnology consists of a body of knowledge, skills, equipment and materials that, collec-tively, give man mastery over a certain portion of his existence. They enable him to findsolutions to problems that he considers essential to his well-being. Defined in this way,
technology includes engineering; but it also includes aesthetic design, manufacturingexpertise and other areas of productive human activity.

Early in its development, industrial arts was committed, through its stated objectives,to teaching students to understand industry. Industry is, manifestly, a more inclusiveterm than technology, since industry embodies economic, political, marketing, social,moral and ecological considerations that are not normally considered to be parts of tech-
nology. However, these aspects of industry, if they are important to students, can doubt-less be taught more effectively in disciplines other than industrial arts; therefore, it maybe entirely appropriate for industrial arts, at this stage of its development, to be moreconcerned with specific technologies than with industry in general.Industrial arts, by and large, is required of boys at the junior high school level; andit is here that the field's largest and most representative clientele exists. But largedoses of technology may not be appropriate at this level, especially if they are administeredin a more-or-less academic way. If we know anything at all about junior high school boys,
we know that they are physical activists and that they want to manipulate tools and mate-rials with vigor. Teachers of other disciplines have also discovered this characteristicand have begun to modify their approaches accordingly.

Senior high school students are rarely required to take industrial arts; and at thislevel, where students' programs are full and the emphasis is so heavily on preparationfor college, most students do not elect industrial arts courses. Those who do usuallytake one or two courses and seldom take as many as three courses. Moreover, high school
industrial arts classes do not often enroll many of the most capable students.What all of this means is that relatively few high school students will be availablein the foreseeable future to learn about technologies from industrial arts teachers. Italso suggests that most who will take industrial arts courses probably cannot, for lack oftime, be immersed very deeply in any one technology and that the capabilities of mostindustrial arts students will make highly technical studies neither possible nor desirable.I do not intentionally paint a bleak picture. In fact, the opportunities for industrialarts to grow and prosper seem unusually bright, as we enter the 1970s. However, wemust be realistic about our expected clientele, which I have attempted to characterize.We must find ways to work effectively with the students we will get. They will by nomeans be all pre-engineering students, nor should they be.As we contemplate the future of industrial arts, the important questions relating toits concern with technology would seem to be these:

(1) Do students who have developed understandings of one or more technologies reallylive more effectively than those who never possess such understandings?(2) Is industrial arts being urged by its major constituencies--students, parents,industrial arts teachers at the junior and senior high school levels, school controland administrative agencies, and the general public--to view the development ofknowledge of certain technologies as an important objective?
(3) What responsibility shnuId industrial arts assume for acquainang students withtechnnlogies?
(4) What contributions to the generally-accepted goals of elementary and secondaryeducation can Studies of technologies make?
(5) What knowledge of what technologies can be imparted to the kinds of studentswho will enroll in industrial arts classes?
(6) How can studies of technologies be conducted so that they will be both appropriateto the needs of students and in keeping with industrial arts' commitment to makeother significant contributions to students' education?
We are literally awash in opinion concerning these questions but, at the same time,urgently in need of facts which only research can supply.
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FOOTNOTES
(1) US Bureau of Education, Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education, Bulletin No, 35,1918, p. 11.
(2) C. Thomas Olivo, "Challenges to Vocational Educators in the Total EducationalProgram," Occupational Education Quarterly, Southern Illinois University, Vol-.lime I, No. 3 (Fall, 1969), 2-3.
(3) Moore, Hudson, Jr., "Engineering Academics and Industry," Graphic Science (Octo-ber, 1969), 16.

Dr. Brown is professor of industry and technology at Northern Illinois University, DeKolb.
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What are the real problems for today's
classroom (laboratory) teacher?

Joseph C. Heuer
Instruction. The instructor faces a real problem in making instruction meaningfuland relevant to students in view of present-day problems of war, population explosion,social injustice, environmental pollution, breakdown of law and order, and deteriorationof cities; especially since most of our subject area of industry and technology is establish-ment-oriented and contributes to the above problems through its individual and corporateprofit goals.
Curriculum. The main problem each teacher faces in curriculum is finding the properbalance between fundamental skills and modern technological skills. What should bedropped from the curriculum in order to make room for some of the logarithmic increasesof new industrial processes taking place in our complex technological society? In short,what to teach and what to exclude?
atudents. Industrial education students can be characterized most often as under-achievers. T. a our advanced education-minded society, these students either select for'themselves, or in some cases are directed to, industrial education because they lackthe desire or ability to succeed in the very subjects which they need most to achieve inindustrial education. Thus every industrial education teacher faces the daily frustrationof trying to help these weak students succeed in a subject area that requires for real suc-cess a strong background in academic subject knowledge such as math, science, Englishand art.
Ricilities. Industry has progressed from handcrafts to power tools to automation tocybernation. Each progression has required a larger capital investment by industry forfaeilides. School, being a non-profit institution, has thus been forced to fall farther andfarther behind in providing comparable industrial facilities for its students' instruction.Which facility is better for achieving the goals of industrial education, the general shopor the unit shop?
Administrative. While each teacher has many administrative problems, such asobtaining secretarial help, grading, filling out reports, rewriting courses of study andlesson plans, ordering supplies and studying guidance and counseling records, I feel thathis main administrative problem lies in helping the school administration to understandall the problems of industrial education and to reach the correct and best crucial deci-sions about the future of industrial education in public schools. The shortage of teachers,the increasing cost per pupil in industrial education, as compared to other subject areas,the indecisiveness of irdustrial education about itself, and the lack of immediate concreteresults in the form of occupational success of past students are factors causing the cen-tral administration to look closely and critically at industrial education.

Mr. Heuer teaches at Crown Point (Indiana) High School.

What are the real problems for today's
classroom (laboratory) teacher?

George F. Von Spreckelsen
What is the ccmmon element of the major problems of today's industrial arts teacher?Is it money? Is it the students? Or is it having the laboratory in the basement or tackedonto the eud of the school wing? The answer is more basic that of attitude. It is theattitude towards industrial arts held by many educators, administrators, those involvedin the creation of Instructional materials, and our own colleagues that fosters and pro-motes many of our existing problems. The influence of their attitude can be felt dailyupon the problems of instruction, curriculum, the students, facilities and administrationof industrial arts.
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Instruction Instructional materials centers and school libraries contain an inadequatenumber of up-to-date broad-coverage industrial arts materials. It is true that in the pastmaterials may have been in short supply on the market. That is less true today. Someproblem exists in getting the industrial arts teacher to take time to make selection ofsupplemental materials. The larger problem of funds allocated for industrial arts mate-rials is still prevalent. The advent of "Sputnik" spurred large expenditures for science.Today the social sciences are commanding a major portion of materials funding. Consider-ing the information explosion in technology, the "cultural lag" in purchased industt ialarts materials is accelerating.
Suppliers of industrial arts materials do us no favor when they exclude areas of ourprograms. A classic example of this occurred when a major "overhead" transparencymanufacturer asked an industrial arts teacher if he wasn't interested in his wares. Theteacher replied that the supplier was in the graphic arts business and yet had no mate-rials for graphic arts. The supplier acknowledged that this was true.
Further difficulty is encountered by the teacher when he finds his classes are sched-uled for the convenience of the student and the school without regard for instruction.Some classes are scheduled with students of mixed grade levels and experience. Ad-mittedly this could be advantageous in some classes, but only if the instructor is con-sulted and is prepared for the situation.
Curriculum. While many of the new curriculum efforts are exciting and most prom-ising, no great change seems to be in practice in the industrial arts labs. In spite of theproverbial scapegoat, the administrator, many industrial arts teachers are not receptiveto change. Their attitude and lack of cooperation greatly impede any initiation of a newapproach. this is especially true when previous and current programs have not beensupported with supplies and materials.
Students. We live in an industrial-technological society. We justify industrial artsin general education by that fact. We seek to provide everyone with an understanding ofthat society as well as of consumer education. Yet industrial arts teachers, as well asthe administrator, exclude the girls from our laboratories. Surely their need for industrialarts is no less important than that of boys.Facilities. The absence of flexibility, representative industrial equipment, suppliesand processes is most frustrating. Boiled-down concepts and processes go only so farfor a student until the "real" thing becomes abstract. Teaching gravure in graphic artsloses a great deal in the translation, when linoleum is the material supplied to the student.Students and teachers find further difficulty when planning and audiovisual areas arenot available to the laboratory. One might presume more students would elect industrialarts if they could expect more adequate facilities.
Administrative. Many administrators still appear not to regard industrial arts asgeneral education. This perhaps is due to the hazy distinction between industrial artsand vocational education. Still, the cost of equipping the industrial arts program is thestandard factor cited when endowment is small. On the other hand, industrial arts teacherscan hardly accept the science department's receipt of thousands of dollars, while theystill purchase nails, screws, lumber and the like out of their own pockets.What is the answer to these attitudes that foster and promote problems for the indus-trial arts teacher? The answer is obvious it is his attitude that must improve. He mustbelieve that industrial arts is a valid part of general education. He must be receptive tochange and willing to participate in seeking to improve industrial arts programs. Hisfacility must be more than just a shop, it must be a laboratory for learning, open to boysand girls. Then we can begin to attack the problems of instruction, curriculum, thestudents, facilities, and the administration of industrial arts.

Mr. Von Spreckelsen teaches at Woodrow Wilson Junior High School, Terre Haute, Indiana.

A dialogue industrial arts teachers-
industrial arts administrators

Jack Dean Ford
There are some real problems of the teacher that concern me. Some of the majorconcerns deal with the area of curriculum.
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I feel we need time to develop more meaningful experiences that place the studentsin the roles of industrial practices. Consequently, we bring or simulate the environment
of industry into the classroom for the student to experience. In this way the student isintroduced to what it is like and to how he might feel as a participant in that specific
activity. Given a broad scope of realistic experiences, the student should have more
information with which to analyze himself and make a more meaningful career choice.

Such instructional materials have been developed by various curriculum projects,
but most of the emphasis -as been focused at the junior high school student. So now there
is a dire need for continued development at the high school and elementary school level.

it is important that industry be involved in developing these materials. This presents
many problems with respect to identifying people who can help, and in interpreting the
technical story industry has to tell in a form that is acceptable and meaningful to youth.

The developed instructional materials are important tools for the teacher. Theyprovide a basic program from which to build. Instead of channeling the teacher, they
could free him to concentrate more on his teaching skills and give him the opportunity
to create more meaningful activities for his particular group of students. Good instruc-
tional materials can help the teacher who has problems with disorganization and poor
piarning. If more of a guide or structure can be put into the hands of the teacher who has
a problem planning and identifying what he is going to teach, he can present a more mean-
ingful and organized experience for his students. Consequently, the lessons presented
are more acceptable to the students, and this improves discipline and class organization,
which will raise student interest in taking industrial arts courses.

I feel one problem in instruction and curriculum is to adapt more materials for
individualized instruction. The industrial arta teather has contril-uted to this form of
instruction by haying students work on projects tha are equal to or a challenge to the
student's achievement level.

There are packaged materials on the market that are programmed and that provide
the opportunity for the students to move at their own pace. We need to investigate how
such materials can be adapted in alI our programs and involve teachers in developingthem. This lends itself to the problem of the need for more in-service and pre-service
training of teachers. There is a need for developing instructional objectives and activitiesthat will provide meaningful experiences that represent industrial technology in today'sindustrial world.

Along with the developing of skills in identifying and writing instructional maLerials,teachers need to become more informed about how to make the best use of instructional
media, such as sound filmstrips, listening devices, single-concept film loops and over-head transparencies, in their presentations. There is also a wealth of instructional
materials provided by industry that needs to be secured and made available for teachers'use. Therefore, the time to identify the most effective use of these media and skill in
presenting them is another problem of organization and in-service training.

In order to accommodate a variety of activities or to implement different programs,facilities must be flexible. By flexible, we mean that machines and work stations need
to be installed so they can be moved from one position to another. This means that
utilities and electrical service must be available in many areas of the room. This dnes
not neeo to present a major problem when planning future facilities, but in existing facili-ties where all equipment was installed with rigid conduit and set permanently in place,it is sometimes difficult to be flexible. It is often easier for the teacher to leave thefacility as it is and continue teaching the same program and activides than it is to
analyze the situation and adjust where he can. The problem of planning and making pro-visions for change in facilities to implement change in ins=uctional programs can be
frustrating and time-consuming for the teacher.

The problem of.maintenance and housekeeping is one that confronts us constantly.
In most larger school systems, maintenance is done by a special employee who is sum-
moned through a work order which is initiated by the teacher. This :T. :gents the problem
of having a machine* out of order while waiting for the work order to be filled. Smaller
school systems, who do not have the provisions for a maintenance man, view thic 38 a part
of the teaching assignment, so, in either case, preventive maintenance programs are anecessary part of the industrial arts teacher's training.

Special programs with varied activities present a problem for teachers in buying
materials and equipment xith which they have not previously dealt. This means finding
the proper specification of the product and identifying a vendor from which to buy it.
This can be very time-consuming for the teacher.
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I feel we have a problem in some localities as to where the industrial arts teacher
stands in the eyes of administration. Does the high school administrator view his indus-trial arts program as a strong segment of general education for the students to become
well-informed citizens, or does he-feel that this is a program specifically to train students
to enter employment? Keeping the administrator informed as to the proper objectives ofindustrial arts is a problem that most teachers encounter.

in summarizing some of the real problems that concern everyday industrial artsteachers, I would emphasize curriculum development, instructional methods, identifyingvarious means of adapting facilities to make them more flexible, and for the industrialarts teacher to identify himself as an equal member of the instructional team that is
educating children, and to become an active member of that team.

Mr. Ford is associated with the Cincinnati (Ohio) Public Schools.

Industrial arts teachers-industrial
arts administrators: a dialogue

0. Frank Haynes
In my discussion today you will notice my concerns seem to shift from those of ateacher to those of an administrator, and back again to a teacher. This seems logical,

because what concerns the teacher should concern the industrial arts administrator, and
our discussion will prove to sustain this belief.

With your permission, I would like to share with you some of my concerns in (1) in-
struction, (2) curriculum, (3) students, (4) facilities, (5) administration. Although thesecategories overlap, an expressthn of each seems to be in order.

Instruction. In the area of instruction a vital concern is that of keeping abreast of
instructional materials and methods which are proving to be worthwhile. How does a
teacher review and evaluate the volumes which are being written on the various industrial
arts programs in progress at the present time?

How does a teacher keep abreast of the new audio-visual materials and hardwarebeing developed?
How does a teacher keep his resource material up-to-date?
What kinds of instructional methodology challenge students to do independent study?How can a teacher feel comfortable in utilizing newer methodology of instructionwhen he has not been taught and encouraged to use them?
These are a few of the concerns in the area of instruction.
Curriculum. Curriculum poses a real concern to the good industrial arts teacher,regardless of what grade level he teaches. The curriculum must be adaptable to the widerange of interests and abilities of the students. It must be evaluated and revised constantlyto keep it up-to-date. It must be relevant to the learner and the society in which he mustlive. It must reflect industry today and tomorrow to satisfy our industrial arts objectives.Teachers are concerned with keeping the curriculum updated. Teachers are forced toanalyze curriculum to keep a current "live" industrial arts program, and teachers areconcerned that time is not available te do constructive curriculum work.
Students. In our day-to-day teaching, "students" is the prevailing concern. How doyou motivate this student to do something constructive? How do you get John interestedin a constructive activity? How can I teach Charles to be more safety-conscious? Howcan I give a written test to Jack, a non-reader? How can I get a class of 27 or 30 students

thvolved in constructive activities with 22 work stations? How can I utilize other depart-
ments within the school? How can I make better use of our community resource people?How can I design a program which will challenge the more capable and at the same timebe a worthwhile program for the average and below-average student?

These are concerns of the classroom teacher. These are concerns for the adminis-
trator. You will notice that I cud not supply the answers.

While attending a recent Industrial Arts Supervisors Conference at IndianaState University, a groUp of industrial arts supervisors were challenged to desim a cur-riculum and facilities for the emerging middle-school concept of grade grouping. The
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dominant factor in designing facilities seemed to be flexibility. I believe the industrialarts facilities in the future will be designed for maximum flexibility, and the space canbe arranged and rearranged to fit the curriculum and program, rather than the curriculumfitting the facility. This, however, does not solve the problem of the numerous facilitieswhich remain in a fixed arrangement throughout the life of the building. Construction andremodeling are expensive undertakings and, as we are all aware, require the expenditureof tax dollars. I believe it is the responsibility of everyone engaged in industrial artseducation to sell our program to the pupils, parents, teachers, administration and thecommunity. Make the best program we possibly can in our existing facilities, and, whenthe time comes for remodeling or construction, we will be in a much better position forimproved facilities.
Administration. As I stated in the beginningof this presentation, I find myself switch-ing from the role of the administrator to that of a teacher and back again to an adminis-trator. Teachers wonder why this isn't done, or this takes so long, or why I have to waituntil the next budget year. Administrators are concerned with budget, equipment, sched-uling, teacher morale, student load and an adequate supply of well-trained teachers. Isthere a better way for an understanding of each other's problems? Every administratorwants the best program, in the best facility, with the best students, the smallest classsize, and unlimited funds for materials and equipment. Every teacher shares these con-cerns. The problem is communication and understanding of each other's problems andcooperative solutions to these problems.
Solutions are not directed by the administration nor demanded by the teacher. Thebetter programs exist where there is harmony between the administration, the teacherand the pupil.
I have tried to outline some of the concerns of the administrator and the teacher. Inessence these concerns are one and the same. Both parties are concerned with instruction,curriculum, students, facilities and a harmonious relationship between the administratorand the teacher. It is my hope that these remarks will foster that better understanding,which must exist for a truly outstanding industrial arts program.

Mr. Haynes is with the Indianapolis (hidiana) Public Schools.

The implementation of differentiated staffing
John P. Takis

First, what is differentiated staffing? Second, who is advocating it and where? Third,why is it being advocated and what are its implications for industrial education? And,fourth, where can you get to know more about it?
Although a variety of models exist, basically differentiated staffing is a hierarchy ofprofessional and non-professional personnel who are assigned to roles in terms of training,interests, ability, career goals and difficulty of tasks to be performed. Teachers andaides are organized in order to take advantage of their respective competencies to plan,instruct and evaluate students in one or more subject areas. Differentiated staffing canprovide for large-group instruction, small-group instruction and individualized insmc-don. Differentiated staffing can also make use of, and is concomitant with, flexiblemodular scheduling, educational technology and other innovative methods and aids.The hierarchy can be structured in any number of ways to suit the needs of varioussituations. A list of the different job classifications might include: The Mester Teacher,Senior Teacher, Staff Teacher, Associate Teacher, Intern, Student Teacher, Paraprofes-sional, Tea.-zher Aide and Clerk.
As one can see, differentiated staffing provides meaningful career ladders forteachers. It allows teachers to advance and still remain in the classroom.condly, who is edvocating differentiated staffing and where? One of the earliest:-.cemost leaders, and the cne who could be considered most responsible for itspresent state of acceptance, Is Dr. Dwight W. Allen, Dean of Education at the University of'1assachusetts. Since much of his preliminary work was at Stanford University, it is.-atural that early acceptance came in California. Differentiated staffing has been bugle-inented in Temple City, California, under the leadership of Fenwick English; in Fountain
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Valley, California, under Superintendent Edward W. Beaubier; and in Kansas City, Mis-souri, under Assistant Superintendent Donald Hair. It has also been implemented in sev-eral elementary schools in the Far West.
Other prominent leaders and advocates are: Ronald Corwin, Ohio State; Roy Edelfelt,NEA; Charles Olson, Lawrence High School, Kansas; Alvin Lierheirncr, New York StateEducation Department; and Joseph Arnold, Ohio State University; and many others toonumerous to mention at this time.
Differentiated staffing has also been advocated by both the National Education Asso-ciation and the American Federation of Teachers, eachof them cautioning that the successof such a system will depend upon its development by the teachers themselves and involve-ment in its planning. The prognosis for this is bright, since differentiated staffing em-braces this notion. Differentiated staffing is characterized by its decentralized decision-making, rejecting the concept of central authority as a method of controlling people.In addidon to the professional organizational support, differentiated staffing is beingadvocated and supported by the education departments of some states. Among 'hose ofwhich 1 am aware are Massachusetts, Vermont and Utah.
My third point--Why is differentiated staffing emerging as an answer to some oftoday's educational problems? Well, differentiated staffing recognizes that teachers arenot all alike, even though in most of today's schools, teachers are treated as though theyare interchangeable parts. The expert teacher, the incompetent and the new teacher areall charged with similar responsibilities, and these basic responsibilities remain thesame for their entire teaching career. Therefore, ambitions teachers have nowhere toadvance except into administration, either in education or in industry, and away from theclassroom.
Differentiated staffing gets at the problems of education by (1) providing a structurewherein higher pay, recognition and advancement are given according to well-definedteaching and supportive roles and accompanying responsibilities, by (2) providing a struc-ture wherein innovative methods, large-group, small-group and individualized instructionand other means of optimizing instruction, can be tailored to meet community, schooland student needs, and by (3) more clearly defining teaching, non-teaching and super-visory responsibilities, whereby differentiated staffing can facilitate more accurate hiringof people to perform duties commensurate with their skills and abilities.
Finally, the implication of differentiated staffing should be apparent to all of us. Theindustrial educator iz better equipped with leadership traits and the ability to commandlarge salaries outside of education than most other teachers. It is in industrial educationwhere there is still a great shortage of qualified instructors. Therefore, we need to keepour industrial education teachers in the classroom.
The emergence of many plans to interpret industry at the industrial arts level, suchas the Galaxy Plan, the IACP, the American Industry Plan, the Alberta Plan and others,seems to be tailor-made for di.fferentiated staffing. Such plans need the versatility andflexibility that differentiated staffing can offer.
At this point, let me say that time just does not permit me to elaborate further. Pleaselet me urge you to become more aware of what is happening in differentiated staffing.

Mr. Takis teaches at Ferndale High School, Ferndale, Michigan.

Leadership and direction for providing
local in-service programs

Robert 0. Beauter
As an advocate of flexibility in teaching, I believe that the new trends in industrialarts can truly bring industry into our programs. Some of the old ways are, in my estima-tion, still useful; and I do not advocate dispensing with them completely, but using themas a supplement to other methods.
As a supervisor, the first problem was to convince myself of their value. I hadlistened to two excellent presentations on the subject by people involved in the programs,and, frankly, I still wasn't quite convinced.
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When the opportunity came to participate in a course featuring "New Trends in In-dustrial Arts", I enrolled because of the number of my instructors who were taking thecourse. I felt that the least I should be able to do was discuss these methods with themin a knowledgeable manner.
Many of these instructors took the course for college or increment credit, and I be-lieve many were as skeptical as I was,
Discussion of the topic beforehand evoked such remarks as, "Thank goodness I amretiring in a couple of years."As it turned out, no one this near retirement participated in the program, and, ifthey had, it is doubtful they would change after so many years.Taking a course as we did in "New Trends in Industriai Arts" was a worthwhileexperience from several aspects. I say this because of the fellowship and sharing thatoccurred.
The type of cooperation that went on can be indicated in the case of the teacher whohad as his topic, under transportation, "The Bicycle". He was constructing a model andreporting On the "high wheeler".
Another teacher in the class spotted a "high wheeler" outside a bicycle shop as hewas driving past. As soon as he arrived home, he called the teacher who was working onthis project. This teacher then went to study the "high wheeler".During the seminars no matter what the topic, someene in the group would have asuggestion as to materials or Methods which would facilitate the project. Often the con-tribution was in the form of a name and phone ni.,,nber of a person who could offer adviceon the subject.
This spirit of sharing developed a camaraderie that turned into enthusiasm for thesubject.
Each person left the class feeling that at any future date he could call on anyone elsein the class, or better still, refer his own students to them.The spirit instilled clearly indicated that each of these people would gladly serveas a resource person for boys, even of other school systems.It is to be hoped that something of the same spirit would be excited by students inthis program. If such were the case, the atmosphere in the shop would be highly conduciveto learning.
As a student in the class, you would be assured of concluding the course with a well-packed notebook of valuable information in the form of handouts from your classmates.Non-participants in the class were definitely influenced when they saw these methodsput to work in their schools by the ones who had participated. This was evident in the factthat there have already been nineteen requests for participation in the next class, frommy school system alone.
You have got to participate in and be exposed first-hand to these methods in orderto appreciate what you can do with them.
The main problem confronting us has been the physical facilities and, in all probability,it will be yours, too.
Norfolk, for example, consists of sixteen secondary schools, varying from elderlyinner-city szhools, *.o air-conditioned suburban schools. Five of these are senior highschools, and eleven are junior high schools.
Most of the shops are general unit shops, with the average junior high having four,and tb- senior high four plus drafting. In most junior high schools, drafting is a part ofgraphic arts.
Norfolk facilities consist of the following combinations:

I. general shop including drafting
2 general shops plus drafting
1 wood/metal - drafting, electricity/graphics
1 wood - metal - drafting
1 wood - metal - drafting - graphic arts
1 wood - metal - drafting - graphic arts - electricity (1 room, 5 teachers)4 wood - metal - electricity - graphic arts/draftingWith the exception of .wo senior high schools which have automotive shops and onethat has no electricity, the composition is wood, metal, electricity, graphic arts anddrafting.

I would say ,-hat this is quite !ypical of older cities of any size.Needless to say, changes in such physical lay-oucs and equipment would be financiallyimpossible.
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The main problem would seem to be how to adapt existing facilities to these newapproaches.
These modern trends are still so new to us that we have not had the opportunity to

explore all the possibilities for solving the problems with which we are confronted.Some areas create virtually no problem. This is very true of the wood and metalareas.
Electricity does not offer too many obstacles, as witness the fact that two of che

teachers most successful with these methods are in this area.
Drafting would seem to have some handicaps, but not for a versatile teacher.
Design of a major project, such as a small shopping center, with each student handling

difklrent aspects as in an architectural firm, is one approach.
Reports could cover such areas as financing, progress. materials, equipment, speci-fications and test performed.
The opportunities to bring in guest speakers are unlimited in this area.
Other classes might work on the redesign of existing man-made items.
Graphic arts would seem to have its greatest opportunity in mass production, and,with the cooperation of the rest of the department, other aspects can be more fully ex-plored.
Concepts other than those we have concentrated on would seem to hold more possi-

bilities for the graphic arts and shol'd be utilized in the other areas as well.
We still have much work to do, and, if we remain flexible and apply the best of the

various approaches, we will be able to find a modern approach that can be utilized in eacharea of our existing facilities. -
We are always talking about getting involved with the other areas of instruction, but

seldom is anything..done about it. No greater opportunity ever presented itself than these
approaches to industrial arts for accomplishing that objective.

The most curious people in the world are children, especially at the elementary level
and early junior high. Then this curiosity seems to disappear. Could we be killing it with
programs that will not allow them to 3atisfy their curiosity because of stereotyped pro-
grams that tell them what they must learn?

Natural curiosity is one of the greatest motivatingfactors in education, and the trendswhich we are discussing here can serve as a vehicle for this curiosity.
A couple of years ago, one of my instructors came to me with a plan for updating ourcurriculum. It was well-planned and included the utilization of people from all areas ofinstruction. College, state department, local personnel in charge of instruction, andteachers were to be included.
The instructor did most of the work, with me adding an official endorsement where it

was proper. It was a successful venture.
What has this got to do with the topic? Only that if you are convinced as a teacher,then sell your supervisor using the same technique, being sure that the plan is thoroughand professional.
I doubt that self-instruction in these areas would be adequate. What is needed is agood in-service program.

Mr. Beauter is with the Norfolk (Virginia) Public Schools.

Implementing the new curriculum
patterns into laboratory practice

Mark Delp
I was recently asked for my own honest opinion on what is now being termed the

"New Industrial Arts". That seem.-.& rile enough. I said, "I am for it." That question
led to tl-te one that was really hard ,th.ok Joier. "Why are you for it?" I was asked. Tins
was different question and could trir be answered in one sentence. There are as many
regiment as there are changes mew= in miustry today. In other words, it would be im-nosatiiit to enumerate them all. 3tost UMW is not a "cop-out", as my students would call
:a-, because I do intend to try to eaumerate some of them for you as I show you what we
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are trying to do toward implementing the "New Industrial Arts" in Prince William County,Virginia.
After being on a panel of speakers and giving a slide presentation on what we weredoing at Gar-Field High School and in Prince William County to the Virginia IndustrialArts Association last summer, the other members of the panel and I were subjected toa question-and-answer period. One of the firat questions was directed to me by a verydedicated but puzzled teacher. He asked me if I wasn't for change just for change's sake.I could not help but reply that I was.And I will repeat that I am sdll for change for change's sake. The world around usis changing every day, and each day more rapidly than the last. It is for the sake of thischange that we must change or become extinct as a profession. If we are to teach con-temporary industry, we must change as it changes and in such a way so as to change con-tinually.

The traditional industrial arts of making bookends and sugar scoops was excellentwhen that was the stage where industry was. The industrial need for craftsmen to makecomplete items from beginning to end is nearly non-existent today, as far as large indus-try is concerned. There is, however, a definite need for people who understand industryand how fx operates; for people who can determine where they might fit into this indus-trially-oriented society of ours to its and their best advantage. I believe the New IndustrialArts can bring thia about to a much greater degree than the traditionally-oriented pro-gram.
Teaching, however much we would like to disavow it, is like many other things. It isa matter of percentages. You are never going to get to everybody all the time, but whenyou stop hunting ways to get to more people more beneficially, you are stagnant and ofvery limited use to your students. To be of benefit today, we must each contemporaryindustry in an effective way.When do students learn? They learn when they are interested. They are interestedwhen THEY think what they are learning is relevans. and when teachers aren't trying totalk it into them. Students learn by doing.

How then does this "New Industrial Arts" accomplish this; whereas, a traditional pro-gram may fail, and what is this "New Industrial Arts"?In Prince William County, Virginia, industrial arts means teaching industry employ-ing a number of different methodologies, including group project studies, the unit method,inatarials and research, line production and the individual project. No, we are not doingaway with the individual project. It still has a place, but we do not feel it should be usedas the only teaching method. There is more to industry than just materials and processesa lot more.
On the high school level, the following courses are available in Prince William County,with a few exceptions: manufacturing, construction, communications, electronics, draft-ing and graphic arts. Materials and research are available in one high school already andwill be avoilable in my high school next year.Let's take a look at some slides that should depict our program more accuratelythan I could explain it.

(Slide presentation and explanation of program)Do these methods sound like proper vehicles to teach contemporary industry in aneffective way? I believe they do. They are not the only effective ways I am sure, and moreways are likely to be found. Likewise, all methods won't work equally well with allteachel's, nor with all students, but the more tools we have at hand, the better the job weare capable of doing and are likely to do.As with anything that is going to work, you must believe in what you are doing. Ibelieve in this "New Industrial Arts". I believe it will work for my students. If it worksfor them, it has worked for me.
Mr. Delp teachel ot Gar-Field High School, Woodbridge, Virginia.
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A classroom teacher in the
role of a teacher educator

Michael R. Morton

(The beginning of the presentation is a slide-tape narrated series of the historicalapproach as carried out at Washington Irving Intermediate School in Fairfax County,
Virginia.)

Today's families move on the average of once every ffve years, written research
doubles every eight to ten years, and old jobs are done away with and new ones created atan increasing rate of speed. The general industrial arts laboratory was developed to
broaden students' experience and understanding of industry and technology by studying
their organizations, material, occupation, processes and products, along with the problems
and benefits resulting from this, our industrial society.

During the history of industrial arts, the demonstration has been the major meansof instruction, with the teacher the major source of information to be learned and the
project the primary measuring stick for evaluation. Today, however, almost every per-
son in America is dependent on our industrial base and needs to understand more about
industrialization than learning the parts of a half-dozen machines used in a home workshop.
Therefore, what concepts and mental skills a student takes from our class are more im-
portant than the project he holds in his hand. All too often in our past, the only instruction
from the teacher was in the form of material to be memorized, such as lists of machine
parts, safety rules and demonstration steps geared to projects pre-conceived by the in-structor.

This is fine for project instruction, but today projects and the few skills developedin their making are not enough in themselves.
Twenty years from now I will not be proud of myself or of industrial arts if men arestill pointing to the lamp or table in their house and saying, "That's what I learned inindustrial arts." I hope what the student associates with industrial arts will not be astangible or as easily-destroyed as a lamp. We need to add new tools of instruction for

teaching concepts, for developing research skills, for improving inquiry methods, for
developing individual instruction techniques, and for showing students that all subjects areneeded and integrated together in "life". I like to think of a teacher as having a "tool
box" full of instructional methods of which he is skilled in the use and can recognize when
to use, just as the professional golfer looks over the lie of his ball and selects which club
to use. We must have more than one club in our renertoire than the project method. Weprofessional educators should have a proficient command of many teaching methods, as
the professional golfer has command of the clubs in his golf bag. Examples of teachingmethods are the unit historical, the group, the contemporary unit, line production, andresearch and development. Diagnosing when to use which technique can be compared toa doctor diagnosing the correct therapy for a patient. Where a carpeter used nails, glue,
screws and paints to construct his work, the professional educator should call on 16mmfilms, single-concept films, transparencies, educational TV, magazines, books, guest
speakers, libraries, museums, computers, and an endless list of resources limited onlyby the imagination.

These teaching methods and tools are not things which can be learned and used pro-
fessionally by hearing about them or by seeing them demonstrated, just as the professionalgolfer does not learn by listening and seeing alone. Involvement is the most effective
method of instruction and is a must for educators to use in this age of accountability.

The teacher must not only be shown and told how a teaching approach should be done,
but, most importantly, he must experience the problems, techniques, frustrations andjoys of learning to teach by doing.

In Virginia the complexion of industrial arts is changing, under the leadership of
State Industrial Arts Supervisors Tom Hughes and Marshall Tetterton. Virginia StateCollege is offering a graduate course which instructs industrial arts teachers in how toimplement new techniques in industrial arts instruction. The tuition is paid for by theState. It is hoped that this program will eventually reach all of the State's industrial
arts teachers. The program follows closely one begun in Fairfax County, Virginia, where,
under the leadership of Lou Godla and George Litman, Fairfax County paid the teacher's
tuition to travel to the University of Maryland and take a similar course.
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Beginning this past fall, the practicum course was given in four areas of Virginia.It was taught by teachers from Fliirfax County who had taken the University of Marylandcourse and developed skills in implementing the Maryland program. This spring thecourse is being taught in five locations around the State.Our goal is to instruct all ofour present teaching force in new methods of instructionand not to limit our outlook to Just one program that has proven itself successful but tobroaden our base to other instructional techniques as well. I hope that in the near futuremost of the new industrial arts teachers hired in the Old Dominion will be trained in theapplication of these tools of instructions. However, one course is not the complete answerto our problem of better meeting the needs of ail Virginia's students for our industrial andtechnological age.
Our new instructional program follows closely the Maryland Plan; however, we donot want to limit our thinking to one program. We feel that the more teaching techniquesin which our teachers are experienced, the better Job they will do in meeting the individualneeds of Virginia's students. A basic stumbling block, however, is college industrialarts leaders, who proclaim a new program f^.r industrial arts but do not practice whatthey preach in their own classrooms.

Mr. Morton teaches at West Springfield High School, Springfield, Virginia.

Effective teachinghow to do it
Robert M. Wilson

The most effective teaching, regardless of field, seems to rcfleet a theory or modelwhich is well understood hy the teacher. Ineffective teaching quite often seems aimlessand without a central theme. I would like to start this session by presenting a model forteaching which might help teachers in their planning.This model, originally presented by Ruth Strang(l), is a model which focuses uponthe learner.

9 S 11 iT
0 = the organism, the student. The teaching always starts with one ormore O's.
S = The teaching situation in which the student finds himself. S's usuallyare controlled entirely by the teacher.
R = the student's response to the teaching situation.
T = the trace or impression that the response leaves on the nervous system.
P = the perceptions which the student develops from repeated experiences.

And so the cycle continues, always starting with a learner who brings to his learningsituations numerous perceptions which have been previously developed.To this model I'd like to raise several questions and attempt some answers.(I) From what source does motivation for learning come? Obviously from previousperceptions. If school and teachers are perceivedas unfair and dull, then motivation willbe difficult. If previously-developed percepdons reflect feelings against learning, theteacher will need to develop activities to modify those perceptions before serious learningcan take place.
(2) Who is responsible if an "S" is not appropriate? Only the person who selectsthe "S". Although the student is often blamed for not being able to meet the teaching situa-tion, this model suggests that it is the teacher who must develop a situation to which thestudent can respond.
(3) What if the student does not respond? He always responds. Many times, however,he does not respond as we would wish. However, he responds in reference to his previousperceptions. The teacher's task is to kno,- what his ressont.es are and to be ready torestructure the lesson before inappropriate responses become firmly-fixed perceptions.
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(4) What happens when responses trigger conflicting traces? Students seem to beable to adapt to conflicting traces. However, if responses continue to generate conflict,the resulting traces will generP.te confused perceptions.
(5) What do we do about bad perceptions? Perceptions are always true, and shouldnever be considered bad. They are all that they can be. So we must start by acceptingthem as true.
It now seems appropriate to cite several specific examples of how a teacher can usea model such as this one to guide his teaching.
(1) Accept and challenge. Since learning starts with the student, the teacher mustaccept that student as a learner who has learned many things prior to coming into a givenlearning situation. To attack, criticize or challenge a learner about his previously-developed perceptions does not build a climate for the learner. In our work with troubledlearners, we spend large amounts of time finding areas of strengths within which thelearner can demonstrate how well hc can respond. Once he starts to feel comfortablewith us and with himself, we find cnat he accepts challenge and tends to become anaggressive learner.
(2) Teach before testing. Teachers must ascertain what the etudent has learnedbefore subjecting him to test situations. Acceptance of this point will require the teacherto obtain feedback which is not subjected to marking or grading. Such feedback servesto tell the teacher whether the teaching situation was appropriate. Could the student re-spond appropriately? Wnere did the lesson go wrong? Re-teaching and restructuring oflessons which elicit inappropriate responses are then needed.
(3) Remove frustrating blocks to learning. We attempted to develop a learning situa-tion with 31 seventh-grade students who could not read well enough to usr! their texts.(2)By removing the texts as a block to learning, we found that these students could and did

learn. Instruction was presented in the form of discussions, experiments, films, p4ctures,etc. As the students talked about what they had learnr.d, their language was recorded.
By reproducing transcripts of their talk, the suidents now had written material to which
they could react. They read it and uncl:...iewea it. The students developed books for eachof their subject areas books which contained their language and their perceptions.(4) Eliminate oppressive reactions to failures. Many teachers have been patifiablyaccused of reacting to the failures of their students with oppressive tactics - "Stay afterschool" - "Do three more pages" - "Why didn't you listen?" - "You fail" - "Flunk,flunk, flunk". Such reactions seem to reflect a lack of understanding among some teachers
as to who is responsible for the student's learning. Our schools are full of children who
are convinced that effort is not worthwhile and that failure is inevitable.In conclusion, I urge all teachers to search for a model for teaching and adapt theirteaching techniques to it. The particular modelpresented in this paper might or might notsuit you, but it is 1mportant that you find one. Your stedents need a teacher who under-atands the theory which supports instructional techniques which are used to teach them.

FOOTNOTES
(1) Strang, Ruth, "The Reading Process and Its Ramifications", Invitational Address,1965, International Reading Association, p. 70.
(2) Robert M. Wilson and Nancy Parkey, "A Modified Reading Program in a MiddleSchool" Journal of Reading, March, 1970, pp. 447-52.

Suggested Readings
(1) Fader, Daniel N.. Hooked on Books, 1966, Berkely Publishing Co., New York.(2) George B. Leonard, Education and Ecstasy, 1968, Delacorte Press., 1968.(3) Walter B. Waetjen and Robert 11. Leeper (editors), Learning and Mental Health in the

Schools, 1966, ASCD, Washington, DC.

Dr. Wilson is director of the Reading Center, Univers;:y of Maryland, College Park.
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A program for in-service teacher
education in cast metals

Wilbert C. Bohnsack
I should like to share with you my experiences in a most successful cast metals in-service program.
Although not advice as such, I believe some aspects of our experiences in Milwaukeewill be of interest to you. 1 believe many of you have been faced with problems similarto those we faced. Now I know you don't need more problems. Rather, 1 should like toalert you to a source of help of wi. h you may be unaware. Although Milwaukee terchershave participated in the bi-annunl foundry seminars conducted by the American Foundry-men's Society for the past 15 years, we did not get to work closely with officers of thelocal Wisconsin Chapter until 1966. The initial contact was in the form of a letter fromthe president of the local Wisconsin Chapter of the American Foundrymen's Society to thesuperintendent of schools in Milwaukee, expressing the Chapter's interest in exteudingiourdry facilities at our technical high school.As a result of this communication and subsequent meetings, a joint educational com-mittee of the Milwaukee schools and the Wisconsin Chapter was established. The purposeof this committee was to develop a curriculum and recommend procedures that wouldcontribute to a better cast metals program in the junior and senior high schools, as wellas in the Boys' Technical High School.The educational chairman and officers of the Wisconsin Chapter, as well as severalchairmen of the Board, presidents and vice-presidents of local foundri^s, said, in effect,"Tell us what we can do to help in getting a better cast metals program in your technicaland secondary schools." Well, whenyou get that kind of interest from an industry by hav-ing men in these positions offer theirhelp, you would be very foolish not to take advantageof their technical skills and knowledge, as well as of their interest.When someone asks you how they can help, you wonder how far they would be willingto go - and if they will help as they say they will, what would I want them Zo do? I toldthe officers of the local chapter that, as I saw it, the biggest problem was the lack ofteachers with any training in the teaching of cast metals. And every teacher on the jointcommittee agreed with me. There were some other problems that deterred the teachingof foundry even though it was a part of the metalwork curriculum. But I believed thesecould be solved if we could give teachers sufficient realistic foundry experiences thatwould give them the confidence to go back to their individual schools and offer a cast metalsprogram. Many of the teachers had regulaxly attended the 2-1/2-day foundry seminars,and some had received an exposure to cast metals in their college training, but too fewreally felt confident enough to offer it as the curriculum required. As a result, manytried it several times and gave up. The reason given by most teachers was, "I've neverreally dolie much work in it." Or, "I've heard talks and I've read about it, but I neverreally had a chance to do much in it." Or, "I've tried several times, but I can't seemto get results." In all fairness, I should say that there is, or was, very little reliablewritten material with which a teacher could help himself - just check your available textsand see if you would be able to make a mold from the directions or information given.If my suggestion to teach the teachers jolted them, they didn't ehow it. These foundryowners and Chapter officers said, "If this is your problem as you see it, how can weproceed?

"1. What types of experiences do your teachers want?"2. How much time do you think it will take?"3. Where can we provide this first-hand experience that your teachers say theyneed?"
I said, "There is one more - what accrediting university or college will recognize thiscourse for credit, so that those teachers enrolling in the course would receive somerecognition of their interest and effort towards salary increments?"Next an outline of the suggested course was prepared, and it was estimated that if wecould get five full days of demonstrations together with actual shop work, added to what-ever background some of them now had, we should go a long way toward giving the basicknow-how enough at least to give them the confidence to try it again. Once we haddecided what we should do, the answers to the previous questions were not too difficult.
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Fortunately, Milwaukee has a technical college with good foundry facilities and an en-
thusiastic and competent instructor. Through the efforts of Dr. Ruf (see following section)
and the president of the Wisconsin Chapter, arrangements were made to offer the course
at the Milwaukee Area Technical College during five days of the 1968 Christmas vacation.
At a meeting of the Chapter officers, the prorosal to sponsor such an in-service coursewas presented. No one objected. It was proposed that the Chapter not only underwrite
the costs of one seminar, but should at this time authorize four five-day seminars. All
costs, which included time for the instructor to develop written materials, a salary for
his actual teaching time, and the rental of the facilities, would be paid by the Wisconsin
Chapter.

The five-day ar _ninar h recognized for credit by either the Milwaukee Area Tech-
nical College or Stout State University in Menomonie, Wisconsin. Both are members ofthe North Central Association.

The foundry facilities at thc college would accommodate only 16, and even onrelatively short notice we had no _lifficulty in getting a full class.
We asked the participants of this first seminar to give us a daily reaction as to howwell they felt the information, the demonstrAtions and the actual shop work were meetingtheir needs. Most of the men said in effect, "This is ,he type of program I needed.""I can see some of the mistakes I was making." "This is the best help I ever got."From these reactions from the participants of the f .52t two seminars, we got the impres-

sion that the men wanted a combination of theory, dernonntrations and shop work. Severalmentioned, too, that they would like to have some printed material covering the theory
and demonstrations that they could read pl ior to coming to class and thus save sme of the
lecture time. It would also elimina-c; notes.

This has now been done, and tLe 1964 hristmas Seminar and thc 1970 Easter Semi-nar verified the fact that providing conc:lce wi itten material that can be read before com-ing to the sessions permits more time for demonstrations and actual shop work.
The instructor, Jerry Miller, is a foundryman who has had a variety of experiences

in the foundry, has taught apprentices, day and evening college students, and can nowclaim classes of teachers.
The prepared material has been reviewed by the technical staff of the American

Foundrymen's Society for accuracy, and in my estimate and to my knowledge, is the best
basic text ON f-lundry work.

The Ea !-er Seminar recently completed thefour authorized by the Wisconsin Chapter,which gave approximately 64 teachers in the Milwaukee schools, as well as in somesuburban schools, a first-hand foundry experience that will enable them really to teachfoundry.
The lack of foundry equipment, such as melting furnaces and molding facilities, was

never one of the problems in Milwaukee -most junior and senior high schools have reason-ably good melting furnaces and molding areas. One or two of the older schools that were
not well-equipped have, as the result of these seminars, budgeted and installed equipmentbecause of the teacher's interest. Several of the local foundries have donated a jolt,squeeze molding machines and large flasks.

Student interest in casting, when assured of some measure of success, is tremendous.Students aslc to come in before achool or remain after school to make or shake out their
mold. Boys who formerly were truantnow come early to do their molding or clean up theircastings. For some reason, the pouringof molten metal into a mold and extracting a use-ful or interesting object is fascinating to them.

I mentioned earlier that lack of qualified teachers was not the only thing that deterredthe teaching of foundry. I'd like to review some of these other problems quickly, because
perhaps our experiences may be helpful to you. The use of the conventional water-tempered sand was probably one of the biggest deterrents to a successful foundry ex-perience.

In Milwaukee, most course offerings, including industrial arts, are offered for a single
period per day, five days a week. A period is 45 or 55 minutes long, depending on whetherthe school has a 7- or 8-period schedule. Attempting to temper and make a mold with
conventional water-tempered sand in a single periodmet with little success -particularly
if the sand was used intermittently. When the sand was too dry, the mold would tend to
collapse; and when too damp, the castings had excessive gas pockets.

After some experimentation, we have switched to a non-water-tempered moldingsand. Its big feature, as far as we are concerned, is that it requires no tempering and isready for instant use. With no moisture or permeability problem to be concerned with,
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we are able to use finer sand, assuring an improved finish. Here again we receivedsplendid cooperation from the industry. Several foundries agreed to mix and mull thewaterless sand for our use at cost, even though the foundry itself did not use it. Weordered it in two-ton lots, bagged it and put it in our supply warehruse for delivery tothe schools on order. We are now able to obtain it from the Milwaukee Area TechnicalCollege at a very reasonable price. Many suburban schools have elso switched to thiswaterless sand and are obtaining it through the Technical College. Its use has eliminatedmany problems. I recommend it for yeur use, particularly if the molding is done on anintermittent basis.
Another mistake we discovered was attempting to use aluminum scrap, particularlyaluminum sheet. We found we had to heat it far beyond the melting point in order to getit sufficiently fluid to flow readily. This caused excessive shrinkage when it solidified.From the owner of an aluminum foundry we received some suggestions of two goodaluminum casting alloys, and he arranged to have a salesman provide us with samples.The first of these had excellent casting properties and eliminated all former shrinkageproblems, but it had a high silicon content that produced brittle castings, and the surfacedid not lend itself to a high polish.
The second alloy also had good casting properties, produced a ductile casting thatlent itself to a high polish when buffed. It also has excellent tensile strength, having30,000 to 34,000 P`q as cast, and increasing to 32,000 to 36,000 PSI after three weeks'aging at room temperature.
With these properties we are able to use it for projects normally made out of castiron, yet having the advantages of the low melting temperature of aluminum.I eiention our experiences with the sand and use of scrap with a view to helping anyonewho may be having some of the same difficulties we experienced. I might add that all ofthe suburban teachers who participated in the seminars have since switched to the use ofthe waterless sand, and most are now also buying the high tensile strength alloy.These cast metals seminars, although originally sponsored for Milwaukee teachersand subsequently extended to some suburban teachers, were not intended to be limited tothe Wisconsin Chapter. It was the intention, rather, that the Milwaukee seminars be usedas a pilot program that the four seminars be used tb develop an in-service curriculum,a basic teaching text, and should experiment as to which is the best approach. If theteacherie reactions are any barometer, we believe we have now done this. How well wehave done this can perhaps be judged by reading some of the comments from the partici-pants of the last two seminars.

I suspect this is written by a teacher in one of the suburban schools:"My evaluation of the metal casting course just concluded was that it was of greathelp. I will always be thankful for the enthusiastic contribution that Mr. Miller made andhis influence and help towards helping me understand the foundry industry. It will be veryapparent, and I believe I will be able to take back to the students advice and better instruc-tion through better understanding of the foundry industry. I have learned a lot in a shortperiod of time and believe this type of program should be made available to more metalinstructors in high school metal courses. The course was very efficiently run, and how itcould be improved on would be hard for me to suggest or advise. I will always be thank-ful for the contribution made towards my program and the help it gave me as an instru 'torin the metals area. Giving me the opportunity to take the course will always be appre-ciated. I would like to thank the American Foundrymen's Society, the Milwaukee PublicSchool system and the Milwaukee Technical College and whoever else was responsiblefor this opportunity."
Another writes, "lt is important for teachers to get new and fresh ideas from timeto time. This is just what happened at the Metal Casting Seminar I attended this Christ-mas vacation, 1969. The time spentin the classroom was very informative, and I learneda lot. I heard many good ideas from fellow foundry teachers and will be able to use manyof them in my foundry program. Most valuable of all was the time spent working in theshop. It Is easy to talk about foundry and put things on paper but it can't stop there. Wewere able to work many hours and get our hands dirty and really learn. What 1 learnedat this seminar will make my teaching job much easier both in the classroom and in theshop. It will also help me explain to the students just now important foundry really isto our nation and economy and point out to them the job opportunities and advancementsavailable to them in the field of metal casting."

Teachers were free to make any comments they wished, as no signatures were askedfor. The only adverse comment seemed to be that the class of 16 was a little crowded
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for the facilities.
The Wisconsin Chapter has set up a permanent education committee which will

arrange to continue to offer one cac:".-tg seminar annually as long as there is a demand.
With the prospect of many new teachers f e expansion and replacement, it will likely con-
tinue for some time.

This experiment in Milwaukee has been watched byother local chapters of the Amer-
ican omdrymen's Society throughout the country. The materials developed and the sug-
gested (7pproaches have been, or will be, made available tc them by the national head-
quarters lf,cated in Des Plaines, Illinois. In the event you are interested in similar cast-
ing seminars in your area, contact your local foundry or write to Ralph Better ley, Educa-
tion Director for the American Foundrymen's Society, for the name and address of the
person to L4-,111-t. (Mr.13etterley's address is found at the conclusion of his paper, else-
where in this volume.)

Mr. Bohnsack is associated with the Milwa.ke Public Schools, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Strengthening mechanisms in metals
David W. Guardat

IntroductiJn. In order to discuss the properties of a metal, we must learn something
about the structure of the material we are dealing with and how it affects the properdes.

The stlucture of th,:. metal in a part il3 closely related to the maximum load the part
can carry, the number of times a certain size load can be applied without failure, the
effect of corrosive agents, and the way in which the part fails.

The structure of the metal determines: Maximum dead load, maximum repeated
load, corrosive agents, failure (ductile) and failure (brittle).

The structure of a metal part depends on the thermal and mechanical treatments
used to produce the part.

Crystal structure. A study of crystal structure makes a gpod starting place for our
study of metal structure, since all solid metals are crystalline. crystalline solids are
characterized by the regular way their atoms are arranged in space.

If we look into a simple cubic material, we can picrare the individual atoms as being
spherical. Each atom has an attractive force which is pictured as six hands.

This attractive force is enjoyed by all the atoms in the solid metal. The atoms line
up in rows and form a continuous grid. This uniform network is formed in three directions.

The atom's arms, which are in reality free electrons forming an electron cloud, act
like springs. They stretch out when a tensile load is applied to a crystal and are shortened
by a compressive load. When the load is removed, the crystal returns to its original
shape.

Strain Elongation or change in Length.. Original Length

If the load is not large enough to cause a permanent change in size, the crystal is said
to be loaded in the elastic region, and the strain is called elastic strain. If the load is
great enough to cause the atoms to move or change their position, the crystal is said to
be loaded in the plastic region, and the strain is called plastic strain. In other words,
the strain has to do with the deflection under load, not with the load itself.

Division of the load in pounds by '.he original cross-section area in square inches
gives the stress, which is expressed in pounds per square inch.

Load in poundsStress Area in square inches

The stress is directly proportional to the applied load. The advantage of using stress
rather than load lies in the shape of the material being tested. Crystals or bars of dif-
ferent cross-sectional area under the same load do not suffer the same stress. The be-
havior of materials under load depends on the force per unit cross-sectional area, the
stress and not on the magnitude of the load.

&hid solutions. We have been discussing the properties of pure crystals. However,
almost all commercial metallic materials are combinations of several metals. If these
elements are added intentionally, they are called alloying elements. If they are present
due to the method used to produce the metal, they are called impurities. The basic types
of solid solutions formed are two: interstitial and substitudonal.

An interstitial solid solution is formed when the solute atoms are small enough to fit
into the spaces between the regular solvent atoms. Ordinarily in metal crystals only
hydrogen carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are small enough to form interstitial solid solu-
tions. There is a distortion in the lattice around interstitial solute atoms, since the
atoms are larger than the available space. This misfit also limits the solubility to rather
low percentages of solute.

Solute atoms may take the place of regular solvent atoms on the crystal lattice of
the solvent. Such solutions where all the atoms are in regular lattice positions are called
substitutional solid solutions, because the solute atoms are substituted for some of the
solvent atoms. The solute atoms often differ in size and chemical nature from solvent
atoms ar:d thus cause local distortion in the crystal.

Dislocations and vacancies. So far, whenever we have looked into the crystal struc-
ture, we have seen a perfect and orderly arrangement of atoms. However, nature is never
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perfect, and these imperfections play an important role in the properties of materials.The two major defects are dislocations and vacancies.
Dislocations play a major role in the deformation of a crystal. The one type we willdiscuss, an edge dislocation, represents the edge of an extra plane of atoms. The atomsnear the top of this extra plane.:,: atom 3 are in compression. Those below are in tension.These dislocations are formed by a force or a load applied to the .:rystal. If the loadis in the plastic region, a dislocation will form and move through the crystal. The easierthe dislocation moves through crystal, the lower the strength of the metal.If we look once again at an interstitial solid .sclution, with reference to a dislocation,it can be seen that the interstitial atoms make it more difficult for the dislocations tomove. Therefore, the crystal is harder. This restriction in movement of dislocationscall also be seen in substitutional solid solutions. However, the degree of hardeningvaries with the size of the solute atoms.Another defect in the crystal structure of a metal is known as a vacancy. Thevacancy is simply the region where an atom should have been. The atom which formerlyoccupied the site of the vacancy has moved to another position. The vacancies will inter-act with dislocations, thereby affecting the strength of the metal.Vacancies also affect the diffusion rate of one metal into another. The vacancy pro-vides a space for solute atoms to move into. The greater the number or the more rapidthe movement of vacancies, the faster the rate of diffusion.This brief look into the structure of metals will help to provide a better understand-ing of the mechanisms used to strengthen metals.

Mr. Guerdat is coordinator for career development, American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio.

Cold forming of metals
Wolter E. Johnson

If any of you have noticed in straightening a bent nail how a little wrinkle or bump isstill left after you pretty much straighten the ends, you will have been witness to astrengthening mechanism in steel. We call it "work hardening" in the trade, and withoutit we would require significant re-design and "beefing-up' f many parts cold formed frommetals.
What happens when a metal is coldformed? First, inetals are made up of crystals orgrains. These crystals are composed of layers of atoms all uniformly lined up. Nowevery so often in these uniform atomic layers, there w411 be an atom slightly out of place.This is called a dislocation, and it is a weak spot ir atomic structure. Now, when astress is put on the metal, the dislocations act as sp.. GI- lines where redistribution ofatoms or flow can occur. Now as the metal flows or stretches, these dislocations beginto run into each other and prevent the continued easy flow of layers of atoms one over theother. Thus, it begins to take more and more force to make the metal flow. This is thecrystallographic explanation of cold working or strain hardening. Thus, the fact that thenail was cold worked at the bend made it stronger than the unworked portion, and effortsto straighten it caused the softer and weaker part of the nail to deform first.Most of you are familiar with the fact that you can heat up a piece of low carbon steelor unalloyed aluminum or brass and, if it has been cold worked, the heating followed byslow cooling will soften the metal. This is, of course, annealing or stress relieving,depending on how high a temperature to which you heat. In this case, the heat energy in-put lowers the internal energy needed to realign the atomic layers, getting rid of thepiled-up dislocations. Thus, if the temperature is high enough, the distorted crystalsare replaced by new, unstrained crystals, and the metal is softened by recrystallization.The temperature at which this reaction occurs is called the recrystallization temperature.In low carbon steel, this would be about 13000F.

Now, suppose for a moment that we are carrying out a hot forging operation at about19000F. Would we be work hardening the material as we pound it into shape? No. As thecrystals are deformed by the forging action, recrystallization simultaneously occurs, and asoft structure is maintained. Thus, we can see that whereas working below the recrystal-lization temperature of a metal hardens it, working above it does not. This latter process
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is commonly called hot workin. Examples are hot extrusion of aluminum, hot rolling of
steel and hot forging. Now cold working is commonly thought of as taking place at or near
room temperature. However, you can bend a piece of lead or tin back and forth indefinitelyat room temperature without hardening. This is because these metals recrystallize at
temperatures below room temperature. Ask yourself, then, this question: Is the drawingof lead-tin solder into wire at room temperature cold or hot working?

Consider what practical information we would like to have to interest a student in
metalforming. First, ponder the amazing changes occurring in the properties of work
hardened metals. By work he -dening, the tensile strength of copper can be nearly doubled.

Full hard steel wire can nave a tensile strength of 270,000 psi developed. Annealing
then can lower it to 60,000 psi. These changeR are truly amazing.

What are the various methods of forming metal in sheets into useful shapes? First
is simple bending over a radius. Then, we have figno_gl . Shrink flanging produces com-
pression in the curved wall, and stretch flanging, tension as you might have in a flangedhole. These are often called extruded holes and are used in coniinction with thread-
cutting screws in sheetmetal assembly.

Embossing is another metalforming technique used to stiffen a surface. No working
occurs in adjacent flat surfaces, only stretching in the embossment. If fracturing occurs
during embossing, it takes place in the die corner areas. Sometimes embossing is donein two steps. First, metal is gathered in a trough and then, in a second operation, the
section is sharpened up. Beads and ribs in parts are examples of embossments.

In the deep drawing of cups, the first stage as the punch contacts the sheet is a form
of embossing. This creates the cup bottom with no metal movement of the flange. As the
punch moves into the die, the metal is pulled in from the flange at li.ght angles to the punch
movement. A segment of the flange then is compressed, bent and unbent as it flows into
the die cavity. The most critical variables in deep drawing are:

(1) Blank diameter
(2) Lubrication
(3) Die radius - Steel, 2 t and S.S. or Al, 4-5t
(4) Blankholder pressure
(5) Speed of drawing. At very high speeds the blankholder pressure must be doubled
or tripled to prevent wrinkling. Parts get very hot at 250 strokes per minute.
The maXimum reduction from blank diameter to cup diameter is about 50%. If themetal is thicker, about .060", this can be increased to 60% and, if the metal is quite thin,

say .020", the maximum reduction is about 47%. Wrinkling is more prevalent in thinnermetal.
In making a rectangular box, the four corners are drawn. Without the corners, the

sides experience merely a bend and straighten operation. If we take off the four cornersand put them together, we have a round cup with a square blank. Thus, the corner has
farther to flow in, and this increases the difficulty of the draw. With a round-cornered
blank, we improve this condition, but this is expensive to build into the die. Usually we
cut off the corner of the blank to minimize the problem. We can also increase the punch
radius in the corners, which, in effect, lowers the draw ratio. As mentioned before, this
is tmually around 50%.

Of course, as the metal flow in the corners is restrkted by the drawing action, the
flow in the straight sides is relatively unhindered. Thus we end up with a lateral metal
flow and, consequently, wrinkles, as the corner actually rotates. This can be overcome
by retarding the side flow using draw beads. These are matching ridges in the die-
blankholder surfaces which zause the metal to flow more slowly.

These variations in metal flow can all be monitored using etched grid patterns in themetal blank. Careful measurements of the amount of stretch and draw can be made in
the critical areas using flexible scales. These measurements tell us how close we are to
fracturing and can be used then to make die changes with some knowledge of the amount
of improvement made. Limits on the amount of stretching and drawing that a piece of steel
can withstand without necking-down and fracturing have been established. These are called
formability limit curves. Thus, if the die conditions change, lubricant additions are made,
or material properties change, the maximum strain in a part will change. A shop csnthereby see how close they are to failure on a part by gridding a blank, forming it and
plotting the strain in these circles.

Material properties. When a sheetmetal part is being formed in a press, and a rashof fracturing occurs, tests are run on the metal blanks. What .ileaningful tests can be runin a laboratory? Now you may recall ;he shape of a load-deformation curve which is
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generated when a sample of steel is pulled to fracture in a testing machine. A good dealof information can be obtained from these curves. The tensile strength, yield strengthand other properties are well known. The ductility of a sample is reflected by the totalelongation of the sample. This, of course, is the amount of stretch at fracture. Now,before fracture occurs, the sheet begins to "neck-down" in the critically-strained area.We can determine fairly accurately when this necking first begins on a tensile machineby looking at the elongation at the maximum load. Beyond that point more stretching isobtained with a decrease in load. After a sample "neck-down", there is very little usefulstretch left, and thus, this point of deformation - called the uniform elongation is impor-tant. This can be measured quite accurately and is now used as a significant indicatorof steel stretchability. Now this measurement is sometimes called the strain hardeningcoefficient. You can appreciate the practical significance of this concept if you visualizethe steel as having a capacity to absorb work hardening without becoming so brittle that"necking-down" and fracture occur. The higher this capacity, the more a metal can bes tretched.
Steel makers have recently found that the uniform elongation can be increased byproducing steel with (1) slightly larger grain size and (2) minimum temper rolling afterannealing. By understanding these factors, large fabricators have been able to reducecosts by Lrling commercial quality steel in place of drawing quality sLeel and by loweringscrap rates. Of coursP control of both steelmaking factors must be held. T,o largegrains cause an "orange peel" surface. No temper roll operation produces steel whichwill not lay flat and will exhibit "stretcher strain" marks when lightly deformed.Another entirely separate factor related to deep drawn parts has the fancy title ofnormal plastic anisotropy. This can be visualized as a "resistance to thinning" in theside wall of a drawn cup. To measure the normal plastic anisotropy, or I- value, as wewill call it, the tensile sample is measurei accurately and then pulled to 15% extension.Measurements are then made on the w5dth, and, by a constant volume relationship, theratio of width strain to thickness strain is calculated, The highel: the f value the better,because this means that the metal, in beingformed, tends to draw-in adjacent areas ,-atherthan thinning-out to accomplish the required amount of strain. Typical values of somemetals are listed below:

3003 aluminum 0.7Hot rolled steel 0.9 - 0.95Normalized steel 0.9 - 1.0Cr-Ni stainless steels 0.8 - 1.0Rimmed steel 1.0Zero carbon steel 1.1 - 1.2430 stainless steel 1.25Killed steel 1.4 - 1.6Titanium, beryllium 6-7

Titanium and beryllium have high 1 values, but lack the overall ductility as measuredby uniform and total elongation to be drawn into a deep cup. Thus it is not enough to havea high I' value only, because the strain near the cup bottom extends into the stretch por-tion of the strain field.
On some troublesome parts excellent correlation between properties and performancecan not be obtained. These parts often have highly-strained critical areas bordering onfracture under even the best conditions. Oftentimes the fracturing will begin at an edgewhere a burr is raised. Moreover, the uniform flow of metal may not be reproducedduring each hit because of lack of uniform holddown pressure as this edge is drawn intothe die cavity. Changes such as these can be followed by using gridded blanks. In thesesituations, even the best material will fracture occasionally. The best solution here is animproved tooling arrangement.

The opposite condition, that is, restriction of metal flow, is also encountered. A stepin a large flat panel or a two-level depression, such as in certain double sinks or oilpans, requires perfect die balance to make the draw. More than good steel is required.Preforms, pre-lanced holes or increased radii have been used to help draw metal intothe critical areas. Recognition of these potential solutions comes from experience andmay be more important than property correlation for some parts.I have embellished heavily on the so-called strengthening mechanisms related tocold working of metals, but the practical implications of these mechanisms are at play in
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all of the items mentioned herein. Theyare not always obvious, but they are there work-ing for us. Without them we would be out of business at least until the chemists couldcome up with a plastic to take their place,

Mr. Johnson is manager, Metallurgy and Material Developme.it, General Electric Company, Louisville,
Kentucky.

Heat treatment of steel
Bobby L. Garner

What is heat treatment? It can be stated very simply as the controlled heating andcooling of metal. I emphasize the w.,rd control for both the heating and the cooling.Why do we use it? For the same reason that the ancient sword makers of Damascusused it, to improve the mechanical properties of steel. These properties are hardness,strength, ductility and toughness. Some improvements are also obtained in machinability,forming and other metalworking processes.
How do we use it? To soften or co harden steel, but, like all technical people, we usespecial names like: Annealing (full anneal, spheroidiziag anneal, isothermal anneal,normalizing, stress relief, recrystallization anneal and solution anneal); and hardening(quench hardening, marquenching, austempering, precipitation hardening and surfacehardening).
Where do we use it? On steel.
What is steel? Steel is a material consisting of iron and carbon. There may be otherelements present either as impurities or additions, but the basic strengthening agent inall steels is carbon, so at this stage we are interested in the interaction of the iron andcarbon.
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This is an iron-carbon phase diagram (Figure 1), It shows how the structure of ironchanges with temperature and carbon content. Divide the chart into two areas:
0-2% carbon; call this steel
2% carbon up; call this cast iron.
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Our prime interest is in the 0-2% area, since almost all commercial steel comes fromthis area. So let's look at that portion only. (Figure 2.)
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Iron is an allotropic material. It can and does exhibit several cnystal structuresdependent upon the temperature. These are:Ferrite is the low temperuzure structure. It is body-centered cubic in form and canhold only 0.04% carbon th solit.i solution.
Austenite is the elevated temperature structure, It is face-centered cubic in form andcan hold up to 2.0% carbon in solid solution.
Martensite is a metastable structure and does not appear on the diagram, but it isvery important. It is body-ceatered tetragonal in form.What happens when steel is cooled very slowly from the austenite range? The carbondiffuses out of the FCC austenite as it transforms to BCC ferrite. As the cooling con-dnues to beiow the eutectoid temperature (13300F), the austenite transforms completelyto ferrite, and the carbon that diffused out of the austenite forms an iron carbide calledcementite, Fe3C. The final structure at room temperature is a mixture of ferrite andcementite. A particular combination of ferrite and cementite is called pearlite. The fore-going is what happens during a full annealing operation and generally represents the softeststate of steel.
If we increase the cooling rate until the steel is cooled rapidly, we come upon thebasic mechanism of the strengthening of steel, quench hardening. Assume a steel with acarbon content of 0.6% heated in the austenitic range long enough for all of the 0.67, carbonto go into solid solution with the iron. Remember the austenite can hold up to 1.7%. Thesteel is then cooled rapidly. The carbon wants to diffuse out of the austenite, but it istrapped, due to the rapid cooling rate as the austenite transforms to ferrite. But the fer-rite can only hold 0.04% carbon in solution, so the trapped carbon strains the crystalstructure enough to form a new structure, a metastable body-centered tetragonal structure.This new structure is a super-saturated solution of carbon in ferrite, but it is calledm artensite. Th.,3 martensite is very hard, strong and brittle. This is the material formedwnen steel is "heat tieated". This very roughly describes the iron-carbon diagram.Let's consider another approach: the time temperature transformation chart. lakea small thin piece of 0.80% carbon steel. Austenitize it by heating above the critical tem-perature. Quench it in water. The austenite will transform to martensite as previouslydescribed.

Take several similar pieces and austenitize them. Plunge these samples into a moltensalt bath at Ti, which is below the critical temperature. The parts will immediatelyassume the temperature Ti because of their small size. Now take a sample out aftersome seconds (a) and quench in water. Microexamination will show that the austenite hastransformed to martensite as before.
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Duplicate this but leave the sample atTi for increasingly longer time before quench-
,' in water. After "b" second atTi and quenching, the structure will contain some pearl-

tte (ferrite and cementite) in the Inartensite. Now increase the time at Ti, and increasing
amount of pearlite will appear in We microstructure. So after some time at T1, all the
austenite transforms to pearlite, and there is no martensite when the sample is cooled toroom temperature.

If you pict temperature vs. time :tt a temperature, the austenite will start to trans-form to pearlIte after some rime (Ps), and, after some Intel time, all the austenite willbe transformed to pearlite (PO.
When you vary the holding temperature, T2 - T3, etc., the time for the starting andfinishing will change, and the pearlite will become finer in structure at lower tempera-

tures. Also a different transformation product, bainite, is formed at lower temperatures.
At some lower isothermal transformation temperature, we can determine when mar-tensite starts to form. The luartensite fo,-ms instantaneously; it does not need an incuba-tion period. But if left at that tempeiure, no -Idditional martensite would be formed.

So the temperature must be decrease-i in order to obtain 100% martensite. When we finish,you have the observed cu ve- an is( 11 transformation curve.
Now that you have ba exposeL, Iron carbon phase diagram and the time tem-perature transformation curve, let's if we can apply these to two of the processe:,chat we use.

Figure 3
Schematic Transformation Diagram
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Figure 4
Schematic Transformaion Diagram
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Annealing: (Figure 3)
Full anneal. - Steel is heated above its upper critical temperature and cooled v-..ryslowly in the furnace. This produces a coarse pearlite.

Hardening Processes: (Figure 4)
Quench hardening. - Heating above the upper critical temperature and cooling themby quenching in brine, oil or air. The quenching medium used is dependent upon the cool-ing rate required to harden the parts. This process is almost alwajs followed by a temperprocess.
This is the standard heat treating procedure.
In the brief time allotted we have touc'led upon the heat treatment of steel with em-phasis on the ra....chanism of strengthening. 1 wonid like to leave you with the thought tha:heat treating s'ill plays a very important -role in our society. Many of the products you

use daily contain hardened steel, such as your automobile (gears, axles) and telephone
(screws, springs).

Mr. Gamer is a mettalurgist in the Appliance Division, General Electric Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Precipitation hardening
Robert E. Seward

The precipitation hardening effect in metal alloys was discovered by Alfred Wi ltn (1)in Germany around 1910. He found thatcertain aluminum-copper alloys gave inconsistenttest results when tested immediately after heat treatment as compared to being testedafter storage at room temperature for a few days.
Tensile and yield strength as well as hardness was substantially higher in the "aged"specimens. This perhaps accounts for the term "age-hardening" being used to describethis phenomenon during early investigations.
Dr. Wilm thorc.eghly investigated these curious alloys, and the eventual result was thefirst industrial "age-hardening" alloy called Duralumin. Even though the aluminumalloy was being successfully used, the explanation for its curious behavior remained amystery for about a decade.
In June, 1919, Mericn Waltenberg and Scott presented a paper before the AmericanInstitute of Mining and MeLallurgical Engineers which offered a satisfactory explanation.They suggested that at a temperature of 500°C, thc copper contained in the aluminumalloy was completely dissolved in the aluminum matrix and, when cooled rapidly to roomtemperature, was retained forming a supersaturated solid solution. At room temperature,this supersaturated solid solution was unstable and tended to reach equilibrium by pre-cipttation of the dissolved copper as minute crystallites of a compound, probably CuAl2.Mese men knew that when annealed at high temperatures, this alloy contained largecrystals of CuAl2 that could be easily seen under the microscope, and yet the alloy inthis condition was quite soft. They therefore postulated that there must be a criticalparticle size for the CuAl2 phase which would produce maximum hardness and thus maxi-mum strength.

This explanation frIrmed the foundation forour present theories of precipitation hard-ening alloys, both fetrous and non-ferrous.
In metallurgy, the term "age-hardening" is generally associated with hardening thatoccurs at room temperature. Precipitation hardening became a popular term after themechanism described becam 0 apparent, and elevated temperatures were used to acceleratethe hardeinng procees.
In order to understz3nd this strengthening mechanism a little better and to realizethe importance of this group of metal alloys, we will choose a representative alloy andfollow it through its "ordeal-by-fire". The aluminum-copper alloy system will sersethis purpose very well.

Solid solutions: What is a "solid solution"? When one metal is capahle of being dis-solved in another while in the solid state, the result is what we call a sot.- solution. It isnot mixture but a true solution, in that the solute metal atoms may be randomly dis-tribut... I in the solid, crystalline solvent metal matrix, muzh like sugar is dissolved inwater.
Since the solid solution is crystalline, the diszo!ved metal atoms must reside ;it somepoint in the crystal lattice of the solvent metal. There are two possible locations forthese atoms:
(1) in the spaces (interstices) between the solvest metal atoms, or(2) at a lattice site normally occupied by a solvent metal atom.The first type is called an iaterstitial solid solution, while the second is called a substitu-tional solid solution. (These are shown schematically in Fig. 1.)Atoms form interstitial solid solutions only If they are physically small enough tofit reasounbly well into the lattice spaces. Carbon or hydrogen in iron Is an example ofthis type of solid solution and is obviously n very important one in industry today.The type of solid solution we are eencerned with in precipitation hardening is sub-stitutional solid solution. Here the dissolved atoms aro too large to fit into the spaces andmust replace, or substitute for, one of the solvent 11 orrm. Copper dissolved in aluminumis a very important member of this group.

Supersaturation of a solid solution. In orde- for nrec ipita tion hardening to occur ina metal alloy system, it must be capable of forming a supeisaturated solid solution whenrapidly cooled from some elevated temperature.
This capability is demonstrated by the equilibrium phase diagram for a system ofmetal B dissolved in metal A, shown in Fig 2. The solvus line, separating the solid
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solution from the two-phase r..gion ( +) which contains boil the solid solution ( ) and theprecipitated phase ( ), is sloping. A given alloy (ind,.2... Jci by the arrow), when heatedabove this line, will dissolve all of the atoms of the b'' metal present and exist as acomplete solid solution. When rapidly cooled to a temperature below this line, it will tryto precipitate out a Erz.cond phase ( ) to satisfy the required equilibrium shown by thephase diagram. Until equilibrium is obtained at the lower temperature, the alloy is asupersaturated solid solution.
In the Al-Cu alloy system, the precipitation reaction proceeds slowly at room tern-)arature and can be accelerated by heating it to a higher temperature, being careful not,y) cross th:.; solvus line into the one-phase region.
Age-hardening is the term generally used for the reaction which proceeds at roomtemperature, while precipitation hardening is used to dTscribe the same process occurringat elevated temperatures. These terms are many times used interchangeably, but we willconfine ourselves to the hardening done at elevated temperatures, since only in this waycan the alloys be reliably controlled to give the desired strength and hardness. Both tem-perature and the time spent at temperature control the properties of the hardened alloy.The aluminum-copper alloy system. As stated before, the Al-Cu system offers a goodexample of the precipitation hardening mechanism.
Fig. 3 shows the actual equi-

librium phase diagram for the Al-Cu
system. Here we can see the slop-
ing solvus line and the two-phase 800region (Al + CuAl2). The precipi-
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phase region where all of the copper dissolves in the aluminum matrix. For an A1-4.5%Cu alloy, this temperature would be about 9500F (5100C). After allowing time for thecopper to dissolve, the alloy is quenched to ,:oom temperature. We now have a super-saturated solid solution which is relatively unstable.Precipitation hardening heat treatment. The quenched alloy is now heated to the de-sired precipitation hardening temperature (between 3000 - 500°F). At this point the in-creased mobility of the "trapped" copper atoms, due to thermal agitation, ant ws the on-set of precipitation to occur by nucleation of the second phase CuAl2. By controlling thetime and the temperature of precipitation, we can cause the alloy to harden and strengthento the desired levels.
Tne precipitation mechanism. Let's look now at the events which take place duringthe precipitation of the CuAI2 phase. Fig. 4 illustrates the atomic latticL: ra:cangementpresent in the solution heat treated and quenched alloy. Notice that the solute copperatoms (black circles) are distributed randomly in the alurainum matrix (open circles).The free energy of this system is much higher than it would like to be (i.e., an unstablestructure).

Solute atom 0 Solvent atom
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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FIG. 4 - RANDOM DISTRIBUTION OF SOLUTE
ATOMS IN SOLVENT METAL MAIS.ZY.
AFTER SOLUTION ANNEALIIC.
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FIG. 5 - CLUSTER= OF SOLI= ATOMS DUkINC
EARLY STAGES OF PRECIPITATION
HARDENTIC HEAT TREAMENT.

Fig. 5 shows what happens soon after the alloy has reached precipitation hardeningtemperature. The copper atoms are beginning to cluster (or nucleate), thus loweringtheir free energy. As this clustering proceeds, we reach a point where the CuAl2 cornpound can form and thus lower the free energy of the system still further. When thestoichiometric proportions are satisfied, the CuAi2 phase will break away from the lattice(lose coherency), and we have a microstructurally visible second phase (Fig. 6). Fromthis point on, the time spent at temperature merely alla.vs the CuAl2 crystallite to grow.Lattice coherency theory. We can explain the increase in hardness and strength, aswell as the loss of it through annealing, by a "'lattice coherency" concept.Fig. 7 31lustrates the principle of lattice cuhereacy (or lack of it) in schematic form.During the early stages of precipitaticl (i.e., nucled tion stage), the solute atom,disto.:t the matrix as they begin to cluster to, ther (remember this is a substitutiona,solid solution). The lattice strains to accommot .te the group of solute atoms, as shownin (a) or (b) in Fig. 7. These lattice strains are :esponsible for the increased hardnessand strength of the alloy at this point.
AB nucleation continues, the lattir -trains I)ecome too high to maintain coherency,and the lattice "snaps" loose f ,m the pl ,itated phase (CuAl2), and each phase assumesits low-energy lattice shape, shown in (c)o.r (d) in Fig. 7. Boundaries are now formedbetween the separate phases, ich can be seen microscopically.Just before this occurs, the alky was in its harci_lat and strongest state, It will notbegin to softem as the newly-precipitated phase grows. This denotes the onset of "over-aging".
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Effect of time and temperatute on hardness. Fig. S shows the kinJ of behavior wehave described in terms of hardness changes during precipitation hardening. We candevelop the ijarne Itrdness in two different ways: 1) use a low temperature (say 300°F)for about 90 hours, or 2) use a higher temperature (say 500°F) for only one hour. Beyondthese times our alloy begins to soften once again (i.e., "overage"). The precipitate haslost coherency and is increasing in size. Fig. 9 chows actual yield strength curves for at!alloy (Al-Cu) after various time and temperature treatments. Curves such as these areused to tailor an alloy's properties for a particular end use by engineers. Many of thealuminum alloys used in aircraft today are precipitation hardening grades. Fig. 10shows the microstructural changes visible under the microscope when the alloy goes fl omthe solution eatet.! condition U.) the precipitation hardened condition.
Physical property changes. Not only do the hardness and strength change during theprecipitation hardening treatment, but so also do many of the other physical properties,such as: 1) specific volume (Fig. 11) and 2) electrical conductivPy (Fig. 12).
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FIG. ti - EXAMPLES OF SOME PRECIPITATION
HARDENING ALLOY SYSTEMS AND
THEIR USES.

These changes are not too important in most applications but must sometimes beccnsidered. As shown in Fig. 11., the volume increase (unit dilatation) at higher tem-peratures is large enough to be significant if close mechanical tolerances were involved.Fortunately, maximum hardness and strength are achieved before much volume changeoccurs, and only in the "oqer-aged" con-lition does the volume grow markedly.Not much use has been made of ti conduc -vity change in present applicotions. Ithas helped in some of the theory development for i.i.ecipitation reactions.
Alloy types and awlications. There are many more alloy systems which exhibit pre-cipitation hardening. behavior. Fig. 13 )isr some of the mo:-e important ones.Research into the ferrous alloyc lcd to the development very important alloysin the stainless steel class.
Volumes of material have beL.1 published, arri many scientists and engineers havedevoted full time to the study of precipitation __ .ing mechanisms and reactions.This work continues, and new alloys will no doubt be developed utilizing thi.53 veryinteresting and useful phenomenon.
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Mearials review, testing and processes
Syd K. Lee

. I invite you all to join me on a tour of the Materials Laboratory in the IndustrialEducation r-Dartment of the University of Columbia. Just before we begin ourtour, I wou like to mention two principles upor which I feel the success of a materialscourse rests.
The study of materials science lu.a tremendous scopc ohe can earn a doctorate inany one of many materials areas Ind then proceed to spend a lifetime in research in thissingle area. Hence, it is not surprising to see some educators in university or collegeindustrial education departments teaching a materials course which leans very heavilytoward the theoretical. This "textbook and chalkboard" approach is not what we need inindustrial education. Instead there needs to be a balance struck between theory and re-lated laboratory experimentation. I like to consider the lab as a proving ground for mate-rials theories.
In the schools this principle is even more important, for sinless today's teacher cancreate a situation in which the student can see a relationship between what is beim& studiedand a present or future need, the student will likely lose interest and is only wasting histime. Experimentation can be the bridge between the theory and the need. In short, amaterials course needs no be lab-oriented to be a success.The second point is applicable to educators in materials courses taken by industrialteachers-in-training,
Many university and collegiate industrial elucation departments contain sophisticatedengineering-type test'bg machines and instrunients; it is the rare (secondary) school in-deed that can make this claim. Therafore, in addition to some standard engineeringtests, there need to be opportunities provided for students to experment with testing equip-ment that is or should be found in the school.
Provision should be made for the svident to develop one or more simple machines orlearning devices which he can use in sci-ool :or the puroose of demonstrating propertiesof mai-erials or industrial proces. 'It4 following, you will see how student teamscan be performing standard tensiic. tests, wb.le at the same time elsewhere in the lab ateam will be conducting the school version ot the tensile test on equipment that is found inthe school.
Join with me now as we explore the exciting world of materials science.
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General testing. When the stuclent walks into a materials lab for the first time he isconfronted with a wide array of strange-looking apparatus. To permit an early acclima-tization to this strange environment, he needs to be introduced to as many of the commondestructive and non-destructive tests as soon as possib:a before he proceeds to specializa-tion within one materials :'rea.
Tensile testing. The standard tensile test gives us many of a material's mechanicalproperties. Properd.es ..ch as yield and ultimate strengths, modulus of elasticity, per-cent elongation, percent reduction in area and true toughness should become part of thestudent's vocabulary when comparing materit ls.In the schools a simple tensile speciraen made by the student from band iron yieldsall of the above properties with the possible ,:xceptions of the modulus of elasticity andthe yield strength.
Compression testing. The student %.,an gain insight into the compressive propertiesof a variety of metallic and non-metallic materials with a typical school universal testingmachine (UTM). The yield strengths of the r tetallics can easily be found by using amicrometer and repeated load-unload cycling. AS ductile metals are plastically (per-manently) deformed, they assume a barrel-like shape. This beltavior can be comparedto the sudden failure of brittle cast iron or to the collapse of cells in a wood specimen.Shear teFi_i_Lgt. Although not as ccmmon as the tensile or compressive test, the sheartest is one that appeals to many students. A selection of metallic and non-metallic mate-rials can be tested and their ultimate shear strene-ths compared.Hardness testing. The accurate measurement_ J f a material's hardness is a commontest in nearly all quality control labs. For example, a Rockwell hardness check on aquenched carbon tool steel will reveal whether or not the hardening operation was effective.A Shore durometer A-2 hardness test run on a vulcanized tire will determine if the vul-canization has reached its end point.

The school UTM will permit Brinell hardness tests. An inexpensive Rockw 11-typehardness tester lts available and is quite suitable for the school lab.The Molts scale of mineral hardness still finds a few applications today, notably inthe identification of minerals.
Impact testing. A Charpy or Izocl impact test performed on materials such as mildsteel and nylon will reveal that at low temperatures these normally tough materials frac-ture in a brittle fashion, At -1.200F., an SAE )80 mild steel requires only two or threefoot-pounds of impact energy to cause fracture; it room temperature the energy requiredis about 140 foot-pounds.
As impact testing machines are cost/y and yet are simple in design, it remains forthe teacher to assist a team of enthusiastic students in the construction of one of theirown. The low temperatures can be reached and held by preparing mkures of solventsand dry ice:

acetone -120°F.
chloroform -83°F.
ethylene dichloride -33°F.carbon tetrachloride -11°F.benzyl alcohol 5°F.The practical significance of the dramatic impact test must not be o.-trlooked. Examplesof structures that have failed under impact loads at sub-zero temperatures are numerous.Bridges, Liberty ships and bulldozer parts are onl a few.Photoelastic stress analysis. The study of sLressed plastics ader polarized light isa popular one with materials students. Points of .cress concentrati:Ai :u Mexiglas modelscan be readily seen and then related to the not.%:: radius on a thread c itting tool or to thesurface finish on a minibike ar'.e b -.ling turned in the school metal shor,Dye penetrant testing. This non-destructiye test incorporates a crack seeking tluo-..oscent powder and a long-wave black ultraviolet lamp to detect the presence of surfacecracks or porosity in a part. The cleaner, dye penetrant and developer are sold in aero-sol cans air a modest price. The interest created in the student as he tests his automobilecrankshaft for cracks can motivate him to investigate other non-destructive tests, suehas magnetic particle, ultrasonic and X-ray.

Rigidity testing.. A simple Get-up on the school UTM will illustrate the relative stiff-ness of a selection of materials. Bars of identical rize are each tested in three-pointloading fashion until the bar is deflected a s. amount. The loads required to cause thedeflection are compared. It will surprise many students to 1,3arn that a mild steel. hasthe same stifftnss as a high-strength, high carbon steel in a hardened conditior.
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Crysraphy. Before entering the metals a.,d alloys field, it would be appropriate
for the students to gain some insight irno the structure of crystalline materials.Glass beads. The atomic arrangements that exist within crystalline material as itslowly cools from the gaseous to the liquid state, and then to the solid state, can be shownin a simple way on the overhead projector. Glass beads are placed in a transparent dishan-I positioned on the projector to illustrate atomic spacing, long-range order and grain-boundary disorder. The principle of alloying is illnstrated by adding beads of a differentse nr color.

Unit eel/ mod,A: The repeating unit cells in a metal's space lattice can be represented
in three dimensio'.%!, using thr- a-inch styrofoam plastic balls. The body-centered cubic,
face-centered cubic 9nd hexaezinal close-packed unit cells can be constructed by Le stu-dent, arid then the concepts of atomicpacking, slip planes and the differences between solidsolutita, types are graspcd more easily.

Microscopic study of crystals. The mroscope opens the door to a new and excitingworld for the student. By closely examinit;i, the crystallization of c op of copper sulfatesolution under th;-- microse, the student is better able to visualize the solidification ofa molten metal into a polycrystalline solid.
A microscope that s equipped with inexpensive polarizing filters enables the viewerto observe crystals in a .ipectrum of colors.
Metallography. Metallography is a branch 6:metallurgy which involves the examina-tion of metal structures, usually employing a microscope. The metals instructor in theschool is in an ideal position for introducing his students to elementary metallography.
Specimen preparation. The beginning student is wise to start with a mild steel, sinceits preparation is not difficult.
Sectiortim. A specimen is sawn and filed to reveal a reasonably smooth atid flattransverse or longitudinal surface.
Mounting. To facilitate handling during the gri7.1ing and polishing steps and duringthe micro-examination, small specimens can be mounted in a polyester casting resin.Wet grinding. The student uses a coarse grit silicon carbide paper (240) positionedon a sheet of plate glass to remove the scratches left by the sawing and filing operations.Papers of grit size 320, 400 and 600 are used to complete the grind phase.
Wet polishing. A successful polishing job will result in a mirror finish on the speci-men surface. Aluminum oxide abrasives of micron size 1.0 and 0.3 are used.Etching. A polished surface will not reveal anything until it has been etched with a2% solution :.1 concentrated nitrh acid in methanol (nital). The etchant is applied with acotton swab for about 10 seconds and then removed by washing in str..ight methanol.
Examination of faF,teners. Stove bolts, rivets, screws and nails made from mad steelwill provide interesting structures for examination. For example, the grain flow or graindiscontinuity present in a wood screw will reveal whether the screw threads were cut orrolled. The carbon content of the steel can be closely determined.
Metallurgy. Briefly stated, metallurgy is the science and technology of metals. Itis a very broad field which contains many principles and experiments that are suitablefor inclasion in the school metals course.
Alloying. The largest percentage of metals produced are not pule ri:etals but alloyscomposed of two or more metals. To introduce a student to some of the piinciples ofalloying, the lead-tin system is especially appropriate.
Each student can make up an alloy of lead and thi and then plot a cooling curve for thealloy as it slowly cools from the liquid to olid state. The inflections in the curve givethe liquidu and solidus temperatures, which are transferred to a graph of temperatureagainst. composition. If each student prepares a different alloy, a phase diagram c-in beconstructed which closely resembles the one given in Metals Handbook, Volume 1.The study of this diagram will reveal to the student the reason radio solder is ofeutecti composition; whereas, plumbers' wiping solder is of a slightly different composi-tion.
Heat treatment of high carbon steel, SAE 1080. Tl..e terms hardeaing and temperingare frequently misused by the metals student. Laboratory expariznentation involvingaustenitizing, quenching and hardness testing followed by tempering and additional hard-

nesn tests should remedy this problem.
Impact testing perfonned on hardened specimens that have bee7 tempered differenttemperamres will reveal the relationship between toughness and tL.mpering temper-tture.Fle-t treatment of aluminum alloy \ A 2C24. The solution heat tre-tment and natural

age hardening of this aircraft alloy is a process that lends itself to the school metals course.
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Retardation of natural aging can be accomplished by placing the solution-treated alloy inthe freezer section of a refrigerator. The identical alloy that is stored at room tempera-ture greatly increases in strength in as few as five days.Powder metallurgy. Powder metallurgy (P/M) is the process of producing finishedmetal parts by compressing metal powder in dies having the shape of the desired part.P/M parts are found in automotive transmissions, household appliances, copying machinesand in a host of other applications.
In the school a metals student can press iron or copper powder in a shopmade dieto a pressure of about 20 tons per square inch. The "green briquette" that is producedis very fragile at this stage.
The sintering or heating operation produces a strong and hard part that closely re-sembles a part machined from cast metals. To protect the part from oxidation, a reduc-ing atmosphere can be created by immersing the part in granular charcoal held in acrucible. Copper parts require a 1500°F. sirring temperature; whereas, iron partsrequire 1900°F. Twenty minutes at temperature is ample sintering time for small parts.Additional experiments. The American Society for Metals has published an intro-ductory book of experiments entitled, Metals TechnologY, which should be of assistanceto students planning further metals study.
Wood. Here is a material area which has excellent potential for lab experimentation.Wood structuxe. A sharp knife will enable a student to explore z.he cross sectional,tangential and radial surfaces of a wood specimen. Through a low-power hand lens (10-14x), he will be able tc recoir, ize characteristic fearures of the species. For example, thewhite oak can be distinguis) LI from the red oak by tilt- presence of a cellular growth calledtyloses in the pores of the white oak only.A true fir can be distinguished from the Douglas fir by the lack of resin ducts in thetrue fir.
Th,.. student can learn a lot about wood structure if he prepares mounted and stainedmicroscope slides. A single-edge razor blade will produce a thin chip suitable forexamination. Overnight soaking in water will make slicing easier.A phloroglucinol stain will in -ide contrast to the wood cut, because it turns lig-nified tissue red; the intense d remains for only a few days.Formulation;

phloroglucinol 1 g.
ethanol 25 ml.
conc. HC1 25 ml.

The stored starches in the ray parenchyma cells of sapwood cut from a standing treeturn blue-black when reacted upon by an iodine-potassium iodide stain.Formulation;
12 1 g.
KI 1 g.
H20 100 mi.

Moisture content. The student can use two methods to determine the moisture contentof a wood specimen; the electrical meter method, which is very rapid, and the oven-thymethod, which is much slower bin: very accurate.
Nood deterioration. Wood with more than 20% moisture content is susceptible to thegrowth of microorganisms that cause stains and moulds. Whereas stains dc not affect thestrength of wood, moulds feed on one or more of the wood constituents, thereby weakeningche wood.
A soil block test can be set up in the school which will provide some interestingresults, if limns spores are introduced into a bottle containing stciile soil to which asmall quantity of api- solution has been added, a mould will appear on the damp soil aftera few days. Decay in a series of blocks cf different species will result in a loss ofweight and size.
The resistance to deterioration offered by redwood and Western red cedar cas beverified by this test. The ::fectiveness of commercial wood preservatives can also bechecked.
Pulp preraration. Pulping of softwoods and hardwoods can be accomplished by plac-ing inatchstick-size wood pieces in a test tube containing concentrated acetic acid and30-35% hydrogen peroxide. fhe tube is placed in a boiling water bath and held there untilthe matchsticks are uniformly white. Mild shaking will cause the fibers to separate.Fibers of different species can be compared if a fcw drops of fiber suspension are placedon a micrc,scope slide and allowed to dry.
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Pver preparation. A paper hand sheet can be prepared by pouring the above pulponto a wire screen and allowing the water to escape. The screen and paper are placedin an oven at 600C. until the paper is dry.
Additional experimentation. The booklet, Classroom Demonstrations of WoodProperties, by A. N. Foulger, US Department of Agriculture, is available from the Super-intendent of Documents, LIF Printing Office, Washington, DC, 20402, for sixty cents.Plastics, It is estimated by the Society of the Plastics Industry that by the year 1983the voltn, f plastics used for all purposes will exceed the volume of metals.Structure. The structure of er al common thermoplastic and thermosetting plasticswould be worthy of including in a pL:, tics course in the school. A condensation polymeriza-tion reaction can be demonstrated by mixing the following solutions:
Solution A:

4.4 g 1,6 Hexanediamine
50 ml. water

Solution B:
2 ml. sebacyl chloride
100 ml. carbon tetrachloride

Solution A is added to solution B, resulting in a nylon membrane forming at the interfaceof the two solutions. A continuous strand of the plastic can be withdrawn from the con-tainer on a rotating stirring rod.
Caution: The chemicals are corrosive and dangerous to breathe. Use ...Rile hood.Identification. It is often desirable to make a quick identification of a plasti mate-rial. After determining whether the plastic is thermoplastic or thermosetting, an ex ..ninn-don is made as to general appearance and odor when heated in an open flame. Once atentative identification is made, the student can refer to reference listing properttes andconfirm his identification by conducting specific tests.

Moulding processes. There are a number of nmall moulding machines available thatare suitable for demonstrating injection, blow, vacuum, compression and rotationalmoulding.
Resistance to chemicals. Common household and industrial chemicals and solventscan be placed in contact wit' a sele--tion of plastics materials for purposes of comparingchemical resistances.
Resistance to ultraviolet light. Plastics materials can be exposed to a strong sourceof UV light to determine their resistance to fading and deterioration. If a mercury lampis not available, an extended outdoor exposure test would give valuable results.Paints. The public relations manager of a large paint plant will often supply a teacherwith generally-known formulations for an alkyd enamel and an acrylic emulsion paint.Fineness of grind testing. The size of the pigment particles in the lab-made pafrcan be found using a fineness of grind gauge.
Pigment hiding power testing. A film of paint is applied to a checkerboard hidingpower chart, and IAle hiding power is determined by the paint's ability to cover the blacks quares.
Flexibility testing.. Strips of tinplate on which films of paint have dried are bentaround a series of .andrels. The flexed areas are examined closely for the presence ofcracks.
Exposure testing. A long-term exposure test that simulates in-service conditionscan be performed on lab-made ana commercially-made paints on a rooftop exposure rack.The test 1Taels are approximately 3 inches wide by 12 inches long and are arrangedvertically on the rack. For greater exposure, some panels may be angled at 450Concretes. There are many interesting experimc c .1a be performed in thearea of cements and concretes that will lead the studei i. Lter understanding of theprinciples of quality concrete.
Portland cements. There are five types of Portland cement, each designed for aparticular application. For example, Type I a general purpose cement, while Type IIIis a high earn-strength cement.
A student can prepare several batches of concrete, each employing a different typeof cement. These concretes are cast in cylinder moulds, and the set specimens are curedunder water for at least one week. The compressive strengths of each concrete can bedetermined and then related to the type of cement used.
Water-cement ratios. The ratio of water to cement (W/C) greatly affects the com-pressive strength of a concrete. By performing compressive strength tests on concreteshaving different water-cement ratios, the student will learn that concrete that has a high
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W/C ratio is a weak concrete. Typical W/C ratios used ir this test are 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and0.7.
Curing media. Concrete cylinders that have identical W/C ratios can be divided intothree groups. Each group is then cured in a different medium: under water, in air at100% relative humidity, and in air at normal room humidity. The compressive strengthswill be affected by the type of curing medium.Glass.
apes. Students should become familiar with the properties and applications of thecommon glasses: soda-lime, borosilicate, lead-alkali and high silica.Thermal tempering. Soda-lime plate glass can be given a heat treatment known astempering, which increases the strength of the glass by about four times.The glass specimen is heated to the softening point and then quenched in a cool airblast to produce a compressive stress in the skin of the glass. The strength increasecan be demonstrated using the bending or three-point loading test.Chemical resistance. Glass 13 known for its chemical inermeSs. However, hydra-fluoric acid will attack the silicates in glass. If a soda-lime c.r borosilicate (Pyrex)glass test tube is half-filled with HF, the acid will dissolve the walls of the tube afterseveral days.

Conclusion. Space and time limitations have permitted only a representaelve sam-pling of experiments to be included in this paper. If you Or one of your colleagues shouldwish further information in the materials area, do write for assistance. The address is3750 Willingdon Avenue, Burnaby 2, B.C., Canada.
Mr. Lee is a member of the faculty at the University of Biitish Columbia, Point Grey, Vancouver, BritishColumbia, Canada.

The future of the materials engineer
David W. Guerdat

Introduction. Man's interest in manufacturing materials is aot new. ele has useddiem in one form or another for as long as he has existed.The evolutionary changes, from the Stone Age to the Bronze Age to the Iron Age andinto the industrial revoludons, added many complexities to man's working environmcet.It has beea said, however, that none of these revolutionary changes have compared withthe most recent technological revolution, "The Materials Age". This is the age in whieamn tailor-makes materials for his mechanisms in terms of their particular workingenvironment.
What is a materials engineer? The answer comes hard because the acceptance ofmaterials science and engineering as industrial tools worthy of separate attention isrelatively new. Truthfully, the discipline which encompasses materials science and en-gineering and technology is in a state of transition. And transition implies that materialsengineering functions, responsibilities and opportunities may not be clear in many com-panies, that the goals of existing or potential materials engineers may not be as wellestablished as, let'a say, those of mechanical engineers or designers. Probably, thefuncdon of the materials engineer, in a company where materials and manufacturingcosts amount to a large portion of sales dollars, can be listed in this manner:(1) Evaluation and selection of materials
(2) Initiation of rnateriale and processing changes(3) Development and modification of materials
(4) Solution or Manufacturing problems involving materials and processing(5) Prepaeation of materials and processing specifications(6) Correction, organization and communication of materials data(7) Liaison with vendors.
The materials engineering manpower gap. Scarcity characterizes engireering man-power in all disciplines as industry enters the 1970's. The gap between the number ofengineers in all disciplines as well as materials engineers required by e dustry and theengineers available is both significant and ominous.We are all aware that more and more young men and women are entering collegeeach year, and this number increases not only with the population increase but also
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expands as a higher proportion of the age group seek higher education each year. But overthe past decade, as we became more and more dependent on science and technology in oursociety, a smaller and smaller proportion of these men and women elected to becomcscientists and engineers. For example, between the period of 1950 to 1968, engineeringbaccalaureates fell from 13% of the total of all bachelor's degrees granted to 5.5%. Evenin :ctual nunibers, our yearly supply of bachelor's degrees for young engineers is notrising. In 1050 (the peak production year), almost 53;1(10 engineers were graduated fremUnited States colleges and universities. In 1969, fewer than 40,000 were graduated. As amatter of fact, we have produced fewer than 40,000 engineers each year since 1952, whilethe total number of bachelor's degrees more than doubled, rising from 332,000 in 1952to 749,000 in 1969.
The shortage of trained engineers at the municipal le-el already has been termed"catastrophe" by some city officials. Positions for engineers in many companies re-main vacant. More than 900 employers surveyed by Engineers Joint Council in 1969reported that they fell 25% short of their planned recruiting goals for new engineeringgraduates.
Rather than improving, that manpower shortage in engineering will condnue toworsen. Despite the need for new engineers, estimated at 69,000 annually for the nextdecade, engineering schools currently are only graduating half that number. While thesevacancies are filled by competent individuals, substantial mining expenditures are re-quired to make up for the lack of engineering education. While individual companies feelthe direct results of engineering manpower gap, the situation becomes even more criticalwhen viewed at the level of international technological competition. More than 200,000engineers and scientists graduated in Japan in 1966. Russian technical schools graduatean estimated 138,000 enginc2-c annually. The impact of this emphaais on engineeringeducation abroad may already be seen in the increasing competition for both domestic andFree World technical markets.

Looking toward the future, it would appear that we have two choices - to continue toimprove our Technology by increasing the proportion of our young people trained in thesefields, or to try to move away from our technologically-oriented society, to which we havebecome accustomed. This latter solution seems not only improbable, but unreasonable.We will not de-pollute our environment by keeping from use the advantages of our presenttechnical capability. We must instead turn our faces forw.e.-d, seeking new advance3 intechnology to improve the problems of the early advances, while at the same time movingforward with new discoveries which will in turn create new problems that will have tobe solved.
Those of us who would like to invite our wonderfully idealistic, marvelously talentedyoung people into the challenging world of materials science and engineering face someobstacles. Perhaps the most immediate one is to convince young people still in high schoolthat science and engineering do not produce war although some of the discoveries andinventions of science and engineering have been used to wage war. They do not in them-selves produce pollution - although pollution has resulted when technology was put to workwithout the necessary (and expensive) safeguards. ['crimps an almost equal obstacle toconvincing today's young men and women, and particularly their parents, that mater!alsscience and engineering are wonderful fields is created by today's uneasy stories aboutengineers having ;_rouble finding jobs. It should be our job to point out that this unhappytemporary situaton should not be viewed as a long-range phenomenon. It is instead theinevitable result of government gearshifting as we move away from one set of prioritiesand yet have not moved into another - m today's case, away from a war in Asia and towardpeace with our environment. The shifting process in itself is always painful to thosecaught in the transition because they are pursuing activities we are learning from. Butit is important that we do not Iet our vision of the long road ahead be blocked by this tem-porary obstacle.
It is important in our looking ahead to note that in 1990 we will have almost exactlythe same number of young men and women reaching the college graduation age of 22 thatwe have today. These potential college graduates of 1990 already have been born, and weknow their number, but our total population in 1990 will have grown more than 1/3 largerthan it is today.
It is vital then that we encourage and help today's high school student who is interestedand capable of being a part of the exciting world of materials science and engineering, forwithout their mature leaclership in 1990, we have no hope of meeting the technological needsof the new century.
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Mr. Guerdat is coordinator for career development, American Society for Metak, Metals Park, 0110

Materials concepts in industrial arts
Louie Melo

Industrial arts philosophy. For many years problem-solving ha: been identified asan important part of a dynamic industrial arts program. A 1968 AIAA brochure de-scribed industrial arts as tha!, phase of the educational structure that helpe paidents,through the use of applied science and technology, mere realistically to understand thetheoretical as well as the practical operations of tnodern industry. These blocks of studyare said to be the fundamentals of our techno'ogical spciety.If we scrutinized the pro's and con's related to industrial arts philosophy, we wouldlearn that most professional and business people concur that this discipline can contributein providing important fundamental technological concepts as a part of our educationalofferings.
Industrial arts realities. While industrial arts philosophy presents a favorable edu-cational potential, we must also admit thata realistic review of industrial arts in practicestill portrays numerous programs as being dedicated almostexclusively tc skill develop-ment. As a result, such observed methodology is often branded as "manual training"rath n- than as "technological education".In spite of such observed shortcomings, the truly dedicated educator has been workingtoward upgrading his offerings and still believes that industrial arts can and must striveto meet its philosophical objectives and thus portray itself as an effective, integral partof the modern educational system. To accomplish its established goals, educators at alllevels must structure their course content to permit teachers and etudents to probe beyondthe "what to do" and "how to dolt" levels of operation. Probing and discussing the rele-vant "technological and/or scientific why" seems to be an educationally lucrative armof a well-structured industrial arts program.

Such a broadly developed course of study, that encompasses and integrates the rele-vant "why" story when discussing the observed chemical, physical and/or mechanicalchanges or reactions of the materials he uses, would provide added direction as well as apoint of departure for the future engineer, technologist, cechnician and other technologic-ally-oriented students.
Innovative programs. Durine more recent years, some rather comprehensive inno-vative programs have been introduced in various parts of the nation. Their success to-ward modifying, restructuring 'Ind widely promoting meaningful laboratory innovationsIs still rather small. Nevertheless, thc fact that concerned edur tiers are questioningtheir respective offerings does point toward bringing the total ec Acational offerings intotune with educational needs. For example, it was very gratifying to review one such pro-posed program, Sy the Public Schools of the Disi-rict of Columbia, developed cooperativelyby the directors of their Science and Industrial Arts Departments. These educators arestriving to develop a composite program that will permit the probing and discussing ofrelevant technological and scientific phenomena. Programs of this nature wil truly pro-mote probl?.m-solving experinces related to many aspects of design, material selectionand review, processes and products of industry, it would likewise incorporate meaningfulapplications of the principles of applied science, mathematics, technological communica-tion and other related subject matter.

Industrial environment - A counterpart. A review of the working structure of modernindustrial organizations would reveal 'that a number of departments cooperate and co-ordinate their individual efforts toward the basic objectives identified by the establishment.These often include the design, development and manufacture of products that must per-form satisfactorily in a given environment.
A dynamic organization will include departments that are interwoven and Interlaced,often involving pure research, applied research and various levels of engineerinK and/ortechnological operations. All of these become the backbone of the iadustrial organizationand cooperatively play a very important role by employing phases of applied science andtechnology to solve their selected problems.
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Materials - A significant phase
The importance, breadth, role and ccinplexity of modern materials has been identifiedas our most recent major technological revolution. It has also been said that the "Mate-rials Age" is the age in which man may be called upon to tailor-make materials to workwithin a particular environment.
To understand and work effectively in a modern industrial environment, it is ex-tremely important that the practitioner (in education or industry) develop significant in-sight into the science of modern materials. The era of being concerned only with observ-able forming, shaping, blending and/or joining problems has given way to the inclusion ofa more comprehensive study of the materials in terms of their microscopic and macro-scopic structure and working characteristics in addition to their expected performance.Even though our industrial complexes are still strongly dependent upon various metalswith alloyed blends in excess of 25,000, other materials, such as polymers (resins and/orplastics), adhesives (bonding agents of ail kinds:, ceramics, coatings, fuels, lubricants,wood products, etc., have over the year experienced equally phenomenal growth. In eachof these industrial materials fields, their introduction progressed from the use of naturalsubstances to the development of many modified and/or synthetic materials to meet theever-increasing demands of our modern world. Thus, the modern technologist can nowreach into his materials pool for special substances that will render predetermined serv-ices as never before in history.

Materials selection. An und;irstanding of the materials being considered and ulti-mately selected is a very significi. it part of a modern industrial organization. Depart-ments charged with this responsibility devote considerable time toward the selection ofappropriate materials to assure satisfactory product performance when exposed to itsvarying working erivIronments. Several articles on "How Materials are Selected", byH. Clauser, R. Fabian andJ. Mock, in Materials in Design Engineering, July, 1965, presenta very excellent and meaningful pattern from "concept formulation to manufacturing".These presentations should be of interest to industrial edecators and should be reviewedin detail. A few fragments from the Materials in Design Engineering articles will providesome reinforcing insight:
Like most engineering efforts, material selection is a probIem-solving process.Much has been written on problem solving, and the major steps involved havebeen expressed and defined in many different ways. However, there Is a generalagreement that the major steps are:

(1) Analysis of the problem
(2) Formulation of alternate solution(3) Evaluation of the alternate
(4) Decision

When these are applied to the material selection process, the steps become:(1) Analysis of the material requirements(2) Selection of candidate materials(3) Evaluation of candidates
(4) Selection of the candidate material that best meets the requirements.

This writer suggests that since a review and understanding of selected pure and modi-fied substances are an important phase of modern industry, they should, in like manner,become an equally important and integrated part of the industrial arts curriculum offer-ings.
Moving from project design to project manufachiring, employing readily-availablematerial at hand, is, at best, poor practice. Such laboratory patterns leave little or notime for the necessary and important series of meanin4u1 educational sessions designedto bring into focus .the relevant variables that materials display when subjected to theirvarious operational environments.
Tomorrow's environment. Time and space will not permit us to explore all theavenues that tomorrow's industrial praetitioner arld educator may have to understand andhelp solve. A number of articles are currently being published that speculate with theirreaders on the possible technological changes during the '70's and on to the year 2000..A few observations that may be of interest to tl:e educational planner are presented below:(1) A much closer marriage between science and technology is expected to create ateam effort that can make almost anything possible.(2) By the year 2000, industrial activities and involvements are expected to increasethreefotd.
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(3) Our waste arid pollution problems will generate some very strong industrial andeducational driving forces to lard solutions. Modern materials of all kinds will bea part of this problem. A few examples, as food for thought, are presented:Part of our yearly waste problem is said to include46 billion food and beverage cans48 billion glass and plastic bottles100 million automobile tires6 million automobiles
Millions of tons of paper products--and the list goes on and on-In addition, nearly 15% of the fossil fuels (liquids and solids) that are used for allpurposes are discharged into the environment in their raw, semi-burned or semi-chemically-altered state.(4) The drive toward reducing air pollution will also generate a drive toward thedevelopment of many new organic and inorganic non-hydro-carbon-solvent-carryingcoatings, to be deposited at their respective vaper temperatures to help solve newproinctive and decorative problems.(5) Steel making will have improved to a Feint that 500,000 psi strengths will becomea reality. We are already reading about super plastic metals that can actu?Ily beblow-molded into new shapes.(6) Metals displaying nearly 100% memory shape-recovery witii strain stresses ofover 50,000 psi are a reality.

(7; The powdered metal industry, introducing innovative power and sintering methods,is expected to open many new additional metal fabricatina avenues.(8) The polymer industry is already expanding its material horizon by introducingpolymer alloying and more extensive use of filler and/or reinforcement additives.(9) Modern adhesive materials are now receiving considerable attention as they arehelping to solve many industrial fastening problems, another growing concern fortomorrow's educator.
(10) Nuclear power, as one of man's power sources, now at about 1%, is expected toexceed 20% by 1980. If we consider future power growth, generation of nuclear energyby the year 2000 will be expected to represent an energy output greater than all the1955 power sources combined. Again, what role must the technologist and educatorassume as this new giant grows in our midst?-- and the list can go on and on --Tomorrow's industrial education student. Thus far we have tried to review a fewfragmeute of what the student of tomorrow must cope with. If tomorrow's industrial artsclassroem is to reflect the technological problems of the day, its teachers must under-stand and accept that no single department er offering of the educational environment canstand akme, just as no single part of an industrial establishment can survive or progresswithout the help and cooperation ot other segments of the organization. Therefore, co-operative team effort, integration, collective action, coordination, or call it what you will,must become a functional part of the modern educational establishment.Thus, all of us who are members of the technological team, regardless of our par-ticular role (students, teachers at all levels, or industrial practitioners), must accept abasic premise: that the numerous materials we work with, and the many operations we,or our people, discuss, teach or perform, will include some communicadon, scientific,mathematical and technological blocks of data that are an integral part of the total indus-trial environment.

This is why this writer strongly suggests that educators teaching communication,mathematics, science and rechnologv should strive to develop stronger interwoven orinter-twined teams toward helping_youngp_e_mpletter understand their technolog_calworld.
A final thought. This writer did present the problems of the future and some of thenumerous implications to a group of graduate teachers. Several key points of theirdeliberations are presented.
The world of tomorrow needs the flexible man, the intelligently mobile mant the manwho can land on his feet when his fob becomes technologically obsolete. To educate forflexibility, we must disdnguish betm een training and education,To train is to emphasize fixed responses: to stress immediate goals which often havea low ceiling of possible growth. This is possibly the only way to help the person who haslimit& reasoning capabilities; however, even here, his material should not be presented
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as a closed loop circuit. The doors toward even limited reasoning shouk. always be kept:

open.
To educate, however, is to foster limitless growth and life-long learning. This is the

most fertile ground for tomorrow's educator. Thus, if the educator is concerned with the

broader spectrum of education, it appears to this writer that the student should be en-

couraged to look for ano talk about the "why" behind every "what" and "how" when in-

volved in classroom or laboratory activity. In many ways, he must strive to develop a

more meaningful bridge between the broad dynamics of industrial problems and the indus-

trial arts classroom.
Dr. Melo is a member of the faculty at San Jose (California) State College.

Metallurgy in junior high school industrial arts
Lorin V. Waitkus

No other industrial material has made such a tremendous contribution to the advance-

ment of technology as metal. Approximately two-thirds of theknown chemical elements

are metals. Metals have been so important that certain imriods in history have been

given names, such as the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. The metals possess numerous

physical, mechanical and chemical properties. It is difficult to generalize about metals,

since many exceptions can be cited. For example, most metals have the ability to con-

duct heat, but manganese is a very poor conductor; most metals can be formed without

breaking, but bismuth will shatter if struck by a hammer.
Metals are versatile materials. Here are some of the ranges of properties:
(1) Melting point Iron -37°F for mercury to 6170°F for tungsten.
(2) Densities from 0.06 lb/cu.in. for magnesium to 0.77 lb/cu.in. for platinum.

(3) Coefficients of expansion from 2.55 for lead to 22 for zinc.
(4) Thermal conductivity from 0.020 for bismuth to 0.949 for copper.
(5) Moduli of elasticity in tension from 2 for lead to 67 for rhenium.
(6) Cost from a few cents a pound for iron to $35.00 an ounce for gold. (And even

higher for rare metals.)
(7) Ductilities from the very low values for carbon steels at cryogenic temperatures

to very high elongations for aluminum and stainless steel under the same conditions.

Metals can be shaped by almost any known method: cast, forged, rolled, drawn, ex-

truded, coined, machined, etc. They can be plated, coated, polished or etched. They can

be welded, brazed, diffusion-bonded, adhesively-bonded or mechanically-fastened.(3:4-5)
Metal working is the largest industry in the country, accounting for nearly half of all

manufacturing activities. In value added by manufacture, metalworking is four times

larger than the food industry and twelve times larger than the apparel industry. Metal-

working sales in 1954 amounted to $115 billion; in 1963 the figure was $182 billion. By

1980 metalworking sales will exceed $300 billion.
The advancements in manufacturing depend upon the special properties of metals and

on the ease with which metals can be brought into final shape. Bringing the metals or

materials into final shape in response to man's wants for goods f.s part of the dominion

of industrial arts education.
We in industrial arts education generally recognize the importance of metallurgy, but

finding consistent support for the learning effort is often a problem. Every branch of

man's work or technology is greatly expanding. The advancements no one will deny; the

difficulty lies in asses3ing the changes, because they are so rapid.
There are many developments in industry that effect change in industrial arts edu-

cation. Two important influences on industrial arts education as a result of the rapidly-

changing industrial technology are:
(1) Manufacturing complexity keeps advancing the state-of-the-art or the technology.

(2) Because of the complexity of development, magnitude of specialization ;s important.

These two effects of modern technology are pointed out in order that what may be done in

industrial arta education will be valid in relation to modern technological developments.

Let us consider these two influences briefly.
First, manufacturing complexity keeps advancing the state-of-the-art or the tech-
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nology. Allen G. Gray, editor of Metal Progress, comments that "many of the significantgains ahead may depend more on the proper use of materials than on manufacturingmethods."(5:53) Today's complex machines, systems and automated lines demonstratethat man can shape his destiny with technology and need not leave it to chance.Technology forecasts of the 1970's reveal methods that conserve metal and labor.There will be much activity in chipless machining, especially in the rolling of gears.This will result from the inflationary trend in wages. Metal shortages wiP also add tothe attractiveness ofchipless machining. Much nickel is wasted in machining at the presenttime. If cobalt, chromium, vanadium, molybdenum or tungsten becomes scarce, chiplessmachining will become even more attractive.
Powder metallurgy will gain because of efforts decreasing chip-making. The desirelur part, to pussess better properties will be realized, because of more and better com-pressible powders and higher compressing pressures.Advances in friction welding promise to save weight by eliminating overlapping edgesand the need for mechanical fasteners. Expect more automation of operations and proc-esses for heat treating. Shops will insist on smaller furnaces that can be easily inte-grated into processing and grinding lines.
Eliminating the human element is the ti end in testing and inspection. Nondestructivetesting, combined with automation, will bring about 100%1 aspection. Nondestructive test-ing will be important to the nuclear industry, because quality must be assured before theproduct goes into service.
Wayne E. Grimm, director of the Chrysler Institute of Eng'neering, relates th at "tech-nical knowledge doubles every ten years. Half of what the scientist or engineer of 1975will need to know isn't even yet available. Half of what he knows now will be inapplica-ble in ten years." (7:2-3) Metallurgy, the case in point, has barely scratched the surfaceof possibilities. "Over 70 of the 98 natural elements are metals, yet less than one-halfof the 70 metals are in commercial use today."(4:3)
Second, because of the complexity of developments, magnitude of specialization isimportant. This does not simply mean choosing something special to do. It does meanchoosing a specialty as a center for integrating ideas and activities. Known processingtechniques can increase efficiency and productivity. Many times, important techniquesneeded are unknown to those responsible for coordinating processing applications.Roger W. Bolz, president of Automation for Industry, Inc., states that "freedom fromthe restrictions of the usually limited number of known methods can effect amazing ad-vances in quality, efficiency and profitability. All too many known techniques are all butunknown outside a small circle of familiar operations."(2:57)A new giant of industry is the knowledge worker. This person applies himself tosolving a problem, rather than to getting to the top in an organization. The knowledgeworker scrambles traditional organization charts. He is an individual of cross-disciplineswho can make sense out of the chaos by properly assessing changes that are occurringrapidly. This kind of specialist prov:des the thrust to planning. He is the master of thenew technology. US Labor Department projections reveal that metalworking will drawmore and more on knowledge workers. While occupational groups also will increase,projected manpower increases reveal that the professional and technical workers willincrease the most. Not only will manpower changes shift, but also the college degreeawards in science will take on a new rank. (1:99-103)

Along with the change in the nature of the individual's function, there will be a changein the structure of the industrial organization. The individual will be in close contact withother specialists. He will need to understand and help solve problems now almost out ofhis area of specialization.
The social structure of organizations of the future will have some uniquecharacteristics. The key word will be 'temporary'; there will be adaptive,rapidly changing temporary systems. These will be 'task forces' organizedaround problems-to-be-solved. The problems will be solved by groups of relativestrangers who represent a set of diverse professional skills. The group will bearranged on organic rather than mechanical models; they will evolve in responseto a problem rather than to programmed role expectations.Adaptive, problem-solving, temporary systems of diverse specialists,linked together by coordinating and task-evaluating specialists in an organicflux....(8:6)

this will replace the industrial organization as we know it.
Specialization thus becomes a center of integration of various industrial processes.
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Performance of wider functions requires a new range of skills for closer interactionwith other functions. This means combining a particular specialization and a generalunderstanding of the whole industrial system.
Planning and organizing a curriculum in terms of these two important factors sug-gest a system of human technological relationships. Many industrial arts courses are

syszems which mold an individual who is continually in confrontation with a rapidly chang-
ing society. (See Figure 1.) The curriculum specialist selects a set of knowledge.s.: and
skills, which then are transmitted to the student. When education follows this system, the
student soon fin& that his learning does not match the needs of society. (9:362) Thereis a gar .?t1 what the system produces and what society needs.

AN APPROACH TO INDU S TRIAL ARTS
E DUCAT ION
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on Curriculum
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by Student

Nrb
Knowledge Transmitted

to Student

1---- II s ts Decide
on Curriculum

Proposed Plan for Education Traditional Education
FIGURE I

By altering the basis of curriculum planning, a better system of education cen be
achieved. The goals of society indicate the skills titat so-iety needs. This suggests knowl-
edge needed by the individual; then curriculum specialists can decide cn a system of edu-
cation. With education based on the goals of society, the student will be p.-epared to live
comfortably in a rapidly-changing technological world. There must be a close connection
between industrial arts education and individual development. The intent is not to procluce
more participants in industry, but to produce more creative, productive participants inindustrial technology. For example, an industrial arts program should go beyond the
teaching of isolated techniques when these techniques really form interrelated entitiesor holistic systems.

Industrial arts is essentially considered to include those management, personnel
and production techniques used to construct and manufacture goods. (10:155) Metallurgy
is of major importance in the processing of many material goods. Knowledge of the tech-
niques of metallurgy often permeates management, personnel and production practicesin the manufacture of these products.

Metallurgy in a junior high school industrial arts course does not preclude the study
of management, personnel or production practices. For example, stu.:ents at RooseveltJunior High used metallurgical testing equipment to study metals and their properties in
various manufacturing processes.

Manufacturing substantially changes the form of material to satisfy man's wants for
goods. As man increases his knowledge of techniques and tools, more elaborate materials
are required to meet his wants and his needs.

Metallurgy embraces the production of materials and the use of materials. In plan-
ning an industrial arts course, we should draw heavily on the knowledge of using the mate-
rials. (See Figure 2.) In the category of using the materials, knowledge can be organized
around two concepts: nrocesses and products. Processirg consists of forming, separating
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and combining. Products possess properties of three kinds: chemical, physical andmechanical.
An industrial arts course is concerned with materials, processes that change theform of materials, and the products that result.Using these three factors--material, processes and productsa matrix or model hasbeen devised to show the interrelationehip uf metallurgical techniques to industrial arts.Incidentally, this interrelationship of ideas makes industrial arts more exciting and pre-sents many opportunities and challenges for students of different temperament.The model reveals the sub-elements of materials, processes and properties. Theknowledge of metallurgy is used in understanding (1) the materials, particularly themetals, (2) the processes of forming, separating and combining as aecemplished in manu-facturing, and (3) the properties classified as mechanical, physical and chemical.Each axis of the model can be studied as a source of discrete information. However,a more suitable approach can be taken at this level. The interrelationship of meta3s andtheir properties to manufacturing processes discloses a knowledge of how to produceIndustriel goods efficiently. This model can become the means of integrating variousindustrial processes, and it provides a structure for "efficient" production practices.In using the model, a metal can be selected because it possesses certain properties thatwill affect the performances of the product. For example, mechanical properties such asrequired strength, hardness, tJughness and plasticity can be built into products manufac-tured from aluminum, steel, cast iron, or whatever, by using appropriate processes. Thecomplexity of the problem is evident with the interrelationship of the sub-elements of thethree axes.

Educational experiences can be related and assessed within the framework of thesystem of technology. Dr. Duke made the statement at the ASM Materials EngineeringCongress and Exposition in Philadelphia in 1969: "Not only must the material providethe required properties, and not only must the material and process produce the requiredshape, but the material and process must be compatible. One must not overlook the factti-r.t the shaping process also contributes to final properties." (5:80) One approach tometals is looking at the whole problem, rather than examining discrete parts.The proposed model offers a holistic approach to specialization in industrial knowl-edge, without narrowing the field of vision at this level.This model was developed by the presenter last year to build a curriculum revealingthe interrelationship of metals and their properties to manufacturing processes. Thecurriculum innovation was used in two ninth-grade ;adustrial arts classes. The modelprovided an integrated structure for studying efficient production practices.While studying the whole system of relevant efficient production practices, the ninth-
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grade industrial arts students learned a number of special skills. They prepared metallo-
grapl: Lc samples in four steps: Mounting the specimen, grinding the specimen, polishing
the specimen and etching the specimen.

hen they observed the spccimen with a metailurOcal microsco!..e. Sketches ormicrographs were made ot metals observed by microscope. Sometimes photomicro-
graphs of various metals specimens were token with a Polaroid attachment. Mechanical
properties were investigated on testing equipment by performing tensile-strength tests,hardness tests and toughness tests.

Students presented their findings and demonstrated industrial applications of metal-
lurgical techniques. Topics included: Altering crystalline structures by regulating heat,
reealescence in stell, heat treatment of metals and effect of cold working on metals.

Students worked individually or collectively, each prepared written and oral reports,and performed various industrial processes suited to ieir interest level anti ability.
The study units are centered on providing material goods using techniques of metal-lurgy. The units provide an understrmding of metals, properties and processes and of

how these interrelationships aid man in solving production problems.
In selecting a problem, students (1) determine goals, (2) research the problem and(3) design a solution.
Greater student partcipation and rnetivation occur when students help determine

learning experiences and select goals within the framework )r system of industr:Lal arts
education. Meaning exists in the person and not in the word or thing.

After the goal has been determined, the next step is researching. Students seek in-formation from industries, groups, individuals, libraries, and from any other sourcewhich may provide pertinent data. Many technical reports, research reports, NASAbulletins and trade journals provide information in metallurgy. Industries and testing
laboratories can provide information, consultants and sample materials for industrialarts classes-

Designing involves selection of processes and materials to meet r.pecific properties.
For example, in one problem, powdered copper was selected as the metal to be compacted
into bushings, sincv z-opper possessed the properties that the product required. Properties
of material are imi.....z.cant design considerations.

Prototypes of tools, dies, presses or machines can be assembled and tested. Studentsevaluate the problems of industrial production, using the model elen-lents: material,processes and properties.
Metallurgy always will be an essential part of industrial arts education. As new

processing techniques become less and less like traditional techniques, and the propertiesof advanced alloys and traditional alloys diverge, metals will still be the foundation ofmodern industry.
Knowledge of metallurgy can increase the efficiency of management and processing

practices. Knowledge of metallurgy provides the skill needed to select the right materialfor the product.
To utilize the propertie; _modern metals, such as beryliurn, zirconium and titanium,to mention hat a few, requir_s individuals with intimate knowledge of the characteristics

of these metals and of newer processing techniques.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
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The metal ct.sting industry today
Harold W. Ruf

The earliest known castings were made around 4500-4000 BC in the area now knownas Iran and Iraq. The first observed casting probably resulted from molten metal solidi-fying in crevices or depressions in the adjoiningground near fires fanned by strong winds.This later led to the making of crude clay and stone molds.Because of its low melting point, widespread occurrence and availability in themetallic state, copper was the first metal cast. By 3000 BC the process had developedto a considerable degree.
Until the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the practice remained a craft orart, generally limited to the production of single items ranging in size from pieces ofjewelry to boat anchors. Large quantities of single shape were only produced in theform of bullets, cannon balls and similar projectiles used in warfare.The Industrial Revolution created a need for larger quantities of castings for theproduction of industrial and agricultural machinery. But the ancient technology was notchanged greatly and, with a few exceptions, casting shops or "foundries" were stillsmall, privately-owned and -.managed organizations, employing a small group of crafts-men.
This situation began to change with the introduction of the internal combustion engine,electric .motor and the other inventions that led to creation of a mass consumer market.And the situation is continuing to change today. But unfortunately, all too often the foundryindustry is still thought of by many people as a number of small shops operating in dingy,poorly-lighted ',uildings on some side street. A tour of any one of a number of modernfounc)..cies, and consideration of sor-ke pertinem figures that I will present today, shouldconvince anyone that this is no longe.:' an accurate description.The industry is distributed throughout ate United States and consists of a variety ofplant sizes from the very small to the very large. A small company often gives an in-dividual the opportunity of ownership, :if that is his desire. A large company can give theopportunity for epecialization within a narrow range, if that is desired.Foundries are classified many ways: For example, by the type of metal poured, suchas gray iron, steel, copper-base alleys, magnesium, aluminum ductile iron and, I sup-pose, even gold and silver. Foundries are also typed as to "jobbing" or "captive".Another classification is by the types of mold used, such as permanent molds, con-ventional green sand molds, shell molds, plaster molds, ceramic molds, cement moldsand others.

The steel railroad car wheel foundry, producing castings in graphite molds, differsgreatly from a high alloy foundry using the "lost wax" process. Similarly, the foundi.,producing castings in green sand molds has operations far different from those of thepipe foundry producing castings by the centrifugal process.The various types of foimdries have one thing in common however, namely, that theyform molten metal into a predetermined shape which on solidification becomes a usefulproduct.
Every two years Found magazine compiles data furnished by the Bureau of Censusand others, and publishes it in a booklet called "Metai Castings - A Mighty Market on theMove". I would now like to present some of this data.The data tabulated in Table I shows that, currently, mei.al casting is the sixth largestindustry in the country when based on "value added by manufacturing". "Value added"is the increase in value b..:tween the time the raw material is received at the plant and thetime the product is shipped from the plant. For an industry to rank sixth in the nation
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Rank

TAI3LE I

RANK AMONG Top MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Industry
1 Motor vehicles and equipment
2 Aircraft and parts
3 Blast furnaces and steel -rails
4 Basic chemicals

Comnwnication equipment
6 FOUNDRIES (Including captive plants)
7 Metalworking machinery & equipment
8 Beverage industries
9 Petroleum refining

10 Electronic components
Source: US department of Commerce

1967 Census of Manufacturers

1967 Value Added
By Manufacturer
$ 14,266,000,000

11,602,000,000
10,424,000,000
7,685,000,000
6,913,000,000
6,188,000,009
5,154,000,000
4,848,000,000
4,585,000,000
4,517,000,000

certainly does not imply small shops on side streets. Quite the contrary. To attain thisposition, the operations must be substantial. In 1967 a total of 5,395 foundries wereoperating in the US and Canada. These companies employed 477,729 people end had atotal annual capacity of 31,503,448 tons of castings.

1ABLE II

1966 CP'

tray and
Malleable
Steel .
Nonferrous

TION
Dollar Valve

$4.432.000.000
788.000.000

1,525.000.00n
J16.000 3.187.000.000

Total Production 20.840.000 $9.933.000.000

booms, 'U. S. /wow ot tlw Conon.
"Isfiroinld by FOUKAY bawd on U. S. Warm/mi. ol Can-non* OM*.

The data in Table Il classifies 1966 casting production according to type of metal.You will note that gray andductile iron production led in tonnage, with a total of 15,716,000tons. This was followed !)y steel castings with 2,156,000 tons. Nonferrous production,
including aluminum, magnesium and copper-base metals, accounted f-Ir 1,836,000 tonsand malleable iron 1,132,000 tons.

Due to the lower density of the nonferrous metals, variations in price of different rawmaterials, type of end product and many other factors, it is not accurate to compare pro-duction on the basis of weight alone. Dollar value must also be considered. The figuresbased on this unit of measure show a closer grouping of the different segments of theindustry than did the figures based on tonnage. The estimated combined sales value ofthe products of this industry in the US during 1969 was in the neighborhood of twelvebillion dollars again, no small figure.
The report shows further that castings are produced in 49 out of the 50 states. Theconcentrati f plants naturally is in the states that have the greatest- amount of manu-facturing.
In Table Ill we see a classification of foundries according to size, as measured bynumber of employees. Foundries producing gray and ducdle iron lead in total numberand in number employing more than 100 people, just as they lead in tonnage. On a per-centage basis, both malleable and steel foundries tend to have a larger average employ-ment than do the gray iron shops.
Now let us look at the recent historical trend of the size and elaployment figures.lable IV presents a review of the number of plants of each size, operating during the odd-numbered years since 1961. You will note that there has been a gradual decrease in thetotal number of foundries in operation, going from 5,879 in 1961 to 5,395 in 1967. The
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TABLE III

NUMBER OF FOUNDRIES BY SIZE AND PRINCIPAL METAL CASTUnoted Stets end Conefe.-1967

IIT PRINCIPAL METAL CASTFOUNORtEl
F

TOTALIMP.OYING Gray & (lucid. Mulles:A.1e Sleet Nonferrous FOUNDRIES
Over 1.000 29 5 9 6 49500999 42 15 33 19 109250-499 93 20 56 54 223100-249 290 31 106 166 59350.99 411 8 59 310 78820-49 428 1 70 656 1,155Under 20 431 60 1,987 2,478

TOTAL 1,724 80 393 3,198 5,?95

main numerical decrease occurred in the numberof plants that employed fewer than 50 people. Infact, the number of plants employing more than50 people increased during that time.In part, the decrease in number of smallershops may be due to the fact that some of the moreprogressive, well-operated, small foundries ex-panded during this time and thua moved, into thehigher bracket. More often, the small shops werenot able to remain competitive because of theirinability to produce sufficient capital for themodernization necessary for them to produce thehigher quality, larger quantiti-s and lower costsrequired in today's competitiv market. There isa feeling among knowledgeable people that this trendtoward fewer small foundries will continue in thefuture. One point here stands out: The castingsIndustry in 1970 produces more and better castingswith fewer plants than in 1960.
Next let's look at the types of end product inwhich metal castings are found. The next threetables (llible 5, 6 and 7) Iist the major users ofca tings according to tonnage and application.These figures show that certain industries are byfar the largest users motor vehicles of differenttypes using the largest weight of iron castings andthe railroad industry making use of the largestweight of steel castings. But castings find success-ful application in a wide range of industries. Anda small percentage does not necessarily mean a major application. With that estimatedtotal sixteen million tolls of gray and ductile iron castings produced last year, even 1%of the market amounted to one-hundred-sixty thousand tons of product.So we're big and we're growing and the magnitude of an individual plant's operationis typically increasing. All this is happening because there is a growing need for ourproduct, coupled with a continuing demand for a consistent, reliable product at a pricecompetitive with other methods of producing the same part.As educators, I know you are not interested in only the economic stability and profitpotential of the casting industry. I'm sure you're concerned to an even greater degreewith its "potential for people".

The casting industry is like any other manufacturing industry whether it be a milkplant, steel mill, furniture factory, paper mill or brick yard in that it must have em-ployees using the plant facilities to convert raw materlal into a product that is in demandby its customers.

TABLE IV

ANALYSIS OF THE FOUNDRY INDUSTRY
(Number of Wants. U.S. and Canada)

1967
by Employment

1965 1963 1961

Over 1,000 49 37 28 28
SOO to 999 109 82 81 86250 to 499 223 191 .95 212100 to 249 593 547 533 540
50 to 99 788 707 728 741
20 to 49 1.155 1.195 1.211 1.216
Under 20 2,478 2.729 2.898 3.056

By Maier Metal Cash

Gray and ductile
iron 1.724 1,771 1.896 2,040

Wiliest:de iron so 83 90 92
Steel 393 370 367 360
Nonferrous metals 3.198 3.258 3.321 3,387

JobblashCaptives

Exclusively lobbing 3.510 3,559 3,577 3,631
Primarily lobbing 580 555 610 696
Exclusively captive 870 930 975 1.010
Primarily captive 435 438 512 542
ALL PLANTS 3,395 5.482 5,674 3,8710
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These employees may be directly involved in
production of the product or in any one of several
other areas - the Purchasing Department, Person-
nel Department, Sales Department, Maintenance
Department or the Accounting Department, to name
a few. A recent analysis of a typical medium-
sized foundry indicated that about 68% of the em-
ployees were in production jobs. The remaining
32% could be classified as managerial, financial,
sales or technical.

Today, with the presence of sophisticated auto-
matic equipment, Job responsibilities have changed
and will continue to change. At one time, when
most people thought of a foundry, they thought of a
molder, Just as they thought of a baker in connec-
tion with a bakery. In today's production foundries,
or bakeries, such men are in a minority. In the
survey just mentioned, only 6% of the employees
were Listed as molders. The large automotive
foundries built in recent years do not employ any
molders. Their job title for a man producing molds
is "machine operator".

Similar changes have taken place in the other
production deparmients of our plants. Not long ago
one of our plants had 18 skilled bench core makers,
producing cores in the oil sand process. Today the
same production requirements are met by four op-
erators, each running two semi-automatic blowers
in the shell core process. The cores are stronf!er
and of greater dimensional accuracy, and they are
ready to be used right now, with no further delay
for baking in an oven.

These and other changes do not mean, however,
that our production people do not need training for
their jobs. An introduction to all phases of foundry
production makes a man more valuable in any area
to which he is finally assigned. If the man mixing
our molding sand has had first-hand acquaintance
with drawing a pattern from a mold, he will under-
stand the results of either a sticky or dry sand.
So he will more readily realize the need for accu-
rate measurement of the materials added.

And the man pouring metal into a mold has to
understand that he's doing more than lust filling
up a hole. If in his previous training he has ex-
perienced the frustration of making and pouring a
mold, only to find that his casting is incomplete
because the metal was too cold or pourd too slow,
that lesson will stay with him for a lot time. It's
this kind of experience you men are giving your
students at the "grass-roots" level. And it's of
utmost importance that you do so.

One interesting aspect of the trend to increased
mechanization of our operations is that it has led
to an increase in total foundry employment instead
of a decrease. As I said earlier, total foundry em-
ployment in 1967 was 477,729 people. This figure
increases every year, not only because the economy is expanding, but also because im-
proved efficiency and quality have kept us competitive with other methods of fabrication.
Jf such was not the case, our employment could very well be waning in spite of an expand-
ing economy.

During this year 40% of all casting producers plan on increasing their expenditures

TABLE V

GRAY AND DUCTILE IRON CASTINGS

Rank SIC Coda
Per Cent

Industry of Total
1. 3/17 Motor vehicles and parts . . . . 31.4
2. 352'. Farm machinery and equipment . 8.3
3. 349$ Valves and pipe fittings 3.1"

4. 35V` internal combustion engines . . Ji
5. 3561 Pumps and compressors 3.0
6. 3531 Construction machinery 9
7. 3431 Plumbing fixtures 2.6
8. 3.133 Heating equipment,

except electric 2.2
9. 3541 Metal.cutting machine tools . . . 1.8

10. 3585 Refrigeration machinery 1.6
11. 3566 Power transmission equipment . 1.5
12. 3443 Boiler shop products 1.5
13. 3621 Motors and generators 1.1
'4. 3554 Paper industries machinery . . 1.1
15. 3429 Hardware, not elsz.where

classified 1.0
All other industries 33.0

IVG6 estimate of cast:ngs produced for tale. Made by the Gray and
Cuctilsi Iron sounders' Societ y. based on asignel research conducted by
th e International Nickel Co. in 1963.

TABLE VI

STEEL CASTINGS
Rank SIC Code

374

Par Cent
Industry of Total

Railroad equipmert 41.9
2. 353 Construction, mining, and

materials handling machinery
and equipment 25.6

3. 354 Metalworking machinery and
equipment 7.9

4. 371 Motor vehicles and equipment . . 6.6
5. 355 Special industry machMery . . . 3.2
6. 331 Steel rolling mill rsits 2.8
7. 356 General industr:al machinery . . 2.6
8. 349 Valves, pipe rittinvs, ar.d other

misc. fabricated metal
products 2.5

9, 19 Ordnance (including tanks and
tank components) 1.5

10. 351 Engines and turbines 1.0
All other industries 4.4

Based on esvimete prepared be the Steel Founders Society of America
concerning frid-sne distribution of steel castings produced for sale In
1965.

TABLE VII

MALLEABLE ilION CASTINGS

Rio*
Per Cent

Industry of Total
1. Automobiles 50

2. Trucks and trailers 18
3. Farm and construction machinery 11
4. Valves and fittings 10
5. General Mdustrial equipment 4
6. Raitroad equipment 3

All other Mductries 4

Bated on estimate prepared ty tea Malleetle reurors SOCIrty coo-
cerninp end me distribution aft tfPri of malleable castings, both
jabbing and captive, produced M 1965.
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TABLE VIII

CASTING INDUSTRY GROWTH

Production*
Year (millions of tons) Value**

(billions of dollars)
1961 13.8 $ 6.01962 15.2 7.31.963 16.7 7.71964 18.7 8.61965 20.5 9.61966 20.8 9.91967 18.9 10.51968 19.6 11.21969 (estimate) 20.5 12.01970 (forecast) 21.5 12.5Percentage increase

1961 to 1970 - - - - 56% 108%
Sources: *US Bureau of the Census

**Estimated by FOUNDRY, based on
US Department of Commerce data

for plant and equipment over what it was last year. As our customer's markets continueto grow, it is estimated that our production capacity mu,..t grow at a rate 6% a year tokeep up with their needs. So the growth pattern I have shown you for recc years looksas though it will continue for the foreseeable future.
Mr. Ruf is vice-president of Grede Foundries, inc., Milwauke,s, Wisconsin.

How a technical society helps teachers
Ralph E. Better le,

After reading the preceding presentations, I'm certain you now have a better appre-ciation of the castings industry; its cize, products and impact on business, our economyand overall way of life. It is my purpcse now to touch briefly on the role of castings inschool programs, and, more specifically, on how the activitiPs of the American Foundry-men's Society help industrial arts teachers in their general metals courses, where metal-casting is taught as one area. (Ref. also IA/VE Magazine, April, 1969, "Cast Metals inIndustrial Arts.")
Mr. Bohnsack gave you an excellent review of the cooperative cast metals in-serviceteacher course in Milwaukee. (See "Classroom Teachers", immediately preceding.)I say "cooperative" bc.-ause I'm afraid he was somewhat modest as to the energetic rolethat he and other schoc! personnel played in implementing this course. The overall suc-cess of the course spe-iks for itself. And, this was accomplished only through a cooper-ative team effort... along with excellent castings industry support from the WisconsinChapter of the American Foundrymen's Society.In my educational work with this great industry, it has been consistently found thatAFS Chapters and local foundrymen stand ready to assist teachers and their programs.It may be plant visitations, technical consultations, talks to students, and even equipmentand materials in some cases.

The AFS Training and Research Institute on a national levelalso works closelywith these programs through the 50 AFS Chapters by providing guidance, publcareer guidance literature, courses of study and other instructional materials.There is neither time nor need to review all the objectives ot induatrial arts educa-tion today. They have been stated in many ways, and you are familiar with them. However,the question may be asked: Why teach cast metals in secondary schools? To answer this,
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one cannot overlook a well-established objective of your programs: "To develop in each
student an insight and understanding ot industry and its place in our culture." This maynot be the exact wording for tome of your new approaches, such as American Industry
and other conceptual philosophies of teaching. However, to me, this recognized objectivebasically means "to interpret industry" for the student. considering, of course, basic
operations, methods, machines and materials of malor manufacturing industries.

Dr. Ruf has made the point clear as to the importance, size and role of this industry
today. The castings industi y is big business. And it is vitally basic to all manufacturing.
Design engineers generally agree that "a casting is the shortest and most economical
route between raw material and finished product." Well, then, if you as industrial edu-cation teachers and supervisors want to "interpret industry", why is castings technology
so often missing in the metals programs in secondary schools?

There are many answers to this question, but let's touch on a few prime reasons:(1) At the outset, it is felt that many school officials, including some teachers, arejus': not aware of the importance of the castings industry, and especially of the revolu-
tionary developments that have been achieved in recent years.

(2) Often there is a lack of technical castings knowledge on the part of the= teacher.
Any teacher avoids that %hich he doesn't know or lacks confidence in.

(3) The teacher does not have the skill training to perform demonstrations and teachthe subject.
(4) Teachers often lack information as to what equ.Ipment and costs are involved.Casting programs are usually thought to be too expensive. But this is not true, whencompared to other well-equipped laboratories.
(5) The safety aspects of a castings program are exaggerated and not understood.

Good safe practice can be learned by the teacher and then taught.
(6) One basic obstacle, perhaps stemming from the above, is fear. This fear is

actually a lack of confidence.
Safety aspects are feared by teachers, administrators, students and parents alike.

However, given proper facilities, teaching and equipment, ce.sting operations are no more
dangerous than other shop operations. Training for upgrading in skills and knowledge is
available if the teacher is motivated to want it. By actual practice in these programs, hecan dispel his fears. This is where your local foundrymen, through their Chapters andNational .AFS Headquarters can be of unlimited help. Many types of in-service partici-
pation are available, including actual molding, coremalcing and pouring practice. Local
AFS Chapters can assist and give additional support in many areas.

(a) Industry representatives can discuss teaching and safe practices with teachers
and school officials.
(b) Help provide materials and equipment. Judgment should, however, be exercised
to provide used equipment suitable for school use. (Size, type, etc.)
(c) Organize plant visitations for teachers and students. Many plants offer summeremployment excellent practical experience for a teather.
(d) Offer services for school talks and demonstrations showing new processes ortechniques.
(e) Keep teachers informed of new foundry developments.
( f) Have "Education Night" Chapter meetings. Invite teachers with students andapprentices.
(g) Encourage teacher participation in Chapter activities, especially when a subject
is being presented which is appropriate for school shop application.(h) Conduct local Instructors' Seminars to improve teaching and update instruction.
(Note: This has been done successfully by several AFS Chapters, e.g., the Milwaukeeprogram)
(1) Assist schools in Career Carnival exhibits. Show the casting process and useAFS Career Guidance literature.
( j) Provide speakers for parent-teacher groups and civic organizations.
On the national level, the AFS Training and Research Institute has many activitiesand programs to help technical education, including yours. Time does not permit com-plete details of these programs; however, a brief review will quickly show the areas of

our involvement as follows:
:: Career Guidance filmstrips 35 mm color with sound tape. Two films, one for high

school graduates and the other for college graduates, depict the numerous and chal-
lenging career opportunities available in the Metalcasting Industry.
Occupational Career Briefs give details of jobs in specific areas or departments of
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castings derations. Samples are available on request.Metalcasting Instructors' Seminar a three-day, free intensive program now heldevery two years in June for industrial education teachers and supervisors of castingand patternmaking programs in secondary schools, colleges and technical institutes.Started in 1956 at Michigan State University, this popular seminar is scheduled thisyear at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, June 11, 12 and 13. AFSTraining and Research Institute pays for food and housing at the seminar. Trans-portation expenses are covereC. by registrants.
:: Technical Publications Texts and reference material on castings and patternmakingare available. Educational discounts apply on many publications. However, whereseveral books are needed, AFS membership should be considered, for educators re-ceive a 50 percent reduction in both membership foe 2nd cost of books. Publicationlists are available.

AFS Training and Research Institute provides teacher consultation and guidance forschool foundries as to layout plans, equipment, casting projects and safety considera-tions.
Assistance and technical presentations for industrial education conferences, semi-nars and workshops by AFS Training and Rbserrch Institute staff personnel.:: Assistance with free-loan AFS foundry films. Contact AFS I"! librarian.:: Advanced intensive technical courses conducted by AFS '1 liria and Research In-stitute in Des Plaires, Ill., and other cities. These courst irry a tuition fee anddeal with the technology of a specific subject such as "Gating and Risering". Theyare primarily for industrial personnel. However, theyare appropriate for the collegeteacher or one having experience.
Annual Apprentice Contest in patternmaking and molding. For apprentices andtrainees. Prizes are offered at both the bocil and national level.Membership in local AFS Chapters provides unlimited help and gives tht teacher achance to communicate better with local foundrymen and learn industry's approachesto production and control of operations.
To obtain this help, there must be better communications between the schools andindustry. Our foundrymen and the American Foundrymen's Society will cooperate fully,if you ask for their help. And, they should also seek you out, for they need your studentsas future employees. Industrial arts also provides "consumer education". Your foundrystudents may some day be customers of foundries buying their castings. In helping yourstudents understand the casting process and its products, foundrymen have these long-range benefits also. Therefore, improve these two-way communications. You, your stu-dents and foundries will all benefit if you do.
I will close with the words of Mark Twain, "You can ascertain a lot by finding out."Now it's up to you to "find out".

Mr. B etterley is director of education, American Foundrymen's Society, Des Plaines, Illinois.
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The computerits role in teachingindustrial arts (the state of the art)
Alvin W. Spencer

"Computers", what a fascinating subject. The whole area of computers literallyrings with excitement. They are highly praised by some individuals and dreaded bymhers. Perhaps the most exciting thing about computers is that they are so new, and yetso few of us fully understand the role of such devices.It has only been in the past several years that the computer has been perceived as ameaningful and significant tool to man. Its use has grown so fast and its advancementso rapid that computer technology has virtually moved us into industrial, business andscientific Jomputerized activity almost without our recognition of this fact. The rapidgrowth which has taken place during the past decade is, however, predicted to be but adrop in the bucket in relation to what is likely to happen in the very near future. Thetruth is that the use of the computer is still in its ecrly stage of development.We often recognize many of the tremendous contributions which the compumr hasmade to the business and scientific world, such as automatic billing, accounting, updatingfiles and other applications involving data processing, but let us be assured that the corn-puter has been equally significant in our industrial and technological environment. Thearea of computer technological development is, in fact, one cf our fastest-growing indus-tries today. The_ pt few years have seen startling hardware breakthroughs, softwareinnovations and virtually undreamed-of applications. Computer developments have beenadvancing so fast that manufacturers have been hard-pressed to 1-eep up %vial the rate ofchange.
The compute-- has created virtually a totally new industrial environment and at thesame rime prove i us with new potentials in industrial innovation. It is used today insupervising qual, y control, designing of new products, controlling machinery, automaticmaterial handling and in running entire industrial complexes. Today's industries arereceiving this modern technological advancement with great enthusiasm, for it is aidingthem in shortening the time required for product development and manufacturing whileproviding more assurance of a quality and reliable product.There appears to be a general myth, however, that the computer is some sort ofmagical device which is capable of solving all of man's unique problems. This is definitclyuntrue in as present state of the art. Computers are merely very powerful tools whichare aiding man in his endeavors. This rather strange device is simply a machine, whichhas been developed by man to relievehim of some of his mundane repetitive tasks, to allowhim greater freedom of thought and to enable him to work problems more quickly withless drudgery and with greater accuracy.In the past, just a few years ago, for that matter, it took days and even weeks to col-lect information, to summarize itand to transmit and rlisseminate the information to thosewho had specific need for it.

The true magic of the computer is in its fantastic speed and anemory capacity.Today's computers are capable of operating at lighming speeds with responses in ano-seconds (billionths of a second). Other capabilities include random access storage andretrieval, whereby any bit of data can be retrieved from among billions of other bits ofinformation. In the broad sense, computers are designed to collect data, compare, meas-ure, calculate and evaluate, and are quite good at their jobs.Our modern computers are the result of a series of events which began in the seven-teenth and eighteenth centuries. Briefly, the state of the art has advanced from vacuumtubes and relays (1st-generation computers) to transistorized computers (2nd generation),to integrated microminiature solid state circuits (3rd-generation computers).The computer industry has advanced from limited memories to large, fast, random-access memory banks; and from modest simple computer systems to powerful multi-processing techniques operating in real-time and time-shared among many simultaneousremote users.
Currently computer technology is heading in two directions. One trend is towardsmall inexpensive computers. Even though these models are quite small, many of themhave plenty of power and can perform most of the operations traditionally accomplishedon larger machines. Users may use these mini-computers one day for on-line operations
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in which input and output (I/O) interact directly with the central processor of the com-puter (CPU), and off-line the next day as a "stand alone" unit, whereby the central com-puter is not tied vp during peripheral operations. Eventually, these small computers maycosi: no more than a television set, and it is anticipated that these small computers willbe used as part of the daily routine of housewives, students, office workers and others.The other trend is toward large computing utilities (centers), as extensive perhapsas present-day communication systems, such as our telephone utility or national broad-casting stations. Thcase large centers will be capable of storing vast quantities of infor-mation, and, by remote computing by means of a telephone, teletype, radio signal, micro-
wave or laser beam, man will be able to communicate with large computer centers vir-tually anywhere in the world. Such systems operating on-line in real-time (OLRT) willenable the user to make discussions on vast amounts of instantly available data and in-formation. This unique mode of operation will enable computers to communicate witheach other at rates of a thousand times that of humeri speech. Such system:: are a bitfuturistic at this time, but are quite likely to affect the whole spectrum of remote, low-cost computing and information retrieval. Thus, vast quantities of information will beconveniently accessible to the user, and all at negligible costs

Today's computer language development is also proceeding in two directions. Onone hand, simpler application-lriented languages are being developed, such as interactiveconversational (natural) languages, whereby man can communicate and interact with the
r-mnputer in a much simpler form than with conventional methods. On the other hand, aIre difficult 1.)1t increasingly powerful language is being developed for use in large-- computers.

Research in the entire area of peripherals continues to develop at a fast competitivepace. The most dramatic of the new developments are in the general area of voice op-erational computers. The voice answer-back (VAB) "talking computers" are able tocreate practically any sound in the human vocal range, along with voice inflections and
accents. This enables computers to be operated and controlled by the use of conventionalEnglish. The more sophisticated units today have vocabularies made up of hundreds ofwords.

New innovations continue in the area of data-cells, photo-optics, video and audioperipherals, which are among the more sophisticated developments currently bringing
about new ways for man to interact with computers.

The area of optics is offering promising new ail.Lications whereby any page from astored electronic library or catalog can be retrieved, analyzed, appraised or edited perspecific requirements. These optic devices (scanners) are being utilized in convertinggraphical information into digital form. The computer simply converts a drawing orgraphic into numerical information. Stored on numerical control (N/C) tape, it can becalled upon at any time fox processing as the need arises.
Image processing is an area of technology which is receiving additional attention.EXtring the past several years, systems have been built which utilize diagrams (graphics)rather than punched or typed ;nformation as a medium of interacting with computers. These

systems have shown that the use of graphical input-output equipment can produce substan-tial Increases in the computer's ability to aid man with solving relatively complex prob-lems,
Graphics may now be wholly drawn or altered with the aid of some of the newer com-puter peripherals. These devices produce the required drawing or the re;ision of sameaccording to the individual's specifications. Today we have available various types ofx, y recorders, high speed plotters, digitizers and automatic optical drafting machines,most of which offer quality graphics with high degrees of accuracy.
Some of the newer devices, such as the photon tubes, store images and phomgraphicimages. These devices are further capable of editing and updating graphic documentsand offer the capability of using microfilm as either an input or output technique.
Other new peripherals include electrostatic reproduction devices, which can transmitdata or graphics to remote terminals and put out an entire printed page in less than twoseconds. Developments in image display equipment are making remarkable advancements.

Tarious combinations of cathode ray tubes (CRT) and mass storage facilities, along with
on-line, real-time systems, allow the accommodation of billions of bits of data to be in-
stantaneously displayed to the viewer. This iR perhaps the basis for the greatest upheavalin the graphics area in relation to image generation and storage of graphical information.
Such devices have opened entire new frontiers in the areas of computer-aided design (CAD).With such a de,lice, an architect or engineer can literally "walk through" a building and
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make e.aluations of the structure before it has even been built. These devices allow thebehavior of an object to be evaluated and tested by drawing a model of it with a light penonto a cathode ray tube screen and then simply asking the computer to calculate andanalyze the problem.
Most intriguing and glamourous of the new devices include holographic techniques,which today are the basis for three-dimensional graphics. Here information is accessedby lasers at substantially faster speeds than present-day techniques, and provides three-dimensional, full-color graphics.In general, computers have been well-received by industry. They have been ableto stretch man's capabilities and aid him within his working environment.Man and computer in partnership and under this new relationship have virtually awhole new potential for industrial innovation. This combination of man's foresight, judg-ment and creativity, interfaced with the lightning speed, massive storage and adaptivesystems of information processing, is leading man into a whole new era of technologicalchange. What role computers will play in our future is truly speculative at this time.Certainly they are not about to decline in use or in application. Every historical periodand age have developed to some devee or form their own unique tools, and, as in the past,so must we become more familiar with theuse of man's new tools and industrial develop-ments.

Is it feasible that this revolutionary new man-made tool may make as large a con-tribution with effects similar to that which tie steam engine brought to our industrialworld?
Within just a few years, people shall look back on what computers are doing today asquite commonplace. Best of all, man will be able to use the computer as a tool for testingand developing his ideas, thus developing a relationship in which each, man and computer,can perform the kind of activity for which each is best suited.

Mr. Spencer is a member of the faculiy of San Jose (California) State College.

The principles of computer graphics andtheir application in the classroom
Wayne N. Lockwood

The development of computer graphics is the result of many people trying to makebetter use 9f the computer. Most computerusers are not concerned about the inner work-ings of the computer. They would like to input information to the computer in the simplest,most expedient manner possible. They would like the results returned in the fastest, mostmeaningful form. The primai-y goal of computer graphics is to facilitate fast, naturalcommunications between man and hla computer. In many respects, this is the goal of theentire field of computing, but it is most apparent in the graphics area.In the computer graphics area there are identifiable principles that apply, in pert, toall commercially-available graphic d-vices. An understanding of these principles willhelp in determining the role that computer graphics can play in the classroom.The first principle is that all computer graphic devices produce an image. The imageprodu-ed could be in the form of lines on paper, sensitized dots on the screen of a cathoderay a ')e, points stored inside the computer or a series of characters on a line printer.The n cans by which images are generated is of major concern in computer graphics be-cause of the many trade-offs that result. The most common trad- off is between speedand o nnputer power. The faster graphic systems require larger computers and morecomplex programs.
The second principle is that all graphic devices are computer-controlled. This isan obvious point, but its implications are worth mentioning. Most graphic devices are"computer-independent" in design. This means that nearly any device can be used withalmost any computer. No matter what computer is available, there is a graphics systemthat can be inferfaced with ft.
A third principle is that computer control of graphic devices is established throughstored programs. It is the programming that determines what types of images can be
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generated. There are many useful applications that have not profited from this new tech-nology as a result of rhe lack of programming. The availability of good programming isa major consideration in the decision to purchase graphic equipment. Even simple pro-grams take time and effort to develop. Most companies making graphic equipment p-co-vide baaic programs (often at additional celst). The large initial investment in progrqmdevelopment can be quickly amortized by the time saved in their repeated use.The final principle is that every program needs instruction from the user as to hewit is to be used. The relationship between the program and the instructions for the pro-gram can be illustrated by the relationship between a driver and his car. Most cars havebeen engineered (programmed) to go forward or backward and to go right or left. Thedriver, having knowledge of the car's capabilities, provides instructions to the car throughthe steering wheel, accelerator and gear shift al; to which options will be used. Obviously,the wrong combination of instructions to the car will cause it to do things for which it wasnot engineered, for instance, roll over on its side, climb fences and go for swims.Providing the instructions for a program that will eventually produce an image is notvery different from driving a car. A very sophisticated system of vacuum, thermostats,pumps, lubricants, valves, etc., responds to the subtle changes in pressure on the ac-celerator pedal. A great many complex programs and complicated hardware are readyto respond to even simple instructions on the part of the computer user.To pursue this analogy one step further, there are many very fine drivers on theroad who know very little about the internal workings of their cars. This is also trueof many computer users (as distinguished from computerprogrammers). Through graphicprograms, progress is being made in providing computer applications for persons who donot need, or want, to concern themselves with the internal workings of the computer, orwith the fine points of programming.
The four points th*.t have been developed can now be used to evaluate the more com.aoncomputer graphics devices.
By far the most sophisticated device commercially available today is the cathode raytube and light pen. The image disp:ay is very fast and can be generated from cards,from typing in information from the control panel or by simply drawing on the face cf thesc. een with the light pen. These are all input operations that, if incorrect, can be changedimmediately. The ability to make changes as the job progresses is blown as "inter-action" and is highly valued by designers. However, this ease of instruction and inter-action is not without its price. The programs necessary to control this device are verycomplex, very expensive and very scarce. Generally, as the complexity of the programsincreases, the size of the computer required to handle them increases also. The CRT-light pen combination is an ideal design tool, but an expensive one.The microfilm plotter has many of the advantw,s of the CRT, but is non-interactive.The image is generated on the screen of a CRT. If it is correct it can be immediatelyrecorded on microfilm. When changes need to be made, the entire program must becorrected and re-run. Several drawbacks to microfilm from an educational standpointare that it is expensive and that an entire roll of film needs to be exposed before process-ing can take place.

The digital plotter and digitizer are very similar in design, and often a single devicewill perform both functions. Digitizing is the process of taking existing graphics ordrawings and having the computer automatically generate the X-Y coordinates needed todescrthe the object. This is an input process and has very limited educational application.The digital plotter performs the reverse function. X-Y coordinates that are storedin the computer are output to the plotter, resulting in the production of a graphic image.This is the most popular system, due to its low cost, the abundance of programs alreadyin existence and the ease with which it can be used. Its most serious drawback is theslow speed at which it produces the image. However, for teaching the concepts of auto-mated graphics, the only system that incorporates more principles than the digital plotteris the CRT-light pen system.
The application of computer graphics in the classroom could be controversial, justas the issue of whether computer graphics will completely replace the draftsman is con-troversial. Those persons who would use computer graphics in their classes must under-stand the implications. First, computer graphics is an effective tool only for thoseapplications that have already been developed or that can be developed. It is assumedthat computer graphics users already have a thorough understanding of what their graphicneeds are and that the computerprovides them with a better means of producing the neededgraphics. Computer graphics is a tool to be used in the solution of graphic problems.
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It is not an end in itself, but rather a means to an end.Some of the applications that students at Illinois State University have been exploringand developing are in the areas of architectural details, surveying, contour mapping andnomography. Our computer cours.,...s at ISU are designed to instruct the student in theapplication of computers in the technical areas. They are encouraged to develop programsthat will eventually b3 of value to students in each of the technical areas.Once developed, the place of computer graphics is not in a computer graphics class.Rather, its place is in tho drawing class where a better way to design and draw a gearis needed. It belongs in the metals class where a better means of producing and verify-ing N/C tapes is needed. Computer graphics belongs in every class that has a need forcomputers. We don't need to invent uses for computers or computer graphics; theseuses already exist. We do need tr, find better ways to introduce the concept of computergraphics meaningfully to our stuuents. Computer graphics is not a separate subject tobe studied in isolation. Rather, it is another dimension in the technology man has de-veloped to help shape his environment.

Mr. Lockwood is a member of the faculty at Illinois State University, Normal.

Establishment of an educational
program in computer graphics

Dale Bringman
From all rorners we are told of the impact and importance of computers as presentlyutilized, we imagine their role in the future, and unfortunately we do little else. You cando something, and perhaps here we can answer quesdons concerning justification and im-plementation of programs to overcome this, another example of education's lag behindtechnology.
The individual attempting to overcome thi:: lag might expect to follow a three-stepprocedure; (1) education and justification of the need to himself, (2) education and justifi-cation to his administration and (3) implementation of a program.For an individual who is already overworked, underpaid and underappreciated toeneigetically promote a new venture, he must be able to justify the effort needed, at leastin his own mind. Assuming that the individual is engaged in the usual activities of an in-dustrial arts teacher, then the following comments should hold some significance.First, let me quote from the 1970 edition of Source EDP, a publication whose mainfunction is to survey the computer industry regularly and report those findings. Theiroutlook states that "1970 is destined to be a banner year for the computing industry. Morethan 10,000 people will be added to the ranks of computer professionals. Computers willbe delivered at the rate of more than thirty per day throughout the year, with the totalnumber of computers in the United States reaching more than 80,000. Opportunities willbe such that an average of three outstanding positions will exist for each competent com-puter professional." (These opportunities and salaries are unbelievably higher than thoseeven in the teaching profession.) The same report makes statements concerning the phasesof the industrial community and the prospects for growth in terms of computer usage.All fields, including manufacturing, finance, distribution, transportation and those otherindustries directly related to computers, were, without exception, potential gold mines forthose people with computer knowledge.

Source EDP also reports salaries for several industries and different levels of re-sponsibility as they apply to computer users and associated personnel. The mean salariesranged from $9500 to $30,000, excluding fringe benefits. It should be mentioned at thistime that graphics as combined with computers holds a prospect for more growth than themean based on all users.
Agreement on the points made so far is easily reached. All are intrigued by oppor-tunities similar to those in the computer industry, but what is being done in schools, atany level, to acquaint students with the impact that those opportunities are making? Forthose of you in high schools who are interpreting industry, how many of you are interpret-ing the computer industry? How many of you are interpreting the furniture industry?
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Datamation magazine makes the simple statement that the computer industry is the
fastest-growing service industry in America and expects it to maintain that status for the
foreseeable future. But, just as important, perhaps even more so for us, are the applica-
tions in areas normally considered to be outside the computer industry. These are topics
that we can do something about by doing nothing more than adapting the present curriculum
to meet some present-day r.3eds.

When the individual has justified the validity of the need for a program to himself,
the next step in establishing a program usually involves justifying the program to his
administration, especially if the expenditure of funds is involved. If this is to be antici-pated, he should educate himself in order to present a case of sufficient validity to en-
courage administrative support. Education at this point is mandatory for another reason
as well. The chances of the interested teacher being responsible for the eventual instruc-
tion are great, so the time spent in learning about graphics will not be wasted.

There are several source/ of information on computers and computer graphics.
First, several books have been written on the topic. Periodicals such as Datamation,
Automation, Graphic Science, Machine Design and many others may be obtained by indi-
viduals or libraries at no cost. In addition to self-education there are always workshops
and regularly-offered courses in computer science at several universities. There is atleast one other fruitful source for teachers, and that is s Immer employment in a firmutilizing computer hardware. Often industries, especially the larger ones, are willing to
offer employment to teachers with the understanding that the teacher is there primarilyto learn. One or more of the above sources should equip the individual with sufficientknowledge to promote his cause, a program in computer graphics.

The next step is to recruit as much assistance as possible for such a formidableopponent as a school administrator. You will likely find that you are not alone in yourdesire to acquaint students with computers. Several other areas, especially technical
disciplines such as mathematics and the physical sciences, will offer support, both moraland perhaps financial.

The final step, but perhaps the most vital to your success, is to formulate a well-
planned proposal with all the support you have gained contributing to a well-written docu-ment. This document will present to the administration a serious request concerning an
area that is being ignored, lt goes without saying that, although the proposal should en-
compass your needs, it should be valid in all respects, for you will undoubtedly be ex-pected to defend it.

Implementadon of the program would be an integral part of the plan. As a part of
implementation, financing will probably be one of the more difficult aspects of your efforts.
Additional funds beyond the normal budget may be desired. If so, you may be able to
pursue various sources, such as state matching funds, private foundations and various titles
under the National Science Foundation, National Defense Education Act, Education Profes-
sions Development Act and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. However, it
would appear that funds under the last four of those sources are becoming more difficult
to obtain due to government cutbacks. It should be noted that whether funds are allocated
or not, something can be done to present computer graphics to students.

If the available budget is small or non-existent, then techniques that are familiar tomost of us may be employed. Information on graphics may be presented as a part of anexisting course or a new course in the usual manner. Good textbooks in drafting now
have chapters on the subject for a starting point. Do not ignore that chapter because it
is too near the end of the book. Nearby industry may have a great deal of talent willing to
speak to classes or to entertain field trips. Some companies, including one of the leadersin the computer graphics field, CalComp Corporation, have a vouring demonstration thatmight be rewarding. Finally, most manufacturers of hardware, and there are severalof them now, are Willing to send, at littk or no cost, material describing hardware,
example" a graphic products, and descriptions ofoperation and programming techniques.
Again, CalComp Corporation and International Business Machines Corporation are notablein this area.

If the budget provides some funds, then another opportunity may be present in addi-tion to those already described. Often a nearby university or business will offer computertime to schools at a small charge. If this were made available to you then by presenting
a few programming techniques, your students would be able to obtain some priceless ex-
perience at a minimum cost to the school.

If hands-on time is desirable, then a larger budget will be required. Several schools
are already availing themselves of the services provided by universities, industries and
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computer bureaus. Time-sharing is a popular method, allowing small concerns to utilizecomputer power economically. However, with all the advantages of time-sharing, thecapabilities of a terminal to work directly in graphics are usually not provided., The ulti-mate is obvious to all: the expenditure of funds to provide computer time and a graphicsdevice. Granted, this last item is not available to many today; bv., tomorrow, who knows?At least prepare yourself if the opportunity does arise.Now let me relate to you the experiences of some people who has/ demonstrated theirinterest in computer applications, mainly graphics, and their progress in initiating pro-grams in related computer topics. As most of you know, Illinois State University has forthe past three summers conducted institute programs with the content based on industrialuses of computer power. The participants of the three institutes were recently surveyedto determine their progress. The report is too extensive to give in its endrety here, butthe persons responding, who represented all levels from junior high through university,had accomplished the following: seven new courses and twenty-seven new units that to-gether exposed over 1500 students to computers. Of the group responding to the survey,one-third had taught some computer graphics; another one-third had immediate plans todo so. One-half had requested equipment, and ten percent had received equipment.(Success is never guaranteed in efforts involving money.) Here it should be noted thatthe survey was taken only three months after completion of the last institute, and manyof those participants had insufficient time to develop concrete plans at that time.Finally, I would like to repeat part of a testimonial given at the American IndustrialArts Association's Convention in Minneapolis. Prior to that convention I had just corn-pleted a unit in automation with a class of high school students. The class spent a nine-week period studying concepts of computer graphics and numerical control, includinghands-on time with equipment provided by Indiana State University. Two facts becameapparent with the conclusion of that experiment: one, that the complexity of the materialwas not too great for any of the class members in a group that included students with IQscores as low as 75. At the same time the material held challenges for all the class mem-bers, including students with IQ scores as high as 125; secondly, that group of students wasas enjoyable to teach as any high school group in my experience. To be brief, the topicsof computer applications fit very well into the existing curriculum.Summarily, it is generally agreed that the importance of the computer and its appli-cation through graphics is important enough to warrantinclusion in the school curriculum.As you initiate efforts to establish a program, acquire as much assistance as possiblefrom involved school staff, industrial support, andany available aid from funding agencies.Present these efforts in a written proposal and pray. The effort will be well spent.
Mr. Bringman is presently an instructor in the School of Technology, Indiana State University, Terre Haute.

The computer: its role in industrial
artsindustrial applications

James Babcock
The concept of the computers and computer graphics in industrial education will in-volve many philosophical questions that will have to be resolved by each of us individuallyand collectively who must determine what role computers and computer graphics willplay in the area of industrial arts. It is not possible for the schools and educational insti-tutions to duplicate the industrial community in the area of computers and in our immedi-ate area of concern computer graphics.In an attempt to suggest some direction that schools might take in regard to com-puter graphics hardware and software, let me briefiy relate to you what we have done inindustrial arts at our school. This "path" is by no means meant to be a panacea, but letme offer what we have done in the hope that it may lead to some directional ideas.A year and a half ago it was decided that an attempt would be made to pursue anddevelop a vigorous computer graphics program at Chico State College. In this direction,the Industrial Arts Department joined forces with the Computer Science Department. Thefirst step was to offer a series of weekend computer graphic sessions for local industrial
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firms and those other individuals including students indicating an interest in such aprogram. From that point on, the two departments now in the same school - have workedtogether to develop a computer graphics program that encompasses applicable graphicsin such academic areas as art, physics, chemistry, industrial technology, computerscience, engineering and - among others mathematics. Computers and computergraphics are also being applied to all phases of ir 'ustrial education areas, includingelectronics, drafting, graphic arts, metals, industrial materials and so on.This joint effort between the Computer Science Department and the Industrial ArtsDepartment has led to: (1) the offering of a series of undergraduate and graduate coursesin computer graphics; (2) the design of a laboratory in a new Applied Arts Building, nowunder construction, for the specific function ofserving as a computer graphics laboratorywhich will include drum plotters, CRT units, flatbed plotters, and other related softwareand hardware equipment; (3) the development of a comprehensive and very usable passivegraphics language; (4) several funded research projects that have been conducted to deter-mine the feasibility of seventh-grade students' preparing drawings through the ase ofcomputer and plotter; (5) the completion of the only known research Master's thesis con-cerned with computer art; (6) the initiation of the development of a computer graphicssystem for making animated films; (7) the preparation of a drafting system to supporta computer graphics system related directly to numerical control machines; (8) the con-struction of an interface to replace one that has been on loan; and (9) the making of atelevision tape - concerned with r:omputer graphics - that has been shown on television.The result of the extended effort outlined above and the demonstrated cooperationbetween the Industrial Arts Department and the Computer Science Department has had a"snowballing" effect. A series of e.quipment and research grants apparently will be theresult of this extended effort and cooperation. A series of research grants with variousindustrial firms is now under negotiatiol:, and one funded project is now under way.The successful incorporation of cow.puters into the industrial arts curriculum atChico State College has been due to, I believe: (1) the purposeful and specific cooperation
between the Computer Science Department and the Industrial Arts Department; (2) theintegration into the industrial education arena of many other areas such as physics,chemistry, art, psychology in other words - we refuse to put ourselves into a little"cube" and say "if the rest of you keep out of my little 'cube', then I won't cross overinto your 'cube' "; and (3) the proposal to various companies that we will develop forthem software packages on their equipment in return for their placing such equipmentin our labs - the one thing we have avoided is the comment "we want to use your equip-ment for our students to 'mess around with'." To this can be added that the school'sfacilities with an industrial firm's equipment can be made available to their people forupdating th. '.r personnel through the college's educational program; and (4) the servingas a regional center for junior colleges, high schools, junior high schools and industrialfirms for the execution of computer graphics programs and as a computer graphics edu-cational center.

It was indicated that industrial arts cannot duplicate industry--nor, I am sure, wouldwe want to. However, we can gain industry's support and help by making the use of thecomputer in industrial arts a mutually profitable venture. Also, the joint effort betweencomputer science and industrial arts, with the subsequent integration of a wide varietyof academic areas, has had appeal to industry as a whole and -for us - has the potentialof reaping some very worthwhile benefits.
Industrial computer graphics. Now as far as specific applications of computers tographics in the industrial community are concerned, let me cite a few examples to illus-trate such usage.
We are all familiar with the preparation of maps through the use of manual stereo-plotting procedures. Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, England, and Fliirey Surveyshave developed the application of facial morphology and the rate of facial structural changeeffected by orthodontic treatment. Thus, the rate of facial growth and change while teethirregularities are being treated can be studied. Their procedure involves the placement,in this case, of a child under the stereometric instrument with the child's face up-ward. Photographic plates are exposed simultaneously in the two photo carriers.The film is processed and then placed in the photo carriers for stereo projection.A contour plot is subsequently produced photograrnmetrically. Volume calculations canthen be made from the contours as wcil as by watching body changes over a period oftime. Much of their plotting work, however, was accomplished by hand, which was ex-tremely time-consuming, tedious and slow. This combination proved to be a distinct
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disadvantage, which lindted the value of such a procedure.At Baylor College of Medicine, consideration was given to the measuren- ,nt of thesize and shape of various body parts for biomedical research and clinical praeuce, suchas growth studies of human beings, studies of body atrophy such as the various decreasesin size of a person's body or limb size after being in a cast, the design of prosthetics aswell as other anatomical structural changes.Dr. Herron at Baylor College of Medicine uses a similar procedure as was devisedat Addenbrooke's Hospital in England. His procedure involves the use of (1) synchronizedstereometric cameras to photograph that part of the body under study; (2) the stereopairsprocessed through the use of an IBM 7094 computer and transformed into "body-contourmaps" through both drum plotters and flatbed plotters. A wide variety of plotters havebeen made available to him.
To review, then, stereophotogrammetry is not new it dates back to about 1841.What is new is the application of stereophotogramrnetry to biomedical research. Whatmakes such application practical is the availability of computers to interpret the datainto a form that can be utilized by plotters to transform such data into body contour mapsfor biomedical study and research. The use of. the computer and graphic hardware andsoftware makes such biomedical research practical as a utilitarian tool.Additional applications of passive computer graphics. Other examples for the use'of passive computer graphics employing drum and/or flatbed plotters and other passivecomputer graphics systems include:
(1) The passive design of highway systems, where engineers, computer and plottersbecome an integral unit, is currently being employed in several state highway de-partments in the United States,
(2) The duplication of wearing apparel patterns involving the automatic tracing anddigitizing of the original pattern for computer processing. The utilization of the com-puter, plotter and supporting software for producing graphic patterns for all pre-established grading sizes that are to be marketed. The software is also availablefor producing marker patterns which are used for pattern layouts for tracing ontothe fabric which will, in turn, be used for cutting out the fabric.(3) A software program package has been developed for graphically drawing electro-cardiograms. The use of a plotter system has proven much faster and more econom-ical than the previous method of using analog equipment and photographic records ofcathode-ray tube displays.

(4) The PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) scheduling technique wasoriginally developed for the Polaris missile program. For large-scale programs,however, the task of drawing and continually updating the PERT charts requires longhours of drafting time. The Boeing Company in Seattle has solved this problem bydeveloping a software package that allows the drawing, redrawing and updattag ofPERT charts automatically. They are now using this software package for theirattack missile developmental program as well as for other developmental programs.(5) Other uses or passive computer graphic systems involving plotters include thepreparation of geological maps, the drawing of coaxial graphs, the mapping of mineshafts with continual updating of new shafts, the graphic preparation of statistical,accounting and analytical charts for investment managers, the development of a soft-ware package by the B. F. Goodrich Chemical Development Center to provide visualresults of multiple correlation analysis for graphical representation in cause-and-effect analysis, the drawing of schematics for technical documentation for commercialand industrial application by various industrial firms, the design of optical lenses,the preparation and analysis of business decisions involving uncertainties and vari-ous options, the preparation of hydrographic e;urveys, the preparation of weathermaps, the preparation of anthropological structures, the preparation of geologicalmaps, the verification of numerical control tapes, the preparation of working draw-ings for sewage treatment plants to spacecraft devices, the design of highways, thepreparation of neutron scatter diagrams, the graphic preparation of animated films,the graphical depiction of mathematical models, the preparation of subdivision maps,and the graphical preparation of house plans with the possible depiction of availablevariations. The list may well be infinite, for each day new software packages arebeing developed, and new applications are being found for passive computer graphicssystems. The application of the passive computer graphics system is limited onlyby man's self-imposed restrictions.Just as an adjunct to the above, some computer graphic plotter times versus man
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times have been given b} the Martin Company of Denver. For drawing the master linesfol. the heat shield of a rocket engine, it takes a draftsman about 40 hours, while a plottertakes just 36 minutes, For drawing various sections through an oxidizer tank and a fueltank, it takes a draftsman 80 hours, while a plotter consumes 30 minutes. One final ex-ample involves the drawing of an engine shutdown and destruction control indicator chassis.It takes the draftsman 24 hours, while the plotter can draw the same wiring diagram inone hour.
Active computer graphics. An example of the use of the CRT unit as an active orinteractive computer graphic system is one that is employed by IBM for the graphicanalysis of three-dimensional data. Th.. need for the anaiysis of three-dimensional datafinds application - among other areas - in geology, such as surface mapping; in ocean-ography, for ocean floor surveys and salinity distribution based upon depth; in meteorol-ogy, for the determination of air pollution analysis at various elevations; in medicine, forheart models; in engineering, for highway design; and in the social sciences, for demog-raphy and statistical distribution.
The following slides are an example of the use of this interactive graphics systememployed by IBM for the three-dimensional analysis of - in this case - a geological forma-tion. These slides were made available by Dr. Peikert, a geologist who i 3 associated withIBM's industry development group in Texas. (The slides were photograpl-,s of a CRT unit.lt should be noted that the scriptand full meaning of these slides have been slightly rnodi-fied for this particular presentation. One final point- the slides shown were in actualityan attempt to investigate a hypothesis.)
The first panel, the face of a CRT unit- is the main panel used for selecting majoroptions available to the CRT operator. In this case, the operator will touch the light pento Co TO DATA SELECTION PANEL.
The second panel p,:ovides the operator with an inventory of the available data suchas longitude, latitude, oil well numbers, ground elevations, and so on. This data, and thefollowing data, by the way, pertains to the Montana-Wyoming portion of the Powder RiverBasin, The operator has indicated the general area and data in which he is interested.The third panel shows the distribution display of the data in which the CRT operatoris interested. The operator touches his light pen to the tick marks which define the rec-tangle in which he is interested. Additionaldata could be added or deleted from this areaat this time.
Panel six provides the operator the chance of selecting that datr that he wants shownin the two combined areas, plus the capability of making a map of the two selected andadjacent areas.
Panel nine shows a contour map of the two selected and adjncent areas. This map isthe result of the previously selected data. In this case, the contour intervals are 500feet. This interval can be changed through the use of the light pen. By touching the lightpen to any one of the contours, an elevation will be immediately displayed. About a dozenpoints had been touched by the light pen for the purpose of indicating the elevation ofthese various points. A smaller area may be examined by touching the light pen to thosecorners that will define a rectangle for closer examination.
ranel ten shows the area that has been selected from the previous contour map. Acontour interval of 250 feet had been selected instead of the previously-used 500 feetcontour interval. Other contour intervals could have been selected. To give the viewer abetter look at this contour map, it has been decided that a perspective view of the contourmap shall be displayed. The perspective can easily be rotated by changing the verticaland horizontal angles.
Panel twelve shows the original contour map. The horizontal line that appears nearthe center of the map indicates an area we wish to see in cross-section. This line wasplaced on the CRT unit by touching the light pen to two different points that indicated thebeginning and terminating points of the desired cross-section. By touching the light pento the VERIFY DETECT, a line will join the two indicated points. This then will be theselected cross-section, which can be shown simultaneously with other selected cross-sections of the previously-shown contour map as they appear upon the CRT unit, in vary-ing perspectives and degrees of detail
Other uses of active computer graphics. Ford Motor Company utilizes an activegraphics system for analyzing the -omplex movement of windshield wipers, convertibletops, various hinges and other complex analytical tasks in spatial mechanisms. The move-ments of the various mechanisms can be stepped through its motion either incrementallyor continuously and automatically.
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Additional examples of active comput.:r graphics include: (1) the active design ofintegrated circuits, (2) the design of ship hulls including optimum hull design for reducingwater friction through the testing of various ah-ernatives, (3) the optimum visual designand redesign of automotive panels, (4) the determInation of the functionality of electroniccircuits and of their workability prior to any construction, (5) the evaluation of the imagequality of an optical system, (6) the graphic analysis of mechanisms through the diqplayof their displacement, velocity, acceleration, (7) the estimation of piping lengths and sizesin the chemical and petroleum processing industries, (8) optimizing the design of multi-layer printed-circuit boards including the most desirable physical configuration for thedesired application, (9) the analysis cd theeffects of various loads on beams, columns andother structural members, (10) the determination and then optimization of the path of acutting machine tool after which a numerical control tape can be automatically prepared,(11) the generation of a three-dimensional surface contour of a numerical model thatmay be rotated for observation from any directior '12) the analysis of vibration in va,.iousaircraft structures and components, (13) the animation and simulation of a wide varietyof operations including such applications as a sequential pilot's view of an aircraft-carrier flight deck from a tentatively-designed cockpit, and (14) the design of airfoilsand the udlization of the CRT unit as a wind tunnel for testing the design of various shapes.The application of CRT units to graphics is widespread, and once again this applica-don is limited only by man's ability to recognize that available potential and utilize it.
Mr. Babcock is on the faculty at Chico (California) State College.

The implementation of computer-
assisted instruction

John P. Novosad
The first all-electronic computer was built at the University of Pennsylvania in1946. The first computer, reproduced commercially, was delivered to the Bureau of theCensus in 1950.(1)
The computer has since developed into a most sophisticated tool. Its numerous andvaried applications range from payroll preparation to space vehicle control. A recentcensus, prepared by a professional consulting firm, st.. ted that as many as 70,000 com-puters were installed in the United States by the end of 196942)The computer's capabilities and applications are steadily increasing. Time sharing,for example, permits many stations to share the resources of a very large computer.These resources include elaborate data banks which are used for such purposes as creditinformation, medical records and income tax data. A recent trend, significant to educa-tion, is the marketing of much smaller, less expensive, easier to operate and moreaccessible computing equipment.One of the most rapidly advancing applications of the computer is in the field ofeducation. A review of relevant literature indicates that the promise of computer tech-nology is one of the great expectations in education.Michael Alan expressed his opinion relative to the computer in education in the fol-lowing manner:

The wonder of :11 this is that the computer has arrived so late to class.For, in the Unitdd States, the world's most computer-conscious country wherefrom VVall Street to Washington men listen to their machines, the computer hadto wait undl the mid-sixties to get inside the classroom.(3)
The computer, which makes the sophisticated teaching machine possible, is begin-ning to perform increasingly important tasks in instruction. An example, in industrialeducation, was the development of a computerized occupational program at The Pennsyl-vania State University. This program, developed in the Vocational Education Departmentfor use by ninth graders in occupational exploration, used information by way of a com-puter-based terminal device as a vehicle by which students would explore occupations as
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well as develop individualized strategies for doing so. The terminal, composed of a type-writer device, a tape recorder and a slide projector, was controlled by a computer via atelephone line.(4)
The computer's role in instruction becomes more significant as new innovations arecreated and applied. Research in such areas as instructional technology, cyberneticsand human engineering will continue to contribute to this advancement. Dr. Edgar H.Auerswald, head of the Psychiatric Division at New York's Beth /srael Hospital, stated:

A child's use of computer-based technology in learning, within a properlysupervised situation, should have little or no effect on his ability to develop
interpersonal relationships in later life....

It should also be noted that a child rlevelops his basic ability to form com-passionate relationships at a very young age long before he reaches a stagewhere he can use technological learning systems. A child's exposure to themachine in learning does, at times, eliminate an interpersonal relationship thatprevents learning, but it also prepares him for the use of technology which will
become more prevalent in our society in future decades,(5)

Joseph Margolin expressed the significance of the computer's role in education in thefollowing manner:
The gestalt of the educational environment suggests an interesting concept.

Perhaps we can create a new kind of "book" for each child. One that takes noteof, and is geared to, his perceptual and cognitive style, that addresses itself tohis areas of interest and enthusiasm, to his pace and his level of maturity.Such a "book" would exist in the memory of the computer and, where appro-priate, could be reproduced by xerography to be taken home for study. Aboveall, it would be his the only "book" of its kind in the world.(6)

Computer systems will grow rapidly, in number and kind, as computer technologycontinues to overcome technical and economic obstacles. This growth will spread toeducation and will be influenced by innovations that have as yet not been discovered.
The continued growth and expansion of this industry will cause computer technology toappear more dominantly in subject matter as well as in innovative instructional systemsfor the classroom.

These developments can drastically affect the familiarity an individual has with asystem, the data stored in the system, and th.: forms of data retrieval available.As in business, industry, the military and government, the successful utilization ofcomputer technology requires careful advance planning.
Intensive evaluation is required of such items as: selection of equipment, initial andrecurring costs, facilities, maintenance, training, scheduling, certification, validation,obsolescence and information security. The mere injection ot hardware into the class-room without appropriate planning cannot be condoned. For, besides the high costs re-sulting from inadequate equipment, the available hardware could dictate curriculum reform,rather than the other way around.
Katzenbach stated:

innovation in education is coming largely from industry and government....If_ you should not just visit other schools noted for innovation; .. You should alsoask large businesses...."(7)
Wo.-xison and Conover reported nine areas in which computers excel:
(1) Where operations are required to be repeated very rapidly, continuously andptecisely the same way over a long period of time.
(2) Monitoring of people and other machines.
(3) Responding very quickly to control signals.
(4) Storing and recalling large amounts of information in short time periods.(5) Performing complex and rapid compilation with high accuracy.
(6) Doing many different things at once.
(7) Deductive processes.
(8) Insensitivity to extraneous factors.
(9) Operating in areas that are beyond human tolerance.(8)
The computer is exploited in industry in all nine of these areas. All nine of these

areas have implications for computer-assisted instruction in education, especially indus-trial education.
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FOOTNOTES
(1) Roger Nett and Stanley A. Hetzler, An Introduction to Electronic Data Processing(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1959), P. 39.(2) "Forecast US Computers will rise to 70,000," Information Week, December 8, 1969,p. 6.
(3) Michael Alan, "The teacher who 'never gets angry'." Parade (February 2, 1969), 9.(4) Joseph T. Impellitteri, "The Development of a Computer-assisted OccupationalGuidance Program," Journal of Industrial Teacher Education, Vol. 6 (Summer,1969), 17-27.
(5) Theodore Irwin, The Wondrous Machine That Salvages Backward Kids," Today'sHealth (August, 1969), 31-71.(6) Joseph B. Margolin, "Are we building a tower of Babel?," American Education(November, 1967), 12.
(7) Edward L. Katzenbach, "Cooperative Planningfor Utilizing Technology in Education,"in Desiming Education for the Future, No. 6, ed. by Edgar L. Morphet and DavisL. Jesser (New York: Citation Press, 1969), p. 127.(8) Wesley E. Woodson and Donald W. Conover, Human Engineering Guide for EquipmentDesigners (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1964), p. 23.
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Video-tape and industrial education
J. F. Entorf

(This presentation is based upon a dissertation completed in the Industrial Education
Department of Texas A&M University in the spring of 1967.)

Rationale for the study shortage of teachers. A review of the literature substantiated
an obvious need for qualified instructional staff with little hope for satisfying that need.
Reputable sources within and without the field of industrial education suggestFx1 that the
need for qualified instruction could be met only by increasing teacher efficiews7, with
emphasis on instructional media and machine teaching. Further research in available
literature suggested television as one of the more promising media. Some research had
been conducted in the use of direct wire TV for enhancing demonstrations, etc., but no
research had been done using video-taped rlosed etre, .it TV in the field.

The problem. As there had been essentially no vi3rk done with the use of closed cir-
cult video-tape in the field, the scope of the problem had to be narrowed. In delimiting
the problem, consideration had to be given to the availability and accessibility of equip-
ment, which imposed a limit on the number and complexity of demonstrations that could
be made.

In the final analysis, the problem was limited to the evaluation of the effectiveness of
using video-taped lessons to present related technical information. The video-taped
lessons were compared with the conventional method of teaching this material (lecture
supplemented with visual aids). The two methods were used to teach four units of related
technical information associated with a beginning woodworking course designed for col-
lege architectural students.

Research materials - design of the experiment. With the assistance of Dr. Dayhoff,
Institute of Statistics, Texas A&M University, a statistical design was established. A
generalized crossover design was employed where all students involved in the experiment
would be subjected to both the experimental and conventional methods. The sections were
randomly assigned to the experimental and control groups for Unit I. The same arrange-
ment of groups was maintained for each unit of information, but the method of presenta-
tion was changed. For Unit I, sections I, 2 and 3 received instruction by the conventional
method, while sections 4, 5 and 6 received instruction by the experimental method. For
Unit II, sections I, 2 and 3 became the experimental group and sections 4, 5 and 6 became
the control group. The method of instruction was reversed for each of the units which
followed, so that each section would receive two units by the conventional-lecture method
and two units by video-tape.

Unit selection and development. Because the experiment was to be conducted within
the structure of existing classes that had clearly-defined content, the selection of units to
be taped was made on the basis of judgment as to which units would best lend themselves
to video-taping and the feasibility of acquiring or developing visual aids for the materials
selected. The number of units selected was governed by the statistical design- an even
number v.as required.

The development of each unit was undertaken with the assistance and advice of the
instructors responsiblo for teaching the courses used in the experiment. To insure that
the units adequately covered the material, a topical outline of each unit was sent to a jury
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of woodworking teachers. Following jury approval, the units were divided into lessons.This division was based on two factors: (1) the optimum time length for video-tapedlessons is 20 minutes, and (2) each lesson should cover only closely-related material.The four units were divided into lessons as follows:
Unit I Forests and Trees
Lesson

1 - Forest Reserves
2 - Tree Structure and Classification3 - Common Hardwoods and SoftwoodsUnit II Harvesting and Manufacturing

Lesson
1 - Harvetng
2 - Procef tng
3 - Drying and Grading
4 - Lumber Mill Products

Unit III Methods of Fastening
Unit IV Wood Laminations

15 minutes
16 minutes
17 minutes

15 minutes
16 minutes
18 minutes
18 minutes
30 minutes
20 minutes

Production of video-tapes. For each lesson a written script and visual aids weredeveloped with the advice of the television production staff. Visual aids used includedslides, segments of sound motion picture film, samples of materials and key cards. Toreinforce the visual aids and narrative, key words or phrases were superimposed on thescreen as each topic was eiscussed. The written script was used to enable the visualaids and key cards to be changed at the correct time.
Conventional-lecture method. As used in this study, the conventional-lecture methodemployed teacher lectures supplemented with visual aids. The teachers of control sectionswere provided with a copy of the unit outlines and all of the applicable visual aids. Artcards and key cards were not considered applicable. A total of 99 slides and two 30-minutesound motion picture films was made available to the teachers.Evaluation instruments. Because of the nature of the material presented, the evalua-tion of either method was limited to the student's understanding and retention of the mate-rial presented and his attitude toward the methods of presentation. An objective testcomposed of four-response, multiple-choice questions was developed for each of theunits. These were validated by sy5mission to the jury, together with unit outlines.A pre-test to be administerea at the beginning of the semester and a final test to beadministered four and fourteen weeks afterinstruction begqn were developed by combiningthe four unit tests. Items from each test were arranged so that questions from each unitwere found on every page of the pre-test and final test. The same questions were usedfor all tests to make them equal in weight and comps:-able. It was assumed that any learn-ing which occurred because of familiarity with the test questions would be equally dis-tributed for all sections.

A reliability coefficient was computed for the entire test and each of its sub-partsusing the Kuder-Richardson formula (see Table I). The reliability of the achievementtest and the unit tests is considered adequate for research purposes by Remmers, Gageand Rummer. The low reliability of the unit tests results from (1) the length of the tests,(2) the Kuder-Richardson reliability formula used and (3) the homogeneity of the groupused (see Table II).

TABLE I

TEST RELIABILITY
Test Part N., of Items '11

Achievement Test 130 .77
Unit I 35 .58
Unit II 40 .56
Unit III 30 .59
Unit IV 25 .57
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TABLE II

GROUP VARIANCE BASED ON SAT

Group X S2

TAMU 2088 1027 200
College of Engineering 708 1060 149

Students in Experiment 128 1009.7 134

Questionnaire. Because the experiment involved two methods of presenting identical
information, the attitude of the students toward the methods of presentation was consideredimportant. As no standardized attitude scale applicable to the situation was available,a questionnaire to obtain student opinion about the two methods was developed.

Test administration. The class sections were scheduled two hours a day, three daysa week. The length of lessons was such that a single unit could be scheduled for presenta-tion during the first hour and the unit test administered during the second hour.The four unic tests were administered four times as follows:(1) Combined as a pre-test to determine priorknowledge of subject matter and groupequivalence. A comparison of F ratios for the pre-test and SAT for the two groupsshows them to be equivalent. (See Table IV.)
(2) Individually as unit tests immediately following the presentation of units.(3) Combined as a post-test four weeks after instruction began.
(4) Combined-as a retention test fourteen weeks after instruction began.

TABLE IV

Measure N Groups s2 F

SAT Aptitude (total)

Achievement Test

129

148

1

2

1

2

19,080.00
16,259.00

64.20
54.75

1.173

1.172

The questionnaire was distributed one week after the last unit was presented. The
students were to answer the questions thereon and to comment on the methods of presenta-tion as they saw fit.

Analysis of data. Three statistical procedures were used to analyze the data gathered,analysis of variance, pooled T, and X2 approximations. Table V shows the appropriateF - ratios for the fixed effects model for unit effect, method effect, and unit by methodinteraction.

TABLE V

F-RATIOS FOR FIXED EFFECTS MODEL

Source of Variation Mean Square
Mean

Treatments

A (units) A A/E
B (methods) B B/E
AB (interaction) AB AB/E
Experimental Error

The pooled T test was used to compare the two methods on a unit basis rather thanby analysis of variance.
The X2 approximation was used to analyze the responses on the questionnaire.
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Method comparison. The two methods were comparedover all four units of informa-tion for the unit, post and retention administration of the test. Differences in the effec-tiveness of methods for individual units will be discussed later.Unit administration. Tests for each unit were administered immediately after thepresentation of the informational unit. (See Table VI.) The data thus gathered wasanalyzed to compare methods over the four units. Table VII shows the F ratios for units,methods, and unit by method interaction. All P ratios are significant at the .01 level ofconfidence.

TABLE VI

PRE-TEST ADMINISTRATION

Groups N X s2
1 75 47.55 64.20 8.01 .141 1.173
2 73 47.64 54.75 7.40

TABLE VII

ANALYSIS OF VAR1ANCEUNIT TESTS

Source df SS MS F
Mean 1 281,307.94
Treatment

A (units) 3 9,635.18 3,211.72 256.94**
B (methods) 1 722.01 722.01 57.76**
AB (U x M) 3 139.31 46.43 3.71**
Error 582 7,287.60 12.50
*-,.05 level of confidence **=.01 level of confidence

Post-test. The post- test consisted of the combined unit tests administered four weeksafter Instruction began. Table IX shows the F ratios for units, methods, and unit bymethod interaction. All the F ratios are significant at the .01 level of confidence.

TABLE IX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCEPOST TEST
Source df SS MS F

Mean 1 239,604
Treatment

A (units) 3 4,870.3 1,623.4 121.1**
B (methods) 1 139.1 139.1 10.3**
AB (U x M) 3 142.0 47.3 35**
Error 596 8,006.6 13.4
*=.05 level of confidence level of confidence

Retention test. The analysis of variance for the retention test administered fourteenweeks after instruction began is shown in Table XI. The F ratios for units and methodsare significant at the .01 lav& of confidence. The F ratio for the unit by method inter-action is nonsignificant.
Comparison of units. As previously stated, the analysis of variance could not be used
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TABLE XI

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCERETENTION TEST

Source df SS MS F

Mean 1 187,308
Treatnusnt

A (units) 3 4,356 1,452 60.50**
B (methods) 1 91 91 6.06**
AB (U x M) 3 72 24 V .6

Error 592 8,669 15

*=.05 level of confidence u*=.01 level of confidence

to compare methods on a unit basis. To do this, the pooled T test was used.
Comparison of the two methods on a unit basis indicates that:(1) Units I, ii and IV contributed significantly to the difference between methods at the .01level of confidence on the unit administration.

(2) Units II and IV contributed significantly to the difference between methods on thepost-test administration at the .10 and .01 levels of confidence, respectively, and(3) Units I and IV contributed significantly to the difference between methods at the .05level of confidence on the retention test administicition. Only Unit IV contributed sig-nificantly to the difference between methods at the .05 level of confidence or above on
6.11 three administrations of the test. (See Iltble XIII.)

TABLE XIII

SUMMARY OF UNIT POOLED T VALUES FOR
THREE ADMINISTRATIONS OF THE ACHIEVEMENT TEST

UNITS
ADMINISTRATIONS

unit post retention
I 4.016** .033 1.810*

II 3.130** 1.623 1,230
III 1.554 .406 .224
IV 7.330** 5.720** 1.687*

*A05 level of confidence **,..01 level of confidence

Questionnaire analysis. The questionnaire administered was composed of threequestions with space for individual comments. Two similar questions were asked tocheck on the validity of answers. fIncause these questions yielded almost identical an-swers, only one will be reported. The responses were analyzed using the X2 approxima-tion to the normal distribution. Ibble XIV summarizes student responses to the question-naire.
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TABLE XIV

QUESTIONNAIRE ANAIXSIS

Responses x2
Which of the methods do
you prefer?

Which method covered the
material bestc

Video-tape 39
Lecture 103 27.94**

Video-tape 47
Lrcture 95 15.56**

=.05 level of confidence **=.01 level of confidence

;
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The X2 values derived for each question show that:(1) at the .01 level of confidence a significant proportion of students preferred the conven-tional-lecture method, and(2) at the .01 level of confidence a significant proportion of students believed the conven-tional-lecture method covered the material more thoroughly than video-tape.Analyst:* of the comments on the questionnaire revealed two consistent objectionsto video-tape:
(1) The rate of presentation prevented comprehensive note taking, and(2) The students were unable to ask questions or discuss a point in detail until the entirevideo-tape had been played.

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the effectiveness of video-tapedclosed circuit television and the conventional-lecture method of teaching related tech-nical information. The criteria used to evaluate results were initial learning of subjectmatter immediately after each unit was presented and retention of subject matter fourand fourteen weeks after instruedon began.With a single exception, the video-tape method resulted in higher. mean scores forevery unit on all three administrations of the test. Measured over the four units, thisdifference was significant at the .01 level of confidence for the unit, post and retentiohtest administrations. When methods were compared on a single-unit basis, only specificunits showed significant differences, indicating that some units are more appropriate forvideo-taping than others.
Based on the data gathered, it would appear that video-taping is at least as effectiveas the conventional-lecture method. In some instances it appears to be more effective,even though students indicate a preferencefor the conventional-lecture method. If studentobjections to video-tape can be lessened orovercome, this method holds promise of allevi-ating some of the problems created by the search for qualified instructional staff.

Mr. Entorf on the faculty at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.

Computer-assisted instruction
Raymond G. Fox

CAI technology. For a long time, an objective of educators has been to individualizeinstruction. Employment of the computer to mediate this process has been a subject of re-search interest as a potential approach to achieving this objective. While Computer-assisted Instruction (CAI), as this technique is called, is in a research phase, there areseveral operational or developmental training programs already installed, which will bedescribed later. In discussing the subject, however, it may be useful to define CAI innontechnical terms.
CAI is a technology using thecomputer for two functions: ftrst, to control informationpresentation to a student and, second, to process the student's response to the int )rmationpresented. These functions constitute a cycle of presentation and response. The student'sresponse causes the computer to actuate the nextpresentation. In making a response, thestudent is said to interact with the computer. Thus, CAI is the use of a computer in aninteractive mode.
There are a number of mechanisms used to accomplish the function of informationpresentation and to permit a response by the student. An objective of CAI systems is tohave information presented to the student in familiar forms, such as still pictures orimages, prerecorded sound messages, typewritten material, moving pictures and cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays. The computer controls the sequencing of the information pre-sented by actuating the individual devices in accordance with the instructions set up bya course author. Some types of information presentation devices are:(a) 'Ripe recorders for audio messages(b) Slide, strip or movie projectors for images or pictures(c) Teletypewriters (computer-actuated) for typewritten text(d) CRTs for images, drawings or text presentation.Elements of the computer, which are used to control these devices, are magneticdisk files for storing course materials and student records; a central processing unit
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which performs the logical functions of the course, as determined by the course author;and a multiple.xer unit which directs messages between the student terminals and the com-puter.
Information presentation devices are grouped into what is known as a student station.At the station, or learner carrel, the student will be able to see and hear the informationbeing presented and to respond by means of one or more response devices. Responsedevices are also familiar mechanisms which vary depending upon type of response re-quired. Present CAI systems have a capability to permit one or more types of responses,including multiple-choice, constructed answers, and dial or switch setting. The responsedevices are linked to the computer, causing the computer to actuate the next informationpresentation. Some of the devices used are:
(a) Keyboard- usually a teletypewriter device with alphabetic, numeric or combina-don key entry capability
(b) Light pen - a device which can be used on a CRT to actuate a response bv touch-ing a given position on the CRT
(c) Simulator - a dial, switch or key depression device having the outward character-istics of operational equipment. An example of this is the Audiometer Trainer.The student response is made by means of the particular response device indicatedin the program of instruction; depending upon the response, it causes the computer toselect the next Information frame.
Functional characteristics of CAI, The previously-described information presenta-tion and response cycle, operating under computer control, has some inherent charac-teristics of interest to the educational researcher and to the educator. The more readilyidentifiable characteristics of this technology are listed below.
Individual pacing. By virtue of the presentation-response cycle, the learner can con-sider a frame of information in whatever form or forms presented (picture, audio message,etc.) and take either as much time as he desires or as much time as the author allowsprior to his response. He can proceed at whatever pace he chooses.
Material presentation control. Material presentation is based on a sequence deter-mined by the course author. The student is branched or directed to various frames as afunction of his response. It is, therefore, a characteristic of CAI to have the author con-trol the material presentee, its sequence of presentation and the branching desired, de-pending on student response.
Response analysis. Two capabilities of the computer, included in the informationprocessing function, are the collection and recording of an individual's responses to givenframes of information and the measurement of the time required for each response (re-sponse latency). This gives the researcher and the proctor objective data to indicatethe student's progress, frames of instruction which may be troublesome, time require-ments for students on specific frames of instruction, and sequence patterns for differentindividuals. This capability may be desirable in research applications to determine opti-mum sequences, to relate learning patterns to learner profiles, and to examine responselatency in various aspects. It may become one of the tools which a teacher can use toalert him to specific learner problems at the time they occur, thus permitting him toprovide assistance at that time. With such information the teacher may gain new insightinto the learning process.
Applications of computer-assisted instruction. CAI course segments have beenwritten and tested on many college campuses and in training ac. ivities for the militaryservices, The college and university work in CAI has been characterized by a researchorientation. The work done in the militan, services has been directed toward trainingmilitary personnel in functions where specific terminal behavioral objectives have beenciearly identified, and cost effectiveness could be demonstrated or closely approximated.Types of CAI systems described may be classified as drill and exercise, tutorial, andhands-on trainers. These are useful terms, although complete agreement has not beenreached as to their precise definition. For the purpose of this introduction to CAl, somepertinent examples have been selected from the work IBM Federal Systems Division hasaccomplished under contracts funded by the Department of Defense and the Office ofEducation.
Drill and exercise. Th e. drill and exercise mode refers to an essentially supplemen-tary type of material presentation which enables the learner to grasp specific subjectmatter by drilling until he remembers it. It approximates a standard programmed in-struction course which is adapted for the computer. The computer provides a convenientinformation storage means and permits proficiency updating and testing. An example of
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this is the Air Force's "Conquery" course. Used for training on operational systems,Cononcry is an IBM-developed CA1 course to train Air Force personnel in the use of aFpecial Air Force data base. In this course, the students are taught basic, remote andadvanced programming techniques. At appropriate times, the student is presented withpractical exercises in which he makes actual queries of increasing complexity from thedata base. In this unit of about 30 hours of instruction, Air Force analysts receive train-ing in a computer language to enable them to ask questions of a file which is stored in acomputer for rapid information retrieval. The equipment used for retrieval is a Teletypeor IBM terminal cc nected to an IBM 1460 computer. The analyst's job requires him toreceive reference information from the data file stored in the computer, using the Tele-type, to analyze reports received from other sources. Also stored in the computer isthe material for the CAI course on the query language. Thus, while the analyst is usingthe terminal to communicate with the computer in performing his job of informationanalysis, he also is using it to take the CAI course in computer query language.Another example comes from language training at the Defense Language Insdtute.From October, 1968, through June, 1969, IBM conducted a project with the Defense Lan-guage Institute West Coast Branch (DLIWC) at Monterey, California. That project was athree-phase experiment designed to evaluate the use of computer-assisted audio instruc-tional techniques in the Russian Aural Comprehension Course taught at DLIWC. Thefirst phase consisted of the preparation of instructional material by DLIWC instructorpersonnel in a format specified by IBM instructional systems specialists. During thesecond phase, linguistic material was presented to DLIWC students via IBM 1050 AudioTerminals under the supervision of DLIWC instructional personnel. In the third phase,student aptitude and performance data were analyzed and evaluated. The results indicatethat the techniques employed for materials preprradon, instruct' )nal administration, anddata collection and evaluation were satisfactory 1.-rototypes, fully consistent with the re-quirements of an operational computer-assisted training environment. In addition, theMonterey study showed that computer-based assessment data has the high accuracy andreliability required for instructional management decisions.Tutorial mode. The tutorial mode of CAI presentation is used when approximately80 percent of the material is presented at the terminal under computer control. It im-plies a rich mix of information presentation mechanisms and a wide variety of responsechoices or methods. An example of this type of CAI program is the material developedby IBM under contract to the US Army Signal School. In a formal school setting, a studyof CAI for the US Army Basic Electronics Training at the US Army Signal Center andSchool established the feasibility of CAI as a training technique. This material wasequivalent to 11-1/4 hours of conventional presentation in entry-level electronics. TheIBM 1500 Instructional System consisting of a central processor, input/output devices,disk storage and up to 32 student stations was used. Each student station consisted of the1512 Image Projector (with up to 1000 images) and the 1510 CRT with keyboard and lightpen. This unit can display up to 640 characters on the face of the tube and change thedisplay, or part of it, in 1/30 of a second.
In carrying out this contract, material on electronics was prepared and administeredon a CAI basis to a selected group of students. Comparable student groups were giventhe same material by the conventional classroom method and by the television classroommettlod. When the three groups were compared, CAI was shown to be as effective as cur-rent training methods in teaching a portion of the basic electronics course to a group ofSignal -Corps students. Moreover, the students taught by CAI completed the course in anaverage of 11 percent less time than the students taught in the classroom. An analysisof the cost data identified those conditions under which the CAI could achieve cost effec-tiveness. Subsequent to this study, the material was revised and admmistered to 278regularly-assigned students, who took the CAI materials as a part of tneir normal in-struction. The Signal School at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, aralyzed the data collectedand reported that vis-h-vis conventionally-trained students, the performance was equiva-lent, with more than 20 percent savings in time.Hands-on trainers. Hands-on trainers refers to the units required for skills trainingof students on the actual devices or device simulators. The Audiometer i rainer Unit(ATU) is an example of how CAI is utilized for this type of training. The ATU is a uniquedevice for the application of CAI in teaching the use of the audiometer to students in audi-ology courses. The audiometer is a device used to test a patient's hearing. Presentlysupplied by several manufacturers, the audiometer varies in design, depending on its use.It is used in schools as a screening device and in hospitals or clinics for more special-
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ized examination.
The course requirement is for the students to be given practical laboratory exer-

cises or "hands-on" training with the audiometer. For training in the use of devices, it
is conside-ed a requisite for the student to have the actual device at his disposal and to
perform practical exercises or simulated routines on it. In addition, eie requirement
exists for the instructor to be able to monitor or critique the stud2nes step-by-step
progress on the device and to test his proficiency in its use. In learning to operate and
perform hearing examinations with the audiometer, it is necessary for subjects to be
available to act as patients. In audiology classes these "patients" are other students
whose hearing is usually normal. Thus, the desired practice of testing a patient with
hearing defects is not obtainable.

The Audiometer Trainer Unit, operated in conjunction with CAI, has been developed
to provide individualized step-by-step instruction in the operation of audiometers with-
out the necessity for an instructor to check or test performance at any point. In addition,
by simulating the patient under examination through the computer program, the student
may be presented with hearing characteristics with any pathological abnoriaalities de-
sired. Audiometer malfunctions may even be simulated.

The ATU outwardly is representative of audiometers in general use. It has the same
dials, switches, etc., that the student will find on actual audiometers. However, the
similarity of the ATU to actual audiometers ends at this point. Internally, the ATU con-
tains instrumentation for encoding the position of these controls as well as control cir-
cuitry fer supplying to the computer the exact position to which the student has them set.
Depending on where the student has set the controls and where he is in the sequence of
course material authored, a response to the student will be made by a patient signal light
indicating whether the patient hears or not. Communication to the student may also be
through use of any of the other CAI station terminal devices available.

Current state of CAI in training. While much thought has been given to this subject
in industry and the schools, a principal force in identifying CAI for training has be,en the
Department of Defense.

In 1968, at a meeting of industry representatives from NSIA's Training Advisory
Committee and key training executives for the Department of Defense, the subject of
applying the computer to the training of DoD manpower was considered, and methods
better to understand the problems and their potential solutions were discussed. It was
concluded that a valuable service could be rendered by NSIA in sponsoring a special com-
mittee which would identify and concentrate on this specific area in the hope that improved
effectiveness in the training process would result. Accordingly, the Applications of Com-
puters to Training committee was established. The first task of this committee was to
identify committee work functions to be accomplished. The following functions were
identified:

Applicadon definition. This function is to identify applications of interest to the com-
mittee. Applications suggested for consideration were Instruction in Computers; Com-
puter-assisted Instruction (simulation and media or device control); Pupil Information
Systems; Training Manuals; Interactive Guidance Counseling; and Management of Instruc-
tion (scheduling of students, facilities, materials, etc.).

Library and dissemination of information, This function identified tasks to be con-
sidered in the development of a program for a library and dissemination of information on
the uses of computers in training. Work tasks defined were program definition; appli-
cable library management techniques; and user requirements.

Demonstration and training. This function was identified for the purpose of com-
municating the findings of the subcommittee by a symposium type of meeting and follow-
on seminars involving DoD and industry representatives. It was decided in 1968 that the
most effective means of accomplishing this would be a national program of panel discus-
sions involving topflight people with known reputations and workshops involving the mili-
tary services and industry.

Hardware and software. The committee recognized the need to identify the require-
ments, specifications and interchangeability of hardware and software in the field of
training and education. On a long-range basis, some of the specifics suggested for con-
sideration in the software area were frame definitions and specifications; course specifi-
cations; languages for the computer; programs for evaluation and management; simula-
tions and games. In the hardware area the committee sees a need to look at the require-
ment for audio/visual devices, computers, simulators (analog), terminals and displays
as they relate to education and training.
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The ideas, program and proposed functions of this committee were reviewed by thevarious military services, and it was determined that this was a desirable approach.Appropriate representatives to the committee from the Office of the Secretary of Defenseand each of the military services were appointed.In carrying out its objectives, the committee recently conducted a national confer-ence of several hundred training executives from industry and the Department of Defense.During the two-day conference, 20 papers- were presented which described the state of theart as it was known to the conferees and explored the future as they conceived it.Some of the important concepts outlined at this conference were that there does existpotential in using the computer for individualizing instructional systems, for improvingquality and speed, and for developing human resources. It also became evident that anenormous job exists in the development of materials in order to apply the computer tothis process and to evaluate its application on individuals.In summary, I believe the words of Curtis W. 'Darr, Assistant Secretary of the AirForce for Manpower and Reserve Affairs, are appropriate, and I quote:"I think all of us interested in education must maintain this concern for the develop-ment and growth of the individual. Too often we practice the slovenly habits that come tothose who have a surplus of human resource with which to work so that we can discardsome people from consideration. As society advances, the price of discarding humantolent grows to a point where eventually it becomes intolerably expensive in both eco-no,nic and social terms. I think we have reached that day. The consequence is that weas leaders must learn to become teachers who encourage growth rather than be merelyshrewd judges of human talent. It is in this environment that we in the Air Force lookforward with anticipation to what you and others can help us to realize through the intel-ligent exploitation of the possibilities of computers in training."
Mr. Fox is manager for Educational Systems Development, IBM, Arlington, Virginia.

Individualized instruction
Robert W. SingerMy experience in individualized 4,nstruction is limited 'to applications of the Didactor.The Didactor is a specialized, economical, portable computer aad functions as a type of"teaching machine".

The general heading of individualized instruction usually includes the application ofprogrammed booklets, sometimes cassette recorded messages - a collection of books andequipment brought together to assist self-instruction. This is normally done by providinga booth or carrel which semi-isolates the student. Quite often the student is given a studyguide which suggests reading materials, tapes, films, slides, etc., that he might go over.Thus, by following the guide, the student uses the materials in the facilities provided andcarries out a program of self-instruction that is usually more effective than if he weregiven an assignment to withdraw books from the library and turn out a report. Of course,one of the main reasons why this approach would be more effective is the use of studymaterial in the format of programmed instruction.I'm sure almost everybody is familiar with the programmed instructional format andholds their own opinions as to why it works. I think it works primarily because it pre-sents material in short steps and because effortis made to write such materials in simpleEnglish with lots of repetition. We tried an experiment several years ago where we tooka rather complex paragraph of about 400 words and did nothing more than rather arbi-trarily break it up into eight short paragraphs. Wording was not touched, but studentsgot much higher scores when questioned on the content of the broken-up version. Un-doubtedly a page that is a solid mass of print Just looks unconquerable to some people.Howeve:-, as I said, my experience is somewhat different from this, mainly becausewe have con-antrated on orienting the individualized self-instruction to a controllinglevice. This controlling device is a form of computer-assisted instruction and servesit simulated teacher. It has several functions:ret, and primary, to detect how well the student seems to understand what he is,11., and to alter the course of study to accommodate him. This may mean acceleratingcomplexity of presentation or further simplifying it.
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Second, to control whether the student will work on certain portions of material athis own pace or whether he must work at some pre-established pace. (Exercises or drillsin basic arithmetic and reading skills particularly require this kind of control.)Third, to control the use or functioning of other media; such as turning on and con-trolling a slide projector, movie projector or tape recorder.
So you see, our approach calls for a program to be structured which controls the

self-inatructional situation, but has the versatility to alter this control; that is, individual-.ize it, Li accord with the evidence detected as to how the student is progressing.Now let me elaborate on how this is done. The Didactor, our main controller device,has a small screen on which lessons are presented. Incorporated in each such presenta-tion is a question and multiple-choice answer. There are five pushbuttons on which thestudent can indicate his choice of an answer. Each such response by the student causesthe Didactor to pick out an appropriate follow-on presentation. If the student made agood response, the following presentation will continue the basic trend of the course. Ifthe student made one of the bad responses, the following presentation will correct hiserror. Typically there will be one acceptable answer and two or three bad answers toeach question. Often the bad answers were chosen for different reasons. In an al:ith-metic problem, for example, one bad answer may reflect having subtracted instead, ofadding, while another of the answers reflects dtfficulty in the use of "carry". Hence, allbad answers do not lead to the same follow-on help. The help offered is "individualized"
in terms of the type of difficulty the student seems to be having.

In controlling other media, such as a slide projector, tape recorder or movie pro-jector, the Didactor places them into a form of operation which makes the materials con-tained on them capable of being picked out at random. That is, since the essence of in-dividualizing instruction is to give only presentations that help one particular student, itnaturally means that there must be a large store of presentations in a program fromwhich the necessary presentations are to be chosen. In computer parlance this is referredto as random selection. If other media, such as slides and taped sound, are accompanyinga random-selection type of controller, then the material in these, too, must be randomlyaccessible. Our Didactor provides this capability.There is no special restriction to application. The individualized instruction I havebeen working with ranges from using the system in the first grade of elementary schoolsto medical schools. The system is basically a teacher-saver, for it gets across routineinstruction of all sorts about as well, perhaps even better, than a teacher can or at leastnormally will do. It takes about one-third the time a student would spend getting the samematerial in a classroom. The boon to the teacher is the fact that students come out of suchlearning experiences better equipped for class discussion and lab work. The teacher canplan to share more knowledge in-depth with the class without being concerned about theirrelative states of preparedness.
An interesting study was made comparing two groups of twenty students where onegroup studied multiplication and division of fractions by Didactor while the other studiedin class under a teacher. Both groups came out with equivalent final test scores. Thecost to teach the individualized-instructed group was $4.40, the cost to teach the class-instructed group somewhat more than $65.00. In other words, it costs 22 cents to teacheach student who used individualized instruction, as compared to $3.25 for each studentwho attended the class.
Our experience with industrial arts indicates that these students have a special in-clination towards practical application. In many cases this attitude laas caused the studentto suffer many deficiencies in basic skills, such as language, communication, math,theoretical science, history and economics. We_ know, of c.ourse, that these deficiencieswill greatly delimit his effectiveness in industry. Such a student seems particularlyattuned to the regimen of "machine-controlled" instruction. Short programs on variousmath techniques, shorts on reading development, accounting, economics, can be inter-jected as the student encounters difficulties in the industrial arts curriculum. At a voca-tional high sch-IoI in Ohio, each department, such as drafting, electronics, agriculturalmechanics and carpentry, not only has some of its own basic course material handledby individualized instruction, but has also decided to take on some of the remedial educa-tional responsibilities by providing students with appropriate materials. Thus an ag-mechanics student, who is having difficulties because he simply can't work with fractionsor decimals, is given short (about 1- to 2-hour) supplementary programmed courses atcertain points during his ag-mechanics classes.
As has already been pointed out, the cost factors to do this are considerably lower
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than establishing remedial classes. This individualized instruction also eliminates theproblems involved in fitting remedial classes into a schedule already complicated byextra-length labs and shop periods. Gone, too, is the social stigma attached to those whoare grouped together for remedial work. With controlled individualized instruction, theteacher is able to assign to a student who is having trouble a program or programs whichwill clear up the problem. These programs can be pursued during study hall periods orat other free time in the school library or instructional resource center.I feel certain that the future will see a great deal more of this type of individualizedinstructior. become a part of the curriculum, particularly in the industrial arts and voca-tional training, where it has already established its effectiveness.
Mr. Singer is associated with the Didactics Corporation, Mansfield, Ohio.

Improving teacher performance by micro-teaching and video-tape techniques
John D. JenkinsAt the outset let us understand that micro-teaching and video-tape recording are notsynonymous. While video-tape recording is quite valuable to effective micro-teaching,it is only a feedback instrument that provides the opportunity for 3ystematic and accurateexamination and analysis of the teaching act. Micro-teaching can be accomplished withoutthe use of video-tape equipment.

Micro-teaching. It might be useful to present a description of micro-teaching as itis most commonly conceived so that we may have a frame of reference from which tocommunicate. Micro-teaching is a method used with teachers or prospective teachers toprovide them with the opportunity to examine the teaching act on a scaled-down level. Thatis, they work with a reduced presentation time and with a fewer number of students thanis normally found in a typical class. A typical teaching act consumes from five to twentyminutes, and the number of students in the group would range from three to ten. Themicro-teacher concentrates on a specific teaching skill or teaching behavior, such asquestioning, reinforcement, or varying the semulus. After the teaching act, the micro-teacher's performance is immediately evaluated. This is often done by using a video-.tape recorder because it provides certain advantages over direct observation. Studentappraisal of the lesson is also used in the evaluation. In fact, student evaluation has beenfound to be more reliable than supervisor evaluation. The evaluation session sensitizesthe micro-teacher to strong elements of the performance as well as to the weak features.He revises the presentation on the basis of this feedback. He then reteaches the revisedpresentation to a different group of students and goes through the same cycle until hehas developc d a high degree of proficiency with the particular teaching skill or teachingbehavior.
There are many valid criticisms of the micro-teaching technique, as I have de-scribed it, but there is little question whether effective mi,-:ro-teaching changes teacherbehavio.e. In nearly all cases where controlled micro-teaching has occurred, there is ameasurable improvement in teacher performance over teachers who have not been exposedto micro-teaching. Some of the primary criticisms are:(1) Expense of the equipment and the facilities required to conduct micro-teachingexperiences if video-recording is used.(2) Required one-to-one ratio of supervisor to micro-teacher.(3) Problems encountered with obtaining an adequate number and kind of studentsto ::onduct the micro-teaching.
Before I forget it, I would like to emphasize that micro-teaching or variations ofmicro-teaching and video-*.ape recording can and should be used in both pre-service andin-service teacher educatio:.. For the most part, these methods are being ap2lied ex-clusively in undergraduate teacher education programs. But wouldn't it be wonderfui ifschools or school systems had a micro-teaching laboratory to be used by teachers toimprove their teuching skills? In many respects, such an arrangement would solve mostof the practicality criticisms advanced at micro-teaching.
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Relatively few teacher education programs are using the true micro-teaching systemin their situation because of the limitations previously mentioned. However, many schoolsare incorporating features of the micro-teaching system into their teacher education pro-grams. I submit that this condition might be the most significant contribution that willresult from the development of the micro-teaching technique. For example, educatorshave, as the result of Dwight Allen's work with micro-teaching:(I) Attempted to identify finite teaching practices--or a teaching technology.(2) Increased use of video-tape recording.
(3) Emphasized earlier kstudent involvement with the teaching act to make hirn betterable to cope with the problems of student teaching.
(4) Developed more effective techniques for evaluation and analysis of the teachingact.
Variations of micro-teaching. At this point let us change our trend of thought frommicro-teaching to some of the variations of micro-teaching which might be of value inyour programs. It would be impossible to describe or even to list all of the possiblevariations currently being attempted. I am aware of at Jeast five modifications of micro-teaching currently being used at The Ohio State University. In many cases, these proce-dures could not be considered actual varir.tions of micro-teaching but procedures whichincorporate one or more of the elements ef micro-teaching. In other situations, proce-dures have been attempted to reduce the adverse problems of the true micro-teachingsituation.
One program attempted to solve the problem of bringing students to the micro-teaching laboratory by taking the micro-teachers to the students. The director of theprogram arranged for a room in one of the local schools. He used students in study hallsas the subjects for the micro-teaching. The experiment yielded results comparable tothose in a normal' micro-teaching situation, but additional problems were encountered.The program, ovez a period of time, became somewhat disruptive to the school, and theschool could not commit a single room where the video-tape recording equipment wouldbe set up for the entire day. They had to change the equipment to another room duringthe day end transport and set up the equipment each day. The program was unable toovercome the problem of the one-to-one relationship between the micro-teacher and thecritic or supervisor. The program was reluctantly abandoned for another modification.A technique used by the Rtculty of Industrial Technology was to ask cooperatingteachers for student teachers to use evaluation instrumeets similar to thc.3e used in amicro-teaching situation with the student teachers. The student teachers selected a par-ticular teaching skill or teaching behavior. The cooperating teacher assisted the studentteacher with the revision of the presentation, and the student teacher re-taught the lessonto subsequent classes later in the day. The major problem with the procedure was thatthere was considerable variation in cooperating teacher evaluation, and there was insuf-ficient opportunity to re-teach the lesson. Some cooperating teachers were reluctant touse the forms, because they did not permit them sufficient opportunity for subjectiveappraisal of the student teaching performance. However, in some cases, the studentteachers and the cooperating teachers felt that the student teachers had made significantimprovement on a particular teaching skill or teaching behavior.We will be attempting to use a modification of the micro-teaching technique with thestudents in our methods courses. Like many other situations, we will have to use a pro-cedure that is compatible with the resources we have available. Precisely how we willovercome the problems mentioned earliet remains to be seen.For example, v-e. have two staff members working with about sixty students. A nor-mal teach-evaluate-re-teach cycle could take about two hours before the student attainsany degree of proficiency with a skill. That means each professor will 114;.ve to spendabout sixty hours in a ten-week period to help all thirty of his students attain skill inonly one teaching behavior. That constitutx_.s about twice the normal contact load currentlybeing devoted to the class. It is obvious that certain adjustments will have to be madeto accommodate the quantity of students. It should also be remently.tred that any changesin the procedure result in a reduction of the quality of the control situation.You might have the idea that ae4 anti-micro- teaching at this point. On the contrarvI am enthusiastic about any tecistakajw that will assist us in preparing better teactelm,I do question the practicality ,s1 micro-teaching without sufficient resources. Stated,issaStater way, there is some vosistelerit as to whether the gain achieved through micro-isatusSiong is worm the exPenditureof rAstiverces required to operate a first-class operation.5fiditiltion, much research neisos to performed to determine whether modification of



the micro-teaching technique actually improves teacher behavior.Video-tape recording. Now for a brief examination of videc -tape recording and itsapplication to improving teacher performance. In tl-e early phases of closed-circuittelevision, primary emphasis was directed at using television as a means of transmittinginformation. This kind of activity continues, and there are some distinct advantages tothe method.
It has only been recently that educational institutions have even considered the pur-chase of closed-circuit television equipment. This was essentially due to the expenseear1ier equipment. Today portable units, capable of recordtng excellent images andscum , :re relatively cheap, and many schools have at least one set available. But thepn:mary use of the television equipment continues to be for imparting information tochildren.
At this time I would like to direct your attention to a different use of closed-circulttelevision. That is, let us look at it as a tool, a recording device, an instrument capableof capturing and preserving the teaching act.As I said before, I believe that one of the most significant outcomes of the micro-teaching movement will be the use of television to examine teaching behavior and toimprove the quality of teaching. You might say that teachers have been observed andevaluated for years, and this technique doesn't really add anything new to that situation.I suggest that there are several extremelypositive potential outcomes which are availablebecause of video-tape recording.The first and foremost outcome is that the teacher or prospective teacher is nowable to see himself as others see him. This in itself is a traumatic experience for manypeople, but the outcomes can significantly outweigh the anxiety.For example, people, by their nature, do not like the thought of admittirg their in-adequacies. When a supervisor makes an evaluation of an observation, a teacher is oftenreluctant to accept the judgments and suggestions of the supervisor. He activates defensemechanisms to prevent him from coming to grips with the problems. He might say tohimself, "The supervisor is in a bad mood today and if he made the observation anotherday, he would see things in a different way." Another might be, "The supervisor is tryingto impose his value judgments on my performance."Now consider the same teacher in a situation where he has been video-taped and thesupervisor has made no value judgments. When the recording is played, the teacher hasno place to hide. He is less likely to rely on defense mechanisms to explain away inade-quacies in his teachingperformance. Some educators advance the hypothesis that teachersbecome more objective because they believe they are evaluating a tape and not themselves.A second outcome of video-tape recording is that selected portions can be examinedseveral times. This can and should be used to emphasize strong features of the teachingepisode as well as to identify areas for improvement.A third outcome is that teachers have the opportunity actually to see improvement.An early recording can be saved and later compared with a tape that shows improvement.If teacher can see improvement, he is more apt to continue to want to improve. Whenhe i? uw,ble to see improvement, he is likely to become discouraged and give up.The fourth desirable outcome of video-tape recording is that teachers can evaluatethemselves or team up with peers for evaluation. We all know that supervisory personneldo not have the time, in most cases, to help teachers improve their instructional tech-niques. By using the video-tape recorder and helping the teacher learn how to analyzeand evaluate teacher performance, he can do the evaluation himself. A student or anotherteacher could operate the equipment and record a lesson. At least in the near future,teachers are going to have to rely on self-evaluation if they want to examine and improvetheir teaching performance.

There are certainly additional favorable outcomes from theuse of video-tape record-ing that could be identified, but the list just mentioned identifies some major points. Ishould caution you that you are working with human behavior, and it is often difficult topredict results of a particular treatment. Some individuals respond immediately to suchsituations, and others are reluctant to participate.We at The Ohio State University are vitally concerned with helping our teachers tobecome concerned with perpetual self-improvement, because there has traditionally beenvery little help for the teacher after he enters the classroom. Considerable emphasis isplaced on providing the teacher with some of the tools that he can use Tor self-improve-ment.
One such technique employed is the use of the portable television unit. Each quarter
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the student teachers are t-Iped in a presentation situation. We feel that this accomplishesseveral ends. Some of them are:
(1) The student teachers reduce their fear of having their inadequacies exposed.(2) The student teachers have the opportunity to see themselves as others see them--in other words, self-perception.
(3) They learn some of the elements that constitute a good and a poor presentation.(4) They become more objective evaluators because they are expected to evaluatethemselves and their peers, using both written and oral techniques.This technique has met with a high degree of acceptance with the student teachers.Invariably, the response in the final evaluation of student teaching, made by the studentteachers, is that they would have liked to have had more experiences with evaluating theirperformance using the video-tape recorder. I might add that most of the student teachersare terrified just prior to the first time they are taped. This would seem to indicate thatacceptance of evaluation is quite rapid at this stage in teacher preparation. There isevidence to indicate that experienced teachers are less likely to accept this type ofevaluation and remain quite tense after several sessions.
This entire discussion seems to have two primary underlying assumptions that havenot been previously mentioned. In closing let me state them, because it seems to methat you have to accept thembefore you can accept micro-teaching or variations of micro-teaching or the use of video-tape recording for improving instruction. They are:(1) There is a set of teaching practices that can be identified. That is, just as aphysician or surgeon has s set of practices he uses to cure people, so does the teacherhave a set of practices for helping children learn.(2) People can learn to become teachers. They can be taught to use efficient prac-tices to bring about desired behavior changes in children.

Mr. Jenkins is a member of the faculty at The Ohio State University, Columbus.
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Basic elementh of industry-content enrichment,
viewed by an educator

Robert Magowan
If I were an industrial arts teacher in the public schools and were given a list of thebasic elements of industry, namely, research and development, production tooling, pro-duction control, quality control, personnel management, manufacturing and marketing, Iwould view these with interest and feel that subject matter in these areas would enhancemy program.
My first step in preparing to teach these subject matter areas would be to researcheach of these elements. As I researched these areas I would then discover that some ofthe elements, such as manufacturing, marketing, arid research and development, werevery broad In nature, while others, such as production tooling, production control andqualit; control, were more narrow and specialized. I would also find other topics, suchas product design, plant layout, process design, maintenance, accounting, budgeting, ex.;and I would wonder how these would fit into the list of basic elements of industry. At thispoint I would probably be so confused that 1 would either forget the whole idea of incor-porating this material in my program or I would attempt to develop a more appropriatelisting of the basic elementa of industry.
I trust that when we are referring to industry, we are discussing those manufactur-ing industries that produce a salable product. It would then appear that if we listed thevery basjc elements of this type of industry we would include three elements: Sales,production and finance. Any manufacturing industry must first produce, and it must thensell the product, but it must also have adequate finances and financial controls. Below isa listing of these basic elements and also some of the posPthle sub-ele ments that wouldbe included. An asterisk is placed by each of those elem-zts suggested by the committeedirected by Dr. .Tohn L. Feirer.

$A1,ES
1. Direct Sales

*2. Market Research
a. Forecasting
b. Market trends

3. Advertising

1, Product Design
a. Styling
b. Mechanical
c. Research & Testing

*2. Research & Development
a. Product improvement
b. New products
c. Pure research

FINANCE
I. Accounting

a. Cost
b. General
c. Payroll

PRODUCTION
3. Industrial Engn.

a. Plant layout
b. Process design

*c. Tool design
d. Time studies

*4. Personnel
a. Employment
b. Labor rel.
c. Training
d. Safety

2. Budgeting
a. Capital
b. General
c. Operating

3. Internal Auditing

*S. Prod. Control
a. Scheduling
b. Dispatching
c. Inventory

*6. Quality Control
a. Inspection

*7. Manufacturing
a. Pab.-assembly
b. Packaging

8. Maintenance
The listing of sub...elements is by no means exhaustive of the items dint could be in-cluded, but it does indicate what I regardas the basic structure and many of the elementsof industry.
It would be highly deairable to include these elements of industry in the public schoolindustrial arts curriculum. The common industrial arts program is perhapb exposingstudents to some of these elements, but I seriously doubt if many of these topics are cur-rently being included. The arts of industry do not only include the fabrication and assem-bly of a product but also many other areas as evidenced by the above structure. If thestudent is to grasp the total concept of our manufacturing industries, he must be exposedto each of these elements.
I do foresee problems, however, in attempting to integrate these elements into thepublic school industrial arts curriculum. Ar.7 one industrial arts teacher will not be
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familiar with all of the areas of industry. He was probably not educated to teach this sub-ject matter, nor was he even exposed to many of these topics during his training. Howthen will he be able to teach these basic elements of industry?To introduce current industrial arts teachers to these factors of industry, I wouldsuggest various types of training programs, such as summer workshops and institutes.The individual teacher must also be encouraged to study on his own time and graduallyin.:lude more of this industrial information into his curriculum.Teacher education programs across the nation can also aid in this endeavor. Theyshould design their programs so that prospective industrial arts teachers are exposedto these elements.
The suggestions I have made will not be easy and will not be readily accomplished.However, if these elements are included in industrial arts programs, the curriculum willundoubtedly be enriched.

Mr. Magowan is a member of tho faculty at Me., phis (Tennessee) State University.

Man, technology and manufacturing
Donald F. Hackett

The story of man, his origin and rise to dominance on earth is told in many ways.But as scholars probe the earth and piece together bits of information, a certain consis-tency or uniformity begins to appear in the story. When viewed in relationship to ourpresent-day programs of industrial arts, some glaring inconsistencies arise. The purposeof this paper is to point out some of these inconsistencies and to suggest an ar.proach thatmore nearly meets the educational needs and interests a youth in the twentieth century.Man's origin will continue to be debated for all time. But, for the purposes of thispaper, the debate is purely academic. However, the evolutionist's explanation of theorigin of man does fit the need of the moment, since it introduces the concept of tech-nology as the force and the instrument which made man and enabled him to reach hispresent level of achievement. Consequently, this story, this rationale, begins wr.th thattheory.
Washburn, in reporting on the origins of man, states that:

it was the success of the simplesttools that started the whole trend of humanevolution and led to civilizations of today. ...Now it appears that man-apecreatures able to run but not yet walk on two legs, and with brains no larger thanthose of apes living now had already learned to make and use tools. It followsthat the structure of modern man must be the result of the change in terms ofnatural selection that came with the tool-using way of life. ...Tools, hunting,fire, complex social life, speech, the human way and the brain evolved togetherto produce ancient man of the genus Homo about half a million years ago.(1)
In short, when man-ape creatures stood up so they could better use tools, they laidthe foundation for the evolution of Homo sapiens, modern man. Man is, therefore, aproduct of technology.
The Biblical Book of Genesis may describe this process as the work of the Creatoron the sixth day. And, when it goes on to state, "...He rested on the seventh day fromall His work which He had done", we might assume that the intent was for man to carryon the Creator's work. In any event, man set out upon the eighth day to change the world.For 99 percent qf the time that he has existed, man lived in the Stone Age, so-calledbecause his principal tool-making material was stone. Being rational, he undoubtedlytransmitted the knowledge of his means of survival to his young. If it was otherwise,man would have disappeared from the earth long ago, for he is among the weakest ofcreatures. However, by virtue of his rational powers, his capacities for tool-makingand using, for creating, inventing and building, man raised himself to the position of thedominant creature on earth.
Man invented agriculture about 8000 years ago when he learned that animals couldbe domesticated and that seeds could be planted, grown and harvested. This great dis-
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covery permitted him to cease his nomadic, food-gathering ways and to settle down inone spot. 1-lis shelters took on a degree of permanence, children became an asset, andhis life expectancy increased to 35 or 40 years.
In his new way of life, man found time to provide certain conveniences. He wovefibers into cloth for clothing. He produced pottery so he could cook and store his foodand drink. He became a metallurgist and produced better tools for both peace and war.He traded his goods and devised improved ways of transporting them. He built cities andformed governments. Man was civilizing himself as he learned to develop and employtechnology.
Reading and writing originated in the priesthood of ancient Egypt. The priests col-lected, stored, sacrificed and doled out the food and other goods delivered to the temples.To facilitate their i cord k eeping, they invented a system of picture writing- hiero-glyphics. The Phoenicians simplified this system by developing a series of letter sym-bols. The Greeks adapted it to their tiso and the Romans, in due course, passed it on toWestern cultures.
During early Grecian times, the ability to read and write was associated with thosewho did not draw water and hew stone. Aristotle and Plato admonished boys to learn toread and write so they could wear a white toga and be spared the soil and toil of work.

"Even Archimedes, popularly acclaimed for his rem.,.-tkable mechanical inventions,appears to have been ashamed of his interests in such wor:k. He apologized for them,
claiming they were carried out merely for his divers4on and amusement."(10)

The Roman world showed more interest in teLlmical achievement than did the Greek.
However, while their accomplishments in road building and architecture are noteworthy,
the Roman mind did not value the qualities necessary for continued technological advz.tacc.
The Romans were technologically nte.ni.c; thc-ir fame rested largely on conquests, lawand administration.

As the Western World developeO, t,:lidology was applied through handicraft to the
production or manufacture of goods. craftsman, however, was frequently considered
subordinate to the artist, statesman, theologian and nobleman - all relative newcomersto the scene of man civilizing himself. Despite his importance in developing the culturethat made such pursuits possible, the craftsman-technologist was never accorded a domi-nant role in the social organization of the time. And, when money lending and banking
became honest pursuits, even the ownership of his enterprise passed from him to others.

When fDrma! schooling began, its sole function was to prepare one for a life of con-templation, I -Lure and luxury. It was provided for and limited to children of the wealthy.
Children of tne masses grew up with little or no formal schooling. A select few did, how-
ever, learn the 3 R's and the secrets and mysteries of a craft through apprenticeship.
Consequently, it was natural that education and security, wealth and leisure should
assume a cause-and-effect relationship in the minds of people.

Public schools were established about a century and one-half ago, so that all children
might realize "the better life" through education. The curriculum was essentially that
of the old liberal arts schools, and it carried the blessings of most educators and parents.
However, some individuals questioned the relevance of this program of studies. Thehistory of education is replete with accounts of.their proposals, experiments and innova-tions to this end.

About a century ago a huma. istic element was added to the school program to assistthe young in adjusting to their social environment. Around the turn of this century ascientific element was introduced to enable children to understand and adjust to their
physical environment. The developments in science that led to its inclusion in the school
program were paralleled by the most remarkable industrial-technological developmentthe world had ever seen. Yet, efforts to introduce this element into the school met withlimited success or outright opposition. Even Federal participation in the form of fundsfor vocational education did little more than divide the school into two camps.

Technology has been the dominant influence in the process of man civilizing himself.Without it, we would still be swinging from trees by our tails. Technology dominatesour lives. Our culture is distinctly technological. Yet our school programs fail to re-
flect technology and the resultant organization of work that makes our culture what it is.

Peter Drucker refers to this discontinuity on the contemporary scene when he statesthat:
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... the new technologies are not based on science alone, but on new knowl-
edge in its entirety (and) means that technology is no longer separate and outside
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of culture, but an integral part thereof. Civilization has, of course, always beensln,.ped by technology. The notion that technology has become important onlyduring these lact 200 years or so is errant nonsense. Tools and the organizationof work -- the two elements of what we call technology -- have always moldedboth what man does and what he can do. They have, very lare.4eiy, determinedwhat he wants to bc. Still, for several thousand years -- in th.: West ever sincethe Greeks made slavery into an economic institution and into the foundation ofproduction -- work, and with it its tools, methods and organization, have beenconsidered outside culture and in-worthy of the attention of a cultured person.(2)
Drucker explains the new technology when he say:s!

The technology lf the twentieth century embraces and feeds off the entirearray of human knowledges, the physical sciences as well as the humanities...the split between the universe of matter and the universe of mind -- the splitintroduced into Western thought by Descartes 300 years ago - - is being over-come.... Equally important and equally new is the fact that every one of thenew emerging inthstries is squarely based on knowledge. Not a single one isbased on experience. ...they will employ predominantly knowledge workersrather than manual workers.... The productivity of the worker will depend onhis ability to put to work concepts, ideas, theories -- that is, things learned trischool -- rat:fer than skills acquired through experience.(3)
ThiF: Nation's schools have, since the early part of this century, professed a concernfor intJ:oducing the young to their culture. Statements of objectives commonly refer to thisover-all goal and to that of economic efficiency. Yet, many schools have, In purportingto transmit our culture, neglected the very essence of both man and culture -- technologyand the consequent world of work. Instead they have fed youth a pablum of facts am. fan-cies, almost completely divorced from the needs and realities of contemporary culture.The effects are reflected in the number of school drop-outs, in limited student achieve-ment and in growing unrest among students.Industrial arts is a means to advance technology -- if it is so structured. The indus-trial arts of past decades is not the answer. This tool skill- project oriented approachwas reflective only of the 19th century in which it had its origin; it failed to reflect thetool making, inventive, rational nature of man. Therefore, a "new industrial arts" isnecessary to begin to fill the void in present-day education.An industrial arts to reflect technology was first suggested by William E. Warner inthe 1930's. An array of research has since provided an organization and structure for anew industrial arts -one that aids in developing in youth the distinguishing qualities thatmake man human.

This new industrial arts is defined by Delmar W. Olson as follows:
Industrial arts is a -tudy of the technology, its origins and development; itstechnical, consumer, ocL.Ipational, recreational, social and cultural nature; andits influences through experimenting, creating, designing, inventing, constructingand operating with industrial materials, processes and products. Its purposesare to acquaint the student with his technological environment and to aid him inthe discovery and development of his own human potential.(4)

Olson's definition of industrial arts as a study of technology includes the delimitingterm "industrial". This is necessary for at least two reasons. First, industry is per-.haps the prime means to today's technology, as it is the producer, the creator of the tech-nology that has come to occupy an ever-increasing place of importance in the social,economic and political aspects of life. Secondly, technology is too vast a discipline forcompetent treatment by any one sector of the school. Its very nature dictates that everysubject reflect technology.
The term technology originated in the Greek words "techne" meaning art or skilland "logia" meaning study. Thus we get the dictionary definition of technology as thescience or study of the industrial arts (arts of industry).Dewhurst and the Twentieth Century Fund state:

As technology consists of accumulated knowledges, tech:agues and skills,and their application in creating useful goods and services, the ultimate fruits
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of a country's technology are found in the standard of living its people are ableto enjoy. ... Technology, in fact, ,:an be thought of as the primary resource;
without it all other resources would be economically nonexistent.(5)

Kranzberg (6) states that:

While the influence of technole,i is both widespread and fundamental, theterm cannot be defined with precision. In its simplest terms, technology is
tri an's efforts to cope with his physical environment -- both that provided by
ric:L re and created by man's own technological deeds, such as cities -- and his
atten ipts to subdue or control that environment by means of his imagination and
ingenuity in the use of available resources.... In the popular mind, technology
is synonymous with machines of various sorts -- the steam engine, the loco-
motive and the automobile -- as well as such developments as printing, photog-
raphy, --adio and television.... Technology, then, is much more than tools and
artifacts, machines and processes. It deals with human work, with rnan's attempts
to saticify his wants by human actien on physical objects.

Technology, then, is the composite of man's achievements with mind, rnerials,
energies; it is man as he controls and uses nature; it is man creating his own environ-
ment; it is man civilizing himself. Technology includes agriculture, ind,:stry (manufac-turing), medicine, services, construction, transportation, mining, management, home-making and every other way in which man contributes to his wants.

At the present time, no school andno school subject is prepared to introduce the total
of technology to its students. However, this condition will come to pass as educators de-
velop an awareness of the impact of technology on human affairs everywhere. Then, and
then only, will technology adequately and successfully attain its rightful position with the
sciences and humanities in the school program. For the time being, industrial arts canbegin to provide this element in the school. In due time the other subjects will follow.

Industrial arts, as a study of technology, is herein limited to that sector of technology
popularly called industry. Olson(7), DeVore(8), Rice and Flug(9), and other researchers
have produced works giving substance to this decision. Analysis of their studies and of
American industry reveal9 a g meral nature, breadth and depth of industry that may begrouped into eight categories: manufacturing, construction, communication, transporta-
tion, power, services, research and management. These groups are assumed to account
for all of American industry and to provide the essentials for a curriculum in indus-trial arts.

Educational objectives commonly deal with: Competencies in communication; lea s-
ing how to learn; understanding the world and man; activities of citizens; ability to care
for mental and physical health; sensitivity to and understanding of aesthetics; and special-
ized interest. Industrial arts can contribute to each of these objectives, as can the other
school subjects. However, becauae of its nature, industrial arts provides a different
medium for developing these competencies and understandings in students. Furthermore,
it can make several unique contributions when it is designed to:

(1) Develop insights and understandings of industry and its technology in our culture.
(2) Discover and develop interests and capabilities of students in technical and indus-trial fields.
(3) Develop the ability to use tools, materials and processes of industry safely to
solve technical problems.
The foregoing objectives of the school and of industrial arts may be analyzed for the

purpose of identifying the kinds of behavior the students should exemplify. In so doing
it becomes evident that every student should develop an ability to:

Read Study Judge
Write Analyze Describe
Compute plan Demonstrate
Organize Cooperate Define
Interpret Create Participate

These are some of the competencies that should be developed in all students in anyand every school subject, including industrial arts. However, industrial arts students
should also develop the abilities to:
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Design
Invent
Engineer
Depict
Experiment
Develop
Display
Test
Manage
Diagnose

Sketch
Manipulate
Operate
Disassemble
Assemble
Maintain
Install
Adjust
Produce
Compare

Construct
Cut
Shape
Form
Finish
Schedule
Control
Procure
Measure
Evaluate

These, then, are keys to the kinds of activities that a good industrial arts programwill provide. Theyare the kinds of behavior, skids, that are held to be perpetually salable.They may be developed in schools. The need and den-land for people with these basicskills will never cease; they are universally applicable.Subject matter is the medium for transmitting these skills. It may be selected forits interest value alone, for its need in specific applications or for a combination ot Duth.Teachers, therefore, need to selectthe subject matter which best fits the nature and needsof their students as well as the needs of society.
One approach to a course in "manufacturing" provides a study of man using and de-veloping technology to convert the earth's natural resources into man's material welfare.it is designed to develop an understanding of the principles and concepts involved in the"systems" of manufacturing. The major industrial tools, materials, processes and prob-lems are studied. Experiences are provided in organizing a manufacturing enterpriseand in producing and marketing a product. This simulated work experience affords thestudent an opportunity to test his interests and capacities in four occupational cate-gories. Furthermore, it assists the studentin becoming aware of his strengths and weak-nesses and in realizing a value in other school subjects. (See the model "Man and Manu-facturing".)
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MASS PRODUCTION
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The main purposes of this study are: (1) to afford all boys and girls an opportunityto learn about the industrial-technological complex outside the school; (2) to provide anopportunity for these students to explore a large group of industries and occupations inour culture and to make tentative occupational choices (with the help of counselors) thatreasonably reflect their capabilities, interests and aspirations; and (3) to assist them indeveloping a degree of skill in using industrial tools, materials and processes in solvingtechnical pro171.-..ms.
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Introduction to manufacturing technology
Talmage B. Young

What I shall say is a report of an experience which I have just completed. I have nointention of dealing in philosophy, economics, sociology or pedagogical "gobbledegook".I will attempt to tell you "like it is".
Two basic needs motivated this experience. Perhaps the most important was toevaluate a conceived program under actual teaching conditions. As you know, the averageindustrial arts teacher is skeptical of "ivory tower" programs from the universities.To avoid this skepticism, it is important to know whether a program car; be operated underactual teaching conditions. Too, it is necessary to discover problems so that solutionscan be found and refinements made.
The second need was for a renewal of experience with children in the teaching-learn-ing situation. As a teacher educator, I was not sure that my experiences of 1946 werevalid for today. I round some difference in that today's child is more sophisticated, knowsmore and has wider interests. Their inability to be still, their exuberance and theirpenchant for "horseplay" are about the same.
The program, conceived as manufacturing technology, focuses upon those conceptswhich are common to manufacturing. No attempt is made to simulate line productioncompletely in its complexities, but the emphases are upon those principles which are apart of any manufacturing process from single-item production by hand to the completeproduction by programmed machines. Although a general shop was used, there was noattempt to utilize all materials areas. The materials used were chosen as those bestsuited to the product design.
The first product was called a "cord winder" by the students, although it was used
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only as a focus for a teacher-structured teaching device to provide a basis for planningmore advanced products. The process involved consisted of both demonstration and dis-cussion as outlined below.

I. Introduction to product
1. Show how it is made

a. How to measure
b. How to square to dimension (what square means)c. How to cut with a handsaw and backsaw
ci. How to mark hole locations
e. How to stop a bit for depth of cutf. How to check for squareness of bit or auger to stock (two directions)g. How to gauge for accuracy and acceptability of a product2. Construction of item by hand and by machinea. Each student constructed one item by hand (a time clock for time measure-ments).
b. Twenty items were constructed on variety saw and drill press, using stopsand simple jig by two selected students (also timed).c. Comparison of time, efficiency, accuracy, etc.d. Comparison of cost per acceptable item3. Evaluation of process -discussion of processes, accuracies, costs, discussionof standardization, interchangeability, etc.

II. The second product was a napkin holder which was planned with the class. 1his prod-uct involved:
1. Jointing
2. Facing
3. Resawing
4, Planing
5, Cutting to length
6. Use of jig to cut angles
7. Grooving
8. Sanding (machine and hand)
9. Glueing

10. Staining
1.1. Using brushing lacquer
12. Process evaluation

III. The third product was a dresser valet, It involved:1. Planning
2. Facing, resawing, planing, jointing, ripping, to length3. Pin-routing to pattern
4. Face glueing
S. Sanding
6. Finishing
7. Glueing of felt to wood
8. Bending (1/8 rod on DiAcro bender)
9. Drilling to dimensioned posidon (jig)10. Evaluation

IV. The fourth product was a pair of salt and pepper shakers. This involved:1. Planning
2. Planing
3. Jointing
4. Ripping
5. Resawing
6. Routing on pin-shaper to pattern7. Shearing to dimension (stainless steel)
8. Drilling, use of jig
9. Punching

10. Bending, barfolder
11. Assembly with silicone rubber
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12. Sanding
13. Masking with masking tape
14. Finishing
15. Evaluation - discussion
In each of the above projects, students were given more and more part in planningand execution of the product. In the fourth project, two student foremen assumed the re-sponsibility for directing the project. This series is followed by a student-planned productof his own choosing.
Several features of the rationale Ised in this program are: (1) The educative processmoves from a learning task completely established by the teacher to a point of semi-independency of the student; (2) emphases are upon manufacturing principles and not onmaterials; (3) the products are of commercial quality; and (4) student planning is basedupon prior experience and informatIon, (5) mutual interest and motivation are used inteaching to classes or groups of students; (6) activity in the laboratory begins as early aspossible; (7) materials or shop areas are the means for teaching not the s ibject to betaught; (3) the why is emphasized as much as the how. (9) emphases are upon demo-cratically-shared decisions, mutual cooperation and objective evaluations of work; and(10) needs are created for information and skill before teaching is attempted.Several problems were found in the structure of the program and solutions were de-veloped. These are listed below.

Problem
1. Students with periodic idle time.

2. Not enough operations to employ all
students

3. Product selection

4. Machine limitations
(bottlenecks)

5. Jigs and fixtures

6. Evaluation for individual grades.

Solution

1. Devise short-term projects and problems
which- require very little instructionfor these
students. For example: laminations, ceram-
ics, programmed drawing, etc.

2. Divide class into two or more groups. Use
two products and alternate.

3. Have students use pictures from catalogues,
magazines, etc.

4. Construction of simple machines, such as
cross-cut saw with non-tilting arbor and
limited vertical adjustment, small sheet metal
brake, disc and drum sanders, etc.

5. Constructed by students and teacher. Students
should do so if time can be managed.

6. Have students assemble and finish their own
productions in some cases. Observations of
cooperation in work. Tests for understanding.

SUMMARY.
(1) The process described is productive in learning and in the realization of objec-tives of industrial arts as general education.
(2) The prr±ress seems to be more efficient for teaching in that the subject of discus-sion is common to all students.
(3) The operational aspects provide for a greater flexibility in that students of allability levels can perform some part of the activity.(4) The process is conducive to the development of cooperation, group problem-solving, and objective assessment of outcomes.(5) Peer pressures rather than teacher pressure control class conduct and attentionto detail in the productive processes.
(6) Some students show a clear understanding of the total process, while others seeonly narrow details. (Perhaps this is an additional problem to be solved.)(7) There is a need for small, inexpensive, machinery to supplement the standardequipment of the laboratory.
(8) Many teachers need work in developing the skills, the teachirig techniques, and abetter background in economics, sociology and industrial history to do outstandingteaching in this approach.
(9) Test materials for this level of edtmation, which are nonexistent, are needed.

Dr. Young is a member of the faculty at North Carolina.State University, Raleigh.
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"Wrind Unlimited"
Bob Cawley

Finding the best way to teach industrial arts by the most accepted definition can some-times be difficult.
I have found through four years of research and development what I believe to be thebest way for students to learn about the "World of Work".I have my students literally become theatrical actors, assuming positions of a typicalindustry or manufacturing concern. The student creates an industry, such as the title ofthis article, and establishes an effective industrial organizational chart. When the charthas ly_len established, job descriptions and definitions are prepared by the instructoranc are given to the students.
Once the manufacturing unit has been started, a vice-president of personnel is elec-ted by his fellow classmates. Once elected, he develops a suitable employment applicationform, and has his fellow students apply for the positions for which they would like to workduring that manufac'uring unit. The vice-presidentofpersonnel develops interview sheetsand interviews prospective employees. He grades them on how well they conduct them-.selves during the interview. When all interviews are completed, he then hires the best-qualified student for each position established in the inGastrial organization chart.Once hired, the employees get down to work. They must decide from the gatheredinformation what to do and how to do it. Of course, this requires a meeting of all vice-presidents, department heads and sornctimes outside consultants. Enthusiasm becomesa driving force for the students, who are proud of the job they are doing.At this point, the research department, by taking several surveys, decides what thecompany is going to make. They then develop the idea into a workable plait and turn theinformation over to the other vice-presidents.

The production department develops the plans and obtains the materials at the bestprice of the object to be manufactured and figures how much 7 rofit must be made in orderfor the company to stay in business on a productive basis. The marketing departmentassumes responsibility for advertising and sales promotion. The legal department de-velops stock shares, warranties and sales contracts. The external relations departmentplaces the company's image bofore the public.Once all the planning has been done in Plant A, then all the plans are sent to Plant B.In Plant 13, new positions are assumed b the employees of Plant A. In Plant B, the plansfor the product to be manufactured arc qnalized so that it can be mass-produced usingindustrial techniques, tools and materials.By using the two-plant method, students not only learn how to mass-produce anobject, but also how stocks are bought, sold, how profits are figured, how advertising sellsthe product, etc. These areas would never be covered if we as industrial arts teachersonly taught how to run machines and how to figure the cost of an object to be made as apro ject.
What better way can we teach about consumer knowledge, vocations, and how all theareas fit together to form the whole industrial complex than with a unit on manufacturing?

Mr. Cawley teaches at Worrier Robbins High School, Warner Robbins, Georgia.

A seventh-grade industrial arts curriculum
Michael HackerIn the summer of 1967, a new industrial arts curriculum was written by three niembersof the teaching staff for seventh-grade students in Syosset, Long Island. This curriculumis now in its third year, after having been implemented in September, 1967. The aims ofthis new program are to create a better understanding of the tools, material9 and processesof industry; to teach how to organize operations more efficiently; and to elevate the image
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of the subject as viewed by the student body, their parents and the school achninistration.These aims are not radically different from those that have been claimed as goalsfor traditional industrial arts programs in the past; however, the industrial arts depart-ment hoped for better results than past approaches have yielded.
This new curriculum, called Seventh Grade Manufacturing, aspires to accomplish thepreviously-mentioned objectives by dividing the semester's work into units relating toprocesses involved in, and methods of, manufacture. This is in contrast to the traditionalapproach, where students were offered courses in metalworking, woodworking and ce-ramics for six weeks each, with the emphasis upon the development of manipulative skillsin these areas.
The new approach also intends to present a more realistic picture of American indus-try to the students by devoting more than cursory attention to the various facets of manu-facture.
This approach does not pretend to be of completely new fibre, nor do its authorsclaim that any new earth-shaking theories are involved in its fabrication; rather, this isan attempt to elicit the best possible program from what we now know as good industrialarts education.
We anticipate that not only will the students learn at least as well as they do withinthe traditional frame, but that there will be more of an opportunity for them to developproblem-solving techniques, and that the children and their parents will come to acceptthe industrial arts program as a challenging, stimulating and vital facet of the schools'offe:rings.
Basically, the new approach exposes the Syosset seventh grader to three methods ofmanufacture;
(1) Limited craft production, where it is the function of one or two individuals toproduce an object from start to finish.
(2) The mass production methods of production, where the assembly line, jigs andfixtures, interchangeability of parm, time and costs are stressed.(3) The automated approach, where the human element is employed basically to de-sign, program and maintain the machinery.
The students are taught the advantages of each approach, and they manufacture prod-ucts employing the craft and mass production methods.
The students' knowledge of the manufacturing industries would stem from a study be-ginning with a highly-structured mass production activity, the purpose of which is toillustrate to the students how a rather complex product can be mass produced in a rela-tively short time, by relatively inexperienced youngsters. By "highly-structured", wemean completely organized by the teaching staff, allowing the students to take part onlyin the manual operation, not in the planning and designing of the job.This activity, then, is intended to provide a common experi ce for all students,which can later be referred to as the study of industry proceeds. The goal of this phase ofthe course is simply to impart to the children understanding and eventual appreciationof the many operadons and steps involved in the organization of the mass productionactivity.
Drawing from this common experience, and from the knowledge acquired from formallessons that will be given relative to mass production, it is expected that the students candemonstrate their understanding by implementing a student-organized and -designed lineproduction product, where the class might be organized into the jobs making up a smallcompany.
The children would design, market, engineer and draw plars for the product. Theymight name their company, sell stock, buy material at the best available price, designjigs and fixtures, and finally run their job.
As it is difficult, almost impossible, for the uninitiated to progress directly fromthe most simple to the most complex, without intermediate stages, our students mustlearn how an industry functions before they can collectively act as an industry to mass-produce a product.
It is suggested that the students study the structure of a small industry first, and thenthey would be in a position to generalize to some degree about a larger organization. Thelimited craft approach to manufacture is chosen for study, because an individual crafts-man performs many of the same operations that a large industry does, and makes many ofthe same kindb of decisions with which a large industry is faced, only the craftsman doesthese things on a smaller scale. He must design, plan, research, engineer, determine hismarket and his costs. After a study of the craftsman's process of manufacture, where
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some skill in the use of tools is developed through a project manufactured by each individ-ual, the class can approach its mass-production project more intelligently.A new phase is introduced midway through the year, dealing with the testing of mate-rials. This approarh is in contrast to the traditional methorl of supplying related infor-mation about materials in the form of formal lessons, where the students were requiredto listen and take notes. Here, the activity centers around both mechanical and environ-mental testing of materials. Mechanical materials testing equipment, such as a universaltest machine, can be used to perform tensile, compression, shear and hardness tests.Mechanical testing might also involve tests on fastening devices, such as machine screws,nails, glue joints and wood screws. Insights are thus gained into the properties, uses andlimitations of materials.
Environmental tests are performed by subjecting materials to the environment, andafter a certain period of expost..:.-e, these materials are inspected to determine what effectthings like weather, heat, vibraeon, moisture and so forth have on the sample.Through our experience, we have found that students of this age level need very littleprodding to perform some of the more obviously destructive, yet very informative, tests.

COMPARISON BETWEEN COURSE IN MANUFACTURING
AND A TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING

7th Grade Manufacturing
OBJECTIVES To provide an understand-

ing of industry.

MATERIALS TO
BE WORKED WITH

ORGANIZATION OF
CLASSROOM

TYPES OF TOOLS
STUDENTS USE

HOW RELATED
INFORMATION IS
P RESENTED

To create an understanding
of how operations are cr-
gralized.

To provide a measure of
skill in the use of basic
tools, machines and equip-
ment.

Wood, metal, plastics, and
ceramics will be combined
to form the finished
project.

Room is called a manufac-
turing laboratory, where
facilities are provided so
that various materials can
be worked with, and where
the relationship among ma-
terials in a manufactured
product is stressed.

Basic tools found in indus-
try and in the home. Vacu-
.Ana forming, injection mold-
ing, portable electric tools,
labor-saving machine tools
such as radial arm saw,
table saw, squaring shear,
etc.

Some formal lessons, but
mostly through a materials
testing program, where the
students learn about the
material by manipulating it.

Traditional 7th Grade Course

SIMILAR
OBJECTIVES,
WITH PRIMARY
EMPHASIS UPON
DEVELOPMENT OF
MANIPULATIVE
SKILLS

Each project made of one
material only. Either wood,
metal, plastics or ceramics.

Room is called a shop. Facili-
ties are provided for work to
be performed primarily on
olle material.

Usually concentrate on a great
variety of hand tools, many of
which are outdated and rarely
used by industry. Only a few
machines are used; usually
jig saw, drill press and wood
lathe.

Formal lessons, films, film-strips.
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'HAT DETERMINES
TOOLS THAT

ARE EMPHASIZED

A TYPICAL LESSON IN
REGARD TO TOOL USACE
MIGHT BE:

SUGGESTED PROJECTS
FOUND IN "R1NTED
CURRICULUM GUIDE:

TiME ORGANIZATION:

7th Grade Manufacturing

Tools are classified as
basic when they are funda-
mental to a variety and a
multipheity of operations.
Tools which can perform
similar operations on dif-

rent materials are
stressed.

"The use of tools to cut
various ma- qls"

Magazin Mass pro-
duced Jd and metal

Cheese board-Craft ap-
proach - wood, metal,
plastic

Shoji Lamp-CrEft approach.
Wood, metal, plastic

Serving Tray-Craft or Pro-,
duction, Wood and
plastic.

Students stay with one
teacher for an eighteen-
week unit in manufacturing.

Traditional 7th Grade Course

Tools are emphasized when
they are needed to complete
work on the project. Usually
a complete lesson is given on
the use of the particular tool
to do a particular job on a
particular material. Hand
tooll; are thought of as basic
because of their simplicity,
not because of their industrial
applications.

"How to use a tin snips to cut
sheet metal"

WOOD-Airplane, carved tray,
birdhouse, "modern ducks"

MSTAL-Ashtray, toys, box

CERAMICS-Ashtray, book
ends, animal, paper weight

Students stay with one teacher
for either one 18-week unit
shop, or for three six-week
units, changing teachers as
they change shops.

Summary. The 1.,urpose of the Syosset manufacturing program was to present a morerealistic picture of American inaustry to students sridying industrial arts.A study was done on the program in order to evalupte its eftectiveness; tw4 groupsof studencs were selected for theproject. The control group was taught in the conventionalmanner. The experbaental group was taught the new curriculum, called Seventh GradeManufacturing.
It was hypothesized that the experimental group would display more knowledge thanthe control group in three ways:
(1) They wonld know more about the organization of industry.
(2) They wouid know more about tools.
(3) They would know more about how to organize mechanical operations.To test these hypotheses, "t" tests were applied to teacher-made testa designed toevaluate the abovementioned items.
Analysis of the data revealed that the new curriculum proved statistically superioron all three counts to the traditional method of teaching the subject,The findings a this study are encouragement for the establishment of similar pro-grams in other silburban junior high schools. It is suggested that wi.h the growth ol suchprograms, more. meaningfUl industrial arts will be taught to our children.

Mr. Hacker teaches at N. B. Thompson High School, Syosset, NY.
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High school industrial arts
applied science and technology

E. Allen Dame and Ben D. Lutz
It is obvious from the title of this presentation that we are from the school of thoughtthat believes industrial arts to be reflective of technology rather than just a study of in-dustry. The terms "Applied Science and Technology" may, to some people, mean thesame thing. However, there is sufficient data to justify the inclusion of applied acienceas a part of technology. Though industry is certainly an important facet of our contem-porary society, we in Industrial arts must be concerned with the broader aspects of ourtechnical world.
The presentation which follows is twofold: first, the interdisciplinary approach togeneral education and, second, the intradiscip Unary approach to industrial arts.General education - interAlsciplinary. For our purposes, general education may bedivided into four bodies of kl,owledge or disciplines: Science, communications, humanstudies and technology.

Human

GENERAL EDUCATION

Science

Studies
Communicaitions

Technology

Some typical high school courses, as they could be listed under each body of knowl-edge, would include: biology, physics and chemistry under the sciences, with the, humanstudies encompassing the social studies, history, humanities, psychology and government.Studies of grammar, literature, foreign languages and mathematics would fall under com-municadons. And technology would include home economics, vocational education, artand industrial arts.
The primary concern of this portion is the fact that, though four distinct bodies ofknowledge are shown, they should notbetaught as engle, autonomous areas of study. Thepoint is, there are many concepts common to all of them that can be taught by two or moredisciplines creating a truly interdisciplinary approach.Traditionally each discipline has tried to stay within what was thought to be its ownscope and not to cross over into that of another. Little concern was given to the fact thatsome topics of studl could be better presented b another department or by combiningforces.
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It must be pointed out that the interdisciplinary efforts discussed here cannot belimited to chance meetings or crossings of interests and needs. This can only result,for example, in industrial arts becoming the place where students make something forother classes. These cooperative efforts must be planned, with representatives of anthe bodies of knowledge working together, taking into account the strengths and capabili-ties of each and transforming these into a total educational experience for the students.Possibly the best way to explain this is through several examples of industrial artsas it relates to other typical high school courses.
Let's begin with an area of work in the school that is often found to be working withindustrial arts the art department. Art as typically taught in the high school has muchthat overlaps with industrial arts and is so recognized by many educators, particularlyin the crafts and the many facets ofdesign. Often we are asked to assist a budding sculptoras he or she tries to work with a specific material, but this generally is done only as itrelates to an isolated case or to a small group of students. Industrial arts educatorsshould have an acthe role in assisting with planning of the art curriculum, and thereverse should be true for the inclusion of. artists in the planning of the industrial artsprogram. The casting of metals is one o aerlapping area which could spark the interestneeded to start some students into a learni.ig activity.
Communications can work hand-in-hand with efforts of industrial arts students inreport writing, presentation and research studies. The visual communications or graphicsarea of the typical industrial arts department has much in common with the communica-tions discipline in the school. Combining visual with verbal or written presc-,tations forbook reports, essays and creative writing could create new and exciting experiences forstudents and teachers.
The sciences a;so offer tremendous coenc.-ativ,- poFsibilities. Since both organicand inorganic materials are studied, biology, );.. ,ics and chemistry have a direct inter-relationship with industrial arts. For example, the study of solid state materials (ormaterials science) must include a study of chemistry, and the presentation of power con-cepts must draw upon the principles of physics.
As for the area of human studies, the most obvious correlation is the common tie ofthe history and development of technology with all the related socisl implications of ourchanging world. Often the humanities classes in high schools are discussing what could beconsidered to be industrial arts subjects, such as the development of man and his tools,the economic and geographic considerations in locating industries, the social problemscaused by industrial waste, styles cf architecture, inventions and inventors and so forth.Many humanities teachers are quite surpri=sed when "those 'shop' teachers" know .3ome-thing about and are interested in these subjects.
The important point to be made here is not that there are common areas of interest,but that we are not taking advantage of these commonalities. Our students are not gettingthe experiences they need for an understanding of today's complex world.Industrial arts - intradisciplinary. This now leads us to the fact that just as our totaleducational program needs to be fnterdisciplinary, thre is a need for intradisciplinaryefforts within the various bodies of vnowledge.
The circular model presented earlier could serve to illustrate this very adequately,with only the substitution et the traditional industrial arts areas for the bodies of knowl-edge.
A diagram is now presented to show the possible organization of an industrial artsprogram for the secondary school encompassing grades seven through twelve. The pyra-mid shape is used to illustrate the fac,- that course content is broad and comprehensivein gnides seven and eight and narrows to possible sp( cialization at the high school level.At the same time, it is recotnized that specialization can be broadening as illustratedty the expanding portion of the model at the peak of the pyramid. The top segment ofthe pyramid (Levels I, II, III) would include the four broad areas presented earlier, thatof visual communications, electricity/ electronics, power, and materials and processes.The possible approaches to implementing these areas are threefold, with the firstbeing pre-r)ccupational. In this type of organization students interested in preparingthemselves for a specific future oc. -.upation would work in only one of the indust rial artsareas for theli three yearF of high school. Their wo- k would be considered pre-occu-pational and would be structured to give the best possible preparation for future employ-ment.
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Levels

ORGANIZATION FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS - SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Post-High School Technical

or Specialized Training

Grade 9

Transitional

Grades 7-8

MANUFACTURING

PROCESSES

Selections by ,.tudents

based on

individual needs,

interests, etc.
\N(

Experiences with machint.s
& processes in
mass production

Introduction to Technology

Discovery of mateiials, processes,

products and energies

Broad study

of technology

processes,

r terials,

\methods

The second approach is an exploratory program offered to give students a wide rangeof experiences at an introductory level. inis would be designed for that majority of thestudents who need and desire to have a broad understanding of technology. As shown inthe diagram, all industrial arts areas would be involved, and the student would selectthose of interest to him. He would nor concentrate in any one area, but would gain abreadth of experience.

Grades

10-31-12

PRE-OCCUPA-1NAL
Specialized experiences for studenti ii (mbely it,,--_;sted in a single area of studyor
Students unable to be self-directive
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61,

Levels
v.C. E & E M & P \

EXPLORATORY

wide range of experiences
at an introductory level

The third approach, and the one which we believe should hold a major interest forindustrial arts, is that which is considerate of individual interests and needs. It is herethat the learning can become broadening though the student may tend to speOallze.

Levels
L-Il-III

SELF-DIRECTED

unlimited movement to allow
student flexibility

A student is not bound to a particular area of study or lab but rather to the solution ofa problem he has s:lectecl. The problem is developed from current intcrests and needs,a plan of attack is outlined, and the student then proceeds to work toward tilt- solution.As he works, he will very likely find new interests that were unknown previously, thusbroadenfmg his expericnce. In this program the student is allowed, and possibly encour-aged, to pursue new-found interests and to explore them as far as he desires.Freedom of movement (within some practical limitations) through the various labs isencouraged, with the student working under a self-developed and self-imposed structure.Self-direction is the key to this organization, for it allows the student to gain knowl-;dgeand experienc3 In many diversified areas ofstudy through a cla ss organization that Ic morerealistic and reflective of our modern tecnnical society.It is here that the intradIsciplinary efforts within the ,ndustrial arts department haveimportance. Freedom of movement throughout the entire department is needed, allowingthe student access to all labs, to the equipment and to the teacher expertise cobtainedtherein.
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From this presentation, two main ideas emerge:(1) That the industrial arts curriculum, as a part of the te4. bnological body of knowl-edge, should evolve as an interdisciplinary approach with the oz:Jer major -41sciplines ofscience, communications and human studies.
(2) That for optimum staff efficiency and student development, an intradisciplinaryapproach be -teveloped among the areas of power, materials and processes. visual com-munications and electricity/electronics.
The limitations of time prevent any more than this short introduction to the manyinterdisciplinary and intradisciplinary possibilities for a modern industrial arcs program.Though some work has been started in these areas, only the mere skeleton of an ideahas been presented. More study, exploration and experimentation are needed,

Messrs. Bame and Lutz are on the faculty at Warrensville Heights (Ohio) High School.

Industriology for the elementary school
Duane A. Jackmcri

Industriology has been defined as the science of 4ndustry. The Industriology Projectis a curriculum project aimed at broadening andup-dacing industrial arts. The philosophyof industriology was based on the fact that all people were affected by industry as theyparticipated in an industrial society. Technological advanceshave brought industry to theforefront ir --ir society. People were involved as they became producers, consumers andpurchasers It therefore appeaied desirable that all people should obtain an understand-ing of industry.
Industrial arts in the past has been quite narrow in scope at the secondary level. AUnited States Office of Education study by Schmitt and Pelley revealed this to be true.Dr. Rudiver of Stout conducted a similar study for the State of Wisconsin, which revealedmuch the same zo be true.
The structure and content of industriology naturally centered around industry. Indus-try was defined as an institution in our societr with the basic purpose of producing, servic-ing and/or distributing things of value for society. Something of value may be a physicalobject, or it may be a type of service related to physical objects. This connoted a muchbroader scope than woodwork and drawing, which haw' comprised too many secondaryindustrial arts programs.
Industry in ow_ society has been invotved in what might be referred to as the industrialeconomic cycle. It began with consumer demand and cycled through raw materials, manu-facturing, distribution and service.
A two :onged approach has been used in industriology as a basis for studying in-dustry. The first prong was concerned with the types of industries and the second pro, gwith the activities of industry.
The first prong was used to examine the four basic types of industry which werefound in our industrial society: raw materials, manufacturing, distribution and service.The raw material industries were those industries involved with extracting raw materialsfrom the original locations, such as the extraction of metal ore or petroleum, or food fromthe earth, and fish from the sea. The manufacturing industries were those concerned withproducing a product - finished or partially finished- or processing a material- The dis-tribution industries were those concerned with distributing finished products, unfinishedproducts or materials to desired locations. Service industries were those which provideda service to a physical object producer in industry.The study within an industry waS >ursued v th the second prong of the approach. Inmoet industries, six activities were likely to be found. The first activity was developmentand desigr, which could be depicted by a draftsman at wori,, Purchasing was the secondactivity found in most industrict3, Mu, 11 Involved such thinLs as writing specifications foritems to be purchased. A third n( ty was that of manufactul.ing or processing, whichinvolved both production plannin, related activities as well as the actual -roductionor processing. Another activity iound in industr- was that of internal finance and officeservices. Among many jobs was that of an performing the necessary and somevery important office duties. Still another activity of industry was industrial 7elations
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which, among other employee services, was inv( tved with training programs. The finalactivity of industry was that of marketing, which involved dispensing a product or service.The two prongs, then, of the industriology program, upon which the content was based,were the four types ol industries -(1) raw materials, (2) manufacturing, (3) distributionand (4) service and th ix activities of industry -(1) r'.:volc..iment and design, (2) pur-chasing, (3) manufacturing or processing, (4) internal financ.7:. and office services, (5) in-dustrial relations and ((o) marketing.
From this content an instructional program centered around six general objectives:(1) Interpreting Industry - To develop an understanding of 1..dustry and its implica-tions for modern society.
(2) Problem-SoIvinv_Ability - To develop the ability to solve industrially-relatedproblems.
(3) Creativity and Design. - To develop the ability to create, design and appreciateindustrial products and methods.
(4) Skills - To develop a degree of skill and safe practices in the use of tools, ma-chines, materials and processes of industry.
(5) Communications - To develop the ability to communicate using the language of-industry.
(6) Practical Application - To develop the abirty to apply other education in practicaland industrially-related situations.
The instructional prcigram in secondary schools was designed to be offered in fourparts or phases:
Phase I - Development and Structure of IndustryPhtse II - l3asic Elements and Processes of IndustryPhase III - Modern Industries
Phase IV - Vocational and Occupational Guidance
Development and Structure of Industry, Phase 1, a one-ye ir course, was intendedfor 711-, 8th- or 9th-grade students. It was designed to provide a general overview of in-dustry for all students, girls as well as boys. It involved a general examination of thefour types of industries and the six activities of industry. It was recommended that thiscourse be required of all students.
Some instructional materials on industriology have been developed under the leader-ship of Jack Kirby:
(1) Four books for Phase Y. Development and Structure of Industry -- Study Guide,Teaching_ Plan, Information and Job Sheets and Instructional Aids List -- are avail--ble at a nominal cost.
2) Four sets of sl. ies #1The Industrial-Economic Cycle; #2 Activities of inc...,ustry;#3 Raw Materials-Metal Extraction; and #4 Manufacturing Industries-Tire Manufac-turing -- are available on a free loan basis.(3) Three video tapes, Tracer Lathe Ozeration, Assembly Line Assembly and Timeand Motion Study, have been used by the cooperating schools in the industriologyproject.

In the future other materials will be developed, and announcements will be made whenthey are available.
Elementary indust:riology. Industriology in the elementary school is attempting to dothe same thing as the program in the secondary school, i.e., to b...-oaden and up-date indus-trial arts. Industriology will provide students with a better understanding of industry'than is common in many industrial arts programs. Last summer we conducted a six-week industriology program for children who had completed either fourth or fifth grade.Some of the units studied were: The Development of Industry, Family Industries, Divisionof Labor, Mass Production, Raw Mater7-ils, Activities of Industry, Industrial-EconomicCycle, Transportation and Communications.
nne mass production project we used was making Model T Fords. It involved cuttingtop and bottom body pieces, starting nails, applying glue, driving nails, setting nails,drilling holes in the body for fastening wrk.els, sanding the body, smoothing the wheels,painting the wheels t.nd bodies and assembling the cars. Such things as planning, inspec-tion, quality control and so forth, while omitted from the above list, were performed.Field trip:-3 were a plat ned part of the work. Prior to the mass prodnction unit, theclass visited an ino stry to r, -e a production line in action.
During the clw_ a number of individual projects were made by the students, such asengraved plastic name plates and bases, laminated plastic pen bases, note stationeryl)rinted with linoleum blocks and rubber stamps, vacuum forming plastics, bom-s, trucks,
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rubber stamps and birdhouses.
Industriology has been integrated with other subjects in the clemenmry school pro-gram in many ways. A short time ago I was informed of the use a a plastics plastisolbait item. It was used to motivate some boys in reniedial reading. The project provideda great stimulus for thm in reading; they also learned about the life cycle of the frog,its organs and habits; and they learned about the plastics industry, one type of plasticsmaterial and one of the .rocesses user'. i the plastics industry. By enriching the elemen-tary school program with industriology, children are motivated to learn more in academicsubjects as well as to learn about industry a way they can understand.

Mr. Jackman is a member of the faculty at Wiscons:n State University, Platteville Campus.

Exploring the application of technology in
the solution of major societal problems

W. Harley Smith
The trends in curriculum thought seem su ,owhat revolutionary when compared tomany current school practices. However, these trends appear to be supported by a well-founded rationale and may enjoy even more support as research is undertaken to substan-tiate their claimed merits. Because we subscribe to the trends of thought in curriculum,our proposal for a new role for industrial arts in the senior high school has characteris-tics and features that are consistent with these curriculum ideas. I would like t describefor you two instructional approaches which have been utilized in the study of major prob-lems facing man in the years ahead, and which provide for the implementation of manyemerging curriculum ideas. The first instructional approach I will discuss is the unitapproach.
One of the characteristics of the unit approach is the unit organization of study. Thisinvolves a broad-area topic that is studied trough a focus on its component sub-areas.Unit studies dealing with the application of technology in the solution of major social,environmental and operational problems that face man may be carried on under severalpossible unit topics. Our proposed unit topics are:

Transnortation needs and the future with implications for technc..ogy and human in-genuity.

Pollution control and the future with implications for technology and huinan ingenuity.
Conservation needs and the future with implications for technology and human in-genuity.

Housing, structures and architecture and the futuré.With implications for technologyand human ingenuity.

Communications and tha future with imilications for technoic:i;:.a-Id human ingenuity.
Power generation and tl-e fu'ure with implications for technology and human ingeruity.
Production processes and the future with implications for technology and human in-genuity.

Natural resources and the future with implications fcr technology and hu man ingeTtuity.
In addition to being charactdrized by the unit organization of study, thc unit approach isalso characterized by the contract method independent study, the problem method, theproject method and the seminar method. [hese characteristics arc: derived thioughvariety of student activities which will be described.

Following an introduction by the teacher to the unit approach and its purposes, the
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class is challenged to identify some of the various problems of the future which have im-plications for technology. The problems that are identified will center around thosedesignated in the eight proposed unit topics. The students become involved in discussingand campaigning which culminate in a democratic selection of one of the problem areaswhich the class most wants to study. (I._ is proposed that a class deal with only one uniti:opic at a time.) From the chosen unit topic the class must derive component sub-topicswhich are suitable for individual study. Deriving a list of sub-topic possibilities fromwhich each stUtAnt may select a sub-topic of interest to him requires the class to analyzecritically the inz n problem that is identified in the unit topic. To exemplify what suchan analysis miCcit involve, let us suppose that a class has chosen the unit top!' pertain-ing to pollution- "Pollutkri control and the future with implications for technology andhuman ingenuity".
77o initiate the c:ass analysis of the chosen problem, the teacher asks the class toidentify sub-problems which are elemeists of the main problem. For the main problemof pollution, the students may identify water pollution, air pollution, soil pollution, noisepollution, theimal polluzton, etc., as th .; sub-problems. The next task of the class is toenumerate causes of each sub-problem. The causes of water pollution may be enumeratedas industrial waste, T)c..'roleum spillage, sewage discharge, etc. The causes of noise r.-,lution might be enumerated as aircraft engines, automobiles, industrial enterprise, etc.Once causes of the sub-problems are enumerated, the students have reached the pointwhere they can select a sub-topic of interest to them for independent pursuit. In selectinga sub-topic, the student "contracts" to investigate in depth a particular sub-problemwhich represents a part of the total unit. He then becomes involved in researching, plan-ning, constructing and reporting.
Researching_ and planning. Once selections have been made, the students fo:ne theirattention on their individual sub-topics. In this stage of the study, one observes tuat thestudent is very eager to construct something that dcpicts the sub-topic he has chosen. Hemay desire to construct a model replica or a d3monstration model of a technologicalapproach to the sub-topic problem. He may want to construct a display depicting a vark:cyof technological approaches to the sub-topic problem. Another alternative would be toconstruct a display depicting the nature and characteristics of the sub-topic problem. Thestudent soon discovers that in order to decide on a project and to develop project plans, heneeds to become more informed about the sub-topic problem and technological approachesto it. In researching his sub-topic, the student needs to make use of libraries, contem-porary nc spapers and magazines, scientific journals, industrial concerns, governmentagencies, scientific organizations and societies, public utilities, commission reports,etc., in order to gather data about the sub-topic problem and possible technologicalsolutions.
Constructing. After the initial planning, the student uses the industrial arts labora-tory to riaterialize his plans. The tools, materials and processes that he may utilizeare limited only by the provisions of the laboratory. The student selects those tools andmaterials and develops those skills which are necessary to construct the project.eportingt As the research and construction activities preceed, student-centeredseminars become a valuable element in the class unit study. Periodic seminar meetings,under the direction of a student chairman, provide excellent opportunities for students toexchange ideas, to seek help with research al I construction problems, to assist oneanother, to challenge the work of others as well as to be challenged, to report researchfindings, to learn about eachof the other ,z1,...ss members' sub-topics, and to briog the sub-topics together as cohesive components of the total unit. These last two values of theseminar are realized through oral presentations by each student over the period of theunit study. Om; purpose of the report is to convey to the class what the student haslearned about the implications of his sub-topic for society and technology. Also of sig-nificance is the conveyance of the techtcal, scientific and economic factors which arerelated to the sub-topic. The student alro informs the class of the research proceduresh.! has used; the ink rmational sources he has used; die problems he has solved; and thetools, materials and equipment he has selected and utilized in the construction ot hisproject.
While the unit approach represents an approach in which student act;vities are largelyindependent, the second instructional appsroae- I would like .:o t! scribe places more em-phasis on the individual's involvemen in the group. This approach is the groul projectapproach.
The features of the group project include group organization, role playing, the contract
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method, independent study, problem method and the project method. All of the groupproject activities center around the class construction of a single large project. (As istrue in the unit approach, only one of the eight problem areas should be included in asingle group project study.) The result of the class construction activity may be a work-ing demonstration model of a technological approach tc a major problem. An e -ample ofsuch a project would be an :.,lectric-powered vehicle as a technological approach to theproblem of air pnllution. An alternative to this type of project would be an exhibit crdisplay depicting a variety of technological approaches to a major problem. Projectplanning and construction involve the development of working drawings and sketches; theuse of a variety of tools, machines and materials; mechanization, illumination and anima-tion of components. Regardless of the project design and form, the potential for studentinvolvement and individual growth is inherent. Let us now consider the areas of studentinvolvement which provide for this person. growth.As is true in the unit approach, the group project study begins with an introductionby the teacher in order to familiarize the students with the nature and purposes of thegroup project experience. Active student involvement begins as the class identifies someof the problems of the future which have implications for technology. Student presenta-tions and discussions lead the class to a democratic selection of a major problem whichwill be the focus of the group project study. The students proceed to organize themselvesas an industrial company in order to produce a product. Once the class as a whole hasder-3rmined what prob1 ii area it desires its project to focus upon, responsibilities for thedetails of producing tuc; project are delegated io the various members of the class. Thesedetails include designing the project, locating pertinent information, planning of workactivities, scheduling of deadlines, procuring needed materials, meeting personnel andm in-power needs) etc. Tn carrying out their responsibilities, the students make use ofa project-oriented, limited-production, industry-management structure as they role-playfunctional management positions in the class company. Each student, in addition to havingmanagement responsibilities, is a worker in the company production department. It isin this capacity that he contribuLes to the construction of the group project.As the various departments in the company begin to function, periodic staff meetingsand special purpose meetings are held under the direction of an appropriate studentdepartment head. Staff meetings are led by the project director, meetings for safetyinstruction are led by the safety engineer, production planning meetings are led by theproduction director, etc. The purposes of such meetings are to facilitate managementplanning and operation, smoother production and a sharing of information.One series of special meetings is coordinated by the dire,--tor of education and train-ing. His educational program provides an opportunity fo., students to compare theirmanagement role-playing functions and responsibilities to those of their industrial coun-terparts. It is through the educational program that the class becomes informed about theimplications for society of the problem being studied. This program also brings the tech-nical, scientific and economic factors related to both the studied problem and techno-logical approaches to its sol...Xicm. Films, guest speakers, field -rips and student reportsare an part of the educational program.The group project approach, as well as the imit approach and the research and ex-perimentation approach, provides opportunities for student involvement in a wide rangeof educational activities. It is our desire to re-emphasize what these provisions foi awide range of educational experiences suggest that is, the program that has been pre-sented here, in addition to exploring the application of technology in the solution of majorenvironmental and operational rroblems that face mankind, has as a prime objec-tive the building of people.

Mr. Smith teaches in the Prince George's County, Maryland, Public Schools
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EPICan important segment of
instruction in industrial arts

Anthony J. Palumbo and David V. Gedeon

Why EPIC? Curriculuti- research has recognized and sub-divided industry into sev-eral elements selected worthy of exploratory study in industrial education. Areas so rec-ognized, for example, are manufacturing, construction, communication, transportationand combinations of these, under various project headings. Although these elements aremeaningful and are subject areas worthy of study, these elements alone do not clearlyrepresent industry. One eiement is omitted that part of industry we call energy, power,instrumentation and control EPIC for short. It is important to note here that we are notsaying that manufacturing, construction and the other elements are superseded or de-graded by EPIC, but that these elements complement each other and together representindustry. Figure 1 illustrates the relative interrelationship of the --ments of industryby equating industry to a pie; each slice contributing to each other, .--iducing a whole.An example of this relationship exists when one looks to the manufacturin-- industry andnotes bow it uses energy, power, instrumentation and control to bring toge c materialsand processes in order to produce finished goods. Further, we must not overlook thedependency of EPIC on manufacturing process for its very existence. ln short, we aresaying here that not only should an individual understand the processes and methods ofmanufacturing, construction, plus the other elements, but also the application of energ*power, instrumentation and control that mak die processes and methods operate.all, then, we will develop an individual who really understands industry.
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The challenge. The content area entitled Energy, Power, instrumentation and Con-trol has grown from the power technology area and has brought with i a total structureto represent the technology of today and the technology of tomorrow. Just as industrychanges to keep abreast with technology, so mustindustrial education change i".s programsto keep abreast of the changes of industry. Today, we are in the phase of industrial ex-pansion in which there is a continuing quest for machinery to supplement man's skills,energies and even his thinking abilitiez. Automation and cybernetics are elements insociety which need to be studied. Automation is the use of mechanical, electrical and
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fluid devices, replacing human workers to regulate and control Ole operations of machines.Automation is not a new machine but a technology applicable to practically all, if not all,type:, of industries. Cybernetics is the science of devising control systems for machineswhich would closely approximate the processes of the human brain. The computer is aproduct of cybernetics. Automation and cybernetics rely on mechanic, electronic andfluidic devices for performing the human brain functions and use mechanical, electrical,fluid or combinations of powers to guide the tools and/or operations. Thus, there existsa marriage of technical fields in order to accomplish these high demands for productivity.To understand automation and cybernetics, it is essential that interrelationships of thetechnical fields be studied in unison. We who claim to study industry and the systemsthat make industry move must develop programs to give students the necesSary inter-relationships.
The EPIC approach. As part of the total program in industrial education, EPIC, as thetitle suggests, directs itself to the interrelationship of energy, its conversion into usefulpower, and the necessary instrumentation and control devices needed to harness power,to do the variety of tasks necessary to maintain and advance our society. The EPIC ap-proach is not an automotive or power mechanics course, a fluid power course, an elec-tricity/electronics course or a computer course. We are not suggesting here that thesecourses are not important to study in industrial education, but rather that EPIC providesthe necessary concepts that will better enable students to select specialties and under-stand the applications of atitomation and cybernetics in industry. Although EPIC drawsPs content from these and other courses, the EPIC approach eliminates barriers whichpreviously existed between these areas and has brought them together into a meaningfulwhole.. To accomplish this, the content of single courses was analyzed to determinecommon denominators operating in each field, resulting in a final conceptual frameworkfrom which the EPIC program evolved. Fit re 2 illustrates this concept framework, uponwhich the EPIC course is developed. Instruction, evaluation and laboratory experiencein the EPIC program stresses and implements this structure. The concept structure,although general, gives an overall view of automation and cybernetics. Once this overallview is established, each of the major concep'ts can be further sub-divided to present ataxonomy which moves from concept to reality. By mastery of these concepts, a personcan analyze, diagnose and understand any automated or cybernated system.To give direction for student activities and evaluation, various general objectives canbe derived from the concept and taxonomy structure and nec -:issary EPIC application skills.The following list is typical of the general objectives for which the EPIC program lendsitself:

(1) To develop within each a:tudent an understanding of automation and cyberneticsand their importance to technological advancement.(2) To develop within each student an understanding of the operational and scientificconcepts of energy, power, instrumentation and control.(3) To develop a degree of skill in applying the research and experimental approachto solving problems associated with automation and cybernetics.(4) To develop a degree of skill in procuring, recording and reporting experimentaldata.
(5) To develop a degree of skill in applying the research and developmental approachto solving problems and meeting man's needs through applying automation and cyber-netic concepts.
(6) To develop skills in applying the processes of analysis and diagnosis.(7) To establish a basic understanding of EPIC systems which can serve as a basefor advanced study of EPIC applications.(8) To establish a relationshili between energy, power, instrumentation and controland other industrial technologies dealing with materials and processes.(9) To establish a relationship between energy, power, instrumentation and controland its use in d)mestic, entertainment, agricultural and medical applications.(10) To allow the student to explore applications of automation and cybernetics inareas in which he expresses interest.(11) To allow the student to role-play occuuacions associated with EPIC applications.Hands-on in the laboratory. Although at first glance EPIC might seem tn representa theoretical, non-Iaboratory course, the use of the "hands-on" activity in the laio is essen-tial for the operation :-.)f the program. Laboratory experience in the EPIC program isdivided into laboratory concept discovery and laboratory/practical application experience,each contributing -iniquely to student development.
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The laboratory concept discovery experience is a research and experimentation de-vice which structures student activities along the concept lines. Several sheets are pre-sented which give the students the necessary basic skills mid experiences with energy,energy converters, mechanical, electrical and fluid power systems, and electronic, fluidicand in echanic control systems, plus associated instrumentation for measurement. Further,the experiments are so designed to teach the student how to organize and conduct experi-mental research, which is essential in many industrial job positions, as well as to pre-sent a lcgical method of attacking problems associated with diagnostic and analysis work.The laboratory/practical application experience is a research and developmentcrheme which allows the student to apply his mastered concepts to solve problems, thusgiving him a chance independently to explore areas of interest. Ti,ese experiences, do-pending on the level and interest of the particular individual, r_an result in a surv,:y ofEPIC applications in manufacturing, construction, transportation and communication orin-depth concept-linking, resulting in the development of new and different EPIC applica-tions and/or modifications. Ultimately, the R and D activity resuhs in the writing of anEPIC report (technical report.) which is used to help guide the student during his practicalapplication experience as well as to present a method used in industry to communicateresearch. Similarly, a copy of the student's technical report is held in a general tech-nical file for use by other persons needing research information for their practical appli-cation experience.
In short, it is important to note that the laboratory activity follows the concept pat-tern and is designed to allow the student to explore the EPIC-related areas of his choosing.Other activities. Along with the formal lecture and hands-on activities, the EPICconcept application approach lends itself to other learning situations. Brainstorming,industrial consultation and self-instruction become useful tools for increasing studentlearning -,?-d economically use the time available for EPIC study.Brainstorming is a method whereby students direct themselves to solving problemsvia small-group discussions. This procedure is used In industry and is used by EPICstudents to air out ideas, resolve problems and benefit from each other's comments.Industrial consultation is utilized when the need arises for special help from people inthe field. Students interview and "brainstorm" withexperts concerning problems, selectand purchase materials used in research, and in some university research write specifica-tions for automation and cybernation applications to be used by Indust:7y.In a program such as this, where conceivably everyone can be doing everything dif-ferently, it is important that the student get the routine skill instruction as well as applica-tion information as he needs it. To accomplish this the self-instruction technique is usedextensively. Instructional materials and audio-visual equipment are combined in a con-venient "push button" package, manuals, books and pamphlets made available through thestudent-kept "Technical File". Although self-instruction is utilized, the small-groupdemonstration is used when applicable.

Because EPIC is a conceptual approach, it can utilize the above activ'tios as well asthe hands-on experience to make the course a student-eeivercd rather r .an a traditionalinstructor-centered experience.
The instructor's role. Contrary to ,vhat it might seem, the instructor's role is noteliminated by the EPIC approach, but rather re-emphasized. Because of the dynamics ofthe program, the instructor becomes a guide rather than an expert. The EPIC approachcharges the instructor with more cognitive-developing rather than psychomotor-develop-ing duties. (Cognitive duties deal with the thinking process rather than with the manipil-lative process.) We are not advocating that psychomotor skills be eliminated, but ratherput into proper perspective with respect to any education program worth its salt. Theinstructor's roles are threefold and can be described as follows:In the role of the concept innovator, the instructor makes sure that his instructioninstills the necessary concepts that will give the students the necessary background forinvestigation.
In his role as idea stimulator, the instructor must provoke the student into usinghis own (the student's) ideas in solvingproblems. The instructor must refrain from usingthe "do as I do" technique.
Finally, as a constructive critic, the instructor must maintain a balance betweenfrustration and effortless success so that the student is challenged by his experience.As a whole, the EPIC instructor uses his conceptual knowledge to innovate, stimulateand criticize the type of educational activity that is interesting and relevant, to excite allstudents. The EPIC approach challenges the instructor and students; the challenge which
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ultimately results in students who cun thinl- for themselves and have the knowhow to solveE PIC -related problems.
Where do we go from here? EPIC is not a terminal industrial education program,but rather a beginning point for a long line of EPIC-related, in-depth study courses thatcan be taken by the student as he develops interest. It is important to note, however,that the student makes the decision based upon his experiences in EPIC and in othercore-related fields. In this way the student will have less difficulty mastering the spe-cifics in an application-related field because he has already been self-modvated. Further,he has mastered the basic concepts; thus only a brief orientation is necessary for special-ized courses, giving greater allotted time for in-depth study.
On the other hand, for the student who does not desire any further study in the EPICfieid, mastered skills and concepts can help him in his future occupation, even if he entersthe areas of business and/or management. In short, we are saying that the type of think-ing that evolves from practical problem-solving is applicable to solving many problemsin life.
As technology changes, the demand for jobs and the products of industry will alsochange. The individual with the conceptual background as proposed in EPIC will be moreflexible when confronted with technological changes.

Messrs. Palurnb,) and Gedeon ore members of the faculty at Bowling Green (Ohio) State University.
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EIA support to industrial education
C. J. Borlaug

The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) is a national trade association represent-
ing over three hundred US manufacturers of electronic products, accessories and com-
ponents. These companies represent over eighty-five percent of the electronics manu-
facturing .lutput of the United States.

The Consumer Croducts Division of EIA consists of US manufacturers of radio and
television receivers, phonographs and magnetic tape equipment. For many years these
companies have been actively concerned with providing dependable service for their
products.

The Service Committee of E1A is one of the oldest oi ElA's standing committees.
Among the members of this committee are the national service managers of the companies
in the Consumer Products Division.

For over fifteen years the ElA Service Committee has sponsored texts, laboratory
manuals and other teaching aids for use by schools. These materials are presently con-
sidered to be the most timely and useful publications available in the 4rea. Since their
original release, these publications have been accepted by schools to an extent of around
a million copies. The EIA -sponsored laboratory manuals alone are currently being used
at a rate of well over 100,000 copies per year.

The experience and background of the Electronic Industries Association makes it
well fitted to offer guidance and recommendations for an edrcadonal program in electronics
to fulfill the needs for well-trained personnel in this fast-growing industry.

Working with educators and writers, EIA has developed a number of highly successful
technical and lab manuals and their corresponding instructor's guides.

Paced with requirements for increasing numbers of technicians for an expanding
electronics-radio-television industry, as well as with a rapidly-expanding technology,
the Service Committee of the Electronic industries Association (EIA), in association with
Voorhees Technical Institute (VT1), has long been active in developing and constantly
revising educational materials to meet these challenges. In recent years, the pressing
need for instructional materials designed to serve students of various backgrounds and
abilities has also become evident. These new conditions, coupled with an increasingly
critical shortage of trained technicians, have induced EIA to sponsor the preparation of
a wide range of materials, tailored to meet a variety of requirements.

The Basic Electricity-Electronics Series. This series includes: "Electricity-
..lectronics Fundamentals", "Basic Electricity", "Basic Electronics" and "Instructor's

Guide Basic Electricity and Electronics". These laboratory text-manuals provide in-
depth, detailed, completely modern technical materials, combining a closely coordinated
program of experiments, each preceded by a comprehensive discussion of the objectives,
theory and underlying principles. "Electricity-Electronics Fundamentals" provides an
introductory course especially suitable for industrial arts courses or preparation for
service technician training, while "13asic Electricity" and "Basic Electronics" are
planned as 270-hour courses, one to follow the other, providing a more thorough back-.
ground for all levels of technician training.

The Radio-Television Serv'cing Series. This series includes materials in'three
categories those designed to prepare apprentice technicians for performing in-home
servicing and apprenticeship funcdons; those designed to prepare technicians for per-
forming more sophisticated and complicated servicing, such as bench-type servicing in
the shop; and those providing advanced servicing techniques training.

The "in-home"-apprenticeship servicing courses include "TV Service Training An
Entry Into TV Servicing" and "'Television Servicing Diagnosis". "TV Service Training"
is a profusely illustrated text, lab workbook and instructor's guide designed to min per-
sons with no prellous electronics training with job-entry trouble-shooting skills for
servicing in the home. The text utilizes the cue-response concept of diagnosis, concen-
trates on identifying abnormal circuit operadon and symptom analysis, and develops
skills in troubleshooting. "Television Servicing Diagnosis" consists of a series of color-
sound motion picture film loops, plus a student response workbook and an instructor's
guide. These audio-visual materials function as an integrated learning system to teach
color-TV adjustment and set-up procedures, plus trouble symptom diagnosis and the
ability to isolate troubles to a given stage in the receiver, concentrating on the require-
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ments for servicing in the customer's home. But these audio-visual materials can alsobe used to supplement all levels of television courses. This medium is especially suit-able for those in the student population who may have reading and, in turn, learning dif-ficulties. Since only a minimum of electronics theory is presented in both these courses,it is expected tivn apprentices completing these programs will be motivated to progressto the more comprehensive programs provided by the other courses in this series, inorder to deepen their understanding of electronics and of what makes the television re-ceiver wnrk and to obtain adequate proficiency for the servicing of all consumer elec-tronics entertainment items. Our schedule calls for this material to be available inSeptember of 1970.
The' "bench ryp, " service technician courses consist of: "Basic Radio: Theory andServicing" and "Basic Television: TheoryandServicing". These books provide a seriesof experiments, with prenaratory theory, designed to provide the in-depth, derailed train-ing necessary to produce skilled radio-television service technicians for both home andbench servicing of all types of radio andtelevision. A related instructor's guide for thesebooks is also available.
The advanced servicing series includes four books: "Advanced Servicing Techniques -Vols. 1 and 2", a related "Laboratory Manual" and an "Instructor's Guide". The ad-vanced series may be used to build on the technical background the student has gainedfrom study of the bench-servicing materials, and also to provide refresher courses forpracticing service technicians. Volume 1 and the lab manual cover advanced servicingtechniques for color and black-and-white television of all types, while Volume 2 providc. ;servicing techniques for FM and FM multiplex, stereo amplifiers, record changers,tape recorders, home intercoms and combination receivers.The Industrial Electronics Series. Basic circuits and courses in industrial controllaboratory standard measuring equipment are provided in "Industrial Electronics","Electronic Instruments and Measurement" and treir related instructor's guides. "In-dustrial Electronics" is concerned with the fundamental building blocks in industrialelectronics technology, giving the student an understanding of the basic circuits and theirapplications. "Electronic Instruments and Measurements" fills the need for basic train-ing in the complex field of industrial instrumentation. Prerequisites for both courses are"Basic Electricity" and "Basic Electronics".

The foreword to the first edition of the E1A-VTI Basic Series said: "The aim of thisbasic instructional series is to supply schools with a well-integrated, standardized train-ing program, fashioned to produce a technician tailored to industry's needs." Thisstatement is still the objective of the varied training program that has been developedthrough joint industry-educator-publisher conperation.The Service Technician Development Program is an expansion of EIA's efforts toprovide meaningful assistance to schools wishing to offer up-to-date service techniciantraining.
Consumer product sales and levels of sophistication are expanding at such a rapidrate that it is believed that the field could absorb 30,000 new service technicians now.Moreover, with the growth of present products and the advent of new ones, experts anti-cipate the development of opportunities for many more new service technicians each year.The Service Technician Development Program has objectives in five main areas.These areas are: (1) Career guidance; (2) Encouragement of schools wishing to establishnew service technician training programs; (3) Assistance to schools with establishedtraining programs; (4) Technical assistance to in-service teachers; and (5) General serv-ice industry development.
(1) Career Guidance activities include a 16 mm color film depicting the advantagesof a career in electronic servicing and guidance brochures. The film has been distributedthrough normal educational film channels and is free to schools. The guidance brochuresare suitable for use with youths and adults respectively.The career film, "The Electronic Service Technician Futures Unlimited," wasproduced and put into distribution in September, 1968. Response to the 16 mm color andsound film has surpassed initial expectations. Originally 90 prints were placed in generaldistribution, and 10 prints were set aside for TV station distribution. Demand has beenexcellent and recently, when the waiting period began to extend past three months, theDivision authorized making 100 more prints to be distributed. There are now 140 printsin general circulation and 10 in TV station circulation.
Through February, 1970, the film has had 97 showings on television to an estimatedtwo million people. In addition, there have been a large number of requests for TV
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station previews which will later result in additional shows.
Mso, through February, 1970, there have been 2,205 showings of the film to general

audiences with an estimated 197,701 viewers, ln analyzing these bookings, it was found
that slightly over 80 percent were high schools, 9 percent colleges and universities, 4.6
percent professional organizations, 2.4 percent industrial groups, 1.6percent educational
groups, and only 2.4 percent in the miscellaneous categories.

With 90 percent of the bookings in the school classification, it can be assumed that
we are reaching our intended audience, the 10th-grade high school student, and that we
are successful in reaching them in numbers.

Any e in attracting additional young men into the service technician field will
aggravate _ady-existing shortage of good service tech:i.ician training programs in
the industrial arts and vocational schools. Under the STDP program, 15,000 "Here's
Somethirv You Can do to Help Solve the Service Technician Shortage" booklets have
been pri' i. T oolciet describes steps that local individuals, companies or groups
can take inr l schools to setup or increase their technician tra4n:Ig programs.

Ancillary ni r has becn developed to go with, and is describea in, the booklets
(i.e., lir3t " licznt-,ry equipment and average school prices, a lab floor plan, etc.).
Present pi.i for enlisting NEA, NATESTA and EIA's Service Committee's help in
prornotinl. ILL;

(2) fncouragement of schools wishing to establish a new technician training program
is accomplished through the medium of program development guidance.

EIA can offer help in many areas, such as sources of financial assistance, industrial
advisory committees, student recruitment, physical plant requirements, equipment and
supplies, curriculum, industry relations, cooperative programs, teacher qualifications,
student placement and so forth. Implementation of the type of program outlined in the
guide can be assisted through the use of an educational advisory service when necessary.

(3) Assistance to schools with an established trainitlg program can be provided in a
variety of ways. The principle problem associated with existing training programs is
basically one of timing. Many years may elapse between the time that industry introduces
a new technique, process or product and the time when it becomes an integral part of
school curricula. This lag in timing can be greatly shortened if new industrial develop-
ments can be translated hato a form usable in schools. The Service Tecl-nician Develop-
ment Program will provide this service in the form of an educational newsletter for tech-
nical teachers. The effectiveness of this newsletter can be reinforced by use of the edu-
cational advisory service where appropriate.

(4) Technical assistance to in-service teachers can be provided in part by the edu-
cational. newsletter. However, the main effort in this area will be in the form of a national
system of teacher training workshops. These workshops a::=! conducted during the summer
on a regional basis. The intent of the workshops will be to provide teachers with a well-
rounded view of current consumer product technology.

(5) General service industry development will be achieved through a public relations
effort aimed at informing the public of the important contribution to our society being
made by the electronic service industry. This effort will bcnefit schools by making both
prospective students and their parents more receptive to the idea of a career in con-
sumer products servicing.

The Service Technician Development Program, combined with the EIA Service Con-i-
mittee-sponsored publications, forms the oldest and most comprehensive industry pro-
gram of assistance to schools.

Mr. Borlaug is national service manager for the Sylvania Home and Commercial Electric Corporation.

Consumer electronic products the state of the art
Ray J. Yeranko

On this, the fiftieth anniversary of radio broadcasting, it seems appropriate to recall
some of the more significant events in the home entertainment area of the electronics
industry before dis;:ussing the state of the art as it exists today.
3.38
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Back in 1920, when consumer electronics products were limited to radios and am-plified phonographs, sales of about 200,000 units having a value of 10 million dollars wererecorded. From this humble beginning, which featured storage battery-powered radioswith their goose-neck horn speakers, crystel sets and headphones, sales of radios andphonographs jumped to 200 million dollars in 1940, to 2 billion dollars in 1960; and salesof consumer electronic products valued at 5 billion dollars are estimated for 1970.Significant milestones in the development and marketing of new products wereachieved when television was introduced in the late forties, skyrocketing industry salesto 1-1/2 billion dollars in 1950. Stereo phonographs made their appearance in the mid-fifties and, after quite a number of unsuccessful attempts to take the television salesspotlight, color TV finally came on strong during the sixties and, in 1969, surpassedmonochrome TV sales for the first time.Let's review some of the more common consumer electronic products that graceour homes to(!ay:
Large-sCreen color television receivers that offer such features as instant-on soundand pictures; automatic tint circuits that keep people looking like people without fiddlingwith controls as channels and programs are changed; wireless remote controls that allowthe selection of all 82 TV chamiels, control of color and volume, and turns the set on andoff from the comfort of your easy chair; automatic fine tuning. One TV set will actuallyturn off automatically two minutes after the station signs off the air should the viewerfall asleep while watching the late show.
Also, solid-state stereophonic radio-phonograph combinations with Awl and stereo FMradios; automatic frequency control for drift-free FM reception; stereo FM indicatorlights or meters; bass-compensated loudness control; high-powered amplifiers; exponen-tial high frequency horns; sealed air suspension speaker systems. We also offer.. . .Stereophonic solid-state tape recorders and players in a variety of models that willplay either reel-to-reel, cassette or cartridge sound tape. Then there are the popular .Portable solid-state TV sets that operate in your home, your car, or boat or on thebeach. Also. . . .
Portable battery-operated solid-state radios and phonographs that operate anywhere.And if you're building a new home or remodeling an older one, you can buy a . ,Built-in intercom providing room-to-room communication plus radio and phonographprogramming throughout the home.
These and other electronic products for the home are fitted with zenar diodes, gr-manium and silicon transistors, miniaturized integrated circuits, plug-in circuit modules,ad infinitum.
Considering the fact that new consumer electronic products are being introduced atan ever-increasing pace, it is not unreasonable to expect that this situation will continue.Looking hack, we find that there was a span of about fifty-six years between ute discoverythat electricity created a magnetic field and the introduction of the telephone. The vacuumtube was under development for about thirty-three years. Radio development requiredfifteen years and television about eleven years. Moving closer to current times, the tran-sistor, which is the heart of modern solid-state technology, was only three years in de-velopment.
What new products will be commonplace in the near future? Video-tape recordersand players, closed-circuit color TV cameras and systems, electronic ovens and electro-static clothes washers are just a few of the products that will soon be available and pricedwithin the reach of most Americans.
Laser beams and micro-miniature thick-film and thin-film circuits, which aregrowing in popularity with military and industrial users, will find their way into consumerproducts soon, opening new areas of product services and features.With all the- technological advances that have been made to provide not only newfeat ares but also greater reliability in our products, they still require some maintenance.More men qualified to deal with the repair of the sophisticated, complex circuitry in theseproducts are needed to fill an existing vacuum and to keep pace with the increaaing num-bers of such goods reachiv American consumers' homes daily. A noted business execu-tive has said, and I quote, "Never before have so many products of such high quality beenavailable to so many people -- and probably never before have so many customers beendissatisfied with what they're getting." The reasons for this strange state of affairs arevaried, but At boils down almost entirely to a lack of good service.In addition to the many EIA-sponsored training materials available, it should be notedthat all consumer electronic manufacturers conduct thousands of hours of service training
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annually to upgrade the tecImical expertise of the men who install and service their prod-ucts. (Oue company provided over 45 thousand man-hours of service training last year
at 7-112-hour day schools held in 130 cities during the spring and in the fall of the year.
Additionally, hundreds of men participated in lecture-workshop training serntnars at
seven strategically-located Magnavox Service Training Centers.) While these programs
upgrade practicing technicians, they don't help much in attracting more men into theservicing industry. On Friday, April 10, we announced a new Color TV Service 1-k,me
Study Course to our dealer organization. I believe it is unique to the extent that registra-
tion is limited to young men with no electronics experience and who are sponsored by asenicing dealer or an independent service agency. The sponsor must agree to permitthe student to carry out his "laboratory" assignments in th ) sponsor's service shop,
using his test equipment and TV chassis.

When the student completes his sixteen-lesson course and passes the last of the many
quizzes given, he will have reached the level of an apprentice technician and will, hope-
fully, continue his training at a local school or at one of our training centers.

In summary, I have presented for your informi-zion, and, hopefully, for your edifica-tion, a word picture of the spectacular growth of our industry and of today's borne enter-tainment products. They're big and beautifel (Ind reliable, but ti-?y're also complex and-,eed the attention of skilled technicians to service them from time to time. We seek your
support in recruiting and training men to fill existing vacancies in a profession that offers
unlimited opportunities. Will you give us a helping hand?

Mr. Yeranko is national ;ervice manager of The Magnavox Company.

Solid state servicing semhiars
Joe Sloop

In speaking of solid state servicing seminars, I wish to call your attention to one
conducted by Hank Wilchek at Bemidji, Minnesota, this past summer under the aegis of
EIA. It was not necessary to be a service man in order to attend this conference and, as
a result, many industrial arts teachers were present, along with undergraduates interestedin solid state principles.

Course content consisted primarily of presenradons madeby representatives of com-panies in the business uf manufacturing and servicing radio and television equipment,
most of which utilizes solid state circuitry, and television receivei.s that could easily be
bugged for common TV problems

It was felt that the utilizatio of actual consumer-used products in a typical service
course was not only practical, but added greatly to the molvation of those involved in thecourse.

Many more service courses of this nature are planned for the future. The housingfacilities available at colleges lend themselves to such seminars, and it is hoped that
teachers of electronics at the undergraduate level will initiate such with the assistanceof EIA.

Mr. Sloop is on the faculty or Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina.

A proposal for an Electronics Education Council
Larry Hoath

(This was taken from a tape recording of the discussion, and the effort here is to representthe major ideas that were presented. It is um a literal teanscription of the discussion.)
This meeting is being held because of considerable discussion that has been going onfor the past two years. Last year, at the Las Vegas meeting of the AIAA, several people

expressed an interest in forming an electronics teachers' association that would function
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on a national basis. The people present at that discussion incbded: H. M. Wilchek,i. _isociate Professor, Co Dego of Education, University of Hawaii; Dr. James L. Boone, Jr.,Department of industrial Education. Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas77843; Dr. lvin L. Holt, B 25 Ltrigham Young University, Provo Utah; Richard White,Austin High School, Austin, Minnesota 55912; Dr. F'red Culpepper, Old Dominion Univer-sity, Norfolk, Virginia 23508;1-toward R. Scnmidt, Bemidji State College, Bemidji, Minne-sota 56601; 1. 0. Brown III, Kansas State College, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762; and MorrisTischler, Electronics Aids, Inc., 6101 Falls Road, Baltimore, Maryland.The major issue tnat we wish to discuss is the formatloi of a national electronicsteachers group.
Dick Rumrill, the editor for NETS, the Nai nal Electronics lbachers' Service, hasdescribed how NETS was formed:
The National Electronics Teachers' Service headquartered. at Murray State Univer-sity, Murray, Kentucky, is a natural rAitgroWth of the NDE A Industrial Arts Institutein Electronics, held during the summer of 1968 on the ivISU campus.The inception of the idea for this association, of and foir teachers of electronics,came about in a cotfee break bull-session during the institute. The name came aboutalmoW automatically, with its initials spelling a word that has significance not only inelectronics, but in the goal of a nationwide service as well. The need for NETS met withunanimous agreement among the 27 individuals most closely concerned with the NDEAInstitute. These individuals contributed ideas for structuring the o.:ganization and formedthe charter group of members. NETS is currently serving members in 28 states.The fundamental goal of the organization is the improvement of electronics educa-tion on a national basis. It is the intent of NETS to implement this goal through servicewith teachers and other interested parties helping other teachers of electronics.NETS acts as a clearinghouse/exchange service for free and "at cost" items suchas teaching ideas, project plans, resource units, industry-contributed materials andsources of such materials and audio-visual aids.IndiNf.iduals or industrial groups wishing to participate in NETS may do so by con-tacting the National Electronics Teachers' Service, Murray State University, Murray,Kentucky 42071. The annual individual membersnip fee is two dollars. Members willreceive monthly mailings from National Headquarters and the "NETS NEWS", monthlypublication of the organization. Charter memberships will be accepted through December31, 1970, the year for NETS.

The keystone of NETS is share- If you have a dollar and give it to me, you have nodollar. If you have an idea and give it to me., we both have an idea. Progress throughparticipation.
As you can see, NETS is serving nationally as a communication line. The majorissues that need to be discussed at thiE.: meeting are:(i) Does this group desire to form a national electronics group?t2) If it is desirable to form a group, how should it be done?(3) If an association is to be formed, how can it be financed?Issue I: After a brief discussion it was voted unanimously to form some type (to bediscussed later) of electronics teachers' associathm. After considerable discussion, itwas decided that:
(1) An interim steering committee would be formed to guide the establishment ofa national association. The interim committee should consist of representativesfrom junior high, high school, junior colleges, universities and private schools withgeographical representation across the United States. The work of the interim com-mittee should be accomplished by mail.(2) A time should be established for a meeting during the 1971 Miami Convention ofAIA A.
(3) The NETS organizaton would be willing to print any notices or articles about theformation cf the national association that would contribute to its development.(4) Articles would be written and submitted to severai electronics magazines andprofessional journals about the NETS effort and the interest in forming a nationalgroup of electronics teachers.
(5) No affiliation or formal structure would be sought at this time with any existingprofessional technical association.(6) All electronics instructors, eepecially those present at the meeting in Louisville,would be urged to contribute with articles to NETS.Issue 3: Finances. Thepresent financial structure of NETS was discussed, and it was
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regarded as adequate for immediate needs. NETS has provided for industrial membership
as well as for electronics teachers' memberships.

Summary: As a result of the two-hour discussion and subsequent small-group dis-
cussion the ncxt day, it was established that there is definitely a strong interest in having
a national electronics teachers' organization. Consideable ccnversation centered on
exactly how such an organization should be structured and organized. The two major
concerns seemed to be:

(1) That as many people as possible, in pubi : and private education as well as in
the industrial education and military education organizations, be involved.
(2) That any organization be kept simple and efficient. The major emphasis shr,uld be
on helping the individual teachers do a better job of teaching.

Dr. Heaih is on associate professor in the Department of Indust;ial Education, Oregon State University,
Corval I is.

The development of a systems approach to
teaching electricity /electronics

Alan R. Suess

The speakers making presentations at this session represent a rather diverse back-
ground. When the group first met, they came from Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana.
All four were professional tea:hers. One igh school teacher, one a high
school teacher, and two were industrial icators. Each was involved in
teaching electricity-electronics, and ear )ut the problems of instruction
in introductory electricity-electronics. , Jed to an invitation to critique
a proposed junior high school electricit), program. Each person, without the
lemowledge of the other, was critical of the proposal and made remarkably similar recom-
n.endations for improvement. The result of the critiques stimulated the originator of the
proposal to brirg these people together in June, 1967, to discuss the possibility of form-
ing a writing team to develop new instructional materials for Introductory electricity-
electronics. Tonight's presentations represent the fruition of that meeting of almost three
years ago.

Each member of this group is an experienced electricity-electronics teacher. Each
has experienced the frustration of watching beginning learners face failure ?nd confusion.
There are many factors that influence the difficulty of getting started in electricity-
electronics. One dominant factor is the almost complete lack of background th : a begin-
ning etudent brings to the classroom. After all, electrical theory is based on behaviors
that cannot yct be observed directly. This lack of a concrete "frame-of-reference" is
particularly significant for junior high school students. Students of this age are in what
Piaget describes as the transitional period of intellectual development between concrete
operations and formal operations. Formal operations is the stage of learning that permits
the learner to understand and form abstract concept.s. The concrete operations stage
still requires the introduction of new materials through concrete examples. Assuming
Piaget is correct in his observations of how children and youth learn, a new approach
to teaching elec ty-electronics appears imperative. Inst-uctional material In elec-
tricity-electron. s invariably developed by adults. Adults have well-developed formal
reasoning ability. Me result is usually a carefully-developed, logically-consistent pres-
entation of the material. The four of us wanted a psychological, rather than a logical,
approach, which involved the student and lethim see examples of the effects of electricity.

Bruner, writing in The Process of Education, deals at great length with the problems
involved in teaching new and abstract content to young learners. Bruner suggests that
"... there is no reason to believe that any subject cannot be taught to any child at virtually
any age in some form." The book contains several specific examples of how sophisticated
content has been taught to children far younger than one would expect.. The principal
strategy used is to develop a "spiral curriculum". Such a curriculum introduces the
basic ideas of the subject in a simple, concrete manner. These basic concepts are re-
visited repeatedly to review, reinforce, and expand student knowledge of the material.
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A spiral approach to organizing content was a primary goal of this team of authors.We wanted a book where broad concepts were introduced in simple terms that arousecuriosity in a student and yet provide enough information to be Intellectually honest.Content introduced in such a way can be reviewed later in the course where new ond morespecific study of the broad concept places the material into a familiar context. For ex-ample, students can be introduced very early in a coursc to the idea that minor changesin the property of a material can alter its electrical properties. This is an importantaspect in understanding semi-conductor doping. Doping is a rather advanced conceptfor beginning learners who are still trying to sort out the mysteries of electricity. Thematerial is introduced to reinforce instruction about conductor:- and insulators. Later,when dopi-,g is introduced, the students quickly review the earlier content in the contextof what occurs in the electrical properties of semi-conductors when impurities are added.Several format considerations were alsoof common concern during our early develop-mental work. First, the typical basic textbook covered far too much content per lessonfor the tItudents fully to grasp the intricacies of the information. In addition, the lessonstypically -.-equire a full period of lecture-discussion to cover the material. This meansthat the student has to wait anywhere from overnight to three or four days before he hastime to confirm the theory through laboratory activity. Several factors make this learn-ing situation undesirable. First, the attentiou span of young learners is not long enoughto profit from all the content covered in the lesson. Second, the several-day lapse be-tween presentation and confirmation can increase confusion, particularly if the studentmissed the content of the initial presentation. Educational researchers have known formore than thirty years that distributed practice is more effective than an equal amountof massed practice. A textbook with short, carefully-sequenced topics would make itpossible for a teacher topresent a five-minute "mini" presentadon. This strategy allowstime for laboratory confirmation of the material on the day it is presented.Beginning students in a subject as complex and interrelated as electricity-electronicshave a great deal of difficulty identifying the purpose of a given lesson. A common formatthat identifies the particular emphasis of each lesson and gives a broad overview of thelesson, coupled with a concise presentation of the theory, has great potential for facilitat-ing efficient learning. In addition, a consistent format throughout the book continuallyenhances the learning of the student. A: result, the authors developed a common formatfor use whenever appropriate throughout each text.Today's youth are concerned with the relevance of the material they are learning.This well-documented fact makes it imperative that the materials be developed whichrelate to everyday situations. These real-life situations have several attractive aspects.First, they make the content "real" and interesting. Secondly. these situations can serveto motivate the learner to understand the ways in which many of the everyday electronicand electrical devices operate.
State-of-the-art materials are also important in terms of relevance and motivation.One of the firstdecisions reached by this group was to include material that was importantto devices 1,. use. Solid state devices are now dominant circuit components. The fact thatvacuum tubes wcurred first in the history of electronics certainly does not constitutesufficient reason to teach them first. Vacuum tubes are unquestionably a vital part ofelectronics. They are not so important that transistors and integrated circuits shouldeither be ignored or slighted. Most adolescents own transistor radios rather than vacuumtube radios. These same young people see advertisements for and want to nurchase thetape recorders and record players with integrated circuits.Modern schools are faced with the problem of presenting an ever-increasing amountof information to their students. The knowledge explosion is well-documented. The neteffect of the new pressures on schools is to stimulate a search for more efficient methodsof presenting the information. The authors were convinced that a solution would be toomit needless repetition. In electronics, for example, literally hundreds of circuitsrequire an audio amplifier. Amplifiers wired from discrete components every time theyare required merely force the student to repeat what he had done in the past. Pus losttime retards advancement to new knowledge. Properly-designed pre-wired modules,either integrated circuits or discrete component devices, can greatly reduce this un-necessary loss of time duplicating circuit functions that are necessary but not part ofthe content to be learned.

A limiting factor in many approaches to teaching electriclty-elecuonics is the costand complexity of the materials needed. Another problem has seen that many softwarematerials appear to have been written to meet the available hardware rather than the needs
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of the students. The authors favored an approach that fit the hardware to the needs of the
software. In addition, the hardware should be low-cost standai'd equipment wheneverpossible. A limited number of parts obviously keeps the cost low. More important, it
reduces the confusion and need for instruction in the use of the new components. Care-
fully-designed laboratory acdyitles that use standard parts in simple and complex cir-
cuit experiments reinforce the knowledge about components, theory and circuits.

In summary, the basic premises used by this group were based on their experience
in teaching and on their desire to develop relevant, motivational materials using today's
content for today's youth. One of the guiding principles of the group has been to develop
materhals that increased the possibility of success and diminished the likelihood of failure.
Every attempt has been made to take advantage of the most recent thinking in the psy-
chology of learning. The task has been long and arduous, but thoroughly rewarding.

Mr. Suess is on the faculty at Purdue University, Lafayette,. Indiana.

Introduction to the development of a systems
approach in electricity/electronics

James T. Ziegler

The theme Of this convention, Man-Society-Technology, is very significant for the
presentation at this session. In electronics weare working with future men who will createa society based upon technology. Just as technology is changing, so is education. Our
schools are producing highly-intelligent students who expect intelligent treatment. This
may sound good, but we all know that many of these students are reluctant and are changing
many practices in education.

From this changing educational scene, two problems present themselves to electricity-
electronic b education.

Problem one--technology. Each tick of the clock brings new changes in technology.
For educadon to be effective, the new technology must be taught. It is the now and theiuture. We have two choices--either teach everything that is new or become innovativein our teaching methods.

Problem two--tradition. Electricity-electronics education is unfortunately strapped
to some educationally-unsound traditions. The present methods are based upon the ex-
perience of other technologies. These methods may be wrong for our unique body of
knowledge.

Our dependence upon math is another tradition. Presently math is used as a sub-
stitute for a good explanation. The relationships that exist in electricity-electronics must
be exposed for their full meaning. We need to show, explain and describe relationships.
What is more importantto understand the reladonahips or to work problems mathe-
matically?

In addition, our instruction has been traditionally with materials that do not reflect the
current technology. Effective teaching requires th-:- use of modern methods and materials.

Electronics is great because of the import .Att role it has played in the progressive
steps of our society. Although it is a modern totl, it has a rich and unique history. But
let's not use this history to satisfy the social studies people or our early prophets; let's
use it to show the development of a great technology.

Is the educational technology of our times reflected in our methods of instruction?
Example one--in electronics we speak of programming. We know the characteristics of
linear and branch programming. Yet, our materials are linear, never taking advantage of
the benefits of branch learning. Example twohow many of us are still giving hour-long
lectures to students who, according to educational research, have a twenty-minute atten-tion span?

The problems created by technology and tradition call for a fresh solution, a change.
Electricity-electronics is technology. Let it take its place as a Justified leader. Let
electricity-electronics education be a leader.

The key to the change can result from a very simple obs hrvation of learners. A young
child walks over to a unit and turns a switch. Soon a picture appears. That child has
344
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operated a system, and television becomes a part of the vocabulary At any age level ourmaterial items are perceived first as to category and then as to fi:nction. The identifica-tion and use come from this first impression. If three radios wcre placed before a groupof students, they would first identify them as radios. They could he completely differentin operation, but students recognize them as radios. The sa:ne process occurs withpractically everything encountered. Have you ever heard these questions: What is it?What does it do?
The key to the use of a systems approach, then, is concepts, ideas and theories.These are of primary importance, because only through the use of concepts can we everhope to keep abreast of the expanding electricity-electronics technology. The use of con-cepts, and their associatedgeneralizations, eliminates tbe problems of the system method.What are the problems? One, system characteristics. These are those unique featuresthat are different from those of other systems. The use of concepts simplifies this com-plex problem. Two, system classification. Mat does the system do that is of benefit tous. And three, system identification, that is, those methods that further enable us todifferentiate between systems. All of these problems are intertwined to form a confusingpicture. Again, the use of concepts, and theix associated generalizations, will simplifythe scope of electronics and simplify the teaching of electronics.We are advocates of this method. Who are we? We are teachers.

Mr. Ziegler teaches at West Carroilton (Ohio) High School.

The characteristics of an electricity/
electronics teaching system

Dale R. Pairico,
In order to exemplify some of the basic characteristics of the systems method ofteaching electronics, I have decided first to point out some generalities about all elec-tronic teaching systems and then to present a sample lesson from our system poindngout some of its unique characteristics. In this regard, then, I might say that the majorcharacteristic of all systems is organization. Organization in a sense nieans such thingsas planned procedures, content selection, availability of materials and equipment, and apatterned sequence of events to follow.
Organization likewise provides a variety of personal services for the teacher to guideand assist him in making daily preparations. Such things as study guides, daily assign-ments, references, additional work ideas for advanced students, sample test questionsand general preparational hints are some of themore common things that can be includedunder the heading of organization.
The system, then, with all its diverse organizational aids, makes this instructionalapproach extremely attractive for the inexperienced teacher. With it, for example, hecan find a sense of direction and dimension almost immediately with a high level of suc-cess. For the more experienced teacher, however, the system likewise has a great dealto offer. In this regard I might say that it has the hardware for autonomy. For example,it provides a variety of materials equipment that the teacher may build upon to meetthe demands of any new or unique in-tovation that he may want to try. In a sense the sys-tem may be altered or followed at the discretion of the teacher according to his desires.The characteristics that I have mentionedthus far in this discussion are very generaland can be applied to nearly all teaching systems on the market today. The BEST system,for which the four of us have been 2reparing for the last three years, has some veryunique characteristics that are not necessarily found in other systems. For example,our system has a low voltage power supply that is both an instructional device as well asa useful power source. Our system also uses the "mini-lecture" instead of the tradi-tional hour-long lecture-demonstration sessions. The BEST system really teaches con-cepts instead of just giving lip service to them. This is done by using a spiral learningapproach centered around the key concept of electricity dealing with sources, conductors,control, load and indicators.

The leseon discussed here is dealing with the concept of control and electronic
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devices that may achieve some form of control. An explanation of such things as trans-formers, rectifiers and filters is included in this presentadon. In this lesson you mustkeep in mind that the presentation is only striving to develop a conceptual understandingof control. Three simple analogies are used in the experiment to demonstrate the func-tion of these control devices. A simple telescope, a marble in a balloon, and two bal-loons and a hollow tube are the equipment needed for the lesson. The telescope showshow objects can be reduced or enlarged as correlation for the function of a transformer.The marble inside of E.n inflated balloon very readily demonstrates the action of a recti-fier, while two balloons on thc ends of a hollow tube show the principle of filtering. Afterthe student has performed these three simple analogies, he then has a wealth of materialas a base of understanding for further study of actual circuit components.Now that you have a general idea of the lesson content involved, 1 will point out somethings about lesson format. The lesson dealt with here, for example, is divided into fivedistinct sections. The first three parts of the lesson are considered as the text, whilethe last two parts pro,,lcle the student with a laboratory activity. Part one of the text iscalled the introduction. Its function is to tie this lesson to other lessons for continuityand to point out generalities about the subject. This, in a sense, is used to open l'e doorfor the secondpartof the te%!.., which is called the focus. Its purpose is to point out specificthings that the student needs to know about the exploration section of the lessen. Thethird item is a question space, where the student may jot down things he would like todiscuss about the text. These three sections are to be studied and used by the studentprior to the class meeting.
The lab part of the lesson starts with a "mini-lecture discussion session" for thefirst ten minutes of the class period. At this time the instructor may discuss things men-tioned in the text, answer student questions, or go over specific points that will assist thestudent's performance of the daily activity. The exploration or activities section is usedby the student to perform the experimental part of the lesson. This may involve suchthings as measurements and data taking, sending out coded messages: to a partner, con-structing a stereo sound system or observing an oscilloscope waveform at key test points.At the conclusion of the experiment the deduction section is to be completed. It involvessuch things as answering questions, analyzing data and formulating key ideas about thelesson in general. This section is purposely designed to get the student to formulate histhinking about the lesson.
Several consecutive lessens are then combined into a common block of instructionalmaterial. The number of lessons in a block may vary from approximately five to fifteenclass sessions. At the end of a specific instructional block, a summary lesson is insertedwhich does not have a lab activity. The instructor may use this time for such things asa short quiz, general review, an introduction to the next block of instruction or additionallab time to finish lessons. Several of these blocks are then tied together into a nine-weekunit instructional package. Two nine-week units are formed into a semester package,with four units designed for a two-semester program. The entire eight units form atwo-year program that has, considerable depth and breadth for schools interested in asystem of this duration.

Mr. Patrick is on the faculty of Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky.

What the systems approach will do for you
William Edward Dugger, Jr.

Educational systems arose out of a knowledge input overload of teachers. In a recentarticle in The Washington Post, endtled, "Computer Software is New Frontier", the fol-lowing data were listed:

Of all the research and developmentwork conductedby the human race sincethe dawn of history, about one half has been accomplished since 1950.
Of all the scientists in the history of the world, about 70 percent are ...1±111alive.
In 1960 a total of $1.3 billion in research and development generated 60 million
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pages of technical reports requiring 55,000 journals in 60 languages for its totalpublication.
The rate of accumulation of scientific data is doubling c-very 8-1/2 years.And the indexing of this data iq falling behind the rate of accumulation.It has been estimated that 10 percent of all research is devoted to the searchfor information which actually is in existence but can't be easily located.

Not only has the teacher been confronted with the knowledge explosion, but also withan accelerated rate of social change in the world. We know how to compute the micro-amps in a semi-conductor emitter; however, our social system experiences continuingcrime, pollution of our environment, decay of our moral fiber, and many other problems.The everyday teacher is confronted with growth of available material with which to teach.The systems approach to teaching electricity and electronics can help the classroomteacher do a more effective job. A systems appro lch to teaching may be defined as aplanned or designed organization of software, hardware and people for cooperative opera-tion to complete a set of tasks for desired purposes.
Most educational systems are carefully-designeo and -written sets of components,such as the textbook, the experiment manual and teacher's guide, that haw been designedto prepare and initiate responses in the student. The3e written educa al componentsare often referred to as the "software". Also, educational "hardwa 4hould be re-searched, designed and prodeced to complement the software. The hardware is usuallythe experimental circuits, discrete components and the interconnecting leads. Also thehardware encompasses the measuring instruments usec in the system.The use of systems in education today has helped the classroom teacher to teach hisstudents modern electronics technology more effectivrly. In using a prepared system,the teacher can be more of a director of the learning environment. Less time has tt bespent in preparing stockroom components or homemade breadboards for individual ex-periments.

In the highly-structured system, each day in the course is planned and carefullythought out in every detail. A maximum of student interest should be sought by the de-signers of a systems approach. Opportunity should be made available for junior andsenior high school students to experiment and to create projects and devices.A comprehensive look at the electronic field should be taken by the students in anindustrial arts electronics course. They should use third-generation learning materialsdesigned around today's third generation electronics.The ideal electricity/electronics system for teaching should develop analyticalthought in the pupil. Unfortunately, most programs today cause the pupils to becomedata takers with little understanding of what they are doing. The authors of this programhave sought to incorporate thought-provoking deductions at the conclusion of each labexperiment. Hopefully, these deductions let the student draw his own conclusions concern-ing the topic of the lesson.
Me authors reviewed the most advanced and successful teaching concepts and tech-niques used In education today. Bruner's spiral curriculum vas implemented in the devel-opment and design uf the system. The first lesson, or the base of the spiral, representsgeneralizations fundamental to the subject. As the spiral decreases in size, the topicsbecome more specific. At each level, previous information is nresented in a new manner,so that it is a combination of review and new material.
The lessons should be written to help the student organize his own thought processes.At the end of each portion of text material, a space is provided for any questions thepupil may have to ask the instructor in the next class.
Since electricity and electronics are closely allied to physics, math and science,any systems approach should attempt to provide a transfer of learning to these disciplines.One prerequisite that the authors insistedon in the development of thfl system was to havethe best-quality instruments at economical costs. Also, it was decided that a low-costmultimeter would be sufficient as the prime measuring instrument for the first year.The oscilloscope, we decided, was needed only in the last half of the seoond year of thecourse. All voltages used on the experiments are under 15 volts AC or DC to ensuresafety on all experiments.
Many of the laboratory exneriments can be built as projects by the avid electronicsexperimenter. A complete set of supplementary electronic projects is being investigatedby the authors now, in the ho1 t. that they will be made available to the public at a laterdate.
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The power supply designed by the authors is functional on all experiments. Also the
power supply components double r..s the experimental components in the power supplyexperiment. The meters in the power supply (voltmeter and ammeter) are wired in sucha manner that they are used not only to meter the power supply but also as basic metersfor other non-power-supply experiments in the course.

In the system that the authors de.veloped, the experiments were designed to be "openended", to give the students the opportunity to arrive at more than one deduction. Thelessons were designed to tell the pupil how to do something as well as why he should.The proper use of electronic instruments was designed into the system lessons, ratherthan assuming that the pupil, by some magical power, should know how to make electricalmeasurements.
The system was designed in 9-week increments so that school systems could expandthe program after it was initially established.
The teacher should have a minimum of daily preparation, since he gives a "mini"lesson of 10-15 minutes. The Teacher's Guide should help the beginning teacher who hasbeen assigned electricity and electronics straight out of college.
The systems approach in education is still in its infancy. Peter Drucker once pos-tulated that education was an "organization of ignorance". Organization of our ignorancerequires a systematic review of what must be learned, developed and tested if we are tounderstand, use and improve education.
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Mr. Dugger is -r the faculty at The Ohio -.Joie University, Columbus.

Electric motor dynamometer testing
Leigh Bernard Weiss

The importance of electric motors to a technological society is evidenced when oneinspects consumer goods and industrial lower requirements of 7.oday.
Problems may arise when the eatacator has to relate the concepts and theories ofoperation and c velop understanding. t is advantageous to have not only software (testmaterial, diagrams and charts) but also the hardware (motor, dynamometer and measuringinstruments).
It is the purpose of this demonstration to acquaint you with some of the fundamental

cverational characteristics of motor testing.
General description. The electric momr, by definition, converts electric energy(potential energy) to., rotary mechanical energy. There are, of course, subsequentiallosses due to friction - mechanical and electrical- which manifest themselves as heat.A motor which is connected to no load, but which is running, is doing no work other thanmoving its own rotor-masF 'hrough a circumferential distance. The load of a motor cr3n-sists of counter torques th-L. tend to oppose the rotation of the moving parts of the motet.
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As the load on most motors varies, there tends to be a change of speed, and a corre-sponding change II, the amount of work the motor is doing. An understanding of thesechanges is of particular importance and interest to the student.DC motor. The direct current motor is comprised of three sections: the stator(field), the rotor (armature) and a commutator (rotary switch). (See Figure 1.) Attractingand repelling magnetic forces between the field and armature cause motion.

Figure 1
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The speed of a DC motor can be changed by altering the field strergth or varying thevoltage applied to the armature, which is an electro magnet.
The windings of the armature coil, during rotation, cut the n agnetic lines of force ofthe field magnets: As a result, there is induced in the armature a current which flowsin the opposite -ection from that which excited the armature (Lenz's Law). This reversecurl ent is kno w. as a counter electro-motive force, or Back EMF.The Back EMF regulates the amount of current drawn by the motor. The faster themotor spins, the higher the Back EMF. Consequently, the DC motor is, to some extent,a self-regulating device. As load increases, and RPM drops, the Back EMF is reduced,effecdvely lowering the armature resistance. This lowered resistance permits greatertorque, tending to overcome the load. (See Appendix A for an applied activity.)AC motors vs. DC moto-t.s. AC motors offer a wide range of advantages over DCtypes, primarily in reliability, safety and availability of power. The most advantageiiusapplications for DC motors are where large torques at low speeds are required, and greataccuracy of speed control is desired.
Several types of AC motors are used commonly in consumer products and industrialapplications.
The universal (series) motor is essentially a DC motor with a lamincted armaturecore for reduction of hysteresis and eddy currents.
The induction motor (squirrel cage) is the simplest and most common type of ACmotor. The principle of mutual induction in this system is exhibited. The stator isproviding an alternating magnetic field, which induces a current in the rotor (of opposingmagnetic flux), causing rotation.
Synchronous motors revolve at multiples of the applied voltage frequency. Thearmature of a large horsepower synchronous motor must be excited by ri direct currentsource. An external source of power to bring the motor to operating speed must beprovided. Small non-excited synchronous motors are used in turntables, clocks and othertiming devices where constant speed is imperative.
Electric power. The DC motor consumes electric power in relation to the formulaP = IE. (Power, in unit watts, equals the voltage, in unit volts, multiplied by current, inunit amps.)
The AC motor differs from the DC motor in that power consumption is effected byinductive reactance (frequency dependent) created by the alternating cu power source.Power consumption of AC motors can be equated by understanding the re ationshipof apparent power and true power. When calculating input power for an AC motor,measurements of the applied voltage and current are multiplied. Their product is theapparent power. However, in an inductive reactive circuit, as found in the AC motor,the phase angle existing between the voltage and current must be analyzed to equate thetrue power. The equation for this relationship is: True Power = E (voltage) x I (current)x cosine 0. This equation now introduces a new dimension to our calculations, that of
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power factor.
True power divided by apparent power equals the power factor. The power factorwi:1 be something between 1 (a purely resistive circuit with no Back EMF) and 0 (a purelyinductive circuit with maximum Back EMF). In brief, power factor is the: result of cir-cuit reactance causing a current voltage phase shift.
The dynamometer. Mathematical calculation, with the aid of instrumentation, canyield total power consumption. Further investigation into motor performance is neces-sary if a student is to comprehend more fully the energy interchange from potential elec-trical energy to kinetic, rotary, mechanical.
With the aid of the dynamometer, the student can construct a torque and horsepowercurve for the motor under study. The student can relate his findings to total input pcwer,thereby deriving efficiency.
In the interest of a simplified explanation, the dynamometer can be thouj,ht of as athree-sections device. The first is the load cell. Its primary function is to apply avariable load (counter torque) to thc output shaft of the motor. The load may be in theform of a friction brake, DC generator, hydraulic pump or an eddy current break, tomention a few. The absorbed energy is dissipated as heat either directly into the atmos-phere or through a heat exchanger. In the case of the e/ectric dynamometer, resistiveloads convert the energy directly to heat, which is then dissipated. The second, the meas-rcrnent section, analyzes the performance of the test motor. The revolutions per minute1 *,,rque ar e two main determinations.
\ otary power can be equated as circular distance divided by time:

Gistance 21(11 x RPM = R x 21( x RPMTime 60 60
Therefore, Power =Force x H x RPM x 21(

Torque (lbs.-ft.) 60

llorsepower Force x Distance
Time

Power = Torque x RPM x
60

(746 watts =I horsepower)
(1, p.4,5)

'the last section of any dynamometer system should contain measurement instrumentsfor evaluating input energy consumed by thc motor. This input energy can be compared tothe output to equate efficiency. The electric motor dynamometer system requirzs threeoperational parameters to b.:: measured for accurate input power calculation; input voltage,input current, and the use of a dynamometer watt meter or power factor meter.The electrodynamometer watt meter will simplify the students calculations. (Seeigu re 2.)

Figure 2
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This instrument will directly read die power consa,nption of the motor. Briefly de-scriped, it is a combination of high-resistance voltage coil which can rotate in the magneticfield of a low resistance current coil. This meter system tnEys advantage of the voltageacross the circuitand the total current flow. The electrodynamomoter is Heal for measur-ing the actucd (true) power consumed in a reactive AC device, Thu torc;ue on the movingcoil is proportional to the applied power; the phase at f.le between corl.cit and voltage isautomatically compensated in the meter reading.With the use of these instruments, it is emphasivr. that a student cz become quiteinvolved in motor analyses. This involvement will undoubtedly further his understaadingof not only electric energy convertors (moto-:s) but also of the importance or 1:1trumen-tated analysis.
Activities that can relate to dynamomenr testing dan be as varied as: resting theperformance of rewound slot car motors and the deL;ig,ning of power to schAre largemasses at prescribed velocities, i.e., designing electric vc,hick!s or materini lianclUng.equipment. (See Appendix 13 for related class activity.)

APPENDIX A

Analysis of the DC Motor (Back EMU)
A. Objective(s)

1. To demonstrate the function of counter EMIT in the DC motor2. To allow the student to analyze the elf,.:cts of load on a DC motorB. Materials and/or equipinent
1. DC power supply (Batteries or transformer rectifier)2. Motor DC (small hobby motor)3. Ammeter (0-3)
4. Flash light bulb (GE #47)
5. Necessary hookup wire
6. SPST switch

C. Procedure
1. Set up the circuit using the above components, (See 1Tigure 1.)

/1 0----
Sw.

2. Observe and record the following:a. With the switch closed, unloaded motor:

LI
motor .:171

Name
3..,vir_Lbol Reading1. Load condition in % L None2. Voltage of power supply Es3. Ammeter reading Iin4. Brilliance of light bulb BL Hi Med Lo5. Power input (in watts) Pw6. Resistance of 'armature Rab. With varying loads (from 0% to 100%):

1. Load condition L 0% (no load)2. Supply voltage Es3. Ammeter reading Irn4. Brilliance of light bulb BL5. Power input (in watts) PW6. Calculated armature resistance Ra
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Name Symbol Readinz

1. Load condition L 50%
2. Supply voltage Es
3. Amine ter reading T

-TD4. Brilliance of light bulb BL
5. Power input (in watts) Pw
6. Calculated armature resistance R a

I. Load condition L 100%
2. Supply voltage Es
3. Ammeter reading 1m
4. Brilliance of light bulb BL5. Power input (in watts) P w
6. Calculated arminure resistance Ra

3. From your observations answer the following questions:
a. What was the effect of loading a DC motor

with respect to armature resistance, armature current,
motor RPM, Back EMF and input power?

b. Explain why Back EMF is a function of RPM.

REFERENCES

(1) Harris, Norman C., and Eewin M. Hammer ling, Introductory Applied Physics (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963), 789 PP.(2) Tepper, Marvin, Pasic Radio, Vol, 1 (New York: John F. Rider Publishing, Inc.,
1965), 153 pp.

(3) Trudeau, Terence J., Go-Power En&ine Analysis Systems (California: Go-Power
Comoration, 1967), 47 pp.

APPENDIX B

Materials Handling Problem

A. Objective(s)
1. To acquaint the students with electric motor application.
2. To have the students experiment with dynamic mechanisms (i.e., reduction gears,conveyors).
3. To introduce the students to concepts of system engineering (design, planning,

fabrication and testing).
B. Materials and/or equipment

1. An electric motor
2. Necessary tools
3. Motor dynamometer with electric instrumertation
4. Construction materials (i.e., wood, metal, cardboard, paper, cloth, rubber inner

tubes)
5. Measuring instruments, stop watch, voltmeter

C , P rocedure
1. The nature of the problem: The class is to break into groups. Each group is to

solve the following problem:
Design a material handling system that will move the most amount of weight
with the least amount of energy expended, the longest distance in the shortest
time.
A formula for evaluation of the solutions is:

352

Weight in lbs. x Distance in feet
(watt x seconds x (time of operation

input) in seconds)

This formula would yield a factor for comparison of each
group's performance.



2. Other criteria:
a. The groups may select any material to move.b. The apparatus must not dertroy itself while functioning.c. The material moved, or appuratus, may not have to be ofpractica:1 value. (Rube Goldberg)
ci. A time limit Jaust be set.e. Criteria for failure must be set.3. Observations
a. Each group is to report and demonstrate to the class the working solutionto the problem.
b. Each group will compute the watt seconds, weight and disunce for theevaluative formula.

Mr. Weiss teaches at Glassboro (New Jersey) State College.
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Understanding Federal educational policy
tvi:frshall Schmitt

Among the ninny goals that Administrations set for the education of the pcsple in theUnited States, three stond out as paramount: (I) Get the best instructional materials andprocedures into practice; (2) eliminate failures with respect to the education of the dis-advantaged; and (3) provide adequate resources in relation to educational need.The Federal Government does not arrive at its policies in a haphazard fashion.Rather, it has developed over the years a complex system of policy development andaccountability, both internally and externally. Some of the factors which enter into suchdevelopment and accountability include: performance objectives, community involvement,outside technical assistance (management, evaluation, etc.), internal evaluation and anindependent education accomplishment audit. 13y considering these and other aspects ofeducational program policy, the government is assured of keeping close tabs on the educa-tional temper of the population, thus enabling it to move in the right directhm.There are many items of concern which influence Federal prioritics. 1'1ieF4e are notalways readily recognizable by the layman, so we will list the main ones, as follows:(1) Learn how to educate deprived children.(2) Eliminate deficiencies in reading ;Ind in other basic skilL.(3) Bring about drastic improvements in the structuri, administration and manage-ment of our educational system.
(4) Improve vocational education in quality and status.(5) Extend opportunities for post-secondary education.(6) Improve the quality of teachers and of teaching.(7) Eliminate inequities in educational finance, and assure greater stability andadequacy of Federal support systems.
(8) Do justice to the children of black, brown and other minority groups.(9) Eliminate the causes of student unrest.

(10) Maintain the freedom and diversity of our educational enterprise.(11) Raise generally the quality of our educational programs and institutions.Teachers and administrators can play a big part in assisting tile government to achievethese goals.
Another area of teacher concern relating to the Federal government is that of pro-posal development, for obtaining Federal funds and/or equipment for developing and im-plementing innovative educational programs. Factors influencing proposal developmentshould include: (1) documentation of need ((acts and figureswhy you need this money);(2) development of a prospectus of the problem (define the problem, get local suggestionsand help, suggest procedures for solutions, estimate cost`l (3) obtaining of the relatedFederal regulations and guides (through your state department of education or from theUSOE); (4) determination of the latest Federal policies; (5) determination of the latestFederal priorities; (6) adaptation, if possible, ofthe problem to Federal need (as set forthin the priorities); and then (7) go ahead and develop the proposal. If these guidelines andprocedures are kept in mind, you will have a much better chance of securing the neededsupport for your programs.

Dr. Schmitt is Educational Specialist for Industrial Arts, US Office of Education, Department of Health,Education and Welfare, Washington, DC.

Industrial arts and compensatory
educational programs

John H. BruceMy remarks will be confined primarily to the compensatory educationnl programswhich are possible through Federal funds under ESEA, Title I.In the development of Title I projects certain points must be considered:
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(1) Identify target areas.
(2) Access learner needs.
(3) Establish priority for service:: or programs to be provided.
(4) Plan projects or programs in keeping with the needs of the educationally deprived.
(5) Submit project application forms to the State Educational Agency for review andapproval.
(6) Project operation.
(7) Evaluation and dissemination of information.
The key to successful Title I project planning and operation is to remember that

Title I funds are provided for the support of compensatory educational programs for the
educationally disadvantaged. This is categorical aid provided by the US Congress, andthese funds must be expended for the purposes intended.

In reviewing project applications at the State Educational Agency, we look for certain
characteristics which would reflect a program that is compensatory in nature. In making
this determination we might ask the following questions: (1) Have the pupils been properly
identified and their educational deprivation determined on the basis of hard data? (2) Whatinstructional method is proposed, and how does this method differ from the methodnormally found in the regular classroom? (3) Will supplies and materials be utilizedwhich are related to the interest and achievement level of the students? (4) Has the
pupil-teacher ratio been kept sufficiently low so that each student will be assured of the
individual attention that he may need? (5) Has the applicant district defined and clearly
stated the objectives for the project, and is there adequate provision for evaluation?

The development of compensatory educational programs funded through ESEA, Title I,is a challenge to each eligible school district. The subject or service areas which may beutilized in providing compensatory programs for disadvantaged children are unlimited.The extent to which a subject or service area becomes involved in the compensatory pro-gram is directly dependent upon the interest and effort of the administrative and/or in-
structonal personnel who work within the district service area. The operation of indus-trial arts programs as a component of Title I projects has not been extensive in the Stateof Kentucky. However, there are projects in operation in some of our school districts
which would reflect the desirability of offering industrial arts educational opportunitiesas a phase of the compensatory program. On the junior high school level, the industrial
arts compensatory program may be identified andoffered as a distinct subject or service.
On the elementary level the industrial arts program may be offered as an integrated partor as a means of generating interest for the total compensatory program.

Dr. Bruce is I;irector for Title I FSEA, State Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky.

Industrial arts in Federally-sponsored research
James R. Hastings

With the adoption of the Cooperative Research Actin 1954 and the subsequent funding
authorized by Congress under Title IV of The Elementary and Secondary Education Actof 1965 and its amendments, educators in all subject matter fields and levels have beenprovided the opportunity to make use of a tremendous financial resource through Federalfunding.

One of the main ways the US Office of Education attempts to help improve education isby supporting research and research-related activities, To accomplish this, the Bureauof Research has been established to review proposals, approve projects and administerfunds for education research throughout the country through its various divisions. TheBureau of Research has five divisions to process proposals and monitor contracts andgrants. The five divisions are: Elementaryand Secondary Education Research, Compre-hensive and Vocational Education Research, Higher Education Research, Information
Technology and Dissemination and Educational Laboratories. Small-project researchprojects are administered through the regional centers and laboratories. A very compre-hensive explanation of the various divisions and research agencies is contained in the
US Office publication, Office of Education Support of Research and Related Activities (17).

ln spite of the provision made in the US Office of Education for the promotion and
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support of reseatch, the truth of the matter is that there is a great paucity ot Innded re-search in industrial arts. Rowlett (12), Evans (5), Strickler (14) and Suess (15 commenton some of the apparent reasons for the limited amount of research in our field beyondthat which is done for academic degrees. They also indicate the crying need for more andbetter-quality research and the favorable trends which seem to be developing.In order to determine the extent to which industrial arts personnel have attempted totake advantage of Federal funding, I reviewed a number of compilationG of researchstudies done in our field since fundingunder the Cooperative Research Act has been avail-able. The following facts serve to illustrate and emphasize the limited use which ourfield has made of Federal research funds.
A directory of Cooperative Research studies completed prior to 1966, listing severalhundrf.id studies, contained only one industrial arts study. In the report from ERIC centerby Strickler (14) in 1966, whichincluded over 300 studies completed since 1960, only threeFederally-funded studies are listed. Jacobsen's (8) investigation in 1966, covering 200studies in industrial arts teacher education, included only five funded studies. The mostrecent report by Householder and Suess (7), put out by the ERIC Clearinghouse for Voca-tional and Technical Education at Ohio State University, includes approximately 220studies, only three of which are Federally-funded through 1969.Since funding for innovative programs can be obtained through Title III of the ESEA,I also checked the directory of projects listed in Pacesetters in Innovation, 1966-69 (21).Of the 600 studies listed, I found only three related to industrial arts. Two of these werein elementary school industrial arts.
A few funded research studies have not been reported, no doubt due to the final re-port not being submitted to ERIC or otherwise reported_ Since 1963 there have beenapproximately 17 industrial arts projects funded in amounts ranging from $3,776 to over$200,000 through the US Office.
Nature of funded researches. In reviewing the funded studies, the distribution ofpurposes of these projects is reflected in the table below:

Subject No. Studies
Curriculum 5Plastics 1
Skill Development 1
Ind. Arts - Voc. Ed. 2
Teacher Education 1
Culturally Disadvantaged 2
Media and TV 3
Elementary IA 2

J.7

In relation to tie priorities which influence Federal funding, which Dr. Schmitt haspresented, we can immediately see several areas of concern where industrial arts couldmake a definite contribution and where we might well direct our attention in developingproposals for Federally-funded projects. I am referring to such subjects as: Teachingthe slow learner, instructing the inner-city sti-dent, teaching the culturally disadvantaged,and demonstration projects which willgenerally raise the level of our educational programboth in content and methodology.
Over the past three years significantly larger sums of money have been made availablethrough Federal funding for research and development in all areas (10). This trend sup-ports some of the conclusions and recommendations emanating from the National Con-ference on Research in Industrial Arts (15), which states that we are in great need of re-search studies which will demonstrate effective means of applying some of the new cur-riculum theories as proposed by DeVore (3) and others. (Although we are in great needof studies which are interdisciplinary and can produce new theory, we are also somewhatlike the old farmer who said, "Son, don't roll me nothin' more about farrnin', -- I alreadyknow more than I'm able to do.")
Need for applied research and development, We nave only to look at the annual re.ports of some of our major industries to realize the !mportance attached to and the invest-ment made in research and development which requires the field test and evaluaeon ofnew materials, products and procedures. Recent articles by Turner (14) and Earl (4) drawinterosting parallels between the efforts of industry and education in research and de-velopment.
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TLe diagram shows the relationship and importance of the effect of research on edu-
cational practice.
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In view of t!ie rapid changes which need to take place in our field, it seems obvious,
in view of the evidence, that industrial arts needs to make a greater effort to obtain sup-
port for many more pilot and demonstration projects which can be evaluated and the infor-
mation disseminated to improve the practices in our field. This can be accomplished in
pa rt if we submit more applications and proposals to the Bureau ef Research.

Contributions of funded projects. The American Industry Project at Stout State and
the Ohio Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, being conducted jointly by Ohio State and
the University of Illinois, are examples of two large-scale curriculum development proj-
ects which promise to have a major impact on our field. These are examples of well-
conceived research and development projects. It is also entirely possible to have small
research projects of under $10,000 funded through regional centers which Can achieve
significant results.

The Directed Field Study in Industry for the Preparation of Industrial Arts Teachers
project (6), which I directed, was extremely successful in developing a new rrocedure and
set of experiences for identifying concepts of industry and an 'understanding of the structure
of industry in the minds of undergraduate industrial arts majors. The true significance
of this study has not, however, been fully reported. Its significance lies in the process
used to identity industrial concepts and then use these for developing curriculum units.
The accompanying Figure II illustrates the structure of industry used in conducting the
8-week experience for our students. Figure III illustrates the transposing of curriculum
development elements which are utilized in the conceptual approach to curriculum work
as developed in the project.

As I survey the present situation, one of the major challenges to our field at this time
is to carry on more applied research using the theory and in'.2ormation we presently have
to prove out and evaluate some of the ideas and theories in existence. The growing body
of research which has already been completed by industrial arts personnel attests to the
fact that we have the interested people and the capability to carry out research.

What is most needed at this point is the preparation and submission of more research
proposals to support needed projects to give us the time and independence of action we
need to accomplish our goals.

R EFERENCES
(I) American Industrial Arts Association, Federal Aid for Industrial Arts, AIAA, 1201

Sixteenth St., NW, Wasliington, DC, $3.75
(2) Corey, Stephen, "Perspective on EducaHonal. Research". SR 1, Phi Delta Kappan,

Fall 1969
(3) 1.4,Vore, Paul, "Discipline Structures and Process: A Research Design for the Iden-

tificadon of Content and Method", 7ourna1 of Industrial Teacher Education,
Winter 1970, pp. 21-31
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Mr. Hastings is on the faculty ot State University College, Oswego, NY.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968
Gerald T. Antonellis

The purpose the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 (PL 90-576) is to pro-vide financial assistance to schools under public supervision and control in the field ofvocational educarion. Funds are to be used to improve, strengthen and expand educational
programs designed primarily to fit individuals for gainful employment in recognizedoccupations.

The implementation of the Act in Massachusetts will assist schools: To maintain,extend and improve existing programs of vocational education; to develop new programsof vocational education; to providepart-time employmentfor youths who need the earningsfrom such employment to continue their vocational training on a full-time basis; to pro-vide more vocational education opportunities, for persons of all ages in all communities
of the State, which are of high quality, realistic in the light of actual or anticipated oppor-tunities for gainful employment, and suited to the individual's needs, interests and ability
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to benefit from such training;
to provide vocational education for persons attending high school, vocational educa-tion for persons who have completed or left high school and who are available for full-time study in preparation for entering the labor market, vocational education for personswho have already entered the labor market and who need training or retraining to achievestability or advancement in employment, vocational education for persons who have aca-demic, socioeconomic or other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in the regularvocational program, construction of vocational education school facilities, ancillary serv-ices such as teacher training, demonstrations and experimental programs, development ofinstructional materials, program evaluation, research and guidance activities;
Emphasize the development of new programs in general (comprehensive) high schoolsto reach students not now being served--care to be exercised not to duplicate but comple-ment present offe,:ings and to crossdiscipline programs (home economics/business,industrial arts/business) when and where possible;
utilize more extensively existing vocational education facilities by making them avail-able to high school students from both public and private sectors on a part-time, late-afternoon, early-evening basis;
speciAL programs for potential school-leavers;
post-secondary programs be expanded (clearer and more definite arrangementsbetween vocational education and community college);
adult occupational education of an upgrading or transfer of skills;
programs for the disadvantaged;
guidance/and counselling services greatly expanded to include the in-school youthbelow the 9th grade (primary, elementary and junior high school) and adult along without-of-school programs for general guidance personnel to acquaint them with vocationalguidance concepts;
programs for handicapped people in a cooperative effort with other agencies whohandle same;
provide meaningful research and implementation of same;
provide programs for retraining, and exemplary programs (example: pilot programthat may not be new; however, it is new to system a new way to (bridge) between schooland earning a living, whereas, innovative must be new, brand-new);
personnel development (will receive prime attention) will consist of programs inteacher education where a teacher or potential teacher will be able to obtain training andreceive a Bachelor to a Doctorate; and
personnel development programs for the development of administrators and super-visors.
Division of occupational education. The above is in general the plan for the next fiveyears. Goals are being set for implementation of these plans on annual progres6ion basis(PPBS-Planned Program Budget System). Leadership at the State level will have as itsprimary function assistants to the local schools to implement this plan. The Administra-tion of Occupational Education at theState level must be completely altered f.lue to Chapter837 Acts of 1969 of the Commonwealth ofMassachusetts, establishing a Division of Occupa-tional Education within the Board of Education designating said as the sole State Agencyresponsible for the administration of Vocational Education in the Commonwealth: (Asso-ciate Commissioner, Directors of Post-Secondary and Secondary Education, AssistantDirector of Disadvantaged and Handicapped, Coordinator of Comprehensive High SchoolPrograms, Chief of Business and Office Education.)

(Definitely the present staff, with depleted numbers and inadequate pay scales, is inade-quate to meet the mandates of this new law.)
Kinds of activities that qualify.
(1) Paying salaries and necessary approved expenses of local school personnel in-cluding teachers, coordinators, supervisors, vocational guidance counselors, teachertrainers, directors and others.
(2) Acquiring or producing, disseminating and evaluating instructional materialsand teaching aids.
(3) Securing necessary educational information and data as a basis for the properdevelopment of vocational education programs to insure adequate vocational guidanceand counselling.
(4) Making occupational studies and surveys needed for the planning and developmentof vocational education.
(5) Acquiring, maintaining and repairing instructional equipment.
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(6) Paying necessary costs of transportation of students.
(7) Conducting work experience education programs.
(8) Paying approved expenses or consultants or members of advisory committees.
(9) Maintaining adequate programs of administration, supervision and teacher train-
ing.
(10) Constructing area vocational education school facilities, which include paying
for interest in land on which such facilities are to be constructed.
Agencies eligible to apply for assistance. A Vocational Education project is defined

briefly to mean a service, a separate course, a sequential combination of courses arranged
into a special vocational cuiriculum, or one or more vocational curricula offered as a
vocational education program.

Any secondary school, community college, junior college or school for adults under
public supervision and control, or the superintendent of any regional or county school,
or public college or university may submit an application for approval (special forms for
contracts with private institutions will be available). (Refer to addendum at conclusion
of paper.)
Supplementary funding evaluation system for Massachusetts vocational educational pro-
grams: (in reference to approved State Plan)

State plan (information):
Part A - General Provisions: 1. Authorizes appropriations under parts B and C.

2. Estimated appropriation $868,000 for Disadvantaged (Socioeconomically)
Part B - State Vocational Education Programs (Set-asides - 40%)
(1) Estimated appropriation $7,703,500

A. 10% Handicapped ($770,350) to work cooperatively with agencies, orgam.:1-
tions and institutions concerned with handicapped persons (Vocational Rehabilita-
tion, Bl!reau of Special Education of the Department of Education, Mass. Associa-
tion for Retarded Childreu, Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries, Jewish Voca-
tional Service, Model Cities Programs, State r epartment of Public and Mental
Health, United Community Workshops, Federal ")epartment of Health, Education
and Welfare, Division of Research, Training Programs and Educational Services
(of same HEW), and not limited to the above, hut with other pertinent agencies
as the need arises.)
B. 15% Disadvantaged ($1,155,525) persons who have academic, socioeconomic,
cultural or other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in regular voca-
tional education programs designed for persons without such handicaps, and who
for that reason require specially-designed educational programs and related
services or both in order for them to benefit from a vocational education pro-
gram or consumer and homemaking education. The term includes persons whose
needs for such programs or services result from poverty, neglect, delinquency,
or cultural or linguistic isolation from the community at large, but does not
include physically or mentally handicapped persons (as defined below) unless
such handicapped persons also suffer from the additional handicaps described
in this paragraph.
Handicapped persons: Persons who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf,
speech-impairedally handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, crippled
or other health-impaired persons who by reason of their handicapping condition
cannot succeed in a regular vocational or consumer and homemaking educational
program without special educational assistance or who require a modified voca-
tional or consumer and homemaking education program.
Disadvantaged persons: Agencies or organizations and institutions concerned
with disadvantaged persons--Public Health, Public Welfare Commission for
Blind, Veterans Services, Mental Health, Department of Correction, Division of
Youth Services, Division of Employment Security, Commission for Aging, Com-
mission for Discrimination, and private agencies approved by the Board of Edu-
cation. (Disadvantaged include persons who are socioeconomically handicapped,
inmates of correctional institutions, aged, migrants, juvenile delinquents, drop-
outs, racial, linguistic and other minorities.)

Part C - Research and Training in Vocational Education
(1) Estimated appropriation: $737,800
a. 50% reserved by USOE ($368,000)
b. 50% to States - Mass. ($368,000)

Part D - Exemplary Programs and Projects
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(1) Estimated appropriation (two-year availability) $256,420a. 50% reserved by USOE ($128,210)b. 50% to States - Mass. ($128,210)
Part E - Residential Schools

(1) Estimated appropriation $-0-Part F - Consumer and Homemaking Education(1) Estimated appropriation $325,500
a. At least 1/3 to be used in economically-depressed areas or areas with highrates of unemployment, designed to assist consumers and to help improve homeenvironment and quality of family life ($108,300)Part G - Cooperative Vocational Education - A cooperative workstudy program ofvocational education for persons who, through a cooperative __rangement between theschool and empl ers, receive instruction, on-the-job training, by the alternation ofstudy in school ith a job in a related occupational field, but these two expexiencesmust be planned and supervised by the school and employers so that each contributesto the student's education and to his employability. Work periods and school attend-ance may be an alternate half-day, full-days of the week, or other periods of time infulfilling the cooperative vocational education work-study program. Estimatedappropriation $277,686

Part 14 - Work-study Programs for Vocational Education Students A program whichprovides employment for a student in good standing and in full-time attendance whois in need of the earnings from such employment to commence or continue his voca-tional education (not necessarily job-related).
Estimated appropriation $277,000. Total estimated appropriation: $9,888,796.Applications evaluated on a method, taking the following into consideraiion:Manpower needs - Applications will be evaluated in terms of the rank of manpowerneeds compared to all occupational needs on a state level. Data will be from the Massa-chusetts Division of Employment Security-published 30-day job openings list.Those occupations representing the top 1/6 positions of the list will receive 30 points,next 1/6 24 points, etc. Point scale: 1st 1/6-30 pts, 2nd 1/6-24 pts, 3rd 1/6-1.8 pts,4th 1/6-12 pts, 5th 1/6-6 pts, 6th 1/6-0 pts.
Evaluation of vocational needs - Areas that qualify: Physically handicapped, men-tally handicapped, emotionally handicapped, socio- economically handicapped, linguisticallyhandicapped, academically handicapped.Scoring: 15 pts. for programs with a combination of three or more areas; 9 pts. for pro-grams with combination of two areas; 6 pts. for one area; 0 pts. for regular programs.Note: Programs must be designed to meet these specific ne,ads, not revised to accommo-date persons designated as disadvantaged or handicapped.Excess costs - Projects which have evidence of costs which are unusual comparedto other projects or programs within the educatioAial system will be rated as follows:severe-15 pts; great-12 pts; average-9 pts; pts; slight-3 pts; and none..0 pts. Dueconsideration will be given to summer employment of teachers, extended employment orreleased time to conduct special program emphasis (cooperative education, planning newprograms, etc.), high expenditures for initial equipment acquisition, new teachers, etc.Additional considerations: Schools in economically depressed areas will receive 5pts, schools in high unemployment (6%) areas will receive 5 pts, and programs that areunusual, innovative, demonstrative or pilot projects will receive 10 pts. (Therefore,.20pts. are reserved above and beyond for special (designated) areas. A school not desig-nated can only receive a maximum of 80 pts..)Relative ability to pay - The relative ability of each community to pay vocationalcosts shall be determined by dividing the per-pupil equalized assessed valuation datafrom latest published reports of the Massachusetts Departmentnf Education by the secon-dary per-pupil expenditure. This figure in decimal form will then equate to points accord-ing to the following chart: .080-.100 - 20 pts, .065-.079 - 16 pts, .050-.064 - 12 pts,.035-.049 - 8 pts, .020-.034 - 4 pts, .0-.019 - 0 pts.Regional schools and_programs; valuation and per-student expenditure data will bepro-rated according to number of secondary school children in the towns and cities ofmember communities and then averaged.
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Summary of ratisg scale.
Total points possible

(1) Manpower Needs 30
(2) Vocational Needs 15
(3) Excess Costs 15
(4) Relative Ability to Pay 20

Total Points 80
(5) Additional Considerations

Schools in economically depressed areas 5
Schools in high unemployment areas 5
Demonstration on Pilot Programs

Total Points 20
Total Points Possible 100

All proposals scoring fewer than 40 on the weighted scale will receive no Federal funds,
and they will be so notified in writing by the Associate Commissioner. All proposals
scoring above 40 points will be funded according to the following table:

Score % of Federal Funds
100 100
90 90
80 80
70 60
60 40
50 20
40

30
20
10
0

No Support

A rado between the total amount of money of all proposals scoring above 40 points and thetotal amount of Federal funds allotted to that specific level (secondary, post-secondary,
adult-disadvantaged, handicapped, etc.) will bedetermined. This ratio will then be appliedto the percentage shown in the table above. This table is subject to change depending onamounts of final funds appropriated.
USOE instructional Codes and Titles -- Office Occupations (14,000)

14.0100 Accounting and Computing
14.0200 Business Data Processing Systems
14.0300 Filing, Office Machines and General Office Clerical
14.0400 Information Communication
14.0500 Materials Support, Transporting, Storing and Recording
14.0600 Personnel, Training and Related
14.0700 Stenographic, Secretarial and Related
14.0800 Supervisory and Administrative Management
14.0900 Typing and Related
14.1000 Miscellaneous Office (Specify)
14.9900 Other, NEC (Specify)

Definitions.
Adult vocational education, Vocational education designed primarily for employedpersons which is designed to provide training or retraining to insure stability or advance-

ment in employment Of such persons.
Ancillary services and activities. Services and activities necessary to assure qualityin all programs, services and activities provided for under the Act, the regulations andthe State Plan, such as: State administration and leadership; supervision of instructionalprograms at the local level, including vocrdonal education programs; evaluation of pro-grams; training of teachers and other /gogram personnel; special demonstration and

experimental programs; development of curricula and instrucdonal materials; and re-search related to any of the services and activities above.Hi h school or seconday school. Does not include any grade beyond grade 12.
Specialized secondary school--A specialized high school used exclusively or primarilyfor the provision of vocational/technical education to persons who are available for full-
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time study in preparation for entering the labor market. Regular or comprehensivesecondary school--A high school, designed to meet the educational needs of youth provid-ing vocational education in fields(s) to persons who are available for full-time study inpreparation fo- entering the labor market. Combination specialized secondary school andtechnical or vocational school--A school that meets the criteria for specialized secondaryschool and for a post-secondary vocational school.
Community or junior college. A Junior or community college which provides voca-tional education in occupational field(s), under the supervision of the State Board, leadingto immediate employment but not leading to a baccalaureate degree.College or university. A college or university which provides vocational educationin occupational field(s), under the supervision of the State Board, leading to immediateemployment but not leading to a baccalaureate degree.
Area vocadonal education school. Any public or private institution which falls into anyone of the following categories:
(1) A specialized high school used exclusively or principally for the provision ofvocational education to persons who are available for study in preparation for enter-ing the labor market, or
(2) The department of a high school exclusively or principally used for providingvocational education in no fewer than five different occupational fields to personswho are available for study in preparation for entering the labor market, or(3) A teclmical or vocational school used exclusively or principally for the provisionof vocational education to persons who have completed or left high school and who areavailable for study in preparation for entering the labor market, or(4) The department or division of a junior college or community college or univer-sity which provides vocational education in no fewer than five different occupationalfields, under the supervision of the State Board, leading to immediate employmentbut not necessarily leading to a baccalaureate degree.

An "Area vocadonal education school" shall be available to all residents of che State oran area of the State designated and approved by the State Board. In the case of a technicalor vocational school or a division of a junior college or community college or university,such school must admit as regular students both persons who have completed high schooland persons who have left high school.
Consumer and homemaking education. Education designed to help individuals andfamilies improve home environments and the quality of personal and family life, and in-cludes instruction in fnod and nutrition, child developmenc, clothing, housing, family rela-tions and management of resources with emphasis on selection, use and care of goodsand services, budgeting and other consumer responsibilities.

State-Massachusetts Table 1 Fiscal Year-1970
Estimated Allocation of Funds

for State Vocational Education Programs
Program/Purpose Total Funds Federal Funds State Funds Local Funds

Part B State Programs
Secondary $42,100,000 $2,100,000 $10,000,000 $30,000/000Post Secondary
Adult 6,155,525 11 155-525 2 500 000

250,000
2,500,0002,850,000

--
100,000 2,500,000Disadvantaged 1,755,525 1,155,525 300,000 300,000Handicapped 1,070,350 770,350 150,000 150,000Contracted Instruction

Guidance and Counseling 400,000 100(000 150,000 150,000Construction of Area Vocational Schools 26,500,000 1,500(000 10,000,000 15,000,000Ancillary Services (Total) 1,977,100 822,100 405,000 750 000Administration and Supervision . 780,000 300,000 180,000 300(000Evaluation 375,000 150,000 75,000 150,000Teacher Training 275,000 125,000 50,000 109,000Research and Demonstration Projects 280,000 130,000 50,000 100,000Curriculum Development 267 100 117,100 50 000 100 000Tota I $82,808,500 $7,703,500 $23,755,000 $51,350,000
Sect i on 102(b) State Programs
Disadvantaged $ 1,068,000 $ 868,000 $ 100,000 $ 100,000
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Program/Purpose Total Funds Federal Funds State Funds Lacal Funds

Part C Research (Total) $ 493,900 $ 368,900 $ 25,000 $ 100,000
ROU 81,000 56,000 25,000 -o-
Grants and Contracts 412,900 312,900 -0- 100,000

Part D Exemplary Programs (Total) 128,210 128,210 -o- -o-
Planning 28,210 28,210 -o- -o-
OF- .ating 100,000 100,000 -o- -o-

Part E Residential (State) (Total) -o- -o- -o- -o-
Planning -o- -o- -o- -o-
Construction
Operation

-o-
-o-

-o-
-o-

-o-
-o-

-o-
-o-

Part F Consumer and Homemaking (Total) 625,500 325,300 100,000 200,000
Instruction 470,000 200,000 90,000 180,000
Ancillary 155,500 125,500 10,000 20,000

Part G Cooperative Programs (Total) 427,686 277,686 50,000 100,000
Instruction 382,686 252,686 40,000 90,000
Anci I lary 45,000 25,000 10,000 10,000

Part H Work-study (Tctal) 317,000 217,000 -0- 100,000
Student Compensation 307,000 207,000 -o- 100,000
Administrat ion 10,000 10,000 -0- -0-

Occupational field. A group of recognized and new and emerging occupations having
substantial similarity in the work performed; similarity in the abilities and.knowledge
required of the worker for successful job performance; similarity in the tools, machines,
instruments and other equipment used and similarity in the basic materials worked on or
with. The term is applied in the case of Federal participation in the construction of an
area vocational school, to determine whether a department of a certain type of high
school, or a department or division of a junior college, community college or university
provides "vocational education in no fewer than five different occupational fields." The
purpose is to assure that such schools will have offerings that will afford prospective
students of varying interests a reasonably broad choice of the type of occupation for which
they are to be trained. Determinations of what is an "occupational field" will be made
in light of this purpose.
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Manpower Needs
D E S
Code Occupational Title Need Points

201
202
209 Stenography 709 6/6 30

600-619 Machine & Related Work 432 5/6 24
075 Nursing 374
210-219 Bookkeeping 271

786-87 Machine Sewing 252 4/6 18
203-216 General Clerical 217

311 Food SeMng 160
720-729 Assemble & repair electronic equipment 156
301-306 Day Worker or Domestic Serv. 132
381-389 Bldg. Cleaning & Rel. Serv. 129 3/6 12

550-563 Chemical Processing & Related Services 119

250-289 Sales Work 114
291-299 Salesclerk & Related Service 114
361-9 Apparel & Fumishina Service 96
860 Carpentry Installing & Repairing 94
82D-829 Electrical Asscmbling 85 2/6 6
760-769 Machining, fabrication & repair of wood products 81
804 Sheet metal work 79
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D E S
Code Occupational Title Need Points810 & 819
355
213
323

Welding
Hospital Attendant work & related service
Data Processing
Maid & related service

75
73
69
64620 Repair motorized vehicle 60 1/6 0780-81 Upholstering
55313-4-5 Cooking - Hotel & Restaurant 54782-789 Fabrication & repair textile & leather 41650-659 Printing
36584-599 Leather & textile processing
35740 Painting, decorativig & related work 34

862 Plumbing, gasfitting & steamfitting 32 1/6 0078 Medical & dental technnlogy 26500 Metal Processing & electroplating 22807 Body work - Transp. equip. 14332 Beauticians services
12861 Mason & tile services
10753-4 Fabrication, repair of rubber & plastic products 10142 Commercial Designing 2

Participation of students in nonprofit private schools. The State will assure partici-pation of students in nonprofit private schools in accordance with the following:Each program will be designed to meet the vocational needs of students within the geo-graphic area according to the following criteria as specified in Regulation 102.7: (a) dualenrollment, educational radio and television, and professional and subprofessional services;(b)The needs of the students, the number of such students who will participate and thetypes of vocational education services which will be provided for them will be determinedafter consultation with persons knowledgeable of the needs of the students on a basis com-parable to that used in providing such vocational education services to students enrolledin private nonprofit public schools. The application shall indicate the number of studentsenrolled in private nonprofit schools who are to participate in each program and projectproposed by such agency and degree and manner of their expected participation. Thesefigures will be reported annually to the Division of Occupational Educadon; (c) Publicschool personnel may be provided only when not provided by the private school. TheState Board or LEA will maintain administrative control over services. No salaries ofteachers or other employees.
Opportunity for hearings on local applications, The State Board shall designate theVocational Bureau to arrange hearings, when required, on local applications. The hearingswill be held in the office of the Bureau of Vocational Educatio.t after two weeks' notice,before the director, program planning supervisor and other related staff membr rs. Thelocal education agency will be notified in writing of date, time and place of aearing.The local agency may present additional evidence, and witnesses from professional, busi-ness and community-related organizations as arranged by the local educational officer.The local education tAgency will be notified in writing of all outcomes of hearing. Requestfor appeal hearings must be made within one week of receipt of the local funding disposi-tion notice. Disposition of appeals will be made and the local authorizing agent notifiedwithin five days of the hearing.

Mr. Antonellis is with the State Department of Eduzotion, Boston, Massachusetts.

Industrial arts in innovative Federal programs
Larry T. IveyEducators, government leaders and concerned citizens have repeatedly pointed outthe apparent gap between education and technological advancement in America. For yearseducation has remained stagnant while society has progressed with ever-increasing strides.
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Stagnancy of education, coupled with progression of society, has brought the gap between
them to a prominent rorefront in American education and government.

The advent :A the Space Age andof industrial automation has forced educators to play
a catch-up role in an effort to overcome the vast gap now existing between education andmodern Gociety in America.

In 1965, the United States Congress, reacting to problems in education, enacted the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). This act provided for appropriations
of large sums of money by the Federal government. Money was to be allocated to various
state and local educational agencies to be expended for educational programs considered
necessary for improving schools and education throughout the United States.

There are several Titles under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
each one concerned with specific areas of education. There arP many projects which
come under the various Titles of ESEA, but no attempt will he made here to relate to anyproject or program other than Title III, ESEA. Briefly stated, the purpose of Title II1is as follows:

Objectives of the Title 111 program of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
called PACE (Projects to Advance Creativity in Education), are designed to encourage
school districts to develop imaginative solutions to educational problems; to utilize
research findings more effectively; and to create, design and make intelligent use of
supplementary centers and services. Primary objectives are to translate the latest
knowledge about teaching and learning into widespread educational practice and to
create an awareness of new programs 'rid services of high quality that can be incor-
porated In school programs. Therefore, PACE seeks to (1) encourage the development
of innovations, (2) demonstrate worthwhile innovadons in educational practice through
exemplary programs, (3) supplement existing programs and facilities. The heart of
the PACE program is in these provisions for bringing a creative force to the Improve-
ment of schools and for demonstrating that better practices can be applied. Since
the innovative and exemplary programs supported by PACE are intended to contribute
substantially to educational improvement, priority in funding is given to those proj-
ects which offer the greatest promise of solvingpersistent problems, thereby advanc-
ing educational excellence.*
Title III of the Elementary andSecondary Education Act also stipulates that each state

will set aside and allocate 15%of its funds for education of the handicapped. Each State is
responsible for establishing a State plan which includes the 15% allocation for handicappedchildren.

As each state develops its plan, careful consideration is given to priorities and studentneeds. State plans are based on information from reviewing overall State needs and ob-
jectives. Long-range goals become very important, and a total plan for educational im-
provement evolves to be implemented under the coordination of each State Department of
Public Instruction. One of the more important stipulations of Title In is that all projects
must be initiated by a lccal educational agency. Each project within a given state is
funded separately on the merits of each individual project. The state then accepts funds
for all projects within its boundaries and allocates funds to each local educational agency.

In the past, each local agency submitted a proposal to the US Commissioner of Educa-
tion. That has now changed and each local agency now submits proposals to its respective
State Department of public Instruction.

There are several key factors to be applied in developing program proposals forTitle III funding:
(1.) Each local agency must conduct a comprehensive needs assessment in order to

determine priorities. Projects must relate to critical needs within the local system. The
studying of needs and establishment of priorities can best be accomplished by a coordinated
effort between local, state and Federal agencies. Close coordination during development
and planning of a project will assure each level of government some understanding of the
purpose of a particular project and will increase chances for that project to be approved.
Simply stated, the first step in planning a Title III project is to ask, "What are the prob-
lems and needs of the local education agency?"

(2) Pre-planning is essential to every project. The establishment of specific as well
as general objectives of the project should be included in planning. Objectives should be
stated in terms of student behavioral changes to be brought about by the project. Careful

*A Manual for Project Applicants and Grantees, Title III Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act (Revised), Washington, DC: US Office of Education, 1967, p. 1.
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attention to ways and means of creatingchanges within students will yield valuable resultsduring evaluation of the project. Step-by-step procedures for effecting changes in studentbehavior will provide invaluable guidauce for project personnel during operation of anyproject. Assurance for reaching expected outcomes is greatly enhanced by knowingwhat the anticipated outcomes are and how those outcomes will be reached.
My personal contact with Title HI projects has been extensive, and the result of thiscontact iing revealed Or'! very important factor: "There never seems to be enough plan-ning in terms of studenc behavior and expectedoutcomes." My strongest recommendationto any agency planning a Title IlIProjectis this: State your specific behavioral objectivesvery clearly; list all of your objectives; indicate a definite plan for implemenUng thoseobjectives; and state what the anticipated outcomes will be in terms of student perform-ance. This second factor in planning a project might be more easily understood whenstated in the form of the following question: "What do you want to do about the problemsand needs of your local system, and how do you plan to solve those problems and needs?"(3) The third and final factor I wish to share with you concerns a very importantphase of any and every educational program. This factor is evaluation. No project canr4urvive without it, and very few ever improve unless they have good evaluation. Evalua-tion logically begins with the objectives of the project. The more clearly and specificallythese objectives are stated, the more obvious will be the kinds of data that can be col-lected. Any objective, for which it seems that no data will be available, should be eitherrevised or omitted. Such objectives may be beyond the scope of the project, too idealistic,too vague or too general. Simply stated, evaluation is knowing how and when you havesolved specific problems or met certain needs. This should not imply that evaluation issimple, for it is highly complex and requires extenoive consideratiJn in both pre-planningand operation of a project. There are various modes for evaluating Title III projects,and the one you select should be determined by the project itself. No matter which evalua-tion scheme you select, plan it carefully. Include it in all of your project plans. Makecertain that you have included methods for obtaining both objective and subjective infor-madon. Include in your data both quantitative and qualitative changes, and specify howeach segment of the data collected will count in the final evaluation report. I would urgeanyone concerned with evaluation to collect and document each and every instance ofeducational change attributed to your particular project. You can always have too littleevidence of change, but you can never have too much.

I fully realize that I have only touched upon the many problems which must be con-fronted when planning a Title III project. I hope I have helped you in some small way, andperhaps I can offer more assistance by explaining some of the problems and solutions toproblems which I have encountered during my two years with Title III, ESEA.My particular concern with Title 111 has been in an "Elementary Industrial ArtsProject" in Bertie County, North Carolina. Our project officially began June 1, 1968.However, planning was initiated as early as 1966.
The first concern for most project directors, and I was no exception, was in locatingand employing competent personnel. Success hinges on the quality of persons involved inany project. I was very fortunate in securing a full staff of excellent educators. I havefour (4) curriculum coordinators to assist me in conducdng project activities.
I submit to you that the first requirement in selecting staff is to find persons whobelieve in what you are attempting to do. Second, now that you have found those persons,give them credit for their abilities and letthem share in all decisions affecting the project.I have found the key to a good project lies in cooperative team effort.Another element vital to a project's success concerns human relations. Whenchanges are introduced into an educational system, you can be assured of encounteringopposition. My advice is to accept the opposition and consider its reasons, Begin by work-ing with those teachers and other'personnel who believe in the Lhange and are willing toparticipate in it. If you have a good program, the optimists will be confirmed and theskeptics will be enlightened.
You must be many things when you become a Title III project director. and no onecan tell you howbest to perform your task. You must be an educator first and then attemptto be a writer, public relations expert, salesman, bookkeeper, purchasing agent and manymore.
Above all, you must have confidence in your staff, tyclieve in your program, collectall of the feedback you can get and be ready to make changes if and when they becomeapparent.
One last thought: If you are the driver of a vehicle of education, never begin a trip
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without knowing where you are going and which route you must take to get there. And
once you have reached your destination, know that you have arrived, then begin planning
a new trip.

Mr. Ivey is associated with the Bertie County Schools, Windsor, North Carolina.

Industrial arts in Federal teacher training
programs: status report on EPDA

Dwcr, le C. Gilbert
Section I. Section I of this paper gives a b-ief coverage of parts C and D of the Education
Professions Development Act, as it was enacted in 1967. Section II deals with shifts inpriorities and current status.

What is EF- DA? EPDA, Education professions Development Act, is a statement of
our better understanding of how to meet the current demands of more and better-qualifiedpeople in the field of professional education. The act was structured to coordinate all
Federal programs dealing with teacher education under one comprehensive plan.

Legislative authority. Thc. Education Professions Development Program was enacted
June 29, 1967, as Public Law 90-35. The Statement of Purpose, Part A, Section 501 is asfollows: "The purpose of this title is to improve the quality of teaching and to help meetcritical shortages of adequately trained educational personnel by (1) developing informa-
tion on the actual needs of educational personnel, both present and long-range, (2) provid-ing a broad range of highly-qualified rcaining and retraining opportunities, responsive tochanging manpower needs, (3) attracting a greater number of qualified persons into the
teaching professions, (4', attracting pnrsons who can stimulate creativity in the arts and
other skills to undertake short-term or long-term assignments in education, and (5) help-
ing to make educational personnel training programs more responsive to the needs of the
schools and col1eges."(1)

Different parts of the EPDA. The following chart is self-explanatory in showing the
seven (7) major divisions of the Education Professions Development Act as it was originallyenacted.

Part Program Focus
Eligibility
Local InstitutionsState

A Attracting and qualifying personnel X X X
Bi Teacher Corp X X X

B2 Attracting and qualifying teacher X
*C Fel lowships X
*D Training school personnel (institutes) X X X

E Training higher education personnel X
F Vocational education personnel X

Of special interest to industrial arts

Part CFellowships for teachers and related educational personnel. Sec. 521. "The
Congress hereby declares it to be the policy of the United States to improve the quality of
education offered by the schools of the nation by improving the quality of the education of
persons who are pursuing or who plan to pursue a career in elementary and secondary
education or post-secondary vocational education. The purpose of this part (part C) is to
carry out this policy by awarding fellowships for graduate study at institutions of higher
education and by developing or strengthening programs Yor the education of teachers and
related educational personnel in institutions of higher education."(2)

APpronriations authorized for Part C--Sec. 528. "There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated to carry out this part $40,000,000 for the fiscal :rear ending June 30, 1966,
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$160,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, $285,000,000 for the fiscal yearending June 30, 1968, $205,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and $250,000,-000 for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to july 1, 1971; and such sumsfor the two succeeding fiecal years as maybe necessary to enable persons who have beenawarded fellowships prior to July 1, 1971, to complete their study under the fellowships."(3)Part D--Irn Intaining opportunities for personnel i programs of educa-tions other thanlation institutes). Sec. 531. (a) "The Commissioner is author-ized to make grants to, or contracts with, institutions of higher education and State edu-cational agencies, and to make grants to, or contracts with, local educational agencies if,after consultation with the State educational agency, such State agency is satisfied thatthe program or project will be coordinated with programs carried on under part B, forcarrying out programs or projects to improve the qualifications of persons who are serv-ing or preparing to serve in educational programs in elementary and secondary schools(including preschool and adult and vocational education programs) or post-secondaryvocational schools or to supervise or train persons so serving.(b) Programs or Projects under this section may include, among others programsor projects to train or retrain teachers, or supervisors or trainers of teachers, in anysubjec." generallY taught in the schools. (Note: This has the most significance for indus-trial arts; others are listed in the Bill but not reprinted here.)(c) Grants or contracts under this section may provide for use of funds receivedthereunder only to pay the cost of short-term or regular-session institutes; or other pre-service and in.-service training programs or projects designed to improve the qualifica-tion of persons entering and re-entering the field of elementary and secondary educationor post-secondary vocational education, except that funds may not be used for seminars,symposia, workshops or conferences unless these are part of a continuin program ofin-service or pre-service training.(d) The Cointnissioner may include in the terms of any grant or contract under thissection's provisions autho::izing the payment, to persons participating in training pro-grams supported under this section, of such stipends (including allowances for subsis-tence and Of-ar eXpenses for such persons and their dependents) as he may determine,which shall be consistent with prevailing practices under comparable Federally-supportedprograms."(4) .

Appropriations authorized for Part D--Sec. 532. "There is authorized to be appro-priated to carry out this part the sum of $70,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,1969, and the mon of V0,000,000 for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior toJuly 1, 1971."(5)
EPDA's contribution Jo industrial arts teacher training. The training of teacherscame into national focus in 1958. Certain provisions were made in the National DefenseEducation Act to cope with the problem. However, at this date lndustzial arts was not in-cluded in Federally-funded teacher training programs.In 1966, institutes in industrial arts became operative for the first time, on a verylimited basis. They functioned under Title XI of the National Defense Education Act.It was previously noted that EPDA was enacted in 1967. At this date, some of theLeacher training Programs of NDEA were shifted to EPDA and expanded. Short-terminstitutes and felloWship programs are examples.

Technically, industrial arts was a part of the "Basic Studies" programs of EPDA, butit was administered under the vocational division during 1968-69. This was of little con-sequence and proved to be a satisfactory arrangement. Plans were made for industrialarts programs to be admintstered by the Basic Studies division.EPDA's short-lived contribution to industrial arts was tim continued funding of earlierNDEA programs, During the last three years, 80 in-service industrial arts programswere conducted, in Which approximately 2,000 industrial arts teachers participated.Basic Studiee Program of EPDA: "The Basic Studies Program encourages and sup-ports projects for' the training of teachers and other educational personnel who are con-c.erred with learning inore about a particular academic discipline and how to teach it inE 'fIrKAS. The objectives of the Program are: (1) To increase the supply of teachersviiith known shortages of personnel and (2) to improve the subject matter1pet6-s- teachers.,'(6)
Th.e above paragraph simply and fully explains how tei...ther training supported under:ould continue to make a profound contribution to industrial arts. Special attention; .6., -o he called to objective number one above, with reference to Preliminary Report::-ht,r supply and Dernand in Public Elementary and Secondary Schools, Rill, 1969.
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According to this report: "...many school systems arc encountering extreme difficulty
in filling teaching positions for 1969-70 in the following assignments (most frequentlylisted by 47 states reporting this information): elementary school librarian, 21 states;special education, 20 states; industrial arts, 18 states...."(7)

Further reference to the cridcal shortage of teachers is cited under new priorities
given to the El DA program (cf. article by Marshall Schmitt, elsewhere in this volume).Section II. Shifts in Priorities and Current Status.

Shifts in priorities. According to a recent Bulletin from the United States Office of
Education, the Education Professions Development Act programs have been reoriented to
focus on three priorities: (1) Programs to bring new kinds of people into the schools and
to demonstrate, through training, new and more effective means of utilizing educationalpersonnel and delivering educational services; (2) Programs for training personnel in
fields where critical shortage exists; and (3) Programs for training personnel to meet
critical problems in the schools.

These three priorities have four distinct characteristics:
(1) EPDA represents a move away from training or retraining teachers as an end

in itself to an emphasis on the child. In line with this characteristic, future EPDA proj-ects will be evaluated on the basis of performance iLstead of process. The essential
element in evaluation will no longer be the means by which personnel are trained, but the
effectiveness of the learning that takes place as a result of that training.

(2) Programs that focus on fields with severe manpower problemssuch as early
childhood education, vocational technical education, special education and pupil personnelservices. (Note: Attention was called to shortage of industrial arts teachers earlier inthis paper. It should be noted that this shortage is not included in item 2 above. It is
recommended that proper authorities in EPDA be acquainted with this fact.)(3) A shift is being made from primarily short-term, exclusively college-based
training to an emphasis on long-term projects which involve a parmership of colleges and
universities, state and local school systems and the community.

(4) Emphasize change--changing the system by which educational personnel are pre-
pared; hopefully to eliminate the need for remedial training programs.

Overall, high priority is being placed on projects to train or retrain educadonal per-
sonnel who deal directly with children from low-income families.

What has emerged from the "new thinking" of the people in Washington is shown inthe following chart. Each part of the original act is incorporated in the three prioritieslisted. (Note: Part E is administered by the Office of Education's Bureau of Higher Edu-cation.)

PART PROGRAM FOCUS

A

Programs to meet critical needs

New peoplenew approach programs

Training of higher educatirin personnel
In the above organization, there is no equivalent of an ESEA Title I Program.

These three priorities are viewed by the USO as being entity and not a group ofisolated, piecer: al activities.

The new people-new approaches priority includes six programs:
(1) The Career Opportunities Program: Anew effort to attract and train people from

low-income backgrounds into career ladder positions in poverty area schools. This will
be a work-study type of training program.

(2) The Trainers of Teacher Trainers (Triple-T Program): A university-based
effort to bring together the academic and education departments within the institution to
work with local communities and school systems to improve the quality of those responsible
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for the preparation of teacher trainers--in both institutions of higher learning and in locals ystems.
(3) The Teacher Corps: Will place new emphasis on stimulating lasting changes inthe ways teachers are trained by institutions of higher learning and in the educationalprograms in schools serving children from low-income families.(4) The State Grants Program for meeting immediate critical shortages is designedto attract new people into education; conducted primarily by local school systems. It in-cludes programr for preparing personnel to work in: (a) correctional institutions,(b) early childhood education, (c) vocational-technical, (d) bilingual education, (e) achooladministration, (f) puil personnel services, (g) educational media, (h) special educationfor training regular classroom personnel to deal more effectively with problems ofmentally or physically handicapped children.Two new programs are included under the critical needs priority: (1) To aid blackteachers in the South, particularly those threatened with displacement through desegrega-tion, and (2) to assist experienced teachers in urban and rural poverty area schools inraising the level of pupil achievement.(5) The School Personnel Utilizadon Program: To explore a variety of differentiatedstaffing patterns in a few selected local school systems.(6) The National Recruitment Effort: Presently unfunded.Current status of EP DA in relationship to industrial arts teacher training. Parts Cand D of the program seemed to have been of special interest to industrial arts teachereducation. Surveys have been made that indicate both NDEA and EPDA programs inindustrial arts tes.cher education were successful. The majority of the directors of theseprograms have recommended they be continued.(8)

In September, 1969, Don Davies, Associate Commissioner of Education, Bureau ofEducational Personnel Development, issued a bulletin stating that the Basic Studies Pro-gram, under Part D, would not be operative during 1970 due to reduced Federal expendi-ture. At a later date it was learned that Part C, the Fellowship Program, had beela dis-continued.
The Basic Studies Program was asked to absorb eight million dollars of the reducedFederal expenditure. During the fall and winter months of 1969 and 1970, Congresshasbcled with a budget for the Labor Department and the Department ofHealth, Educationand Welt-are. During this period of time, concentrated effort was made to convince Con-vess that the eight million dollars should be re-instated into the Basic Studies Program.Subsequently this amount of money was returned to Basic Studies. However, the UnitedStates Office of Education, by policy decision, decided to use the eight million dollarsfor other purposes. This action has left industrial arts teacher education without re-course.
According to the latest available informatton from Washington, institute and fellow-ship programs, as we have known them in the past, will no longer be supported by Fed-eral grants. Our latest challenge is to look at the new priorities established by the UnitedStates Office of Education in terms of the contributions industrial arts can make in reach-ing national goals ce education.
A fact book describing the new EPDA program will be released in the near future.

FOOTNOTES
(1) US Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Education Professions DevelopmentAct, Public Law 90-35 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, 1969)344-844/2075, p. 1.
(2) Ibid., IL, 12.
(3) Ibid., p. 15.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid., p. 16.
(6) US Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Education Professions DevelopmentAct Training Projects, Fellowship Programs for 1969-70 (Washington, DC: Officeof Education, Bureau of Et.t.:cational Personnel Development, February, 1970) p.7.(7) National Education Association, Research Division, Preliminary Report: TeacherSupply and Demand in Public Elementary andSecondary Schools, Fall 1969 (Wash-ington, DC, September, 1969).(8) "Surveying the NDEA Institute," Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, April 1968,p. 24.
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Introduction to the surplus pronerty program
E. L. Palmer

I would like to discuss the Federal Surplus Property Program from the state agency
level. There are 53 state agencies for surplus property. One is located in each state and
in Washington, DC, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

All state agencies for surplus property have a central distribution center. The proce-
dure varies, but normally an eligible donee visits the distribution center and selects that
property he needs, and either takes it home with him, or makes arrangements for a later
pickup. Hundreds of thousands of dollars, and sometimes in excess of a million dollars
in acquisition costs of property flow through each distribution center every month. Most
state agencies have a large quantity of property available right now in inventory, ready for
you to select. However, you cannot expect to go in tomorrow, or next week, and pick up
a drill press, a pickup truck, a computer or a hardness tester that will exactly fit your
requirements. It is quite possible that if you discuss your needs with the distribution
center personnel, one will be available for you next month or by the time you actually
need it. I can't emphasize too strongly the necessity of communicating your needs or
requirements to the distribution center personnel.

We call the selection of desirable or needed surplus property "screening". All state
agencies have qualified screeners who spend all, or a large portion, of their time select-
ing that property needed by the donee institutions in their state. Normally, screening is
accomplished on the spot, where the property is located. F3y actually looking at the property,
existing needs can be determined more accurately. If there is no need for the property
in the screener's state, it is still accessed, and the information on its availability is passed
on to other state agencies which might have a need.

In addition to the "on the spot' -typ. screening, the screeners are kept busy scanning
catalogs and othc,:- listings of available property of a reportable nature. It is in these
catalogs that the more sophisticated type of property is available. You can see here the
necessity of communication. Our screeners have to have a varied knowledge of many types
of property. Usually, the same screener is requesting medical equipment. machine tools,
electronics, hardwate, scientific andphotographic equipment and supplies, and about every
other category of which you can think. Your assistance can not only help him, but it will
also help your own institution and your own program.

You might also be interested to know that many states, like Kentucky, have banded
together with HEW and are scrg-t-,- lg and bringing back surplus property from Germany,
England, Japan, Okinawa and otc reign countries.

kctually, all 53 states worig :ow:I:her through, and in conjunction with, HEW, to maJce
Alk*A--e that all available surriut It oattrty is screened for the known needs of the eligible
_xipient donee instirtutions.

Most state k:gencies fo.L. :se.A:rryiwt; property do not receive an operation appropriation
or budget allocation for expenses. Therefore, they must either wholly or in part be self-
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sustaining. In order to meet their operational costs, the state agencies affix a transferor service charge to the surplus property transferred. This charge is not to be confusedwith a retail or wholesale price tag, because it only represents a handling charge thatusually averages somewhere between 5% and 10% of the Federal government's acquisitioncost when purchased new.The state agency acts as bailee for the Federal government on the property inven-toried at the distribution centers. Title passes to the donee institution when the propertyhas been transferred to him and placed in eligible use.Only the donee institution is eligible to receive the propr.rty. It must be needed andus 1..,y the donee recipient. An individual, as such, cannot profit by its availability.We have 53 large and growing operations ready, capable and wanting to serve you.If you have not taken advantage of our program through your own state agency, I wouldsuggest that you talk with your colleagues and see how their state programs have helpedthem.
Many young people, with the aid of surplus property and your able assistance, arefinding some of the answers to some of the questions and problems facing them today inour dynamic society. Like you, we are proud to play a part in the education of our youth.

Mr. Palmer is director of the Division of Property Utilization, State Department of Education, Frankfort,Kentucky.

Securing Federal surplus property
Ta image B. YoungThis presentation will deal with the securing of Federal surplus property in threeaspects: (1) the advantages of the use of surplus property, (2) considerations in the pur-chase of property, and (3) examples of the use of property.Advantages of the use of surplus properW. Perhaps the most important advantage tobe realized from the use of surplus property is in the access that can be gained to mate-rials and equipment to broaden the base of technical activities in teaching. There areseveral ways in which this is made possible. To those of us who have a restricted budget(and who hasn't?) the cost ratio is a very important consideration. When we can buy withone dollar that which would cost ten if purchased through regular channels, there need beno explanation of this advantage.The types of materials and equipment which can be secured can also broaden thetechnological base of our teaching. Such materials include items such as stainless steel,brass, copper, plastics and many other materials.Examples of equipment in this category which would never be available for use be-cause of great cost are electronic counters, precision instruments, comptometers, etc.To add to or to develop complete new areas is also possible. Such areas includemetals, ceramics, graphic arts, woods, power mechanics, electronics and experimenta-tion. Too, it is possible to purchase parts and devices which can be converted easily toteaching aids. Often damaged instruments can be purchased by the pound or in specialdeals for this type of use, since operation of the device is not required in a teaching aid.In fact, prepared teaching aids themselves may sometimes be found.Teaching equipment such as recorders and playback equipment, projectors of alltypes, and equipment to be used for repair and analysis in the laboratory can be secured.Perhaps it is in order to suggest that sometimes television sets, radios and so forth canbe obtained free from service establishments, and that one should not ordinarily purchasethis equipment from surplus unless the equipment is in good condition. Several factorsare involved in the decision to purchase. These can be stated as questions to be answeredas follows:

Factors to be considered in purchase of Federal surplus equipment.(1) Will the item be used? Is it necessary, or is it just nice to have?(2) Will the item improve the educational process and/or laboratory facilities?(3) Is the size, age, finish, etc., in harmony with the other emipmert in the laboratoryor does it produce a "mishmash" in the laboratory?(4) Is the item complete?
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(5) Is the item of equipment operable? or will repairs be necessary? What is the likelycost?
(6) Is the item a standard type of item, or is it gpecialized to the extent that it cannot berepaired by purchase of parts and auxiliary equipment? Is the manufacturer in business?(7) Is the price ratio of surplus-to-new items good enough to gamble on quality or stateof repair? (1:10 is often used)(8) Can repair of the item be made a part of the educational program? or does the itemhave to be sent out?
(9) Is the price in keeping with the utility purchased?(10) It not operable, can it be broken down into useful components? (i.e., power supplies,amplifiers, meters or parts for construction)(11) Can the item be justified as stock? Will storage be a problem?(12) Is the item justifiable under the law for your uses?Factors to be considered in the urchase of Ern. Blies and auxilia e ui ment.(1) Will it be used?
(2) Is it of appropriate size and capacity?(3) Can it be easily adapted?
(4) Can it be justified for education or research in your department?(5) Will the purchase result in budgetary advantage? Is the ratio of cost to utility satis-factory?

a. rags
b. melting stoek
c. abrasives
d. materials - wood, plastics, steel, paper, etc.(6) Can the item be transformed into useful items through breakdown or adaptions?a. motors
b. meters
c. transformers
d. mechanisms
e. teaching aids
f. etc.

Suggested rtiles for ç chaser of Federal surplus property,Do not consider initial price in making a decision to buy. Nothing is a bargain whichcannot be. used.
Secure competent advice if you are not competent to judge the utility or condition ofa piece of equipment before purchasing.Try out equipment which can be connected to a source of power in the warehouse.Make careful examinations (visual) if the item cannot be operated. Are pa. ts such astubes missing? Are the voltage and frequency correct for your use? Has the equipmentbeen modified or extensively repaired?Check for condition indicated on repair tags, etc. Remember, however, that somedevices are put on surplus to remove the item from inventory, and, in some cases, theitem may have been judged as irreparable in order to dispose of it or because better andnewer equipment was available.
Know your merchandise. Check surplus catalogues, advertisements in trade journalsand industrial catalogues. Know what you are buying and their new prices. Know sizesof equipment on hand, such as arbor sizes, capacities, belt lengths, etc., in buying suppliesand auxiliary equipment.
Visit often. Know what is in the warehouses. This enables one to examine otily thenew.
Buy popular supplies in quantity. You cannot depend on these items' continuing insupply. Buy slow-moving items only when needed.
Play "surplus poker". Know the types of items which generally can be expected tomove through the warehouses. As an example, buy a die stock and fill in sizes of dies asthey appear. Buy rubber hammer heads; the hammer bodies will likely appear later.Buy convertible items for materials, i.e., large Allen wrenches for tool steel,machine shafts for turning stock, torque wrenches for making testing equipment, brassbolts and aluminum rivets for melting, etc.Buy for dual use. Aluminum for stock and waste for melting.Consider modification of laboratory equipment to use certain teems in large supplyat a great savings. Sand belts that are slightly too long--extend the adjustment.Anticipate "deals". Items which have been on hand for long periods may be bought
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in large lots at a reduced price. Boxes of tools by the pound (50) may be very profitablein terms of practice in tool repair as well as in the tools acquired.Buy items which are identical - combine by using parte from one to repair other q.Sample perishable items such as photographic supplies, reproducing supplies, ozalidpaper, offset materials, etc. if good, bey; if not, you do not lose.Open paints, putty, etc., to determine condition. (This is salvage, not new merchan-dise.)
Examine sizes in office supplies. Paper is often smaller or larger than the size or-dinarily used.
Keep special projects in mind. You may see the apparatus needed at any nme. Ac-cumulate parts, etc., for these.
Build your hardware supplies. Bolts, nuts, screws, fasteners, etc., are seldom incomplete supply. Fill in as they become available.
Buy small supplies of speci:q materials for stock.At tiral-ss furnitare may be bought for use as for shop use.Be sure to look under the tables. The item .-ou are seeking may be there!

Dr. Young is on the faculty of North Carolina State University, Raleigh.

High school utilization of surplus property
Chester LaneI represent a school systt...a in the City of Martinsville, Virginia, that has been in-volved with the surplus property program since the close of World War II. We werefor.unate enough to have had a superintendent who was aware and took advantage of thesurplus property offered for school use. This was in 1946, and we were busy checkinglists of materials offered and handling those materials shipped to schools at that time.We are using surplus property today that we secured in 1.946 and have*materials and toolsthat will be useci in a new shop facility being planned. We have continued to participatein the surplus program over the years, visiting the warehouses on a regular schedule.The key to our success is the regularly-scheduled visits. Unless a school makes visitsseveral times a year (or a month if distance is not a factor), the chances of getting any-thing outstanding are poor. Over a long period of time, with regular visits, your chancesof success are good.

Another factor to be considered is the person who visits the warehouses or surplusyards. He should be well-acquainted with school needs in all departments, as well aswith the surplus warehouses and yards. Too many schools are shortsighted in this areaand suffer loss of valuable equipment because 4 person is sent who is not aware of whatis needed or what is available.
Storage space is needed for schooldivisions to house property not needed immediately.This is especially true if you anticipate a building program.Shop facilities to repair or convert materials s.re a great asset. We are fortunate tohave a fine shop for this purpose and an excellent instructor to operate it. All our ma-chines are completely overhauled and put into first-class condition. Much of this work isdone by apprentice machinists under the guidance of the instructor.Many of our shop facilities have been upgraded by use of materials used "as they are",converted to our use or made from parts and supplies from surplus. This applies acrossthe entire school area - all deparnnents and areas. We have secured in excess of $1.5million worth of materials over the years and have spent from school funds about $1200per year.
With surplus we have equipped a machine trade area worth over $300,000.00. As youcan see, we would not have been able to have this area had we spent funds for new equip-ment. Many pieces now used were bought for less than .01. on the dollar. In some instancesthe property was an outright gift. All areas have been enriched either with "as is" useor "converted use". The beautiful part of it all is that we can afford it at surplus rates.The feeble excuses that are heard from mam quarters conf-cia2ng surplus are reallynot valid. The real truth in many instances is that persons involved are not aware of whatthey see at the warehouse, don't know what to do with it when they get it or aren't willing
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to do the work to put it into usable condition. It is much easier to order it from a catalogand unwrap it new. We can's afford it that way.
o get the best results requires know-how, a facility to repair or convert it, per-sonnel, and thc get up and go to go.

If you haven't participated in surplus property, I hope you will get up the courage totry it. I highly recommend it.

Mr. Lane teaches in the Martinsville, Virginia, Public Schools.
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Teacher education: a multidisciplinary approach
to relevance and accountability

Julius Paster
Our major theme in this discussion embraces a broad premise - "Mission Possible:

Teachers for the Real World." In the context of this topic, I should like to address myself
to a hypothesis: Industrial arts teacher education- a multidisciplinary approach to rele-
vance and accountability. The development of this hypothesis, for purposes of clarity,
was tempered by severai ,.ibservr dons and pertinent questions with respect to the real
world of industrial arts and industrial arts teacher education, circa 1970. Of course,
these observations and questions may suggectt c3ome value judgments and cardinal assump-
tions.

Observation I - The political, social, economic, urban, transportation, education and
overall technological characterist,cs of our society 1970 are significantly distinctive
from those elements which circumscribed the woz...-ld of Dewey, Kilpatrick, Richards,
Bonser, Bennett and Snedden.

Question: (A) How far has industrial arts education traveiscA toward the attainment
of those philosophical pronouncements that were substantively stated by those
educational leaders during the early decades of ;nis century?
(B) As we move into the last third of this century, whr.: are those unique features
of industrial arts education (and industrial arts teacher education) programs
that distinguish the present from the rrist?

Observation II - There is much c1s r :12e ri3lation and add-itional Fcderal support
funding for industrial arts.

Question: (A) Will new laboratory fac4Ities or hardware provide the stimulus for
educational and professional renewal in the innovative society that provides tes-
timony to the beneficent and baneful consequences of technology?
(B) To what extent can legislation provisie the empathy, dedication and those
human/intellectual qualities so necessary for teachers - particularly those in
the inner city, Appalachia or the rural South?

Observation III - Many teachers and programs in industrial arts teacher education
have been insuL from interaction with: (a) each other; (b) other disciplines; (c) con-
temporary techn..)logy; (d) students; (e) the community; (f) and, in particular, the real
problems of the public schools.

Question: (A) With respect to an intellectual premise (a goal that always existed but
is infrequently attained in industrial arts programs), has irrelevance flourished
because accountability or criteria have been minimal, superficial or non-
existent?
(B) To what degree has public education, with many-faceted problems, patronized
the presence and existence of industrial arts regardless of what was or is going
on in the laboratory or shop?

Observation IV - In several sectors of the nation, those directing public school indus-
trial arts programs have been prirr-zily interested in recruitment of teachers (regard-
less of capability) rather than in reanement of content, process and community involve-
ment that serve to promote dynamic educational experiences.

Question (A) Is there evidence of nullifying characteristics in present programs that
tend to discourage young people from pursuing, by elective'choice, industrial
arts courses on the secondary level or that perhaps deter their interest in indus-
trial arts teacher education?
(B) Will current expediencies in recruitment and staffing serve to enhance or
undermine the professional-public images and student perceptions of industrial
arts education and industrial arts teacher education?

Observation V - There are many technologically-related problems (environmental,
educational, social, economic) that have besiew.xl our society. A number among us pro-
claim that humanistic and social/cultural relationships should provide the substantive base
for die study of technology, either as a distinct discipline or as the important component
of industrial arts programs.

Question (A) When we examine curriculum goals for all disciplines in public educa-
tion, do we not find broad reference to humanistic and social/cultural values?
(8) Is it possible to teach humanistic and social/cultural relationships? Or, are
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these phenomena the outgrowth of worthy learning experiences?(C) What are those characteristics thatmay identify the uniqueness of technology,past and present, in industrial arts programs?In looking about the profession, I sometimes wonder whether we a...e pursuing the pathof romantic regression. A recent publication featured a 1970 sequel to the pump lamp -in the design of a chianti bottle lamp. In the northeast, a new professional industrial artsassociation has elccited membership In: promoting a yearbook of project ideas. Typicalpractices in industrial arts teacher education programs pursue a craft orientation coupledwith professional preparation that is trade analysife-oriented, stereotyped and verypedantic.
These, I believe, are tangible evidences of irrelevancies of the past that are nullifyingthe present and most definitely they are factors that are damning or dimming the future.With respect to teacher education, far too frequently teacher educators have expoundedthe future, reveled in the present- and have exemplified modi operandi of the past. Manyindustrial arts teacher education programs throughout the country are being subjected tocost, credit and benefit fr ztor studies by administrative officers. What criteria might youemploy in defending the continuation of a program for the next five, ten, twenty or thirtyyears?
At this conventicm where we meet to promote our professional and personal fellowship,it is not my intent to underestimate our virtues or overstate our faults. Rather, I amsuggesting some soul searching toward an intellectual review of static curriculum pat-terns. We can explore the past to help find relevance for the present. But more signifi-cantly, as we approach the twenty-first century, the renewal of our profession will becontingent upon the attainment of the following tenet:

Industrial arts teachers of the future will be comprised of those men andwomen (regardless of ethnic or racial backgrounds) whose knowledge of society,and of the role of technology in society, will at least equal their respective pro-fessional and technical competencies toward promoting relevant education forall children.
Within the context of the aforesaid contemplations, I should like to propose a newapproach - a model for a multidisciplinary industrial arts teacher education program. Withappropriate adaptations, this model may provide a new orientation for industrial artsprograms, in the secondary schools. At the moment this model, as stated at the outsetof my presentation, is a hypothesis. Implementation, time and experience, as an experi-mental pilot program, may well determine credibility in comparison with the traditionalapproaches in industrial arts teacher education. For your reference, a self-descriptiveillustration of the proposed model is appended to this paper.Scope and unicale characteristics:
(1) Emphasis upon a firm cultural base in the humanities, social sciences and naturalsciences.
(2) The inclusion of multidisc. -Unary seminars to promote wider integration of thecultural and technological elemeats in teacher education. Typical seminars that may beincluded: (a) Technology and Man; (b) Technology and the Community; (c) Technologyand the Environment; (cl) Cybernetics; (e) The Computer in our Life; and (f) PsychologicalImplications of Automation.
(3) Field experiences, junior team-teaching internships and seminars will providethe thrust in professional preparation by bridging educational theory and teaching prac-tice toward promoting meaningful interaction between the college, public schools and thecommunity.
(4) Provision for a learning center facility that will provide necessary instructionalresources for all disciplines and will serve as the coordinating unit for professionalorientation and kindred field work activities.(5) To enhance and correlate problem solving and functional learnings in the tech-nology areas of communication, production and transportation, tha following approacheswill provide new directions toward the attainment of. positive educational responses:(a) Team teaching; (b) Held visitations and use of community resources; (c) Integratedlaboratory experiences; (d) Use of varied instructional media; and (e) Employment ofpa ra-profes s ionals.
(6) College credit may be granted for technical work experience.(7) Special curriculum considerations (e.g. ethnic studies, conversational fluency ina foreign language) will determine programs oigtudy for those prospective teachers who
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may teach in the inner city.
(8) The technical area of communication will include course work in computerscience/n thematics, programming and data processing.
(9) Ample opportunity will be provided for electives in the cultural, technical andprofessional areas.
(10) The model suggests broader dialogue and interaction between industrial artseducators and other members of a university, college or school faculty.
(11) The model provides for a greater degree of involvement by students with humanand FJcietal concerns.
(12) Industrial arts teacher educators could utilize the public schools (rather thanuniversity classrooms) to demonstrate the what, how, where and when of curriculumcontent.
(13) The model suggests a greater degree of technological adaptability for the student.(14) The model proposes greater diversity in the integration of theory and practice.(15) The model supports a sense of realism and dynamism for a technology-oriented

industrial arts teacher education program.
(16) The model presupposes a greater degree of student, faculty, college, publicschool and community involvements; hence, a greater degree of internal and external

accountability may provide the stimuli for ongoing evaluation toward the improvement ofcurricula, learning and teaching.

Dr. Paster is on the faculty of The City College of The City University of New York in New York City.

A teacher for tomorrow
Iver H. Johnson

The strides taken in recent years by science and technology have presented oursociety with problems never before imagined. Other problem sources could readily belisted. Regardless of the source, solutions must be sought in all societal institutions.This, naturally, includes our educational institutions. Far too many of our youth, of alllevels of intelligence, are leaving school before they graduate. Even more are tuningout as early as the third or fourth grade. This, in essence, suggests that these children
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are "dropping out" and "tuning out" because the school is not providing the chfillenge ofour society today. Learning is not exciting, active and interesting. In real:ty much ispassive, dull and lacking in intellectual challenge. Teachers are teaching mucb of whatthey were taught as it was taught to them. If the teacher was forced to memorize vastamounts of questionable material, it is logical to assume that his students will be engagedin similar activity. If he made a cutting board, his students are probably making cuttingboards. The story seems endless, regardless of the subject being studied. Far too fewteachers eirv,Age from this comfortable psychological trap.This being the case, we can only conclude that a significant change in teacher educa-tion is in order. There is a distinct need in our present and future society for a new kindof teacher. If we are willing to accept this assumption as having a valid basis,we have stated a problem. Problems require solution. That which follows is but atheoretical base for a solution. Our conclusions are the result of study, observation,intuition and experience.
The feedback we appear to be getting from our present society suggests that educa-tion is not producing a product essential to the ultimate welfare of that society. Theteacher we need in education today is one who has learned how to learn. Hopefully wecan develop a product who is creative, has an inquiring mind and a thirst for action-oriented knowledge. He is able to identify problems and enthusiastically engages inheuristic problem-solving activity. He must also know himself (self-identity), know whathe Is doing (self-orientation) and where he is going (self-direction). He has come torealize the value of commitment, and is able to commit himself. This, in summary form,is the kind of individual needed in education today. jadly, there is a distinct lack of peopleof this type graduating from our colleges today.
How many of us engaged in teacher education are now rationalizing this failure onour part with statements such as those which follow: "We don't get people like that in ourcourses." "The students today aren't interested in any of the things you are talkingabout." "Our present products are good enough and doing a fine job." Many others couldbe phrased, but why be redundant? We can accept the status quo or seek better goals andmeans to achieve these goals.
How does an individual come to be a self-assured and creative problem-solver? Thekey word here is the individual. Our present system does not treat a person as an in-dividual. The present ecology of education is teacher-centered, group-orieuted and text-book based, It is difficult if not impossible to emerge from this context. _Let's attempt tochange the ecology of education as we know it today. We can make our programs learner-centered with emphasis on the learner rather than on the teacher. Let's change from agroup orientation to an individual orientation, using a process approach to learning. Thetextbook is narrow and restrictive. Why can't we "tune-in" to a real life, real action andreal environment base? In far too many situations we have taught things the studentsalready know, we taught things they were not prepared or did not care to learn and, inessence, we tend to develop habits of conformity. If conformity is our goal then we arejustified in what we have done and are doing. If the total personal development of the in-dividual is a goal, then we must take a fresh look at our approach to educating teachers.We have suggested a learner-centered curriculum. rhe term needs clarification.A learner-centered curriculum must be individualized. It must also be personalized. Theteacher and learner together plan the learner's program in full consideration of thelearner's entry-level behaviors and already-acquired skills. Much of the informationhe will learn can be developedfor inclusion into instructional packages. His learning pacebecomes his own, and evaluation can take the form of performance-oriented behavioralobjectives. A learning resource and research centur is implied when learning takesplace in this vein of thought. The instructional materials must be very carefully de-veloped to stimulate and motivate the individual to personal achievement.We have also suggested process-oriented learning. This, too, needs clarification.Process as mentioned refers to intellectual processes. These might include hypothesisformulation, abatracting, translating, simulating, sequencing, predicting, inferring,analyzing, synthes izing and others. Here could lie the answer to many of our pastfailures. How many of us have consciously attempted to involve our students in the moresophisticated thought processes? Really, haven't we been more concerned with the cog-nitive knowledga level of learning? This has been referred to as "vessel filling" and,while it seems to serve an immediate purpose, we can seriously question the amountof material the student has actually internalized. Our :information suggests that only whenlearning is internalized does it actually have any degree of permanence. A process
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approach to learning is essential if we hope to develop a problem-solver. An individual
cannot begin to see himself unless he has internalized his learning to the point where heis willing to make a philosophical commitment.

A third position suggested that we change the learning environment to one of lifeaction environmental orientation. The classroom does not truly teach the problem of theghetto, of educfAtional encounter, of political encounter or environmental pollution. Todevelop the inchvidual discussed earlier requires some on-site involvement on his partfrom the beginning of his collegiate educatim. We must send him, or, if this is not prac-tical, bring to him the truth and beauty of his environment. We must devise a seminarcondition which encourages engagement with the problems of society. We can no longerthink that as a discipline we are an empire unto ourselves. Others have much to con-tribute our way, and hopefully we will develop a teacher who has much to offer to others.In review, we have indicated the need for some reconstruction in our teacher ed4ca-tion programs. We are advocating the central importance of the individual. This pro-posal suggests that our programs become learner-centered, p:rocess-oriented, with alife action base. All of this becomes necessary to bring forth an individual who is problem-oriented and aware of societal needs. Can we evolve fro.n the days of the birdhouse, tothe individual problems, to the social and technological problem or something even greater?Aren't we obligated to try?
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Teacher preparation: training or education
Duane A. Letcher

In our many meetings with teacher educators and others honestly interested in oureducational system, and with the vast amount of research and reading done in the areas ofteacher preparation, we believe that few if indeed any of those involved in the teacherpreparation process really perceive a difference between teacher education and teacher.training.
Looking at the literature dealing with the educational profession, one finds that theterms "education" and "training" are interchanged freely within the context of any givenarticle. The dictionary of educational terms plus research guides in education considerthe two terms to be synonymous. However, a caretkil review of educational literatureand the attempt to clearly define those two terms suggest a distinct difference.
The dictionary defines education as "to develop and cultivate mentally", but to edu-cate also elicits such statements as: giving meaning and insight, or the application ofinformation with deep understanding. Training suggests, according to the dictionary onceagain, "to form by instruction, discipline, drill, etc.... to educate narrowly." It is aprocess of helping others to acquire skills without reference to any great meaning. Theneeds of training are immediate, the goal short-range.
We would like to suggest that there is a basic and fundamental difference between
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teacher education and teacher training, that teacher education should connote a processand a result quite different from that of teacher training.
To suggest that teachers should be trained rather than educated is to suggest that wecan predict quite explicitly a number of very important variablet,, such as, the type ofschool in which our student teachel., will '.each, the material they will need to know to dothat teaching and the type of student with which they will be working. Ne question thepredictability of these va-dables in a rapidly-changing and increasingly-mobile society.Teacher preparation then must move beyond the realm of teacher training into thatof teacher education. Teacher educators must be prepc.red to respond to the yet unknown,to the enormous variety of changes in society and in our schools, for new organizationalstructures, new staffing arrangements and new curriculum development, as well as tothe tremendous impact of advanced technology, plus increased student-centered approacheswith its concerns on humanism and affective learning. If, for example, 75% of all basiceducational skills could be taught through computer-assisted instruction or other auto-mated media, present-day teaci ler training institutions would be forced into major change.The future teacher, then, rather than being trained to teach skills to the majority ofstudents, would be concerned with working with students in those areas that computer-assisted instruction could not reach. This would require the teacher to work with studentsin areas not yet conceived of as part of the curriculum.In essence, we feel that teacher educators cannot continue to train teacher s fortoday's schools when these schools will be fundamentally different in the future. And thos,-;teachers could very well be teaching beyond the year 2001.

The ultimate effort of teacher education, then, should be truly to educate teachers, toprepare teachers to be flexible, creative and innovative, to be able to improvise andoperate confidently within the context of independence and rapid change, and to be ex-tremely sensitive to the needs of students who will be viewing teachers increasingly moreas facilitators of learning than as purveyors of knowledge.The realization of a distinct difference between teacher training and teacher educationis perhaps the initial step to changing existing pre-service teacher preparation programs.There are, however, two basic reasons why the chanv to leacher education will be diffi-cult to accomplish: 1) the most obvious and most critical is that the people now in chargeof teacher training are simply unwilling to make ci,Inges which will threaten their ownsanctified traditions; and 2) reinforcing this traditionalism is the self-righteous assumptionthat our schools are accomplishing those ideals and goals that we have set for ourselves.One should begin to realize that teachers and student teachers who are trained aresimply not interested in what they are doing because they :e told what to teach, whereto teach, when to teach and how to teach in the same manner that an industrial productionline worker is trained to do his job.
Our criticism, then, is of teacher trainingandof the concepts it conserves and trans-mits. The students who endure it come out as passive, dogrr-.de, intolerant, authoritarian,inflexible, conservative personalities, who desperately r- to resist change in an effortto keep their illusion of certainty intact.
It is difficult for us to imagine any educator or any educational institution less able tohelp students to be able to meet the needs of a drastically changing future than one whichfosters the development of concepts and attitudes such as those just mentioned.
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Man-Society-Technology-Change/Industrial arts
teacher education-Change

John R. Boronkay

We are moving into a new decade. Many people around us claim that this will be atime of love and understanding. lmost as many people claim that we are doomed to atragic and violent end. The present tempo of change seems to support both viewpoints.Our convention theme appears ro be dealing with the change interplay and inter-relauons of Man - Society - Technology.
It is my Contention that Man, Sociev, Technology are not equal in terms of influenceon change. I would like to indicate briefly the extent of change in each, and how the in-.fluence of each upon the others has changed.
Actual change in Man has been primarily physical. The systems of the human bodyhaven't changed much from the Juaeo-Christian times, or Adam and Eve, or the scientific"missing link" theory of the primates. We still have the bones, brains, organs andvessels of our ancestors. The size of parts and the whole system have changed. We arelarger (height and weight); parts el' our bone structure are larger or smaller; severalof our organs are larger or small.er; and our strength and longevity have increased.
It is true that the cultural changes in Man have been vast and varied the cultureand the Man are different. Ch.inges in Man have been physical.
The most significant change in SocieW has been population growth. Changes in popu-lation have caused societies to rise, fall, remain in one location, become wanderers,grow in influence or decay into oblivion. The culture of soz:iety is most greatly affectedby population. If a society is small, it can exist in balance with nature. If a society islarge, it must become inventive and ingenious to survive.
This brings us to our third variable. Technology. The rate of change in Technolcgyduring the past century has been nothing short of phenomenal. It seems that technologybreeds itself and that its gestation period decreases with each embryonic implantationinto the scientific womb.
Technology is presently being blamed for the ills of advanced cultures. It is the toolsof a culture, the application of the concepts that scientific discovery has unearthed. Ithas been used to free man from meaningless toil at the expense of man's environment.
The most fentastic changes in technology have been in power and communication.Everything else has developed either directly or indirectly as a result of change in thesetwo categories.
In the very beginning Society and Technology were functions of Man. All changes inthem were dependent on the decisions of Man the Individual. Man completely controlled

his tools (the TechnologY) and his family (the Society). We in contemporary civilization
call this Man primitive. He lacked an effective means of communication. He was unable toaffect his physical environment significantly. He lived without knowing answers to thegreat quesdons of life.

Man survived and his numbers grew. As his numbers grew, Man found that his in-dividual influence was diminishing. His leadership was challenged. His wisdom wasquestioned. Man sought the advice of other men. He discovered that not all of his deci-sions affected all of the people positively. Now decisions had to he made in terms of"group" needs. SocieV became the dominant force in civilization.
Groups and sub-groups began to function. The struggle for survival became a func-don of the society. Marl was most secure as a member of Society. He was much lesssecure as an individual.
Society survivo.d and its numbers grew. As the growth continued, so did the searchfor answers to the "questions of life". Small groups of men controlled large groups ofmen by knowing some of the answers. The more efficient the tool- and knowledge-users

became, the more influential they were.
Thus Technology shows its influence. Both Man and Society work extra hard todevelop tools and knowledge that will expand their influence. They find that the moretechnology they control, the more civilizauon they control. We are presently in time when

we look tc see how the expanding Technology will affect Man and Society.
The development of industrial arts teacher education in the I: lited States has beenbrief. Only a century has elapsed since its earilest recognizable forms. This evolution
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has not been filled with earth-shattering or high-impact developments. Nor has it beenfilled with profession-wrecking setbacks. We have moved from no industrial arts teachereducation programs in 1850 to well over 100 in 1970. Some universities even offer grad-uate programs leading to the doctorate. Before this century there were no industrial artsprograms in the public schools. Now over 75% of secondary schools have some form ofindustrial arts.
Some critics, especially those within our own ranks, condemn us for not krieping pacewith technology. Nothing in our society has kept pace with technology. Even industry isfloundering in its newfound powers. Teacher education has adapted and innovated as wellas any other segment of our society.
Let me explain. As industry has changed tools, materials and processes, so havewe changed our teaching. Many things in industry have not changed drastically and,likewise, wt haven't changed. For example, consider the changes in tools. The big changein hand ols has been the addition of portable power we have adapted to this change.Now consider changes in materials. Except for the very exotic materials, we are involvedwith learning experience with a variety of materials. Lastly, the processes area. Hereis where we take an undue amount of abuse. We are criticized because we still encourageindividua1 lbarning experiences. ik_n individual student is encouraged to subject variousmaterials to various processes with various tools and for this we are criticized. Hasoverpopulation become so vast a problem that everything must be done in groups orcommittees?
Most teachers were educated with learning experiences in three broad categories:liberal arts and sciences, professional-technical and professional-educational.Criticism of the liberal arts would add very little fuel to the liberal studies inferno.The other two categories are most worthy of our discussion.In the professional-educational category, we have hart these kinds of learning experi-ences: history and philosophy of education, psychology, methods of teaching and someform of field experiencc. The exact nature, number and arrangement of specific causesvaries from institution to institution. Most can be separated into these four grouts.Now then, the category of professional-technical. It is in this area that we give theprospective industrial arts teacher learning experiences with techlogy and industry. Atthe turn of the century, broad course offerings in the technical category read like this:woodworking, metalworking, arts and crafts, and drawing. Again, specific coursesvaried within each area.
In reality, major changes in this category have been slight. Only a very few programshave changed or innovated in our professional-technical learning experiences. Generally,the arts and crafts have been dropped ft), specific technical areas such as plasdcs,ceramics, electronics and others. Our students concentrate their technical studies inexotic areas such as forest products technology, aerospace technology or communicationstechnology. We are still concentrating very heavily on specific technical skills.A few of the innovative programs are showing us the way. Previously, I mentionedforest products technology, communications technology and aerospace technology. Theseare starting in the right direction. Teacher education is beginning to phase out specificmaterials and processes areas. These are coming together in composite courses. Weare looking back to our colleagues in other subject areas to help with this integration.,During this decade of the seventies, teacher education will make significant strides inchanging its programs.
There is at least one challenge that we have not begun to meet significantly. We(teacher educators) have centered our energy and interest on producing competent indus-trial arts majors to work in the public schools. These men have been ill-prepared toteach at all levels of the public school. We must open our doors to othcr subject areas.If the gools of industrial arts are ever to be reached, then our subject must integratewith the others. An elementary education major must be exposed to learning experienceswith automation and power. We must open, expand and interweave our subject area ifwe are to survive to fulfill our mission.In summary: Changes in man have been physical; changes in society have been inpopulation; and changes in technology have been in communication and power. The influ-ence of each upon the other has shifted emphasis. Today, technology exerts the strongestinfluence. Innovation and change in industrial arts teacher education have been consistentwith the pace of society. Presently, innovation is occurring in the integration of oursubject area with all other subject areas and grade levels.
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The professional semester teacher
education center concept

Steamy E. Brooks and Langdon Plumer

Introduction. For the past two years the Industrial Arts Education Division, at Buffalo
(NY) State University College, has been developing a teacher education program which
focuses upon a true integration of theory axid practice within the professional education
component. Due to a preponderance of junior college transfer students, the professional
education sequence begins in the junior year with eaucational psychology, followed by a
professional education course - Introduction to Industrial Arts Education - which is followed
immediately by the Professional Semester Internship. The careful arrangement of pur-
poseful teacher preparation experiences, in each of these three courses, has provided the
teacher trainee with a significant in-depth preparation, which is a vast improvement over
the typical methods-student teac.hing program, a program which feasts on campti--
oriented methods and theory courses, taught by campus-bound professors, who becau
of seniority don't supervise student teachers because "that is for you younger fellas"
and a student teaching assignment which "puts" the student "out there" in the public
schools and considers one or two isolated visits to be all that is needed.

But enough of the disease ... let's look at how this tremendous educational gap of
theory and practice has been fused into an exciting, realistic opportunity for young folks
to become "students of teaching".

Pre-internship _professional experiences. Education for the preparation of profes-
sional teachers is a process of living; therefore, actual experience with children in the
classroom and in the commurity provides the trainee the best opportunity to test and re-
fine his philosophy of education, his effective techniques of teaching and his skill to plan
for and direct the growth of children. This is begun when the college student enrolls in
his educational psychology course and begins to study basic learning theory and its appli-
cation in the classroom. Observation in the public schools, coupled with an opportunity
to develop individual pupil profiles, sets the stage for the more in-depth observation and
participation experiences which are a partof the second course - Introduction to Industrial
Arts Education.

It is within this second course that notable changes have taken place, since most of the
activity is directed towards the fulfillment experience in the Professional Semester.

Initial emphasis in Introduction to Industrial Arts Education is directed towards a
clear identification of the field of industrial arts and the subject matter therein. So often
what appears on the surface to be comparatively simple and rather obvious actually is
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found, upon close examination, to be intricate and complicated.. Such is the case withteaching and the gaining of an understanding of the place and function of industrial artsin American education.
A second purpose of the course is to acquaint the student with the procedure fororganizing to teach industrial arts. This is effected through a series of structured ob-

servation and participation meetings at the public school and with the supervising teacher
with whom the student will intern during the next semester. Through this planned obser-
vation and participation, the student will be developing a short instructional unit with thecooperative guidance of his future supervisor and his college professor. This unit willbe taught early in the Professional Semester Experience. It should be noted that the col-
lege professor may well be the intern's college supervisor (resident supervisor of teachereducation) during the Professional Semester. It is felt that this integrated approachgives new meaning to the typically fi-titious instructional planning which is often amechanistic exercise in the methods course.

Further acquaintance with the profession of teaching is gained through the use of
video-taped, audie-taped and written simulation materials. These learning modules poserealistic situations in teaching, staff relations, parent-teacher relations, teacher-administrator relations and teacher-community relations.

Another significant improvement in the pre-internship course is the introduction ofthe Parson's Guided Self-Analysis Evaluation System (GSA). Early emphasis is uponlearning the coding skills, and these are presented with video tapes, audio tapes and type-scripts. During the Professional Semester each intern will execute one GSA evaluationper week, so he must learn the coding skills prior to his internship.
The prime thrust of the experiences in Introduction to Industrial Arts Educadon iscentered on directed planning for an involvement in the specific classroom and laboratory

learning environment where the student will intern during the Professional Semester,He learns to plan for the "real teaching-learning problems" as faced by "real teachersin the real school setting."
Upon satisfactory completion of the pre-internship course, as measured by selectedevaluative performance criteria, the student enters his Professional Semester Internship.

He is now a member of a group of twelve interns who are located in a Teacher EducationC enter.
The Teacher Education Center and its personnel. The total professional program issupported by the belief that the public school personnel have been for too long "apartfroth" rather than "a part of" the teacher education program. Seldom have our parthers,

the public school personnel, been involved in any way, other than to receive, house and
discharge our constant stream of student teachers. And to make it worse, our irregular-
haphazard visitations haven't added much "class" to the total package.

The Teacher Education Centers are developed with the realization that the publicschools want to assume a greater role in teacher education and so, as meetings are held
with administrators in the local schools, the college staff has found in the public schoolpeople a sincere willingness to cooperate fully....in fact an excited willingness, as they
see their responsibilities being encouraged by the college.

The Center is a group of junior and/or senior high schools clustered in a geo-
graphically close-knit area where twelve interns can be housed with twelve jointly-selectedindustrial arts teachers. Since this approach places some responsibility on the publicschools o aid in the program, it is expected that one of the schools forming a Center will
provide a small classroom that can be a permanent home base for the interns and where
the majority of intern discussion sessions can be held. Of the four Centers currently in
operation, the home base classroom is available in only two centers. In one of the centers,
Urban Buffalo, the intern.* "-eturn to the college campus, and in the other center, the six
schools involved have maae available conference rooms or small classrooms on a rota-
tional basis. This writer views the latter two settings as temporary measures.

As an amoeba changes its shape, so can the arrangement of schools within the cluster;
however, it must be remembered that this program seeks the best possible men for super-vising teachers, and these men and their instructional programs are of prime concern
when establishing a Teacher Education Center. Every attempt is made to use schools
where two interns can be placed with two supervising teachers in one school, so normally
a Teacher Education Center would consist of a maximum of six junior and/or senior highschools. The reason for two interns in a school is to support another belief which rests
upon the idea that peer evaluation and counsel are significant factors in an intern's internalization of success.
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Frequent seminar discussion sessieqs are held at the home base classtoom and, onselee nccasions, are held at the other schools in the Cluster. Topics for discussionoften v on ,he same themes as did the outrnoded methods class on campus, but nowthe readings, worksheets, unit and lesson plans, sociograms, video-tape analyses, etc.,take on a relevance worthy of intense study, ,:or these are today's and tomorrow's prob-lems for each intern.
With twelve interns repres:ming a full teaching load for the college industrial artssupervisor (hereafter referred to as the Resident Supervisor of Teacher Education), heis now able to assume a significantly different tele, than in the old setting. As many ofyou know, the "old setting" consistedofthree or maybe four visits during each nine-weekperiod. Now that the intern is in the same environment for the entire semester, and sincethe Resident Supervisor of Teacher Education's schools are geographically adjacent, afar more professionally intimate relationship is developed. The Resident Supervisor ofTeacher Education will Lie in contact with ear .tern and supervising teacher severaltiraes each week. This means that all persons concerned must be willing to work togetheron th- common problems andopportunities which arisin the "real school setting". Thus,the Professional Semester enriches the ind1vidiet1 intern's experiences, and also person-alizes those experiences.

The Resident "upervisor of '1k leiter Eduk. finds himself being called upon fre-quently to serve "his schools" in the capacity oi educational consultant. Because of theclose relationship nov, bei.t, developed between the public school administrator, super-vising teacher and Resident Supervisor of Teacher Education, the college representativeis now a more effective partner in shaping instructional improvement in the public schools.The supervising teacher becomes a changed figure, too, for now hP is involved in theactual preparation of the interns through his leadership in handling selected portions ofthe instructional content. Yes, he teaches and leads some of the discussions, as do thcsuperintendent, principal, A-V coordinator, guidance personnel, custodians and others.They all become involved in our joint partnership to improve teacher education.The public school supervising teachers have the opportunity to take a tuition-freegraduate course designed especially to aid them in becoming more successful supervisors.The course, "Supervision ef Industrial Arts Student Teachers", was instituted three yearsago and has served many of the area's supervising teachers. This course was actuallytaught in the first Teacher Education Center during the school day, where the supervisors,on a released-time basis, atterded the graduate class while the interns taught their super-visors' industrial arts classes. The supervising teachers received three semester hoursof graduate credit, but more important to the success of the Professional Semester con-cept, were the many discussions which ensued throughout this course, adding much to theplanning for thc second group of students who were to be engaged in the P-,-ofessionalSemester.
The Professional Semester, This win be the future industrial arts teacher's cul-minating professional experience at the t-ndergraduate level. It is an integrated series ofdevelopmental experiences which are designed to include a broad range of professionalopportunities in preparatfrm for full-time professional employment.
Because the intern has already spent considerable time in this school and with hissupervising teacher, as a part ot the Observation-Participation in the Pre-InternshipC( mrse, the usual induction time to the school is reduced. The intern will know the prin-cipal and a few of the staff. He will probably know a number of the students' names, hewill be acquainted with the facilities andmuchoi the program ...in other words he comeswith considerable knowledgc about the Professional Semester setting.Furthermore he comes prepared to teach the short unit which he planned with hissupervising teacher anL his college professor in the Pre-Internship Courst:. Arid hope-fully the intern will be teaching "his unit" in the first two or three weeks of his intern-ship. Use of video-tape equipment will be used during the intern's teaching, and, at theconclusion of various segments of his teaching, the intern will code and plot his teachingprofiles using the Guided Self-Analysis System. The GSA system will continue to be usedby the intern throughout the Professional Semester Experience.
During the third week each intern will meet with his building principal to discuss anassignment to work with another teecher in some on-going phase of the co curricularprogram. This could includc Junior varsity sports, honor society, Spanish (:lub, choralmusic, etc., but the intern must become directly involved. Already several of the internshave made notable contributions to the school's work through these co-curricular associa-tions, and have strengthened their own understanding of the co-curricular program. The
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intern has also gained skill in working with children and youth in a different educationalsetting.
Course of study development will continue to be a central theme for the discussions ofthe resident supervisor of teacher education, the supervising teacher and the intern. Eachintern is expected to plan and execute an extended period of self-designed instruction;either a unit of three to four weeks' duration or two shorter units of instruction. The in-tern should be engaged in teaching the unit by the 10th to 12th week of the ProfessionalSemester. He is responsible for all planning, preparation, media development and evalua-tion for his instruction.
The intern has occasion to assume a new role when he serves as a peer leader forthe pre-intern student, who makes his periodic observation-participation visits, to theintern's "laboratory". It is assumed that some nominal attempt at a team approachcould evolve from this group...participator, intern and supervising teacher.Along with the foregoing experiences the intern will be involved in sharing responsi-bility for the daily instructional program. Alse he ts expected to participate in protes-sional and related activities; i.e., staff meet ngs. PTA, open house, adult education,departmental curriculum projects, etc. In other words the intern is to get a total immer-sion into the world of the professi, aal teacher.
Program evaluation. At this point there are some readers who will be saying, "Howdo you know this approach is any bettor than your previous program structure?" And,of course, this is a question which needs some atteation. The Professional Semesterdidn't become the current pattern just because of its "frills and color".In the pilot stage of development of the Professional Semester, The Division was con-tinuing its regular student teaching sequence of educational psychology, methods, studentteaching and a final post-student-teaching methods course. The first two groups ofProfessional Semester students, who would get their methods on the job and would nothave the pre- or post-methods classes, .vere given the same mid-term and final examina-tions as were admihistered in the two methods classes on campus. The ProfessionalSemester students performed better on the first methods test, and as well on the post-student-teaching methods tet-t, as did their peers who were getting the six additionalsemester hours of methods credit. This information alone caused the primary investigatorto be somewhat assured that the Professional Semester was meeting its content responsi-bilities.

But that wasn't enough to warrant a total program change, and so informational dis-cussion sessions were held between regular student teachers and the interns, and theywere asked to respond to a 56-hem inveetory to assess The degree to which students, ineach of three different groups, had the opportunity to experience the many facets of teach-ing and professional growth. Again, the Professional Semester interns had greater oppor-tunity to intensify and internalize the experiences than did the otaAer two groups.The next step was to seek the observations of the supervising teachers, ar ' here itwas found that the opinion \..is split. Those who saw value in the concentrated college-school effoc really supported the concept shift, but there were some who felt insecurein the change-over and were quite solidly opposed. This wcs a vital bit of information,and, in recent Center development, considerable effer. nas been directed to a betterorientation program for the supervising teachers.
Probably the best index of program success is: "Are the graduates of the Profes-sional Semester successful in public school teaching?" 'Thus far the follow-up studiesindicate tfiat each man is performing at a level in excess of that typically demonstratedby a first-year teacher. Their principals also noted a better adjustment to total staffresponsibilities and a greater sense of security in coping with the on-going instructionalprogram.
Beginning ir the Rill Semester of 1970, The Industrial Arts Education Division willcycle into the Professional Semester Concept for all students. In numbers this means sixto seven Teacher Education Centers will be in operation each semester, for some 72 to84 interns and requiring the fall-time services of six or seven Resident Supervisors ofTeacher Education. This idea is past the experimentetior stage... it is The Program.And finally. If there is a special or unique aspect to thir approach, the writers believethat it is the fact that we have been in constant touch with each student teacher's growth ona daily basis. Typically, the student teacher receives a vish every two weeks or so acommand performance. I3ut this isn't the reality of teaching, and it isn't the best way topromote the orientation and growthof your men into the teaching profession. Furthermorewe have been in daily contact with our supervisors and through their %vise counsel have
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conditioned our "perfect plans" to the reality of the classroom and real children, a lessonwe would like to share with other colleagues.
But most important is the idea that the Professional Semester has been a joint edu-cational venture between forward-looking school systems, their dedicated staffs and ateacher education institution that wants to go beyond the traditional limits of maintaining"what has been". It is not the ultimate answer to our vexing problem of "how best Lipprepare tomorrow's teacher" ... but it has taken us toward a new dimension in our think-ing and our planning in teacher education.

Dr. Brooks is professor of industrial arts, State University College, Buffalo, NY. Mr. Plumer is assistantprofessor of industrial arts, Buffalo, and specializes in education and student teaching in his capacity asResident Supervisor of Teacher Education for the HOPE Center.

The manufacturing technical semester
at Buffalo State University College

Jack C. Bruechran, Jr.
A new course has been instituted as part )f il!e industrial arts reacher educationprogram at Buffalo State University College. This nurbe, called the ManufacturingTechnical Semester, couples an eight-week indusvi" iternsIf1 with an additional eight-week, on-campus, curriculum development study.
The technical semester is a fifteen-semester-hours credit elective course in thejunior or senior year and is an integral part of the curriculum of liberal atm, t..;chnicaland professional subjects which the college student selects as part of his :mai program.Prior to the technical semester, the student has completed technical courses in the areasof ceramics technology, forest products, metal technology and plastic technology. Thestudents select the technical semester in lieu of advanced technical courses in the field ofmanufacturing.
As a future teacher of industrial arts courses in a technological society, the collegestudent should be prepared to develop in his students an understanding of the modern in-dustrial complex and its operation through meaningful laboratory experiences. It VCisthis thought of technological literacy for today's youth that helped to foster the idea ofcoopeiation between education and industry in the preparation of industrial arts teachers.The major objectives of the Manufacturing Technical Semester are to provide:(1) A means by which a student may be able to identify those elements and aspects ofmanufacturing that should be taught as general education; and(2) The means by which students may learn how to tram late knowledge of the work-a-dal world into significant learning xperience for the citizen.
The two industries which :.re assisting in the current technical semester are FisherPrice, inc., of East Aurora, "ew York, and the Chevrolet Tonawanda Complex, whichincludes the motor, foundry and,,,rge plants. These cooperating industries provide uniqueeducational experiences for the college swdents through production and management-oriented seminars, supervised observations, and some work experiences on a forty-hour-a-week basis for a total of eight weeks. The college students not only have an opportunityto w.in first-hand knowledge of latest innovations in the ie of materials and processingtechniques, but they also have an upportunity to observe and wimess the psychological

and sociological problems confronting industry both from tie viewpoint of organized laborand management. The twenty work days that the students spend ia each industrial com-plex are scheduled by the college supervisor in cooperation with the representatives ofeach of the two personnel departments.
The are-pi -inned outline of industrial exposure includes experiences in such &Tart-monts as safety, production, inspection, material liandllrg, r-Itandards, plant engine( ring,product engineering, labor relations and quality control. The lork experiences arc supple-mented with weekly seminars conducted by various industrial experts and include discus-sions centered around research and development, systems, marketing, training, purchas-ing, traffic and employment practices.
During the induqrrial experience, the ;-)llege student is obse /ed by the college super-
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visor, who also conducts an end-of-the-week seminar on campus. This seminar pro-vides an opportunity for the student to review any problems he has experienced with thegroup and to submit a critique of his week's work experiences. At the same session, thecollege supervisor attempts to prepare the student for the various experiences he willbe exposed to during the following week by means of assigned reading and visual materials.The college students spend the second half of the technical semester on campus e e-veloping the content outlines and organizational patterns necessary to be prepared toteach about the principles of manufacturing they have identified through individual re-search during their industrial internship. They also attempt J identify activities thatwill help to illustrate various industrial techniques and processes that will be meaningfulto children at all grade levels. During the on-campus sessions, the students continuet_o be directed toward educational excellence by involvement in curriculum developmentsessions, school observations and participation, production planning activities, industrialvisitations and the production of a representadve product.The school observation and pardcipation includes sessions in the college campusschool, or i junior and senior high school and elementary school. One elementary experi-ence gave the college student an opportunity to serve as industrial arts consultant fora group of fifth-grade classes implementing an economics unit for their social studiescur ficulum. The college student organized the planning and production of three prQductsthat the elementary students hact identified as exemplifying typical manufactured pi oducts.The industrial visitations are also planned by the students and give them an opportun-ity to compare and supplement the observations of manufacturing processes and pruce-dures they had experienced during their industrial internship. Th.:se visitations includeindustries producing furniture, steel, petroleum products, plastic materials, electroniccomponents and automobiles.
The college students also coordinate a production planning course with a manufactur-ing laboratory during the second eight-week session. They op -ate a simulated corpora-tion employing managerial and organizational print. Lples, as well as functions pertinentto manufacturing concerns. The actual production takes place in area junior high schoolsafter the college students have had an opportunity to orient and instruct their students con-cerning the planned production. The results of this experience are best sumn..ed up bya comment by one of the college students:"All of us, as students, have experienced some sort of mass production in our tech-nical courses, but few, if any, realized the effort and planning behind it. A professor cantalk until he is blue in the face about planning, but until the student actually experiencessetting up a mass production, he truly doesn't understand the operations involved."Throughout all of these experiences, various professors in the industrial arts collegestaff are called upon as participants and resource personnel because of their technIcat orprofessional education. competencies

Hopefully each student will have a student teachingexperience following the technicalsemester with a master teacher who was an earlier participant of the course, or has de-veloped a manufacturing technology approach in his teaching of industrial arts courses. Itis important that the college student have an opportunity to implement his newly-acquiredknowledge as soon after the technical semester experience as possible, and student teach-ing presents that opportunity.
The evaluation of the technical semester is somewhat difficult at this poalt in time,because the actual test for this approach to technical competency in industrial arts edu-cation is to determine whateffectit will have on the industrial arts programs and studentsin the schools of the nation. It is planned to do more evaluation when the college studentshave graduated and are cenducting manufacturing courses in their own junior and seniorhigh school industrial arts programs. For the present time, the evaluation must be cen-tered around die accomplishment of the stated objectives which, according to students,have been very successfully achieved. al- is exemplified by the following two sm,statements:
(1) "In critiquing this course, I would fir like to say that the Manufacturing Tech-nical Semester is packed with potential. As a student, 1 wes able to see the existinggap between inuustrial reality ar ;ts repsentarion in the world of education. I feelthat the industrial arts itudent:, z,o through this program are more knowledgeableof industry rnd the ten fling tythind it."(2) "Although I have ,,-ked at Chevrokl for more than five years, and other largeindustrial complexes since 1957, I never reali-z how a company functioned, what itsproblems were, and how it attempted to solve these problems, until I entered the
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Manufacturing Technical Semester."
When we see the involvement and interest expressed by the students at East Aurora

Junior High School and the campus school at the college because of their exposure to a
contemporary approach to the teaching of industrial courses, we are inclined to believe that
the Manufacturing Technical Semester is very worthwhile. The course is advantageous
for th collrige student because he now is able to relate intelligently to his students the
meaning of contemporary industrial technology.

Dr. Brueci.. Ian is on the faculty at State University College, Buffalo, NY.

Manufacturing technical semester
Robert L. Serenbetz

As this is Chevrolet Tonawanda's symbol of the dawning of a new era, "The '70's",
so it also renresents the dawning of anew era of cooperation between industry and educa-
tion iu the preparation of teachers for the '70's.

As spring develops outside Chevrolet, our student interns develop in-depth under-
standings of manufacturing inside. Here wf: see two students analyzing material control
as a teletype unit is used to index pistons to engine cases on the Mark IV line.

The receiving teletype unit is located at the assembly point in the line where pistons
and lases meet. By analyzing the tape, the operator can mate the proper pistons with the
case.

Cluality control is a major concern in the manufacturing industries. Here one of the
forem in charge of quality control for the crankshaft department explains a "Pride of
WorkL,..:ms-Ip" analysis chart at a concentricity inspection station.

Production engineering is a critical part of the industrial effort. One of our interns
is involved in a time-study analysis 1,n part of the automated engine case line.

Of course the total manufacturing effort relies on a thorough production planning
effort. Here one of the Chevrolet staff reviews the production flow of the XP887 engine
case.

From the drawing boards to the production engineering plottirg boavds, production
processes are translated into models and followed through by student interns and the col-
lege supervisor who works on the site with the interns as part of a .fLIlly-supervised
program.

Chevrolet provides advanced technology as interns work with the latest in numerical
control. The Sunstrand Omnimill here has been programmed to complete all machinery
operations on the new die-cast XP887 engine case.

Here our interns load program tape and ldentify program readout for processing thc
XP887 case.

Every year industries like Chevrolet spend millions of dollars on safety. Student
interns spend time analyzing safety motivational charts in the engine plant. Safety is a
critical part of the manufacturing efiort.

Materkis must be continually monitored if a reliable product is to be manufa, Ired.
Metallurgicil analysis using the metallograph is one of many methods used to check the
structure al forged parts in the Tonowanda Forge.

Here we ser, the student interns involved in the metallurgy related to piston process-
ing for the new XP887 engine. These pistons are plated in a sequence that sees them
through 47 different operations before they are ready to be assembled into Chevrolet's
new 4-cylinder engine.

Furt ler checks on alloy content of ritical part l. are made using the carbon at c
speetronieter.

Quality control is critical; accordingly every engine p..oduced (some 130 million to
date) must be factory-tested prior to installation in a vehicle. [-lore a student intern
performs a sonic engine test as he listens for internal engine noise with a sonic bar
under the diroclon of one of Chevrolet's engine test supervisors.

In a carefully-developed program random sample techniques are used to select and
endurance-test engines under varying conditions. Student i^terns observe the endurance
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testing of an engine on a water brake dynamometer. Engines arc run to failure then dis-assembled and analyzed.
Further quality assurance is built into the product here in the quality assurancelaboratory. Very careful records are kept of those parts most often found to fail.Material contrel and handling are also critical to the manufacturing enterprise.The heart of the ioundry operation is the cupola. Student interns develop understand-ings of the cupola operation in the cupola control room of the Chevrolet Tonawanda Foundry.On the business end of the cupola interns work with Chevrolet Supervision as molteniron is drawn off for subsequent foundry operations.
As molten iron is poured from the ladle it must be metallurgically correct; here oneof our interns awaits the addition of final alloy elements to two tons of molten iron.Quality control is critical in foundry work just as it is in other manufacturing. Partof this control effort relates to core production and layout. The Chevrolet Quality ControlTechnician explains layout procedure and records critical information under the observa-tion of the college students.
Back on the pouring line the molten iron is poured after quality is engineered intothe potential casting through clrefully-planned metallurgical and production efforts.The student intern gets some hands-on experience as he operates a sand crane forloading pre-mixed hot box core sand into the cure press hopper.Further understandings are developed as a core press operator demonstrates theoperation of a core press.
As is true in any manufacturing operation, production pianning and engineering areof critical importance. The foundry materials flow patterns re explained by a processengineer on the foundry layout board.
Plastic formint of metals and the technology of forging as it relates to and becomesa part of manufact ng is analyzed as a svident intern observes the production of axles.The manufactui.,1 of tie rod ends by cold-upsetting one-:nch steel wire becomes anotherpart of the manufactur of forged parts.
Forging molds are developed with the aid of bDM. Special tin alloy electrodes areexamined.
Heat treatnient is yet another process thatbecomes part of the Chevrolet manufactur-ing effort. The intern takes readings which can be related to metallurgical analysis inthe laboratory.
The intern group receives further instruction under a special program of seminarscoordinated by John Hamacher, Supervisor of Education andTraining. Those services re-lated to the entire manufacturing effort are coordinated in ar effort to tie the in-plantexperience together.
The Fisher-Price Stc:y. After four weekF our interns turn their attention from theheavy industry of Chevrolet to the light industry of Fisher Price Toys. Nestled in thefoothills of southwr!stern New York, Fisher Price has found ii: pc sible to share theiz in-dustrial expertise 'ith our future teachers in an endeavor to build a better Americathrough our schoow. Recently this 40-year-old company, started by Herman Fisher inEast Aurora, New York, joined hands with Quaker Oats.As a result of this cooperative effort between education and industry, our studentinterns receive a broad view of the manufacturing enterprise from initial market analysesthrough product development to actual advertising and marketing. The point of origin, ofcourse, is research and development. Pt the It & D Center interns receive an in-depthlook at the creative development and design engineering aspects of the new product.From model through prototype development in the model shop, our interns trace theevolution of the new toy.
The prototype must then be engineered into a manufacturable form. The design en-gineering department has the awesome task of developing a manufacturable child-proof toy.Part of the ultimate 2roduct has to be chL appeal. r the sound analysis laboratorystudent interns work with sophisticated sound ai,alysis equipment.If the product development has been carefully analyzed, the nev, toy endures the ulti-mate test of use in the experimental nursery chol.
After further ref1nen1-_,nts the product i ady for manufacture.
The manufacturing enterprise must carefully-coordinated effort of product 11planning and production engineering. The ytudent intern the opportunity to study ma-.terial flow and control as a part of manufacturing.
Tooling up for production always brings our students in contact with the tool roomoperations as they work beside tool and d'o makers.
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As the intern works as a part of the maintenance department, he develops understand-ings and skills related to eroduction line setup and maintenance.
In production engineering the intern relates engineering layout to the actual manufac-turing line.
Material procurement, connol and handling become strategic in importance as themanufacturing effort starts. The intern must grasp the overall picture of materials han-dling as critical to fabrication and assembly of the final product.
The processing of grade A forest product materials into the tit thty product is theinitial step In fabrication. The intern has unit 3 exposure to the most modern techniquesused to process these materiklis.
Graphics and forest producta meet as lithos are bonded to the wooden parts of thesubassembly, Interns get actuel hands-on experiences during the entire Fisher-Priceportion of the program. In-depth analyses are made of the prothction line as the studentintern works at the side of the productIon worker.
Quality control is a never-ending problem for modernindustry. The college studentsget a unique exposure to the quality control program at Fisher-Price. This includes every-thing from visual checks to endurance tests of mus,e units from Switzerland and Japan.
Package engineering is another aspe..:t of the manufacturing effort.
After packaging, the product is conveyed to the warehouse, utare some $50 millionworth of toys are handled ad shipped with the aid of specially-programmed carts andconveyors. Student interns spend time studying this highly-sophisticated method of prod-uct control and handling.
This system provides efficient methods of loading custom orders on motor carriersor bulk shipments on rail carriers.
During one week the college interns spend time at the Holland, New York, Plasticsnivision of Risher-Price, one of the most modern plastics manufacturing operations inthe world.
Injection- and blow-molded parts are produced here. The interns spend two days atthe side of operators and technicians in each of these areas. The interns develop under-standings of blow mold technology.
Injection molding is also studied under the direction of supervisory and productionpersonnel at Fisher-Price.
In still another area interns havc an opportunity to study and analyze shrink packaging

.cchniques used by Fisher-Price.
Material handling becomes a unique problem in the plastics industry. The intern hasthe oppLrtunity to analyze silo storage and dir.Nct system feeding of plastic materials cothe Dress operator.
Environmental pollution is a continuing concern to all in our present industrial so-ciety. Fisher-Price disposes of waste, making use of pollution-free incinezator units.
Thus, Fisher-Price provides many unique technological experiences for the futureteachers of industrial arts.
Dt:ring the second eight weeks, the student intern develops and field tests the manu-facturing enterprise in the school. This field test is presently being conducted in elemen-

tary and junior high school programs. The following sequence is a record of a manufac-turing enterprise as a part of a 5th-grade economics unit in an oper.-plan 94-student 5th-grade program. Here the interns acted in the capacity of consultants as they developedthe manufacture a candles for the Wonderful Wax Company at the Country Parkway Schoolin Williamsville, New York.
After tl:e product is identified by the 5th-grade class, the college interns developmodels and design prototypes. In this case, because candle-making is a technology unique

unto itself, the interns sent four of theirgroup to local candle industries, to evolve designprototypr,s for decoration.
While decoration is being consieezed, so is packaging.
CanuIe prototypes are also developed by interns as they endeavor to develop arealistic manufacturing enterprise usirw the industrial technology gained from two localcandle industries.
Part of the prototype devk lopment involves the 5th-graders,. The college internsworked closely with en 5th-q-nd, class in determining Cie final product design.
As the projecz dek 'ups, IC kessentid1thatthe 5th-graders understand the technologyof candlemaking. The college interns share with the class some of their findings as theysun eyed the manufacture of candles.
The manufacturing establishment evolves. The next task is to train 94 Sch-graders
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in order that they can manufacture 300 candles complete with packaging, decoration andsuppk 'newal information in three hours.The interns must test-operate the manufacture of the product, and during this testthey videotape all critical operations. The cntira class receives a 10-minute video orien-tation to the operation of the manufacturing enterprise.While most of the 5th-grade class is attending the orientation on video-tape, eightmenoers of the class are ly-ing oriented by the interns in order that they may functionas foremen.
The manufacture begins with wax preparaton. Paraffin is removed from the packageand distributed to the first operation, where the wax is broken down into smaller piecesto aid in melting.
Other pieces of wax are supplied to the grat,ng operation where the wax is reducedto a fine chip. These wax chips are placed in the molds to aid in the solidification process.Plastic cups are used as molds. The students punch the bottom of the cups and placea wick through the hole. They then seal the wick to the bottom of the cup with clay.The wicks are held upright with large bobby pins as the wax is poured into the cupsby the 5th graders.
Further down the line the decoration subassembly begins with the die cutting of 4-inchstyrofoam discs.
Thes:: ,:asc?; then have tinsel garland fastened to their edges using a stapler mountedon the work bench.
Quality control, materials handling and storage a 'Iecome a part of this subassemblyoperation.
The package subassembly begins with special fixtures used to score the packagecardboard prior to folding.
Fifth-graderl load the pie-cut package blanks into the scoring fixtures.After scoring the package, tops must be decorated. A special jig guides the decc-rat-ing stamps to the appropriate part of the prescored package.The stars on the jig and the stamps are lined up or matched to insure proper applica-tion of the stamp to the package.
The package next moves down the line where the ink is dried prior to folding. Nextthe package is folded prior to fastening. Fastening is done with special stapling fixturesthat locate, the staple at the proper place.
After stapling, the packages are stored until he products are packaged. Inventorycontrol is important.
The four-teacher team is also involved as one of the teachers examines package sub-assemblies at the end of the line.
When workers become tired, there is relief as a group of Sth-grade -s rest in thebreak area.
As the production runs, so the students must keep track of finances. The presidentand the treasurer record credits and debits. The students set up and sold stocks to raisefunds.
Back on the assembly line, students initiate the final assembly as they strip the cupmolds from the candles.
After trimming the wick, the candle bases are trimmed prior to further decoration.Next, the candles are rolled on a sponge saturated with shellac, after v4,ich they arcrolled in glitter.
The candles are next moved to final decoratior ssembly, when: a tinsel garland isfastened to their base, using the staplers in the same way the garlana .w-s; estached to thestyrofoam.
The students next weld the candle to the styrofoam base by dipping the base of thecandle in molten wax.

Christmas greeting and instructions for the proper use of candles brinbd the stu-dents into contact with graphic arts as they print these instrudtions two-up. After print-ing, the rnesseges are cut on a very carefully-guarded paper cutter.Next, the greetings are folded and then supplied to the packaging line, where they areplaced in the bottom of each package. The candles are then placed in the packages, and!tic, tops of the packages are phicc cl ov r the bottoms.
The Final Products are then moved to storage, where they await marketing.

Mr. Serenbetz is on the faculty of State University College, Buffalo, NY.
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The professional seme ter internship
William J. Weaver

The professirmal semester internship 1_, I believe, worthy of our attention as a sig-nifieant advancement in the field of teacher education. Being 'the first member of ours'aff to become actively involved in carrying out this program in its infancy, I have ex-perienced times o? frustration as well as many satisfying experiences. Perhaps youmignt consider this a testimonial as 1 share with you some of my reasons for beingenthusiastic over en;!.,. program.
Turn back in time in yoto uwn mindand try to recollect, if you can, your own student

teaching experience which was, no doubt, a semester or two removed from your teachingmcdiods course. Things Lhat did not seem important then are suddenly vital, but he classis over and past. Contrast this with the opportunity that the student intern has in receiv-ing his class work week by week during his internship, as he needs it and can apply it.An example of this would be in the orgauization and developm?-nt of the teaching unit.The student intern who has been working wit% and observing 7th- and 8th-graders benefitsmore in preparing and tua.thing a unit for these pupils' needs and understanding, more sethan in a situation where the lessons are prepared and taught in the college classroomfor one's classmates.
The fact that the internship is based on 18 weeks in one situation rather than on two

nine-week situations has, from my viewpoint, several advantages. The student has moreopportunity to follow through with individual pupils and to observe the results of teachingand perhaps experience results in working with some special problem case. Also thereis a greater opportunity to become involved in other school activities and to be a':ie tocomplete projects started with these groups. In the academic area, one student internwas afforded the opportunity to teach a math class which his supervising teacher wasresponsible for. 1n a nine-week situation the teacher, no doubt, would nnt have consideredhis participation in this experience. This was also a result of careful consideration inplacing students and matching interests and abilities with those of supervising teachers.Another student found that he had over forty interested pupilo when he offered to teachthe fundamentals of judo during an activity period.
Not many of us really enjoy committee work, but there is always a certain amount that'is necessary and the student intern who is allowed to participate in any of these groupsgains valuable: experience. To cite an example, one student while working on the reportcard committee assisted in the design of a new report card.
The relationship lietween the student intern, the supervising teacher and the college

supervisor is very important and, 1, believe, has more meaning in the setting of the pro-fessionPi semester because there is more contact among these three. Ordinarily the
college supervisor woulc; make approximately three visits to observe a student and forconference. In the professional semester situation *he supervisor meets with the entiregroup at least once a week for instruction and discussion, plus the individual observations
and conferences.

The key to the effectiveness of any student teaching situation is the supervising teach-
er and his understanding of the role he is to play. Because there are significant differ-
ences between this and the former program, it is rcessary for the college supervisor
to work closely with the supervising teacher so that the student intern benefits from his
teaching experience. This has pointed out tie need for in-service classes for supervisingteachers so that they may learn exactly what their roles should be and thereby produce
more uniform experiences for the student interns. It is my opinion that such a courseshould be required and that upon completion credit be given toward certification.This is not the extent of my feelings about the worthwhile aspects of this program,but time would not permit more. Certninly, chanvs have already been made in theoriginal experiment, and I'm sure thatothers will be made, our I am confident that ntudertsare oenefitting from this professional semester and that it will move ahead and prove itsworthiness in the '70's.

Mr. Weaver is ac:istant professor of industrial arts, State University College, Buffal,,, NV, and is pres-
ently a Resident Supervisor of Teacher Education for the E'CORBA Cente .
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Contemporary concepts of industry
in a teacher education program

Joseph W. Duffy, Andrew W. Baron,Dale H. Messerschmidt and Robert H. Thompson
The pundits of industrial arts education have expressed a major concern in aligningwhat is being offered in industrial arts programs with what is practiced in industry.Technology today requires individualc to possess sophisticated knowledge, to be mobileand to be flexible in their thinking.
The progress of technology is sequential. i:roc.Jeding from that which is fundamentalto that which is highly technical. lf industrial arts is to reflect contemporary technology,it should find its base in technology's origin and provide insight into the concepts andprinciples that technology employs as it evolves in satisfying the needs of society.Communication between industry and education is lacking. Technically speaking, thefinancial status of our schools and the professional outlook of teachers have caused educa-tional progress to lag. These constrictions, however, may not be as significant as thephilosophical rationale al provides direction and purpose for an educational program.Moreover, educationalr onale vitalto ny curriculum because it provides the frame-work within which courses are conceived and taught.
The Industrial Arts Department at Central Connecticut State College recognized thatthe practice of of-ring a proliferation of courses dealing with tools and materials, in-depcl.d.c.ntly and not conceptually, could not be tolerated because it was not educationallyefficient. Transfer of learning must be designed into a curriculum in order to permitfragments to be related to wholes, and for concepts to be developed.As a teacher preparatory -stitution, the College has assumed the obligation ofproviding leadership. We ecognize that prospective teachers, for tW most part, teachas they have been taught. We have conceived, therefore, our course offerings whichemploy contemporary teaching methods to serve two fu...ctions. First, we must presentcourse content; and second, we must provide an -,pportunity for concepts of industry to beformed. These courses, with modification, may serve similar purposes within the spec-trum of the junior and seniorhigh school general education programs. Before the CollegeIndustrial Arts Department was able to delimit the study of industry so that it could bepresented effectively in a curriculum, it had to agree on a workal- definition of industrialarts
Definition of industrial arts. Industrial arts is an activity-oriented curriculum areawithin general education which is primarily concerned with developing concepts of thefunctions of industry. It includes the study of material, energy and information process-ing; the provision of service, and research and development; as well as the organizational,manageriai and socio-economic at.pects of the American industria. complex.
In further delineation of the above definition, it may be nacessary to state in moreexact terms just what is intended. Our industrial arts programs continue to be activity-oriented because we believe that activities have a sound psychological base. The activitiesin our program surround the usual tools and machinery found in any industrial arts facility.Lathes, mills, grinders, circle saws, injection molding equipment, vacuum farmers, voltmeters, an aviador, trainer and other machinery are evident. And, the curriculum actsas an organizational agent so that people, time and facilities can be utilized effectively.In addition, the Industrial Arts Department at Central Connecticut State College ccndnuesto emphasize the relationship of industrial arts to general education.In relating industrial arts to the goals of general education, the usual goals for gen-eral education are accented. We believe in me goals of general education that lead totransmitting a way of life Lind improving that way of life throu;Th advancement of the in-dividual and his personal needs. General educatioyi, both formal programs and informalar:tivities, are designed for the total general population continuum. Included in the con-tinuum are males and lc nAdles, young and old, bright and dull, and other contributors tothe gamut referred to as a general population.

It is the belief of the Industrial Arts Department faculty of Central Connecticut StateCollege that the department's uniqueness is derived from its organizational approach tosubject matter. It is our effort to group materials around concepts. Of course, Americanindustiy is the source of information around which concepts are formulated. We also
4,-
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recognize, however, that concepts have specific properties.
If we accept the definition that a concept is basically a mental image and that thatimage has specific properties, we can proceed with a description of how our conceptualapproach to industrial arts operates. First, a concept can have a type of intrinsic dimen-sion. Based on certain observrl,ions of the intrinsic dimension, a ciassificadon can beordered. For ex,. e, certain thdustrial materials began the operational cycle as livingorganisms, or parts of a living organism. The leather that we carve in a crafts class atone time was live and covered an animal. i piece of lumber that we process in a woodsclass at one time was also live. AlthoLgh the chemical properties of the two originalorganisms differed, their growth characteristics were similar in ternis of cellular proper-ties. A second ordering of a conceptual organization involves the use. f the object. Forinstance, the physical difference between a diamond and a knife blade are quite marked;

however, both the diamond and the knife blade can be used as cutting tools. Hence, the
concept cutting tools are ordered by the use of the item. Yet, we must be cognizant of thefact that very definite cultural factors are frequently involved with an organization of con-
epts that require use for that classification. In American industry the diamond is usuallyconsidered as an abrasive; but many other cultural patterns would not consider using aprecious stone as an abrasive. Third, a concept may be defined in terms of behk. 'ors

or operations. Klausmeier and others have used the example of intelligence measure -itas a demonstration of conceptual behavior. An example a conceptual behavior more ger-mane to industrial arts may deal with the properties of materials. When heated and cooledrapidly, certain ferrous alloys become noticeably harder; whereas a nonferrous metal,when heated and cooled rapidly, becomes noticeably softer. It is through a conceptualorganization of thoughts, ideas, properties, functions, operations, and so forth, that theCentral Connecticut State College Industrial Arts Department presents its program.The content for a conceptual approh to indugtry, as 11,3 been pointed out previously,must be derived from American industry. Quite simply, mid quite frankly, the ultimategoals of this department are no different from those of other curricular organization pat-terns. We wish to describe and demo istrate how American industry changes a raw mate-rial into a finished product; we wish to relate che role of American industry in the Amer-ican cultural pattern; and we wish to have our product, teachers for the public schoolsystems, be able to transmit this knowledge to public school populations.Oblectives of industrial arts.
(1) To develop the ability to think rationally about the interdependence of man, society,industry and physical environment.
(2) To develop an understanding of our dynamic industrial complex and its socio-economic influence.
(3) To discover and develop interests and capabilities of students in technical andindustrial fields.
(4) To develop techni4 es of problem solving as they relate to industry and the re-inforcement of academic skills.
(5) To develop desira1.1- behavioral patterns, including safe and ,efficient individualand group work habits, _oviding an awareness of cooperation, tolerance, leadership,followership and tact in an industrial environment.
(6) To develcyp aesthetic appreciation for craftsmanship and design and to encouragecreative learning experiences within the industrial context.
(7) To provide for the development of occupational orientation and avocational inter-

ests, including those which are unique to a community.
The above objectives for industrial arts are very similar ..,:\Jectives of otherindustrial arts teacher education institutions. In spite of the ,arity, however, theymust be stated again to insure that all staff members a Central Connecticut State Collegeare aware of the ultimate end to which we strive. Thr-i, in order to be more certain thateach staff member could identify his contribution to the ultimate end, additional delinea-tion of the end was ,made. These statements follow in our "Statement of Purpose for the

Department", and "Departmental Guidelines".
Statement of purpose for the department. The success of any program is a directreflection of the capacities, beliefs andcoordinated efforts of people affecting the program.The Industrial Arts Education Department has several major responsibilities towardindustrial arts education.
(1) The promotion of a philosophy of industrial arts education as exemplified by the

foregoing definition and statement of industrial arts objectives.
(2) The responsibility of graduating a prospective industrial arts teacher with the
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knowledges, skills and attitudes essential to success (this being a strict vocational goal).(3) The assumption of a leadership role for the industrial arts programs in Con-neczicut.
(4) The fulfillment of the basic objectives of Indus trial arts for the College community.Departmental guidelines. To provide a more effective teacher cducadon program,the following will be fostered in the student:(1) The desire to develop and apply a realistic, personal philosophy of industrialarts education.
(2) The recognition of the need tor following a carefully-planned, yet flexible, courseof study.
(3) A sense of otligation to accomplish all of the objectives of industrial arts edon.
(4) A coplizance of the importance of possessing the knowledge and skill of indus-trial arts.
(5) An insight into the methods and techniques most appropriate for successful teach-ing, Including an emphasis on transfer of learning.(6) An understanding of the development and proper use of the total learning environ-ment, including instructional materials and other like resources.(7) The acceptance that each course has a unique academic and technological orien-tation.
(8) An awareness of what constitutes good shop planning and organizadon.(9) The understanding ciZ the importance of practicing safety.(10) The awareness of the importance of keeping a clean and orderly laboratory.(11) An understanding of the significance of selecting texibooks and other resourceswhich are suitable for various grade levels in the 1everal industrial arts areas.(12) An appreciation for the use of various types of evaluative techniques,(13) The recognition of, and active support of, professional organizations.(14) The desire to relate to his teaching situation any significant development in hisfield.

(15) An enthusiasm for industrial arts as a teaching pr,fession.Curricular or anization - Lower Division. At Central Connecticut State College e-have identified material processing, energy processing and information p3:ocessing asthree of the major industrial functions. With regard to curriculum, we therefore though:.it appropriate to provide all students entering the department with exploratory experi-ences in each of these areas. Consequently, at the head of our curricular list, we haveincluded three required courses which concern a survey of material, energy and infornia-tion and ways in which the three topics are industrially processed to human advantage.These courses are prerequisite for all other departmental offerings, and the courses aredesigned to provide a foundation on which further study can be based. It is necessary todescribe these courses in some detail; particularly with emphasis on methods, schedulingand content.
Introduction to Material Processing. Introduction to Material Processing is a coursewhich introduces concepts of how industry changes forms of raw materials to increasethe materials' value and usefulness. In this course, an awareness of the nature and thecharacterisdcs of raw materials is developed, thereby permitting associations to be maderegarding the selection of processes by which materials may be changed.To establish the content for this course, certain concepts of matter and its process-ing were identified and organized into a logical sequence for study. For example, someof the concepts discussed in the "Introduction to Material Processing" are: cutting,forming, casting, fastening, treating and finishing. We believe it particularly importantto emphasize those concepts which are timeless and possess universality of application.The Liaterials processing course, as well as the other introductory courses whichwill be described, is team-taught by three faculty members. The class size is limited tosixty students, thus keephig the student load of each faculty member teaching the intro-ductory courses approximately equal to faculty loads for all other offerings In the program.The class meets as a whole for lecture/demonstration presentations of content. Afterseveral presentations, the large group is divided into turee sub-groups which meet underthe supervision of one of the faculty team. In the sub-group, the class, through laborat,..7yactivities, explores the concepts previously presented. It is in this setting that facultyguidance and student work are employed to develop and to reinforce each of the basic con-cepts. Sub-groups then rotate through various laboratories dealing with fibrous materials,metallic materials, and cen-amic and plastic materials in subsequent meetings. It is in
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the above laboratories that each student has the opportunity to develop each concept asit relates to a variety of materials.
Student evaluation happens to be one of the necessary aspects of every teacher prep-

aration program, and it is therefore an aspect of the conceptual approach to industrialarts. During the course, students are evaluated on the basis of Ilboratory performance,
and pencil and paper examination scores.

Introduction to Energy Processing. The "Introduction to Energy Processing" actsas a survey of the forms of energy and the conversion processes employed b.; industry to
increase the value and usefulness of energy. Content in the above course is derived from
basic concepts concerning man's use of energy. For example, some of the basic concepts
of energy are: kinetic, potential, conversion, efficiency, reaction and conservation.

Laboratory facilities which lend themselves to student activity sessions are pri-
marily the electronics laboratory and the power mechanics laboratory. During laboratory
sessions, efforts behind active student involvement are, again, to provide for reinforce-ment of the course content.

Introduction to Information Processing. The purpose of the course entitled "Intro-
duction to Information Processing" is to teach concepts of information and the processing
of information to increase its value and usefulness. The actual course is geared to three
generalized theoretical models. Student laboratory work then has emphasis placed on re-
lating existing information systems to the appropriate theoretical model. The informa-tion systems are later fragmented for analysis and the development of each conceptualcontent element. Concepts of information processing covered in the course include:encoding, noise, selectivity, logic, error and feedback. To demonstrate each of the con-cepts, we use the three information-processing models.

The Shannon-Weaver model for communications systems is the first generalized
model used for study. The second model used for study purposes is basically a computa-tion system which includes sub-systems such as: data input, output, program memory,
data memory, process control and arithmetic. The third and final model used for study
purposes is one portraying the general structure of open- and closed-loop control sys-tems.

Activities specifically tailored to a study of the ways in which information is proc-
essed for communication, computation and control are carried out by the students during
laboratory sessions. Again, the activity is designed to permit a conceptual development
to take place. Laboratories which are used in the information processing course includethe graphics, drafting and electronics facilities.

It must be pointed out that in viewing the total picture of American industry, there
are certain interrelationships within and between material, energy and information proc-
essing which the student must learn to seek and to recognize. No one of the previously-
described areas of study stands independently. We believe, therefore, it is desirable to
provide the student with cei min experiences that involve some or all of these three areassimultaneously. To achieve the goal of simultaneous study in three areas of instruction
requires n revision of our program. And as long as we believe students gain by curricular
revision, we will work toward that goal.

Curricular organization - Upper Division. It is relatively simple for an institution of
higher education to change its curricular offerings to meet specific goals established by
that institution. But It goes without saying that all of us are faced with practical considera-
tions that must be observed also. In the State of Connecticut, certification requirementsare established by statute, and of course the requirements must be met.

In addition to the required courses in general education and professional education,
regulations for teacher certification in industrial arts state that a person must "...have
a minimum of thirty-five hours' credir in appropriate technical courses in a planned pro-
gram designed to develop competency in the special field to be taught and including theparticular areas as noted for each subject...." Specifically, the areas required forindustrial arts are: drafting, metalworking, graphic arts, electricity, power mechanicsand crafts.

By working within the established framework of certification requirements, aild the
department's objectives, the current program was established. At this time a total of fifty
semester hours of work within the industrial education program is required for graduation.Included in the total program ale the required survey courses in each of the primaryareas of technology.
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IA 114 - Introduction to Energy Processing 2 Sem. HoursIA 118 - Introduction to Materials Processing 2 Sem. Hours
Additional required laboratory courses in the seven areas of technology include:

IA 121. - Technical Drafting
IA 212 - Graphic Arts IndustriesIA 213 - General Electronics
IA 215 - Materials Processing I
IA 216 - Materials Processing IlIA 217 - Materials Processing Ill
IA 314 - Power Transmissions and Control

3 Sem. Hours
3 Sem. Hours
3 Sem. Hours
3 Sen.. Hours
3 Sam. Hours
3 Sem. Hours
3 Sem. Hours

The above seven courses are:designed to meet certification requirements in industrialarts and to provide breadth for the prospective junior high school teacher. These require-ments, we believe, are necessary because junior high school industrial arts teachers arerequired, frequently, to teach a broad-spectrum program. An additional twelve semesterhours of required courses complete the professional aspects of the curriculum.
IA 110 - Orientation to Industrial Arts Teaching 1. Sem. HourIA 211 - Fundamentals of Design 2 Sem. HoursIA 3n0 - Teaching of Industrial Arts 3 Sem. HoursIA 418 - The Service Industries 2 Sem. HoursIA t'13 - Industrial Processing 2 Sem. HoursIA 428 - Research & Experimenmtion 2 Sem. Hours(in area of concentration)

At this time in his planned program, a student wilI have completed a total of thirty-five semester hours. The remaining hours needed to meet graduation requirements arescheduled In the area of concentration.
The elective courses in industrial education and industrial arts make it possible foreach student to prepare areas of concentration for teaching in the senior high school, andin certain specialized areas of education. Following is a list of elective courses available:

IA 247 - Industrial Arts Handcrafts 3 Sem. HoursIA 316 - Metals Machining 3 Sem. HoursIA 337 - Ceramics 3 Sem. HoursIA 342 - Relief and Porous Printing 3 Sem. HoursIA 344 - Transportation
3 Sem. I louIA 345 - Related Wood Technology 3 Sr.m. rsIA 359 - Industrial Arts in Elementary School 3 Scm. I loursIA 441 - Architectural Drafting 3 Sem. HoursIA 442 - Lithography 3 Sem. HoursIA 443 - Information and Communications 3 Sem. HearsIA 444 - Power Train Diagnostics 3 Sem. HoursIA 445 - Construction Industries 3 Sem. HoursIA 446 - Tool and Die Fundamentals 3 Sem. HoursIA 447 - Plastics 3 Sem. HoursIA 461 - Advanced Technical Drafting 3 Sem. HoursIA 462 - Advanced Graphic Arts Technique 3 Sem. HoursIA 463 - Information Computation and Control 3 Sem. HoursIA 470 - Ind. Arts for the Exceptional Child 3 Sem. lloursIE 400 - Test Measurement in Ind. Education 3 Sem. HoursIE 433 - Techniques of Conference Leading 3 Sem. Hours1E 440 - Ind. Arts in the Urban School 3 Sem. Hours1E 464 - Aerospace Education 3 Som. Hourb1E 469 - Driver Education 3 Sem. Heurs1E 479 - Traffic Safety and Driver Education 3 Sem. HoursIE 480 - History of Industrial Education 3 Sem . HoursIE 489 - Stored Programming Concepts 3 Sem. Hours

Graduate program. T..e program leading to a Master of Science Degree in Education
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was instituted by Central Connecticut State College in 1955. However, it was in 1959 thatthe first candidate for a Master's Degree in industrial arts education was matriculated.
The above time lapse should be noted, because the State has few institutions which offer
the Master's Degree in industrial education.

If one views the following graduation data, one can readily observe the effect Cult the
thesis requirement had on the initial graduate program. As soon as the option of a com-
prehensive examination in lieu of the thesis was entered, the graduation figures changeddramatically.

Year Graduates
1965 5
1966 14
1967 53
1968 32
1969 32

Currently we are completing the first year of what is for us a different approach tothe graduate program. Faculty begin with the assumption that an academic advisor canbe of greatest assistance to those graduate students who know where they wish to be inEve years, ten years and twenty-five years. i--7-om that data, the student and his advisor
can plan cooperatively a graduate program. C- course, the usual difficulties arise whena candidate simply wants a degree to satisfy permanent certification requirements.

The present Master's Degree program is organized in such a way that the student can
direct his program to coincide with his professional ambitions. We offer four reasonably
well-defined alternatives, and these alternatives include administration and supervision
of industrial education, curriculum development in industrial educadon, industrial educa-
tion instruction, and research in industrial education. All areas include what may be
called specific requirements, alternative requirements and electives. For example, all
Master's Degree candidates are required to take the following:

Math 453 - Applied Statistical Inference ex 3 ;,em. Hours
Math 533 - Elementary Statistical Methods 3 Sem. Hours
Ed 500 - Contemporary Educational Issues 3 Sem. Hours
Ed 510 - Professional Problems of Teachers 3 Sem. Hours
Ed 598 - Research in Industrial Education 3 Sem. Hours

Total 12 Sem. Hours

Depending on the student's professional ambitions and concentrations, he is required
to schedule one of the following courses.

IE 190 - History of Industrial Education
IE 231 - Contemporary Industrial Education

VIE 190 - Princips of Vocational Education
3 Sem. Hours
3 Sem. Hours
3 Sem. Hours

The remaining fifteen hours of course work are scheduled on a cooperative basis be-
tween the student and his advisor. Within the Division of Technology, courses are offered
for both vocational industrial education majors and industrial arts eaucation majors.
Additional course options are available throughout the college in philosophy, psychology,
sociology, business administration, educational media, and so on.

Exit requirements for the Master's Degree demand that the student meet the mini-
mum requirements of the department and the college. Prior to writing the comprehensiveexamination, the student must complete a minimum of twenty-one semester hours' work.
If the candfidate elects to write a thesis, he is required to take twenty-four hours of course
work. Hov .i:ver, the candidate electing to write the comprehensive examination is required
to complete a total of thirty semester hours of course work. At this time Central Con-
necticut State-. College has only two routes for obtaining a Master's Degree. One avenue
requires a Ciesis, and the second requires a comprehensive examination. Of course,
changes in both the undergraduate and gr,Iduate program will evolve, and we anticipate
change. We also trust that changes will be to the advantage of the students, and that the
changes will be both appropriate and timely.

Messrs. Duffy, Baron, Merserschmidt and Thompson are on the faculty of Cantral Connecticut State
College, New !'.ritaln.
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Student moraleworking together
F. J. Cackowski

The topic of student morale in tne classroom of today is actually interwoven with the
student himself and with the specific curriculum presented to him by the classroom in-structor. Low morale in my own classroom has resulted from the ever-present racialproblems existing at my particular school. Although racial problems are the ba:;, for
my comments to follow, low morale in the classrocm may be attributed to many other
problems existing in any given school at any given location.

Sensing low morale is perhaps one of the easiest problems to detect in a racially-
troubled school. Students have a tendency to lock their academic problems within them-
selves and to expreas only the racial overtones due to unrest. As a tea:her, it is my duty
to counteract this immediat problem to further the academic progress of the students
as individuals and as a group, thereby benefitting the entire class.

Regardless of the philosophies concerning curriculum content of the individual in-
structor, I feel that whit I term the "project team method" is perhaps the most reward-
ing method of counteracting what I have mentioned above. In seeking a method to teach
drafting whereby all students will learn how to work together in order to solve a common
problem, I immediately saw all individual tensions tossed aside in order that the common
problem be solved. After doing some research, I presented the students with a design
problem that was designed in such a way that the final outcome would take the sincere
efforts of all involved. The students selected their own leaders and created their own
problems. I distinctly remember one individual student who was the so-called leader of a
group of trouble-makers. As the problem became more detailed, he took a great deal of
interest, realizing the fact that his cooperation was just as necessary as that of any other
student involved in the project. He began to work and learn with others. I am quite sure
that my students learned more about how to work with others, to solve common problems,
Ind how to learn more than I could ever expect during a lecture or some individualized
project. As the instructor, I began to see that I was taking the role as one to direct or
guide. I was actually learning right along with the students, and this fact alone sold me
on this particular method of construction.

I realize that this is not a new idea in the field of education. In a recent article that
I wrote on this same method of curriculum presentation, I was amazed at the number of
letters I received asking me to send more details on the project. I began to wonder how
many people were actually giving any thought to this method of presentation, even if it
was an accepted goal of some educators.

I feel that such items as facilities and administrative problems do not present any
difficulties as far as this method is concerned. Of course, facilities will further enhance
a method of this sort, but any teacher taking the initiative to plan such a method can make
it work regardless of the situation. The social contact among the students is the actual
key to the entire method.

Many instructors are fearful of incorporating some of the innovative ideas in the
field of industrial arts, probably because of lack of knowledge about such programs. Per-
haps the change is too great, and we need a gradual change in order that the instructor
himself might "see the light". The methodology for a project of this sort need not only
concentrate on what we will achieve for the student in the future, but also on what is im-
portant for the present. A popular television commercial begins with a small sequence
saying that the theme of the country today is to live, work and play together. If ttR theme
of togetherness is a priority, I feel that we as industrial arts educators can get the job
done better than anyono else, because of the physical make-up of our classrooms alone.

The student involvement combined with the professional commitmentof the instructor
associated with a method of "learn by doing" can only result in the true fruits ot learning.

Mr. Cackowski is a member of the faculty at LaSalle High School, South Bend, Indiana.
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Why I belong to AIASA
Jim Kautz

I fe& the single most important item in the teaching of industrial arts is a goodstudent-teacher relationship. An industrial arts course has more personal contact thanany other course taught in high school. If the student and teacher don't have a good rela-tionship, very little if any will be learned.
Here I have a oui,.ville slugger (baseball bat). It is only a piece of wood, but I feelit represents mei: inore. You have all taught someone how to hold and swing a bat. Thereis a proper position for the hands and a proper way to swing.This bat was turned on a lathe, a relatively simple machine to operate. Most indus-trial arts teachers have taught students how to use a lathe, showing him the proper andsafe way to hold the tools and how to adjust the machine. Think about how much personalcontact this takes. If there is not a good relationship the student won't listen and won'tlearn.
This is only one example. If applied to a whole shop you can se.: how important thatrelationship is. I feel the best way to achieve this positive relationship is through indus-trial arts clubs. Clubs present a slightly different student-teacher relation, one of plan-ning and inventing. They are working together. This promotes understaiding. Each willlearn what the other likes, wants and needs. Each party will adjust his thinking towardthe other. I have witnessed this, and firmly believe it to be true.I feel time is a very important item. I have never had enough lab time to satisfyMyself. Club meetings provide this time. They also allow additional projects to be under-taken, such as community service, and money-raising campaigns.Let me get back to my baseball bat. It represents something else very important tome: the annual convention. This is the second one that I have been fortunate enough toattend. The bat was given to me by a local company after I finished their tour. If I hadnot been a member of AIASA, I would have never taken their tour or the many others in LasVegas and in Louisville. I would not have met all the people at the conventions. I wouldnot have spoken at that convention. I would have never seen the excellent exhibits. Norwould I have any ideas on how to improve industrial education, which is what the conven-tion is all about. I don't have a lot of ideas; very few people do. But 1 do have a few, justas everyone does. When people come together, their ideas come together.I am saying communication is the important thing in this, or any organization. Theclub newspaper, the SCENE, provides club news periodically. At the national and stateconventions information is exchanged annually. State conventions are very importantbecause a large part of the student membership can attend to express their ideas andopinions.

Only a small percentage ofstudent members are able to attend the national convention.Even so I feel the national convention is very important because it allows all of the ideasexpressed at state conventions to be brought out and discussed.In conclusion I would like to say that my three years in AIASA have been some of mymost memorable. I will never forget my experiences during that time, especially that ofhaving thirty boys and a Lions Club working behind and for me to send me to such an im-portant convention.

Mr. Kautz, who is just finishing his term ar, vice-president of AIASA, is a member of the class of 1970,Hamilton, Montana, High School,

The mechanics of affiliation
John 0. Murphy, Jr.

For years we have been searching for a method of dramatizing and expanding indus-trial arts programs, when all this time the answer to the problem has been in our class-rooms. If organized and encouraged properly, the student club could be the greatestsingle concept ever used to promote industrial arts education.
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Many of our professional organizadons are beginning to look to the clubs for the
future. For example, Edward Kabakjian, Executive Secretary, American Industrial Arts
Association, recently had this to say in a letter to the Louisiana Association of Industrial
Arts Clubs: "The AIAA looks upon its clubs as a vital service to the youth ef the public
schools throughout America. They represent the lifeblood of future leadership and direc-tion in industrial arts education."

One of th^ most important single aspects of an industrial arts club is the promotionof industrial arts. If properly us::cl, industrial arts clubs can advance the program. Forexample, a student fr"sr v school in any part of the state attends a state or national
club meeting. This stt bool offers only the field of woodworking. When the student
arrives, he views pfoje.__.r3 constructed in schools from all sections of the state in fields
such as graphic arts. metal working, electronics and plastics. Following this, he beginsto talk to other indust ,.I arts -nidents concerning their varied courses. When the studentreturns home, he to. his pi and friends about the industrial arts programs he &-
served. The parents L.; 1: the1o. tool personnel, "Why don't we offer these prograr,."
What better \V a y can y:114-in-1. dt stimulate industrial arts? Not only is this method of
public relations helpft._, -:,e should also consider that when these students who have
had these experienceo be dults, they, in many cases, become teachers and leaders
in the community.

In an address to thc American Industrial Arts Association in 1969 at Las Vegas,
W. A. Mayfield, then Texas State Supervisor and a leader in the National American Indus-
trial Arts Student Clubs, pointed out some ideas about industrial arts clubs which are
interesting to nIte:

Our students are our best. public relations avenue. Through our students,
we must justify our laboratory needs, our instructional materials and our edu-
cational goals. Unless we run a student-oriented program, we can't justify our
place in the total educational program. Student club activities can serve to bring
you and me out of that ivory tower down to where the student is, where the action
is, where learning time must take place. As a professional organization in the
field of education, our basic concern for education relates directly to the student.
Industrial arts clubs, through state meetings andprograms, offer the students severalactivides which lead to an improved program. Some of these activities are as follows:

Industrial tours, commercial exhibits, contests and awards programs, summer camp and
an annual convention. These activities are very wortir.vhile educational experiences within
themselves, and would be difficult to offer if a state were minus clubs.

More and more each year, demands upon the teacher's time in professional organiza-
tions, community relations, study of new methods: etc., take away valuable instructional
time. Industrial arts clubs, although many teachers believe the contrary, can free more
time for instruction. For example, an outstanding industrial arts program or any educa-tional program should begin with the motivation of the students. When the student is
properly motivated in an area of study, there is a desire to learn the subject matter.
Interested staents require less time to teach than uninterested students.

At one time in education, teachers based programs on the idea that all learning should
be based on fact. In other words, the teacher presented the fact and the students learned
them. 'ioday's educators have learned the preceding is not the way first, the instructor
motivates the students and then presents the concepts for them to learn. Industrial arts
programs are presently in the process of losing numerous motivating devices, in that
they have been based on learning by doing, and now, as the ..lbject becomes more tech-
nical, there is less doing, which has been the key to motivating many students.

Industrial arts clubs can be the motivating force for many students. It is interesting
to note that the motto for industrial arts clubs is "Learning to Live in r, Technical Wor14."
We must realize that the classroom is not a world; it is only a laboratory, and students
should obse-rve the tecimical world for which they are being prepared. Also, it is impos-
sible for teachers to include all educational activities needed in the regular classroom;
therefore, the.: club is needed to balanr:e the educational program in our public schools.

I would like to present some basic answers and information which we hope will aid
you in your affiliation. In Louisiana we have found that clubs can be the heart of our in-dustrial arts curriculum. Our Association is the motivating force behind many of ourindustrial arts programs. In order to give you a better understanding of the processes
involved in organizing a state association, let us present a brief history of LAIAC and an
outline of Louisiana's industrial arts program.
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In our public school system we offer as an elective course industriel arts education,which is a prevocational course and deals with the materials, processes and products ofmanufacture, and the problems of those engaged in industry. The three major goals ofindustrial arts education are:
(1) Provide for general education experiences representative of a dynamic industrialculture.
(2) Provide for broad general preoccupational experiences to assist those who ;lopelater to enroll in specialized occupational education courses or to enter the laborforce from high school.
(3) Provide pre-professional experiences for those who anticipate continuing theireducation in the fields of technology, engineering, science, education and architecture.The learnings come through the pupils' experience with tools and materials and theirstudy of resultant conditions of life. We try to offer a variety of subject areas, giving asmuch of a cross-sectionof our local industries as possible. We explore through industrialmethods, wood, metals, plastics, electricity, motor mechanics aril other productu ofindustry. As an integral part of learning in the industrial arts education program, thestudents joined together in a statewide organization called The Louisiana Association ofIndustrial Arts Clubs, Inc. (LAIAC), which is a chartered non-profit organization of theState of Louisiana. LAIAC was organized March 22, P58, in Alexandria, Louisiana. Therewere twenty-one industrial arts departments from which the junior and senior high schoolsof the state banded together and developed the association.LAIAC has grown from its original 21 clubs and approximately 400 members to 50clubs and 1,424 members in 1969. We believe that the LAIAC was the first student or-ganization in the United States that sponsors a college scholarship for one of its members.The members tax themselves fifty cents per year to give a selected senior a $100-per-year college scholarship for four years.

The student members nominate and elect theirownofficers: These are the president,vice-president, secretary, treasurer, parliamentarian and historian. Three additionalmembers are elected to the executive c,,mmittee, and eight sponsors (one from eachCongressional District) are appointed to serve on the 3 dvisory Council. The state Advisorand the Executive Secretary are members of the staff of the State Department of Educa-tion. The various clubs that are members of LAIAC compete for several awards.These are: Outstanding Club of the Year, Outstanding Sponsor of the Year, Honorary Clubof the Year, First-Second-Third Place Scrapbook, Parliamentary Law, Public Speaking,Outstanding Club Display, Crafts, Woodworking, Drafting, Electricity/Elect..onics, MetalWorking, Technical Speaking, Technical Writing, Graphic Arts, Power Mechanics, andFirst-Second-Third Best Representation.
LAIAC is a service organization. All efforts are made to perform services for theschool, community and the state.
The supervisor of industrial arts education for the State Department of Public In-struction would be an excellent person for you to contact. He probably would be able toinform you of other industrial arts teachers who have an interest in industrial arts clubsand would like to help you. We would like to take this opportunity to offer you the serviceof our supervisory staff from the Louisiana State Department of Education. It is quitepossible you could get a company to sponsor our trip to your state if you could get a groupof interested industrial arts teachers and supervisors with whom you would like for usto work.
If you could find some way for you and one or two of your students to attend ourState Club Convention, we feel sure it would give you a complete concept of the importanceof industrial arts clubs. Let me present to you the procedures you should follow whenaffiliating with AIASA:
(1) Student club year is from September 1 to June 30.(2) New clubs may affiliate on any date, but %kali expire on June 30 of that year. Re-quireolent: one sponsor and five or more members.(3) Clubs wanting renewal must meet a deadline of October (Extended deadlineis November 15. After this date the club will be termed "inactive" until the studentclub coordinator has received notification of either renewal or termination.) Renewalrequires: one sponsor and five or more members.
(4) The club, new or renewal, shall receive club materials.

Mr. Murphy is executive secretay of the Louisiana Association of Industrial Arts Cl.,bs, State Departmentof Education, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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Club public relations state and nation
Eli E. Whiie.,

Club public relations on the state level is the first topic for our consideration. Be-fore a well-coordinated PR program can be effective throughout a state, a coordinator atthe state level shoulci be appointed for industrial arts clubs. This was reccmmended atthe Las Vegas convention in 1969. Only five such persons have been appointed thus far.This person can be a club adviser/instructor, a supervisor in the state departmert,or anyone in industrial arts education on the secondary level. The significant requirementis Vaat whoever the individual, he must be enthusiasdc about student club work, and beready, willing and eager to contribute a considerable amount oil time without extra re-muneration. This individual must live, think, breathe and effervesce his desire for suc-cess of the program.
The results of any movement are in direct proportion to the ability of that movementto mobilize its entire membership in constant propagation of its beliefs and objectives.Thus it follo,:is that the various elected or selected coordinators must spearhead thismoven-lent.
The first effort of the coordinator is to get all existing local club:, propezly organized

aa_ affiliated with the state and national associations. Next, he must make a concerteddrive to get new clubs organized throughout the state, and of course affiliated with the
state awl national organizations. The old adage "strength in numbers" may be old saw,but it is quite true in this situation. This is a big job for each of these persons to do.But i. must be done. Persistent salesmanship is necessary to sell school boards, super-intendents, principals, teachers and students. Yes, you muse include parents, PTA'sand others. And e5T1't forget sponsors - local merchants who sell school supplies and
equipment as well as local industry, civic clubs, etc. Local news media rhouid never beneglected, as they can be a terrific motivating force in the community. Once the local
community is behind the idea and willing to cooperate, the rest is relatively easy.

At first there may appear to be resistance to the affiliation with the state and nationalorganization, and this may be natural. It is difficult for them to envision the joining for"good of all". Here again, the coordinator must have at his fingertips the objectives ofthe state and national organizations, the benefits derived and the advantages of belongingto them. He must know what states have good programs and how they have grown, whatmethods they used to develop and expand, and other pertinent information of each asexamples and guidelines for the prospective local clubs.
After affiliation has been worked out fox clubs on the local level for the state and

national organizations, projects such as the Louisiana and Texas State Associations
undertake each year should be initiated; Awards for Outstanding Club and Sponsor of theYear, awards for best scrapbook, ber-t parliamentarian, best public speaker (encouragetopics concerning industry - reseal and development pertaining to industry), schooldisplay and best project in a Craftmail's Fair in the various aceas of industrial arts. Too,a project raight bc. develcped pertaining to a local industry showing the organizational
structure of the industry and miniaturization or schematic of the plant showing conversion
of raw materials to finished product.

Naturally, publicity of these events announcing what and where, who is participating
and other information beforehand- followed by announcement and pictures of the winnerswith their projects -is a must.

A newsletter, either monthly or bimonthly, containing club nLws around the stateshould be distributed from the coordinator's office. This is a big task, requires a lot oftime and Ingenuity; but once begun and "local correspondents" are selected to feed infor-mation and pictures, the difficult part is over. You will be surprised at the satisfaction
derived by all concerned when this is accomplished. We must prove to people that indus-trial arts is important, that it does contribute vitally to the educational development ofevery student. This cannot be done on a casual approach; it must be dynamic.

Sponsors were mentioned previously. I would like to take a minute or two to discusEthis excellent resource of assistance. Lions Clubs, Civitans, Rotary and Chambers ofCommerce are a good bet. Then, too, the local, state and national vendors of school sup-plies and equipment, publishers and news organizations (newspapers, radio and TV) willusually come to your assistance if properly approached. They will usually help withprizes and ftmds. But, I repeat, they must be "sold" on the idea, not high-pressured.
410
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I would like to mention the State Departmental Trades and industry as a good sourcefor assistance. And by a"..l means they should be informed of the total industrial artsprogram in the state. I have found in Georgia that this office has helped us in many ways,both directly and indirectly. After all, their function ib to attract industry to tne state,ard I know industry today is lookingfor communities with excellent educational programs.They too can help you in their publications, irt their speaking programs and even withroadside billboards. What better program in education is more closely associated withindustry than induatrial arts? Need I say more?
Club public relations on the national level is the second and last topic. This levelof PR is the responsibility of the ciub coordinator in the national office, and of the publicrelations committee. The AIASA coordinatr oversees the following: distribution ofAIASA Scene, filling requests for club charters, membership cards and other parapher-nalia and the annual AIASA convention (as co-chairman with the Student Club CommitteeChairman). The public relations committee hamiles the writing of articles on club workfor (1) house organs (like Power Tool Instructor), (2) trade magazines (School Shop andIAVE), and (3) professional journals (Journal of Industrial Arts Education).The AIASA Public Relations Committee had as its members this past year W. A.Mayfield, Texas; LaVern Korb, Wisconsin; William Faver, Texas; Andrew Gasperecz,Louisiana; Bruce King, Montana; Bill Elrod, Kansas; HarrySlack, Illinois; Hank Ig,rivberry,Arizona. This represents a good geographical cross-section of the country and a cross-sectional view a industrial arts club thinking. A sampling of articles covering AIASAactivities is as follows:

(1) "AIASA - Its Purpose"
(2) "LAIAC - What It Is"
(3) "Affiliation of Texas & Louisiana Clubs"
(4) "IA CLUBS - How One Works"
(5) "IA Club Sponsor's Purpose"
(6) "How IA Clubs Help Total Program"
(7) "It Means Something"
(8) "Drop-Outs and Industrial Education"
(9) "A Club Public Relations Tool"

(10) "Rounding Out Club Meetings"
The PR committee prepares, in conjunction with the AIAA Publications Committee,items such as a brochure explaining AIASA's program and purpose. The net effect mustbe more advisors, more c.tudent clubs, more participation, more enthusiasm.Indust:iaJ arts clubs can be the heart of our industrial arts curricula. The task,then, of the AIASA is to bring to the public's attention the contemporary aspects of indus-trial arts as the curriculum area orienting studentt, to our tef'hnological society. Thebenefits will be manifold for students, instructor/advisors, schools and communitiesacross America.

Mr. White is with the Atlanta, Georgia, Public Schools.

Club public relations and the community
Tim Beron

Speaking as a national officer of the AIASA, I feel the next two or three years aregoing to be very critical years in the growth of our organization. Without aggressivepromotion on national, state and local levels, our organizational membership may beseverely jeopardized. Our role must be always that of promoting good public relationsbetween the organization and community we live in.
The industrial arts organization needs to maintain its public 4. mage just as much asany other organization which has beneficial purpose to the community.Without a club acting as a public relations tool, the public forms opinions only onthe basis of what is discussed in the home between students and parents, or relatives andfriends. It now becomes apparent how important the role of the organization is. Usingthe public as a direct line of communication from the school to the parents, we now caneffectively sell the program by giving them a true picture of what knowledge and skillsthe student has learned.
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A challenging program in industrial arts within the school is, In my estimation, the
greatest factor in promotion of the program. You must have a good program to promote.The local teacher or teachers are the people in the community substantially qualifiedto set up and direct the local program. The program is only successikil if the instructorkeeps in mind his purpose, and the nature and overall scope of his program. Once theinstructor has established an effective industrial arts -ogram that is challenging to thestudent, it then becomes a continuing job to communicate o the public what he is attempt-ing to do. And who is the public? The public are the people in the community, be It
parents or industry. This is where I feel the local industrial arts club enters the picture.Today I would like to discuss some specific public reladoas techniques in walingwith parem s and the general public.

First, In dealing with the methods of public relations between dm club and the generalpublic, one can use the mass media of communications, such es newspapers, radio andtelevision. Wc. have many articles published in local papers and magazines. Our organi-zation's local reporter writes artae.1..s for our national paper, The Scene, the communitypaper and the area papers.
As I previously mentioned, we make use of radio and television. After last year's

convention at Las Vegas, my sponsor and ! appeared on our local television station pro-moting the AIASA to the public. We had information on activities at the convention, and
many slides on the exhibits which were on display.

At our school we also have annual exhibits of work done. We call these exhibits
Career, Demonstration and Contest Nights. We also have opt house and communityoption prcgrams.

Our annual exhibits show work in various fields for the public to view, with an ex-planation of what knowledge and skills have been learned by the student. We usually havethis set up in our school on a weeknight nearing the 1, r. This way the studene4have plenty of time to bring their projects up I
On Career Night we invite representativ, chool institutions, indus-try and labor to talk with theparents and stud: the various opportunitiesopen to the student and how they may enter a ,
On Contest and Demonstration nights, we nave informational talks carried out bystuderrs for parents. Here the students get the chance to teach the public what they knowand have worked so hard to learn.
The industrial arts club is also a tool used in communicating with industry and telling

them our story. Some specific functions which can promote public relations between theclub and industry are field trips to area industries. This year, over our Christmasvacation, we took a trip to the IBM plant at Rochester, Minnesota. It gave our atudentsan opportunity to see and talk with professionals in industry. We use professional peoplefrom industry as critics on work done in the industrial arts program. They 5erve asjudges in evaluating student work.
Teachers and students try to engage in .::ommunity activities, such as religieus orcommunity projects. These interests depend greatly upon professional and family re-sponsibility. We have inter-organizational activities with the school, such as our annualdance with the FHA. Cooperation between our organization and other school and com-munity clubs is stressed.
There are many other methods of promoting our wee& co the public; we have only

touched on a few. Sorne people feel we are just after pubhcity, but we are actually trying
to explain to the people the importance of industrial arts and the role it will play in thelife of a student. Nr -velopments in the various fields make it mandatory that we tellthe story to stud upon entering these fields. Not only are we helping the student,
but we are also justifylog new or additional facilities for our department in this period of
inflationary taxes.

In summary, remember these points:
(I) Communicate with the public by mass media such as papers, radio and television.
Inform them of our progress and of what we are attempting to do.
(2) Make use of public exhibitions, demonstrations and contests whenever possible.
(3) Point out and explain to students and parents careers in the industrial fields,
by field trips, speeches from industry itself, and the use of professionals as programcritics.
(4) Last, conduct worthy social activities in conjunction with other school organiza-
tions, community clubs and church groups.
May I leave you with this reminder: The public image of an industrial arts program
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depends upon the personal images the teacher and student project through their partici-pa don in various school and community activities,

Mr. Beron, a student at Bangor (Wisc.) High School, is completing a term as treasurer of the AIASA.

Club public relations state and nation
Bruce King

Club public relations on the state level is the first topic for our consideration. AsI see it, before too much PR work can be done on the state level, each state is going tohave to appoint a state coordinator for industrial arts clubs. This was recommended atthe Las Vegas convention in 1969. Only five of these persons have been appointed so far.This person can be a club advisor/instructor, a supervisor in the state department, oranyone in industrial arts education on the secondary education level. The significantrequirement is that whoever the individual, he must be enthusiastic about sturient clubwork, and be ready, willing and able to contribute lots of time without remuneration.I submit that the success of any movement is in direct proportion to the ability of thatmovemAnt to mobilize its entire membership in constant propagation of its beliefs. Thevarious elected coordinators, then, must spearhead this movement. The first job forthe newly-appointed state coordinator should be seeing to it that all local clubs are affili-ated into the state and national associations. The old adage "strength in numbers" maybe trite, but it is nonetheless true in this situation. This is a big job for each one of thesepersons to do, and it will take a lot of selling on their part. Adults and students have atendency in many instances to resist giving money and/or subordinating themselves to alarger organization. It is difficult for m to envision the abstraction of joining for the"good of all". After affiliation has been worked out for clubs on the two upper levels,projects such as the Louisiana and Texas State Associations undertake each year (out-standing endeavors in this line) should be initiated: Awards for Outstanding Club andSponsor of the Year, awards for bestscrapbook, best parliamentarian, best public speaker,school display and best project in a Craftsman's fbir in the various divisions of woodwork-ing, drafting, metals, etc. A newsletter, either monthly or bi-monthly, containing clubnews around the state should be distributed from the coordinator's office. This is a bigtask for us. An observation over the years in my work in education reveals that peopleare bombarded from all sides by the various media. The thing we must do is to put ourstory before the people over their morning cup of coffee, or elsewhere, and prove to themthat we have something important to say on behalf of industrial artc clubs.Club public relations on the national level is the second and last topic. Thit level ofR Is the responsibility of the club coordinator in the national office, and of the publicrelations committee. The AIASA coordinator oversees the following: distribution ofAIASA Scene, filling requests for club charters, membership cards and other parapher-nalia, and the annual AIASA convention (as co-chairman with the Student Club CommitteeChairman), The public relations committee handles the writing of articles on club workfor (1) house organs (like Power T9o1 Instructor), (2) trade magazines (School Shop andIAVE), and (.5) professional journals (Journal of Industrial Arts Education).The A1ASA Public Relations Committee had as its members this past year W.Mayfield, Texas; LaVern Korb, Wisconsin; William Paver, Texas; Andrew Gasperecz,Louisiana; Bruce King, Montana; Bill Elrod, Kansas; Harry Slack, Illinois; Hank Newberry,Arizona; and Samuel Powell, Georgia. This represents a good geographical cross-sectionof the country and a cross-sectional view of industrial arts club thinking. A sampling ofarticles covering AIASA activities is as follows:
1. "AIASA - Its Purpose"
2. "LA1AC - What It Is."
3. "Affiliation of Texas & Louisiana Clubs"4. "IA Clubs - How One Works"
S. "IA Club Sponsor's Purpose"
6. "How IA Clubs Help Total Program"
7. "It Means Something"
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8. "Drop-Outs and Industrial Education"
9. "A Club Public Relations Tool"

10. "Rounding Out Club Meetings"
The PR committee prepares, in conjunction with the AIAA Pub:ications Committee, itemssuch as a brochure explaining AIASA's program and purpo3e. The net effect must bemore advisors, more student clubs, more participation, more enthusiasm.Industrial arts clubs can be the heart of our industrial arts curricula. The task,then, of the AIASA is to bring to the public's attentton the contemporary aspects of indus-trial arts as the curriculum area orienting students to our technological society. Thebenefits will be manifold for students, instructor/advisors, schools and cominunitiesacross America.

Mr. King, who teaches at Hemiltcn (Montana) High School, is chairman of the AIASA Publicity andPublic Relations Committee.

Public relations and the community
Walter Comeaux

In order for a baby to grow, it needs the proper foods, and, most important of all, itneeds attention from its parents. ln order for an organization to grow, it requires theproper nutrament, such as leadership, devotion and, most important of all, the supportof the people. The only way that people will support an organization or cause is if theylearn about it and its purpose. This is done through public relations.Public relations is a vital asset to the growth and operations of an organization. Itis necessary that the organization as well as its functions be made known to the people.li an organization does notexpose itself, it will fail to gain the people's support. This maysound a bit irrational, but think about this for a moment: The people have the money andthe good intentions; all they need is to be prompted. In other words, the people willusually support a cause that is worth while. It is a fact that an organization needs fundsto operate with any type of efficiency.
An organization needs more than financial support. It needs support of its serviceprojects for the community, such as, sponsoring safety campaigns, fire prevention activi-ties, community affairs, etc.
The people of the community should be made aware of these actIvities by publica-tion on television, radio and in the newspapers. It is possible that publicizing a club'sactivities will increase many people's support. It might even cause new clubs to becomeorganized as well as an increase in membership of clubs presently organized.Unfortunately, there is only a small minority of people who realize the importanceof industrial arts clubs, and it is up to us, the members of this association, to emphasizethe necessity of these clubs. The only way that this can be done is through public rela-tions. Public relations is one of the detrmining factors in the growth and prosperity ofindustrial arts clubs.

Mr. Comeaux, a senior at Acadiana High School, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, is the newlyelected presidentof A1ASA.

IACC reports to the members
Terry Pemberton

At the annual A1AA convention in Louisville, the Industrial Arts College Clubs madea concerted effort to revive their lagging organization, and they achieved a remarkabledegree of success. Following is the report of their business meetings, in condensed form.The new officers of the IACC were installed into their respective offices on April 9,1970, The officers are as follows:
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President: Stanley Bishop, Sam Houston State University, fluntsville, Texas; Vice-presieent: Rudy Cantu, Southwest Texas State University, San Marcos, Texas; Treasurer:Wynn Gustafson, Northern State College, South Dakota; Corresponding Secretary: J. SteveK eeny, Fairmont State College, West Virginia; and R ecording Secretary: Terry Pemberton,Northern Arizona University, Arizona.
With the installation of the new officers, the business meeting followed, and discus-sion was led by Mr. James F. Snyder, Chairman of the Advisory Committee of the IACC.The discussion was based on the subject of setting the membership dues for the followingyear. A problem was brought out by several of the club advisors that attended the meet-ing, this being, what will be the benefits that the IACC members will receive from theset dues? With this question in mind the meeting was recessed until the following day.The following day the IACC officers and fellow 1ACC members opened the floor fordiscussion on the criteria to be established for benefits to IACC members across ttnation in the following year, 1970-71. Discussion continued on the subject for approxi-mately two hours, with some very wise suggestions, but no direct introduction in the torrnof a resolution was arrived upon. A resolution committee was chosen by the vice-presi-dent, Rudy Cantu, asking for two volunteers from each college club present at theing to help this committee in working out and writing a resolution to be presentee. .it ,tspecial meeting the following day, April 1 Ith. The meeting was then :ecessed.On April Ilth the meeting was called to order, asking for the reading of the mth_ -of the previous meeting, and any old business to be taken care of. New business was -,--ncalled for, and a resolution by Charles D. Buckheim, Chairman of the Resolution Cmittee, was introduced. A vote was asked for in passing the resolution as read:The four major goals in the resolution are as follows:

(1) To provide a yearly membership certificate on initial membership.(2) To provide to each of the members a subscription to The Journal of Indust_ ialArts Education. The corresponding secretary shall provide the distributor with a ma",inglist of the active IACC clubs.
(3) A program will be sponsored by the ;ACC to be presented at the 1971 Convenuoi.(4) To utilize the provided space in ea'th Journal of Industrial Arts Education forsuch information as:
a. club activities
b. national convention activities
c. state convention activities, or other news of interest written by IACC members,In order to meet these set goals, a budget along with the set dues of the IACC at$3.50 per member was proposed and presented to the Advisory Committee of the IACC.A detailed report on these goals will be issued in the future.The resolution was passed by a majority vote. Without any more new business beingintroduced, the meeting was adjourned.
The method by which a local club may become a member of the IACC is as follows:(1) A required minimum number of members that may join will be ten (10).(2) The local club must submit a copy of its constitution to:Steve Keeny

Corresponding Secretary, lACC
Fairmont State College
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554

(3) The dues will be $3.50 pe- member.
It is hoped that the goals fol.- the following year will be fulfilled to create a strongernational organization. The office -s of the IACC would greatly appreciate full cooperationfrom both local and state clubs in order to promote a long-needed leadership in the IACC.As another step in promoting this leadership, a program committee is charged withthe responsibility of developing presentations for IACC for next year's MAA conventionin Miami Beach. The committee has 20 members, as follows:
Wayne Scrudder, chairman, Central Missouri State College; Rudy Cantu, SouthwestTexas Etate University; Steve Keeny, Fairmont State College; Stan Bishop, Sam HoustonState University; Terry Pemberton, Northern Arizona University; Charles D. Buckheim,Central Missouri State; Charles Woodall, Central Missouri State; Ted Morgan, NorthwestMissouri State; John R. Hardwick, Northwest Missouri State; Bob Hiltner, University ofNorth Dakota-Grand Forks; Bob Christopher, University of North Dakota-Grand Forks;Duane ,Tungely, University of North Dakota-Ellendale Br.; Gary German, University ofNorth Dakota-Ellendale Br.; Danny Conaway, Fairmont State College; John W. Phillips,Fairmont State College; Beth Crawford, Indiana State College; Ronald L. Bush, Indiana
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State University; James F. Griffin, University of Missouri; David St. John, University of
Missour and Delmar E. Johnson, Kearney State College.

Mr. Pemberton, recording secretary for IACC, is a student at Northern Arizona University.
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Can we correct offenders without stated goals?

Garland 5. Wollard

Who enjoys participating in or observing athletic events? Why do these events have
to employ referees or officials? You know the answer to these questions as well as myself.

Picture yourself in front of the TV set on a Saturday afternoon watching a football
game. What do you know about the game before it starts? First, there will be eleven
players on each team. The rules of the game are clearly understood by the officials. The
number of points to be counted for each type of goal achieved has been predetermined.
The dimension of the playing field is carefully measured, and critical distances are
well-marked. As the game is played you enjoy the event because each team has its task
clearly defined: Win the game! This is the measurable outcome to be achieved.

Now, let us suppose there were no rules for scoring the game. The amount of each
score would be determined by the officials or the umpire. Team X crosses the goal line.
The officials consult one another and it is announced that Team X will receive 3 points.
Then on the next series of downs Team Y scores and the officials decide to award Team Y
seven points. What would happen if this were done? The fans would probably riot, tear
down the stadium, fights would break out, and the officials would be murdered.

Let us examine a more real-life situation. Suppose you are visiting in a foreign
country and a native friend invites you to attend a Fing Ding match. You haven't heard
of the game before. You have no idea what it is all about. The teams come out on a cir-
cular field marked off with small semi-circles that appear to be randomly located on
the field. Eight men and three women come out on the field. The women are wearing
swim suits and leading a giant German shepherd dog. The men are clothed in deep-sea
diving gear and carrying flashlights. Suddenly, an eagle swoops down over the field and
one of the men Efts a dog over the head with a flashlight. The fans go wild! Next a ma,,
takes a dog a.vay from a female participant ahd ties the doir .st s' sar one of th,
semi-circles. The fans boo, shout and stonip tl,__ 'r xuu u your friend and
aPI-. "What in the ---- is this game all about?" He shrugs his shoulders and replies,
"It is a -.--ory complicated scoring system, and no rule has been reached about who scores
a point." At this moment the participants all sit down and all activity ceases. "When will
play resume?" you ask. Your hest annoLnces that no limit has been established. After
30 minutes of watching no activity, your w're turns te you and says, "Let's go somewhere
tor a drink."

In other vords, without statzti rule: and goals, a game becomes an unpredictable
series of activities.

My challenge to you is that ffen lers cannot be corrected with any degree of pre-
dictability vithout stated goals. i lish goals requires input data, feedback data,
interpretation of data and implem-n f program to support the goals established as
a result of data studies. Goals ,Af bec Elle the measuring stick of outputs. Without a
measuremert ot outputs, the input ..1,1ta and iupportve programs become an unpredictable
series of activities, because we nev-e:r know when we have scored.

Can correcti3nal goals, or r that matter educational goals, be stated in measure-
able terms? Absolutely! Like e football game, there are 3umerous activities that are
not goal-oriented or measured, but the final critcome is based on measurable activities
....rid goals. ;(:), we first state close coals that can be measured. Other non-measurable
activities will have to be studied arz...' -valuated at length before a measurable unit can be
assignea with i degree of confidence.

Now, it s time to become specific. What do we know about the people who are in
prison? They are mostly high scheA31 drop-outs, unskilled, unread, poor readers, lack
self-confidence, come from backgromds of poverty., hare negadve feelings toward society,
are resentful of authority, and are accusedbv the prison staff of being unmotivated. These
are the inputs. You can add to this enumeration; it is an open-ended list.

What are the programs designeii; to overcome these behavioral deficiencies? Aca-
demic education, industrial arts, vocational training, on-the-job training, group counsel-
ing and therapy, punishment, institutional work details, religious program, medical and
dental treatment, work or study release and community treatment centers. You can add
or subtract from this lif it, too, is open-orded.

Now, the big question to be answered Is: Ln order of priority, which of ther.v.: programs
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is most effective? Wait, don't start to answer. Which of these is most effective to servewhat end?
What ends do we want served? Good adjustment to the institution? Dependable work-ers in prison industries? A good typist to serve as an office clerk? A good reader towork in the prison library? Or is the desired end to work yourself out of a job? I hopethis last statement is your number one priority.The number one goal should be that any person leaving prison will have one crime-free year after release. Measurable? Yes! Reasonable? Most certainly. Valuable tous? Indeeul Because we would know the first year returns, we could analyze in depthwhat caused their return, and then determine where our program failed. Remember,people don't fail, it is the program that fails. People die of cancer because medicalscience hasn't found a cure, and, as a result, we don't blame people for dying of cancer.A point of follow-on about goal number one is in order. Why one crime-free year?Why not two, five, Len or a life of non-criminal involvement? The answer? Because weneed the feedback data now. The sooner the better, so we can start to change our pro-gram. To wait five or ten years will allow programs to ber.)me set into concrete, andany changes would require a major upheaval in staff and instil:I:tonal policies.Goal number two: Every person leaving prison will be able to read at the sixth-gradelevel. Measurable? Yes. Practical? Certainly. Reasonable? Indeed, This is a goalessential to the survival of any person in our highly-technical, service-occupationally-oriented society. The emerging fields of employment are in the service fields of health,education, welfare, sales, repair of appliances. The environmental fields of waste dis-posal, water and air purificar.on, safety standards and urban rebuilding will be the bigemployers in the seventies. Ability to read is an essential basic requirement of theseoccupations.

You will recall the goal that everyone leaving prison will be able to read at the sixth-grade level. You might 'sk then: What about th:: unmotivated, the slow learner, theemotionally am! ndicapped individuals? Are these to Le includedt Absolutely!Unless we meet the challenge of these groups, rzograms will never be developed to solvetheir problems. I'll never believe that program experimentation should cease totally,because research on reading ability and techniques has not scratched the surface of whatcauses reading problems. Recall at one time in the 19th century that debate continuedlong and hard to close the patent office because there was nothing left to invent. ThankGod for a few farsighted individuals who prevented their fellow men from committinga near catastrophe. We can't caford to hide behind a cloak of ignorance.Goal number three: No person with average or above ability should leave prisonwithout a GED completio:I. Measurable? Yes. Valuable? Certainly. Practical? Indeed!It is just as criminAl to let a person with ability leave prison without a GED completionas it was for him to come toprison in the first place. He won't participate in the program.He refused to come to school. Who is to blame? Let's say it is the program's favlt.Perhaps he doesn't like the little-boy lectures on the Civil War, the nonrelevant mathproblems, the Moby the Whale reading lessons. Or, he may need -in external goal estab-lisheii to start the wheels in motion. How about an award of $50.00 for a successful GEDco:npletion? The taxpayers annually pay thousands of dollars for the prisonels' keep.is another fifty dollars' worth of investment to achieve a worthwhile, pracdcal, valuablegoal worth the risk?
Goal number four: No unskilled person will leave prison without the job skills to earna minimum of $2.50 per hour. Measurable? Yes. Practical? Certainly! Valuable?Indeed!
This goal should need no elaboration. Ofcourse, if you believe that released prison-ers can live without food, shelter, clothing, health care, family responsibilities, then wecan forget the need for this goal. What few studies have been done on this subject of jobshave made oie point clear: Released offenders do not want to work at dead-end jobs.Really, now, who does want to work in des.d-end jobs?
Goal number five: No person in financial need will leave prison without a career-oriented job. When prison educational and training programs reach a high degree of in-terity and quality, employers will seek out the trainees. No employer is searching forsemiskilled, poorly motivated workers. Can we program for this goal? Yes! If tech-ideal schools can teach high school drop-outs to be qualified employees, they why can't we?The five goals just stated are only a beginning. As other corrective programs aredeveloped to a measurable point, they should be added to the list. One or a dozen goalsdoes not guarantee success. Stated goals are measurable outputs to provide feedback
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for you to evaluate and, if need be, to change or modify the program. With this feedback
you can justify budget increases, identify manpower needs, design functional facilities,
and be the first in prison administration to break the "frustration barrier".

If these goals are unrealistic to you, please feel free to draw up your own list. But
please don't state, "Our goal is to improve hth attitude." This isn't measurable, and
the feedback will not be of practical value. If you can't measure the stated goal, then
don't design the game so that each score is determined by a group of referees on a no-
rule basis. The price of correcting the offender is too costly for us to play the game
without a statement of rules and goals.

Dr. Wol lard is director of education, Federu: Bureau of Prisons, Washington, DC.

An integrated approach to industrial literacy
Paul Richard Thomas

The Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center's industrial arts program is based upon an
opens conditioning model foundation coupled with the integrated curriculum approach and
indiv d Instruction. would like to acquaint you with its rationale rather than with
its course content, since the philosophical basis of a curriculum controls its approach
to content.

As you are aware, the students which our institution receives are, by-and-large,
academically retarded and industrially illiterate. But these students do comprise a
normally distributed IQ population found in any public school. Their ages range from
14 through 21, and the average length of stay is ten months. Essentially we have the same
human abilities available to us as any learning system.

However, few of our students have any conception of a company, corporation, voca-
tional clusters, technological fle)dbility, automation, or operation of this or any other
economic system.

Wage levels, union contracts, crafts, quality control art. .rds from a foreign culture.
Mechanical aptitudes or experiences are nearly non-existent.
Any attempt to lecture about the need for education as a means for earning greater

future riches is an abstraction beyond their caring. So is shop instruction designed as
training for better jobs v:ith better vertical mobility.

Add to this picture a well-developed defense against teachers, instructors, class-
rooms or shops--a damaged self-image. This image has resulted in the student's de-
veloping a set of well-established unacceptable deviant behavior patterns.

Among these unacceptable patterns are: escape responses to the routine oL work,
inability to withstand deferred rewards, distorted interpersonal relationships, the lack of
self-discipline that is required to succeed at long-term goals and little interest in or
understanding of middle-class virtues and goals. These behaviors make most of our
students unemployed or unemployable--even if they possessed the sophisticated technical
skills required in most of today's job market.

We see living proof of the old adage that failure breeds failure. In so mani words--
chronic failure is self-reinforcing.

Now we, as a staff of professionals attempting to prescribe for a student an individ-
ualized course of objectives or goals, have come to see this as the gut issue: To any
given student, what is the nitty-gritty? What is relevant to this student? What turns him
on? How do we get into his skull--string him out--and put him back together.

Well, our beginning is a complete test profile which includes academic achievement
scores, maturity level, IQ, general aptitude profile and personality inventories. These
give us partial answers to the question, does this student need immediate shop training
with what degree of supervision? Or does this student need academic tasks at which he
can succeed? When does he need them--before shop training or wt.th shop training? In
many cases students who have had long records of school failure, when able to work On
programmed units near their level of achievement and at which they do succeed, arp turned
on to our entire program. There seems to be a definite value in a student succeeding at
a task which has in the past caused him much anger and shame. A new self-imageibegins
to develop as the resalt of this success.
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However, I hasten to add that our students' initial successes are not based upon easyor set-up tasks. Cheap success is phony, and these students can spot a phony a mile
away. A careful staff survey of both technical and academic programmed texts available
has produced much material which is of high interestlow vocabulary technically-valid
type.

The student, however, provides us with the most important piece of information; what
does he want?

Now, once we have the student's interest warmed above the chill level, there enters
a small student awakening and he becomes vulnerable to our program.

What then occurs is that the student attempts to behave to achieve continued success.
These behavior approximations have required all our staff to become sensitive to these
attempts and reward them immediately. In so many cases the students try to reach us in
such subtle ways that we still miss them, but our trying seems to inspire most of our
students to keep trying and, as they receive increasing tangible and intangible rewards,
they become more sensitive to acceptable behavior patterns and consciously seek rewards.
The system of rewards has had to be flexible in order to insure that the rewards are in
fact rewarding to our students. There another major rationale of our program is utilized:
Flexibility.

Flexibility is changing a etudent's schedule to reflect a nev set of needs or desires,
or designing a schedule to give a student who has been a consistently high ach!Pier a
maximum free-time schedule.. Or flexibility is designing a schedule to give a student a
total industrial arts program or a college schedule or a total remedial education schedule.

In fact we still are not running out of inctvidualized schedules and, as many of you
who have designed a curriculum know, this flexibility can be a paper-work nightmare--
but to do less would be a professional cop-out and, more damaging, perceived by the
students as a type of hypocrisy with which they are all too familiar.

Our reward system also utilizes a system of cash payoffs for bo...11 achievement and
acceptable, behavior, plus a system of deferred rewards in ere form of a structured three-
level social system.

Each level has increasing privileges and responsibilities. The lowest level--a
trainee--has the fewest privileges through an apprentice to the highest level--honor--
which has the most privileges and personal privacy in the form of a private room and
'lavatory, plus complete discretion in clothing.

The cash payoffs are based upon a student's satisrying specific school goals which
are atated in terms of observable behavior and required levels of performance. Eachstudent has a copy of the course's requirement9, so he knows what he is going to be re-
quired to perform.

As hateful as it may be for some of us to admit, the Center's students exhibit chron-
ically erratic behavior patterns which have not been helpedin fact many have been hurt--
by the public school curricula to which they have been exposed. Therefore we have
rigged--so to speak--the school program to give the biggest tangible payoffs to the school.
Thus institution-wide the school is the only training program in which the student can earn
hard cash, and his level promotions also depend in large measure upon a successful
school record. Another basic rationale of the Youth Center's program is student respon-
sibility.

Since- -theoretically at leastthe math person responsible for learnthg is the leurner,
we have streamlined the contract grade system to fit our students' needs and prograrn
design.

...tch teacher, whether academic, related shop instructor or shop instructor, estab-
Halle, a contract with each student. The contract covers a specified amount of time, an
accet., -able level of achievement, specific tasks which the student must complete and the
cash payoff for successful completion. The contract is a mutual agreement and requires
a student commitment. This approach has forced each staff meml cr to write a complete
course program in order to have conrse units and performances available immediately.

This program is not an outline, nor a set of glittering generalides moving through a
heaven of vague goals. The success of our contract system depends upon the student being
able to know what he is to do, how well he must do it, and under what conditions he must
perform the required task or tasks, and on the teacher being able to observe those re-
quired behaviors.

To this end every course is broken down into modules, which cover a large area,
say, Ohm's Law; milestones a smaller area, say, voltage; and performance objectives
like series voltage drop calculations.
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Each performance objective states what is to be done, with what it is to be done, how
well it must be done and is stated in terms of observable behavior.

In addition to having a well-structured course on several levels of difficulty or levels
of technical competency, and on student contracts, we individualize the pace or amount
of achievement a student must complete.

As you all know student pace is not only a function of motivation but also includes
some mastery of basic reading and arithmetic skills.

As our program is designed, the student can set up a shop schedule which we know
will make demands on his academic skills that he is not capable of meeting.

When the student runs into his inadequacies he sees first-hand the need to master
basic academic goals so he can go on to learning more sophisticated skills and operations
in a technical area or areas. It's his problem and he has to solve it.

Pace also means that each course has to be structured so that an exceptional student
can finish as rapidly or as slowly as he is capable. Since the Center's program relies
wherever possible on programmed instruction, this is a built-in capability.

To prevent the technical and academic areas from becoming isolated from one another
on the staff level, materials are utilized which are technical in the academic areas, and
also reports, research papers and vocabulary list assignments are coordinated.

To fill out the concepts of job structures, unions, organizatioual structures, manu-
facturing processes, product development, market operations and the concepts of supply
and demand, a related concepts class and cultural or life class are made a part of the
student's schedule.

Summing up: Our program attempts to use an individualized curriculum based upon
the operant conditioning model of behavior modification, placing the responsibility for
learning on the student, where it belongs.

While recognizing that our pr )grain has certain aspects which are unique to our in-
stitutional setting, we have attempted to design a curriculum which centers on helping a
person, not an unidentified mass of students, and this is a goal all professional educators
are attempting to reach in order to become more effective in helping a student to reach
his potential.

We do not reinforce the quite unobtrusive student by social promotions. We make
demands on the student to perform at his level and his speed. We then see to it he is re-
warded for his efforts.

Each student must be assured that he is a person worthy of attention and training,
that he can succeed in society, that he need not join a minority culture to gain recognition,
that he is a man and doesn't have to prove anything, that he is not a victim of unseen forces
over which he has no control or understanding.

Without a student firmly believing in his personal worth, all the technical training
humanly possible won't count for a grain of sand. In the fin0 analysis we must make a
human response to a person in need of understanding and training.

Mr. Thomas works with the Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center, Morgantown, West Virginia

Rehabilitating public offenders through
an industrial arts program

Joseph H. Pierce
"Two inmates peered through bars;

One saw mud, the other stars."

The Vocational Rehabilitation Program, one of the oldest gTants-in-aid programs for
providing services for individuals, had its start when President Wilson signed the Smith-
Fess Act in 1920. In the 50 years since the start of the program, its basic concepts have
continued mainly unchanged, with substantial enlargement in scope of effectiveness in
legislative authority in 1943, 1954, 1955 and 1968.

Vocational rehabilitation is a combination of services provided to a physically or
mentally disabled person, as needed, to prepare him for employment and productive useful
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living. These services are provided to disabled persons whose disability is a vocationalhandicap in that it interferes with acquiring or keeping employment.The essence of the program is to ma:-shall all resources, in a coordinated way,to bring the disabled person to his best functioning level.
The three.basic criteria for eligibility for rehabilitation services are:(1) There must exist a physk;a1 or mental disability.
(2) There must be a substantial handicap to employment.(3) There must be a reasonable expectation that vocational rehabilitation servicesmay rzmder the individual fit to engage in a gainful occupation.
The types of impairmentS considered suitable for service have broadened from theearlier emphasis on orthopedic, visual, hearing, P.peech handicaps; mental retardadon;mental illness; and the other more traditioi 1 concepts of disability. Included now arejuvenile delinquents, public offenders1, alcoholics, poverty-stricken high school drop-outs, underemployed, disabled, housewives and others who possess a physical or mentalcondition which materially limits, contributes to limiting, or, if not corrected, will prob-ably result in limiting an individual's activities or functions. Also included are behavioraldisorders characterized by deviant social behavior or impaired ability to carry out normalrelationships with family and community which may result from vocational, educational,cultural, social environmental or other factors.
The effects of extended unemployment, institutionalization, as in the case of publicoffenders, job obsolescence and cultural deprivation, may be a basis in determining thevocational handicap.
Barriers to reform. The notion that imprisonment corrects criminals is a surpris-ingly recent idea. Before the 18th century, prisons were mainly used not to purdsh but todetain the accused or, for example, to hold hostages till he paid. To combat crime,Europeans castrated rapists, cut off thieves' hands, and tore out perjurers' tongues. Eng-land boasted of 200 hanging offenses. When crime still flourished, reformers argued thatcapital punishment was not a deterrent. In 1786, the Philadelphia Quakers establishedincarceration as a humane alternative. Seeking penitence (source of the word penitentiary),the Quakers locked convicts in solitary cells until death or release. So many died or wentinsane that in 1825, New York's Auburn Syntem introduced hard labor - and utter silence.Until quite recently, the UnitedStates relied almost entirely on the spirit-breaking AuburnSystem of &laved heads, locked-step marching and degrading toil in huge, costly isolatedcages that soothed the public's fears of escapes.

The caging syndrome has crippled US penology in every way. Because forbiddingforts refuse to crumble (25 prisons are more than 100 years old), there is often no wayto separate tractable from intractable men - the preliminary step toward rehabilitation.Of course, barriers to reform go far beyond the limitations of buildings. Therefore, in1967, officials within the Kentucky Department of Corrections began seeking a programthat would treat those incarcerated at the Kentucl-y State Reformatory, the largest cor-rectional institution in terms of population, with approximately 1700 inmates. Sixty per-cent (60%) of the public offenders originate from rural and small community environments,while the remaining forty percent (40%) have urban backgrounds. A substantial numberrange from 16 to 26 years of age. Only one-half have been convicted of one felony; there-fore, it is significant to note that 76percent have no secondary offenses. Within one yearor less, 855 will appear before the Parole Board. A majority of sixty-nine percent (69%)are unskilled laborers.
In summary then, the typical population characteristics of public offenders at theKentucky State Reformatory in LaGrange reveal a young, rural, unskilled person who is afirst offender and has below an eighth-grade education with an opportunity for parole with-in one year.
The objective is clear. The shortest route back to society as useful, productivecitizens for a great many inmates in Kentucky's penal institutions, as well as for those onprobation and parole, lies within a multiphasic rehabilitation program. The problem ofcorrectional rehabilitation is so varied and complex it can't be solved by one agencyalone; it requires an interagency cooperative effort.
An interagency approach. In 1967, an agreement was signed between the Departmentsof Corrections, Vocational Education and Rehabilitation. This has become known asOperation RESTORE. RESTORE means Rehabilitation and Education of Selected, Train-able Offenders Returned to Employment.
The multiphasic approach, though complex in many areas, has a clearly-stated goal;the Department of Correctons allows the Department of Vocational Education and the
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Bureau of Rehabilitation Services to operate as the w_lcond and third parties in the agree-
ment. In addition, the multiphasic approach provides for a cooperative agreement that
allowed the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services to construct a Vocational Training and Re-
habilitation Center in the fall of 1969, at a cost of one-half million dollars. The new
facility has a total of 7500 square feet and houses 11 vocational shops. These shops in-
clude drafting, typewriter repair, electricity, printing, TV and radio repair, welding,
small engine repair, building trades, auto mechanics, auto body repair and vocational
meat cutting.

The staff of Operation RESTORE includes a project coodinator, one vocational educa-
tion principal, one facility supervisor, one clinical psychologist, one vocational evaluator,
six counselors and five secretaries.

Unique services. Preparing the inmate mentally and physically is another major
phase of the program. This falls primarily on the Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services. Rehabilitation services to the client include such areas as general medicine,
special medical and diagnostic services, psychological services, physical and medical
restoration, vocational evaluation, work adjustment, vocational counseling and general
counseling. Rehabilitation services also furnish special appliances such as artificial
limbs, braces and surgery.

One of the strongest features of the program is the assistance provided by rehabilita-
tion counselors in finding jobs and in setting up on-the-job training programs for those
who have served their sentences and leave the institution. The same services are avail-
able for the parolee, but through the cooperation of his parole officer.

Vocational rehabilitation counselors, along with the parole officers, take over when
the inmate is released from prison providing job counseling, locating the inmates in jobs
and even a place to live if necessary. This service is continued until the inmate is offi-
cially released from the program; however, he may return to the program if he needs it.

While inmates at the institution continue to be screened to determine if suitable for
the program, new arrivals are screened during the quarantine period. Those selected for
the program are assigned to an individually-tailored program of evaluation, vocational
education, academic education, or a combination of these services immediately after
completion of the quarantine period.

Operation RESTORE extends beyond the bounds of the Reformatory's facilities. The
rehabilitation counselors are able to set up on-the-lob training programs on a state-wide
basis for their clients in private industry, particularly in the small industries. At the
present time there are four ex-offenders enrolled in various colleges throughout Kentucky
and one in the State of Illinois. Two of the college students have made the dean's list
and one has been elected president of his junior class.

Another strong point of the program is the intensive follow-up that is provided for
those placed through the efforts of a rehabilitation counselor. The minimum time of
follow-up is three months, and the maximum has been as long as two years.

Since the program's inception in 1967 to date, approximately 432 offenders have been
referred to Operation RESTORE. Of this number, 241 have successfully been employed,
as opposed to 83 whose cases were closed as not rehabilitated.

In closing, I. must go back to where I began by saying that what most convicts really
need is neither repression nor sentimental treatment as patients, but rather opportunity
for restitution through rehabilitation. Never was American prison mL...zle as high as
during World War II, when the nation relied on convicts to work so diligently producing
almost $300,000,000 in war goods and food. Never was morale so low and fights so rife
as when idleness returned after the war. On many occasions, prisoners have fought fire
and flood with a zest and courage that amazed and won the communities they saved. As
guinea pigs in countless medical experiments, they have. voluntarily suffered malaria,
cancer, syphilis and other ugly ills for theirs and the public's benefit.

The key is self-respect: prisons are full of men who perhaps above all need a
chance to serve society in order to respect themselves. We in the Correctional Rehabili-
tation Program in Kentucky believe that the men incarcerated within this state can find
self-respect through an excellent industrial arts program of training and counseling as
we now have in our correctional system.

"Two inmates peered through bars:
One saw mud, the other stars."

Dr. Merce is supervisor, Department of Education, Bureau of Rehabilitation Services, La Grange,
Kentucky,
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What is the place for industrial arts curriculum
in a correctional setting?

L. E. Jensen
During the last two and one-half years, I haw: been privileged to serve as the Occu-pational Research and Development Coordinator for the Federal Correctional Institutionin Lompoc, California. In that position, I have spent much of my time in discussion withemployment, industrial relations and personnel involved with training in private industry.Geographically, most visits have been made to industries in Southern California, sincethe majority of our inmates are released to that locality.It also has been my responsibility to keep current vital statistics on thf: incomingpopulation and to conduct an occupational follow-up on those persons released to parolesupervision from our institution. This is done to help those in charge of the institution'straining programs to identify the target population for which training must be provided, andit serves as one means of feedback to determine the results of the training.Although many of these activities require me to be away from the institution much ofthe time, it is still quite important to have representatives of outside agencies, both fromindustry and community training facilities, visit our training programs for the purpose ofproviding services and suggestions for improving our on-going training programs.From these experiences and by talking about training with the inmates in our institu-tion, several interesting observations can be made which point out the challenge that weare facing in the field of correctional education. The challenge can be partially met bythe application of industrial arts concepts.

The obvious challenge can be shown by a few staUstics based on and quoted from thePresident's Usk Force Report on Corrections, published in 1967. The American Cor-rectional System handles nearly 1.3 million offenders on an average day; it has 2.5 mil-lion admissions in the course of a year; and its annual operating budget is over a billiondollars. These figures, of course represent all correctional operations which are admin-istered by Federal, state, county and municipal governments. Latest figures indicate thatthere are approximately 20,500 persons in Federal facilities throughout the United States,and of those there are approximately 5,000 persons under the age of 25.Perhaps less obvious but more fundamental is the observation that industry is ex-periencing great difficulty in hiring dependable and loyal employees who will come tO workon time; who will report to work on a regular basis, or at least will make prior arrange-ments when it is necessary tobe away from the job; who will put in a full day's work for aday's pay; and who are more interested in career opportunities and advancement ratherthan in quitting their jobs only to work in a similar position for a little more money withanother firm down the street. This is not only true of persons with a criminal record butfrom the general society as well.
Certainly, it is an important function of industrial arts programs to correct theseweaknesses in their graduates. The correct job attitudes and the importance of allegianceto an employer should be emphasized with development of basic skills in any industrialarts program. In many cases, instructors in correctional institutions can most help theirgraduates to overcome the ill effects of their criminal records in the eyes of their em-ployers, by convincing them to be faithful and dependable employees who will be on thejob regularly fox the purpose of a full day's work. If an individual can demonstrate suchallegiance to his employer upon release from an institution, the fact that he is an ex-felonwill become less important.
If we were to select one factor to serve as a common denominator of most inmatesin our insdtution, it would be, in my opinion, their inability to choose and pursue long-range goals. Everything centers on immediate gratification of their wants and desireswith little regard of the consequences or the long-range effects of their actions. There-fore, it is very difficult for these individuals to set life-time or long-range goals. Quitenaturally, I suppose, their main interest and efforts center on their most immediateproblem of making parole or in finding some other means of early release from the in-stitution.
Here again is a situation where industrial arts philosophy and curriculum have appli-cations. Most of the occupational training programs at Lompoc are organized to operateon a half-day class session. With two classes of 10 to 12 students per half-day, it is
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possible to operate an introductory class during one half-day, and a more in-depth.voca-
tional skill-building course the other half-day. The beginning class is strictly an indus-
trial arts class, with the main emphasis on the characteristics of the trade or industry;
working conditions and qualifications required; and the steps involve in the career ladder
leading to the higher-paying upper management possibilities in industry. Carefully-
selected skills 'and operations are also included in the basic program. On the basis of
these skills and facts about the industry, the student is able to make the decision either to
continue his training through the advanced program or to terminate at the conclusion of
the basic course. The instructor is better able to counsel the student realistically at this
point on the basis of the student's demonstrated ability to perform the basic skills. In-
volvement in the basic program also provides the instructor the opportunity to weed out
the individuals who are in the course only to impress the parole board without a sincere
interest in seeking related employment upon release. It is the object of this design to
aid the student in choosing an occupational goal through his personal involvement and
experimentation.

Since one of the principal factors used to classify inmates to a certain institution
is the age of the individual, the institution dealing with persons under the age of 18 years
releases many individuals who are too young to qualify for skilled jobs. Therefore, the
major concern should be in providing their students with a more flexible education to in-
clude the application of broad principles and not narrow mechanistic operations. Earl
M. Warren suggests, in his article entitled, The Role of Industrial Arts in Tomorrow's
Schools, that certain fundamental skills are needed by everyone who aspires to become a
truly educated man and to find the place or job in which he can be most effective. He
further states, and I tend to agree, that being flexible, being creative and being able to
make wise choices are among the important skills required by the liberally-educated
person of tomorrow.

From studying many accumulative files of residents in the institution at Lompoc,
indications are that a person 18 to 26 years of age has little difficulty in finding employ-
ment, but as a person nears thirty he becomes a bit of a burden to the labor market. Rep-
resentatives of industry have told me time after time that they want young people who
have ambition and interest in finding their place in industry, with a general background
in their chosen field, and the industry will be glad to provide specialized training neces-
sary to perform the tasks the person will be hired to do.

From these experiences, I have drawn the conclusion that the older a person becomes,
the more important it is to develop skills or have credentials required by industry before
seeking employment. -,onversely, persons under 20 years old should be given a more
liberal industrial education which will serve as a foundation for quickly learning the
specific skills which are gladly taught by industry itself.

Another important function to be served by industrial arts in the field of corrections
is as a motivation for inmates toward academic improvement. I realize that this may be
an overburdened theory of traditional education, but since we in corrections are not forced
to operate under the imposed restrictions, such as definite time periods for academic and
industrial arts study, it is easier for our instructors to tackle academic problems as they
arise. We are not forced to require gocertain number of clock hours as a term of course
completion. Therefore, our shop instructors can afford to spend more time on mathe-
matics or spelling as such problems pop up in the shop than can a public school shop in-
structor. lt is easier then to show the relationship that academic skills may have with
practical occupational skills. Thus, inmates' interest toward improving their academic
skills is improved by seeing the practical application.

My observations about industrial arts application to the correctional setting to this
point have been concerned with what industrial arts can do for the correctional institution.
One might also ask, what can the correctional field do for the industrial arts field?

From review of the literature concerning industrial arts research, I have come to
the same conclusion as John L. Goodlad, Dean of Graduate School of Education, UCLA,
who expressed his views about educational research in the June, 1969, issue of Review pf
Educational Research: "Researchers know little about what happens in the classroom,
how those carefkilly-developed materials are used or if they are used at all, how conflicts
between the ideological curriculum material and thc mental curriculum of teachers are
reconciled; what reaches the student and what does not; and op and on."

In my opinion, research with practical application can be done best by classroom
personnel, and this is an area where we in corrections can be of service to you in other
educational fields. After all, where else is there such a large group of students on a
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24-hour-per-day standby? We have tremendous opportunity to study both the learne 'sand the teacher's roles and their relationships to the learning situation. Much has beenlearned already at Lompoc about how people learn and what the teachers' place shouldbe in the learning situation. So we in corrections do have something to give to the outsidefield of education in turn for what outside fields have to give us in corrections.In summary, I have attempted to point out the challenge facing us in corrections andhave mentioned some of the places that industrial arts philosophY and programming can beof help to us in meeting the challenge namely, that the occupational curriculum in thecorrectional setting should be carefully planned to produce: (1) the thought processesrequired as a foundation for learning specific skills to be taught by industry; (2) an attitudethat will promote allegiance of individuals to their employers; (3) an increased interestin improving academic skills; and (4) the opportunity for individuals to establish personaloccupational goals based on their participation in the occupational training program. Dueto the relatively short period of time a young man spends in our institution, the emphasison specific skill building should be decreased, and a liberal technical foundation shouldbe our primary objective.
Perhaps these observations and related applications seem rather obvious, but wewould appreciate any recommendations or services that the American Industrial ArtsAssociation can provide. There is much, in my opinion, that we ill corrections and youin other educational fields can do for one another, and I am looking forward to a long andprosperous working relationship with the organization.

Mr. Jensen is an occupational analyst, Federal Correctional Institution, Lompoc, California.

Can AIAA expertise and resources enhance
correctional education activities?

Kenneth Wayne, YanceyWe in correctional education attempt to create several changes in the inmate: Tradetraining, high school and/or college achievement, personal and family goals, conflictsolving and many others. Regardless of what we try to teach or activities we use, wefail unless the individual inmate shows a real behavior change. When we fail.to create abehavior change in our charges, they keep "turning up" like bad pennies. One of our pri-mary goals in correctional education is the reduction of our rather moderate failure ratewith inmates.
Failure is the key that Iocks-in many futures. A large percentage of our inmates arefailures at something, or everything. We in corrections must restructure their experi-ences in such a way as to cause them to succeed, however small the success. One behaviorchange we must make is being successful. The adage, "nothing succeeds like success",must be the consequence of experiences in correctional education.I must cry, "Helpl" Too long, we in correctional education have been the step-childof all kinds of organizations, boards, agencies and associations. Regardless of the close-ness of the ties organizationally, we were still step-children. I feel that correctionaleducation is growing up, in both quantity and quality, ready to take its rightAl place inthe educational family. Although we are not as numerous as colleges, our graduatesundoubtedly exceed those of all colleges. We in corrective education feel that we canand must make our contribution to the cooperative efforts of educators. We must yet de-pend in large measure on the cooperative effort between correctional education and bigbrother organizations, such as the American Industrial Arts Association. As youngerbrothers, we are going to need a great deal of help and cooperation from many organiza-tions in our quest of developing behavior changes.There is a distinct need for the development of a research exchange organ betweenthe American Industrial Arts Association and Correctional Education Services. We incorrectional education have a definite lack of formal dialogue with much of the progressiveand inventive research that may even now be established programs and procedures. Inmany instances, our access to research has been in the trade journals published in theindustrial arts field or access acquired by infrequent exchanges with local institutions of
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learning. Because of lack of coordinated effort and exchange, many research projects
are not meaningful except to a few, and implementations into all types of programs un-necessarily delayed. Pride in some phases of correctional education that seem to be
more advanced makes us feel that we can contribute our share through cooperation.

The question might arise, how can correcdonal education services make meaningful
contributions to the cooperative effort of research? Most of our problems are like yours,
except more advanced, definite, critical and unique. Many public educational institutions
by design and control are operated in a manner that restricts or prohibits innovations.
In some instances, separation for control groups and other research methods are un-
feasible. However difficult it might be in other educational spheres, research would be
easily accomplished in most correctional settings. I suggest that we in corrections would
welcome research within our "walls". We can offer control grouping of a high degree,
varying levels of educational achievement, heterogeneous groupings of background and
geographic selections and several levels of resistance te programming. I would point
out that experimentation may be accomplished in many cases with ex-pupils in which
standard procedures have already failed to produce the desired results. Some may feel
that even if a certain program or research goal failed to accomplish its purpose, those
experimented upon shou7d not be any the worse for their participation. A full understand-
ing of the possibilities in research in the correctional education program, if analyzed
fully, should prove valuable not only in correcting mistakes already rkiade, but in building
programs that are workable in the most adverse circumstenees.

In most of correctional education, the staff will be found to be basically well-trained,
however small or overworked. We of corrections need consultation services in several
fields that could be provided by the expertise of the American Industrial Arts Association.
We in correctional education can usually find the time and funds for in-service staff train-
ing, if we know that it is available and can be applied to our problems.. We would welcome
any type of interchange that would advance our effectiveness. We could in turn provide
opportunities for colleges, universities and others to use our facilities and programs for
teacher training (practice teaching in many fields, as just one example).

American Industrial Arts Association consultation services may possibly help to
remove the authority barriers that exist in some correctional education settings between
varying staff levels and the inmate. When the inmate is aware that the programs and
materials are approved by some authority outside corrections, it ten& to remove the
"psychological threat" atmosphere sometimes formed and encourages the inmate student
to trust himself, the correctional education and outside resources. However, we must
make clear that unproductive older methods, even some very good ones, may be rejected
because of previous failure on the inmates' part. This is the reason most of us in cor-
rectional education must use more "systems-approach", results-centered, industry..
oriented training techniques, hoping to overcome failure barriers.

Just recently, I heard this thought expressed in a seminar, "Problem adults are just
grown-up teen-agers with the same, still-unsolved problems". Most of us, regardless
of the field of endeavor, would desire that the American Industrial Arts Association pro-
vide more services to effect development of adult- and young adult-level curricula. Some
allowances must be made from "hard core" in curxiculum development for meaningful
classroom confrontations resulting in successful behavior changes. A specific example
of one such shift in curriculum emphases would be to produce courses in blueprint read-
ing and understanding instead of blueprint drawing orientation. We need to teach the
tools a man needs to help earn a living, not the knowledge he might someday use "if".

Today many institutions of higher learning are faced with the problem of providing
educational teacher training services in many new adult fields, such as, adult basic edu-
cation, conenuing education, home life skills andmany others, to help cover needs missed
by public education. Since we in corrections expect to get at least ten percent of the adult
populavon within our prisons, we wou3d like to see many more colleges add to their cur-
riculum the principles of correctional educadon administration and teaching. Several
colleges or universities have courses on crime, criminals and rehabilitation in their
sociology or psychology departments. Very few colleges offer courses toward degrees
in correctional education. We in corre -*lanai education know that we have very special
problems needing educational background study that is relative to corrections. I must
eencede that courses in correctional education will not be popular or easy to sell to the
cc:liege student. In my nine years of correctional education, I have met only one person
v.ltb a degree in correctional education.

I must commend the American Industrial Arts Association for its sponsorship of
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many useful seminars and workshops in the field or corrections. We in corrotions aretruly thankful. We would request that they give considernion to greater development ofcorrectional education workshops and seminars of a highly professional nature. We incorrectional education stand ready to make any contribution necessary to help the Amer-ican Industrial Arts Association and others to greater heights of mutual benefits.I suppose the one thing needed 'float from the American Industrial Arts Associationby correctional education would be services in the areas of standardization and certifica-tion. Ont: of our greatest problems is the motivation of an inmate student to achieve agof...1 when no real recognition of achievement can be given. We beg for joint endeavor inthe establishment of curriculum standards that will apply to correctional education aswell as public education. We plead for curricula developed toward short, measurablegoals and involving meaningful acdvities. We hope for cooperative processes used inmodification of individual learning styles, emphasizing sr-rive learning procedures withan eye to the personal nature of individual learning. TeALbook writers, publishers andmanufacturers of hard- and software, we have a pressing need for standardized handbooksand material on an adult level but simple to use and read. Rehashed junior high schoolmaterials are of little value in either juvenile or adult correctional education. Usingtheir expressions, they have "had it". If we produced standard handbooks and materials,involving methods, techniques and approaches for young adults, I feel we would be taking astep in the development of a certification program to grant credit when training standardsare met. We need established standards to assure quality training, knowledge of the de-mands of the trade, and to provide nationwide emphasis on the importance of industrialtraining.
Throughout correctional education there are new emphases being placed on a co-operative effort among correctional workers, educators, publishers, industrial planners,The American Industrial Arts Association and the informed public. If it seems that cor-rectional education has the most to gain by our cooperative efforts, we in correctionsconcede the greatest needs. We in correctional education have lived too long as anisland. "No man is an island," Neither is any educators' group separate from any other.We all must strive in a persistent effort toward meaningful goals for our charges. Wemust cooperate and coordinate efforts in our own fields, with others, to strive toward thegoal of providing our invaluable service for humanity.

Mr. Yancey is associated with the Federal Correctional Institution, Seagoville, Texas.

The importance of skill development
for inmates in rehabilitation

Charles E. Aebersold
To identify'people who are disadvantaged academically, socially, culturally and eco-nomically is relatively easy compared to the greater task underlying the reason foridentification developing these persons to the level of employability in various occupa-tions.
The individual must be guided to select a job within his scope and abilities. Theschool must provide a aequence of courses which will enable him to receive the appro-priate tnining. The teacher must employ the techniques and instructional materialswhich "begin with the student where he is" and take him to the level of skills and know-how that will enable him to work and advance in his chosen occupation.The abilities of the student collectively and individually, the level of employment towhich the student aspires, and the policies of the school must be established. Inherentare the characteristics and the learning style of the deprived. As a rule, many are notequipped or motivated to learn by symbols or abstractions. They have difficulty in listen-ing. They respond much more readily to visual signs,, and they like subjects involvingphysical activity. They reason from parts to wholes rather than from wholes to parts.They often have a poor timeperspective and are slow in performing intellectual tasks.If an area of study is important to them, they pursue it slowly, carefully and patientlyuntil the learning task is accomplished. They dislike being interrupted and having to
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change to a new situation. They do not easily e ccept ideas of self-development, self-expression and knowledge for their own sake; they are more interested in learning forvocational purposes.
Programs offered at LaGrange State Reformatory. Recognizincr the fact that voca-

tional education was a necessity as well as an opportunity at LaGrange°11cformatory, stepswere taken several years ago to begin activities leading to some vocational education.
Then, in 1967, specific efforts were made to bring the vocational training under the Bureau
of Vocational Education of the Departmentof Education of Kentucky. The Bureau of Voca-
tional Education delegated responsibility for taking over the existing programs and facili-
ties and equipment of the Jefferson Area Vocational and Technical School. Plans were im-mediately executed to update and improve these programs. Also, plans were developed
to increase the number of courses offered to the inmates. At present the following coursesare offered: Auto Body Repair, Auto Mechanics, Building Trades Business Machine
Repair, Drafting, Horticulture, Printing, Radio and TV Repair, Residential Electricity,
Small Engine Repair and Welding.

Interest in vocational education has been increased or developed in some of the in-
mates through the various hobby centers located at the penitentiary. There is no pre-
vocational training program offered due to the limited facilities and an over-populationof inmates.

Placement in classes. If an inmate is highly-trained in one or more skills, he maynot enter a regular vocational education class. However, such a person may be utilized
by the vocational school as a teacher's aid, consultant, advisor or helper to the instructorand/or students.

If he has had some previous experience or training in a particular area, he goes
directly into a scheduled class. He is picked up at the level of his skills, as determined
by the teacher.

If he is highly-qualified through an evaluation experience and is highly-interestedin a given area, he may be placed directly into a scheduled class of his choice. If theclient qualifies in several areas of training and/or instruction and is uncertain as to adefinite choice of training, he may be placed in an area of instruction on a trial basis for
a short period to assist him in firming up a choice that might be profitable to him. This
is done only when necessary and is not a routine procedure.

There is an opportunity for the undecidedperson to be taken on a tour of all the vari-
ous classes for which he shows aptitude as determined by the work evaluator. Many timesthis proves to be very beneficial in eliminating those areas in which little or no interestexists. This narrows the areas of choice drastically. Finally, each one must make his
own decision as to what class he really wants to enter. Whenever possible the person isplaced in the class of his first choice, if space is available, or he may elFzt to go into aclass which might be his second option. At times a person may prefer to wait until aspace is available rather than go into a class of lesser preference. At times we havewaiting lists of 25 to 30 persons for certain classes. Some inmates hav,3 waited as longas nine months to enter a class of their selection. Every effort is made to place eachperson in the area of his first choosing.

Linkage among various state agencies. Once an inmate enters the Reformatory, he
immediately enters into the sphere of influence of several state agencies, these being
Corrections, Rehabilitation, Basic Education and Vocational Education. During his stay,there is an interacdon among these state agencies. Upon release these agencies, alongwith the Office of Economic Security, are utilized to place the inmate into a vocational
field for which he is suitable and has been trained. There is a follow-up of his success in
his placement. We find that there is strong commitment from members of the various
agencies for his successful entry into t restored life.

Conclusion. Traditional training programs move trainees through the preparatoryphase in which actual Job performance skills are learned, to an "on-the. job" phase in
which performance skills are tried in the actual work environment. Although this system
may be the most expedient, it does not take into account the social situation that many
trainees must make between job preparation and the actual job situation. Too often wa
asourne that skills in human relations are inherent in persons who desire employment,
and we have little patience with those who do not seem to possess "natural' skills ininterpersonal conduct. A great many individuals who fail on the job do so, not because
they lack the job performance skills, but because they are unable to relate successfully
to the people with whom they must associate on the job.

Therefore, we have identified and selected the following objectives as meaningful
JI
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goals for each inmate at the LaGrange Reformatory:
(1) Develop values and attitudes consistent with his remaining in training and work-ing to capacity.
(2) See Ilimself as an important and positive person.
(3) See himself as a unique individual.(4) Act in a n.ore socially-responsible way.
(5) Function more adequately without a closely-structurc.. i environment.(6) Involve himself in the training and obtain a positive experience rather than anegative one.
(7) Identify with a more realistic projection of himself in terms of his future.(8) See himself as gaining from his present experience.(9) See the staff not as demanding and threatening figureo to be resisted and/or out-manipulated; act more independently and creatively.
(10) Become aware of new opportunities andoutlets in the employment area and real-ize that these opportunities will necessitate increased education and training.(11) Become aware of changes that will occur and directly affect him and his futurein the prison, community and society as a whole.
(12) Derive satisfaction from his relations with his peer groups and become less de-fensive in group relations displaying more self-control and less sensitivity to opposingviewpoints; be able to express his opinions in the group situation and continue to developadequate skills in communicating with others and listening to others.(13) Become aware that people are individually different; become more aware of hisown personal tendencies toward stereotyping people.
(14) Become more aware of his strengths and weaknesses.
(15) To restore himself to an acceptable level in society.
Horace Heidt used his now-famous expression, "It is better to build boys than tomend men". Because many of these people were not built as boys, it has become neces-sary to mend men. We feel that vocational education is the best avenue by which thesemen can be mended most rapidly and satisfactorily.

Dr. Aebersold is a guidance counselor for the Jefferson County Area Vocational School, Jeffersontown,Kentucky.
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Standardized tests: a new tool for
evaluating industrial arts education

Hugh L. Oakley
The Cooperative Industrial Arts testing program had its origin in July, 1964, whenthree representatives from the American Industrial Arts Association three representa-tives from the Industrial Arts Division of the American Vocational Association, and tworepresentatives from the US Office of Education met with test special.-..s of the Educa-tional Testing Service in Pri eton, New Jersey, to explore the need for and feasibility ofattempting to develop such t( cs.
In spite of the fact that a lack of a standardized curriculum posed a major barrierto the development of such instruments, the representatives agreed that a continuing pro-gram of evaluation was urgently needed, and that standardized measures, based on cur-rent curricular offerings, would serve as a starting point from which to evaluate bothongoing and innovative programs.
Following the initial meeting, which was held on July 31, 1964, reports were made tothe.Executive Boards of the American Industrial Arts Association and the Industrial ArtsDivision of the American Vocational Association with the recommendation that a steeringcommittee be appointed to work with test specialists of the Educational Testing Servicein the development of such tests. Consequently, a Joint steering committee, consistingof three members from the AIAA and three members from the AVA, was appointed by therespective Executive Boards. The steering committee met with test specialists at theEd!icational Testing Service in January, 1;66, and made several decisions concerning thebroad outlines of the test series. The committee agreed that, in their final form, thetests would focus on achievement in five areas at the junior high school level: Generalindustrial arts, drawing, electricity-electronics, metals and woods.The next phase involved the selection of test development committees, nominationsfor which were made by the AIAA and the AVA, and which were charged with the task ofpreparing test specifications and writing test items. Each test development committeewas responsible for a test in a specific area.

The pretests were developed and were administered in the spring of 1968 to schoolsselected in accordance with recommendations of educators and administrators in the fieldof industrial arts. Every effort was made to involve only those Lichools with industrialarts curricula of the type called for by the test specifications.Ten final fcrms two for each of the five tests in the series were assembled on thebasis of item analysis made of the pretesting results. These forms were standardizedin the spring of 1969 and constitute the Cooperative Industrial Arts Test series,In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the Cooperative Industrial Arts Testseries came into being as the result of a joint effort on the part of many people who laboredlong and hard. Thus a new tool with which to evaluate industrial arts educaon moreeffectively was born.

Dr. Oakley h on the faculty at Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky.

Educational Testing Service's role instandardized tests for industrial arts
Benjamin Shimberg

When the chairman proposed that I describe how ETS had developed the new Coopera-tive Industrial Arts Tests, I readily agreed. Then, it occurred to me that ETS hadn'treally developed these tests. Indeed, I would be gravely misrepresenting the situationif I appeared before you to claim that we had. True, ETS provided technical and logisticalsupport; but in reality the tests were prepared by y_c2u -- members of the profession.As Dr. Oakley has already indicated, ETS was reluctant to undertake a testing program
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in the field of industrial arts, until it had assurances from AIAA and the IA Division of
AVA that standardized tests were needed and that such tests would make a worthwhile
contribution to the field. We agreed to proceed with the project only after both organiza-
dons had appolnted members to an Advisory Committee. It was this committee that
recommended to ETS the fields to which we should direct our attention, the appropriate
grade levels, and even how long the tests should be.

I would now like to outline briefly the various steps we went through in developingthese tests. I especially want to share with you some of the unanticipated problems we
encountered during the pretesting and forming administrations.

(1) Selection of test committees. ETS solicited nominations from AIAA, AVA, USOEand other sources. Each committee consisted of eight individuals: two state or local
administrators, two IA educators and four classroom teachers. There were five com-
mittees in all: General industrial arts, woods, metals, drawing and electricity/electronics.

(2) Meetings. Each committee met for two days at the ETS' headquarters in Prince-
ton. Under the leadership of a test development specialist, the group developed detailed
content specifications, including how much emphasis should be given to recall of factual
information and how much to comprehension and application.

(3) Item writing. All committee members accepted item writing assignmentseach
one agreeingto prepare about 50 items. Thus, there were approximately 400 items initiallyavailable for each field.

(4) ETS item review. Test specialists at ETS editcd the items as they were received
and assembled them into book form. The hook was then sent to each committee member,
who was requested to select the correct answe..: and to critically review each item.

(5) Assembly of pretest fortns. Following a careful analysis of how committee mem-
bers keyed each item and their comments, the ETS staff discarded many items and re-
vised others to overcome defects which had been identified. Four 50-item pretest formsof each test were assembled. Thus, the pretest involved a tryout of 1000 items! The
pretest was conducted during the spring of 1968.

(6) The pretest sample. Pretest schools were identified with the assistance of AIAA,
AVA, USOE, state IA supervisors and members of the various test committees.

Telephone calls were made to IA supervisors rind IA department chairmen to ascer-
tain whether or not the ETS tests wouldbe appropriate for use in particular communities.
For example, if general industrial arts was offered, was it a two-semester course and
did the curriculum cover woods, metals, drawing and electricity/electronics? Also, if
separate courses in woods, metals, drawing and electricity/electronics were offered,
were they one-semester courses, and was the treatment consistent with the test 3pecifi-
ca dons?

Pretesting was carried out in 54 schools located in 15 different cities in 10 states. Atthe time the tests were administered, the supervisor was asked detailed information about
his IA program, the topics covered, duration and so forth. Approximately one-third of
the answer sheets had to be discarded, when it was discovered that the IA program did not
satisfy the criteria which had been established for participation.

(7) Assembly of final forms. On the basis of a detailed item analysis, test specialists
at ETS developed two 50-item alternate forms of each test. These forms were comparable
in content coverage and difficulty.

(8) Norming administration. In May, 1969, the final forms of all tests were adminis-tered to IA classes in over 50 schools located in 11 states. Despite efforts to screen
schools beforehand to insure the appropriateness of the various tests, attrition was againvery heavy. An analysis of information sheets completed by local supervisors indicated
that 30-50% of the schools failed to meet ETS criteria for inclusion in the forming sample.

This loss of schools has had serious consequences for the norming sample. For
example, only 90 seventh-graders took Form A of the GIA test and only O took Form B.
Such groups are far too small to be used for norming purposes. It was found that in a
number of instances sample size was inadequate for norming purposes.

(9) Reliability studies. The tests were administered to the same students over a
two- or three-day interval to obtati alternate form reliabilities. Half of the students tookForm A first, followed by Form B, while the other half took B first followed by A.

In addition to alternate form reliabilities, Kuder-Richardson reliabilities were com-
puted to provide a measure of internal consistency.

ETS is now preparing a Test Manual and Technical Report for those who wish to con-
sider using the Cooperative IA Tests. The Test Manual includes background informs-
don about the tests, item classification tables, guidance in the interpretation of test
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scores, and directions on the preparation of local norms.The Technical Report will cover such topics as validity, reliability, standard errorof measurement, i: -m discrimination, speededness and item difficulty.The Technical Report also provides normative iniormation for each test. Two typesof norms are included: grade level norms and combined norms (grades 7, 8, 9).As noced earlier, the amount of information provided varies with the size of the sam-ple. In cases where the sample was very small, only means and standard deviations areprovided. For groups with over 100 7.ases, norms are provided. However, where thenumber of cases is under 200, users are advised to use the norms with caution.Three types of norms are provided in each table: Mid-percentile ranks, percentilebands and stanines. Each of these terms is explained in detail in the Test Manual.Conclusion. The Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests were developed over a five-yearperiod as the result of close cooperationl,etween test specialists at ETS, the organizationsrepresenting the IA profession, the US Office of Education, and over sixty-five dedicatedprofessionals who served on various advisory and test development committees. Alsocontributing to the project were the hundreds of teachers and supervisors in local schooldistricts who agreed to participate in the pretesting and norming of these instruments.
Mr. Shimberg is senior program director, Vocational-Technical Education Projects, Educational TestingService, Princeton, NJ.

Standardized tests : the profession's point of view
Ralph C. Bohn

Many members of the industrial arts profession, who are involved in the day-to-dayjob of classroom teaching, recognize the need for innovative ideas. They use the tradi-tional programs because none of the various experiments/ programs around the countryare yet in widespread These traditional programs are the ones which would becovered by standardized tests. Diagrammed below is the general procedure followed inevaluating a given project:
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IA Division
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write itema revises,
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develops objectives
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IA representatives
review items

IA representatives .f.others)
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Field test -----=>Item analysis
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Dr. Bohn is on the faculty of San Jose (California) State College.
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Problems in the cooperative industrial
arts tests teacher education's view

Rutherford E. Lockette

The appearance of Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests marks the beginning of an era
in evaluation procedures as they relate to the establishment of norms by which to com-
pare students in this field. This gives the obvious potential of facilitating evaluation of
programs as they relate to each other. The disparity in industrial arts offerings will
certainly come into focus, and perhaps an interesting by-product of the observations made
will be an earnest drive to make industrial arts programs on the baccalaureate and grad-
uate levels truly comparable.

The tests purport to assess outcomes in instruction; that is the level of achievement
attained by the student. They will undoubtedly reveal more than this, such as: teacher
effectiveness, breadth of course content, the adequacy of instructional aids, the particular
focus of some departments, and the extent to which industrial arts objectives are being
attained, as well as other streagths and weaknesses of imlustrial arts programs. The
classroom teacher, availed of this additional means of assesting students, can determine
from an analysis of scores obtained how his students rank .with reference to the larger
population of industrial arta students. The tests yield an index by which tc estimate the
effectiveness of courses of study as they are revealed by analyzing performance on
specific test items and/or on specific groups of items.

The teacher educator must realize that data obtained are as discriminative relative
to quality, including breadth of undergraduate and graduate degree programs, as they
are indicators of adequacy or deficiencies of elementary and secondary school teachers
and their students. With reference to this point, item analysis may show what is not being
taught. It may point up discrepancies in objectives of a specific course as spelled out
by the industrial arts teacher education deparunentandby implied objectives of the norm-
ative data group.

The classroom teacher must bear in mind, when reading percentile bands, that these
represent the point or band which indicates how the student performs in comparison with
other indastrial arts students on the test as a whole. The score obtained does not specify
individual learning needs. Therefore, scores shouIdThatbe used as the basis for awarding
grades.

The school administrator should view test outcomes as they relate to the improve-
ment of course content, to the provision of additional learning experiences, and perhaps
to the updating of laboratory facilaies.

The appropriateness of these instruments is dependent upon the industrial arts pro-
gram in the junior high schools. Naturally, it cannot be expected to provide adequately
for some of the newer industrial arts curriculum programs which are 'in limited use in
the sr.hools. However, based on the judgment of industrial arts professionals, the tests
accurately reflect the present state of the art.

If an individual is dissatisfied with the content of the test items in the Cooperative
Industrial Arts Teat- for instance, if it is held that the test does not deal adequately with
specific content related to industry and technology, this is not the fault of the test, rather
it is the fault of the field. The writer is among those who would place the major responsi-
bility for this weakness on the shoulders of teacher education programs. While it is true
that there are forces other than those of teacher education which serve as barriers to the
improvement of secondary school programs, teacher education holds as its general func-
tion: teaching, research and servi.me. Teacher education has the facalties which are
highly-prepared, and they also have or have access to resources which can impact to
bring about change. Until such time as change in fact is made, it would be foolhardy to
develop achievement tests to evaluate that which we know does not exist.

An opportunity must be taken here to laud those who are developing curricula de-
signed vo improve the quality of industrial arts programs. The success of these efforts
could result in arastic changes in the Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests in the years
ahead.

The advantages of Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests include; 1) the spread of knowl-
edge tested within a specific industrial arts area; 2) the ease of administration which
permits mass testing utilizing the various tests; 3) the yardstick they provide for
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estimating the comparability of programs.The disadvantages relate to: 1) the differences in programs from one school toanother; 2) the possibMity that bias exists within the school relative to emphasis on aparticular industrial arts area or even segments of a particular industrial arts area.Without doubt these instruments will become a valuable tool to provide national datawith reference to industrial ells offerings at the junior school level. They win also pointup the lag between current concepts of industrial arts and existing practices. They willreveal how adequately Junior high schools are assimilating new concepts in the field.Continuing education looms large as a means of closing the gap between knowledgeand practices. Continuing education is a major responsibility of teacher education. TheCooperative Industrial Arts Tests should be of real value to the teacher educator inin-service teacher education programs. They should also be of value in assessing pre-service programs. Major changes are needed in both in-service and pre-service indus-trial arts teacher education programs. Industrial arts teacher educators, take heed.
Dr. Lockette is on the faculty of Trenton, New Jersey, State College.

Problems involved in using the
cooperative industrial arts tests

Ralph V. StaabThe Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests provide industrial arts personnel with anotherinstructional tool for improving programs. Although the tests are just now being madeavailable, many teachers are unaware of their availability or are hesitantly cautious aboutusing the tests. Because the ultimate value of the testa is derived from their administra-tion and the evaluation of scores, information about the tests must be widely disseminated.Thus meetings such as this will assist in overcoming problems which teachers associatewith the use of these instruments.
A frequently-heard comment concerns the content of the tests. Some teachers feelthat nationally-prepared tests are not compatible with local situdtions. Others who areattempting to teach new approaches to industrial arts fear that the learning outcomes oftheir pupils may not be adequate preparation for the seemingly traditional approach ofthe test organization. We will always be faced with the widely varying organization ofindustrial arts programs. Some laboratories are equipped to teach only two areas, whichare not sufficient scope to cover all items and areas of the general shop test. On the otherhand, the same laboratory would provide insufficient depth for the unit tests. Coupledwith the limitations of the number of areas taught is the varying time schedules for in-dustrial arts classes. Not all schools offer a full year of industrial arts, and, in somedistricts, only nine-, twelve- or eighteen-week courses are offered.In answer to some of the questions raised in the previous paragraph, teachers maybe assured that the tests were carefully constructed to include not only a wide range ofcontent but also items beyond simple tool manipulation. Teachers of new approachesmay find that their students can equal or better the scores of students of traditional pro-grams due to the breadth of content sampled by the tests. Of course, comparison withstudents outside one's own local situation is not advised unless the local situation can beequated with those found in the norming schools.

The cost of purchasing the tests may be a problem to some industrial arts teachers.Since no tests have been available in this area before, industrial arts budgets do notearmark funds for testing. However, all school districts budget for general standardizedtests, and the industrial arts teacher should request the purchase of his tests throughthe central office.
Teachers have been heard to express fear that the tests may be used to evaluate andcompare teachers. Such assessment is akin to merit evaluation and would be unfair tothe teachers.
Another problem in using the test may be that teachers will not take the necessarytime to analyze the teat items and scores to draw generalizations individually regardinginstruction and to determine weak spots or omissions. Teachers can, through test score
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analysis, assess the variety and scope of their instructional programs and the attainment
performance achieved by the students.

The entire problem of interpreting and adjusting scores may be difficult for teachers.
Indeed, it is possible to misuse certain test data. The first outcome of the tests is a raw
score for each pupil. A raw score has limited value in interpretation. The score can
only pertain to the specific form of the test which was administered and cannot be used
to compare scores on other forms of the test. Using raw scores is juatified within the
same group, providing all members have taken the same form at approximately the same
time. Raw scores may be used to indicate the standing of individual students in xelation
to the group as a whole, but even here caution is called for when the number in the total
group is small. Raw scores may be used to assess the performance of different groups
of students who have taken the same tests at roughly the same time and same level of
their educational program. For the best comparisons, raw scores should be converted
into other forms so that student performance canbe judged against the nationwide achieve-
ment.

There is the possibility that teachers may misinterpret test scores. After reading
some of the materials which will be placed in the Test Handbook, all teachers should be
able to use the tests and evaluate them meaningfully. One section of the Handbook de-
scribes how a teacher may prepare local norms which would be most valuable with each
new year and new class section.

The basic unit used in interpreting student performance and one that is frequently
misinterpreted Is the percentile rank. A percentile rank is simply the percentage of
students in the group whose scores fell below a given point. The naive teacher may be-.
lieve that a percentile indicates the percentage of questions that a student has answered
correctly. This is not true, for a student who answers 20 questions out of 40 rarely ob-
tains a percentile rank of 50.

Naive teachers also may fall into the trap of manipulating percentile ranks. This
cannot be done, since percentiles should notbe added, subtracted or averaged. Percentile
units are not equal, because a difference of the same number of paints at the center of a
distribution represents the larger difference in percentile ranks than does an equal amount
at either end of the distribution.

Because a single score is not the best predictor of performance, percentile bands
or ranges are useful in determining when one test score is truly different from another.
There are factors which affect a student's score on a given test. All teachers know that
students may score higher on one day than on another due to fatigue, the facility or prac-
tice. lf a student took several tests, it would be possible to determine his range or scores
for these tests. Using the percentile bands, it is possible to give a more accurate range
when using only one test. This is determined by adding and subtracting a statistic known as
the standara error of measurement from his obtained score. Chances dre two out of
three that the student's true pcore will lie within the range of scores resulting thereby.

To help the teacher in scoring and analyzing scores, the Handbook tells in simple lan-
guage how to transfer raw scores to percentile ranks, percentile bands and stanines. The
Handbook is simply written so that even a new teacher without a knowledge of educational
measurements will be able to use it for results. Questions raised by teachers concerning
the use of these tests, except where to secure the purchase prfr:e, are answered in the
instructional Handbook. Reading the Handbook convinces one that the tests are valid and
reliable and that great care and statistical analysis have gone into their construction.
Teachers should find the tests to be a helpful instructional tool.

Dr. Steeb is consultant for industrial arts, State Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida.

Evaluation
Earl S. Mills

I have been asked to present some practical applications to evaluation as it pertains
to the systems approach. Therefore, it is my objective to provide the stimulus that will
initiate overt action on your behalf to develop effective evaluation methods and/or tech-
niques in your particular program. 44
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In recent years, in our AIAA conventions, we have been exposed to many differentevaluation techniques. Many of the leaders in industrial arts have given us informationon content evaluation, product evaluation and cost evaluation, to name a few. In the pastseveral years, we have learned that many of these evaluation methods can be implementedand managed through the use of the computer.Today, we find that most of our leading evaluators are jumping on the current "band.,wagon" to add it very comph: variable to the evaluation system, which related to theaffective domain. Everywhere we go today we hear people begin to talk about values,where only a few short years ago most teachers said that they have no right to teachvalues. Now we realize that, like it or not, we all teach values by example: A schoolcannot be a sterile, amoral place.
A close examination of the various evaluation methods reveals a very basic principlefor iniVating an evaluation system. This technique, in the words of University of MichiganPhilosopher Abraham Kaplan, is the conduct of inctiiry or the technique of asking the rightquestions.
If we were to initiate a new program, there are four basic questions that must beanswered:
(1) Where are we now?
(2) Where are we going?
(3) How do I get there?
(4) How do we know when we have arrived?Each of these questions must be subdivided into many questions and may have to beworded a little differently for a particular program. Howe Ter, a compreh( sive study ofthese four general questions will provide the basic design foi the initial program evalua-tion.
Included as an integral part of the total evaluation pro-less is the on-going evaluationconducted during the program, and post-evaluation. Many men, such as Bruce Tuckrnanof Rutgers University, have stated -that it is vitally important to design evaluation intoa system. I would like to emphasize this point by saying that the system should be sodesigned that it would be difficult to determine when the instructional activity ends andthe evaluation begins.
With respect to an evaluation system, there are three major objectives into which alldata can be categorized: 1) effectiveness, 2) efficiency and 3) relevancy.Let me review these three areas robe considered for concurrent and post-evaluation.A program is effective if it produces the projected outcomes; if it fulfills its objectives.This includes the values in the affective domain. A program is efficient if it can achievethe objectives in the proper time and in the most economical manner. A classical exampleof the time factor is the apprentice's trade program. Ford Motor Company personnel haveraised some pertiatent questions, The Cost Factor asks whether the same results couldbe accomplished for less money.

Some people would say that the third criterion, relevance, is a restatement of the firsttwo. However, a program could be designed that is both effective and efficient in askingsome specific activity that no one wants or even needs to learn. Relevance, then, re-quires the eva!-Iator to ask such questions as:(1) Are the program's objectives pertinent to the future development of the student?(2) Has the student been convinced that he should have these sets of skills?(3) Is there a commitment on the part of the student to learn this particular set ofskills, be it in the cognitive, affective or psychomotor domain?Successful evaluation, therefore, is based on the skills of the evaluator to as-ic theright questions. May I close with a quote from Dr. Robert D. Gates' presentation theopening general session of this conference; "Evaluatees must participate in the evaluationor there is no learning."

Mr. Mills is on the faculty of Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.
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Modern production woodworking machines
Lester E. Schaick

I very much appreciate the invitation to speak to this group, because I feel a frankdiscussion such as this will be of mutual benefit. If some of my remarks appear to becynical, please don't be offended, since these remarks are intended to be constructivecriticism hopefully to lead to a better understanding of our mutual problems and to find asolution.
It is well to preface this article by pointing out that Freud, in Ms interpretation ofdreams, has no association with the thoughts expressed on the subject. It is not the dream-ing that occurs occasionally during the dark hours of the night that I wish to enlarge upon,but the dreams that we must indulge in while conscious, that so often lead to creativity.Dreaming is a necessary part of our existence, since it is an exercise of imaginationwithout which it would be impossible to create anything new or bring something into exist-ence that never existed before.
Imagine its creation, engineer its design and thereby experience the completion ofwhat was once a dream with a degree of satisfaction to the machinery designer. We justlyrevere the memory of our great composers, poets and artists who achieved immortalitythrough their works, in their dreams engendering the vagrant wisps of inspiration createdby their genius to accomplishment have passed down to us to enjoy the fruit of thesedreams and let us dream a bit also.
How many of us think of a machine as simply a collection of cast iron, steel, gearsand motors? It is greasy, many times noisy and not, I admit, an inspiring sight whenoperating and even less so when static. It does not compare very favorably with aBrowning sonnet or a sonata by Schubert; however, it is a dream of someone and, as such,it deserves recognition, respect and the dignity of an original accomplishment. Lookbeyond the cast Aron, the steel, the gears and motors, and realize that it all started witha clean sheet of paper and the dream and imagination of a designer who visualized theneed for something and translated these dreams into reality, with the profit angle manytimes for human reasons.

How many of you have ever worked at a repetitive task? I have seen many of them infactories visited in the past twenty years - one operation performed hour after hour, dayafter day, year after year monotony and boredom, and, to me, it almost seems like apurgatory on earth. I have never subscribed to the idea that many people love theserepetitive tasks. To me it is an excuse for illogical thought. It is not the purpose in lifefor a person to vegetate on an assigned repetitive task that requires no thought whatsoever.It is the duty and obligation of the machine designer to eliminate this boredom andmonotony by dreaming of ways to remove the shackles of repetitive work and let the ma-chine effect the release.
As an example of a need in the industry and a designer's dream to accomplish a need,we would like to discuss today one particular machine, namely, the Bell 424A Double EndTrimming, Boring, Gluing and Dowel Driving Machine, which has eliminated many of therepetitive, monotonous operations that were, only two years ago, done individually dayafter day, year after year, by a series of operators. Today there are automatic machinesto accomplish better results and to achievemore uniformity, to reduce material handling,to reduce floor space and to eliminate operators and operations by combining a sequenceof operations into one machine in one fast cycle.Let us digress for a moment and review this simple sample which in its simplestform is used in many applications in furniture, kitchen cabinets and related industries.Let us review for a moment the operations you would perform to complete this simplerail to meke a simple riece with your existing machinery. Your first operation would beto se.: gouire on the variety saw to trim one end. You would then measure for correctle. .:r-t: -rim on the opposite end to give you the overall length requirement. From the--ty or .aw, you would move to the single end boring machine, make the necessaryt :enrc .4-. bore the holes in one end. You would then reverse the piece end foranti r. tile same operation on the opposite end of the work piece. The next step wouldLie ,,t'i t glue into the bored holes by using a glue gun, glue bottle or simply a pieceol Fn-ted into the glue and then applied into the drilled hole. The next operationir D. t 7.v.;,. the dowels manually with a wood mallet to a given depth. Believe it or not,tke.se ale being performe4 day after day, year after year, individually by
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operators in all parts of the world.
How many of you educators knew a machine such as this existed? It was my good

fortune to speak Et the Illinois Vocadonal Teachers' Association meeting in Chicago last
month, which opened my eyes to many things. I was surprised to learn that none of the
educators in the vocational industry were receiving any of the trade magazines related
to wood and wood products. None of them were aware of the machinery shows that are
held as frequently as once a year in the United States, which consists not only of American
manufactures but foreign machines as well. Fifteen to twenty thousand people annually
tour the trade shows to review what is new in the wood industry so that they can tool up
to do the very best job with the least number of people.

Let us review the equipment you are Ising in your schools today. I can recall my
father telling me of the type of equipment used in manual training when he went to school,
which consisted primarily of a hand saw, hammer, chisel and related items. Today we
have progressed to the point where we have table saws, drill presses, single spindle
mortisers, hand-operated turning lathes, band saws, jointers, shapers, planers in fact
all of the basic machines in their simplest form. This is not the type of equipment that
your students will be working with as they go into the wood industry. So then we ask our-
selves, why do we train our future foremen, plant superintendents and managers about
wood machining operations on machinery that is practically obsolete in the industry
today? We will all agree that the basic tools are a requirement for students in the ele-
mentary grades learning basic mechanics, learning to use their hands, getting them to
use their imagination and skills; but it is not the way these students are going to learn
what is existent or what the requirements are in the wood industry today.

There are many opportunities in wood and relatedfields. A good plant superintendent
today is worth approximately $30,000.00 a year. The industry has a great demand for
foremen. Most plant superintendents are self-trained and have knowledge of woodwork-
ing machinery, especially in the furniture plants in all areas of the United States. So why
shouldn't we be training our advanced students today in the field of modern woodworking
machines? It is my understanding that the government Is subsidizing 90% of all wood-
working machines purchased for school use. There are some areas of the country that
are taking very progressive steps along these lines. I cite one example In the North
Carolina area where the state is equipping one school with all of the latest, modern,
up-to-date woodworking machinery that is available. This school is training foremen and
superintendents and managers for the furniture industry. These students will be our
future leaders in the wood industry, and they are being trained to meet requirements the
industry is demanding today. Related fields, such as adhesives, abrasive materials,
sanding, are complete fields, in which methods must be improved to reduce labor, to do
a better-quality job, to have greater holding power in adhesives than is presently avail-
able today. Technology and machine design, thoughts and ideas to relate these hand meth-
ods, which are still being used, must be improved, and I think it is in the schools that we
must start getting students to be aware of the situation.

Outside of water and air pollution, housing is one of the most critical problems exist-
ing in our country. Government statistics indicate there is a present need for 26 million
homes between now and 1978.

The furniture industry is ripe for change. And just as in the case of textiles, an
industry that was marked by fragmentation and family ownership two decades ago, the
much-needed transfusion of capital, professional mani -ement and national marketing
is coming from the outside. Attracted by the potential of an under-exploited industry with
an annual growth rate of more than 6%and a predicted market of over 7 billion dollars by
1975, a number of major corporations are making substantial investments.

Mohasco Industries, the nation's largest carpet manufacturers, has bought five
furniture companies since 1963, and those acquisitions now contribute 1/3 of the corpora-
tion's $188 million total sales.

So let us review, once again, the need and requirements of the wood and wood prod-
ucts industry. A revolution in woodworking machinery desim is presently taking place.
Machines are being controlled by punch cards and tape control. This is necessary when
you have multiple stations which require a great deal of set-up time. By merely placing
a tape into the machine, many of these multi-purpose, multi-function machines will auto-
matically adjust to their related positions, so it is merely an operator's responsibility
to punch the button and feed the material into the machines. Tape-controlled routers were
non-existent two years ago. Today they are one of the key machines in any large furniture
plant.
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There is a great demand, and there will be ever-increasing demand, for good, knowl-edgeable personnel to keep these machines in operation. There will be further develop-ments along these lines, whereby wood will be cut with laser beams or high-pressurewater jets to eliminate excessive waste such as is presently produced from saws in theform of sawdust. More substitutes for wood are being born every day, including particle-board, hardboard, chipboard and even plastics. We say there will never be a substitutefor wood and there never will be; however, in certain areas, many laborious hours nowspent by individuals in hand carving, hand turning, hand routing and even machine routingwill be replaceo by plastic injection moulding. We as woodworking machinery manufac-turers don't like to see this come about; however, we blame ourselves for not takinggreater strides in research development ten or more years ago. Bat we are reachingthe point where we have recognized the fact that we must have trained, skilled personnelin these plants to work with machinery manufacturers to make us aware of the existingproblems in industry today. The more knowledgeable people we have in this field, thegreater strides we will make towards the achievement of automated machinery and pro-fessional men in our industry. We need your help and you can rest assured that we arewilling to help you in any way we can.

Mr. Schaick is sales manager, Metalist Industries, Nash-Bell-Challoner Division, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Brick, block, mini-garages;front porch in my wood shop
Michael Roger LundChanges must come to the nation's public school system. The new assertiveness,the active concern of or by students has our schools on the brink of disintegration. Wewho teach cannot "stick our heads in the sand" and refuse to accept reality. We know thatsomc of what we teach is old-fashioned, irrelevant and meaningless. No area of educa-tion can meet the "Challenge of the '70's" better than we industrial arts teachers. Tomake a case in point: The consultant in industrial arts for the City of Minneapolis hadthe foresight to see the developing alienation that is underlying the frustrations that con-front both student and teacher. He challenged the industrial arts teachers to "tell it likeit is".

I have tried, I believe, successfully to make fundamental changes in our approachto a more meaningful program in our wood shops.Where to begin? A decision not to capitulate the good in our standards of the past andto include the relevant for the present and future seemed a logical step. We combed thetraditional and kept the best. Trial and error, patience and common sense dete'rminedthe "new", the ''n'levant".
Today we are more content. The discovery and learning in the day-to-day realityhas strengthened our program. We are more resolved to try harder and to meet con-structive ends.
The shop today is a "bee-hive" of activity. This writer will not go into detail asto the mechanics and implementation.of his program but rather report a brief survey ofthe activity.
Within a single class hour we find a team of four boys laying block using lime andsand. Note: The lime and sand mortar looks, feels and acts like the real thing.Another crew of four boys is acave in laying up a brick wall using lime and sand.Note: This mixture is easily pulverized and reused time and time again.A third group of boys is busy hanging gutters, downspouts; laying shingles on a porchroof that is fastened to the wall over the entry way. Using no tacks and self-tappingscrews, the materials are used o--Rr and over.Still another group may be pouring a garage slab for a mini-garage (24 x 36 inches),Another crew is following cutting instructions and preparing stock for the garage itself.This writer has developed what he calls "nailing forms" for a simple way of placing thecut material into a jig and nailing it up. Using the truss-type roof has insured success,Five years and many, many garages later, we find that success is still the bestteacher.
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No, we did not capitulate and discard the traditional. We still have our coffee tables,
night stands and an occasional desk, but it seems the boys enjoy their work more. The
boys--and you know boysdon't say it, but you can feel they share the enthusiasm in
"Challenging the '70's".
Mr. Lund teaches at Nokomis Junior High School,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

A new woodworking technology
James P. PastoretIntroduction. The purpose of this talk is to encourage you to upgrade

"woodworking",
the old bread board concept, to something more interesting, more relevant to the college
learning level, more sophisticated, more glamorous if you like.New direction. Turn toward the body of knowledge frequently called "Wood Tech-
nology" and study this subject, but not too deeply.Industrial education has not penetrated the intricacies of wood beyond the "naked
eye" level. Wood is made of cells, and the (.....11s are put together in a way that accounts
for its unique physical and mechanical properties.Study wood at the macro-level, which implies at a magnified level using a 10-power
hand lens.

The stc.dy of wood technology at a more advanced level can include work in seasoning
and preservation of wood, timber mechanics, design and other subjects.

A number of industrial eduration schools now have r-ourses in these areas. Kansas
State College at Pittsburg now offers a four-year degree in Wood Utilization Technology.
Eastern Kentucky University offers a course in wood technology and is currently check-
ing the prospects of offering a two-year degree in wood technology. At the University
of Missouri, we are officially coming out with a 9-credit-hour supporting minor in wood
technology for graduate students in industrial education. Central Missouri State College
at Warrensburg is offering a three-week course in wood technology for industrial educa-
tion students and faculty this summer. This carries three hours of credit and appears to
be an excellent offering.One word of caution. If you shouldbecome interested in a program to upgrade wood-
working, be sure to study the problem thoroughly and seek competent assistance. One
school of industrial tecnnology requires a sequence of courses including biology, botany,
entomology, plant pathology, general ecology and dendrology. They call this an industrial
option in wood science. Nothing could be farther from the truth. This is simply a case
of "grasping for straws" in the interest of being scientific.Another school feels theyare moving in the right direction by emphasi7ing micro wood
anatomy and identification. This again is a study that does not complement your profes-
sion and again a case offrantically seeldng a reviving factor. Industrial education majors
do not need micro wood anatomy nor should they waste their time in this area of work if,
in fact, proficiency in industrial education is their objective.Things you can do. For those of you who do not have the opportunity to return to
school, especially at a college offering work in wood ttchnology, there are other ways
to approach the problem. For example, one- or two-day short courses can go a long way
toward getting a new program under way. A manual for just such a course is on display
on the table. Other books of interest are also there. At a relatively elementary level,
the "Woodworking Flactbook" may serve you well. We use "Wood as Raw Material" at
the University of Missouri in our basic course in wood technology. Then "Wood Tech-
nology, Volume 1" should be considered a more advanced

textbook.
Another source of material that I think is overlooked is assistance from the com-

mercial sector of the economy. There are a number of excellent trade associations that
can assist you in your work.
Mr. Pastoret is a,,sociated vith the School of Forestry,

Uniwenorty cv Missouri, Columbia.



New woodworking technology
Gerald D. Cheek

I would like to quote something that Frank Lloyd Wright said:
od is universally beautiful to man. It is the most humanly intimate of allmate.L -Us. Man loves his association with it; likes to feel it under his hand,sympathetic to his touch and to his eye.Good wood is willing to do what its designer never meant it to do, anotherof its lovable qualities . wood, therefore, has more outrage done upon it thanman has done, even upon himself. Frank Lloyd Wright, "In the Cause of Archi-tecture: Wood", The Architectural Record, May, 1928.

One example of an outrage that has been done on wood is happening in industrial artstoday. I would like, if I may, to give you some examples of this outrage. I recently ranacross some interesting titles of speeches and articles relating to woodworking -- "AreWoodworkers Becoming Extinct?" "Woodworking A Lost Art?' , "Woodworking A DyingIndustrial Education Area?". Without reading these speeches or these articles, one mightget the impression that industrial arts woodworking is on the way out and that it is nolonger a vital area to be studied in industrial arts. It seems that some individuals haveformed this impression. This is very sad, if true. It is sad because woodworkIng haskept industrial arts alive all these years until other areas were born. It is estimated thatalmost half of the industrial arts teachers teach woodworking.We once had a fight on our hands with other disciplines in ordex to survive. We hadto convince teachers of mathematics, history, science and English that we belonged inthe school systems. That battle has now cooled somewhat, and several new ones areflaring up. Many of these battles are caused by some of our worse critics, and someof these individuals are in our own ranks of industrial arts education. You may haveheard that woodworking is overemphasized. The question I would like to ask is: Havethe other areas been underemphasized? It is stupid to tear down one area in order tomake others look better. Many have built their program's image on this type of foundation,and they must now prove the solidarity of their program.The new concepts of teaching industrial arts have awakened the imagination of theindustrial arts teachers. They have made us question and scrutinize :air curriculum.Whether you agree or disagree with their philosophy, you must admit they have given usnew impetus to improve our offerings and our programs. Here again the less-informedindividuals have taker from these new concepts bits and pieces and blown them out ofpropordon. Have we in industrial arts lost sight of our purpose and the reason studentscome to us? Is it your glowing personality or is it the student's desire to learn aboutindustry ant, to build something? Is it true that in many cases the project haq been over-emphasized? It should be used as a vehicle to carry information to the student and toreinforce it. The project has even been used as a rating scale to judge the program inwhich the project was made. But how many industries can you name that make a profitfrom products they did not manufacture? How many people do you know that learnedeverything from books and lectures? How many craftsmen are there who have learnedtheir trade by correspondence?
One of our original aims of industrial arts education was to teach about industry.In order to do this many are putting their students in a setting similar to industry. Theyare studying all facets of industry, including mass production. Where can you teach thisbetter than in the woodwcrking shop? What other material has the properties to lenditself more to this type of activity?
I have even heard that woodworking does not offer a technology and that woodworkingis not in step with modern society. This is very interesting but a little bit strange, be-cause when you look at the records, you will find that what is now the State Universityof New York at Syracuse, in 1918 started a Ph.D. program in wood technology. In 1920,the University of Michigan started a program in wood technology. In 1923, James Myergraduated from Syracuse with a doctor's degree in wood techna y. These programswere quite different, as one program was based on wood anatomy and botany and wasstarted by a man who was a biologist. The other was started by an engineer, and thisprogram was based on wood properties, and products. Since then the wood technology
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programs throughout the country and Europe have united with all phases and aspects of
wood. I am bringing this to your attention because some individuals in industrial artsdo not consider wood a technology. Wood-centered programs probably started the use of
the word "technology". This was long before many knew how to spell "technology", andno one yet has satisfactorily defined it! Many of our critics are not industrial arts
teachers but only associated with industrial arts. I know of one instance in a state where
a reputable machine salesman has talked school officials into de-emphasizing woodwork-ing in order to emphasize other areas. It is not hard to understand the reason he did this
when you compare the price of woodworking machinery to that used in other areas. Why
all of these illustrations on what has happened to woodworking? Again, they are to give
examples of the outrage done to wood and to those who teach woodworking. It is time for
woodworking teachers to take charge of their programs( It is time for you to take charge,
not teachers in other areas, not teachers of other disciplines, net machinery salesmen,
not the state supervisors, and not the college professors. Learn the new woodworking
technology and apply it. Make your program as versatile as it should be. Relate your
program to industry and the modern society in which we live.

I believe that woodworking programs in general have resisted change and are nowoutdated. This is not unique with woodworking, as many of the other areas of industrial
arts are still using the manual training methods of teaching. This is not a cure but merely
an excuse and should not be accepted.

Industrial arts is divided into areas that represent a certain group of products of
industry and/or the material that an industry uses. When you look at course outlines you
see that we are teaching a group of skills using certain tools and machines. The coursedescriptions read like a machinery catalog. Some of them go something like this: The
student is introduced to various woods, woodworkingjoints, hand tools and the basic wood-working machinery. The second -:ourse, called Woodworking 11, is a continuation of
Woodworking I, but a more in-depth study. Woodworking III is a continuation of Wood-working II. The projects made are pieces of furniture made of solid hardwoods. Whydon't we have subjects in carpentry, cabinetmaking, interchangeable parts, etc.? Whydon't we expand our curriculum and present the industry more thoroughly? Why do we
just teach about solid hardwoods when they only represent about ten percent of the wood
used in this country? More than seventy percent of our annual sawed lumber consumption,
which is over twenty-six billion board feet of lumber, is used in homes, buildings, bridges,
all of where load and shock resistant capacity are important. Since this industry is such
a large part of woodworking, doesn't it make sense that carpentry and construction shouldbe a part of our program? I recently had a reputable contractor as a guest speaker at
one of my graduate classes; he spoke on home construction. ALter his talk, one of theteachers asked if he had taken industrial arts woodworking; and, if he had, did it helphim? The teacher was shocked with the answer. The contractor had taken industrial
arts woodworking in high school; but he went on to say that it did not help him, had in
fact hurt him, because he was introduced to outdated methods of ccrtstrucrion that only
related to furniture-making. He also indicated that he was not exposed to the materials
that are being used by the construction industry. This man had very definite opinions
regarding what should he offered in high school and one of them was a carpentry or con-
struction course. He felt that this would be most beneficial, not only to him, but to the
consumer or the future homeowner. We should have courses such as cabinet and fixture
construction which are more practical and utilize more materials like plywood, particle-
board and hardboard. It is important that our students understand interchanging of partsand tolerances. Many companies producing wood products are holding their tolerancesto three decimals. The old adage, "if it is within a quarter of an inch, nail it," is no
longer acceptable by modern woodworking concerns. Don't you think by doing this the stu-
dent would be mcre able to use this information later on in life? Is it that teachers teachas they have been taught? Are colleges and universities grinding out industrial arts
teachers who are not informed about the products and the processes of the woodworldngindustry?

Just as wood teclmologists have known for many years, you should know what iswood and its properties. Without knowing these propertes you could not possibly have
the foundation for your program. Wood with its exceptional characteristics which make
it easy to work, its availability and its familiarity puts this material in a position where
it is taken for granted. The trial-and-error approach which has been talcen when working
with wood has become commonplace. This position puts woodworking at a disadvantage
when cc.mpared to areas using other materials. Knowing the properties of wood could
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change you from using a trial-and-error approach to a positive, technicai and rationalway of developing a woodworking program. Without kalowing wood structure and its prop-erties, we cannot have this definite approach, we cannot teach in a definite way. To giveyou an example, by knowing the structure of wood, we can teach identification. We nowteach wood identification by using its gross features. Take, for instance, color. Thereare not enough words in the dictionary to describe a certain color to someone who hasnever seen it and has not had a chance to compare that color to something else. We alsodescribe woods by the type of grain they have. Is it grain that we are talking about or isit texture and figure? By knowing the structure of wood, and its minute characteristics,we can use the basic key to id.ntify these woods. They do not have to be surfaced, sanded,or be the samples you gave the student to memorize.By knowing the structure of wood you may obtain a definite approach to woodworking.You may be able to understand why wood shrinks and swells and by different amounts andin different direztions. We can begin to understand he w clues and adhesives are able tobond wood together. You can find out from studying structure why wood should be acertain moisture content and why it cups, twists, crooks and bows. Would it not be anadvantage to be able to look at a wood and explain to a student what caused it? You cannotdetermine what are the proper storing and handling requirements for your particularshop or locality without knowing the structure of wood. By knowing this you will be ableto understand why one wood is stable and another is not. You can determine for yourselfreasons why one wood holds a nail better than another. You will be able to tell why oneboard of the same species is heavier than another. By knowing the structure of wood youmay understand the mechanical properties of wood. Without knowing these properties,how can we expect to understand things like span tables, construction, defects and theireffect on the strength, placement of fasteners, and the proper use of joints? We cannotin all honesty understand finishing and machining of wood. Machining of wood is onesubject we are satisfied with. Do we really understand the machining of wood or do wejust understand how to operate the machinery? If we don't know how the tree is grown,wood structure, and the mechanical properties, how can we understand the grading ofhardwoods, softwoods and plywoods? How can we understand seasoning and preservation?This subject is also left out of our curriculum. Almost $50,000,000 annually are lost bydamage to buildings by termites and decay. This is more damage than by fire, and we arecertainly concerned with this.
Without knowing the properties of wood, we cannot understand the new products thatare made of wood. Why are you afraid of plywood, particleboard, hardboard, paper,glued lamination, veneering, moulded wood? Aren't these products used in the woodwork-ing industry? Yes! The United States government reported that the fastest-growing in-dustry today is the utilization of wood residue and those industries connected with it.Why are you afraid of experimentation, such as anhydrous ammonia bending, makingwood-plastic combination materials, moulding fibers and mechanical testing? Why aren'tyou willing to accept some of thenew products now being made by industry? Is it possibleto really know how to teach woodworking if you do not know what the properties of woodare? Is it possible to teach your tradidonal pet course in furnituremaking without under-standing wood? Most of the time we send our students to look for designs in stores, inmagazines, in books, in catalogs that have been discarded. We have students adapt thesedesigns so that we may build them. Now you send a student to the store looking for a de-sign, he makes a sketch and brings it to you. You have him draw it up, plan his work, andthen he brings this for you to check. And you say, "Fine, John, go build it." What youhave for John to build this project out of is a large variety of solid hardwoods. Do yourealize that the manufacturer that produced that furniture did not use solid wood, and thatthe products he used do not have the properties that solid woods have? Most of the timewe do not see the failures that occur after the project leaves our shops. Maybe we gavethe boy an "A" or his project and he's afraid to come back and mil you that it fell apartwhen he got it home. Many designs can only be implemented'by using some of the newproducts, most of which we have tried to keep out of our programs. I krnw what is beingdone. I have been there. I have taught woodworking without knowing the new woodwork-ing technology. By doing this, we had failures, and if I had known the technology we couldhave predicted the failures. When failures occurred I either blamed these failures on thestudents, lack of skills, on the material, or on some co:. ition I didn't :snow about. I didn'tput the blame on the real cause, my ignorance. It is impossible to really know how toteach woodworking if you do not understand wood. It is impossible to relate your programto other disciplines, such as chemistry, phy.sics, biology, mathematics. We have often
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talked about making our programs attractive to the more intelligent student, as well as
to the average And the below-average student. This is also a difficult job without under-
standing wood. We have talked about experimentation, research, spontaneous learning,
creative thinking, development of the individual human potential, where the action is, rev)
concepts in industrial arts and now man, society, and technology. Can you offer this in
your program without knowing what the new woodworking technology is?

I have tried this new wood technology. I believe in it. It haa done for our programwhat it can do for yours. It can give you direction and foresight. It will help you developand understand what should be offered.
Frank Lloyd Wright also said, "We may use wood with intelligence, only if we under-stand wood."

Mr. Cheek is on the faculty at Kansas State College, Pittsburg, Kansas.

Structure of wood as related to wood identification
Albert G. Spencer

There are three methods of identifying woodvisually, macroscopically and micro-scopicall:/. The visual method is most often used, because no equipment other than goodeyesight is required. Macroscopic identification is accomplished by the use of a 10Xhand lens, while the microscopic method requires a microscope. This presentation
deals with macroscopic identification only: however, in practice f:e visual method is often
used to supplement the hand lens examination.

All methods of identification are basedon the appearance of wood, the characteristics
of which are determined by its structure. Thus, an understanding of the basic structure
of wood is a very necessary part of the identification process, . Since macroscopic iden-tification requires only a 10X magnification, those features of wood visible at that level
will be of most concern here.

Before the structural elements of wood can be discussed, it is necessary to point out
the planes of reference commonly used for this purpose. The top of a stump or the end
of a log provides a view of the transverset or cross-sectional plane of the wood. A log
split in half shows the radial plane, while the face of a slab-sawn board is the tangential
surface. All of these terms may appear in the following discussion, although the trans-
verse plare is by far the most important for macroscopic identification.

The bale element of wood structure is a cell. Wood is made up of millions and
millions of cells, most of which are tubular in shape, and are cemented together in a
honeycomb fashion. For the most part, the 1-mgth of an individual cell is many times asgreat as its diameter, so that its appearance resembles that of a fine hair about one-
seventh of an inch long.

Most wood cells are not readilr distinguishable witha 10X hand lens but their orien-
todon and arrangt ivr.o. in the wood produce features which are visible, and it is these
fciatures thac are important in wood identification.

Features common to hardwoods and softwoods. Although the basic components of all
woods ar..: the same, hardwoods and softwoods differ considerably in their structure. A
cross-section of a log shows the following gross features: bark, the outermost layer, a
protective sheath around the trunk; AeLy2Qsj, a light-colored layer of wood which is the
living portion of the wood; liejaMeed, generally a darker-colored layer of wood; and pith,
a small spongy area at the center of the log.

Another feature of wood which is easily noticed is a growth ring, which is the layer
of wood added to the diameter of the tree trunk each year. Each growth ring is made upof two layers of wood; a porous layer made up of thin-walled cells is called sRrinitwood
or earlywood, and a more dense layer composed of thick-walled cells is called summer-
wood or latewood. Springwood and summerwood are quite important in the identification
of softwoods.,

The thia lines running from the center of the tree outward are called rays. ;n soft-
woods, rays very thin and can seldom be seen, even with a 10X hand lens. The pat-
tern formed by these rays on the regal plane of hardwoods (as in a quartersawn board),
or in the wagential plane (as in is a useful feature for identification.
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Features important for the identification of hardwoods.pores, Pores in hardwoods are made up of large, tubular cella called vessel seg-ments, which are joinedend-to-end to form a continuous "pipe", or tube through the wood.When a cross-sectional cut is made on wood, the pores appear as small holes. The sizeand arrangement of pores are important characteristics tor identification of hardwoods.When largepores are concentrated in the springwood, and smaller ones in the sum mer-wood, the wood is 'said to be ring porous. If, on the other hand, the pon.-.8 ai.e more orless uniform in size and quite evenly distributed throughout the growth ring, the wood istermed diffuse porous. In addition, there are some woods which are between these twoextremes, and they are called either semi-ring porous or semi-diffuse porous woods.Parenchyma. Parenchyma are wood cells whose primary function is the storage offood and water. Their importance in wood identification is the fact that parenchyma tissueusually is light-colored and is arranged in characte:-istic spots, patches or lines.If the parenchyma tissue surrounds or partially surrounds the pores, it is calledparatracheal parenchyma. Parenchyma tissue which is not associated with the pores, butappears in short broken lines at right angles to rays, is called metatracheal or apotrachealparenchyma. Terminal parenchyma appears as a continuous, whitish line between thegrowth rings.
Rays. The size, spacing and appearance of rays are distinguishing features of manyhardwoods. Oaks have such large rays that they are called oak-type rays, but the rays ofmany hardwoods are quite small and difficult to see with the hand lens. Also, the factthat some hardwoods have rays more closely spaced than others is a feature which aidsin their identification.

The appearance of rays on the radial and tangential surface of wood produces charac-teristic patterns on certain woods. The broad ray fleck on quartered oak is a good exampleof this.
Tyloses. A characteristic of some hardwoods is tyloses, a crystal-like substancewhich partially or completely blocks the pores. Tyloses can usually be seen with a handlens. Whim oak is a good example of wood with pores completely blocked by tyloses.Features important for the identification of softwoods.Resin canals. Softwoods which are classified as resinous softwoods possess resincanals, which appear as small dots or openings on the transverse surface, and as darkstreaks on the other surfaces. The size, number and arrangement of resin canals variesamong the different species, so these are useful features for identification.Transition within growth rings. The layer of springwood in a growth ring is made upof thin-walled cells, and generally appears lighter in color than the summerwood, whithis niade up of thick-walled cells. If the change from the thln-walled cells of the springwoodto the thick-walled cells of the summerwood is sharp and distinct, there is an abrupttransition from springwood to summerwood. On the other hand, if the change in cell sizeis gradual, and the line between springwood and summerwood is indistinct, there is agradual transition from springwood to summerwood. The nature of the transition is animportant consideration in the identification of softwoods.Amount of summerwood. The width of the band of darker-colored summerwood variesconsiderably in softwoods. Some, such as southern pines, have a wide, outstanding bandof summerwood, while others, suchas sugar pine, have quite narrow bands of summerwood.Conclusion, This discussion of the structure of wood was not meant to be compre-hensive, but it does indicate those features of wood with which one must be familiar inorder to identify wood successfully with a hand lens and key.

Mr. Spencer is on the faculty at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky.

Procedures for identifying wood by theuse of the hand lens and key
Frank M. PittmanIndustrial arts teachers in the area of woods usually spend at least a part of theirinstruction time on the subject of wood identification. Teachers know that if students are
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to work intelligently with a material, they must be able to identify it. Consider for a
moment the general wood identification techniques. Basically wood identification can be
broken down into three levels:

(1) The unaided eye (gross features of wood)
(2) Macroidentification (10x - 20x hand lens)
(3) Microidentification (above 20x - microscope)
All persons who work with wood are familiar with the first identification level, the

unaided eye. This method relies entirely upon the gross features of wood, such as color,
grain pattern, odor, hardness, weight and sometimes even taste. With experience, wood-
workers can learn to identify a numbcr of wood species by this technique alone. It is
the easiest of the three levels in terms . complexity but is limited in terms of accuracy
and the number of species.

The most accurate and also the most complex i'lcntification technique is micro-
identification, level number three. This technique is use,d to identify woods by their micro-
structure. It requires the use of a microscope and a thorough technical background in
the minute structural characteristics of wood. This level of identification is sometimes
used to verify identifications made by the other two techniques but is probably beyond the
scope of most industrial arts programs.

The second identification level utilizes both the gross features of wood, az-, seen with
the naked eye, and structural features not normally visible with the naked eye. It would
rank second in terms of complexity and accuracy. Macroidentifica..ion is not new. It
has been utilized for several years by wood scientists interested in the quick, accurate
identification of a wood specimen. Only recently, however, has it been utilized to any
extent by industrial arts teachers.

Macro wood identification is a relatively simp: Iue to learn, provided you
have a basic understanding of wood structure and some sli...r.ne equipment. Briefly, the
technique involves viewing a prepared wood sample thr, ;gh a 10x magnifying glass and
following the wooi's characteristics through a written macro wood identification key.

Wood am nd their preparation. Before you can identify a wood, you must first
have a sample to identify. Wood samples may be purchased or individually collected.
It is usually desirable to purchase a set of known wood samples to aid in verifying later
identifications.

It is best to start learning macro wood identification with known woods which are
relatively common to your ge anhic region. A set of 10 or 15 wood species would be
about right to begin with. The size of the wood samples is up to you; however, a piece
3/4 x 2 x 3 inches is convenient to handle and store. It is also desirable that the samples
collected contain both heartwood and Fapwood, but this is not always possible to achieve.

After the samples have been secured, they must be carefully prepared for identifi-
cation. Since most of the observations are made on the transverse section, it is abso-
lutely necessary that a portion of the endgrain on the wood sample be cleanly cut. It may
also be necessary to make small cuts on the radial and tangential surfaces. The simplest
tool to use for making these cuts is a sharp pocket knife. A light, quick, shearing cut at a
slight angle is best for preparing samples. Only a small section of the end grain need
be prepared for viewing. Usually a cut across two or three annual rings is sufficient.
The quality of the cut is all-important. Poor cuts v&1 hide the wood's structural charac-
teristics and make identification impossible.

The hand lens and its use. There are a number of manufacturers and suppliers of
hand magnifying glasses. Select the best lens that you can afford. The hand lens should
be at least 10x, because almost all of the hand lens identification keys are written for
this level of magnification. Using the hand lens correctly is important. The lens should
be held close to the eye and the sample moved into focus. Good lighting is also essential.
Light brings out some of the hard-to-see structural festures of wood. Sunlight is best,
but a nmall high-intensity lamp is ideal for inside work. With this type of lamp the light
can be directed on the surface being observed.

When viewing a wood sample, make observations 1,oth on dry and wet wood. Wetting
the surface will sometimes make structural features more en- ily seen. This can be done
by simply moistening your finger tip and touching it to the wood sample.

The identification key and its use. After the sample is prepared, the next logical
step is to identify it. An identificationkey should be used at this point. A key is a written
deductive device by which woods can be identified by the process of elimination. The same
idea is also utilized by scientists in the identification of plants and rocks.

All identification keys are restrictive in some manner. Their limitations are usually
450
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indicated by their title. For example, one key is entitled: Key for The Identification ofImportant Commercial Woods of the United States. This key is limited to 60 ,species ofwood which are native to the United States and are considered to be of coramercial im-portance. Larger keys such as the one contained in Wood Technology, Vol. I, Panshin andDeZeeus, may serve as a basis for the development of your own key.In the identification process, examine a statemont in the key and either accept it orreject it. The beginning of an identification key is illustrated in Figure 1. First the woodmust be classified as either a hardwood or a softwood. Then the specimen Is classifiedinto one of the four types of hardwoods and softwoods, resinous or nonresinous softwood,or ring porous or diffuse porous hnrdwood. After this you are directed to various sectionsof the key for further identification. If a statemert in the key is accepted, proceed to thenext statement as directed, until the wood is identified. The identification of a woodshould not be accepted as final until additional verification is made. References may bemade to known samples of the wood if they are available, or a study of detailed descrip-tions of the species may be marte to verify the identification.
Wood is a fascinating material, and the identification of wood is indeed challengine.Accuracy only comes with experience, but wood identification becomes more interestingand more precise after mastering the microidentification technique.

Mr. Pittman h on the faculty at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky.
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Teaching the giftedthe industrialarts research laboratory
Alan P. Keeny

Let us begin with an assumptionthe assumption that in industrial arts we are de-veloping people and not things. I will tell you about developing a particular segment ofpeople--those identified as gifted. One place where this occurs is the Industrial ArtsResearch Laboratory at Montgomery Hills Junior High School, Silver Spring, Maryland.This group of talented 9th-grade students meets five days a week for the full year.What is a gifted student? Much research has been done to identify this group, butI believe the work published by Dr. Charles E. I3ish in the February, 1961, issue of theNEA Journal best states the characteristics and shall be my basis for criteria. Dr. Bishmakes the following statement:
"There are certain observable characteristics, in a variety of combinations, intalented children. Most of these students learn quickly without drill, organizedata efficiently, reason clearly, and show an interest in a wide range of abstractconcepts. As a rule, they are above-average in the77r use of vocabulary and inreading skills,"

We now have a concise statement of characteristics to look for when we interviewthe student for acceptance into the program and are reviewing his personal records andreceiving recommendations from his counselor. The students are selected from a totalgroup that make application. Let us also remember that these characteristics are foundin a variety of combinations, and many may be hidden. It is my Job to select those thatshow potentialthat can be helped by the program. We want to develop the talents.Dr. Bish also established the strengthe of the gifted and found them to be centeredin the following abilities:
The ability to see and make association and interrelation of concepts.The ability to critically evaluate facts and arguments.The ability to create new ideas and originate new lines of thought.The ability to reason complex problems through.The ability to understand other situations, other times and other people, to be lessbound by one's own peculiar environmental settings.Dr. Bish concluded that, "If we are to c%allenge bright youngsters, we must teach withsuch strengths in mind." These abilities that are found in the gifted were recognizedwhen the research laboratory was developed In 1959 with the assistance and guidance ofDr. Donald Maley, head of industrial education, University of Maryland.The first abilitr- the association andinterrelation of concepts. To develop this abilitythe students must not be forever locked in a single discipline-single period routine, norconfined to a single classroom, but rather must, as in the research laboratory, be allowedor requi:ed interdisciplinary functions as are found in seminars, pursuit of research,and freedom of movement. Once freed of the routine--10 o'clock time for math, 11 o'clocktime for sciencethe gifted student can more easily make the associations and interrela-tions and begin to become involved with as large an educational community as he iscapable of using at that time of his developmentfrom the local community to the worldcommunity.

The second ability - the critical evaluation of facts and arguments. To obtain strength,exercise is usually needed. The research students receive continuous exercise in thecritical evaluation of facts and arguments through the student-run seminars that have thestudents questioning the procedure, the facts, the conclusions of each other. If there isany one activity thatshows rhe growthof the students over the year it is their performancein the seminar. Th 2y become very adept at going to the heart of a problem and askingpi obing questions. It is also part of their development to look forward to the questioningsessions, knowing that it will help them by pinpointing weak areas in their work whichthey ean then correct.
The third ability- the creation of new ideas and originadon of new lines of thought.Can this strength be developed or strengthened in a lock-step program or the cookbookapproach or does it require openendedness, a freedom to operate and to choose? The
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students in the research laborntory choose their problems of study, they develop their
test apparatus, they are as current as the latest idea published in the latest issue of any
magazine or journal.

The fourth ability- to reason complex problems through. How does the reasoning of
complex problems occur? Can it be put into a time scnedule? Do we allow two weeks for
reasoning or do we offer a freedom of pursuit by the student? In the research laboratory
there are no time limits set on the problems under study. It has happened that students
have sat for weeks thinking and theli with great joy announced they had the answer. It is
also true some have -sat for weeks and not found the answer--but they had the chance to
do so_ P3 it always necessary to find the answer before we can say we have learned some-
thing? The gifted students have expressed their appreciation of being able to investigate
to the depth they desired and not give a problem a hit-or-miss approach sometimes
necessary when the project is due on Friday, 3 o'clock, ready or not.

The fifth ability- to understand other situations, other times and other people; to be
less bound by one's own peculiar environmental settings. To develop and 9 uenathen this
ability the program must offer opportunity for the child to work not oassively as through
books alone but actively as through interviews with leading authorities in their field of
tudy, by telephone conversations, letters and personal contact, so that their environ-

mental settings are expanded and true life work situations can be understood. How much
greater is the appreciation of delicate measurements when it is observed at a science
center or bureau of standards, when it is related to their problem and they are there.
How much more respect will they have for the white laboratory coat of a technician when
having the opportunity to work with a technician on laser alignment. These are activities
that can and do occur in the research laboratory. They are activities that happen to people
who can profit the most from them because of their particular abilities.

By this time you should be beginning to formulate a picture of the program in your
mind. You will find it is not a content course but a function program. The student's in-
herent abilities are being probed, exercised, strengthened and developed. He is not being
directed as to what to learn, but given a greater value on the how to learn, which will
equip him for his academic future as well as for the predicted drama of rapid technological
change in which he must play a part. It is a program based upon contemporary society
and upon the needs, interests and motivations of the future citizen. The program makes
available industrial arts tools, equipment and materials with which the student can test
and evaluate products, processes, materials and ideas applying scientific theories and
procedures. In this experience the student selects a problem of interest to himself that
can be solved thr,Jugh experimentation. He then outlines the problem and proceeds to
determine the necessary approach to obtain valid results and the necessary apparatus to
perform his tests. Research into the areas of science involved are a part of expected
procedure. The data is checked and conclusions are formed. The final results are put
into proper written form and orally presented in a formal seminar. We have now expressed
the research laboratory in the simplest form. Visitors have asked, "How do you get
them to the level of achievement that we observe?" My answer -I show them how to
approach a problem, how to find answers, how to organize and then get out of their way.
The responsibility of subject selection and depth of saidy is placed upon the student. His
goal is to become an authority in the field he is studying.

Each student, at the beginning of the course, receives a list of educational values.
These values are part of each evaluation that is given the student in the form of individual
conferences. He knows his direction and he evaluates his progress toward that goal. The
goals are:

(1) To develop an appreciation of the scientific approach to problem solving.
(2) To develop a fuller understanding in the area of industrial research.
(3) To offer a meaningful program through which to teach tools, processes and mate-
rials.
(4) To stimulate pupil interest in highe-e-level laboratory activities.
(5) To provide exploratory experiences of value to the student in his selection of a
vocation as well as avocational pursuits.
(6) To develop the student with respect to satisfying his owl-, curiosity, developing
self-reliance, and ability to do critical and analytical thinking.
(7) To increase the individual's understanding and abilities in the area of consumer
activities.
(8) To develop in the student a feeling of creativity and satisfaction.
I believe that the relationship between our stated educational values found in the
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program and the ability strengths of the gifted as stated earlier are obvious and do notneed further comment.
There is an area we must not overlook and it is important to all students, not just thegifted. It is the area of motivation. Jack R. Frymier, in a recent article, "Motivating

Students to Learn", published by NEA, states:

"What is motivation? In general terms, it is that which gives both direction andintensity to human behavior. Research reveals that students whose desire tolearn in school is positive in nature and optimal in level differ in at least four
ways from those whose motivation is less desirable: self-concept, values, orien-tation toward time, and openness to experience."

Much could be said on each point in which the motivated differ from the less-motivated,
but consider self-image--the gifted child can become so advanced in a subject that he can
no longer find communication with his peers. He begins to feel different, odd, and hisself-image suffers. Now place him in a program in which mastery of a field is the normand with a group that speaks 'his language' and pursues the same goals. What happens to
his self-image now? If in his work in this program college professors listen to his ques-tions and give him help, if a representative from industry visits himwhat does this dofor his image? He becomes a person who is important, can do, is competent. All thisand more happens in the research program.

The motivated value the abstractthink of the motivation when the proble:ns arechosen by the individual himself and can be as abstract in theory as the student wants; buteven more important, he translates that abstract into the concrete by experimentation,conclusions and explanation.
The motivated show orientation toward time, particularly lack of fear for the future.Is any program more geared to the future than research? The student appreciates the

past to establish the basis for his work and finds answers in the present while projecting
his work into the future. Thus we meet another motivational guide.

The fourth guide- an openness to experiences. Think of the many varied experiences
offered the research student that have been mlntion2d already, not just in the classroombut in the total community. As part of the program many experiences are required that
build upon past experience but lead to new experiences, thus emphasizing the motivation.
THE PROGRAM IN REVIEW -

It is restricted - students must apply - required 1:0 have an interview - limited num-ber accepted.
Once accepted, each student receives: whit, laboratory coat - ID card - clip board -privileges:

to work throughout the school, not just in one classroom
to work in library anytimeof the day they a - free
to take all-day field trips individually or group
to use school phone to call specialist or obLain materials
to use school stationery and typewriters (school pays postage)
to invite specialists or interested people to visit them

The student receives - explanation of goals, guides for scientific method for writtenadd oral reports - evaluations - the expectations are set high. Written and oral re-ports are required. Seminars are utilized. Visitors from within the school andcommunity are encouraged.
I hope you have noted we have created an atmosphere - a place of work and achieve-

ment--a place for success or failure taken in stride and in the perspective of what educa-tion is all about. Too often we think of the gifted child as not having problems, but thesimple use of the telephone can be an obstacle to him. We think using a telephone is second
nature to the teen-ager, but calling a university or government agcncy or an authority in
industry is different from calling your girl friendor buddy. Writing a letter is old stuff--it's required in many of his educational exercisesbut a letter that asks for material or
information upon which the accomplishment of his project depends puts a different em-phasis on the procedure.

They do like independence. One example: A student teacher was helping one of my
students and was taking more time and doing more work for the student than the studentthought necessary. The student in effect told him, "All right, you've shown me, now getout of the way, I'd rather do it myself." This is typical of their drive,. Many of these
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gifted students have returned from high school and college just to thank me for the pro-
gram. They have indicated it was one of the best e:cperiences they had, that it had really
helped prepare them because it showed them how to approach a problem, to get informatim,
to be critical. It also showed what really had value--not the grade but the learning. One
young lady was so thrilled that she hadbeen able to help her sister in college with proce-
dure to follow, where and how to obtain information.

Year after year the students express amazement at how complicated and how much
more work is really involved in their topics. What they thought could be accomplished in
six weeks may take eighteen to thirty. It seems our capacity to produce many goods
rapidly is leaving some incorrect impressic -s with our youth. The students also appre-
ciate being able to discuss their eva1uation.1 with the instructor. They like being a part
of the planning. They like someone having confidence in them. There was an article in
the Reader's Di Rest, February, 1969, Self-Fulfilling Prophecy - A Key to Success. Gen-
erally it states that people live up to the faith and expectations you have in them. My
students have not let me down. Some decisions have had to be made on the basis of faith
in them, faith plus knowing each student's weaknesses and strengths. I have received
communications from industries and government agencies indicating the danger and ques-
tioning the wisdom of permitting a junior high student to pursue the work. It was then
necessary to decide--tell the student it was not in his ability or have him look at the
letters, evaluate their message and proceed if he wished. I have never been sorry for
permitting them to continue. Occasionally I will talk with them in terms of the. following
formulas, not reaching any one conclusion but giving them something to think about.

new
learning

Formula for course accomplishment
power of
curiosity

complexity of completeness
the pi.oblern of the study

time to accomplish

Time taken
to do work

Little time
will not
lift great
quality

help given
each other

See-Saw of the day of reckoning

satisfaction
knowledge
grade

Quality of
finished job

11.

fulcrum
placement?

Long time
should make
exceptional
quality

Now you have heard what I do wi.th the gifted in my program. Remember the gifted
may have the potential but as in most development he needs the exercise to develop. What
I trf to do is give him the exercise environment and the exercise tools that fit his peculiar
needs.

It occurs to me that you who came to the convention lnd are here now fit the descrip-
tion of the talented: you have shown interest, you seek new experiences, you reason
through problems. Since you are gifted, I would like to share an article with you and raise
some questions. The article is "Future Shcck", by Alvin Toffler. It was published in the
January and February, 1970, issues of Playboy magazine. Mr. Toffler's main theme is
change atui if man can adapt. There is much of interest to industrial arts people in the
article, and I strongly recommend you read it. I will quote a few eye-openers:

"In the decades immediately ahead, we face a torrent of change This is
the prospect man now faces. For a new society - superindustrial, fast-paced,
fragmented, filled with bizarre styles and customs--is erupting in our midst.
It has been observed, for ex-_.nple, that if the past 50,000 years of man's existence
were divided into lifetimes of approximately 62 years each, there have been about
800 such lifetimes. Of these 800, fully 650 wen- spent in caves. Only during the
past 70 lifetimes has it been possible to communicate effectively from one life-
time to another - as writing made it possible to do. Only during the past six
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lifetimes have masses of men ever seen a printed word. Only during the pastfour has it been possible to measure time with any precision. Only in the pasttwo has anyone anywhere used an electric motor. And the overwhelming majorityof all the material goods we use daily have been developed within the present,the 800th lifetime.
"What such numbers imply is nothing less revolutionary than a doubling ofthe total output of goods and services in the advanced societies about every 15years - and the doubling times are shrinking. This means that the child reach-ing his 'teens in any of these societies is literally surrounded by twice as muchof everything newly man-made as his parents were at the time he was an infant.It means that by the time today's teenager reaches the age of 30, a second doublingwill have occurred. Within a 70-year lifetime, perhaps five such doublings willtake place--meaning, since the increases are compounded, that by the time theindividual reaches old age, the society around him wilI be producing 32 timesas much as when he was born.
"Behind such prodigious economic facts lies that great, growling engine ofchange--technology. The time between original concept and practical use hasbeen radicall7 reduced. This is a striking difference between ourselves aad ourancestors. In 1836, a machine was invented that mowed, threshed, tied straw intosheaves and poured grain into sacks. This machine was itself based on tech-nology at least 20 years old at the time. Yet it ,vas not until a century later, inthe 1930's, that such a combine was actually marketed. The first English patentfor a typewriter was issued in 1714, but a century and a half elapsed before type-writers became commercially available. ...it took 65 years for the electricmotor to be applied, 33 years for the vacuum tube and 18 years for the X-raytube; it took only 10 years for the nuclear reactor, five for radar and only threefor the transistor and the solar battery. What has been learnea in the lastthree decadea about the nature of living beings dwarfs in extent of knowledge anycomparable period of scientific discovery in the history of mankind. The USGovernment alone generates over 300,000 reports each year. plus 450,000exticles, books and papers. On a world-wide basis, scientific and technicalliterature mounts at a rate of some 60,000,000pages a year.... To most people,the term technology conjures up images of smokey steel mills and clankingmachines. Perhaps thn classic symbol of technology is still the assembly linecreateu by Henry Ford half a century ago.... This symbol, however, has alwaysbeen inadequate - indeed, mislenfling - for technology has always been morethan factories and machines. '11-:) invention of the horse collar in the MiddleAges led to major changes in agricultural methods and was as much a techno-logical advance as the invention of the Bessemer furnace centuries later. More-over, technology includes techniques as well as the machines that may or maynot be necessary to apply them. It includes ways to make chemical reactionsoccur, ways to breed fish, plant forests, light theaters, count votes or teachhistory. The old symbols of technology are even more misleading today, whenthe most advanced technological processes arc carried out far from assemblylines or open hearths. And the assembly line - the organization of armies of mento carry out simple repetitive functions - is an anachronism. It is time for oursymbols of technology to changeto catch up with the fantastic changes in tech-nology itself."

The article of Mr. Toffler's is practically a small book crammed with such facts.I cannot take further timethe article can be obtained and read. But if we accept Mr.Toffler's work, where do we stand in industrial education? As reeently as this year theycalled my program innovative--innovative after 11 years? If line production is outdatedor incorrect as an example of technology and we teach it in our classroom today to ex-plain industry and technology, what will it be in 10 years? What are we doing to preparefor change? What are we giving our students to hold fast toa set of changing facts orthe ability to accept change, to adapt to it, to reason? Are we giving them a place in thefuture or fear of it? You--we--are responsible for the answers. Do we accept the prob-lem?

Mr. Keeny teaches at the Montgomery Hills Junior High School, Silver Spring, Maryland.
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Industrial arts for the special education student
Herman Cecil Wilson

Your presence here indicates to me that you are concerned about industrial arts forthe special education student. We share this concern; in fact, we feel industrial arts is avery important part of the total school curriculum and should be made available to alls tudents.
We realize that special education is a broad term; however, for our purpose we willrefer to the educable mentally retarded, frequently called EMR. In general, the IQ rangefor the EMR students runs from 50 to 75. It is estimated that three percent of the popu-lation (4-1/2 million) are considered educable mentally retarded.
Since a child is born with very fewnatural interests, it is his environment that actuallyproduces enthusiasm to work toward c particular goal. There must also be present acertain degree of ability, and the opportunity to use this ability successfully must be pro-vided in order that the child gain satisfaction which leads to confidence. No one will dis-agree that constant failure only increases frustration and generates growth of the "I don'tcare" attitude. Industrial arts can play a significant role in the education of the slowlearner.
We cannot be concerned with the learning of facts from a book; we must attempt as along-range goal to develop students in three major areas: social success, economic suc-cess and personal success. With the EMR student we can rely on neither the normalteaching methods nor the simplification of these methods. Rather, we must employ thisas our basic philosophy: to start at the child's own individual level, no matter how lowthat might be, and to serve as the stimulus for his growth in the three previously-mentioned areassocial, economic and personal success.
The program we establish must first meet the necds of these students, in accordancewith the available facilities. Considering the combination of the student's motor skillalong with his relative intelligence, we must provide a system of rewards and recognitionin order that the individuals gain satisfaction leading to confidence. Industrial arts boomsinto focus at this point, since it is industrial arts that provides the opportunity to combinethe use of manual dexterity with mental ability. A skilled mind coupled with unskilledhands means an individual is only partially educated. Units of academic learning modeledalong the line of dextrous experiences furnish a more concrete, meaningful learningsituation. For example, in teaching the use of tools and materials, it is wise to incor-porate the "academics" of number concepts and new vocabulary. Therefore, the studenthas learned and contributed something worthwhile.
All students, including the slow learners, should be exposed to an industrial art.':program, for it is here that they discover getting along with others and sharing respor -bilities. In developing respect for tools and materials, they are taught respect for theri hts of other eo le as well as the abili to erform successfull in rou work.To understand why industrial arts is suited for the EMR student, let us look at thisstudent--who he is and what constitutes his personal needs. He is academically belowgrade level; he can learn but the material must be organized at his ability Gen-erally, reasoning power is lacking to the point that he is slow to understand cause andeffect relationships, to draw valid conclusions, and to transfer information to anothersituation. How do we meet this problem? Again, gear the experience to his own stage ofdevelopment, basing your plans on the quality of the learning experience as opposed to thequantity. Another characteristic of the EMR student is his short attention span, and thismay be the most difficult problem to resolve. In addition to providing simple and specificdirections for guidelines on a project, the best plan is to furnish interesting projects with

a high probability of success. Where there is genuine interest, there will be better atten-tiveness. Poor short-term memory accompanies short attention span and can best behandled by repetition of the same skill in many different meaningful contexts to ensuremore permanent learning, not temporary memorization. In order to overcome the prob-lem of poor work habits, we should assign tasks that require a minimum amount of time.Then, as the student matures and progresses, the amount of time and the degree of diffi-culty involved can be increased. Socially and emotionally, EMR students are less maturethan their peers; therefore, their need is for acceptance by teachers who provide a friendlyatmosphere that offers a feeling of security and belonging. Leadership ability is seldomfound; thus, we need to guide them as good "followers" in order that they achieve their
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own personal objectives.
To summarize, let me list for you what might be the most important guidelines inplanning successfully for the EMR student in industrial arts:(I) Use oniy meaningful activities for teaching techniques.(II) Use a project that provides the child with his own personal method of expresionrather than a complex end product.
(111) Give the student a voice in the project selection.
(IV) Select activities that improve motor ability.(V) Compliment the student on his finished product.(VI) Organize to provide social interaction within a group for exchange of ideas.(VII) Do not do the job for the child.The EMR students will always be a part of the classroom, so remember that theaccent must be a positiveforce. Make them feel like constructive helpersthen, perhaps,they'll become less isolated and more responsible school citizens. Praise their strengths;minimize their weaknesses; provide reward and recognition. In short, your every actionshould say to them, "You are somebody.. ".

REFERENCES
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Mr. Wilson teaches at Pnrkside Junior High School, Manassas, Virginia.

Instructional aids and devices at the Governor
kilc-.7nhead School for the Blind

Gene Holton Anthony
Foreword. "The teaching of industrial arts and other general shop courses to visuallyhandicapped children has been considered of significant importance for many years, notonly for the direct application to industry, but for the development of manual dexterityon the part of the studems. In many instancea, the teaching of operations, particularly ofpower machinery, hae been difficult for students without vision. Mr. Gene Anthony, ateacher at The Governor Morehead School, experimented for some years with specialdevices and jigs to make it possible for students to use power machinery successfully.Some of his efforts were recorded in his Master's thesis (excerpts follow). Mr. Anthony
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generously consentet have the thesis reproduced and distributed to industrial arts
teachers throughout th:. United States with the hope that his contribution would be of value
to students in the industrial arts courses andan encouragem-nt to other faculty members
to devise more procedures for making the use of power machinery feasible for visually
handicappel people."

Egbert N. Peeler
December, 1966 Superintendent

Industrial arts is somedmes referred to as "the doing phase" of general education,in the sense that the learnings are primarily the outgrowth of planned physical activity
with tools, nfaciiines and materials. In order to develop this "doing phase" to its
maximum efficiency, the planned physical activities must be intrst-lng, practicable and
safe. Industrial arta for blind students must do several things :II achaition to achieving itsregular objectives. it 18 necessary (1) "to develop in blind pupls a mastery of those
orientation and rh..;bility skills which will contribute to their safe functioming within the
shop and (2) to develop in blind pupils particular '.-nowledge -pecial tools and aids
available to them and to train them properly in the, use".(1)

Statement of the problem. it was the purpose of this stu, develop and validatevarious instructional aids and devices for Ilse by blind students. The instructional aids
and devices were carefully designed and developed in order to make possible the safe
operation of certain woodworking machines by blind students. The effectiveness andvalidity of the aids and devices werf, determined and improvementa were made. This
problem presented enough drawings and photographs of aids so that the reader would ye
a bztter understanding of the devices, their construction and their uses. It was pivsumed
that he could apply this information in the construction of similar aids to be used to meethis particular needs.

Delimitations. This study was limited to the students I; a woodworking class of the
Industrial Arts Department of the North Carolina School for the Blind. The class con-
sisted of six seniors whose vision was f;:)m zero to 5%. The study was conducted duringa perioi of ae school year. The instructional aids were limited to the following wood-
working machines: the circular saw, the band saw and the drill press. The aids and de-
vices were limited to those selected by the writer to best suit the needs of his students.
Only those aids and devices made in the industrial arts laboratory were considered forthis report.

Need for the study. Oneof the long-felt needs of the blind students had been ways and
means to set up anduse safely and accurately various woodworking machines in tha indus-trial arts shop. This achievement may not seem to be a difficult assignment, since it is
a commonly-accepted part of the operation of woodworking machines, but it presents
special problems for the blind. For instance, how can a student set the fence of the cir-
cular saw so that he can be assured of an accurate cut? The obvious answer would be to
use a ruler or the gauge as marked on the edge of the saw table. But the Braille ruler--
the measuring tool for the blind--does not.*.end itself to this operation. The sighted student
has little trouble reading a ruler. It is relatively easy for him to set the drill press, and
other such jobs which make use of the ruler, but the blind student is faced with quite a
proem when he tries todo these sameoperations. The writer had felt the need for somemethod of measuring that could assure the blind student of success when working on thecircular saw, drill press and band saw. The measuring system was the basic need of
this problem and was the starting point from which most of the aids were developed.
Measuring aids.

Measuring blocks. The basic aid and the foundation of this problem was the develop-
ment of the measuring blocks. When it was found that the Braille ruler did not provide the
necessary accuracy to be used in precision measuring on the circular saw, somethingelse had to be developed. Further study showed that the most logical way for a blindstudent to be able to measure and set up the circuler saw would be a series of wooden
blocks similar to gauge blocks used for precision measurements in metal work, These
were made in nine lengths. It was decided that the fewer the number, the easier it would
be to explain and use the block. Since most of the work done by the students is less than
24" long, the blocks were so designed that the combined length of all of them is 21-7/8".
This provided a 1/8", a 1/4" and a 1/2" block, along with blocks 1", 2", 3", 4", 5" and
(I) American Foundation for the Blind. 1960. Industrial Arts ft,r Blind Svudents. Ameri-

can Foundation for the Blind No. 6, Group Reports. New York.
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6" long. When used in any combination, the student is able to set the rip fence from 1/8"to 21-7/8" from the saw. The original blocks were made 1-1/2" square. Each of thewhole-number blocks was marked with Braille. After trying the measuring blocks on thethree machines, it was found that the 1-1/2"-square blocks were too big for efficienthandling on the drill press and band saw. This led to making another set of blocks, 1"square. Generally, the smaller set of blocks is used on the drill press and band saw, andthe larger set is used on the circular saw. The development of the blocks led to the de-velopment of several of the aids and devices.Circular saw aids.
Since the circular saw is not only one of the most hazardous woodworking machinesbut also one of the most used, the development of aids and devices fot safer operation hasalways been a problem. The aids in this section were developed to meet such specificneeds as additional safety and increased usefulness of the circular saw by the blind.Miter gauge extension. The miter gauge extennion ia not an entirely new idea; how-ever, two modifications of the usual practice of attachthg a piece of wood to the mitergauge made this an important aid for the blind.When a sighted student is going o cut a board to a marked length using the circularsaw, it is necessary for him only to place his board against the miter gauge, line up hismark with the blade and cut it. The blird student finds this very difficult. In order tohelp the student do this, the miter gauge extension was developed. The end toward theblade was shaped to permit the extension to pass under the guard and was fastened to themiter gauge so the end just cleared the set of the teeth on the blade. This made a goodorientadon point for the blind student so that he would know where the blade was in rela-tion to his cut-off mark.

Extension clamp. The idea for the extension clamp came about after the miter gaugeextension had been in use for some time. Its development came about in this way. Oneof the main uses for the miter gauge, with or without extension, is to act as a guide whencross cutting. When a blind student desired to cut a board any length less than 18", hewould mark his board to the corr:act length, Iine up his mark as best he could and cut it.Hewever, it was rather difficult for a student to cut two boards the same length. Thispractice was found to be rather inaccurate, so the measuring blocks were tried. Forexample, if a blind student wanted to cut a board 12" long, he would take the 6" measuringblock and place it even with the end of the extension away frcrn the blade. Then he wouldplace the squared end of the board aeainst the block and cut the board to the desired 12".However, if he accidentally let the block slip or torgot to check to make sure the blockwas even, he might cut the board too long or too short. From this problem came the ideafor the extension clamp. It was suggested that a block and C-clamp be used, bur. sincethis involved several pieces, an all-inclusive block and clamp wak. developed. This de-vice was called the extension clamp. It is particularly useful when cutting boards o to6" wide and 18" long.
Saddle. saddle was developed to simplify the usual practice of using a C-clampand a block of woud, fastened to the rip fence, to act as a clearance block. The clearanceblock is a safety measure to provide space between the blade cnd me rip fence when cuttinga multiple number of pieces of stock. In order for the blind cxadents to do thie Dperationsafely and accurately, tt was found necessary to abandon the use of the clamp and blockand make a permanent and removable device. Several devices were designed and tried,but the saddie in its present form offered the best and simplest solution to the problemof providing clearance space.
The saddle is a three-part device. The stop block is used as a clearance block whencross cutting. The top block has a hole bored in one end which fits over the head of abolt on top of the rip fence and holds the saddle in a clearance position away from theblade. This eliminates the clamp. The 1/8" leg on the saddle may also be used as ameasuring block when setting the rip fence to a position. So the saddle has a dual pur-pose. But it has contributed greatly to more effecLive and safe use of the circular saw.Push stick. The push stick le not the usual type cornmor ly seen in most industrialarts laboratories. The straight stick has several features which have proven unsatis-tactory for use by the blind student but have been eliminated in this new type.The purpose of a push stuck :s to aid in rippiag narrow stock. It is dangetous to usethe hands close to die saw blade when pushing the stock through. Probably more acci-dents happen on the table saw when workers carelessly get too close to the blade. It wasthe general rule in the Industrial Arts Departmentat the School for the Blind that no blindstudent could make a rip cut when the distance between th:- blade and the fence was less
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than 2". In fact, this generally held true even when u3ing the old-fashioned hand-heldpush stick. It is subject to lateral or side-to-side movement which, when a person can'tsee, may be dangerous. The first designs on a revised pusher or push stick developeda U-shaped block. This fitted over the rip fence and had a notch cut on the bottom of oneside to push a piece of wood between the blade and the fence. The original design did thejob but lacked flexibility and could not be used with very thick stock. Further study andrevision brought out the idea of a pivoted pusher arm to replace the solid block. Severalproblems in this phase came up, such as the size of the notch. Experiments with varyingthicknesses of wood showed that a large notch was needed. Then, to make the two armsof the pusher work together to give proper hold-down qualities, the angle between thetwo arms had to be determined. Nhen this was done and the proper angle was determinedto be 450, the push stick had been revised considerabl. but became a very safe andeffective aid. The pusher arm is made of 1/4" terrinced masonite. This r-eant that astudent could rip stock as narrow as 1/4" and as thick as the maximum height of theblade. Because of the hold-down angle, it was found ttiat there is no minimum thickness--1/28" veneer may be handled as well as 2" or 3" stock.
The modifications of the push stick which finally devised this new type made it pos-sible for :he blind students to do many operations which had been previously consideredtoo dangerous for them to attempt.

Drill press aids.
Aids and devices are also very effective in teaching 0:e blind the basic operations orthe drill press. Instructional devices are readily adaetabYe for use on the drill pressbecause the work done on this machine is somewhat repetitive an e. consists of straightwork such as multiple drilling. Several of the devices tvr drill j -ess are modifica-tions of ideas generally used in industrial arts shops, wl-!: the others are new develop-ments which aid the blind to do more accurate work.
The standard operating procedure for a sighted student who desires to bore hole:,at certain predetermined places on his wood is to mark his work, center-punch the holes,and drill. In some cases, where he desires to bore several holes the same distance fromthe edge of his board, he may clamp a piece of wood to the drill press table to act as a'ide. For the blind to lo these same operations, several modifications had to be made.The practice of attaching a piece of wood, usually plywood, to the drill preps table isnot a new iaea. This is a procedure which has been in use probably since the first drillpress was developed. And it was the usual procedure in the Industrial Arts Departmentat the School for the Blind. Also the practice of clamping a strip of wood as a stop blockto the table was used. In thedevelopment program of the aids and devices, it was decidedthat these same ideas could be incorporated in a more permanent form. First came theidea of a fence to replace the strip of wood usually clamped to the table. Since thisseemed possible, it was necessary to decide how to clamp it to the table. Several ideas,mainly along the lines of a rip fence on the circular saw, were suggested. Since thisseemed impractical, the idea was changed by suggesting that slots be cut in the table ex-tension and bets be used to fasten the fence. --his was tried and proved to be quite suc-cessful. he. original table extensior was plywood. For the new one with slots, Novaplywood was selected. This provided a t. oother, harder surface, and the slots cut thereinwere easily sanded to permit the bolts 1 . the fence to slide easily.Directly in line with the center line of the chuck, a 1/2" center hole was bored. Thiswas done to airi the blind student in lining up the table when he was to bore holes. Sinceit was not al..vays easy to do this, a device was made which helped considerably. Thiswas called a center pin. If a student was successful in lining ,ip the drill press table,he still ne.xied to be able to set his drill press fence and measuring block clamps. Ifhe could not line up the table very well, the center pin would help. So the center pin isused for both operations. When placed in the center hole, it is so designed that one edgeof the center pin block is directly in line with the center line of the hole. The center pinenables the blind student to use the measuring blocks and set up th drill press fence.The problem of lining k ip the bit with the center of the hole in the drill cable has Leen oneof the big drawbacks to n blind student atternpi.ng to set up and use the drill press com-pletely. With th _-! development of this device, the blind student v io wishes to bore anynumber of equally-spaced holes any dietance away from the edge of his work may do so,However, it must be pointed out that center pin requires more time to set up correr'tlythan do most of the other aids. That is, the student must check several directions wnensetting up. With the proper procedures for sering up being followeL the blind studentshould be able to do severaloperations which heretofo.:e Nere only done by the instructe%
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Another significant. development in aids for the drill prcss was the measuring blockclamp. In the course of the work on the other aids, boring a hole a certain distance fromthe center hole presented a problem. A sighted student may rely on his vision to see thecenter-punched hole, but even though the blind student can use a center-punched hole,marking to the same distance becomes a problem. To avoid having to mark the wood, andvery possibly marking wrong, the same reasoning about the extension clamp for the cir-cular saw was used in solving this problem. The block and C-clamp were suggested but,being too cumbersome, were dropped. Again, the built-in clamp with block was called on,and it answered very satisfactorily. The drill press fence was set ub-ag the center pinand a measuring block. Themeasure block clamp was set using the center pin as a meas-uring block.
The student may need to bore a number of holes along one edge of a board. Forexample: students need several holes boredl" from the edge and 3" apart. By selectingthe proper measuring blocks, in this case the 3" and the 6", he can bore as many holesas ark needed and know each will be properly spaced.
The need for accuracy and speed when setting up and boring holes on the drill presswas the primary reason these aids and devices were developed. They have proven to beeven more useful than wqs first envisioned.

Band saw aids,
The band saw is clesvgned primarily tor curve or circular cutting. There are, however, some operations which are similar to those done on the circular saw. To utilizeits versatility, two devices were developed whieh aid the blind to do one type of cui:-vecutting and one type of straight cutting.
Circle cutter. The circle cutter is a modification of a Delta suggested circle cutter.However, it varies in several important ways. The slide is locked in position using anoval head screw with a rubber washer. This circle cutter need not be clamped on but hasits own built-in guide clamp.
The circle cutter is made of Novaplywood, is 12" x .6", with a 1-3/4" groove cutto permit a 3/8" x 1-3/4" slide with pivot pin to be used for setting varier% centers ofcircles or corners. The pivot pin is located 1" from the blade end of the slide, and itsdistance may be set by using the proper measuring blocks. The student, when plac'nghis work on the pin, must also know how to find the distance from the left or referenceedge. He can do this by using the proper measuring blocks. For example: a 1-1/2"radius cut would place the blade end of the slide 1/2" from the end of the groove, usingthe 1/2" block. The student would use the 6" and 1/2" blocks to locate where the pivotpoint would be from the left edge of the circle cutter. By pressing down on his board,the pivot pin makes the hole, the measuring blocks can be removed and the student isready to cut a circle or round off a corner.
Cut-offigauge. The cetoff gauge .!s dification of the miter gauge. It le-not ad-jostable to any angle, since most angle cutting by the blind is done on the miter saw orcircular saw. It has an extended arm, numbered, which can be used with one of theeasure block clamps. The arm is 14' ' long and has 7" extending on each side of thepath. The left or small end of the arm is of such design as to permit the us c. ofa measure block clamp. This makes it possible to cut dowels and other small stock toequal lengths. Such things which use this type of dowel are the tap-ends of the new WhiteCanes and cotalting boards for elenientary children. The problem of how to prey( ir theblade from cutting through the cut-off gauge arm was solved by placing a wedge biock inthe milled groove in the table.
The band saw is not as adaptable to aids for the blind as are the circular saw anddrill press. Considering the possibilities for the development of aids and devices, thetwo aids for the band saw represent quite an achievement, according to the blind students.The idea of being able to cut discs or round off cornero and to cut round stock such asdowel rnds safely gave the blind students a partiLul r feeling of accomplishment. In fact,the two aids were studied more thoroughly Ly the s, senior students than were the otheraids, and many ideas for the uses and improvement:- came from these students.The effectiveness and validity of the aids and ckvices were determined by introduc-ing the aids to students who had no prior eX1 -ienee orking with the machines or devices.With the proper explanation ar 1 oricmt. it was found that those new to the devicescould rapidly understand and ,)perly and safely use the machines because of the de-vices. In fact, the basis for effectiveness was that a blind student could explain toanother student the proper way to set up and use the d ices. Until this could be done,some changes as noted and other slight modifications were made. Only then did the
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writer and the students feel that some useful aids and devices had been developed.
Summary. It was the purpose of this study to develop and validate various instruc-

tional aids and devices for use by blind students. The instructional aids and devices were
carefully designed and developed in order to make possible the safe operation of certain
woodwork'ng mr chines by blind students. The effectiveness and validity of the aids and
devices were determined and improvements were made. A series of drawings and photo-
graphs of aids were presented so that the reader would have a better underP..;.ding of
such devices, their construction and their uses.

Since the beginnirig of the experimental program of developing instructional aids and
devices began early in the fallof 1961, the six senior students who assisted in the program
had many opportunities to study about and use the three machines and the special aids.
Several of the aids were modified considerably due to the inability of the blind students
to grasp the meanings of and uses for certain ones of the devices. At the end of the school
year the students originally involved, as well as all of the other students in various other
industrial arts classes, were asked to make comments about and criticisms of the aids.
Ideally, it would have been desirable to have given each a questionnaire worksheet
Brained but this was not practical. Oral discussions, analyses and critiques were held,
and the findings were generally tabulated.

Discussion of results. The instructional aids and devices were divided into four
groups. Group I was concerned with measuring devices. Group 2 showed circular saw
aids. Group 3 presented information about drill press devices. Group 4 gave suggestions
on band saw aids.

(1) Th e. two measuring devices proved to be the most useful. The simplicity of the
design of the blocks practically eliminated the chances for errors. The versatility of the
blocks wqs proved by their being used on all three of the machines for which the devices
were devL h:pod.

(2) Toe four circular saw devices were found to be very effective in assistng the blind
students to .se the saw safely and efficiently.

The in,..er ::,..auge extension and extension rilamp make it possible for de blind student
to cut stock to length and know that his work will be accurate.

The saddl..-: provides the student wit!. a device to aid in cutting multiple pieces from
one piece of stock. The safety factor which involved a clearance block was solved by this
permanent, removable device.

The push stick is a new departure in the areas of safety devices to help the blind
students rip narrow stock. With the development of this aid, the studcnt does rot need toplace fingers in close proximity to the saw blade.

(3) The four drill press &vices have proved to be most efficient. 0..,-.;e there isrelatively little danger in the drill press, the greatest need for the develo-n-l_nt of these
devices was speed and accuracy of operation.

The drill press table extension and drill press fence are important modifications to
the drill press. With the slots in the table and the sliding fence, the blind student is able
tc make set-ups previously done by the instructor.

The center pin is an effective aid in helping the blind student line up the drill press
table, set the drill press fence and set the measure block clamp into position.

The measuring block clamp is a device which acts as a stop block for use on the
drill press and the band saw. Used with the measuring blocks, a blind student can set thr
clamp to a position so that he can bore multiple holes on the drill press or cut multip1L.
pieces of dowel s.:ock on the band saw.

(4) The two hand saw devices were primarily developed to give the blind student
knowledge of thc versqtility of this saw.

The circle cutviz is a device which has made it possible for the blind to do sometypes of circular cutting. It does not make it possible to do free-hand or pattern work
but does aid the student when rounding corners and cutting disks.

The cut-r,ff gauge is an aid which permit; the blind student tr cut dowel stock to
length. lie Can cut dowel stock square on both ends or 450 on one end.

Mr. Anthony is on the faculty ut the Governor Morehead School For the Bling, Raleish; NC.
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The guidance function of pre-occupationaleducl.tion for the mentally retarded
Roy C. Gill

The title of this presentation alone is an ambitious undertaking, and if we proposeto get from here to there in the time allotted, it must be presumed that as educators vehave at least a nodding acquaintance with mental retardation, special education, vocationaleducation, vocational rehabilitation, guidance and counseling, Work-Study and Work Ex-perience programs, tests and measurements, individual differences and even some conceptof vocational evaluation. I will, howevor, take a few moments to touch briefly on some ofthese areas for the benefit of those who would appreciate such a review, and attempt toshow how these things are related; even mutually dependent upon one another where thementally retarded are concerneo.
I would like to begin with the following premises:(1) Work is a basic ingredient in our culture. Most people organize their lives abouttheir occupations. Grave disturbances result for the individual when for any reason heis barred from participation in this most important activity. If he is unsuccessful infinding and holding satisfactory employment, he not only losLs his sense of value andworth but becomes a liability to society.
(2) While all ecit-cation is in a sense "pre-occupational education" and all educa-tion performs a "gu4 Ice function", includtrial arts is unique in that it provides a prac-tical setting in whicL. 4.1e individual has the opportunity to explore, assess and evaluatehis interests and abilities.
(3) In our society we have adopted the idea that a,..1 children have a right to an educa-tion--indeed, each child has the right to an opportunity to achieve his maximum potential.(4) We are wf.41 aware, however, that children differ and that all children's needsare not met by a single approach to education. The very uniqueness of the individualimplies that some form of individualized programming and guidance is essential.(5) Lastly, "guidance", to be effective, must be based on valid and realistic appraisalsof the individual's capacities and potentials.
Mental retardation can be described simply as an inadequacy in general intellectualfunctioning which has existed from birth or childhood. The principle tool for establishingthe presence of mental rer,rdation has been tests constructed to measure intellectualfunctioning; however, it has been found that the level of a person's adapted behavior (thatis, how well the individual solves problems in his environment and how well he adapts tobehavioral expectat and standards of society) can be predicted with only moderateefficiency from know_Ag his measured intelligence test score. In other words, our currenttests of general intelligence are not foolproof measures of adaptive behavior, and it isthe deficiency in adaptive behavior, not a subaverage test score, which draws society'sattention to this individual and creates a need for social, educational, vocational andlegal action on his behalf.

One approach to the classification of mentally retarded is in terms of levels of im-pairrnent in adaptive behavior; mild, moderate, severe and profound. The mildly im-paired group is comprised of those who, with proper preparation, can be fully capable ofindependent living in the community and c,f gaining competitive employment. The mod-erately impaired are those retarded adults capable of maintaining themselves in a com-munity and performing adeouately in unskilled work but who need some continuing super-vision and assistance in a ljusting to social au econorn!-- stresses in their lives. Theseverely impaired are considered capable of Liroductivc work activity but only undersheltered noncompetitive conditions in a protected environment, and the profoundly im-paired group is comprised of those persons who n re incapable of any significant productiveworn activity and who requi: c= complete care ni liv,,ig (npervision.The schools, being concerned principal ih academic skill learning, have found irmore useful to ciassify mentally retarded upils in terms of programs which have beenzievised for their special education; educable, tali tad non-trainable. Only theeducables and the very upper levels of trainables will be found in the regular schoolprogram. Althoogh there have been some special programs designed for the mid- andlower-level trainable in industrial arts classes, V.0 will concern ourselves here only withthose we are more likely to find in our classroom.
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Special education progidi have made tremendous strides in the past 15 or 20 years;however, most high schools are traditionally academic and con.ege prep-oriented. Fre-
quently the special needs of the slow learner and retarded in school:: with special education
programs are largely disregarded, and only watered-down academic pi.ograms areoffered for them. In schools where special education and industrial arts departments havecooperated to provide special pre-occupational and pre-vocational curricula, the studentshave responded enthusiastically by demonstra" ig good work habits and attitudes. Manysuch programs involve cooncrative arrangements with State vocational rehabilitation
agencies, which not only enhancr.s the retardate's chances for vocational success butoften leads directly to it. Accord:i.ag to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,the lifetime incomes of vocational rehabilitation trainees average 16 times the cost oftraining. And nearly 5,000 mentally retarded workers in 40 Federal agencies receive ahigher percentage of outstanding performance ratings than any other gronp of government
workers. A national food service company that has employed retarded workers for ittorethan five years found in a comparative performance ciudy that retarded workers stay ontheir jobs over twice as long, do their jobs well more ofmn, and get along with coworkersfar better than the non-retarded workers do.

It is 110 secret that the typical industrial arts teacher would ratiier work with thepromising bright youngster woo has the potential for skilled or professional positions in
industry than he would with the slow learner or retarded student. This is quite no iral,since the teacher derives a great sense of satisfaction from the knowledge that he is mak-ing a potential contribution to technological progress. Unfortunately, there are at leastas many below-average students as there are above. And if we really believe in the
often-stated premise that it is the educator's responsibility to provide every student with
an opportunity to achieve his maximum potential, then we must give the less-well-endowed
Fituci..nts the same kind of consideration. Unfortunately, most of our concern appears tobe directed toward the education of future engineers, technicians and skilled tradesmen.Little attention is given to the lower third of our population, who will in all probabilitybe the press operators, the truck drivers and the semi-skilled labor force of the futureand for whom the climb to vocational competency is just as difficult. Many of the aca-demic skills which the upper half of i-,ar population acquires easily and early require aansiderable amount of time anu effort by the lower third to achieve. In fact, most of thelatter will not master the traditional academic curriculum even if they persevere throughgraduatiu by virtue of soc-al promotion. Suet- a situation is certainly not helped if dr-tteachers gear their programs and attention to the upper half of the class. By virtue ofhis unique link with the real world, the industrial arts teacher is in the ideal position of
being able to provide both direct and indirect guidance of inestimable value to his students,and, whether he realizes it or not, particularly to the retarded students. I repeat myoriginal premise that good guidance implies accurate assessment of the individual.It would serve no useful purpose to describe in great detail specific counseling pro-cedures successfully used with the retarded by professional guidance counselors. Let itsuffice to say that counseling with the mentally retarded is much the same as counselingwith any other special group, in that these student-clients exhibit a wida range of individualdifferences as well as a common group handicap. The uniqueness of the MR group istheir below-average abstract reasoning ability, which dictates limited and specific coun-selor goals. Esdecially important with this group is the need for close rapport between
the teacher ackci the student.

Today, more than ever before, there is a need to identify as early as practical the
vocational potentials of the student. In this age c,f rapid technological development, change
and increasing job specialization, :It is becoming impossible for youngsters to assess themultlpliciy uf occupations accurately with respect to their own capacities. School per-sonnel involved in guidance are acutely awar f the limitations of course gradea and
paper-and-pencil tests a3 means of evaluating the vocational potentials of their students;
nevertheless most stuoents are P rill counseled on that basis. It goes without saying that
assessment of the retarded by su h means Is not only unfair but completely inappropriate.Further, guidance basc.4 on such assessment does not help the retardate to achieve hismaximum potentials, e it igno es his true capacities.

What has been found to bc effective is vocational evaluation, a technique which
originally developed out of the rehabilitation process. Today there arc a multitude ofapproaches to vocational evaluation ranging from simple Job trials and work Jamp1..:s tohighly clinical assessments by a team of specialists. Vocational evaluation has shownpromise of being able to test the untestable person.
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Unti.. very recently vocational education was charged with providing an educationalservice to a select clientele. This was somewhat changed by the Vocational EducationAct of 1963, but the impact was minor until rhe amendments of 1968, which made it veryclear that the occupational needs of the handicapped and disadvantaged were to be met.Vocational evaluation emerged as one of the useful technologies for generating an edu-cational-vocational diagnosis fo-- effective guidance.
Vocational evaluation Is n, stranger tc clic school setting. It has been used in oneform or another for over a decade. In fact, surne of the technological development hasbeen carried out in the schools, as exemplifie (.. by numerous research and development

projects, one of which was designated as a najonal prototype of school-rehabilitationprograms. Even earlier there had been formal imeracdon between public schools andrehabilitation facilities, and there has unquestionably been a good deal of unpublished
vocational evaluation activity conducted under local initiative within various school sys-tems.

Vocational evaluation techniques in school etting I are such a common-sense ideathat they are an international practice. In Sweden, for example, all eighth-grade pupilsspend three weeks working in industry as part of their guidance program, thus utilizingreal work as a guidance tool and as LI. contributor to educational-vocational diagnosis.
In the United States, much of educatioli's involvement with vocational evaluation hasbeen in the fields of special education and vocatiorril education, and in conjunction withvocational rehabilitation agencies which serve disadva iged youth. Public schools havemade use of rehabilitation facilities andother community resources to carry out vocationalevaluation, or have conducted this kind of activity under their own direction and respon-sibility. In many schools the work-experience coordinator is a member of the industrial

arts department a1.1 sometimes doubles as the evaluator.
The purpose of vocational evaluation is to identify the training and employment poten-tials of the client; however, it also has important curriculum and guidance implicatioIt is primarily a diagnostic process, and the data collected points toward recommenda-

tions which can be described as prescriptive.
Although the details vary from school to school, the typical cooperative programbegins when the teacher refers to the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation students whoare likely lo profit from rehabilitation services. A. special counselor is assigned whoschedules basic medical examinations, secures any lecessary prosthesis, psychologicaltests, etc. The formal vocational evaluation program may range from two weeks to threemonths and is conducted either part-time or full-time at a rehabilitation center, hospital,

sheltered workshop or evaluation unit. Less formal vocadonal evaluations are conductedon campus or on-the-job trials with local work-study employers. Numerous assessmenttechniques are utilized, including standardized aptitude and achievement tests, worksampling, interest inventories, interviews and observation of general behavior and workperformance.
In some instances the General Aptitude Test Battery or the JEVS Work Sample battery

are administered in the initial stage. In addition, vision, hearing, arithmetic and interestsare cross-checked against referral information. From this initial screening data, anindividualized schedule of work samples and job assignments is developed. Frequently,
additional standardized dexterity, coordination and discrimination tasks are administeredduring the course of the client's program as a check on possible progress. Work samnles
may range from simple short-cycle repetitive tap' , such as asserobly, to relativelycomplex tasks involving a considerable amount of variety and change. The advantage ofusing work samples, which are either parts of or whole jobs lifted directly fr.,rn businessand industry, is that the tasks are meaningful to the client and provide a ineans of direct
assessment to the evaluator. Some examples of these work samples are: wiring andsold( .-ing electronic circuits, weighing, wrapping and pricing articles, sett' 'g up andoperating a drill press, operating a collating machine and binding booklets, lawnmowersharpening and small engine repair. Each work sample is demonstrated and practiced
before actual administration. Gbservations of speed, quality, attitude and other pertinentfactors are recorded by the evaluator. As the evaluation program progresses:, the re-sult,,3 of each work sample add rad'-ional information and point to additional areas ofexploration.

Generally, rating scales are used to -ize the objective data collected and to
simplify identification of the individual's vocational potentialf.l. In the Phoenix area, a
rating scale developed by thc Arizona Division of Vocational Rehabilitotion is used by sev-
eral public and private evaluation units which provide services to five sergrate high Echooi
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systems. Sevet al other districts have adopteu las scale, and modifications are in use in
other parts of the country. A unique feature of the scale is that the rating-, can be com-
pared with the requirements of nearly 23,000 jobs as described Volumes I, II, 111 of the
Dictionaly of Occupational Titles. In addition, the scale provides significant information
for the counselor, special education 1 oacher, workshop supervisor and prospective em-
ployer.

The instrument actually consists of seven scales labeled A through G. Scale A is
concerned ve.th social and personality characteristics such as appearance, hygiene,
mannerisms, tr. imwork, etc. Scald B is concerned with work attitudes sand work adjustment
factors, such Its attendar,e, punctuality, initiative, speed, safety habits, etc. Each item
on both scales La definesa in terms of observable behaviors, and i rated by tJ valuators
as follows: 1-always, 2-usually, 3-sometimes, 4-seldom, 5-never. Space is provided
fat the evaluator's rotes or specific observations.

Scale C relates to aptitudes a1 covers intelligence (G factor), verbal (V factor),
math (N factor), perceptual (C, P, S oad Q factors), coordina (IC factor), and dexterity
(M and p factors). F.-,t-th of the 22 items in scale C is also defined. Rating is as follows:
1-extremely high degree of ability (possessed by the top 10 percent of the population);
2a-high degree; 21-- above average degree; 3a-slightly above average degree; 3b-medium
degree; 3c-slightly below average; 4a-below average degree; 4b-low degree; 5-neg.i-c, le
amount of ability (possessed by the lowesE 10 percent of the population). The ratings of
3a, 3b and 3c are possessed by the middle third of the population.

Scale 0 is concerned with temperaments in terms of the types of work situations
which the individual is capable of adjusting to and performing in. These include short-
cycle repetitive, variety and change, working alone, stress, etc. Descriptions of typical
situations are included in each of the ten items.

Scale E identifies the individual's interests or preferences for engaging ;n various
activities. The 10 items include things and objec-s, contact with people, routine, creative
activities, etc. Scale F covers the physical capacities of the individual and includes such
features as strength, agility, equilibrium, senses, etc. Scale J describes the environ-
mental working conditions that the individual can tolerate without noticeable discomfort.
These include indoors, outdoors, heat, cold, humidity, noise, vibrations, dust, etc.

Scales D, E, F and G are rated on a simple yes or no basis and provide for the
evaluator's comments and observations.

Direct comparison of specific jobs can be made from scales C, D, E, F and G, and
potent:1:- occupations based Jn the student's interests, aptitudes and capacities are iden-
tified by the evaluator.

Although th... means to individualize guidance further and to make maximum use of
the students' last year3 in school is available, it is not being utilized in many areas.
Possible explanations would include lack of awareness on the part of teachers, coun-
selors and even evaluators of the potentials inherent in pre-vocational evaluation data.
Another possible reason the practice is not more widespread could be that educators hay,.
traditionally resisted outside influence. Some, no doubt unconsciously, resist assistance,
in the vague fear that it will be an admission of inadequacy.

Obviously no school or teacher can provide for the total needs of the retarded student.
The unique learning problem and educational objectives of special educaaon students call
for multidisciplinary approach, and .no school or teacher should hesitate to mobilize
all the resources available to assist the retarded in achieving maximum social, persbnal
and economic independen_te.

1,, schools where there are special education programs, the industrial arts teacher
can make a significant contribution to the pre-occupational edvcation and guidance of the
retarded by becoming a member of the multidisciplinary team. In schools where no
special education services are available, the industrial arts teacher may well provide the
ytity meaningful exposure to pre-occupational education and vocational guidance that the
academically handicapped youngster iias.

Mr. Gill is a vocational evaluator in ScottstiLle, Arizona.
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The guidance function of pre-
occupational education for the gifted

Leon T. Harney
Occupational education is a relatively new combination of words, and so we do nothave any semantic differences. From the outset a discussion of the term is deemedadvisable. With all the innovations currently being studied and tested in industrial artsand vocational education, it appears that many Ieel a need to combat the societal stigmaassociated with vocational education and have -anged the designation of this field of en-deavor to occupadonal education. The study O& occupational information has long been astated objective of industrial arts. It will continue to gain in importance as educatorsthink more about serving the sixty or seventy percent of the high school population whodo not desire or have the ability to succeed in the strictly academic college-oriented cur-riculum. The role of industrial arts, then, is pre-occupational education at the elementaryand junior high school levels and in some instances also at the senior high school. Thesenior high school industrial arts program can be a very effective pre-occupational edu-cation course where the jip- rcollegesystemn as found in a number of states are stronglydeveloped for occupational education.
Industrial arts has not been noted traditionally for a large number of the so-called"gifted" students pn-ticipating in our programs. The problem of semantics arises whenthe te1--.1 "gifted" is used. Just what do we mean when we talk about the gifted? The IQscore has long been an indicator of one type of gifted student, but industrial arts teachershave all seen students with high IQ scores who were not gifted with motor skills. Theindustrial arts teacher, on the orhe r hand, has worked with and helped to develop thefigural ability of many to the point of the students' excelling to a gifted level. The workof a number of researchers during the last decade with creativity and creative problem-solving has revealed that industrial arts can foster creatiore problem-solving abilities inthe area of fluency or the thinking up. of new ways of doing and using common articles.Also the figural abilities where utilization of concrete ideas is developed in wood, metal,plastics and many other industrial materials can be enhanced.The industrial arts teacher is in a unique position to counsel students in pre-occupational education courses, since he is well-acquainted with the field of work. Thegifted student has problems with occupational choice just like the ,,iajority of the studentpopulation. It is important that an ideal relationship be established between the counselorand the student. The following are most characteristic of this ideal relationship:(1) The counselor is able to participate completely with the student's communication.(2) The counselor's comments are always right in line with what the student is tryingto convey.

(3) Th counselor is well able to understand the student's feelings.(4) The counselor really tries to understand the student's feelings.(5) The counselor always follows the student's line of thought.(6) The counselor's tow of voice conveys the complete ability to share the student'sfeelings.
(7) The counselor sees the student as a co-worker on a common problem.(8) The counselor treats the student as an equal.In order to establish a creative relationship, many counselors will have to changestrategies and establish a real rapport, joy and pride in the creative powers of the giftedstudent.
The identification of the gifted is still a problem for all education. The tests thathave been traditional screeninfar devices arenot adequate. A number of tests and researchinstruments have been tried, and it appears that a combination of the traditional IQmeasure and the creativity measure will soon be available. A test made of categ )riesthat measure reasoning ability, verbal ability, spatial ability, number ability, memory andideational fluency is being developed. To determine where the gifted student might profitmost from pre-occupational education and to receive proper guidance in the correcteducational tract, a figural ability measure also seems desirable for use in innovativeprogram4. ,The curriculum designed to problem-solving, research and experimentation
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with wide individual latitudes seems to help this group of students to profit most from
their educational endeavors.

Mr. Harney ;s on the faculty of East Texa- State University, Commerce, Texas.
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Teaching about the human side of enterprise
E. Robert Welsch

In a time of rapidly-growhig technology, where too many of our young people remainunemployed after leaving secondary school, and relatively few acquire skills throughoccupational training, it appears clear that your endeavor is especially critical to Americaan-.I our private enterprise system. This system is still the wo.ider of the world. It cando more, better, than any yet conceived. The industrial arts concept and the continuanceof progressive improvement in the technical training curriculum will be a keystone forthe furthc i. success of the private enterprise system during the last third of this century.Teaching the human side of enterprise should, in my view, assist the student to gainan appreciation and a practical grasp of the human relations of his job in the work world.I define human relations as the way he behaves with people. Due to your good efforts, theodds are overwhelmingly in favor of your student's technical training proving more thanadequate for his work world job. The odds arc equally high that the frequently difficult,and probably most complex, aspect of his effort to reach Job success, present and future,will be personal skill in getting along with other peopl?. Doing a good job of teachingabout the human side may well be your greatest challenge. Our youth of today seem torealize this much better than my generation. Some of their slogans, such as "flowerpower", "love" and "peace", show that they see the need for human understanding. Weshould accept these expressions in a literal sense. We should not dismiss them as partof a meaningless drive for self-gratification.
It should be helpful to review some of the significant human aspects of the enterprisestructure. First of all there is management. The managers are responsible for assuringthat enterprise objectives nre effectively reached through the work of the employees.These days, the managers are frequently a professional group accountable to the owners.Corporate owners are the bhareholders. In the case of government enterprise, the ownersare all the citizens of the community.
Since the technical student will in ail likelihood graduate into a private enterprisejob, we might well take another quick look at this type of enterprise. Is it a cold, hard,profit-making entity, as some contend? Or does it have a human side?
Actually, the _profit goal is just one of three primary objectives. Long-run stability

and profitability canT)iTry be assured if a service is economically provided and if the pro-vision of this service makes a contribution to the social well-being of the community.In recent times many of our youth have vocalized their desire to participate In the makingof a meaningful contribution rn -^-,_cy. This justifies an extra word about the serviceand social objectives of private enterprise.
The service must be needed and desired, A business obtains a customer by supplyinga quality product at a competitive price. In order for the enterpriser to capture hisshare of the customers, he IMINE project the proper Image In the community at large.HS image musk: he that of a responsible, concerned citizen. Also, if the enterpriser is tobe competitive, he must attract and retain capable, loyal employees. This competitionmay be as vigorous as the competition for customers. If the enterpriser skimps in com-peting for qualifiable employees, his business will notlong exist. Therefore, his policieson work environment, salaries, illness, retirem.nt and other fringe benefits must beenlightened and progressive. We are no longer living in the days of enforced child laborand the jailing of a Eugene Debs. Private enterprise is aware of this, and you, as teachersof our young people, have aided immeasurably through fairness, warmth and the personalcontact of the classroom. Today business management may include employee participa-tion in community social-civic affairs as part of the job performance requirement. Ibelieve the banking industry is noteworthy li this reprd.
The threefold objectives of private enterprise are: Service, sacial contribution andprofit. They are achieved through qualityperformance by the individual and the organiza-tion. Immediate reward, monetary and psychic, is in relative proportion to how well thepresent job ast,i)oment is carried out,
Longer range rewards include another dimension. This is the career ladder. In thework world we ordinarily refer to this as the ladder of promotion. The distance yourstudent eventually pro6resses along this ladder will depend on how well he continues toprepare himself for the upward steps. Career ladders move from entry-level jobs toexpert operator, then supervision and management. For example, in a commercial bank
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an employee proceeding along the ladder may move from messenger to silver teller. Hecould then advance to commercial teller and seniorcommercial teller. A next step couldbe assistant general teller, then paying and receiving teller ane senior paying and receiv-ing teller. From here the employee could move into supervision as an assistant branchmanager and then branch manager. Another interesting example of a fast-growing careerfield is electronic data processing. Atter entry es a key-punch operator, the Individualmay advance to senior key-puncher, machine operator, senior machine operator, com-puter operator, programmer, senior pregrammer, systems analyst, senior analyst,assistant manager, data center and manager, data center. You and I know that sornestudents will skip this general ladder of advancement through special ability or luck, andthe like. (They might even marry the boss's daughter!) But for most people the advance-ment ladder is a hard fact of life. Fortunately the "'hard fact" of human relations can besoftened through teaching. Students may be motivated through your indication that manyfirms, including mine, strongly encourage and financially support contiraed employeeeducational course work to augment career development. For the employee with sueer-visory ambition the need for mastery of the human eeladons van become more de-manding as an integral part of the broader function of motivating others. From the in-structional standpoint, I recall that in my schoolteaching days I hesitated to require mystudents to tackle assignments I considered too advanced. Today you, as educators, areaware that your students can absorb more than we once thought they could. You mustpresent to them ever more difficult achievement goals.I would like to address the teaching of human relations in the work world job in twoperspectives. The first perspective involves enterprise human relations or cidzenship."Enterprise citizenship" includes personal feeling and attitude toward the management--the group charged with the function of executive leadership, the function of achieving thejectives of the enterprise. I submit that your favorable attitude toward enterprise ingeneral, and the private enterprise system in particular, will go far in preparing youretudent to become effective in working with his supervisors and managers. Technicalcompetence will fail to gain work world success if combined with poor enterprise orcorporate citizenship. Specific study can profitably include basic things the enterprisemanagement wants from employees: punctuality, regular attendance, personal neatness,cooperation and receptiveness to instruction on the job, recogeition and respect for thevarious responsibilities of fellow workers, loyalty, job dedication and hard work, re-sourcefulness and initiative.
The second perspective is "individual human relations". This is not exclusive ofenterprise citizenship. Skill in personal humeri relations will assist your graduate towardsuccessful company citizenship if he combines it with a good attitude toward his manage-ment. The Peace Corps is most worthwhile, Lut students should be encouraged to realizethat it is not the antithesis of big business. So much good can be accomplished in one'sown community by working for a firm which contributes to that community through itsservices and related contributions, financially, socially and civically.From the teaching standpoint, individual human relations may be most simply statedas giving students a strong appreciation of the necessity for developing and maintainingpositive working relationships with fellow workers. Me curricuP ,n should emphasize theimportance of course work designed to provide working relationship &Ails. It is impor-tant constantly to interrelate technical and human relations skill development in the oc-cupational education process.

Study in business English, report writing, sreech, literature, social ethics, historyand biography is certainly pertinent to student human relations training. Biographicalstudy of such enterprise greats as Ford, Vanderbilt, Watson, Knudsen, and others, pro-vides a grasp of the human dynamics in business growth. This kind of subject mattercould begin at the junior high school level on a spiral curriculum basis and continue intoprogressively more difficult levels of study.
It seems to me that teaching the human side would also include a basic study of thepsychology of personality, human relations and motivation per se. Again, on a spiralcurriculum basis, the technical student can be given a grasp of human make-up so thathe can better understand himself and others.
Students should learn the importance of individual differeneere You probably readwhere Bob Hope, years ago, as a vaudeville entertainer, did a dance routine with Siamesetwins, Recently he was approached by these same twins in a night club, and one said,"You probably don't remember us -- but --." An individual difference? I think so.Maltz, in his Psycho-Cybernetics presents a concept of people as goal-striving
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creatures. Furthermore, the unconscleas computer in each person is progxammed bythe pictures created in the mind. The ce nputer is impersonal and produces as it is pro-grammed. Our computer cannot disenguish between real and imagined experiences. Iffailure is imagined, the imagined experience becomes real, and, likely as not, failmewill be experienced. If a person can imagine success, the odds are he will experiencesuccess. The student who thinks he is not worth much and who lacks self-cenfidencecan change his programbehavior so that he truly believes in himself. With a success-oriented image of himself, the student will have developed a sound psychological base forsetting occupational objectives through his counsellor, for gaining the most meaningfulbenefit from his school training and for attaining the desire to ce,cel in the work world.The student can profitably be given a knowledge of the things he and others want, theneeds we all constantly strive to satisfy. The behavioral scientist A. H. Maslow, in dis-cussing "A Dynamic Theory of Human Motivation", outlines the type of concept which ispertinent to this study area. He talks about le,,elf3 of aspiration: beginning with physio-logical needs, he describes successively higher needssafety, love, self-esteem andself-actualization. In this context man strives to higher needs after the lower needs aresatisfied. A person's position in this spectrum conditions the way he acts. A grasp ofsuch concepts as Thorndike's "Law of Effect" and the significance of rewards and pun-ishments on behavior is certainly pertinent to a knowledge of motivation and the develop-ment of individual human relations skill.
Much could be said, but let me summarize this aspect of my remarks by sayiag thatthis part of the training curriculum should serve to clarify the dynamism of formulatingvalues, as e,hown in attitudes, rt ulting in positive behavior patterns on the job. Studyof this arena will encourage deveiopment of a down-to-earth personal image, acceptingshortcomings along with strengths and reconciling any conflict between what the studentis and what he thinks he should be. He can then be led toward the use of empathy: pro-jecting himself into the shoes of his fellow students and future fellow workers. Throughstudy of human make-up and use of empathy, our student will have the necessary know-how to get his fellows to like themselves better. He can assist them to build a higher,better, happier image of themselves. He can develop and maintain positive workingrelations with others.

Student grasp of enterprise and individual human relations dynamics can be aided byutilization of business organization model project werk requiring several joint partici-pants. These projects should be designed to bring out the need for empathy, compromiseand conflict resolution in order to reach specified objectives. Further actualizatio:i ofwork world situations should be obtained through enterprise field trips and visitations.Such visitations should be a meaningful part of introductory study of the world of work atthe junior high school level. Junior Achievement throughout our nation has done a mar-velous job of aiding students in the understanding of profits, losses, production and re-lated phases of the work world.
I strongly encourage actual student involvement in the work world at the high schoollevel. Cooperative Programs are a highly desirable supplement to in-school technicalseady. The Cooperative Program adds the dynamic ingredient to training. It helps you torecheck student technical ability and interests with current occupational objectives. Itassists maintenance of teacher contact with work world activity. By its nature it neces-sitates continuous counselling and guidance. It encourages the correct timing of schoolstudy with requirements of the projected job. It develops the student's sense of personalworth, pride and financial responsibility. It augments skill development in human re-lations.
At Citizens Fidelity Bank we employ co-op students from Louisville high schools inbranch operations, check processing and accounting. The program is highly regarded byour organization. Several co-op student graduates have joined our permanent staff.In summary, teaching the human side of enterprise through appropriate emphasis inthe technics! curriculum is essential to the success of your overall educational program.Technical competence is essential but not enough. Effective human relations is the con-stant variable, the vital "X" factor which is necessary for success in practically all vo-cations. In this generation, every young person should have the opportunity to reach hispotential. The recent legislation broadening the sc)pe of technical education should en-eance this opportunity. A progressive increase in your student ranks is important to thefuture of our youth and the nation's enterprise. We in the business community will con-tinue to lend our support.

Mr. Welsch is vice-president and personnel director, Citizens Fidelity Bonk & Trust Co., Louisville, Ky.
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Go where the action really is
George W. Howell

Today I feel much indebted to Richard Vasekfirst. for providing me with this oppor-tunity to participate In hearing these fine presentations and, second, for allowing me toshare with you some views which I hope will be helpful to industrial arts educators inachieving the point of this morning session--Content Enrichment for Industrial Arts.But third and foremost, I am indebted to Dr. Vasek for introducing me to industrialarts. I must confess that when I was approached to appear on this panel my concept ofindustrial a',-ts was that it involved only the narrow view of vocational education, that is,the acquisition of trade skills. This I know something about, for in the last several yearsmy company, the Ingalls Shipbuilding Division of Litton Industries, has trained almost3,000 young people in shipbuilding skills. However, Dr, Vasek soon disabused me of thisnotion of industrial arts. I then began to research some materials which he sent me andbecame very excited, for I found that there is a great kinship between the modern ap-proaches to designing and teaching the industrial arts curriculum and the businessphilosophy of Litton Industriesprinciples in which I personally firmly believe.Now I am referring to industrial arts in the broadest sense--as a study of indub.ryand how it affects people in all walks of life. This, by definition, includes a study oftechnology, for as industry is the chief agent for the application of pure science to im-proving society, the vehicle is technology.And I find that one of the topics at your 1966 convention was "Industrial Arts--The Curr:eulum for Orienting Students Into America's TechnologicalSociety". The themeof this convention is "Man-Society-Technology". And through other industrial arts mate-rials I have recently read I find some steadily recurring and familiar themes, as follows:(1) Knowledge is exploding at an exponential rate.
(2) Nothing in our society is as constant as change.
(3) Industrial technology is the means by which we make practical applic s ofnew knowledge for the improvement of society.(4) Technology is therefore likewise exploding.(5) Man must master change in his environment and in technology or be ove, nedby it.
(6) Therefore, man should concentrate on being adaptable to change.For much more learned treatments of these themes I refer you to the following clienteresentations:
Dr. Paul W. DeVore at your 1966 convention
Mr. Earl C. Funderburk at your 1966 convention
Bulletin No. 8 of your Association, by Dr, Donald MaleyBulletin No. 9 of your Association, by Dr. Earl M. Weber.The themes are all bc sic elements of the philosophy of Litton Industries. By applyingthese principles to the business world, our company has grown from its inception a littleover fifteen years ago to a $3 billion sales per year corporation. But there is one addi-tional tenet which we add to the Litton philosophy, and which I commend to you: This is toanticipate change or create change where it is needed rather than to wait and react tochange. In this way one can become the master of change, leading it into constructivechannels and more nearly controlling one's destiny.Now, to the topic of this session--Content Enrichment from Industries' Viewpoint.The subject of my presentation is "Go Where the Action Really Is"; the purpose of myremarks will be to advance the following points:(1) There is a great lack of understanding among today's youth as to the merits ofour free enterprise system.
(2) The solutions to the most pressing problems in today's society can only be pro-vided through an enlightened business community applying our vast technology withinour free enterprise system.
(3) Industrial arts educators must jcin with business in creating out of today's youththe motivated and adaptable business leadership of tomorrow.In a recent article entitled "And One Thing Certain", Columnist Henry J. Taylorposed this challenge to American business. Mr. 'Ihylor said:

"American business is shattering a duty likea dropped egg. The duty is thearticulation of American free enterprise fundamentals. Andone thing is certain:
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If those who believe in free enterprfseare not willing to defend it, those who don'tbelieve in it will take over.
"An American Association af Advertising Agencies survey indicates thatabout nine out of 10 - 88 percent - of the surveyed college students say they'd

prefer careers in government, a profession or academic life rather than business.
Behind the blindfolds of their ignorance, they see business 'removed from socialand moral affairs', 'dull', 'non-creative', etc.

"There are 68,000 full-time law students in thecountry. Polls show that the
majority disdain corporate law. They talk about the future opportunities in it asif a business life were somehow shameful and not a life worth living.

"For example, the 39 editors of Harvard Law Review are considers.d
the university's top and most-promising students. At a recent symposium thystated that it is unlikely that a single one of them will enIer business practice.Their expressed interest - all 39 - is in the legal aspects of poverty affairs,
pollution, consumer protec-ion and social reforms - practically anything exceptgoing into business."

But we must admit that our amazing technology and industrialization have also con-tributed to many of the social ills which beset our nation and mankind, and which of.:cupy
so much of the thoughts of the younger generation.

And, unfortunately, as the figures cited by Mr. Taylor show, our youth right now hasidentified business and industry with the "Establishment", and is beginning to lose in-terest in business as a rewarding career. To use a common expression, youth wants togo "where the action is", or, more accurately, where youth thinks the action is. Itschoice of careers will be in those areas where it feels needed, feels it can be creative,feels it can express itself and feels itcan make a meaningful contribution toward alleviat-
ing the present ills of our society.

Young people, at first acquaintance, tend to view Institutionsparticularly large
institutionswith a certain amount of understandable fear and distrust, It is perhaps theviewpoint of any individual newly confronted with a large society. Yet we are a largesociety, and as such, must have the necessary institutions to fit that society and do itswork. In many areas vast numbers of things must be made, millions of services per-formed, billions of dollars put to work and millions of people employed. Such is the roleof the corporation and big business, and it exists as a necessary part of our society be-
cause it does these things on a large scale effectively.

However, the monolithic corporation dominated by elderly men is a modern myth.Most corporations are, in fact, diverse, restless dynamos of activity where the individualtalents of thousands of people of all ages thrust at the result. The presidents of most
leading corporations are in their 40's, and mostof the key men in their late 20's and 30's.

Contrary to old notions, the increasedflowof information techniques and communica-tion within the corporation has not necessarily prompted greater concentration of author-ity and depersonalization. Quite the opposite effect is frequently the case, since thesedevelopments make possible the greater decentralization of real authority and responsi-bility to many, many people. In a practical way, the technical developments of business
have made possible a truly relevant role for the individual.

Corporations today look for the broadly educated, adaptable, restless, confident andthinkingbut well-adjusted--man for future leadership. In Litton we call him the "entre-preneur".
It is true that Ame.rica suffers from the same inconsistencies that have plaguedthe other great sociedes of man--poverty, ignorance, disease, hunger, war, frustration,despairexisting alongside hope, belief, achievement, joy, progress and satisfaction.But I believe that in America there is a difference.
The productive talent of our society has given us a level of affluence unmatched inhistory. As some thoughtful critics have pointed out, this is not an unmixed blessing.But if it is not a total blessing, neither is It a total liability. Even the sharpest criticsof our affluence admit that it may have given us the resources to attack and solve societalproblems around us. Aud this I believe to be the difference. I belleie we have builtourselves technically and industrially to the point where we have both the opportunity to

go back and correct our mistakes and at the same time go forward to new achievements.It is a rare opportunity for any society to be free enough, and economically healthy
enough, to be able to do this. And I believe we 4 I agree that the time could not bemore opportune.
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But when you look at the problems which beset our society, what better and quickermethod of solving them is there than by maximum utilization of industry and business inthe enlightened application of today's and tomorrow's technology? In fact, I would posethe question of whether, within the time-frame we have, there is any other solution--topoverty, other than improved mass production and distribution of foodstuffs--to pollution,other than vast industrially-applied technology, not only to industrial, but consumer andpublic pollutionto discrimination, other than by improved training techniques andemployment policies which provide meaningful and dignified workto ghetto housing,than innovative mass-produced housingto education systems costs, generally, thanthrough new technology in communications and learning media industries.The list goes on--it includes transportation problems, conservation, etc. My pointla tit,IL I LA ileve that our free enterprise system, applying industrial technology on anenlightened and priority basis, is the only means of solution to our problems. Certainly,there is no other economic system in the history of the viorld that has America's rvackrecord.
Therefore, when it comes to attacking these problems, the enlightened business,industry or corporation is where the action really is. For example, a few of the activitiesin which my company has been involved recently are:
(1) Economic planning for undeveloped regions.
(2) Job training for the disadvantaged, followed by Job placement.(3) Air and water pollution monitoring and reduction devices.(4) Development of new educational and instructional systems involving multi-sensory learning.
(5) Improved food processing and distribution systems.Here, then, in business is where there lie vast opportunity and challenge for our youngpeople for the betterment of mankindif they can be shown the opportunity, and if theycan be properly motivated.
In an address delivered by Professor Donald Maley at last December's AmericanVocational Association Convention, he said:

"If you were to ask 'where is the action for industrial arts?', I would sub-mit that--it is in the areas of major societal problems facing mankind. Butmore pointedly and specifically, I am suggesting a form of industrial arts whichexplores the application of technology to the solution of the major social, en-vironmental and operational problems that face mankind."
Professor Maley then goes on to make specific proposals on curriculum. I highlycommend this article to you. But I would suggest that included in any new industrial artscurriculum should be courses and instruction which teach the merits of our free enterprisesystem and our economic institutions. Our students should be taught the differences be-tween our system and other economic systems, and the necessity for maintaining andimproving our business institutions in order to apply technology to improve our society.Students must be shown where the action really is and motivated to accept the challengeof taking part in directing business and industry into an even greater involvement inimproving our society.
Now this is and should be a joint effort by educators and business. My two specificsuggestions are that you contact your local Chamber of Commerce or the United StatesChamber of Commerce in Washington, DC, where you can obtain materials on many jointeducation and industry programs which bear on this subject. The Education Committeeof the US Chamber has published an excellent 56-page manual entitled "How to PlanEconomic Understanding Projects". Second, you can contact industries and businessesin your school district, and I am sure you will find many companies which would be gladto work with you in your industrial arts curriculum program, utilizing their facilities andstaff part-time in advisory or instructional capacities emphasizing understanding ofeconomics and business.
As we enter the '70's, our nation faces tremendous challenges, of which we are allaware. The primary challenge, in my view, is that of proving that our present free enter-prise systemthe system that has brought us to the way of life we now have--can beadjusted to solve the social and human problems that are plaguing us and especially ouryouth. C9r youth say that there is no need for poverty and pollution in a land of plenty,and they are right. They say that there is no need for distress gnd discrimination in aland of democracy, and they are .right. They say there is no need for such frustrationand fright in a land of freedom, and'they are right.
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The concern of youth with the great issues of our time, the deep dcdication of which
youth is capable, plus this generation's abiding enthusiasm are the qualities which assure
self-renewal of our society on a higher plane each generation--and these are the qualities
which must be brought to bear in business and industrial leadership if the great ecological
and social problems of our nation are to be solved.

The future leadership of our nation spends more time in the hands of teachers' than
with their parents. Your responsibility is great. The destiny of Western Civilization as
we know it may be riding on the generation of Americans who are now in our elementary
and secondary schools. Therefore, industrial arts educators must join now with business
and industry in cr..ating out of today's youth an enlightened and motivated future business
leaden husiness leadership which, together with leaders in the academic community
and in ne.nt-, will d4rect our nation to the fulfillment of its destiny of providing for
every thinvidual the freedom and opportunity to develop his maximum potential and to
contri:N ite to the bttterment of mankind.

Mr. Ho lI is V ide nt , Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, Litton Industries, tnc.

Opportunities in a changing society
Patrick Barbour Lyons

I particularly welcomed this chance to speak today before this group. To me The
American Industrial Arts Association and this convention reflect a promising approach
for coping with the question of how changing technology affects us and our children.

It's a topic to which I've given a lot of thought. I deal with it one way or another
almost on a daily basis. Andbefore I say anything further, let me assure you that the last
thing I want to do today is tell you how to handle your jobs. I only want to explain what
kind of people we are looking for now and in the future and why we need people who are
trained to be flexible in the aoplication of their talents.

My objective is to encourage you to concentrate on teaching basic theories and con-
cepts that our future employees can use in learning specific details of their jobs. I hope
that we will follow tlrfough as soon as we can on whatever insights we come up with today.

In thinking over my part of the discussion, it became Increasingly clear to me that we
are not only discussing next year's possibilities, or the next decade's possibilities. We
are discussing today the careers of people who will just be realizing their full potential
30 years from now.

We crossed a boundary in 1968, and now we're in a brand-new world. "ro demonstrate
what I'm talking about, I'll ask your help. Picture in your mind for a moment the State of
Kentucky. What does it look like? Chances are you visualize an area outlined in black,
bordered on the north by the Ohio River. Depending on how familiar you are with the state,
you might see it criss-crossed with roads and dotted with cities.

Now, I'd like to ask you to picture our planet earth, blue and green and marbled with
clouds, rising above the brown horizon of the moon. Ever since the moon walks of last
year, most people in America today can picture the earth in that perspective from the
moon just as easily as they picture Kentucky.

Here's the point: the vision we have of Kentucky comes from technology. Through
the techniques of accurate surveying, aeria. photography, mapmaking and printing, we
all have a very clear picture of our close surroundings.

Now, again thanks to technology, we have a new vision of ourselves, a new picture of
what our home planet looks like as it moves around the sun through the "lackness of space.
It's an enDrmously significant vision. Millions of peoph. have lived and died on this planet
vithout seeing such a picture, without having a clear vision (in full color, I might add) of
the image that all of us here have in our minds right now.

We can judge the power of such a vision from history. 13efore modern mapmaking
got started in the fourteen hundreds, millions of people had lived and died without an image
of even their local surroundings. But when the first good maps of the world began to cir-
culate, people such as Christopher Columbus began to get their first real conception of
what the earth was like. It started with a picture, an image in the mind. It ended with
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the application of this new vision--a whole new age of discovery and exploration of a newworld. Thus, both the people of Columbus' t'me and the people of our time have been givenrare opportunities to become true 'visionaries.
The way we will apply the new vision we have gained from the moon walks wiil be thedrama of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. One way or another, we and our childrenwill be actors in this-drama. The props will be modern technologies. The stage will notbe just our country or our s !ate, as in times past, but the whole planet this time, alongwith the moon and perhaps other planets.
The thousands of engineero and technicians and managers who worked on the Apolloprojects were concerned with relatively new technologies. Rockets are new, metals usedin them are new, the ccmputers which guide them are new, plastics are new, radio andtelevision are new even the color photography which brought us back the pictures is new.Recent as these developments are, however, we seem to take them alnvast for granted.The way I look at it, we have been broadened by the advances of technology. We are soaccustomed to seeing marvel aner technical marvel appear on the scene that we havelearned to react to new developments calmly, as if we expected no less.Thus, it is interesting to remind ourselves of how far and hou fast we have comewith technology, and how quickly our vision has expanded. Arthur CIarke, the astrrs-physicist and science writer who was among the first to propose communications satellitesin 1945, points out that even scientists are sometimes among those who doubt or ignorethe speed at which the world c an change. Clarke quotes the American astronomer WilliamPickering, writing a few years after the Wright Brothers made their first flight.Pickering straightened out the public on what they should expect from the brand-newairplane. Pickering said, "The popular mind often pictures gigantic flying machinesspeeding across the Atlantic and carrying innume7:.able passengers in a way analogous toour modern steamships. It seems safe to say that such ideas must be wholly visionary,and even if a machine could get across with one or two passengers, the expense would beprohibitive to any but the capitalist who could own his own yacht."He was right--the passenger airplane was a visionary idea. Now is the time whenwe need such vision.

More to our point today, Clarke quotes a Professor A. W. Bickerton on space flight:"This foolish idea of shooting at the moon is an example of the absurd length to whichvicious specialization will carry sciern:sts ... the proposition appears to be basically im-possible."
Was Bickerton writing in the seventeen hundreds or eighteen hundreds? No, it was1926, four years before the birth of Astronauts Armstrong, Aldrin and Collins.The past nearsightedness of our technological vision affected even the most famousof all scientific visionaries, Jules Verne, He predicted from his nineteenth-centuryvantage point that in justa thousand yearsthe 29th century--man would actually be send-ing and receiving moving pictures through the airl Of course, few believed him when hespoke of this fantastic apparatus which we call television. If Verne had lived just anothertwenty years, he might have seen the first demonstration of television In 1927.I hcpe the purpose of my saying all this is clear: the rate of technological changewhich we have experienced in the last few decades has far, far exceeded the expectationsof some of the best-informed people in the past. These same people were well aware ofthe technology that surrounded them at the time, and they accepted the products of theIndustrial Revolution calmly, just as we do now. But if we had asked the astronomerPickering how many people would be working in the air transportation industry in the1960's, or Professor Bickerton how many would have jobs in the space program, we wouldhave been seriously misled.

r:learly, the problem of keeping pace with technology is a serious one, and it's notgetting easier. As I've said, our being here today is a positive sign. We are beginningto show our determination not to let our technology outstrip us.I don't propose, by any means, to discuss exactly how we can do this, simply becauseI don't know the exact answers, What I would like to do is discuss the problems of keep-up with technology in a general way, from a businessman's point of view, and offerspecific observations I have collected on the subject.My task is to demonstrate the expanding need for men and women in technologicalfields and to give a broad specification for their background. Again, to avoid encroachingupon your profession of education, I will define this need in terms of my industry's needfor flexible people who have a basic general understandingof the theory behind their workin addition to a specific understanding of the job they do. This basic understanding is
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vital for people to be able to adapt their skills to ovr changing technology.
But let me begin with technology itself. If we use the customary deiinition of the

word, "the organization of knowledge for practical purposes", we can see th the word
technolrgy encompasses nearly all the accomplishments whizii set man off from other
animals

If we were to gr aph man's technological progress from the beginning, we would have
a very striking curve, especthilly toward the end, meaning the present.

At our moment in man's history, the curve is going almost straight up. Toward the
beginning of history, ithas been estimated that it took between ten thousand and one hundred
thousand years to double our knowledge. Nowadays, we have whittled that figure down
somewhat--it takes us fifteen years to do it, and by now that is a huge quantity to double--
and if history holds any lessons, knowledge will double again in less than fifteen years!

But we seem to fail to heed the lessons of history and to anticipate the rate of change,.
.eurther, we seem also to fail to predict the breadth of change.

It used to be that our technology was rather simple at J obvious in its workings, at
least compared to what we have with us now. As an example, recall that the development
of the early automobile owes itself in part to wagon- and carriage-makers. For them it
was a fairly easy matter te make the jump from one mechanical technology to the next,
while the blacksmiths became our mechanics. In a similar way, the Wright I3rothers found
it natural to progress from the bicycle to the ai:tplane.

Arthur Clarke, whom T. mentioned earlier, points out that if we "showed a modern
diesel engine, an automobile, a steam tu.ebine or a helicc-qer to Benjamin Franklin,
Galileo, Leonardo da Vinci and Archimedes--a list sponning two thousand years of time--
not one of them would have any difficulty in understanding how these machines worked.
Leonardo, in fact, would recognize several from his notebooks. But now suppose that
they were confronted by a television set, an electronic computer, a nuclear reactor and
a radar installation. Quite apart from the complexity of these devices, the individual
elements of which they are composed would be incomprehensible to any man born before
this century."

/ might add that these elements can be incomprehensible to many who were born in
this century.

Our technology now is so different from the older mecnanical age just past that some
have said that we are in the "SecondIndustrial Revolution". This Second Industrial Revo-
lution is based on far different elements: electronics, atomic energy, new synthetic
materials, barely visible and invisible techniques in manufacturing, the life sciences and
communications. There simply is no waynow that a person can expect to take apart many
of our modern devices to see how they work. An automobile mechanic cannot naturally
progress to become a television repairman, and a carpenter cannot naturally progress
to build an electronically-controlled machine for molding sophisticated plastics.

The problem before us in industry today is that the work of the Second Industrial
Revolution is very quickly taking over, replacing the older, purely mechanical, technology.
As we move nearer the twenty-first century, the changeover, which is based on an explo-
sion of technical knowledge, continues to accelerate. In order for industry to grow along
with this knowledge explosioi Are will need people who can expand technology within in-
dustry at the _mine rate. We eed not only the most learned specialists to spearhead the
change, but also a whole host of support people engaged in a wide range of technological
occupations. As I will explain in detail later, each of these occupations would depend
first on their basic understanding of the fundamentals of their work, and, secondly, on
their specialized skills. This requirement frr mobility will accelerate as industry makes
technological progress to take advantage of the knowledge explosior.

For examples of this progress, I hope you'll understand if I refer occasionally to the
business of making communications equipment. Western Electric is the company I know
best, and it is like other modern industries which are changing rapidly as they develop
newer products and ways of making them.

Our company was fortunate in one respect--we got started at the very beginning of
the so-called Second industrial Revolution as makers of electrical devices for communi-
cations. However, in the past, and continuing even up to the present, we were still involved
to some extent with what we might call a visible, partly-mechanical technology. You could
see the electromechanical relays and the way they worked in switching telephone calls.
While these sets of switches have grown quite complex throughout the years, the logic
behind them is still basically a logic you can see. The relays move. You can see the
wires.
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Now it's getting to be an entirely different story. We are beginning to manufacturea totally different kind of switching equJpment, called the Electronic Switching System,or ESS. By the time we get into our full production on ESS, we will have to be fully-prepared to meet the demands of this new technology.It won't be an easy task. ESS is essentially an application of computer principlesto telephone net, 7ork switching. Instead of the logic of electromechanics, we are nowinvolved in elecaonic logic. Instead of banks of visible relays, we now have rows ofsmall solid-state circuit packs which perform their functions silently, without moving.We store information as invisible magnetic spots on magnetic sheets and provide operat-ing instructions through invisible computer-type programs.I can mention one other significant development. At our plant in Allentown, Pennsyl-vania, we can see the beginnings of complete new methods of manufacturing involvingproducts which were not even conceived of twenty years ago. Since the first transistorin 1947, we have been progressively shrinking the size of electronic components. Nowwe are at the stage where we can barely see with the naked eye an entire circuit made upof several transistors and other devices. This is the direction that the electronics industryin general is taking, and soon we will be making tiny silicon chips which hold hundredsof transistors.
The manufacture of such devices is revolutionizing the factory. Metals are now beingformed into solid state device:, molecule by molecule and even atom by atom. We aresoldering, assembling, wiring, inspecting and testing under microscopes. Our factoriesneed to be so clean for this type of manufacture that they are beginning to resemblesurgical rooms or laboratories.
Computers find use throughout our business as parts of the product we sell, as partsof our test equipment, as parts of our manufacturing process, etc. They are becoming ascommonplace as pencils and paper.
To make the changeover into these new technologies, we will be going through a situa-tion that is becoming common in advanced American industry. More than anything else,we will need skilled people. The people who test the electronic switching systems anddiagnose problems will have to be thoroughly knowledgeable in solid-state technology.The people who maintain the new, more complicated electronic testing equipment willneed a similar advanced knowledge.
Where will these people come from? Where will we get the type of people needed forthe hundreds of other complex, highly-technical tasks which nearly all industries arebeginning to develop in their factories?
A couple of years ago, industry's competition for highly-skilled tool and die makersbecame so sevexe that we had to send some people from Oklahoma City all the way toEngland to r..:cruit the men we needed. Before that, we had to go to Canada.Now, you may ask, where do tool and die makers fit into this picture? They are partof the whole field of technologists which are required to support the Second IndustrialRevolution, We need many. We train as many as -.:an qualify. However, few qualify forour training program because most candidates lack broad enough basic technical back-grounds.
The word "technologist", as I am using it here, covers a wide spectrum of jobs. Itincludes the skilled mechanic, the tool maker, the technician, the semi-professional andthe professional engineer. Each requires a basic understanding with increasing degreesof knowledge and specialization. Each Jo a valid, honorable career in its own right.Well, how are we going to prepare the people in our schools for the Second IndustrialRevolution? And a question which must go right along with that one is: How are we inindustry going to prepare the people we have with us now, and the people who come to usfrom the schools, for this same change?
Western Electric and other companies similarly involved in advanced technology havebeen doing specific training for quite some time, as you well know. The training we haveto provide can be quite extensive. Inthe case of our tool and die makers, we have a threeand one-half year courr.le of classroom instruction and on-the-job-training consisting ofmore than seven thousand three hundred hours of instruction. Even if the new employeehas come from a two-year technical school, he witl have to spend at least two yearstraining for Western Electric's particular teciinology.
All the trends in technology and the changes which result from advancing technologyindicate that this pattern will continue and probably increase. Engineers, managers, infact all levels of personnel should now expect to undergo periodic retraining, simplybecause of the specific changes we will be making in our products and processes during
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the course of their careers.
Given this trend, and our growing commitment to the responsibility of training our

employees for specific tasks, we are beginning to develop some clear preferences con-
cerning tlw typc of man we will want to be hiring in the coming years.

We arc getting first of all some ideas about how flexible, adaptable and broadly-
trained our employees of the present and future mue,t be, for two reasons. The obvious
but very important reason involves what has been called occupational obsolescence. The
other involves broad changes in manufacturl g techniques. First, occupational obsoles-
cence happens because jobs change as quick as technology changes. People who must
adapt when a new technology makes their old skill or specialty obsolete cften have to
undergo extensive retraining, from the ground up.

EngineLring srhools have, in the past years, recognized that the bt3ader and deeper
tlw exposure to the general field of engineering and the theory behind it, the 13,2tter the
..:nglneer wiil be able to adapt to the changes in the state of the art. In other words,
from the very beginning of his higher education, before he specializes, the engineering
stut.ent gets trained from the ground up. Before he is allowed to develop an especially
strong branch, his spee.alty, he is given some strong roots to support the branch. To
continue the analogy, if the strong branch he has developed is cut off, or made obsolete,
he has the roots to grow another one far more easily. He does not have to be retrained
from the beginning in most situations.

What we have to recognize is that these new rules of the game are beginning to
apply to much more than just engineering and the training of engineers. Before this
Second Industrial Revolution is over in the years nilead, there will probably not be a
single skill or trade which will not be radically affect( by our newest technologies. The
changes will all be in the direction of complexity, not simplicity; of sophistication, not
crudeness. The new skilled technical worker we need now and are going to need in the
future will be much closer to today's engineer than yesterday's blacksmith or machinist.

If this is true, then we must adre' -1- good for today's engineer must also
be good for tomorrow's techniciary chnology shifts, the more vulnerable
they become to occupational 0\ . therefore, we have a greater need
for technicians and engineers wi general, theoretical foundatior who
have been trained from the grot, ,lexible, adaptabie people capable of L
on a nzw specialty if they have to. An..i cnaLces are they will have to.

I don't mean to imply that we should not continue to give all the special training
we can in the trade schools and in industry. We must keep improving this part of our
industrial arts education, as we have recentlybeen doing. But we should also consider that
industry needs the kind of flexible people who have a sure sense of balance in the middle of
rapid clwnges in their specialty because they've been given a good foundation before spe-
cializing.

The other reason that we want this new flexible kind of employee for the iliture grows
out of new basic changes in the way industrial processes are organized. These changes
are directly re.htted to the effects of the new technologies of the Secon-I Industrial Revo-
lution.

Ilricfly, we a re beginning to use electronics to link our manufacturing operations into
iargt.,t and more complex systems of machines. The effects of this trend in the factory
are far-reaching. The people on all levels who work with these new manufacturing sys-
tems need to develop new ways of thinking which are unlike the very specialized approaches
of the past. A link-up of different kinds of ni:_chines into a system means sinr% Lilac
there has to be a link-up of specialists who can work with each other and ::.erstand each
other. They must, in other words, have enough breadth in #1.,.ir training to be well-
acquaint( 'tit each other's fields. Undoubtedly every ie-Lastry in America is involved at
this mo; in adjusting to these changes. And f..ese new methods of organization show
every sign becoming the normal form of .Jrganization in the years to come.

I've gone on at some length w'':11 this idea because it tends to support my contention
that we need a new kind e-Z trained person to go with a new kind of technology. The
twentieth century will sf.:,; the fully-automated factory. The twenty-first century may so...e
the fu1ly-automate-2 industry.

The technicians who will be working in these plants of the future will have Jobs far
different rrom the tasks with which we are familiar. They will heed to become very
familiar with at least the principles which lie behind the now field of systems analysis.

t minimum, they will have to be systems thinkers and problem-solvers, with the ability
to examine entire processes irather than just isolated parts. Finally, they will have to
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probe and to think, rather than simply to draw on rote memory.I feel that the technology we now have in its infancy will demand a kind of creativity,depth and vision that our older technology did not demand. Perhaps we should think aboutchanging the three "R's" from reading, 'riting and 'rithmetic to reading, 'riting andreasoning, so we can instill the ability for flexibility in our ycung ;leople at an early age.At any rate, I hope I haven't implied that the new opportunities in industry are some-where far off in the future. They are with us now in great quantity. So I think the follow-ing questions apply to us today as well as to the people in charge of educating and hiringthe work force of tomorrow: Are we still training people in crafts or specialties whichmay alteady be obsolete? Are we still training people to be specialists first, before theyhave had a chance to build a solid foundation of general knowledge? Are we still trainingthem to think in narrow, isolated compartments, without giving them a clear idea firstthat technology is evolving toward Interdependent disciplines'? Have we begun trainingthem to solve broad problems, and to think? These arc the attributes which will be neededby people in the future.
Colleges and universities in this country have long operated on the principle of teacn-ing students how to think, rather than what to think. My comments today have simply beento encourage you to apply this same principle to our industrial and technical courses.To sum up, I'd like to tie a few loose ends together. Recall Jules Verne's thousand-year error in predicting television. One reason the nineteenth century's greltest vision-ary could be so wide of the mark was that he had not experienced the history of changewhich we have experienced. He had been given only a small glimpse of the twentieth-century knowledge explosion.
But our time is different. We have the obligation to be visionaries. Thousand- oreven hundred-year errors in our vision are out of the question: Ten-year errors willcause serious problems at the rate we are moving today. Furthermore, we have theobligation to do better than Jules Verne because we have the opportunity to study thechanging technology of the past and present, allowing us better to predict the future.We have the chance to prepare ourselves and our children for the coming ncw age. Whatwe do with children today will decide the course for the rest of the century.lt is sobering to contemplate the fact that the junior high youths we are training todaywill be reaching the peak of their careers near the year Two Thousand.I leave you with .s question: Have we broken far enough from the nineteenth centuryin our approaches to preparing twentieth-century youths for careers in the twenty-firstcentury?

Mr. Lyons is general manager of Western Electric, Oklahoma City, Oklohoma.
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Vocational guidance theories and
the industrial arts teacher

Herman J. Peters
The industrial arts teacher has the unusual opportunity of being one of those at theforefront of the aQyy generation. The industrial arts teacher is an expert in the essenceof the Now foundation of society, technology in an industrial age. The industrial artsteacher is at the forefront of social change In one's ever-increasing efforts to expandhis awareness of opportunities in a widening occupational world. Each one of you is anactive participant in many guidance functions. One of the key guidance functions 's voca-tional development. In your work, you have the rare combination of blending the intellectwith the manual Into an artistry of unexcelled craftsmanship.This you do to expand Individual and social consciousness into the area of industrialtechnology. You do form many of the horizons from which a student will select a pathwayfor living. You are at the forefront of guidance. Guidance is active intervention in anindividual's life. Guidance is participation with an individual to exvore his !ducationaland vocational development in a satisfying way.Because of your field, its generalities and its skill particulan, have the oppor-tunity to work with other equally important parts of the educational pl,:trzrre: fundamentals,humanities, vocational education, sciences and adaptive education.. You provide an ex-ploratory base for wise selection in the various areas of vocationa] .,Ication. You opengateways for those exceptional children in education, which must PC: especially adaptedto their needs.

After reading some of your literature I am more impressed than ever with the de-bates and points of view concerning your fieldindustrial arts. need not recite themhere. Howeve.r, you have made me think of a number of princiries in sorting out ourprimary and secondary roles ire education, whatever our field or lyticular job assign-ment. These principles seem to me to be embodied in various theories of vocationaldevelopment.
Principles. The right to challenge must be preserved in all of learning and in everyfield of education. It should be kept in mind that to challenge does not necessarily meandisagreement. The challenge may be a search for more meaningful direction in living.Because your field encompasses the wide spectrum of technological Emareness, yourguidance must be tempered with respect for likes a:id dislikes of what you present.We need many alternatives in education. Each has its own dignity, integrity u con-tribution to individuals and society at large. Within your field, alternatives provide abasis for experiencing the choice-making process in choosing a career based on the sub-stsntive knowledge of the vast scope of industrial technology.
The intertwining of knowledge, the interdisciplinary foundations of knowledge, extendsitself to the intertwining of vocational interests. From time to time boys and girlsvacillate In specific vocational interests, but the specifics seem to have a common threadthroughout. This means that each person has many possibilities for successful workexperiences; of course, it follows that he needs to know the possible opportunities. In-dustrial arts expands the choice base for vocational selection.There is a need for general and specific kinds of learning experiences for choice-making, exploring and decision-making. Industrial arts complements the other areas ofeducation previ )usly mentioned, in providing general and specific learning experiences,e.g., general in -he pervasive impactof technologyon the culture and specific in the skillsattached to certain areas of excellence in performing detailed tasks.The notion of only one true level of learning, such as verbal, in a technological cul-ture is not only snobbery but explosive. If ever there W38 a need for a variety of kindsof job learning, there is need now. However, no learning should be so specific as to pre-clude the application of one's perspective of its importance to society. On the other handno learning should be so general as to preclude its inclusion in the performance of ajob or in the exercise of the nobility of living.

Despite debate over automation and an abundance of leisure time. the work ethicis more important than ever. The nature of work may change, but the ne- for work in asociety committed to environmental quality and justice and peace for all necessitateswork. Our basic problem today is that if we had more work we should have less trouble.
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The key to implementation of the work ethic in a meaningful life and a fulfilling socieryis appropriate educational and vocational opportunities. With a wider base for educationaland vocational learning, there is more need than ever for professional school counselorsto engage in professional counseling and guidance. These counselors work best if inconcert with teachers who are guidance-oriented. Ono area of concern is the more spe-cific nature of selected vocational guidance theories.One of the earliest approaches to vocational guidance was Frank Parsons' early1900's views. He -cecommended study of self, knowledge of the occupational world, thena reconciling of these facts for an occupational choice. Present-day theories seem toexpand Parsons' time-tested but perhaps simplified view.Ginzberr's tht!ory of vocational development. Ginzberg's theory (1) of occupationalchoice contains four basic elements.
First, occupational choice is a developmental process which takes place over aperiod of tem years in childhood and adolescence. Second, the process is largely irre-versible. Investments of time, money, ego and one's self-confidence during the processmake it increasingly difficult to change the direction of the developmental process as thedecision-makir,; continues. Third, compromise is an essential aspect of every choice.This compromise exists between interests, capacities, values and opportonities.The fair& element consists of three periods of occupational choice: a period offantasy choice characterized by the wish to be an adult; a period of tentative choice begin-ning at about eleven, first determined by interests, subsequently by the individual'scapacities End then by his values; and finally, a period of realistic choice beginning atabout age seventeen. This third period consists of substages, (1) exploration, (2) crystal-lization and (3) specification.

Super's theory of vocational development. In 1953 Donald Super (2) presented theconcept of vocational development as being synonymous with the development of a self-concept and Its implementation; the process of vocational adjustment Is the process ofputting a self -concept into practice, with the degree of satisfaction attained proportionateto the degree of self-concept realization. Work is an encompassing way of lire, and ade-quate vocadcnal and personal adjustment results when both the nature of the work andone's way of life are fused with the aptitudes, interests and values of the individual.People differ in their abilities, interests and personalities. Thus, they qualify fora number of occupations, each of which requiies a characteristic pattern of abilities.They have many potentialities; self-concepts change with time and experience. Vocationaldevelopment is a series of life-stages and substages and the establishment stage. Theexploratory stage is the period when the individual seeks the occupation which implementshis self-concept. This period has three substages: Fantasy, tentative and realistic. Theseare similar to Ginzberg's, mentioned above.The establishment stage consists of trial and stable phases. First, the individualstarts in a career, and then through a developmental process, he sees a possible placefor himself in the world of work. Second, the individual, who now knows more specificallywhat he wants todoand wherehe may be able to do it, analyzes his work to see how he cansucceed and institutes such goal-directed behavior. He seeks to maintain this careerlevel.
Super emphasizes that the nature of the career pattern is determined by the in-dividual's parental socio-economic level, mental ability, personality characteristics andopportunities, but he &u feels that development through life-stages is guided by:(a) aiding in the process of maturation, co. aiding in reality testing, and (c) aiding in thedevelopment of a self-concept. The process of balance between individual and socialfactors, between the self-concept and reality, is one of role-playing, whether in fantasy,the counseling interview, or real-hie activities. If the individual finds adequate outletsfor his abilities, interests, personality traits and values, he will achieve satisfaction.Tiedeman's theory of vocational development. David Tiedeman (3) views careers interms of vocational development. Relevance for the anticipation and implementation ofeach constitutes the essence of vocational development. With regard to each decision inschool work, decision-making is divided into two periods: the period of anticipation andthe period of implementation or adjustment.The period of anticipation has four subaspects or stages:(1) Exploration is characterized by random acquisitive activities in which a numberof possible goals are considered.

(2) Crystallization, in which the organizadon and ordering of all relevant considera-tions in retation to each of the goals takes place.
486
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(3) Choice or decision becomes imminent as crystallizations stabilize.k.4) Specification occurs when choice readies the Individual to act on his decision.Elaboration of the image in the future ensues. Doubts concerning the position dissipate.The period of implementation or adjustment has three subaspects or stages. There
(1) Inductionin which imaginative concerns come face-to-face with reality on theday of initiation. The goals of the individual and society come into a relationship.(2) Transitionin which a metamorphosis occurs. The mood of reaction changesfrom responsive to asse..dve.
(3) Maintenancein which the assertive need subsides and equilibrium is reestab-lished. Modification of goals is a part of this phase.Holland's theory of vocational development. Holland(4) integrates existing knowledgeabout vocational choice theories. He classifies occupations into six major groups, eachhaving somewhat distinctive tasks, and characterized by a distinctive occupational environ-ment. The Motoric Environment is an example used to describe occupations such aslaborers, machine operators, aviators, truck drivers or carpenters; the PersuasiveEnvironment describes salesmen, politicians and business executives. Other environ-ments include: the Intellectual Environment, the Supportive Environment, the ConformingEnvironment and the Esthetic Environment.
At the time of vocational choice, a person is the duct of the interaction of: (1) hisparticular heredity; and (2) a variety of cultural a ,irsonal forces, Including peers,parents and significant adults, his social class, the Ame., culture and physical environ-ment.
Values, interests, interpersonal skills and other personal factors determine the lifestyle; the life style heading the h:orarchy determines the major direction of choice.Ordering vocational preferences efftcts the person's range_ of vocational choice. Forexample, a hierarchy in which one life style dominates all othei. results in vocationalchoice without conflict or hesitancy. An ambiguous hierarchy (o.le in which there aretwo or more competing developmental patterns) results in vacillation, making or notmaking a choice.
Roe's theory of vocational development. Anne Roe's (5) theory of vocational choiceemphasizes relationship between early experience, attitudes, abilities, interests and otherpersonality factors affecting an individual's ultimate vocational selection. Her theory isbased in part cn Maslow's hierarchy of basic needs, where higher order needs apn,after lower order needs are relatively satisfied. Early experience determines thtion of the eventual pattern of psychic energies and results in primarily unconsciousneeds. The intensity find organization of these needs is the major determinant of thedirection of motivation, as seer in chosen vocational fields, and the degrees of motivationas expressed in accomplishment. Motivation relates to the occupational group sought inone's career. The significant areas of early experience involve patterns of early experi-ence with parents. The individual's basin orientation with respect to persons later rami-fies into patterns of special interents and abilities.What theories mean to you. Although the ideas above and the selected theories havebeen presented in miniature, I believe that you can follow with me in an extension of thisinto my suggestions for your actions as industrial arts teachers.(1) Through an excitement of your field and based on the substance of technology asa subject matter area, you assist in the development of the self-concept of each pupil inyour classes,

(2) Your subject matter of technology, e.g., materials, processes, concepts of con-struction, can stimulate interP it in a variety of occupational areas.(3) Your active particip-fz: .1 in teaching industrial technology gives a continuing em-phasis to a constructive atth. . toward work begun in the elementary school guidanceprogram.
(4) Your field assists pupils to examine thz:ir interests as they move through thevarious phases of vocational development emphasized in the briefs given on vocationaldevelopment theories.
(5) If made a part of the school experience of all junior high school students, yoursubject field can be a guidance base for students selecting avenues in vocational education.(5) Given to all students sometime in their school experiences, your subject field inits liberalizing understanding of technology can be one basia for a person's career satis-faction. It giv7s him perspective in the world of work.(7) As y At work withboys andgirls in industrial arts and technology, keep in mind th:.

are:
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developmental stages of your students as noted by most vocadonal guidance theories.
Through your understanding of these stages, you can encourage the already-excited, you
can stimulate the nonchalant pupil, you can provide a spark to change a potential drop-out into a goal-oriented student.

The time is now for you to implement vocational guidance theory in your industrial
arts teaching at all age levels. The time is now for you to engage your colleagues, school
counselors, in teamwork. There is no better time than in 1970 to re-assert the value of
work and its benefits. Time is a dimension. Now is the time.

"The moving Finger writes; and, having writ,
Moves on: nor all your Piety nor Wit,
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it"

--The Rubalyat of Omar Khayyam, #71

FOOTNOTES

(1) Eli Ginzberg, Sol Ginsburg, Sidney Axelroad, and John Herma, Occupational Chc..ife:
An Approach to a General Theory, (New York: Columbia University Press 1951).

(2) Donald Super, "A Theory of Vocational Development", American Psychologist, 8,
185-190 (May, 1953).

(3) David Tiedeman, "Decision and Vocational Development: A Paradigm and Its Impli-
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Dr. Peters is professor of education, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

Career orientation program at the
junior high school level

Eugene Woolery

"Where the a' ^ion is", the theme of the 1969 AIAA Convention, might well be the theme
of the 7th- and 8d,--0;race Career Orientation Program in Dayton, Ohio. This is a programthat concerns itself with Irienting young people to the World of Work through selected
laboratory and clAs icoi .xperiences using the many resources available from the real
woring world. ' -pm th c. vory inception of the program, the major emphasis has been
oased on what these young peop l.,-! are doing in constructing, building, manufacturing,
servicing, repairmg, testing, traveling and seeing, and not relying on verbal skills sc)
prevalent in an -3/1-talk program. How could an effective program be designed to utilize
the unique offeriqgs of industrial arts in orienting students to the World of Work?

Educ-ators ewer the years have been repeating the crying need for a program in the7th and 8th grades in acquaint this particular age group with a knowledge of the mar*
occupadons in tocia7'F, industrial society. Eighth-grade pupils are going into high school,
with little or no backound in agricarnre, business, services, skilled trades and profes-
sions, and little thought is given by them to the courses they are about to pursue. Very
few have had the oppo-tunity to look seriously and purposefully at any cl the working occu-
pations, nor have they participated in the actual practices of a given en reer. One wonders
how many industrial arts students in the 8th grade have watched a carpenter perform
in a classroom or hew many girls in home economies have watched a dressmaker tailer

suit. How many young pecnate have been offered an extended field trip in the real work-ing world as part of their educational experience--by perhaps spending half a day at a
construction site really seeing what is going on? Providing 1.-11c answers to some of these
questions is the challenge accepted by the program here in Dayton, Ohio.
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The Dayton program really began when the Ohio State Department of Vocational Edu-cation notified school districts that monies would be available for the development ofexemplary programs as described in the Vocational Act of 1968. Career Orientationdoes qualify as an exemplary program.
Realizing this need and the opportunity for industrial arts to assume a more meaning-ful role in the junior high program, James 0. Reynolds, Supervisor of Industrial Arts inDayton, Ohio, submitted a proposal outlining in detail a student-centered program ofCareer Orientation. The majorfeatures of this innovative proposal may best be describedas follows:
(1) Eliminate 'the "wall-rack, bookend, take-home project" concept in industrialarts and design a new and more work-relevant program around construction and innnu-facturthg. Seventh-graders would be involved in tht:major concepts of manufacturing andmass production in an active laboraory session. Eighth-graders would spend the yearin the significant areas of construction, including architectural drawing, model homebui'ling, and the assembling of wall, floor and roof substructures. Masonry, bricklayingand cement work would also be explored.
(2) Extend the "hands on" approach, so successful and unique to industrial arts, toother academic areas wherever possible. IN'.4en the daily academic topic is discussed, itis not just a pencil and paper exercise but a manipulative exercise as well. lIsing addit.gmachines in mathematics and assembling an electric motor in science are typical ex-amples.
(3) By scheduling a weekly team periodof 45minutes, home economics and industrialarts activities can be coordinated with other academic disciplines. A joint project, a fieldtrip or a resoarce speaker is a typical activity.
(4) Make the academic subjects more relevant to tne pupil by having the teachersrelate the subject matter each and every day to jobs and careers. MI:: "in-class" corre-lation with school experiences in the world of work is contAnuous and makes school moremeaningful The pupil sees why it is important to do this or to do that in the classroom.The 'why f school is explored and answered.
Taldri the above features into consideration, II( vi did we get the teachers interestedin buying this program to the extent that they would actually go back into their classroomsand teach it?
An extensive two-week summer workshop familiarized teachers with the total program,provided the climate for them to develop their own lesson plans, and more fully informedthe teachers about the world of work around them.
A typical day at the workshop began with the objective written in large letters on theblazicboard for all to see. Outstanding speakers gave presentations in the morning followedby discussion, with the afternoon being spent in teacher preparation of materials. Eachday an assigned world-of-work topic, such as agriculture, business, construction, manu-facturing, services, government and professions, constituted the agenda. A highlight ofthe workshop was a day spent as guests of the largest construction corporation in thecity. A community college complex, a downtown office tower and a new university fieldhouse were seen in the process of construction on the morning bus tour. Participants werelunneon guests at the Engineers' Club, compliments of the Association of General Con-.tractors. As a result of this experience, the teachers became aware of the vastness ofthe construction industry, the many jobs available and ideas for future classroom topics,an excellent example of school-induotry involvement, so necessary in a program like this.The opportunity for sharing of common problems and for talking over different ideas witheach other was of great value in the workshop sessions. As a result of this, several par-ticipating faculties today are working better as a group in educating young people.The teachers did extensive work in developing materials and lesson plans and wereready to go when school opened in September. Let's take a look at the organization of thepersonnel in the program. A zity-wide coordinator is responsible for the organizationand success of the program. An appointed chairman is made account:able for the programin each school. Duties include conducting weekly meetings, distributing materials,coordinating activities and keeping a finger on the pulse of the program. A report, writtenby the teachers detailing specific activities, is compiled by the school chairman and sentto the city-wide coordinator every two weeks. It is important to stress that this is ateacher's program with the teachers doing the major amount of the work. Principals,counselors and assistant principals are indeed important from a supportive standpoint.The principal sets the tone of the school and does the prodding along by offering encourage-ment and attending weekly planning sessions whenever possible. One principal, with the

I.
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cooperation of his brother-in-law, a successful nurseryman-farmer, arranged an outstand-
ing field trip to a farm to sec potato processing and packaging in operation. Adminis-
trative participation such as this stimulates the program, and teachers are very much
aware if the principal is genuinely interested in their efforts to make the program oper-ational.

The guidance person administers vocational interest tests and aids in the selection of
resource materials. His knowledge of the availability and suitability of films, filmstripsand guidance kits can be very valuable in this program.

Let's now look at the specifics in the program and what is really happening to the
students. The industrial arts laboratory will reveal a modern general shop outfitted with
jigsaws, grinder-polisher, drill press, disc and belt sander, 4 x 6-ft. maple benches and
a comprehensive array of hand tools. The 8th-graders are constructing model homes
to 1/ 4-in. scale, not as cardboard replicas with scissors and paste, but from 1/8-in.
plywood involving industrial arts equipment and hand tools. Many of the homes are
brightly painted and lant;scaped with trees, grass and shrubs. In .erest during the month
of February is at a particularly high peak since students are airaing for the $100 prize
given for the best school exhibition of model homes at the local Home and Garden Show.
Upon completion of the model homes, pupils will begin team activity in the building of
full-size house sections, which will include the work practices of the trades employed
in home construction. One teacher is planning with his students to construct a full-sizehome on an enclosed school courtyard. Imagine the interest this will create in the
nei ghborhood I

Typical 7th-grade activity is concerned with the important elements of manufactur-
ing. An example is a model truck that serves not only as a product for mass production,
but also lends support to a transportation unit in social studies. A field trip to the Inter-
national Harvester Automated Truck Plant in Springfield, Ohio, further enhances the
manufacturing-transportation concept.

Home economics and industrial arts classes joined together to create a special
Christmas project. A small jar, topped with a styrofoam head and decorated with color-
ful cloth, was transformed into a beguiling Christmas figure. The jar was filled withcandies made by the girls in home economics, the fabric was woven on a small loor..!
manufactured in industrial arts, with the final assembling being completed as a teameffort between the two departments.

Additional happenings are giving life to the academic areas. In mathematics,
punch cards are being used to duplicate the practices of data processing, and many new
business forms are being studied relating mathematics to actual work practices.

Horticulture is one of the important features in the science program, with each pupil
growing a flower and a vegetable. A 3 x 4-ft. garden plot encased in a metal pan enables
students to dig right in with soils, fertilizers and plants--an opportunity denied manyurban children.

Electrical and mechanical kits create pupil interest, making science more realistic
with regard to the roles that the electricians and mechanics play in the working world.
An innovative idea was instituted in social studies with the "hands on" concept. A class
of thirty students selected a model car they wanted to build on a mass production ix ;is.
Thirty identical car kits were purchased, and a manufacturing organization was set up to
duplicate an auto assembly operation. The concepts of warehousing, interchangeability
of parts, supervision and inspection were incorporated into the activity. One can well
imagine the enthusiasm displayed by this group of youngFcers as the model cars were
being constructed.

In all instances, the teacher is the heart of the Career Orientation Program, provid-
ing the leadership, arranging activities and helping with projects.

Students are involved in a program that is more than just talk.

Mr. Woolery coordinates the Career Orientation Program for the Dayton (Ohio) Public Schools.
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World of work and occupational education
at the high school level

Robert C. Bills
In his definition of industrial arts, Delmar Olson states:

"Its purposes are to acquaint the student with his technological environment and to aidhim in the discovery and development of his owl human potential."(l)
Certainly if we are to help a student develop to his fullest potential, we should help himmake some of the occupational decisions which will so greatly affect his developmentafter he leaves school.

The Educational Policies Commission feels that for an education to be of value toa student, one oi the major things it should do is "equip him to enter an occupation suit-able to his abilities and offering reasonable opportunity for personal growth and socialusefulness." (2)
To do this it would seem logical tnat we teach students something about the variousoccupations available and help them in deciding on one suited to their abilities.It is the purpose of thiq report to provide some sunestions and activities for imple-menting information on occupations and the world of work in high schcol industrial artsclasses. I hope the suggestions will lead to more ideas on how we in industrial arts canbetter help the saident find an occupational area for which he is or can become well-adapted.

There are many abilities or competencies which students should develop. Some arebasic, such as the ability to read, write and study. These basics should be developed inall subjects, including industrial arts. There are many other abilities which we also tryto include in industrial arts, such as the ability to solve technical problems, to experi-ment, manage, operate, produce, engineer, invent and d-sign, to name but a few. Alloccupations require one or more of the abilities mentioned.
It seems that the role of industrial arts should not only be to try to develop theseabilities but also to point out to the student occupational and industrial areas wherethe abilities which he has are in demand. Thus I believe we should try and analyze atleast the major occupational fields for the major abilities a student should have if heexpects to be successful in that occupational category.
With over 25,000 different occupations, it would be virtually impossible for us todiscuss each one in the classroom. For this reason it would seem that the only practicalway to deal with such a large number of occupations would be to classify the abilities, be-cause there seems to be fewer tn4jor ones, and to decide what abilities different major

occupational groups need.
Time does not permit me to go into great detail about all of the various ways thisgrouping can be done. Instead let me give you one example of a way this could be done.You could take and classify the abilities first into major groups, such as the abilityto organize, create, operate, maintain, manage, experiment and solve technical problems.Now that you have narrowed the abilities to the major classifications, you may look ateach major ability and decide what supporting abilities for each are needed. For instance,a manager should probably have the ability to deal with many people, to make quick deci-sions and, depending on his exact industrial position, several other abilities as well.Thus when a boy coL.Les to you and says, "I want to be an engineer," you can con-gratulate him for making a choice and then proceed to help him discover the abilitiesbasic to engineering, such as being able to solve technical problems. If he decides hehas these abilities, you should help him discover what type of engineer his specificabilities best suit him for. Once this is done he should also start thinking about whatindustry, such as automobile, oil or airplane, he would like to work for, since often thiscould have a direct affect on narrowing his choice of -ypes of engineers which he wouldlike to be. In some instances it may be a good idea to make this industrial choice eitherearlier or later in the selection process.
By approaching the student in this manner, what you are in effect saying to him is,"I think it is good that you made an occupational choice. Now that you have made this

choice, what industry would you like to perform this occupation in, and do you have theability to perform this occupation?"
If the boy, as in many situations is the case, then becomes unsure of his choice or
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abilities, you may through various classroom activities help him discover if he has theabilities he has discovered he needs.
In any event even if he does not have the abilities for that occupational choice heshould at least have a better idea of whac abilities he does have and in what types of occu-pa.dons he would find a use for his abilities.
Let me give you an example of how I was able to provide an experience which I wasable to use to let the students discovel7 something about their own abilities and how thisability al: lack of it could affect their occupational choice.
The lab had some new experiment tables which needed to be assembled for ray elec-tronics class. We had been discussing .nass production and the abilities one should haveto work on an assembly line, which is common in many mass production operations. The

boys felt that it was an easy way to make a living and required little ability.I set up the class on an assembly line basis, putting the tables together. After only20 minutes several complained they were bored and tired of their job. So I let each ofthem try assembling a table by himself.
At the end of the period I pointed out that although the boys oLviously had the abilityto assemble the tables, they did uot have the ability to perform one task repeatedly with-out becoming bored with it quickly. In this simple activity I was able to help them dis-cover something about themselves which could prove useful in their deciding un an occu-pation. I also was able to use this activity in pointing out advantages and disadvantages

in assembly line production. I mention this to make the point that occupational information
can lie blended in and become an integral part of your classwork and lab activity.As you may have noticed when I discussed abilities earlier, the examples I gave wereof general sorts of abilities, such as the ability to organize, create, etc. There arereasons I have left these abilities broad rather than narrow.

First of all, our whole society is changing; at a fantastic pace. This includes almostall occupations. If we look for and indeed try to develop narrow specific abilities, wemost likely will t e teaching something which will be out of use by the time our _Audentsenter their chosen occupationsthat Is, assuming we have the equipment to teach a trade,which in most cases we don't.
For example, one of the major abilities usually stressed in drafting is proper lineweight; however, with the advent of modern copying and data storage devices, companiesfind inked drawings much better for making reproductions than pencd drawings. In factthere are even computer-linked drafting machines in use which minimize the need formany of the old drafting abilities or skills. Wouldn't the ability to communicate ideasthrough the use of graphic symbols and representations be of greater importance whenconsidering fields in which we usually think of drafting playing a major role?1 have chosen several activities which 1 have used or seen used with success which Iwould like to bring to your attention.
It is not my intention that you should copy or use any one of these activities. What Ido hope, as I mentioned earlier, is that you ga:n from these examples ideas of ways inwhich you can introduce occupations and the world of work into your present program. Nowlet's look at some of these examples.
One teaching aid which is available to all of us is the newspaper. 'This activity makesuse of a local paper, a paper from a nearby city and perhaps a paper from another part ofthe country. Go over the "Help Wanted" section of each paper with the class. You maywish to compare the different occupations available as to their availability in differentareas, the pay, and the types of companies or firms which make use of various types ofoccupations. Also you might point out any requirements which might be listed for these:occupations. If you wish to involve the students more, you could have the students pre-

pare charts illustrating some of this information. This type of activity helps bring realisminto the classroom. Students often complain of the irrelevance of school. By using cur-rent newspapers as an information source you help point to the direct relationship betweenyour course and the real world of work. If you are teaching a specific technical area,such as electronics or drafting, trade journals from this area could be included with thepapers. In this case the study would be limited to occupations connected directly to yourtechnical area.
The Dictionary of Occupational Titles, which lists some 25,000 occupalions and brieflydescribes them, could be used as a reference to answer questions as to what variousoccupations involve.
Another way to bring the real world into your classroom is with a guest speaker.Some suggestions in this area would include a represeuative from your local employment
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office, a personnel Man from a local industry or a man whose profession is one currentlyunder class discussion, such as an engineer or electrician. I have found that these talksusually are better if you are able to meet the speaker some time in advance of his pres-entation and structure the talk aS to length, specific areas to be covered, and level ofdifficulty.
You could have the students work out a Lst ot questions they .would like to haveanswered by the speakei. If possible, try to include these questions when talking to thespeaker so that he will include this information in his program. I have found that in manycases the speaker can provide you with a wealth of material for future classes. For in-stance, a pf-rsonnel man was able to furnish sample job application forms and job de-scription sheePs which provided a basis for class discussion as to what specific infor-mation many firms want before considering a person for a job.Many of the most desirable occupations require advanced education or some specialtraining after high school. An activity which should be of special interest to juniors andseniori is to investigate various schools, including courses, entrance requirements, etc.You may have the studez. ; write the school for its catalog and any other information theymay be interested in. Your school guidance counselor would make a good guest speakeras part of this activity. At least arrangements should be made so that the students will beable to make use of the facilities your guidance office has in doing their study. This alsomight make your counselors think about what we do in industrial arts and broaden theirview of us as a subject area. Some students may wish to investigate opportunities forspecial occupational training in the various military services. Another possibility inthis activity is to investigate any special training programs operated by some companies.Also you may wish to discuss how some unions operate apprentice training programs.This activity will better enable the student to understand the education requirements ofmany occupations and may help him decide on what post-high school education he willpursue, if any.

One simple activity which usually provides a good cross-section of the types ofoccupations common in your community is to have each student report on the type of workhis parents or someone he knows very well does.
You may wish to have the reports very brief and limited, such as giving the job,company, responsibility, approximate number of other people who do this job in that areaor company and the requirements one must meet to get this job. If time permits, thereports could be the start of more extensive class discussions about each job or majoroccupational area.
Up to this point all the activities I have discussed were relatively simple and couldbe pluggea into most average industrial arts courses.
Now I would like to discuss an activity which if carried to its maximum potential isa full course but can be altered to fit in as a part of your present courses.The idea is by no means a new one: It is to have your class form a company andproduce a product. It is not my purpose here to discuss all the pros and cons of thisactivity. What I do want to do is point out the tremendous opportunities in teaching aboutoccupations and the world of work this activity offers.
By having the students study and fill the positions available in their company, theylearn first-hand what abilities are needed and the opportunities in such occupatonal areasas management, engineering, designing, sales, marketing, production, maintenance andmany others.
Of special interest in providing occupational information would be the setting up ofemployment procedures for these positions in the company. In this way students wouldhave the experience of writing a resumd of their qualifications, filling out an applicationblank and having a personal interview, all common procedures in obtaining a job.I have only mentioned the most obvious ways in which this activity can be beneficialin teaching about industry, occupations and the world of work. I am sure many of you cansee countless ways in which you can relate to and aid the student in making his occupationalchoice by using this activity as a base.
Although these activities help show types of occupations and qualifications neededto fill them, it does not necessarily mean it will become clear to the student what occu-pation he wants to pursue.
In many cases only detailed study by the student of the area he is interested in willhelp him make a final choice, and even then he may be wrong.
In my opinion, what we in industrial arts can best do is to provide activities, suchas those I have discussed above, which help the student learn about the occupational
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choices available and provide him with enough information so that he will be able to ex-
plore the area in depth himself.
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Managing a safe environment in schools
the safety engineer's viewpoint

Ralph J. Vernon
When I think of an environment, I think of a "work sphere". Such a work sphere may

be a complete school plant or a complete manufacturing plant, a shop or laboratory inthe. school or a department in a plant, a machine operation in the shop or a machineoperation in a plant. In this paper I choose to think of the complete school plant as the"work sphere" and to be concerned with the management of that operation to produce
optimum performancespecifically optimum "safety" performance.

I would like for us to consider these points:
(A) The components involved in managing a safe environment
(B) What we really mean when we use the terms "injury" and "accident"
(C) What some of the effects are of "accidents" on Our society
(D) Injury experience in industry
(E) Injury experience in schools
(F) The young employee in work environments
The components in any well-balanced program for managing a safe environment will

require some activity in six points of a basic plan. In the school, these six points are:
I. Administrative support and direction

II. Safety organization
III. Teacher activity
IV. Student education
V. Control of hazards

VI. Medical program
We will look at these six points in some detail. As we do, you will recognize that the
degree of activity in each of the six points will vary according to the nature and extentof your operation.

Administrative support and direction. When management, and here I refer to theschool superintendent, the principal and the supervisor, is sincerely interested insafety, expresses a willingness to cooperate in safety activities and supports and directs
safety programs, the desired result will usually be obtained. The most successful safety
programs are those in which management has participated and has continued to show itsinterest in the safety of its employees or students. Four of the most effective ways in
which manr -,ement can express interest are:

(1) issuing a statement of school policy. One of the most important steps to be taken
is the publication within the sc ool of a policy statement over the name of the superintend-
ent. This statement, in general, emphasizes his interest in accident prevention and re-
quests the cooperation of all students and staff in the effort, It should clearly outline the
responsibilities which have been delegated to individuals or groups.

(2) Establishing an Executive Safety Committee. The function of this committee,
which could be composed of principals and supervisors, is to interpret school policy in
the administration of the safety program. This committee acts as a liaison between the
superintendent and the staff. It makes decisions where it has the authority to do so and
makes recommendations to the superintendent in matters which are beyond the scope ofits authority. Where the school organization is so large as to make immediate control
of the program by the top executive impractical, the Executive Safety Committee per-forms a vital function.

(3) Attendance at meetings. The attendance at safety meetings on the part of mem-
bers of top management is a very significant indication of their interest and concern forsafe operations.

(4) Completion of recommendations. A certain percentage of valid recommendations,
because of scope, cost or other factors, will require the superintendent's approval. His
insistence that these and all other appropriate recommendations be completed is a sourceof tremendous gratification tA the groups and individuals that have proposed them andis one of the best ways of encouraging their continued effort and interest. It is a way inwhich management can unmistakably demonstrate support of the program.

Safety organization. It is my basic philosophy that safety should be an integral partof an organization's method of operation. To accomplish this it is usually necessary to
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assign responsibility for planned safety activities to an internal or& ,tion created forthis purpose. The structure of this organization could include:(a) Safety coordinator
(b) Safety committees
(c) Inspection committee
(d) Special committees--Fire, safety suggestions, special school activities, etc.The functions could include a plan for identifying safety problems. In order to direct itssafety efforts effectively the school should recognize and utilize all available sourcesfor identification of accident problems, including:
(a) Accident occurrence data--District-wide records by school, division, activity,lab, etc.
(b) jpintslicin re- -A comprehensive safety program should include frequentinspections to detect unsafe conditions and practices. No area should be exempt frominspections although special attention should be devoted to the more hazardous areas.The inspections should be thorough, of sufficient 'frequency, and corrective action shouldbe taken. Inspections can be considered as being comparable to the physician's medicalexamination; they are both fact-finding tools used to determine what is correct and whatmay be in error and the corrective action needed to alleviate defined conditions.(c) Accident investigation proceduresThe purpose of such investigations is to dis-cover the causes of the accident and to correlate them in such a manner as to indicate thesolution to the situation which was responsible for the accident. Solutions may includeengineering revision, enforcement of regulations, improved education of staff and studentsor any combination of these.

The superintendent or his appointee should review the investigation reports from threestandpoints: (1) to be assured that reports a good quality are being made, (2) to learnwhat corrective action has been recommended and (3) to decide how and to what extentsuch recommendations should be implemented.
(d) Outside sources--National Safety Council, members of professional organizationsincluding the American Industrial Hygiene Associadon and the American Society of SafetyEngineers, local fire department, etc.
An additional function is the development of a system for corrective action. In sucha system, recognized problems should automatically receive the necessary attention.This involves seeing that the problem is referred to the person or committee with theresponsibility of correcting it and seeing that it is followed to completion.Teacher activities, It is generally accepted that the teacher is the person ultimatelyresponsible for the control of accidents. He is closer to the students and is best informedregarding operating methods and conditions. Accordingly, his active participation in thesafety program is essential for success. It is equally important that in the exercising ofhis responsibility he develops a sound knowledge of safety techniques. These techniquescan be developed in part by serving on school or community safety committees, investigat-ing accidents, completing inspections, developing safety specifications and developingwork methoCs.

Student education. This could include indoctrinationas to why the school is interestedin student safety, what the school and teacher expect of the student, and specific job in-structions so that the student knows the approvedmanner of performing the job, includingany special jigs or fixtures, handling specific materials and the availability and use ofpersonal protective devices. The successful use of safety films, demonstrations andprinted materials is a part of student education in safety. It is possible that parents shouldbe included as an "educational measure" in the completion of "work permits" for specificoperations or machines that their son or daughter may be operating.Control of accident hazards. Control of accident hazards includes these majorpoints: Safeguarding machines and equipment; establinhment of safe environment; estab-lishment of safe methods; and control of fire and explosion hazards.Safeguarding of machines and equipment. The hazards presented by electrical andmechanical equipment and by pressure apparatus are among the most severe of all thehazards encountered in industrial operations, and I suspect this is true in schools. Theseimportant points should be considered:
P521nt_gap,a eration on machines--Guards should be provided and in use on all machinepoints of operation. These guards or devices should be designed and built in accordancewith recommended standards. We must recognize that this may require special guardsfor some operations.
Mechanical equipment other than point of operationSuch guarding is important on
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mechanical power transmission, conveyi ig and other mechanical equipment as well as
on production machinery.

Pressure apparatusStandards for equipment safeguarding must be strictly adhered
to if serious or catastrophic accidents are to be prevented. High-pressure equipment
should be regularly inspected by qualified inspectors. All low-pressure equipment should
be properly operated and equipped with necessary safety devices, and air compressors
should be kept drained and lubricated.

Portable electrical equipmentPortable electrical equipment should be of standard
design. Provisions for automatic grounding are necessary if electric shock s:.cidents
are to be avoided.

Hand tools--The provision of a good quality of the right types of tools with facilities
for repair and replacement is necessary to prevent hand tool injuries to students. Im-
portant also is the degree to which the tools are maintained. I am not sure that students
can be expected to maintain these unless they are closely supervised.

Establishment of safe environment. This section deals with physical conditions orwhat might be called the "environment" in which the student works. An evaluation of
this environment, represented by the following principal elements, is therefore important
in determining the accident potential.

Layout--Aisles, machines, storage, etc.--Floor space allotted to machines and equip-
ment should be ad^quate without encroaching on needed aisle and working space. Aisles
should be wide enough for all traffic requirements and should be properly marked.
Storage facilities should be ample to meet requirements wichout overloading of racks or
overflow of materials into areas designated for other purposes.

Floors should be of proper design and construction to meet traffic, loading and work-
ing requirements, and should be properly maintained.

Stairs and stu_s should have treads of sufficient width and with anti-slip characteris-tics, be of satisfactory slope, have proper hand rails and be in good structural condition.
Other working surfaces--Ladders, scaffolds, etc.--These should be in good physical

condition, properly guarded and properly designed for the use to which they will be put.
Lightin,c72. should be of sufficient intensity for the work to be performed without undue

glare and shadow, with equipment properly maintained and serviced. Both local and
general illumination should be considered.

Electrical shock hazards--Evaluation of this will be principally from the standpoint
of adequacy of dead metal grounding, guarding of high voltage equipment and avoidance of
substandard temporary wiring.

Housekeeping includes the regular cleaning of all parts of buildings and equipment
on a regular schedule, prompt removal of waste and trash and immediate clean-up of
spillage and breakage. Special attention should be given in bad weather to entrances and
exterior stairs and walkways. Materials in process, tools, etc., should be kept in desig-
nated places.

Occupational health hazards--Exposure to significant noise, atmospheric contamina.
tion, radiation and hazardous chemical substances are among the principal health hazards'.
The degree of control of these hazards should be considered.

4Establishment of safe methods. Safe methods in the sense in which it used herd,
refers to the physical technique by which an act is performed and also to the adoption and
maintenance of mechanical aids, where appropriate, and the use of personal protemve
equipment, where needed. They refer also to seasona, special and infrequent tat*s.

Equipment maintenanceA preventive maintenance schedule is a good investment inany safety program. This calls for adequate equipment inspection, prompt repairs and
a good maintenance staff.

Materials handlingManualReceiving, production and shipping operations slouldbe arranged and conducted to minimize the need for excessive rehandling or manual
handling of heavy objects. Students should be trained in proper lifting techniques;
extra students should be used on heavy lifts where needed. I will have some additional
remarks later on this subject.

Materials handlingMechanicalMost of the handling, particularly of hea,der ob-
jects, should be done mechanically; handling equipment should be reasonably modern,
efficient, safe to operate and students sufficiently trained in its use.

Traffic control--Traffic control should consider the movement of mobile equipment
both inside the school and in the yard. Aisles and traffic ways should be properly marked
and kept clear for passage of vehicles and pedestrian traffic; adequate precautions for
blind corners and intersections should be in force; and recognized good practices relating
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to speed control, load distribution and operation training should be standard operatingpractice.
Personal rotective e ui ment- -Personal protective equipment should be available foruse and adequate to suit the exposure. Its use should be enforced where required. Ade-quate facilities and personnel snould be available to maintain the equipment.Seasonal or infrequent hazards --Proper planning should be given to avoidance ofhazards which could result from maintenance, repair, replacement and installation proj-ects which occur irregularly and which are not covered by the normal procedures.Control of fire and explosion hazards. Although the control of fire and explosionhazards may normally be considered the responsibility or the lire department or thecustodial staff, the teacher should assure himself that the more obvious hazards havebeen recognized and controlled.

FlammablesConsidered in this section should be recognition of the presence anduse of more than formal fire hazard mat -ials, explosive dusts, and combusable rawmaterials and products. Control measures commonly used are proper storage and ha :I-dling equipment and procedures, appropriate fire extinguishing equipment, surveillanceof hazardous areas by means of watchmen or automatic detection devices, automaticalarm systems and the planning of firefightmg procedures.Ignition sources--Under the conditions listed above, presence of possible sourcesof ignition is important in fire prevention, and these can usually be detected. Unauthorizedsmoking can be a symptom of ineffective fire prevention control. Awareness of sub-standard wiring and poorly maintained electrical equipment is important. Heating evip-ment should be properly installed and maintained. Welding should be carefully supervisedwith thorough follow-up watch service for possible subsequent fires. Any evidence ofdisregard of possible fire sources should be considered as poor control.Catastrophe--A poorly controlled "catastrophe" situation would be one in which per-sons, especially in large numbers, are exposed to the possibility of injury or death fromfire and explosion while in a confined, poorly protected area without adequate exit facili-ties. Good control of any catastrophe exposure would include the fire prevention, detec-tion, alarm and extinguishing devices described above, the provision of adequate, easily-accessible exit facilities (doors, stairs, horizontal exits), and a regularly-rehearsedplan of fire-fighting and evacuation.
Medical proam. While I appreciate that this is the prerogative of the medical pro-fessional, I believe they would agree that theseshould be the minimal acceptable controls:(1) A School Medical Policy prepared and supervised by a physician(2) Placement procedure to determine if a student is physically capable of safe per-formance in the school environment
(3) An awareness of any needed medical control for specific exposures(4) An adequate record system, including first aid records, for all injuries.Finally, the success of the whole program depends on whether management is, infact, authorizing and following through the suggested corrective action when unsafe con-ditions and/or methods have been brought to their attention. Management should remainabreast of the accident experience in their operations and should periodically call for anevaluation of their safety program to assure continuing success.Now that we have, hopefully, generated some thoughts pertaining to a program designedto produce optimum safety performance, let us consider some philosophical aspects ofsafety.
The term "accident" cannot be equated with the term "injury". An accident oftenprecedes an injury, but all injuries, at least in the occupational sense, are not precededby an accident--for example, damage to the respiratory tract from some toxic chemical.An accident can be defined as an unplanned interruption of an activity which may or maynot result in injury, damaged equipment or damaged material (but has the potential to doany of these`, and is invariably preceded by an unsafe condition or an unsafe act or a com-bination of these. An injury is a specific impairment of body structure or function causedby an outside agent or force, which may be physical, chemical or psychic.When we speak of "accident" analysis data, we are usually referring to "injury"analysis or data from which we attempt to extract "accident" facts. This is often verydifficult and can produce misleading results.Most injury statistics are developed into "Disabling Injury Frequency" and "Severity"data, which may be misleading if used alone in evaluating success in controlling accidentaloccurrences.

H. W. Heinrich indicated that for one disabling injury there was a ratio of 29 non-
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disabling injuries and 300 accidents in which no injury occurred! Again, if we use dis-
abling injuries only in attempting to appraise accident performance, we may make mis-
takes.

What effect do "accidents" have on our society? I am not sure that I can give you
specific answers, but we can examine the situation together. We hear references made to
our annual, monthly or three-day weekend accident tolls, and we pause and give lip-
service to efforts directed toward reducing the large number of accidental fatalities and
injuries we hear about. The annual accident toll looks like this:

Killed . 104,000
Injured 52,000,000
Work days lost . 90,000,000
School days lost . . 11,000,000Now, who is injured? What segment of our population is most affezted by accident

injury? Let us compare "accidents" with some other major killers. For all ages of our
population, we find this picture: cardiovascular diseases are the greatest killers, cancerranks second, and accidents rank third. When we consider the youthful segment of our
population, i.e., ages 1 through 37, accidents exceed all other causes combined as killersat these ages.

As to the economic impact, it is astronomical. Such a dollar drain places a burden
on the producers of our gross national product--a burden whicn we can ill-afford.

How are the public schools perfoi-ming in accidentprevention and control? Recently,
while collecting some research data, I was able to secure some information on injuries
in the public schools of Texas for an academic year. It was determined that only 2.8
percent of the injuries occurred in industrial arts, vocational education and science labs.
Indeed, you must be doing an excellent job. However, perhaps we should consider the
number of injuries. A total of 93,381 injuries were reported, and 2,647 of these occurred
in industrial arts, vocational education and science labs.

Industry has made giant strides in many instances in injury control. Many factors
have contributed to this achievement, but the picture is not as good as it often appears.
One large operation with which I am familiar develops approximately 33,000,000 man-
hours annually, and they have had a continually decreasing disabling injury frequency,
but their total injury frequency has fluctuated with employment fluctuations. I think in-
dustry is making increased efforts today to control their interruptions to production, or
accidents, and resulting losses. Now, if industry is successful, we should find that occu-
pational injuries to young employees entering the work force should be minimal because
of better control by industry and good safety instruction in public schools. But, what
happens in the work environment? I think this is a valid question because it is reasonable
to believe that we are preparing our young people for productive pursuits. A study was
completed in 1962 which gives us some insight Lao the injury experience of employed
young people. Eight states cooperated in providing data for two age groups: under 18
years of age and 18-20 years of age. The only injuries studied were disabling. -Bible I
shows the injury experience by age and type of indr.stry. Note that manufacturing injury
experience accounts for 34 percent of the total, and this should be important to you.

TABLE I
nrpe of Indus Under 18 18-20 Total Percent
Manufacturing 184 370 554 34+
Wholesale and Retail Trade 312 168 480 30+
Construction 67 107 174 11
Service 101 53 154 9+Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 96 5 101 6+
Other 66 109 6+

803 769 1572
TABLE II

Activity When Injured Under 18 18-20 Total Percent
Manual Handling 279 289 568 36
Operating Powered Equipment 127 179 306 19
Bodily Movement 142 120 262 16
Using Hand Tools 133 118 251 16
Other 117 94 211 13

748.b n e
.. 7 4...S

800 1598
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You will note that manual handling accounts for thirty-six percent of these disablinginjuries. In industry, we estimate that twenty-five percent of disabling injuries can beclassified as manual handling.
May I ask some questions? In the public school shops and laboratories, are we teach-ing safe materials handling as well as safe hand tool use? In the metals lab, when thathusky young man attempts to lift an anvil, do we smilingly look in the opposite direction?I suspect that we are not teaching this aspect of safe operations, in fact, two books onsafety education have recently crossedmy desk, Neither of these gives more than cursorymention to manual materials handling even though one of them discusses the previously-mentioned study in some detail.
In summary, the development and management of a safe school environment is im-portant to educators, to students and to the communities. Not only is it important whilethe student is in school; it should be even more important as students are prepared fora safe, healthy and productive life. At this very moment, 65,000 hospital beds in thisnation are occupied by victims of accidental injuries. What do you plan to do about it?

Mr. Vernon is on the faculty at Texas A & M University, College Station.

Managing a safe environment in schools
the industrial hygienist's viewpoint

Andrew D. Hosey
It is always wise to begin a discussion such as this by defining a few terms and settingthe stage, so to speak, for what follows. Industrial hygiene may be defined briefly as thescience and art of recognizing, evaluating and controlling those environmental factorsor stresses which may cause sickness or impair the health and well-being or workers.The terms industrial hygiene and occupational health are often used Interchangeably.The latter term is broader and refers to the health of workers engaged not only in indus-trial operations, but also in agricultural activities, in service trades and in other occu-pations.
Occupational health hazards refer to any situation where the health of workers maybe impaired because of exposure to toxic materials and physical agents in the workingenvironment. For purposes of comparison, safety hazards usually refer to conditions inthe work place which may give rise to traumatic injuries unless proper safeguards andappropriate procedures are adopted and followed. To state this differently, failure tofollow safe practices usually results in an accident that causes Immediate bodily injury.On the other hand, exposure to toxic materials and certain physical conditions, exceptingmassive accidental exposures, may require days andeven years to produce an impairmentto health. Thus, occupational diseases usually are not nearly as dramatic as accidents.The purpose of my presentation is to acquaint you with potential occupational healthhazards, the types of exposures, and the measures commonly employed to control thesehazards.

Public schools, through their classes in industrial arts and vocational shops, are;,-eeping abreast with our present space age technology. Subject areas included in coursesoffered at junior and senior high school levels cover the alphabet from A to Z--art classesand aircraft engine repair to zymurgy. Likewise, the potential health hazards involvedare quite varied in school shops, just as they are in modern industry today.Let me emphasize at the outset that the health hazards encountered by students inour modern and well-equipped school shops are very much like those encountered in in-dustry. The only major difference between school shop and industry hazards is the degreeof exposure. It is not likely that pupils will encounter actual hazards while working inschool shops because their exposures are generally of short duration--one or two hoursper day for three to five days per week. But there will be exceptions based on individualsusceptibility or acute or intense exposures.
As you well know, many occupational diseases, and sometimes even deaths, are theresult of careless work habits, thoughtlessness, or lack of knowledge concerning the
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dangers of exposure to certain materials or physical conditions. The teacher must there-
fore use every opportunity to stress the importance of careful work habits, as well as
safety practices to minimize exposure to potential health hazards.

Now, what are some of these hazards to which pupils are exposed and which may
result in health impairment depending upon the degree of exposure? Again, just as in
industry, they may consist of dusts, fumes, gases, vapors, mists and physical agents
or combinations of these. A modern printing shop, for example, like one in a Cincinnati
school, can include most of the above categories. Lead fume is generated by the monotypeand linotype machines and remelt pots. Lead dust is usually found around the remelt
pots where dross is removed and sometimes thrown onto the floor. Vapors of various
solvents are released in printing shops from the various inks used in printing and the
materials used for cleaning type and ink rollers. ln previous years, carbon tetrachloride
was the chief cleaning solvent used in print shops, but today most shops use a less toxic
solvent. Most printing shops use gas flames to eliminate static electricity as the paper
zoom's through the press. Others use a radioactive static eliminator, which may create
a potential health hazard from a physical hazardionizing radiation.

Auto repair shops also involve certain hazards to health. These may include lead
dust during valve grinding; carbon monoxide gas during tuneups; solvent vapors from
cleaners and lacquers; chromic acid mists while electroplating bumpers and other metal
parts; fumes from wttlding frames; and another hazard, dermatitis, from epoxy resins
used as auto body fillers.

'Students in school electronic or physics shops may be exposed to physical agents.
A few examples include X-rays and ionizing radiation from high-power radar tubes;
ultraviolet light from arc welding and sources of "black light"; and now the school shops
are experimenting with lasers and microwaves. These are just a few ce <he potential
hazards involved in the electronic shops in schools.

Another example will serve to illustrate the type of potential hazards involved in
school shops. Many schools have classes in ceramics and pottery-making. Principal
hazards include the following: (1) Dusts from cla, s (free silica which can cause silicosis),
and from the materials used in glazcs such ac: lead and cobalt; (2) carbon monoxide gas
from the gas-fired kilns; and (3) ultraviolet raiiation from a quartz tube, used as a heat
source in some kilns.

A final potential hazard to students I want to discuss briefly is noise. Most of you
have read in the newspapers, popular magazines and technical literature that workers and
citizens alike are being exposed to more noise every day. Even our homes are becoming
more noisy as new appliances are installed and used. To mention only a few, there are
garbage disposals, automatic dishwashers, room air conditioners, and, perhaps the worst
offender in some homes, the stereo or hi-fi. Students are exposed to these noise sources
at home and to others at school while working in some shops, i.e., woodworking, forging,
printing and repairing auto and aircraft engines. Worst of all, however, students are
exposed to intense noise levels during recreational activities in and out of school. These
activities include participation as musicians or spectators in rock-and-roll "music",
drag strip racing, sports shooting and many others.

Recent studies by members of our Bureau and by others have shown that during the
2- to 3-hour rock-and-roll sessions, musicians are exposed to noise levels of from 105
to 115 dBA, and the spectators are exposed to from about 100 to 110 dBA. I should point
out that the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) recom-
mended in 1969 that the permissible noise exposure level for industrial workers is 90
clBA for 8 hours, 97 dBA for 3 hours, and 100 cl.BA for 2 hours.

These studies showed further that there is an increasing percentage of hearing loss
for high frequency sounds among high school and college students, perhaps reflecting
their exposure to high noise levels from music and other sources. This simply means
that young people reporting for their first job already have a slight hearing loss that may
become more severe upon prolonged expoeure to industrial noise. These early losses
will reduce the tolerance of young people for the prolonged types of occupational noise
exposures they may encounter during their working lifetime,

These are just a few examples to illustrate the variety of potential health hazards
which may be encountered in school shops. The important question is, what can we do
to protect the health of our children? The answer to this question is no different from
the approach used by occupational health personnel in their solutions to similar problems
in modern industry.

First, school ekeashers, school physicians and nursesmustI n
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become aware of the potential hazards involved in various shop operations. To obtainthis information, a survey must be made to determine what materials and physical agentsare used in the shops, or may be produced by these operations. After this list is obtained,the next step is to determine which of these substances or agents may create harmfulexposures. The third step is to learn the degree of exposure to students which includescontrol measures in use. This protedure is usually referred to as a preliminary surveyby occupational health specialists.
If potentially hazardous exposures are suspected, they maybe controlled or eliminatedby one or a combination of the following general methods:(1) Substitution of non-toxic or less toxic materials, e.g., use of a petroleum solventin place of carbon tetrachloride as a cleaning agent.(2) Isolation or enclosure of operations or machines, e.g., separation of electricarc or acetylene gas welding operations from the rest of the class area to protect otherthan operators from ultraviolet radiation, gases and fumes.(3) Control f hazard at the source of generation, e.g., use of an auto tailpipe ex-haust system to )rotect students from carbon monoxide; use of local exhaust ventilation(hoods) to remove gases, fumes and smoke produced by foundry furnaces and glazing kilns.(4) Use of personal protective devices. The most familiar ef these devices arerespirators, goggles, face shields and clothing. It should be emphasized, however, thatrespirators should not be relied upon to protect the wearer from harmful exposuresunless other control measures are impracticable. Respirators should be used only forintermittent or emergency purposes.

(5) Maintenance and housekeeping. Poorly-maintained equipment can be the sourceof harmful exposures. A good example is internal combustion engines, which, if notproperly adjusted, gererate higher concentrations of carbon monoxide and other gasesthan an engine in good running condition. Another example might be cited: In print shops,if the thermostatic controls on linotype machines and lead remelt pots are not properlymaintained, high concentrations of lead fume will be created.Good housekeeping and cleanliness are important factors in reducing or eliminatingpotential health hazards. Mercury spilled on laboratory benches or floors from brokenthermometers, manometers or other devices should be cleaned up immediately.(6) Personal hygiene. Cleanliness of th body is just as important in school shopsas it is in the home. Frequent washing with warm soap and water (not solvents) is themost important method of reducing the incidence of dermatitis from contact of the skinwith certain chemicals.
These briefly are a few examples illustrating methods used to control occupationalhealth hazards. How are these methods implemented? First, whenever new shops areto be constructed, the control methods should be designed and included in the originalplans. These plans should, of course, be reviewed by competent persons. Second, periodicsurveys should be conducted in school shops to ascertain that adequate controls are inuse. This should be done by a qualified physician or industrial hygienist. And third,periodic health examinations and laboratory tests, where indicated, should be given tothose students exposed to hazardous chemicals or physical agents. School nurses canand should assist the physician with these examinations.I made a survey in five schools about eight years ago, and results indicated that, ingeneral, control measures had been installed in the various shops. Furthermore, manyof the teachers were aware of the potential health hazards involved and instructed orcautioned the pupils accordingly. More effort should be directed toward this area because,just as in private industry, thousands of new chemicals are marketed each year as weilas countless new electronic devices. These, as well as the old hazardous materials,should be investigated.

Though I have laid great stress on the need for environmental controls in the "indus-trialized' area of the school, I do not want to imply that these are the only areas requir-ing environmental controls. The engineering needed to ^_void excessive heat or cold, toavoid glare and to provide a comfortable work place for teacher and pupil is every bit asimportant as the safety considerations I have already mentioned. Too frequently, rela-tively untried innovations are designed for buildings wh.ifth must be used for many yearsto come without the preliminary experimental use of these innovations that would guaranteetheir ability to function properly.
This, then, is one industrial hygienisz's viewpoint on managing a safe environment inschools. Others trained in this field may have stated the case quite differently. How-ever, the points discussed here have been applied by many different types of industry for
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many years. If an honest effort is made by management to comply with existing standardser guidelines, and if the general methods of control discussed earlier are used, studentsand teachers and other school workers will be protected from possible impairment ofhealth by the potential occupational health hazards inherent in the environment.
Mr. Nosey works for the US Public Health Service, Environmental Health Service, Bureau of OccupationalSafety and Health, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Managing a safe environment in schools
the administrator's viewpoint

Morris J. Ruley
(Excerpts from Tulsa's guide, "An Accident Prevention Program for IndustrialArts, Vocational and Technical Education Programs".)

Acciderts are undesirable, unplanned occurrences which can be prevented and whichoften result in bodily harm, loss of school time, property damage and even death. Thusit should be the policy of all school systems to take every reasonable precaution for thesafety of the students, employees, visitors, patrons and all others having business withthe schools. The schools believe that safety to everyone concerned with our schools isnot only a protective measure during school hours, but also is an instructional means ofdeveloping an appropriate mode of behavior to minimize accidents at all times.
A major function of education is that of building desirable attitudes. One of the mostimportant attitudes is an active concern for protection against bodily harm and for theconservation of human life. Accordingly, many experiences are provided for students atall age levels to see, tohear and to think in terms of safety, to the end that their reactionsin litct situations will be automatic and effective. Safety education is therefore a con-.dnuous process which contributes to the enrichment of many areas of learning.
Tulsa's publication, "An Accident Prevention P rogram for Industrial Arts, Vocationaland Technical Education Programs in the Tulsa Public Schools", developed by a group ofteachers in an in-service program in 1968-69, incorporates the safety policies and ap-proved procedures that should be followedin the instructional program of these curriculumareas.
It includes techniques and instructional methods that have been developed over aperiod of years and found useful by personnel in the field.
The policies and procedures included are to be followed in all schools. They applyto the use of equipment in shops andlaboratories in which machines, hand tools and mate-rials applicable are used. All instructors and other school personnel in charge of activitieswithin the categories listed are responsible for the observance and practice of the policiesand procedures listed. A copy of the manual must be available to all school personnelof these subject areas.
One of the objectives of this phase of the instructional program is to prepare youngpeople for safe living in a society which is becoming more mechanized and complex.The purpose of the guide is to assist instructors and administrators in their effortsto prevent accidents and injuries inschool shops and laboratories, through proper planningof the educational environment. The guide lists certain policies and procedures to befollowed in organizing and administering a program of shop safety and suggests methodsand techniques for implementing the recommendations.
The guide is a blueprint for safety; the condnued interest, intelligence and educationalskills of teachers and administrators are essential in applying the suggestions listed.The that purpose of an accident prevendonprogram in school shops and laboratoriesto immediate and urgent 1'3 prevent accidents to students or others, damage to equipmentand facilities, or interruption of the educational processes. All programs of our schoolsmust reflect concern for accident preventior.
Safety concepts arm safe practices grow equally from an understanding of the pointsthat contribute to accidents and from performing tasks in a safe situation. Such experi-
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ences and understandings will guide the actions of individuals throughout life, thus playingan important role in developing sound concepts and attitudes pertaining to occupationals afety.
Teachers should study the materials in the guide and follow suggestions for coordinat-ing a program of safety and accident prevention with the course of study being followedfor a pecific subject area.
a he policies and suggestions correlnted with activities and correct use of equipmentin industrial arts, vocational and technical education facilities will:help to plan a complete safety program
help students to work more safely
help students to become aware of safety practices that apply in and out of schoolprotect students from accidents
assure the best, easiest and safest way to do a job successfully.Relating safe practices of the shop and laboratory to other daily activities of the student,both in and out of school, should be practiced. Safety should be. emphasized in all phasesof instruction. Those in these subject areas have one of the best opportunities of anyonein the schools to give real n eaning to accident prevention. "THE SAFE WAY IS THE BESTWAY."
An inescapable responsibility of the school as an administrative agency is to provideand maintain a safe environment. in which industrial arts and vocational-technical activitiesmay be conducted in safety and under healthful conditions. In addition, the school has theadded responsibility for safety education, a function directed primarily by the teacher, whocan capitalize upon the creative environment of the shop or laboratory in providing oppor-tunities for meaningful applications of safety practices. It is the teacher's responsibility,also, to supervise and enforce acceptable safety practices. All facets of an occupationalprogram, including the phy3ical plant, tools and equipment, eye safety and respiratoryequipment, the instructional program and supervised activity, must contribute to thedevelopment of a safety consciousness or attitude to govern the daily habits of studentsin tie shop or laboratory, and which will prevail in all activities of the school and beyond.Fundamental requirements of a healthful and pleasant environment should be em-bodied in the physical plant. Adequate light, both natural and artificial, contributes tosafe practices and good housekeeping. Satisfactory heat and ventilation, with special pro-vision for dust control and elimination of obnoxious fumes, are prerequisites to a produc-tive environment. Appropriate acoustical treatment of walls and ceiling, combined withproper colors on all visible surfaces, contributes to the overall effectiveness of the pro-gram. Floors require appropriate covering, and in some locations need special finishesto insure safe footing. Provisions for storage of supplies, assembled projects, partly-comp/eted parts belonging to individual students, reserve supplies and equipment main-tained by the instructor, as well as a combination storage and drying room, are essentialcomponents of the physical plant.

Tools and machines should embody appropriate safety features and should be of thefinest quality. The plan of the shop and laboratory, particularly the arrangements ofmachines, should provide well-lighted work areas with appropriate safety zones.A primary function of the teacher is to give formal instructions, and to direct thelearning activities of students as these activities relate to the implementation of ideasinvolving the use of tools, machines and materials. It is the teacher's responsibilitythat safety be taught as an integral part of the instructional program, and that activitiesconducted under his supervision are performed in accordance with acceptable safetypractices. Safety is r.ot an imposed discipline to be added as a restrictive control ofconduct, but is an integral part of all activity and is practiced to the degree that a safetyattitude governs the habits of the individual.
Although time does not permit detailed suggestions, either for general safety pre-cautions or for specific practices in respective areas, some of the essential componentsof a safety program are submitted in the hope they will aid the teacher in conducting asafety program as an integral part ofthe.industrial arts and vocational-technical activity.A biblioaphy of safety material will assist in the study and preparation of appropriateinstructional material. (The teacher is referred to a very comprehensive bibliography:Williams, William A., Editor. Accident Prevention Manual for Shop Teachers. Chicago:American Technical Society, 1963.) Essential components of a safety program may beitemized as follows:

(1) Accident prevention
(2) Developing a safety consciousness or attitude51/
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(3) Developing safety practices in the school
(4) Planning the shop
(5) Selection of appropriate equipment
(6) Using personal equipment such 513 goggles, face shields and clothing
(7) Eliminating health hazards such as harmful chemical agents and excessive wood

dust
(8) Teacher liability
(9) Evaluating the safety program

(10) Recording and reporting accidents.
Safety is everywherP Some of the best opportunities for accident prevention in theentire school program are in industrial arts and vocational education. Motivation is gen-erally high in these classes, for students enjoy them. They feel that these courses arere!levant to their lives. They are eager to handle tools, equipment and materials and tosee the result of their efforts. Shops and laboratories provide "doing" situations wheretheories must be practices, where there are outlets for the energies of active teen-agers.

With obvious hazards involved, students can easily see the need for group cooperation.
Together the motivating factors provide fertile ground for learning accident prevention.

Much safety education is indirect. When a teacher demonstrates cutting equipment and
cleans the refuse away with a brush rather than with his bare hand, he is teaching safetyby example. He is also teaching safety when he insists on an orderly, well-disciplined
c lass room.

Direct safety education can taKe several forms. It is often integrated with teachingspecific skills. Many schools promote such integrated learning by including safety proce-dures in instruction sheets given to students. Accide tt prevention is also taught in time
set aside specifically for this purpose.

Conditions in each school, and in each shop, laboratory and related classroom withinthe school, will call for different approaches. What is essential is that safety education
becomes a systematic, carefully planned and continuous feature of the curriculum.

Study of general safety and safety education, shop and laboratory safety, and occupa-tional health, gives added impetus to safety education by including specific units.
A study of desirable "Teacher Competencies in Trade and Industrial Education",Office of Education - Walsh, 1960, underlines the necessity for professionalism in safety.

Out of 107 competencies, the one which respondents rated most important were:
(1) The ability to develop student attitudes toward safe practices and safety con-
sciousness in job performance.
(2) The ability to stimulate and maintain interest throughout the instructional process.(3) A knowledge or understanding of safepractices in teaching the operation of indus-
trial equipment.
(4) The ability to develop appreciation of good workmanship.

Two of these most desirable competencies include safety explicitly; all four contribute
to the prevention of accidents. These conclusions clearly indicate the grcat concern forsafety among trade and industrial educators.

Goals worth planning for. The problem is clear enough: Accidents loom before usas a leading cause of disability and death, especially among young people. Accelerated
economic, social and technological change will constantly pose new accident problems.The challenge to educators in school shops, laboratories, and related classrooms Isequally clear: For the presentto promote the safety of students now in school; ior thefutureto prepare students for accident-free adult lives both at work and on their own.

What we need is people who act safely under all circumstances. This means people
who perform routine operations in a safe way. It also means people who anticipate and
overcome haiards in new and unfamiliar circumstances. Education to prepare such people
includes four aspects: habita, skills, knowledge and atdtudes.

How do we educate to change attitudes? Discussions of this problem can become ex-
ceedingly complex, but certain guidelines are clear:

(1) Attitudes are contagious. If administration, faculty and student leaders demon-
strate genuine concern and enthusiasm for accident prevention, students are far more
likely to follow their example than if they display indifference.
(2) Involvement promotes favorable attitudes. A great variety of learning experien-:es
in which students activey participate are necessary.
(3) Positive approaches promote favorable attitudes. Emphasis should be on what
is safe, rather than on what is not. The destruction caused by accidents has a place
in safety education only if it is clearly as the basis for positive action, rather
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than to instill fear.
(4) Attitudes, like other learnings, are built upon the raw material with which thestudents arrive. Teachers must find out what the students already know and feelabout risk and responsibility and build from there; otherwise students are likely toreject their efforts.
Safety education has a definite place in the school shop program, Its aim should be:(1) To develop a saiety consciousness among teachers and pupils.(2) To create a desire to work and act in such a way so accidents will be reducedboth in and out of school.
(3) To develop safe working and living habits in the school, in the home, in publicand on the job.
(4) To reduce accidents in the school shop to a minimum,A good safety program in the school shop is dependent mainly upon these factors:(1) A safe environment in which to work.(2) The use of safe activities within such an environment to form safe habits andpractices.
(3) The attitude of teachers and students toward better safety in the school shop.Organization of the shop is vital to shop safety and is important from the beginningof the period to the end of the period. It must be given careful consideration because of itsrelationship to accident potential. Each student should be aware of his function as a partof Lne class group and as a member of the shop organization.Unless carefully planned and executed, safety activities can easily be "shots in thedark" or even detrimental in their impact. Thus both teachers and students should askthemselves: What goals were set? To what extent were these goals achieved?Other questions which may help in evaluating the effectiveness of accident preventionefforts are:
What did the students learn?
What experiences did they have in safety?
What hazards did they control or overcome?
What initiative did they take?
Were accidents and near-accidents reduced?
Do students handle accidents and near-accidents more effectively?Is there increased interest or any other change in attitudes?Will classroom learning carry over into family and community living?Will classroom learning carry over into future occupations?Analysis of the answers to these questions is one form of evaluation. Performancetests, tests of safety knowledge, and attitude scales can also be used. Whatever the de-vice, evaluation can help reinforce and extend learning. It can also reveal both strengthsand weaknesses in safety instruction and serve as the basis for making good programseven better.
Many techniques for safety education in vocational courses, industrial arts, science,home economics and other practical arts have been developed. Yet we lack conclusiveevidence that any one way is the correct way. For zhis reason, each school and eachclassroom can be a research center for accident prevention.Managing a safe environment in school shops and laboratories is very importantresponsibility of the administrator.
The following references, along with materials in use, were researched in the de-velopment of Tulsa's guide:
An Accident Prevention Program for School Shops and LaboratoriesWm. A. Williams - National Safety Council
School Shop Safety Manual

Board of Education of the City of New York, 1965
Accident Prevention Can' Be Learned

School Health Bureau, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 1962School Shop Safetyt 0E-84003
Office of Education, US Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1959Safety in Industrial Arts Laboratories
State Department of Education, Thllahassee, Florida, 1969Industrial Arts Safew Instruction
California State Department of Education, 1966

Mr. Ruley is director of Industrial Arts, Vocationql and Technical Education, Tulsa (Okla.) Public Schools.fi
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Visual art for industryimplications forthe industrial arts curriculum
Charles W. Becker

TodP.y, to a greater extent than in any previous period in our industrial history, theirnporta.,ce and need for technical specialization have been p:rojected vividly into oursociet:r. We have advanced from a society primarily characterized by occupation asagrarian, requiring little educational preparation, to an ultra-industrial society, scien-tific and technical in nature, requiring an infinite amount of specialization and conse-quently demanding an education providing a high degree of technical knowledge for itsmembers.
As a result of the rise in scientific and technical endeavors by our nation, all areasof technical professions responding to the needs of specialization have experienced thecreation, development and growth of technical skill areas that prior to this time werelittle used or unknown.
This has been especially true in the technical field of drafting. It has not been toomany years ago that draftsmen could be categorically classified into two major fields,civil and mechanical. This was due to the fact that most phases of engineering whichrequired draftsmen were in one of these two classifications. The diversification andgrowth of the engtneeringprofession began shortly after the conclusion of the Second WorldWar and were the direct result of several scientific and technical advances that had beendeveloped and proven militarily st.-:cessful. Addi onally they revealed a potential that,if properly modified and applied, cou.:d benefit mankind in a constructive way. The mostsignificant of these scientific advances were electronics, jet propulsion and nuclear power.Research, design, developmen- and application of these new sources of power neces-sitated specialization within the engineering profession. Therefore, as the new classifi-cations of the engineering sciences began to emerge, the need for draftsmen to relatenew engineering design concepts in graphic form became evident.According to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, there are over sixty classifica-tions of draftsmen in which an estimated 300,000 draftsmen and designers are presentlyemployed. In an attempt to group these many drafting areas int'? one general classifica-tion, the term Engineering Graphics has been frequently applied.The role of the draftsman today has taken on new and important proportions with in-creased responsibilities. The engineer, prior to this time, had been largely responsiblefor the entire project development. However, it was found that the draftsmar, if properlytrained, could assume many of the responsibilities of the total design sequence and couldrelease the engineer to devote more time to the development and application of engineer-ing theories and concepts. In many instances, draftsmen have now assumed the role ofsupport personnel, partners in design, rather than just providing a service of delineation.In the last twenty-five years, a new profession related to and often classified as aform of engineering graphics has emerged and had been utilized with great success byindustry. The field referred to is visual art.Visual art is one of those professional areas difficult to bracket ccmfortably in anyone discipline. It is in the broadest generic context a form of fine art, commercial oradvertising art, industrial arts and graphic arts. It can only be termed as a phase ofengineering graphics because of the service it provides to industry and because one of itsbasic foundations of preparation requires an exceptional drafting ability. On the otherhand, the profession requires a superior art ability in various media. To say that it ismore art than drafdng or more drafting than art would be difficult to substantiate.The utilization of visual art is now receiving the emphasis it so justly deserves. Itis a method of communication that has withstood the test of dependability and accuracy formany centuries and, in many instances, without the ald uf the written word.Historically, visual illustration dates back to prehistoric civilizations. The cavedwellers of Lascaux, France and Altamira, Spain, graphically recorded or the walls oftheir caves those aspects of their environment that were most important to them.As far back as 3,000 BC, ancient civilizations in Egypt, Asia Minor and India recog-nized the effectiveness of the pictorial form of communication. Writing, which was de-veloped about this time, was formally a picture writing and structurally a word and syl-labic writing. Actually, illustrations were the mass-media communication of that day.
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Perhaps the oldest form of technical illustration used primarily for the construction
of apparatus was mentioned by Marco Polo (1254-13247) during his travels to the RixEast. He found the Chinese had developed a system of planning utilizing perspectivedrawings.

During the Renaissance, two Italian artists used pictorial illustrations to make sig-
nificant contributions to the technical and scientific knowledge of that era.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) used illustration extensively to record his extra-ordinary inventions. His hyperactive inventive abilities made it necessary to record aproliferation of ideas for future reference. To assure conciseness and accuracy, he illus-
trated his ideas and supplemented them with notes.

Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564), artist and sculptor, developed a series of ana-
tomical illustrations that were used by physicians of that period.Today, the purpose of visual art is, as it was in its early beginnings, a means of
communicating or promoting an idea or concept, easily understood by everyone. However,
due to the complexity of our industrial society, we have expanded the cinabilities of visual
art to provide a complete system of reporting and instruction for industry.

Artwork required of artists engaged in the preparation of visual art can generally be
classified into three categories. These are technical illustration, presentational art andgraphic statistical presentations.

Of all the engineering graphics areas of specialization, none have achieved the degree
of primacy or glamour that is now being enjoyed by technical illustration.

Technical illustration is the utilization of three-dimensional graphics to communicate
and promote design concepts relating to function, relationship and the assembly of partsand products Its ability Lc) present intricate and exacting procedures to individuals with
limited technical education has made it a valuable asset to industry.

Technical illustration as we know it today had its early beginning in England duringthe First World War. The use of illustrated manuals was found to be most effective in
providing instruction for the repair and maintenance of military equipment. After the warthe nation returned to normal, and the technique declined due to the lack of need for in-struction of this type.

At the beginning of World Wa_- II, England was once again faced with the task of pro-viding :nstruction to men with limited technical backgrounds. These workers were ex-
periencing great difficulty in comprehending the written technical materials so vital tothe war effort. Paradoxically, the armed forces had drained the manpower of GreatBritain. Therefore, there were few men to train, ^o women who were totally without
technical skills were enlisted to perform defense tasks Through the utilization of pictorialsequential instruction, the most intricate v.cmpons syntems, radar, electronics and assem-bly processes were mastered.

The United States Department of the Army was requiring early army field manualsto be written on levels not to exceed the fifth-year reading ability. By using pictorial
illustrations, the level of the written text was presented in more technical terms which
were better accepted and understood by all levels of learn:rag ability.After the war, industry was faced with the task of rehabilitating and placing return-ing servicemen into civilian occupations. Technically-illustrated training presentationsand manuals made the transition from army-oriented training to civilian tasks a smootherone.

Technical illustration requires an exceptionally-prepared draftsman. He must bewell-grounded in technical and mechanical concepts, drafting fundamentals, design, have
proficiency in various art media, and an understanding of the aesthetics of fine art. Hemust be able to develop layouts and produce finished illustrations for reproduction in
reference books, brochures and technical manuals. He also prepares drawings from blue-prints, designs, mock-ups and photoprints by methods and techniques suited to specificreproduction processes. He lays out and draws schematics, perspectives, orthographicor oblique angle views and shades or colors drawings to emphasize details or eliminate
undesired backgrounds using one of the many art media.

The role of the technical illustrator as a member of the design team is one of close
cooperation with planning processes in both initial and final phases. Engineers and scien-tists first develop design concepts which are subjected to many tests with results studiedto determine the project's feasibility. It is at this point of planning that the illustrator
is asked to develop prototypes of the idea. After this initial phase, the project is for-
warded to the production planning section to plan the layout of machinery, movement of
materials and determine the sequence of operations that will assure the efficient flow of
510
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the manufacturing process.
Then technical writers develop manuals and the necessary literature to describe theoperation and maintenance of equipment. These are illustrated by the technical artistwith drawings describing pictorially the total manufacturing process.Within the field of technical illustration, a newly-developed professional area hashad a great effect on the world. This is animated technical illustration or simulation.Due to the preponderance of television exposure given the recent space exploits andespecially the moon landings, the field of technical simulation has proven to be a mostvaluable intermediary between the highly technical aspects of space science and the gen-eral public. In the absence of visual contact or communication with the space craft,animated simulation of the routines and maneuvers performed in space were easily com-prehended by millions of television viewers and provided credibility and assurance to analmost unbelievable scientific accomplishment.
Even the best design must be presented to and accepted by management before it canbe implemented for production. In many instances, the success or failure of the projectmay depend upon its presentation.
The planning staff, confident that the function of the design is technically correct,must now convey the soundness of their idea to management, usually through a statisticalpresentation.
"Graphic statistical illustrations" refers to those presentations that provide a meansto project trends, potential markets, production cost, sales, outcomes, evaluations or anyother data relative to the function of the industry. They are a method of graphicallyexpressing situations and attitudes of industry.
Artists engaged in the development of this type of visual art are generally referredto as industrial artists or graphic designers.
Preparation for this profession ideally includes drafting, lettering, color theories,reproduction processes and basic statistics. The artistis not required to provide statis-tics, only to record and present the data in the most understandable form. A basic com-prehension of the figures he is asked to project will be most beneficial in decisions re-garding prominence and sequence of the data. In presenting statistics proportion andemphasis are essential because they indicate the degree of related importance of theinfori,iation.
Presentations may be in the form of flip charts, overhead projectuals, filmstrips orslides and are used to complement an oral report. Many types of charts and graphs maybe utilized, the determinate being the method that presents the statistical information inthe clearest, most concise manner.
Graphic statistical art and presentational art are often considered one and the same,the primary difference being the purpose of the presentation and to whom it is being di-rected. Statistical information ia utilized by management for planning, while presenta-tional art, often referred to as institutional art, is primarily concerned with providinginformation as a method of instruction within the company organization. It is usuallyused in departmental staff meetings to present courses of training, seminars, employeeorientation and changes in company policies.
Probably the most beneficial training that the visual artist can acquire is throughapprenticeship, in-service or on-the-job training programs within the company organiza-tion. This is often supplemented with part-time schooling.
Educational preparation for visual art is presently available through several typesof institutions. Curricula offering these courses are found in vocational and technicalhigh schools, technical institutes, junior colleges, correspondence schools, and a limitednumber of four-year colleges and universities. Offerings in the four-year institutionsusually consist of cne or two courses in the engineering graphics curriculum.There is a need to develop new and expand e.m.:dng courses emphasizing visual arton the college and university levels. Employees with four-year degrees are in a muchmore favorable position to be promoted within the company organization than those em-ployees with two-year certification. Paradoxically the two-year programs concentrateheavily al the aspects of drafting that industry requires and, therefore, are better pre-paration for industry.

It was previously stated that it was difficult to categorize visual art specifically asr_..acipline within the fine arts or industrial arts curriculum. But if we are to institute. programs of visual art in the four-year college, who will be responsible for thedevelopment and implementation of the curriculum?
Ideally, the industrial arts curriculum would be best suited to undertake this respon-
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sibility, with strong cooperative support from the fine arts field.
Industrial arts provides an opportunity for the student to associate and apply technicaland mechanical concepts that require a high degree of precision, both in planning and im-plementation. Additionally, the basic fundamental requirement of visual art is a broadbut exceptional proficiency in engineering graphics which is Eolidly established in theindustrial arts curriculum.
Included in industrial arts and most essential in visual piesentation is graphic arts,

which provides the artist with the principles of photography, typography and an opportunity
to explore the advantages and limitations of various methods of reproduction. To providean excellent foundation toward understanding technical processes, related courses thatshould be included are design, strength of materials, metal and foundry courses andplastics.

The fine arts curriculum should provide training in spatial design and relationships,sketching, color and rendering techniques, and familiarization with the aesthetics offine art.
It should be noted that the underlying philosophy of industrial arts regarding thetypes of skills acquired and their application seems more compatible to visual art thandoes that of fine art.
Industrial arts is primarily concerned with providing a thorough understanding of the

product--its design, materials and tho processes necessary to produce one or mass pro-duce as many as desired; while, on the other hand, fine art is interested in the perfection
of media, techniques and color theories to create an original, one-of-a-kind object of art.Not only will the industry-bound student benefit from visual art, but also the college
studefit preparing to become an industrial arts teacher would benefit greatly from visualarts courses. By introducing technical illustration at the high school level, an interestcould be created in a technical aspect of drafting that would generate a desire on the partof the student to participate in industrial arts.

Today high school students are more mature in their thinking. They know the impor-tance of the industrial environment, and they are probing, inquiring and seeking technicalknowledge. The present tendency is to dwell too long on the basic concepts of drafting,and this does not provide the student the opportunity to explore his capabilities. Theevident result is boredom and, eventually, disenchantment with industrial arts.Perhaps it is meant that visual art be content for the time being with its state oflimbo between art and industrial arts, but itis attaining a degree of promirence and provenacceptability that will not permit it to remain unheeded for long. Perhaps now is the timefor industrial arts to make its move.
In view of the requirement for specialization by industry, the total industrial artsprogram must now take a long concerted look at its curriculum content to detcrmine if

courses are adequately preparing students for entry into the industrial society. Industry
has long contended that much of the training that is being presented to college students is
not providing adequate preparation for the world of work.

Tradition seems to be our nemesis when wa consider curriculum revision. By our
very nature we tend to resist change or experimentation with course offerings and persistin retaining those aspects of training that have proven successful even though they haveceased to be relative to present-day requirements. There is a great need for introspective
evaluation.

There are several approaches that should be considered to bring about a more com-patible working relationship between education and industry:
(1) A closer cooperadve effor- between education and industry could help framecreative proposals for educational pri. grams.
(2) Industrial arts must become more flexible and responsive in preparing studentsfor the industrial environment.
(3) Provide a greater opportunity for students to specialize within the industrialarts curriculum.
(4) Encourage industrial arts teachers to accept summer employment in industry,prefei ably in the area of their teaching specialty.
In the past we have searched for sophisticated means to provide respectability andacceptability to our curricula. If we will make a genuine effort to improve the content of

our curricula, acceptability and respectability will come in a natural way by their ownmerit.

Dr. Becker teaches engineering graphics at North Texas State UnNmrsity, Denton.
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Superpositions of the art of technical illustration
Daniel B. England

When he heard an explanation of one of the objectives of this presentation, a fine artsinstructor laughed. The objective which provoked laughter was the presentation of tech-nical illustration as a close relative and in fact a part of the fine art activity of drawingand painting. Fine art related to technical "art"? How is this7Actually, technical illustration superimposes itself substantially upon three fields ofstudy. Like a great acetate overlay, it is a part of the picture of the engineering profes-sion, of the business of marketing and of the fine art activity. Emphasis here will be onthe third group: on a detailed analysis of the relitionship of technical art to fine art.A group leader charged with the responsibilityof packaging the components of a radarsystem into the nos of an aircraft, scnt a sicetch of his plan to an illustrator with theorder to make it into a finished drawing. The illustrator saw at once the engineer'ssketch was already almost in the form of a finished drawing and at the most needed onlyto be traced. He was curious to meet the engineer who could draw that well, so he wentto his area of work. On the desks of many of the men there he saw copies of this samesketch. Upon finding the artist-engineer, the illustrator asked him about his ability todraw.
The answer made two things very clear: good drawing is a necessity for visualizingcertain kinds of problems and their solutions, and good drawing is a necessity to com-municate them to others. Furthermrre, this engineer's ability to draw had been the chiefreason for his promotion to group leader.
In engineering, visualizing has its most extensive and everyday use in the "reading"of orthographic drawings. When such engineering drawings become complex, the abilityto sketch them in three dimensions piece by piece is a great aid in their interpretation.Another superposition of the art of technical illustration is atop marketing. Onedoes not get far into the first grade of grade school before he knows the alphabet and canform the twenty-six letters into readable words on paper. Why is it then that somemarketing men who are college graduates have called upon grade-school-graduate show-card writers to form words on paper? Well, it is because a particular paper might be animportant one and that show card writer just might do a better job. It may be a flip chartfor a sales pitch in Washington, DC, which could or could not get a contract amounting tomillions of dollars.

Such flip charts require words and drawings. The marketeer knows how he wantsthem but he cannot create that certain professional busLnesslike look with his own hands.He must call in a man who is trained to letter and to draw. But even the calYed-in profes-sional probably will not do it the way the marketeer wants it. Pity it is that he who mustdepend largely upon the charts for his success in selling cannot do the charts himself...the way he wqnts them. Also, in the immediate and unpredictable situations which occurin the act of selling, the salesman needs to draw on the spot. A course in technical illus-tration could give him that skill.
Some may doubt this. "Does it not take natural talent?" they will ask. Well now,"his is one of the features of technical-type drawing. It may be done by rules and byinstruments and by templates. So the adage "anyone can draw" becomes a truism and theperson with ro talent can draw the proverbial "straight line".Engineering, then, and marketing are overlayed by technical art and projected as oneconcerted effort upon the screen of industry. Since long ago these have proven to beprofitable partnerships. The third enterprise to be shown here superimposed by technicalillustration is not an industry at all but an in-depth, cultural, noble human dimension,eternally lasting in its vistas of mind and soul enrichmentsthe art of drawing andpainting.
And we will begin our examination of the ties between technical and fine art in thepractical realm. The fine art graduate, to state it simply, needs more job opportunides.In the nature of the case only a few of these noble young people will find a place of servicein teaching. Many will notfind anyplace in their community where their talents are neededand appreciatc4 and paid for.
This is not. to say, as some will immediately infer, that the fine artist should prosti-tute his art for the sake of material gain. Neither is it to say that the fine artist shouldbe shielded from thn real world in an "ivory tower" in order to create immaculate art
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(which art, it seems, would be very limited insofar as its influence and benefit might beto a very human and very real world of living, breathing people who would be expectedto appreciate it).
Let me write something personal at this point. During the years from 037 to 1941,I learned by experience the wonders, the marvels, the fascinations, the tearful warmmysterious magnedc pull of the castle-filled land, or should I say sky, of the fine art ofdrawing and painting. If this description sounds a bit overdone, let me assure you I meanevery adjective of it and can further claim that the same describes my feeling towardfine art today.
However, when I left art school, the particular art-castle which was my residence atthat season was invaded. The invaders were hard, demanding, competitive p?ople tellingme either to live with them or else to get out of their way. Well, there could not be areconciliation and at that moment that particular "art-air castle" dissolved and I foundmyself "homeless" on the plain practical earth.
Andrew Vincent of the University of Oregon Art School often speaks of the nobility ofthe work of the painter. It is noble. And it is natural for a fine artist to avoid if possiblecertain degrading influences. Suchan influence is commercial art. However, and it is themajor thrust of this paper, fine art school students should be shown the true make-up oftechnical art, because the inner nature of techpical art makes it a very integral part ofthe finest kind of fine art. It should !Int be regaided as a degrading influence.
"Dressing up" template-type mec:hanical drqwings to look "pretty" is not at all whatis meant by relating them to the work of a fine artist. The name of their common de-nominator is space anatomy. Command of space is the draftsman's and the technicalillustrator's special realm. Design of space fs the fine artist's province. Yes, the artistdesigns in terms of objects, but he must also design the space around the objects, whichnormally should average about 70% of the total volume of the "created" area. In orderto design space the artist should first be able to define space. Accurate definition ofspace measurements is a technical matter.
For this reason technical illustration, drafting and descriptive geometry can givestructural strength to a painting. They can be as important to a painter as a course inanatomy. Anatomy for the structure of the body, geology for the structure of the earth,architecture for the structure of buildings, mechanics for the structure of machinery,and technical illustration for the structure of space.
Someone will say, "Oh, now you do not understand our art. We are not realists. Wedon't care about accurate pictures! We are painters of art values...."
The proposition of this paper does not point to realistic or even nt --..essarily repre-sentative art. It is proposed, however, that a worth-while creative representation orabstraction must have for its inspiration the true natural structure of any subject. No, itis not to copy, it is to begin at truth, and having begun there, to go on to a convincing andauthoritative original interpretation.
Just as he needs anatomy, botany, geology, architecture and mechanics, the artistvery dramatically needs technical illustration, drafting and descriptive geometry. Heneeds to know space anatomy. But what is space anatomy? How does it help the artist?The laws of harmony cannot be controlled if the artist cannot locate dimensionally tothe eye the objects he paints. That is, locate one object in known relation to another, andall in identifiable relation to the flat surface of the painting, to the border or edge of thepainting, and to the real world.
Sculptors regard their art performance in space to have a great advantage over thepainter who they say must "struggle" with a flat surface which seems to them to be agreat handicap to space design. But drawing the illusion of space is not a handicap. It isthe painter's di-minctive strength.
Painters look at it in another way: the flat surface is a picture plane which is a knownbase for the building of known, measurable (in terms of design) relationships of lines,planes, solids and space. The picture plane is like a vertical stage or which the gracefulmovements of ballet dancers define angles, parallels, perpendiculars and circle arcs.These are designed in their relation to the flat plane of the painting surface (the picture

plane) and in relation to each other accordingto laws of design such as ropetition, opposi-tion, radiation, spiralation, involutation and gradation.
The elements of design their work;Ings together can be plotted by the artislt--upNo a point. After that their Ate4FAac1ng patterns of harmony are so complex no mail cantrace them. In fact a reliable irlesoure of an artist's greamess is how far he can organizebezyond the point he can unsivit&. This requires an uncanny ability, a gift from God. All
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the elements in a painting must be unified. into one harmonious whole if the total paintingis to have the impact of the oneness of living art. A flat pattern painting has its challengesto the artist, but a finished design in space is a far greater challenge, and the spaceanatomy lessons to be found in the study of technical illustration are suited to meet thatchallenge.
To say a pointing "works" is to say its elements are in harmony. If the elements arein harmony it is a harmonious arrangement in space. The fine artist knows where theyought to be. The technical illustrator kriows the mechanics of how to get them there. Forthis reason it can be said that technical illustration is a great discipline for the fineartista discipline like anatomy, geology, biology, architecture and mechanics. It islike these but more necessary to painting than tiese, because technical illustration in-volves the total fabric of the total area of the subject represented.Also, for the same reason, the fine artist ought not to despise technical illustrationas a means to make a living. He would make an excellent illustrator. More than theaverage illustrator, the fine artist can appreciate the inherent beauty of his technicaldrawings and make them "work" to their maximum. In turn, knowledge and practice oftechnical illustration will greatly increase the artist's capacity to build powerful structureinto his fide art paintings. The two are relatednot on the surface, but in the innerstructure from which the outer beauty of a fine painting must come.Some specifics will illustrate what is meant by this relationship between technicalillustration and fine art.

The isometric axes. All three are equally spaced 120° apart on the picture plane.Also, all three are foreshortened at the same 35016' rate away from the picture planeand into the third dimension. These equalities have well-known advantages of speed ofdrawing and of uniformity of drawing. It has lesser-known values in composition foraesthetic reasons. But the fine artist will recognize their contr 'bution of balance, repe-tition and parallelism.
The isometric planes. All three planes of a cube seen in isometric have the same550 16' tilt away from the picture plane. Receding planes of the same tilt can organizethe space created by the artist on the flat picture plane.The ellipse. The angle of tilt of a circle away from the picture plane can be judgedby the eye by the width (minor diameter) of its elliptical shape. Because the ellipse isknown by the mind to be a tilted circle, the degree of the angle of tilt can be correctlyjudged. This then becomes a means to measure the space patterns of a painting.Other geometric shapes. The same opportunity to define space occurs with the square,the equilateral triangle, the pentagon, hexagon and octagon. Since these are regular intheir actual picture plane shape (parallel to the eye) their angle of tilt can be judged bythe amount of foreshortening shown.

The horizontal line. The nature of man is to maintain balance in a world held togetherby gravity. This makes respect of the perfectly horizontal line a must in a painting.Horizontals are a studied element in technical drawing. Have you ever seen a paintinghung at an angle? Or have you seen more than a few on other than a regularly-shapedcanvas? And if it was irregular, was it not horizontally-oriented?The verdcal line. The horizontal line naturally involves the vertical line, and thisperpendicular relationship gives rise to an aesthetic response. Our sense of balance isinvolved. And the perpendicular is a subtle organizer of space. Depending upon its tilt,it can appear in the degree of any angle from 900 to 1800.600 and ?Van les. These are recognizable divisions of the 900 anglesuf perpendicular lines. In a foreshortened position they Are not recognizable to the eye.'They belong to the surface (picture plane) only and become a chief instrument for what willbe described later as reciprocal action. These angles must receive high regard in thestructure of a fine painting. They are aesthetically important because our aestheticresponses are conditioned by our environment. If we mitre the corner of the mouldingaround a wall it is going to be at 450 If we mitre our picture frame it will be at 450. Ifwe choose an odd angle, say for a shirt design, it will likely fall at some 150 increment ofa perpendicular, 150, 300, 450, 600 or 750.
The technical illustrator turns repeatedly to these angles. They are indexed on thedrafting machine. They are on his two trianglesthe 300-60° and the 45° triangle. Is thisnot a mechanical reinforcement of his ability to judge design on a natural basis'iParallels. The drafting machine automatically makes precision parallel lines on theengineering drawing. Parallels are among the chief provokers of aesthetic response.
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Also their spacing, representing equal distances into space, can define the design measure-.merit of that space.
Line weigl t. In 90%of their work, the illustrator and draftsman are limited to lines--that is, no shadingin polid grays or color. This forces them to use lines to their maximumcapability in defining space, certainly a greatlesson for the fine artist if he learns it well.Orthographic principal views. Because of the nature of the manufacturing processesof building materials and the nature of the structure of equipment and machinery, draftingdrawings are mostly geometric. And the regular shapes of the geometric figures appearin their true form when drawn in the principal views. These principal views show thegeometric shapes parallel to the picture plane. Even further, in the complex projectionsof descriptive geometry, the reference planes are always drawn at 900 to each other andseen parallel to the picture plane, and measurements are taken from them into space.One purpose of descriptive geometry Is to place lines and planes in their true length andshape positions parallel to the picture plane.
Manufactured articles. These tend to be symmetrical: therefore drawings of themare characterized by symmetry. God in His creation observes symmetry. He has madeit a chief stimulator of aesthetic response. We ourselves are symmetrical--or aresupposed to be. Any deviation between the features on one side of oul: body and those onthe other is considered a defect. It's true with a car. Both sides had better be the same,or else it needs to be fixed. The appreciation of symmetry is as much a part of our natureas balance. Certainly painters must organize their paintings in consideration of it. Thesame skillful handling of symmetry as well as of other laws of design is needed in design-.ing and illustrating machined parts.
Exploded views. Repeated parts and mating surfaces of parts are clearly shown inexploded view drawings of machinery. They are obviously beautiful, especially when shownon an isometric axis. Repetition is a chief ingredient also of the fine art product whereits beauty is demonstrated, though in a more subtle way.Arcs and lines. In technical art as in fine art the design element of c-)posidon isworking: line again8t arc, arc turned againstarc, square over circles, line tti-.,ed againstline, etc.
Spokes. Spokes add up to beauty because of otIc aesthetic response to the beauty lawof radiation. Experience in the geometry of the design of manufactured parts with fractionsof circles ought to strengthen the fine artist's voeabulary in the possibilities of beautyby radiation.
The picture plane and reciprocal action. Now this picture plane which we have shownto be a base from which measurements of design impormnce can be taken is importantalso for another reason. It has already been compared to a vertical stage upon which har-monious patterns of lines and solids are designed in positiors like those of ballet dancers.But it is more than a base or stage for patterns: it 's also a base or a stage for movement.The picture plane is a backboardfor reciprocal action, back and forth, into the illusiona space created by the drawing and back again to the surface geometric shapes on thepicture plane. For example, an equilateral triangle may enclose the limits of severalobjects represented in depth in the painting. The objects painted there create the Musionof space depth, but the regular geometric shape, the e,.--,,tillate?;a1 triangle, which enclosesthem belongs to the picture plane and so snaps the eye back to the surface. Back and forth.It creates movement in the painting, and movement makes for life. And a painting whichhas life has the very central heart element which makes the difference between ordinaryart and great art.
In Part II of this presentation a series of transparencies will be shown to demonstratethe selfsameness of design laws in technical illustration and in the fine art of drawingand painting.
The transparencies will add convincing support to the objectives of Part I: 1) To re-view and to suggest expansion of the present involvement (superposition) of the art oftechnical illustration in the professions of engineering and in the business of marketing;2) To give a new look to technical illustration by showing its place (superposition) in theart of drawing and painting; and 3) to make sense out of the proposition here presentedto the fine arts student: why not consider technical illustration as a course of study inthe fine art curriculum and why not consider it also as a way to make a living?Because of his knowledge of fine arts, the artist would have reason to excel as anillustrator. At the same time his everyday work would contribute to the improvement ofhis fine art paintings. The practice of commercial art, because of its use of production
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techniques for surface effects, will degrade the fine art of the artist,, but technical illus-tration is not a matter of technique but of bona fide structural, natural truths of God'screation--a very real and worthy subject for the greatest of artists.
Mr. England is on the faculty at El Centro College of the Dallas County Junior College District, ElCentro, California.
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Graphic arts career information
William Flack

(Because of extensive use of visuals, the talk has been summarized.)

The three most recent developments in career information that Eastman Kodak hasdeveloped In the form of audio-visuals are:
A series of 17 x 22-in, posters covering the areas of Graphic Arts Research, GraphicArts Camera Man, Industrial Photography and Commercial Photography.
Two career presentations, consisting of 80 slides, 8-minute tapes, and a studentfollow-up brochure, have been developed with "Photography is . "emphasizing the pho-tography careers, both professional and commercial.
The second presentation, "Ideas Won't Keep", explores the career opportunities ingraphic arts as a visual con.munication technology.

Mr. Flack is Educational Specialist, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY.

3M's new curriculum material for the graphic arts
W. D. Baker

In order for you to understand why graphic arts personnel at 3M feel there is a needfor new curriculum materials, I am going to discuss the .°111ow1ng questions first:(1) Should university-level graphic arts programs be teacher-oriented, industry-
oriented, or both?
(2) What is 3M's prediction as to employment opportunities for teachers of thegraphic arts in secondary schools and higher institutions of learning?
(3) What changes does 3M wish to see in graphic arts education on the college level
In the 1970's?
It is our general belief that university instruction should not be completely teacher-oriented or industry oriented, but proficient in both areas. Thus one would have to setup a curriculum of teacher-oriented subjects and a curriculum for industry-orientedsubjects.
Leaders in the graphic arts industry want to see new talent, able to think for them-selves, enter into their profession. They wish professional, quantitatively-trained men.There is a great need for men with management and administrative ability, artists who

can define esthetic values, scientists with research capabilities, engineers with mechani-cal aptitudes, economists to analyze trends in the industry, accountants to keep recordsof printing firms, excellent instructors to teach the youth satisfactorily, etc.
The graphic arts industry seems to be short of qualified graphic arts instructors,

and this situation must be changed. Good graphic arts instructors are the key to inspireyoung people into the industry. These instructors must not teach the past methods ofprinting, but think to the future.
The graphic arts industry has always looked favorablyon programs which permit thestudents to spend six months on the job training and then to go back to school for the aca-demics for six months. Cooperative programs serve two functions. First, they give thestudent a better insight into the industry; and, secondly, the graphic arts firms fill theirneeds with new talent.
We see excellent opportunities for graphic arts teachers at the secondary, vocationaland college levels. We base this statement on the statistics we are gathering from statevocational directors. Some forty states have reported that there are 700 schools teach-ing graphic communications. These do not include printing schools in three of our morelargely populated states: California, New York and Illinois. In addition, there are ap-proximately 168 institutions of higher learning teaching graphic communications. Alsowe know that the printing industry is growing at a ratc of 7.9% per annum* and it is the

seventh largest industry in the US.
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The above information should convince any talented instructor to consider teachingsubjects in graphic communications. Goodgraphic arts teachers will always be in demand.Today's world could not exist without printing.Question three is a difficult one to answer unless we analyze not only your school'scurriculem, but also the curricula of many other institutions of higher learning. Thiscan be a tremendous task, but necessary steps should be taken. As a start, we would liketo see an advisory committee for graphic arts curricula be set up, consisting of graphicarts leaders from industries, graph;c arts leaders from the education field, from stateand Federal governments; from graphic arts associations (such as Graphic Arts TechnicalFoundation, Printing Industries of America, National Association of Litho Clubs, In-PlantManagement Association), the education directors of trade unions, etc. Also, these meet-ings would improve the communication among the different segments of the industry.Personnel in the graphic arts industry see a great deal of growth during this decadein web offse , compiler typesetting, electric scanning, plateroom automation and processcolor work. At the 3M Company, we are concentrating our research in four areas: theart department, the camera room, the platemaking department and the pressroom.We believe tomorrow's artist is going to use more new tools designed to help himbe more creative. The artist will spend less time tracing originals or laboriously pro-ducing intricate patterns by hand. He will have to learn that there are no limits to hiscreative talents. He will also have to learn how to wed the brush and the crayon with thecamera, exposure unit and photographic materials.The camerman under tremendous handicaps has produced beautiful black-and-whiteand color work. His tools have been a or sheet-fed camera, a random choice oflighting, some mathematical formulas, plus hiP own know-how arid genius. Tomorrow'scamera will be programmed via computer. Lens settings, light intensity mid time Inter-vals will all be worked out in advance of the actual picture-taking. The development ofthe film will be automatic 210.' tIV chemicals or by heat, L:nd the operator will be ableto check his results while ..,te c&p1 emains on the copy board. This means that die cam-eraman will have to have better kaowledge ofelectronics, be familiar with computer tech-niques and be able to use the s.-anner.
The plateroom, as we know it today, will be a thing of the past. Added power toolsfor the platemaker will be exposure units which will require no vacuum and motor-drivendeveloping machines with rinsing and gumming units. Photoengraving will be producedin full-page size from computer-generated negatives or positives, and duplicated reliefplates will be made at the rate of two per minute using photo-sensitive polymer-basematerialq. Thus the platemaker will have to have a better knowledge of electronics,be i r. Mar with computer techniques and have mechanical aptitudes when using powera s s is Lance.

Tomorrow's pressroom will be equipped with presses which will be simpler to oper-ate, but which will run at a much faster speed. Both letterpresses and litho presses willbe equipped with thin, lightweight plates. Web fed letterpress and offset will dominae-.the next ten years. Most sheetfed equipment will be confined to the 30- and 38-inch sizesin commercial printing. Short runs on web presses will be a matter of course. Inkswill be dried chemically or via electronic devices.We know that at the 3M Company we have a great deal of technology that has not beenput down on paper--technology that can be passed on to the instructor and then to thestudents who will help our society. At the present time, we are writing courses in graphiccommunications, and we want to be able to present educational institutions with coursesin photography, proofing and design platemaking, etc.What are the purposes of these courses?(1) To provide exposure for 3M Brand Products and technology among apprenticesand students.
(2) To supply teachers and trainers with up-to-date materials for use in the schoolsand print shops.
(3) To leave the correct impression that the 3M Company is a qualified supplier ofindustrial materials and is concerned with effective education and in-service training.The platemaking course will be our first course available and will become a realityin the very near future. The contents are as follows:(1) Instructor's script(2) Overhead projection transparencies(3) 3M graphic arts text literature
(4) Student exercises
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(5) Planned demonstrations
(6) Supplementary materialsa. Offset plates

b. Chemicals
c. Developing pads

Many people have discussed graphic arts education aE4 a big lake in which to fish.Wc know there is a great need to better the communication channels between personnel inthe graphic arts industry and in graphic arts education. If we all work together, we willall be successful at the fishing pond.
Mr. Baker is Educational Representative, Printing Products Division, 3M Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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New audio-visual techniques, equipment andprocedures for teaching and learning
F. R. Broil

More and more we are looking toward individualized instruction to meet individualneeds. New media can help in the attainment of this and other educational goals.The following are some of the advantages and strengths of the new media:(1) Illustrate relationships of subject mattei to student interests and needs.(2) Enable learning to become meanirgful to students having a wide range of abilities.(3) Funiish zhe rich experience freer' which students can develop meaningful concepts.(4) Provide orderly progress and clarity of development which encourages the studentto form structures and establish meaningful systems of ideas.(5) Bring freshness and variety to the student while learning.(6) Establish a common background of experience and information.As a general summary to the use of the various media, the following rules werepresented for media users:
It is iraportant that we make sure that students know what they are expected to learnand why it is important.
Distractions must be eliminated.
Encourage mental practice.
Stop often to emphasize key points.
Discuss principles and applications.
Continually test the student's performance.
Provide students with feedback opportunities.

Mr. Broil is associated with Western MicMgan University, Kalamazoo.

Educational media: ideas for effective utilization
Alvin E. Rudisill

Introduction_, This paper describes and illustrates methods of organizing audio-visual equipment to insure full and effective utilization of all typ:as of modern instruc-tional media for large group instruction, small group instruction and individualized study.The semi-automated audio-visual classroom and the small group and individualizedstudy lal'oratory are the result of two years of concerted effort by the staff and studentsin the Department of Industrial Arts at the University of North Dakota to improve inmtruc-tion. Emphasis was on the development of facilitiet-- which would encourage greater useof modern instructional media by teachers and students at all levels of education.It appeared obvious at the start of the project that shortage of equipment was not themajor problem in most school systems, because supply rooms and office areas generallyheld a large inventory of dust-laden audio-visual equipment. Past difficulty seemed tostem from an attempt to provide too much flexibility at the expense of ease of utilization.The time and effort requited for individual teachers to check out and set up equipment Inmost systems prevented them from incorporating audio-visual media into their instrucdon.Recent trends toward modular scheduling and team teaching will enable administra-tors to schedule teachers into well-equipped audio-visual classrooms during large groupsessions. lr. these classrooms, teachers can utilize any audio-visual instructional mediawithout excessive pre-class preparation. These well-equipped classrooms will encouragegreater use of instructional media, which, research has proven, will increase permanentlearning.
Tne F.emi-automated audio-visual classroom and small group and individual studylaboratory were developed on a limited budget. The materials (not including audio-visualequipment) for the construction of the portable equipment carts, portable rear screenunit, individual study booths, teaching console and remodeling of the front wall of the
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classroom cost less than one thousand dollars, well within the financial capability of eventhe smallest school system.
Larsze group instruction. The lecture method of teaching will undoubtedly continueto be the primary technique utilized when presenting organized material to large grcopsof students. However, recent atudies have shown the need to supplement the traditional"telling" technique with visual materials to increase permanent learning. The semi-automated audio-visual classroom is one example of how efficient organization of the

"tools for teaching" will allow !.eachers to improve lecture techniques and insure greater
retention oi learning by students. The "heart" of the classroom is the teacher's console,
which contains an opaque projector, overhi.md projector, tape recorder, record player,light controls, FM receiver, amplifier and remote controls for operation of film, film-strip and slide projectors which are viewed on a rear projection screen located at the
front right of óe room. The overall layout of the classroom is shown in figure 1.

"cg-Igi\g"W-gAgric-Ig-Cig-

simaensum Molavenou aAssecom

Figur. 1

The classroom illusated allows teachers to utilize the following instructional mate-
rials and techniques with little pre-class organization of equipment:

(A) Onacpe materials, such as illustrations in textbooks or mounted pictures, maybe projected with the opaque projector located directly to the left of the instructor. A
permanently-mounted tilt screen is utilized for the opaque projector to eliminate key-stoning. The opaque projector may be mounted on txp of the console, or adapted to fitinto the console as shown in the detail drawing in figure 2.

(B) Transparencies may be projected with the overhead projector (located to the rightof the instructor in the console) to a second permanently-mounted tilt-screen on the frontwall of the classroom. The overhead projector is mounted flush with the top of the con-sole and the on-off switch is locatedon the right control panel on the inside of the console.
(C) Audio records and tapes may be played through the speaker system located abovethe chalkboard. The tape deck is mounted in the right wing of the console, while the record

player is located in the left wing of the console.
(D) 16mm films, filmstrips and slides are projected on a rear projection screenlocated at the frout right of the room. Remote controls for these projectors are located

on the right control panel on the console and projectors can be started, stopped, reversedand focused directly from the console. Remote controls may be unplugged so that equip-ment can used in other areas.
(Note: the suggested classroom layout in figure 1 shows the projectors located atthe left. side of the room rather than the right. This is more desirable because the
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TEAMING CONSOLE

Figure 2

projectors can then be threaded from the classroom side rather than from the side towardthe wall.)
(E) Exploded detail monitoring of demonstradon ; is accomplished through a closedcircuit television system within the classroom. Time-consuming demonstrations may bevideo-taped so that students may view the entire sequence during one lecture period.(F) Remote demonstrations are possible by moving the closed circuit TV camera toadjoining laboratories while students view the monitor in the classroom. Audio is trans-mitted to the classroom from any place within the building by means of a miniature FMtransmitter carried in the instructor's shirt pocket ane: a microphone pickup attached tohis tie. This transmitter with the matched FM rece,, 2r in the r:onsole eliminates thetroublesome cables and allows the instructor comp'ete freedom of movement.(G) Commercial radio and television are also available within the classroom. Com-mercial radio is piped into the classroom through the intercom syste:n, while commercialtelevision is available via an amplified antenna system(H) Supplementary lectures or discussion ma.3 held via an amplified telephonesystem located at the front left of the classroom. A commercial amplified telephone sys-tem can be installed, or an extension phone with a magnetic phone pickup attached alsoworks extremely well. The magnetic phonepickup is plugged into the amplifier located inthe console so that all students in the room can hear the telephone conversation.Clausrooms such as the one illustrated should not be permanently assigned to in-dividual teachers, but should be made available on a rotational basis for one or moreperiods per week in each class. If five teachers wished to utilize this classroom oneperiod per week in each of their classes, it could be scheduled with little or no conflict.The availability of equipment for utilizing a variety of instructional materials will encour-age teachers to develop resource libraries of pictures, slides, transparencies, filmstripsand films.

Individual and small group media laboratory. With the trend toward teaching of multi-ple classes, team teaching, small group centered activities, individualized instruction,flexible scheduling and nongrading of classes, it becomes imperative that provision bemade for small group and individual viewing of instructional media.These facilities should be organized so that commercial media programs as well asprograms prepared by local teachers can be viewed. The individual and small groupstudy laboratory layout shown in figure 3 enables individuals or small groups of students
#t ';
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Figure 3 Figure 4

to utilize 16mm films (sound or silent), audio tapes, records, cartridge films, filmstrips,slides and video tapes.
Each inciividual instruction booth contains a permanently-mounted screen, studylamp, 110 V outlet, overhead book shelf, earphones and control panel containing a tele-

phone jack, closed circuit television outlet, audio input jack and two channels which allow
students in any booth to listen to audio media being played over a particular channel'(see fig. 4).

All media equipment is located on portable carts which are stored along a wall adjoin-
ing the booths. Individual students may wheel the particular equipment they wish to utilize
up to any booth and view media on an individual basis. Earphones are used tb preventoutside distraction and to enable several audio programs to be run at the same time.
Multiple audio jacks were placed along the back of each cart so up to three additional stu-
dents may listen to media. The room need not be darkened since the projectors are very
close to tile screen and the lamp intensity is very bright. A working drawing of the portable
equipment carts is shown in figure 5.

Equipment utilized in study laboratories such as the one illustrated should be simple
to operate with very few elaborate accessories. Whenever possible self-threading, rather
than manual- threading, machines and cartridge film and tape equipment should be pur-chased. However, manually-threaded equipment has not constituted a major problem
even in the lower primary grades.

Small group viewing is accomplished through the use of a portable rear screen (seefig. 6) which may be used in a semi-lighted room. The media laboratory shown in figure
1 contains only one small group viewing area, so a speaker was used for the audio. How-
ever, if multiple small groups must utilize the media laboratory concurrently, earphones
should be provided on each viewing table.

The following types of media equipment should be considered for utilization by faculty
and students in the small group and individual study laboratory:

(1) 16mm film projector (automatic threading with earphone jack)
(2) 8mm film projector (magnetic sound-silent)
(3) filmstrip projector and/or viewer
(4) slide projer tor and/or viewer
(5) 8mm cartridge projector
(6) cartridge tape recorder (with earphone jacic)
(7) manually-threading tape recorder (with earphone jack)
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(8) 3-speed phonograph (with earphone Jack)
(9) portable extension telephone

(10) small portable TV set (with earphone Jack)
(11) equipment for video-taping
The media laboratory can also serve as the equipment storage center for a small

school system since the equipment is located on portable carts and movement to otherareas is relatively easy. If groups in other areas are not too large the portable rearscreen unit can also be utilized.
Locally-prepared instructional media. Even though a great dea: of commercially-

prepared materials are now on the market, local teache--9 will need to prepare some sup-
plementary media. Some of the possibilities for locally-prepared audio-visual instructional
programs include:

8mm magnetic sound film. Teachers can utilize an 8mm film camera to preparevisual coverage of laboratory demonstrations or related instructional material. Theexposed film is then sent in to be developed, and a magnetic audio sound track is added
to the edge of the film. The projectc-r also serves as a magnetic tape recorder, and sound
can be added as the film is previe-ed. If any errors occur or changes are required, themagnetic tape may be corrected by simply recording over the original audio.

8mm cartridge film. This type of medium has become increasingly popular over the
last few years. The only serious limitadons have been the 4-minute time limit and absenceof audio. However, cartridge projectors are now available which are correlated with
cartridge audio tape recorders. This enables the teacher to add seund and also increasesthe viewing time of the 8mm cartridge film to approximately 20 minutes. This is done byrecording inaudible signals on the cartridge tape, which automatically stop the 8mm
cartridge film on a simgle frame and then start it again with anothr signal.

35mm slides - audio tape. Slide and tape presentations are undoubtedly the MOSEeasily prepared of all combination audio-visual programs. In addition to being simple to
prepare, they are the most flexible as far as ease in making revisions or corrections.
The slide sequences should be placed in carourels or slide trays for ease of viewing andstorage.

Filmstrip - audio tape. It is now possible to convert a slide sequence into a filmstripat moderate cost. The filmstrip has several advantages over the slide sequence as faras student utilization is concerned. However, the flexibility of making revisions or
additions has been lost.

Video-tape. This new medium has many unique advantages, but, because of the high
cost of equipment and supplies necessary to develop a series of programs, schools should
first experiment with other types of proven media At the present time very few com-
mercially-prepared video-tapes are available, and consequently teachers would have to
develop entire programs. The big advantage of video-tape over 8mm film is the immediate
play-back feature.
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Instructional media preparation center. A media preparation center should be pro-vided where teachers and students have access to equipment, materials and storage forpreparing instructional materials.
Student assistants should be utilized for preparation of instructional materials aswell as for minor maintenance of equipment and facilities.
Specific equipment and materials required will depend on the type of equipmentutilized for lectures and small group and individual study programs.
Planning facilities for ease of utilization. The following procedural steps should beconsidered when planning facilities for instructional media utilization:(1) organization of faculty planning committee to determine types of instructionalmedia to be used for large group presentadons, small group study and individualized study.
(2) identification and evaluation of instructional communications equipment availablefor educational media.
(3) pre-planning for remodeling of existing facilities or new facilities to accommodatenecessary "tools for teaching".
(4) conferences with electrician and carpenter or architect to plan construction re-quirements.
(5) construction of necessary furniture and cabinets.
(6) organization of media preparation staff (may be students) to assist with prepara-tion of materials.
(7) continuous in-service education programs designed to acquaint teachers with newmedia and new instrucdonal communications equipment.
The key to any good educational program is well-prepared, enthusiastic and dedicatedteachers. Every effort should be made to provide adequate facilities, equipment andmaterials to assist them with the task of providing people of all ages with the knowledgeand skills necessary to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Mr. Rudisill is with the Department of Industrial Arts, The University of North Dakota, Grand F-,rks.
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The Plastics Education Foundation
Robert Sherman

On behalf of the Plastics Education Foundation and myself, I want to thank yourorganilmtion for cllowing UR to participate In your conference and convention and, spe-cifically, to haoe an oppornmity to speak to teachers who are the first true vocational,industrial cortact the young reople of our country hr.ve.
Until the etudents reach your classroom, they have yet to be exposed to what employ-ment may be like In the future. What they will do in adulthood, what career directionthey plan to take, in many instances Is greatly influenced by the exposure in your class-room.
Today's young people me responsible at a much earlier age. They are bettereducated than we were at an earlier age. And the result is their desire to learn realthings and not to study hobby c- fts. A modern industrial arts program, If it is to satisfytoday's young people, in myopinion, can no longer make just book-ends and waste baskets,but must be a trlie inclustr; rience.
Secondly, k. ery younl :ntering your class is not going to be "my son, the doc-tor ...my son, the master... . ir even my son, the bachelor." His formal edu._ation mayeer.se at Lhe end of his high school career. Is It fair that all of our programs for all ofour young people be college preparatory programs in anticipation of continuing education?Or shouldn't education also provide opportunities to generate interest in other directionsfor chose who do not intend to conticue? I think we need to do both. And I think the indus-trial programs at schools need to be expanded in k -der to be able to do both.what does all of this have to do with the ;'lastics Education Foundation, my identifiedsubject? How is the rlastics industry trying to help industrial arts teachers?Well, first of all, why plastics at all? No industry today is faster-growing than theplastics Industry. No industry today has greater opportunities for young, intelligerady-trained people. No industry today can state, as the plastics industry can, that by 1985they v.111 be the largest single national rawmaterial in volume. Thirm percent of the rawmaterials that were sold in this country in 1969 were plastics. The net growth in theindustry was an 18% increase over te year before. And yet, 30% of industrial artsactivity ha.- not been plastics. I would wager that 2% to 5% might have been.Of course there was polishing plexiglass, grindings hunk of phenolic laminating board.But this isa't plastico or a real plastic program.
Why the Plastics Education Foundation? Simply because industry is concerned andwants to help develop manpower. The purpose of the Plastics .7ducatIon Foundation is tostimulate In all ways the development of plastics programming and plastics educationin schools at all levels. The Plastics Education Foundation has programs for 4-year col-leges, 2-year colleges and vocational high schools in addition to its industrial arts activi-ties. les interested, and its scope says education in plastics at all levels of opportunity.This even includes some continuingeducation activities, although the majority of these arenot cLaicerned with the Plastics Education Foundation, Too many other groups do too finea job in this area.
What is the Plastics Education Foundation doing in industrisl arts and what is itpreparing to do? Probably the best thing we're doing in industrial arts is illustrated atthe convention hall where you can see the exhibit showing students in Bail State Universityand plastics industry people participating in your conference and convention, demon-strat big plastic products on plastics equipment that can be used in your plastics lab.The 're doing this with equipment that's been made by teachers as well as with somethat's been purchased. And they're doing it with equipment and facilities that in total arenot a major capital investment. You don't need $30,000 to start a plastics lab in indus-trial arts. The simrlomatic machine that's down on the floor retails for $735 and it's atotally contained unit. I urge you to take a second look, and a hard look, at what's beingdone in the shop. Consider how a program of this type, recognizing your limited schoolbudgets, could be done in your industrial shop.
Secondly, when you get back home, become acquainted with the plastics companies inyour school area. I'm sure you'll find the great majority of these companies willing andable to provide you with material as well as technical assistance in your programa.Ws found recently, for example, that one large molding shop threw out an avercge of300 lbs. of material a madtb, thathadbeen sent as samples. Three hundred lbs. of mate-
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rial would probably last the average industrial arts lab ior the entire semester. Yet itwas being thrown away. But it was asked for and It was immediately sent to a local sehoc...for their use.
Get your local plastics companies interested in what you're trying to accomplish.Believe me, they are interested, and you'll have very little difficulty in getdng them in-volved.
Third, the Plastics Education Foundation, in cooperation with New York State, hasreprinted the book, "An Experimental Resource Unit in Plastics." This is a fine volumewith a tremendous course outline and curriculum program that could be of help with anyindustrial arts teacher for putting an activity together. So far, we've distributed 2,000of these to teachefs. It's available to any of you who would like to take the time to writeme and ask for it. You must write and ask for it. Then we know who you are, too. Andwe can then send you additional information as we develop it.Fourth, we're in the process of trying to develop some specific, simple guidelineexperiments rkat you can use which would be of help to you in planning your programsand activities. These are the kinds vc experiments that use simple types of equipmentwith very little investment.
The initial outlines of these expcLirnents are in the hands of Wayne Zook of IllinoisState University, whr is trying to work on updating and bringing these into line for us sothat we can have them for you in the near future.
Jerry Steele, ol Ball State University, has been working on another project on de-veloping an equipment list. What type of equipment should the industrial arts shop have?What kind of cost should it be? Can it be purchased through the typical school supplycatalog or must it be purchased directly from the manufacturer? In a great many casesyou'll find laboratory equipment can be purchased directly irom the manufacturer at aiiscount for education and considerably below the cost the average s..-aool catalog supply2iouse must charge. We hope to have that for you in the next few months.What additional areas should we be covering in industrial arts education? It's verydifficult to say at this moment. We are learning just like you are. The Plastics Educa-tion Foundation is largely industry people. We're still finding our way around the schoolboard clad its education problems and recognizing the need that teachers like yourselfhave.
I therefore would like to invite you to participate in the Plastics Education Foundation.As you get experience, as you look through this industrial arts book, "An ExperimentalResource Unit in Plastics", as you start to put equipment together in your laboratory...tell us about it. Tell u when you have found a successful way to solve a problem simplyso we can pass it oe; to other teachers, and they can use it as part of their program, too.If you build a new piece of equipment for yourself, like a simple vacuum molding ma-chine, tell us about it so that other teachers can build from the same experience. We wantto help you and need all the help we can get.
Welcome to the Age of Plastics!

Mr, %roman is Chairman of the Board, The Plastics Education Foundation, Society of the Plastics industry,

Plastics in industrial artsteaching nc-Ar
about a material of the future

Harlan L. Scherer
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges facing a student about to undertake a study of theplastics industry Is the language. To many, virtually a whole new vocabulary has to beunderstood and related to previous experiences. For example, I assume most of you hereare teaching plastics courses or have an interef,r in the field, and even you and I may hay.,difficulty with some of the terms that have to be understood to have a good comprehensiveknowledge of the plastics industry's procesres and materials.Terms such as monomer, syntac foams, reciprocating screw, durometer, polymeriza-tion, ring tower, emulsion, oriented sheet, 12:ngel process and ultrasonic assembly occur
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**- Wetter to understLA the plastics industry.

frequently In the professional journals of the industry and in the various technical reportsand books about plastics.
If your students cannot relate to the processes and terms that are common in theplastics industry, they are going to have a difficult time understanding them.
This brings us to the basic industrial processes that should be a part of your plasticsprogramfor by actually doing some of these processes or observing them being doneby others, the student will have the opportunity to develop an understanding of the termi-nology and concepts of the plastics industry.
Basic to the plastics industry are processes such as: casting, injection molding,

compression molding, thermoforming, extrusion, reinforced plastics, bonding, thermo-fusion, foam molding, coating, finishing and decorating.
An understanding and comprehension of these processes can be taught by the use of"hands on" experiences with the materials and equipment now available from variousmanufacturers and supplemented by the various multimedia instructional materials cur-rently available.
When looks at the poundage plastics materials ised by industry and comparesthem, as Runnalls did, with mater'als used in our shops when teaching about plastics, youfind quite a contrast. Most professional trade jouinals of the plastics industry that arepublished around the Hist of the ynr area good source for the industrial picture in termsof the type, amount and applicaton of plastic materials used. Teachers concerned withpresenting the plastic industry should make every effort to process these materials intheir programs.
Magner, in his book, DEVELOPING ATTITUDE TOWARD LEARNING,(1) has what Ibelieve is an excellent premise that .,cu can apply when teaching abe.it plastics, namely,"If I do little else, I want to send m: students away with at least as much interest in thesubjects I teach as they had when they fr.-riv
I hope most of us will carry this -.- step furt'ler, and try to develop a positive atti-mde toward the subject we are teacht.4;. rc instill this positive attitude towards plastics,I like to use an approach I shall call, "Motivation by Innovation".Here is an adaptation of a powder molding process (Heisler process) that took placein the classroom as we were experimenting with methods of molding plastic powder.Carrying this process further we actually produced a product. Another example of aplastic molding process is the various. ohapes that can be formed when molding flexibleuretlAne foam.
Another fascinating area with which the plastics indu stzy is now working is the adap-tation of plastics for the furniture industry. You can create a great deal of interest andenthusiasm in this area by using wood grain molds and casting with WEP polyesters orusing polyester with wood flour :and glass micro-balloon fillers to produce a syntheticwood.
How about techniqes for producing three-dimensional molds with the hot dippingplastisols? We have used this process in a mass production class to enable rapid andvolume production of a chess set.
What I have talked about are but a few of the possibilities for creating that spark of

enthusiasm, that desire to learn, in your classroom. I hope that some of these ideas mayprove of value to your p. istics program now and in the future, and help your students

(1) Magner, Robert F. DevelopiiiK Attitude Toward Learning. Fearon Publishers, PaloAltO, Calif. 1968, p. 10.

Dr. Scherer is professor of industrial edvcation, Bemidii State College, Bemidji, Minnesota.
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Research procedures
Rollin Williams III

In order to get our notions into proper perspective about independent study, researchand development, and problem soNing, there are some feelings I have about education.First, the greater our accuracy in perceiving current education problems, the greaterour problems will appear. Second, the strength of our society vll depend upon our educa-tional system by reflecting and criticizing, and by stabili7.,I2,- its values and conceptsthrough this process, we face great opportunity and, frank.y e face great dangers. But,this is an important aspect of education, since it is a duty of public education to developresponsible citizens for participation in society.
In order to develop adequate perceptions about our industrial society, a student musthave a knowledge of the industrial arts. Industrial arts has several objectives that areunique compared to other subjects in the school curriculum. One is to develop insightsand understandings of industry and technology in our culture. Another is to dlscover andextend interests and capabilities of students in technical and industrial fielOs. The thirdis to strengthen the ability to use tools, material": and processes to solve technical prob-lems involving the applications of science, mathematics and mechanics. Of course,another way of saying this might be "to develop problem-solving abilities"--to developthe ability in a student to solve problems using tools, materials, products of industry.When we discuss industrial arts, itmust be stated that real and full meaning in instructioncomes through first-hand contacts and experiences. When we discuss research and de-velopment, we acknowledge erez.tive problem-solving as a method of instruction in indus-trial arts; but by using this method, a student can develop an understanding of more thansubject matter because the method within itself contains many important understandings

with which the students should be familiar. Therefore, indus,rial arts activities are logicalprocedures to develop problem-solving ability, individual instruction and research anddevelopment techniques.
We in industrial arts are concerned with research and development, as we are withother methods of instruction, not only the industrial definition, which Crawford H. Green-wait, Chairman of the Board of Dupont, defines as, "Research is a continuing philosophyconceived in recognition of the basic truth that the future depends upon a successful searchto.* new and better ways. So far as the physical sciences are concerned, -research isdirected ultimately toward creating material things for the greater convenience, comfortand well-being of people. This type of research is the essential goal of basic knowledgecontinuously expanding our reservoirof scientific information." While we in the industrialarts laboratory may not have the facilities or the abillt to meet this definition to thefullest extent, there are many concepts in research and devel /xi-lent procedures that mustbe taught in the school.

Simple research procedures can be taught effectively in the classroom. Accordingto Boyd McCandless, no person can really debate the aims of scientific research. Theyinclude learning to ask logical questions, deciding what questions can and c nr t be an-swered by tangible evidence, developing orderly, logical approaches to ansv eying ques-tions, mastering techniques to fit these approaches, evaluating the evidence gathered,communicating conclusions to others, experiencing the excitement of seeing an orderedprocess threugh to a predicted end, learning to be consistent and careful in research pro-cedures and relating one's findings to others. If one stands back and 10 s at those state-ments, he must feel that any course that does this makes a major contribution to t1:e edu-t:ational process of a student.
Many educators feel that the present elementary and high school curriculum containstoe m any subjet ts, and it would be difficult to develop adequate problem-soIving activities.Therzo are several responses to this question. First of all, research and development

procedures can and should be included in all present subject matter courses. We in indus-trial arts are most fortunate that our area s particularly well-suited to lesearch anddevelopment activities. As a i.latter of fact, many present educators tace as did Dr.John W. Nason, president of Carleton College, writing in American Hi_gherl:Aucation in1980, that "we Leach them too much, lay too much emphasis on courses and credits andexaminations We too often regard education as the a cqui tion of knowledge and too seldomas imparting an attitude of inquiry, which, if properly stimulated at the right level forpat Lcular students, will lead to self-education if we provide the right environment for it."
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It must be added that in order to develop this attitude of inquiry it will take a teacherto act as an experienced guide. Students will find it difficult to acquire problem-solvingability without some assistanc.: from a teacher. The teachers of industrial arts shouldhave unusual ability to transform knowledge to practical applic dons. The industrialarts teacher must be more than a transmitter of knowledge in his instruction of problemsolving. Paul Torrance of the University of Georgia has developed a list of professionalndependent study requires. They include these following statements:(i) The teacher must recognize and acknowledge potentialities. The teacher mustunderstand the learner's potential. He must have a good concept of the student's ability.(2) Respect students' questions and ideas. The instructor must realize that the ques-tions of students are the main door for achieving independent study. Teachers must notignore questions or respond to them in a superficial manner.(3) Ask provocative questions. It has been found the vast majority of questions askedin classrooms are simply the regurgitation of textbook material. This should stop!(4) Originality. The teacher must recognize the value of original ideas.(5) Develop the ability to elaborate. Ideas must be developed and extended. A stu-dent has to develop ability in this area.(6) Be careful about evaluating practice and experimentation. Many times studentsare reluctant to seek Information using new methods because they are concerned abouterrors they may make and the evaluation of these errors.(7) Develop readers with inquiry.(8) Predict behavior adequately. The teacher needs to have the skills of observationin order to predict the behavior of his or her tudents.(9) Employ planned guided experiences. Independent study and problem-solvingmethods must be well-guided and planned to teach problem-solving concepts adequately.(10) Develop concepts andskills of research. To teach this adequately, a teacher musthave basic understanding of skills aril concepts involved in research and developmentproc tres.
(11) Develop skills of problem solving. Many teachers, according to Torrance, lackability in teaching problem-solving concepts.One might state that this all sounds fine, but how does it apply to me in my specificirlustrial arts class? First of all, an instructor might indicate that his students are notcreative. Torrance again lists a number of indicators of creativity. He says some of theminclude curiosity, originality, courageous behavior, non-conforming behavior, r..t awareof pressure to conform, experimemal in nature, will not give up, preoccupation with anidea, going beyond an assigned responsibility. Don't we all have students who occasion-ally fit into these categories? On the other hand, Torrance and McKinnon indicate thatthere are many inhibitors of creativity. Presst,re to curtail imagination, punitive dis-cipline, peer conformity, success-oriented culture, sex role emphasis, over-emphasis onthe acquisituon of knowledge, memorization of facts, closely-prescribed curriculum andrequired credit, lecture system of teaching. departmentalization-invested interests,clef; lite division between work and play. As I look over that list, it is somewhat disturb-ing, ,ecause much of my education and some of my instruction can be critcized on thisbasis.

Well, what can we do in our industrial arts cldssroom to provide opportunities forcreative independent study? It can be done by making assignments which call for originalwork, require independent learning and require experimentation and individual projects.This involves a great amount of inquiry in the laboratory, and also must involve a gooddeal of flexibility.
Alex Osborne describes the problem-solving process as including three major areas.They are fact finding, idea finding and solution finding. Hawkins states that the processbasically includes, (1) ask the question, (2) find out all you can about the problem, (3) listthe answers you think might work, (4) test the possible answers and (5) report your results.What we must do as intiv--rial arts teachers is to provide the opportunity for ourstudents to solve their laborater., problen using this procedure. lf you and I as teachersth industrial arts do this creatively, I suspect we will find a much wider place for indus-trial arts in our present educ,itional system. It is lily feeling the majority of industrialarts teach( rs are creative, , ,croftil individuals, It is my hope that they will guidetheir actions in trying to th i an understanding and ability in studentfz to use problem-1ving concepts.
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Cc mmunications technology
R. M. Scott

If we think of technology as a better way of doing something and extend the science
to include the teaching/learning process, we have broadened our horizons. If we add the
concept of communications, we have effected a product which extends and maximizes the
teaching/learning resource wh:.n and where it is beneficial.

Probably the most basic resource Is the humanthe teacherthe expert. The chal-lenge is tk bring the right teacher and the right students together at the right time. In asense, we a speaking nf accessing, sharing or extending a resource across the boundaries
of time ana distance. In other instanc:,s where there are shortages of nu 11ers or skills,
WE are importing a rich experience into an otherwise barren area. In many cases this
is done by communications tchnology. Through communicelons, students and the
teacher can visit together and interact as if they were in the same root.%

To illustrate the point: In six counties of West Virginia. Junior and senior high schoolstudents re receiving educatiooal experiences never before possible. Students have
widening experieLces in geography, home economics, political science and cultural ex-
changes via communications technology. One illustrative experience was child develop-
ment, taught b3 I T. John Schulty, Human Relations and Child Development Speck- frcm
West Virginia University. Students in political science have had discussions with political
leaders such as the Governor and US Congressmen of West Virginia, and cultural exchange
has been effected with students from Canada and Puerto Rico.

Such uses of the technology span elementary, secondary and higher education and
continuing professional education. As an example of the latter, pharmacists throughout
the State of Georgia are continually updated in the latest advances by the staff from theUniversity of Georgia. It is a simple matter of the pharmacists gatht3;ing at a :ocal
institution. Programs emanate from the Athens extension center. The interaction is asif the instructor were in the same room.

There are other areas of academic pursuit 'where graphics, in addition to voice, playa large role. There are the situations where illustrations are a helpful and n,:cessary
part of the learning process. An illustration of voice and graphics occurs at Narragansett
Bay High School in Rhode Island, where a teacher instructs two classes simultaneously--
one in her presence and another a long swim away. Her second group is in a one-room
schoolhouse on Block Island, off the coast of Rhode Island. The school board was unable
to c7,-tain the service of a-lath teacher with up-to-date qualifications, so with the coopera-
tion of the mainland and communications technology their rtudents are not deprived be-cause of their remoteness. In this instance a shortage of local skills and the obstacle
of distance ate overcome by communicationsvoice ar.d graphics.

In fact, the largest cargo plane which has ever flown, the C5A, we feel flies partially
because of communications technology. Much like the Block Island illustration, engineers
and professionais at the Marietta Plant have a need for aeronautical engineering inst
don at the graduate level. To achieve this, a professor at Georgia Tech, in Atlanta,
Georgia; teaches two aeronautical engineering classes at the same time. Onc is on campusand the other in Marietta, Georgia. Students in Marietta listen to tie instrucdon, askquestions and view illustrations and notes. In this particular illustration, time and
distance are elements which are bridged,. Employees cuuld not be released to drive toAtlanta.

Here in Kentucky, at Nazareth College and Catherine Spaulding College, women's
colleges run by the Sisters of Charity, communications technology is utilized in teachingmathematics, science and language. The two faculties reinforce each othr)r and, through
sharing, proxride strength to each institution.

These are only a few examples of the role which communications technology can playin extencing and sharing resources--in these examples, "human resources' --teachers
and specialists. However, not all r.:sources are human.

In recent years the computer has become buch a resource. At the univ-n-sity level,
the computer has been utilized for normal business functionspurchasing and payrolln--
for simulation and total planning, for research and as an educational tool. Likewise, at
the elementary and secondary levels computer technology has been utilized as n adminis-
trative tool for :,-,uch things as purchP.sing, payro/ls, attendaile aad grade rkport.ing, as a
component of the curriculum and for cceinputer assis..anc s. instrucdon or computer-based
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learning. However, not all school systems or districts can afford to have their own com-puter or generate all the software required to achieve full benefit of the technology. Againthe role of communications technology can be seen: to share the computer or to extendits capability to otherwise barren areas. I don't intend to gloss over such concerns ascontrol, local autonomy, individual tailoring and a multitude of other problems involvedin sharing, because theyare very real. However, educators are coming to grips with themand sharing through communications. For eicample, at the higher level of education,Dartmouth College has been innovating and has made the computer an available tool,much like the textbook and the library, to all its students. Fortunately fox about 15 col-leges in the New Englandarea, Dartmouth has also made its computer and programs avail-able to them. With limited faculty and financial resources, many schools can now offeran up-to-date curriculum. And this system isnot limited exclusively to higher education--there are two high schools in the Dartmouth net. Now the educational by-product of abrilliant mathematician like Dr. John Kemeny, who is,now president-elect of Dartmouth,can be shared with many institutions through communications technology. A very similaruse of this can be found in Delawa where twenty high schools share the universitycomputer.
At the elementary and most of the secondary level of education, the computer'sgreatest use appears to be as teacher reinforcement as a drilling and testing device.Dr. Patrick Suppes of Stanford University has pioneered such programs, which have beenwidely used locally and in remote areas. In an Eastern Kentucky School District and inMcComb, Mississippi, students are connected to the Surres' computer for math drills.The students are drilled and interact with the system just as if they were in Palo Alto,California, /here ',le computer is located.
So far, \ Fel ze discussed the xtenEion of computer technology through communica-tions utilizirr2, teleprinters--fastor slow. Keep in mind that other devices, such as cathoderay tubes, may be used also. And there are certain instances where audio, not print,might be ti ,J preferred medium.
New York City is a good example. For almost two years, the City Board of Educa-tion has utilized the computer and touch-tone telephones to extend the learning environ-ment into the homes of disadvantaged students. The student, at a particular time, useshis home telephone to cal he computer. The computer then asks the student arithmeticalquestions which the tudent answers by depressingbuttons on the telephone. The student'steacher is provided a printout, showing the student's performance.so that remedial orremforcement-type instruction can be provided. Incidentally, if the student does not havea home telephone, he is provided one.
The extensive use has also take rlace in connection with voice tapes. Initially, thesewere restricted to the learning center, then the school premises and now the resourcecan be used anywhere. There is a telephone bringing educational resources to the pointrequired when desired.
One illustrative system is workingOak Park and River Forest High Schools in Illinois,where a truly random-access audio retrieval system provides curriculum support whenand as often as the students require. Usually the students access the information systemfrom the learning center, but if they desire they can access the information from theirhome telephones.
A similar system alLa exists in the Cedar Rapids, Tnwa, School District, where aninformation retrieval system extends to several schools in the district, so one resourcecan be shared among all the district schools. Plans are now under way to extend the re-sources to the students' homes.
In West Hartford, Connecticut, visual and soundinfcrmation(TV) is extended tc class-rooms and learning centers in schools throughout the district for use by teacher andstudents on demand. As with audio tapes, video programs can be selected for individuallearning or as aids to the classroom learning situation.And doesn't this type of technological support make sense? We must keep in mindthat students today are media-oriented, from grades K-8. Even by the time an averagechild enters the first grade today, he has watched 3,000 hours of television, utilized taperecorders, radios' and seen home movies. So, even though the use of technology today isnot as integrated as !Ile textbook or the blackboard, it ce-rtainly seems to be in the cards.Isn't it Just a matter of time and immeasurable effort until the practicality of the com-puter, learning centers, retrieval systems, etc., effect an acceptance and proliferationthat are accepted As matter-of-fact teaching/learning tools?Certainly the importance accorded today to providing opportunities for every person
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to achieve the highest level of education, desired or obtai. able, based on his abilities, isa challenge for us all. Certainly educational technology must be a part, and, hopefully,communications can support the overall endeavor.
Mr. Scott is with the South Central Bell Telephone Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Man-technology: a viable study
for the disadvantaged

Joshua Hi I I

Anticipating questions of considerablP magnitude, for whatever reasons, to be voicedregarding the disadvantaged youth--his place in a program in the technologieswe agreedthat differential attention should be accorded this topic. One favorite retort of many per-sons on the subject of the disadvantaged is: "1, myself, am disadvantaged." As a point ofclarity, I shall use the word c.isadvantaged to identify those youths who are educationally,economically and politically disenfranchised.
The disadvantaged child is a product of societal subjugation and remission, and hisdeficiencies are attributable to the inequalities in our educational system and the dis-parities in our social strata. We can continue to perpetuate what is or we can work towardwhat should be. I prefer thelatter; and to realize this does not require a special programfor the disadvantaged, for this Is merely a perpetuation of what is. But, rather, what isrequired is a new kind of teaching--a process in education; and along with it a new kind ofcommitmmt in educationassisting the disadvantaged child to understand technology andto cope with its phenomenal rate of change, not merely to acquiesce to it, ultimately be-coming one of its cogs.
What should be is contingent upon the assumptions that:
(1) Technology is the prime force in creating change.
(2) We are fast approaching a technological society; hence, students must study tech-nology to become adaptable to change.
(3) Industrial arts as conventionally conceived is not meeting the needs of today'syouth.
(4) Homogeneity is not a characteristic of the intellectual abilities of disadvantagedyouth.
(5) Youths are often labeled disadvantaged because the teacher himself is disadvan-taged, since he lacks the knowledge abilities or effectiveness in relating to them(2, p.496).
(6) Salable skills, as often connoted, is a misnomer.
No doubt, technology and change have become freely exchanged household words, andare becominj devoid of communicable meaning. However, little action has been forth-coming to place them in proper perspective. The technology which benefits humanity andthe change w iich transcends bigotry are undoubtedly above reproach, but the technologywhich dehum tnizes and the change which militates against human advancement are notvenerable. Xvelop the disadvantaged youth to know the difference. Such an approachdemands tha, the atudents have Learning experiences in problem-solving and decision-making, which are the tools that enable man to retain his sense of personal worth andadaptability in a technological society. I grant you this may prove to be a monumentaltask, and perhaps, to some, an impossibleone. Then, others may feel that this is not theirbailiwick. Well, I f;ay to those who have such negative and parochial views of their jobs,cease camouflaging your tr..:e Hendry, for the process of education is a matter of trans-mitting the models through which the world is explainable. (1, p.60) Allow me to reiterate:We are f, st approaching a technological society.
As revealed by the Marshall Schmitt study, "concentration of subject content in indus-trial arts is centered in the three areas, woodworking, drafting and metalworking."(10, p.29) The studyfurther stated that70 to 75 percent of class time is devoted to labora-tory activities. I would venture the percentage of laboratory activities to be significantlyhigher In "academically-desotate areas". Allow me to imrress upon you that I am notopposed to relevant laboratory activities, for technology itself is doing. However, I amvehemently opposed to inept teachers purporting to interpret, the real world via effetemedia. The value of such programs in incrcasiag student awareness and unthrstandingof the meaningful interrelationships of subject matter and occupations and people some-how eludes me. I am usually told that the teachers are to blame, that industrial arts isstill viable. Well and good, then give the disadvantaged youth industrial arts without theteachers, for there is no magic in a name.
Homogeneity is not a characteristic of the intellectual abilities of disadvantagedyouths. However, we seem compelled to relegate every disadvantaged youth to a common
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level of academic potential and interests, when actually, the levels of abilities and in-terests of disadvantaged youths are as divergent as and occasionally surpass those ofadvantaged youths.

So much has been written and said about the extreme want and educational situa-tion of these children that a false image has been crewed. It is easy to imaginethat they are somehow emotionally and intellectually inferior. These childrenare basically the same as all other children. Though their experience may bedifferent, they too are interested in their world, attached to their familier, andhave important hopes and aE pirations. If these characteristics are not visibleto their teachers, it is because the teachers se,..! only with the narrow vision ofthe middle class.

Another false image of deprived children is that they are all alike. In truth theyare as different from one another as the children of other elements of thepopulation....

If one considers affluent children, he will find differences among them as strikingas those among the poor. There will be physical as well as cultural differencesattributable to social origins, occupations of parents; and family income....(12, p.13)

Students are often labeled disadvantaged, academic dropouts because the teacherhimcielf is disadvantaged, since he lacks the knowledge, abilities or effectiveness to relateto them. Perhaps some recriminations are in order. The ability to relate to students,'as used here, means that the teacher should develop a rappert which will allow him toenter into a human process--a communication processwithout need for either rejectionor overacceptance. The hope for the immediate future of educrAtion of this society,insofar as we have one, must rest in the teacher's capacity to communicate with hisstudents. It means that the teache': must manage the learning environment in such a waythat meaningful learning experiences are afforded the students. He must help the studentsto internalize these learning experiences.
...teachers frequently are not aware that they reject learners because of lackof knowledge, abilities or effectiveness in relating to them. Acceptance does notmean approval of the present status of being and behaving of the learner. Itrather marks the base point from whit.h the teacher tries to enter into a helpingrelationship. (2, p.496)

Even in view of cogent evidence attesting to the futility of salable akills, there is arelentless emphasis placed on developi, more cogs for the wheel. I3eSides the pre-cariousness of the phrase "salable skill ,'', occupational programs viewed in this fashiondraw heavily on disadvantaged stuacnts; thui; never affording them the opportunity totranscend what is, as externally defined. I don't view this as a job for educators. Rather,we should awaken within students a deMre to acquire analytie51 tools for whatever theyconsider important.
The sad part about the wny the system works against the disadvantaged is that theirhuman potentials are never developed in public schools, and very few attend college;hence, they are forced to enter the vicious cycle of trainingworkunemployment--retraining. All because of a myth they were persuaded to believe about sahibleIn conclusion, disadvantaged youths do not need special programs with promires ofdeveloping salable skills, in lieu of developing the essential indigenoos human skills ofanalytical reasoning and problem-solving abilities. We can no longer affort to pre-emptsuch skills for promises of instantsolutions to the wrong questions. There is a knowledgerevolution in motion affecting human values, which is causing industrial arta to becomean esoteric discipline serving no apparent human cause. We must join in this knowledgerevolution and partake of its positive offerings.
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A simulating educational apparatus and
learning combustion c:oncepts

James A. Sullivan
introduction and purpose. Teachers and educational equipmznt manufacturers have

assumed for some time that Instruction which includes a student-operated demonstration
apparatus and c. nipleted learning exercise is more effectivo than a method which exclisthe apparatus. This assumption seems to originatL from two principle sources. First,
empirical verification with equip:nent is the standard used to validate theoretical models
in the engineering sciences. Many such devices and methods are recorded and have been
adopted as standards by the National Bureau of Standards in Washington. And, secondly,
active participation, involvement and maximum use of the senses are thought to create
stronger impressions on the learner. Current educational research seems to substantiatethis assumption, but is not conclusive. And since synthetic devices used as educationalmedia represent a wide range of inventiveness, the merits of each are generally accepted
by individual investigation. This not only implies that each Jevice and method of instruc-
tion be evaluated individually for educational effect, but that comparisons between equip-
ment and methods purporting to achieve similar objectives also should be made.

The purpose of the present study was to test for educational effect a method of in-struction which used a student-controlled apparatus to complete combustion exercises.
Educational effect was defined as measurable differences inconclusion responses between
paired comparisons of control and experimental subjectson a multiple-choice test instru-ment. The fihaings of the study were inconclusive, but give further insight into (1) the
development of demonstration equipment, (2) its use as a teaching vehicle and (3) experi-
mental designs to test.its effectiveness in a learning situation.

The problem. The study directed attention to two major facets of the problem. The
first required cc:Instruction of a combustion demonstrator that could simulate conditions
within the combustion chamber of a 4-stroke cycle engine. The second focused upon thedesign of a learning experiment to test this apparatus for educational effect. This was
accomplished by having students complete selected exercises and draw conclusions using
the apparatus and by comparing their performance to students completing the sa:Ae exer-
cises not using the apparatus. The learning experiment was designed to answer the ques-
tion: Does a student combustion apparatus which demonstrates combustion effects relatedto such manipulated variables as pre-combustion pressure, temperature or fuel-air mix-
ture, have a measurable effect on the lemming and retention of certain concepts correlatedto these variables?

Definitions. The study defined a combustion demonstrator as a piece of equipment,
operated by the student, that could verify by the use of the student's senses (i.e., sight,smell, skin sensations, etc.) the correlated effects on combustion related to pre-combus-
don variables manipulated by the student. That is, the student w,.s to be able to conduct
his own investigation into the phenomenon of combustion using the combustion demon-strator.

An appendage to the combustion demonstrator was the learning exercise which wasdefined as a sequence to order the student-conducted investigation. Using this exerciseas a guide, the student was to set pre-determined variables to a defined condition beforecombustion, initiate combustion and observe the effects that the prescribed conditionsseemed to have on the combustion process. And finally, from his observations of com-
bustion effect, the student was to arrive at conclusions by answering pertinent questions.

Combustion was defined as a high-pressure, high-speed reaction that occurs muchthe same as that in a 4-stroke cycle internal combustion engine. It was to be accompaniedby light, heat and possibly sound. That is, there was to be an induction of fuel and air, acompression of pre-combustion constituents, an ignition of the mixture, and an expansion
and exhausting of the products. To provide additional information to the student, a four-inch vision panel was made to enclose one flat side of the combustion chamber so that the
student could see and feel radiations from the moving flame front. The student could also
hear vibrations from combustion sound waves within the chamber, smell and see the ex-
haust after-products, and have access to instruments which monitored peak combustion
pressures. The static combustion demonstrator was developed by the principal investi-gator (Dr. Sullivan).
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apotheses. The educational effectiveness of the combustion demonstrator to developcombustion concepts was to be tested by comparing differences in performance betweensubjects using the apparatus and subjects notusing the apparatus. Differences were to bemeasured in terms of amount learned at the time of subject performance in the learningsituation, and in terms of amount retained measured at a iater date. The .05 level of sig-nificance was selected as appropriate for the study. The formal hypotheses were statedas follows:
jiyhes_t__3 I. There will beno difference in the amount of factual information learnedabout combustion by control and experimental subjects as measured by a test instrumentadministered to subjects of both groups immediately following the learning activity.Ixpothesis JI. There will be no difference in the amount of factual information re-tained about combustion by control and experimental subjects as measured by an invertedform of the initial test instrument administered to all subjects at the close of the experi-ment.
Sampling methods. The parent population used for the experiment was composed ofeleventh--and tweifth-grade male students enrolled at the Wicomico Vocational-TechnicalCenter in Salisbury, Maryland. They may be considered purposive, in that they werechosen because of their resemblance to the larger population of vocational and technicalstudents. Male subjects only were used l'ecause of content applicability to this group.Vocational and technical students were defined as those enrolled in approved programs asspecified under the Vocational Education Act of 1963.A sample of sixty male students were randomly assigned al ternately as control orexperimental subjects. This placed subjects in random pairs or blocks with each subjectoccupying a block. The order for participation on any given test day by paired subjectswas set during this random assignment. This ordered their position as control or expert-mental, morning or afternoon. Randomly-paired subjects then participated in either morn-ing or afternoon sessions of t!..e experiment. The learning experience part of the experi-ment was completed in fifteen days.

Control versus experimental learning situation. Byconvendon, control subjects par-ticipating in the experiment learned by a standard method; experimental subjects by anapparatus method. Both methods were subject-centered, the purpose being to minimizethe teacher variable. A preliminary explanation was given to each subject prior to begin-ning each of the five learning exercises. Subjects worked alone after the explanation,proceeding at their own rate to complete these five combustion exercises. The data fromeach of the five exercises (given to the control group and derived by the experimentalgroup) were explained to both control and experimental subjects. Interpretation and con-clusions were left to the subject. The amount of learning was measured by the number ofcorrect conclusion responses made on a multiple-choice test instrument.In format, combustion exercises for both control and experimental subjects wereidentical. Five concept areas were identified and explored: I. Fundamentals of Combus-tion; I, The Effect of Air-Fuel Mixtures on Combustion; III. The Effects of Pressure onCombustion; IV. The Effects of Temperature on Combustion; and V. Abnormal Combus-tion. It is worthy to note here that consistent and repeatable data about abnormal combus-tion (commonly known as spark knock) were gathered by subjects using the apparatus.The effects of abnormal combustion during the last third of the flame travel can clearlybe seen. The localized combustion effect was clearly visible, as was the audible noisedistinctly different from that accompanying normal combustion.The sequence for learning was similar for both methods of instruction. Subjectsusing the standard method of instruction were given data about combustion from whichthey were to draw conclusions. They were seated at a learning station with free accessto photographs of the combustion apparatus and data-gathering instruments. The sequenceof events of the exercise and data given about combustion were explained. After (1) read-ing preliminary information about combustion, and(2) reviewing the given data and resultsoccurring from p articular set of conditions, (3) the questions following were answered.Experimental suUjects derived data about combustion by using the combustion appara-tus as a learning station. Conclusions were similarly drawn from these derived data.The apparatus-centered learning method followed an order of (1) reading preliminaryinformation about a combustion topic, (2) using the apparatus to fulfill prescribed tem-peratures, air-fuel mixtures and pressure conditions, (3) observing and recording theactions occurring during the reaction, and (4) answering questions which required con-clusions to be drawn about the data. The recorded information included peak pressure,noise and flame color. An introduction and demonstration of the apparatus preceded the
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All subjects answered the same questions, which were designed to elicit conclusionsabout the data. All data, either given to control subjects or derived by experimental sub-jects, were compared to data gathered from master exercises performed earlier usingthe apparatus. Quantitative differences did not exiat between data given control subjectsand data derived by experimental subjects during the learning exercises.
Except for seeing combustion, hearing combustion and operating the apparatus, bothlearnirny situations were the same. The time to complete the apparatus method, however,wns somewhat longer.
The design of the experiment was reduced, then, to finding if there are significantrences between the conclusion responses of subjects deriving data about combustionand subjects given data about combustion.
A total of fifty questions, ten per concept area, were answered by each subject im-me 'y after each of the five exercises. Subjects started the next exercise after answer-thg eestions concerning the preceding concept area.r Averted :orm of the test instrument was admthistered one week after the last..ubjects completed the learning exercises to obtain a measure of retention. Theences in performance caused by unequal time lapsebetween subject-pair immediate.1(1 retention test situation were eliminated by statistical treatment of the data.The test of significance. A review ofexperimental designs by Edwards to test the nullhypotheses of no difference in amount learned or amount retained indicated that the randomblocks analysis of variance technique would have the greatest chance of establishing sig-nificance in view of the withln-group effects caused by (1) single-subject testing (whichwas required, because only one combustion apparatus was available), (2) subject inter-action during the fifteen-day tirne interval requiredfor the treatment, and (3) unequal timeintervals between subject-pair immediate test and the retention test administered to thetotal group. The random blocks analysis of variance assumes a within-group differencebetween blocks, and, by eliminating this source of variance, a smaller error mean squarecan be used to test significance. The residual mean square becomes the error term inthis instance.

The present design, then, made an effort to test the null hypotheses of no differencein amount learned or amount retained, using an apparatus method of instruction versus astandard method of instruction to learn cornbusdon concepts defived under five broad con-cept areas. The design to test the hypotheses was chosen to eliminate statistically thedata contamination effects caused by having only one control and one experimental stationavailable for subject use at any one time.
The null hypotheses for immediate learning and retention were tested, using Control].versus Experimental1 for the amount learned, and Control2 versus Experimental2 for theamount retathed, where 1 and 2 are the immediate and retention test designations.
Control group versus experimental group, immediate test p.rformance comparison.The raw data from immediate test scores for randomly paired control and experimentalsubjects (mean scores 24.47 and 24.73, respectively) were statistically analyzed and sub-divided into constituents as seen in Table I. The calculated F ratio for treatments; wasnot significant. A graphical representation of the data gives further insight into the paired

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE RANDOM BLOCKS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF IMMEDIATE TFQT PERFORMANCE FOR CONTROL

VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Scpiare
Treatments 1.06 J. 1.06 .029Blocks 1001.40 29 34.53Residual 1061.94 29 36.62Total 2064.40 59

subject comparisons. It is seen that even though experimental subjects made higher scoresmore frequently than not, the differences th paired scores are too variable and inconsistentto be in any way conclusive. The null tnpothesis of no difference in amount learned wastherefc.-e accepted.
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Control -1up versus e)Terimental group, retention test performance comparison.The raw data from retention test scores for randomly-peired control and experimentalsubjects (mean scores 22.53 and 24.40, respectively) were statistically analyzed and sub-divided into Constituent parts as seen in Table II.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE RANDOM BLOCKS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

OF POST-TEST PERFORMANCE FOR CONTROL VERSUS
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square
Treatments 52.26 1 32.26Blocks 1465,93 29 50.55Itesidual 880.74 29 30.37Total 2398-.9-3- 59

1.72

The calculated F ratio was again not significant. A graphical representation of the data(Fitycre D-2) gives further insight into the paired subject comparison. A larger differenceexists between control and experimental subjects for retention test performance th_in forinitial test performance, hut the difference is not significant at the .05 confidence level.The null hypothesis of no difference in amount of learning retained was also accepted.Further analysis of the data. While not included as part of the original hypotheses,further treatment of the data was suggested from observation, namely, using the nullhypothesis, testing the significance of the linear component between trials, and testing thesignificance of the difference between correlation coefficients through trials.The lack of significance between control and experimental subjects for initial testand retention test performance required that the null hypotheses of no difference M theamount learned, or in the amount retained, be accepted. Testing the difference in con-sistency of performance was intended to investigate within-group performance.
A graphic:-1 comparison of control group performance with experimental group per-formance for trials indicated that experimental subjects seemed to perform more nearlyalike through trials than did control subjects. (Figure ID-3 and D-4).The 7-andom blocks analysis of variance for trials (Table III and Table IV) yieldedvalues of 4.08 for control subjects and .37 for experimental subjects. I3oth linear com-ponents tested insignificant at the .C5 col lidence level, using the null hypotheses (4.18required for significance).

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE RANDOM BLOCKS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

OF THE LINEAR COMPONENT THROUGH TRIALS
FOR CONTROL SUBJECT PERFORMANCE

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean S uare F
Trials 56.06 J. 56.06 4.08Blocks 1355.00 29 46.72Residual 397 94 29 13.72Total 1809.00 59

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF THE RANDOM BLOCKS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

OF THE LINEAR COMPONENT THROUGH TRIALS
FOR EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT PERFORMANCE

Source of Variation Surn of S uares df Mean Squar
Trials 1.66 1 1.66Blocks 2528.73 29 87.20Residual 128.34 29 4.43Total 2658.73 59

.37
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Calculation of the coefficient of correlation for through-trials performance yieldeda value of .54 for control subjects and .91 for experimental subjects. Testing the signifi-cance of the difference between correlation coefficients, using the null hypothesis of nodifference, yielded a value of 3.30, highly significant at the .05 level.Additional clarification is given the comparison of these correlation coefficients bycalculation ef their probable ranges. The correlation r1r .54 represents a ninety-fivepercent probability of being between .22 and .75. The correlation coefficient r2represents a ninety-five percent probability of being between .81 and .93. It is seen thatin addition to their both being not zero and positive, the ranges do not overlap.Rejection of the hull hypothesis of no difference in correlation coefficients led toacceptance of the alternate propositionthat is, that experimental subject through-trialsperformance correlated higher than did control subject performance.And with acceptance of the null hypotheses of no difference in immediate test and re-tention test performance between randomly-paired control and experimental subjects,rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference in through-trials correlation impliesthat experimental subjects do perform with increased consistency through trials overcontrol subjects. This reduces to the conclusion that while the difference in control andexperimental subject performance was not significant, the difference in consistency ofperformance wqs significant and in favor uf the experimental subject.There was some question as to whether verbal ability of either the control or experi-mental group had an effect on performance. That is, could the difference in through-trials performance between the two groups be attributed to meaning being added to theverbal symbols of the test instrument? Or, did subjects learn and were not able to verbal-ize? These questions apply particularly to the control group, whose performance was themost variable through trials, and, in fRet, made the numerically-significant differencein the comparison of correladon coefficients. Table V summarizes the comparison ofverbal ability scores taken from the General Aptitude Test Battery (which has a mean of100 and a standard deviation of 20 for all scores), using the random blocks analysis ofvariance. The means for control and experimentil subjects are 91.93 and 92.97, respec-tively. The F ratio of .12 is highly insigaificant.

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE RANDOM BLOCICS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

OF VERBAL SCORES FOR CONTROL VERSUS
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square
Groups 16.01 1 16.01 .12Blocks 3460.35 29 119.32Residual 3947.49 29 136.12

'T- 3 ta 1 7423,85 59

It is suggested from this that in addition to a high degree of similarity between ran-domly-paired subjects on verbal performance, the interaction effect, if any, between blocksand treatments (time with method) for the retention tent, caused by verbal ability differ-ences, is slight. It seems more likely that the difference in retention is attxibutable toa stronger impression being made on the experimental subject by the apparatus methodof learning.
Results and implications of the learning_ experiment. Concluding, thu evidence tosupport an apparatus-student-centered methoa of learning combustion concepts is incon-c!usive- as measured by the difference in amount learned and amount retained.While the difference in learning and retention between control and experimental sub-jects was not significant, the consistency of performance through trials was significantlyin favor of the experimental group. This implies an improved performance of experimentalsubjects over control subjects through trials, It cannot, however, be used to predictperformance of subsequent subjects in similar learning situatons without renlication ofthe experiment using predicting rather than the present "data a:looping" hypotheses re-garding suspected outcomes.
Verbal ability differences between the control and experimental group seemed toplay no significant part either as a separate effect or as a combined interaction effect(verbal ability with method).
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A summary of the present investigation seems to indicate that an apparatus-student-centered teaching method has positive value as an educational instrument for the purposeof learning combusticn concepts, although the isolated extent of this contributing apparatusparameter cannot presently be quantitatively described. The consistency of performancethrough trials, significantly in favor of the experimental subject, suggests a stronger andmore lasting impression being made by the apparauls method. Effectiveness seems mostdependent on the quality of demonstration by the :Ipparatus, student background, studentinterest and the structure of the learning situation. Replication of the experiment atvarious levels ot insttuction, with various groups and apparatus types and using a greaternumber of defined aifecting parameters, is recommended to describe and clarify furtherthe /2xtent of apparatus value as measured by effect on learning.
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Technological experiments in rocket propulsion
Walter C. Krueger

There is a great deal of talk about technology. So we must ask ourselves, "What arethe important technologies?" There are many important ones--power technology, metaltechnology, wood technology, etc. What about space technology? There is a great sleal ofhardwire in the aerospace industry. Much of it is too large or too expensive to use inthe classroom. As .educators we must teach about this technuiogy which has benefitedmankind so much and finally put man on the moon.
When we talk about exploring space and other planets, roketry is what we usuallyassocjiate with it. However, rocketry is used for --iany other things besides space ex-ploration.
The Chinese used rockets for weapons as early as 1232; these were basically solidfuel rockets. In the War of 1812, the British u3ed rockets during the siege of FortMcHenry. Francis Scott Key immortalized these weapons n our national anthem ("therockets' red glare...").
In 1926 RobertGoddard was experimenting witr iinuid fuel rocketry. World War II sawa great revival of rocket use. Much of the ea-Imenting which took place then hasaffected us today. Some of the developments v---t boosters for assist takeoff use, thebazooka for the infantry, rocket launchers for -)rf-2landing bombardment. The ArmedServices have developed many rocket-powered veh _ .!;-3 for defense and research.I will discuss solid fuel first because it is less complex in theory and operation. Asolid fuel propellant is a mixture of fuels and oxidizers formed in a mold and insertedinto a combustion chamber area. These devices reruire an outside source to ignite them.Solid propellants are broken into two classificatiol
Restricted Burning-- which is used for mode- ite or low-thrast durationUnrestricted Burning -- which is uSed for h ,c -thrust, short-duration applications.The advantages of solid fuels include long storage time without deterioration, ease inhandling, less complexity than liquid fuel. Some disadvantages include possible crackingof the fuel charge (causing erratic thrust levels), and inability to be shut do vn once ignited.Liquid fuel rockets use a liquid hydrocarbon fuel and a liquid oxidizer (liquid oxygen,nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide). Each fuel and liquid oxidi ;er must have separate storagetanks so there is no mixing befo-7e they are combined in the combustion chamber. Thefuels may be hypergolic or non-hypergolic, depending on the nc ,. Liquid fuel systemshave the disadvantage of being more complex and exacting in the ,.,anufacturing processes.The liquids require special handlingand constant checking. Inc luded among the advantagesare a high thrust-to-weight ratio, the ability to be started and stopped at will, and theability, in some, to be throttled to varying thrust levels.Some typical applications of solid fuel rocketry are: pyrotechnic displays, distresssignals, line-throwing rescue at sea, research vehicles, bazooka, model rocketry guidedmissile defense systems. Some uses of liquid fuel rocketry are: guided missile defelisesystems, space exploration and research vehicles.In the Greece Central School System, we wanted a true power technology program.We decided to organize theprogram around more than small and large internal combustionengines. We took those fields and added rocketry, future power sources, electrical con-vertors, research and experimentation. This course is offered on a 9-through-12 electivebasis. We had a definite need in our program, so that it was not a problem justifying theexpenditure, which is minimal. There are three major companies which can supply youwith the software and hardware necessary: Centuri Engineering, Estes Industries andVashion Industries. Much of tie software can be made yourself, such as slides and hand-outs. Some of the typical Items you might need are: a static test stand, with a supply ofengines; and a launching 3ystem, with supplies.

Mr. Krueger is on the faculty of Greece Arcadia High School, Rochester, NY.
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Minutes of the Delegate
Assembly business meeting

April 9, 1.970
Louisville, Kentucky

Edward Kabakjian
President George H. Ditiow called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m., and instructedthe seating of the delegates. Dr. Ditlow appointed Dr. Ralph Bohn as parliamentarianduring the Business Meeting.
Dr. Ditlow called for the reading of the minutes of the 1969 Delegate Assembly.Dr. Edward Kabakjian, Executive Secretary, read the minutes. Mr. William Wilkinsonmoved that the minutes be approved as read. Mr. Robert Hostetter seconded the motion,and the motion carried.
Dr. Ditlow called for the reading of the treasurer's report. Dr. Edward Kabakjianread the treasurer's report. Dr.. Robert Thrower moved that the treasurer's report beapproved. Mr. Paul Kube secondee motion, and the motion carried.Dr. Ditlow called for unfinish lisiness from last year's meeting. No old businesswas brought to the floor.
Dr. Ditlow presented the Pres ;dent's report. He indicated that the theme for the Asso-ciation for the year would be "Curriculum Development, Recruitment and LeadershipQualities." He reported on the activities of the various committees, the National Officeand the National Forum on Industrial Arts.
Dr. Dillow asied Dr. Irvin Shutsy to give a -eport on convention attendance statistics.Dr. Shutsy indicated that the convention had regi..tered 2,35f attendees at that time.Dr. Ditlow asked Dr. Edward Kabakjian to introduce the National Office staff. Dr.Kabakjian introduced the staff andalso presented Mr. Charles Ross, the Business Manager,to the membership.
Dr. Ditlow presented the Executive Board motion to the Delegate Assembly on theinstallation of officers. The constitutional change was read: "Bylaws, Article III, Section8. All elective officers shall assume the duties of office at the close of the Convention "Mr. William Wilkinsrm moved for acceptance of the aforementioned

Mr. Gilbert Brooks seconded the motion, and the motion carri.
Dr. Ditlow call:4 on Dr. Delmar Olson, chairman of the Resolutions Committee, toread the resolutions. Dr. Olson read resolutions 1 through 7 to be treated as a block andmoved that same be accepted. Mr.M. D. Williamson seconded the motion, and the motioncarried. Dr. Olson introduced resolution 8. Mr. James Grossnickle.us moved the accept-ance of the resolution. Mr. Herbert Bell seconded the motion. D2.-. Rutherford Lockettemoved to table the resolution. Dr. Lee Smalley seconded the tabling motion. Dr. Olsonasked for a vote from the official Delegates. The motion to table resolution 8 was over-ruled. Dr. Lee Smalley suggested that In the future resolutions be printed in order forthe Delegate Assembly to review them, and askedfor resolution 8 to be reread. Dr. Olsonre,..ognized Mr. Jack Young who indicated to D. Smalley and the Delegate Assembly thathe would bring this matter before the Hoard at the next Executive Board meeting. Dr.Ditlow called on Dr. Clson to reread the resolution. Dr. Olson reread the resolution.The motion carried. Dr. Olson introduced resolution 9 which had originated with theLegislative Committee. Mr. Keeling Fife moved the acceptance of resolution 9. Mr.Neil Ballard seconded the motion, and the motion carried.
Dr. Ditlow called upon Dr. Ralph Steeb to offer informatior on the 1971 Convention.Dr. Steeb indicated the theme would be "Industrial Arts and Space Age Technology", andinvited all in attendance to Misrai on April 20-24, 1971.
Dr. Ditlow indicated to the Delegate Assembly that he had received a presentationfrom Mr. Don Townsend of AIASA and reported that the matter would be given prompt at-tention by the Executive Board.
Dr. Ditlow introduced Mr. Sherwin Powell, President-elect. Mr. Powell indicated hewould continue to work on curriculum, recruitment and leadership, and also indicated theAssociation would be active in legislation and more personal involvement from the mem-bership.
Dr. Ditlow recognized Dr. Robert Thrower. Dr. Thrower moved that all resolutionsbe printed and distributed at the First General Session or the session immediately pre-ceding the Business Meeting. Mr. Robert Cox seconded the motion, which was carried.
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Dr. Ditlow called on Dr. Edward Kabakjian for announcements. Dr. Kabakjian re-ported on the National Forum on Industrial Arts and indicated that the Association wasinterviewing for the position of Project Director. Dr. Kabakjian asked anyone interestedto contact Dr. Kenneth Brown.
Dr. Ditiow reported that he had received an invitation for the members of AIAA toattend the Canadian Industrial Arts Association Convention in Andover, New Brunswick,Canada, on August 20-22, 1970.
Dr. Ditlow declared the Business Meeting adjourned at 3:45 p.m.

Teacher Recognition Committee report
Jere M. Cary

At the annual AIAA convention in Louisville, a record fifty teachers were honored as"Outstanding" among their peers, representing 43 states, the District of Columbia, fiveCanadian provinces and the Territory of Guam.
In his report on the Teacher Recognition Program, Jere M. Cary, AIA A Vice-presidentfor Classroom Teachers and Chairman of the Teacher Recognition Committee, noted thatthe number of teachers receiving the award has risen from 21 in 1963 to the all-time highof 50 this year. This remarkable increaseindicates a sigaificant degree of support and alot of hard work on the part of many individuals and state associations, as well as on thepart of many individuals and state associations, as well as on the part of the TeacherRecognition Committee itself. This committee consists of six members, besides Mr.Cary, as follows: Jacqueline Kil lam, BeverlyHills, California; Russell Am ling, Mankato,Minnesota; Dennis W. Harley, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada; Frank N. Kanzaki, Hono-lulu, Hawaii; William Wilkinson, Wallingford, Pennsylvania; and SivertJoramo, Edmonds,Washington.
Criteria established for teachers receiving the .lwarr1 :e as fo' ,eachcwho will recei-e the award should he .-,-0-4-ted on the itses of hi derrunl..,L.atea ability inthe classroom teaching. of h ..ind the following suggestions are for considera-tion:
(a) rapport with students,
(b) ability to motivate student interest in indusial arts,(c) success it upgrading industrial arts in the total school,(d) ability to ..ise ingenuity in organizing the situation at hand, and(e) a- well-grounded philosophy in industrial arts education.The f_ecipient must be an industrial arts classroom teacher beltr.s., the college leveThe recirent should be an active participant in pertinent professional educational assoations ,u-t the local, state and national levels. The recipient must be a member of th_\ A at the time of his nomination.
Tbe;; are basic guidelines for teacher selection. Many state associatons szlt ua-icl Atm. -_,riteria, so that the award will be the most meaningful hi that state.It is rAtxresting to note that, this year, both of the men who hold the title AlAA Vice-president for Classroom Teachers--Jere M. Cary and Lambert K. Sailer--were electecCtrtscanding Teacher from their states, Washington and Pennsylvania, respectively.Following are the Outsmnding Teachers for 1970, and the associations which spon-ioretd them:
Oluf K. Omlid, Alaska Industrial Arts Association; Gary L. Ferguson, Arizona Indus-trii Association; Charles G. Lusk, California industrial Education Association:Ric:lard G. Ashbaugh, Colorado Industrial Arts Association; Frank A. Lesieur, Connec-ticut mdustrial Arts Association; Mark G. Phillips, Delaware Industrial :.rts Association:James L. Winston, District of Columbia Industrial Arts Teachers Association; WilliamMcNeil, Florida Industrial Arts Association; Robert Dunsmuir Cawley, Georgia IndustrialArts Association; Ray J. Shonhardt, Idaho Industrial Education Association; Merrit Pease,Illinois Industrial Education Association; Charles M. Pearson, Indiana Industrial EducationAssociation.
bean W. Odekirk, Iowa Industrial Education Association; Ronald Zielke, Kansas Indus-trial Education Association; Robert LeeCampbell,KentuckyIndustrial Education Associa-tion; Richard 0. Vedrines, Louisiana Industrial Arts Association; Richard E. Grovo,Maine Association for Industrial Education; Amien G. Joseph, Maryland Industrial Arts
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Association; Ralph C. Mayo, Massachusetts Industrial Education Society; Alvin C. Lydman,Michigan Industrial Education Association; Harold E. PaDelford, Minnesota IndustrialArts Association; William F. Hooper, Mist:ics.ippi Industrial Arts Association; LawrenceS. Liming, Missouri Industrial Education Assocation; George D. Morgan, Montana Indus-trial Arts Association; William A. Wilson, NeLraska Industrial Education Association;Pat J. Corrado, New Jer:->ey Industrial Arts Education Association; Orin L. Buchleiter,New Mexico hidustrial A ri-s Association; Richard M. Vrooman, New York State IndustrialA rts A ssociation.
Marshall Murphy Carr, North Carolina Industrial Arts Association; Theodore Hiilius,North Dakota Industrial Arts Association; Fred Malagio, Ohio Industrial Arts Association;Thomas M. Harris, Oklahoma Industrial Arts Association; Bernard John Lundberg, OregonIndustrial Education Association; Lambert K. Sailer, Industrial Arts Association of Penn-sylvania; Edward J. Nowak, Rhode Island Vocational and Industrial Arts Education Asso-ciation; Charles H. Magedanz, South Dakota Industrial Education Association; James E.Bailey, Tennessee Industrial Arts Association; Fred A. Koertge, Texas Industrial ArtsAssociation; George R. McKay, Utah Industrial Arts Association; Rexford A. Bell, VermontIndustrial Arts Tescliers Association; Robert H. Riley, Virginia Industrial Arts Associa-tion; Jere M. Cary, Vbshington Industrial Arts Association; l'aigene C. Bailey, West Vir-ginia Industrial Arts Association; William D. Glasspoole, Wyoming Industrial Arts Asso-ciation.
Winfred B. Baker, New Brunswick Industrial Arts Association; Roger L. Matheson,Nova Scotia Industrial Arts Association; Everett L. Pirak, Ontario Industrial Arts Asso-ciation; T. Grant MacGregor, Quebec Industrial Education Association; Laurence S. Pear-son, Saskatchewan Industrial Education Association; Ivan Chapman, Guam Industrial Edu-cation Association.

Resolutons and expressions approved
by the Delegate Assembly

Delmar W. Olsc
Following are the resolutions, expressions and citations approved by the DelegateAssembly of the AIAA at the annual Business Meeting in Louisville, Kentucky, April 9,1970. The Presentations were made at the General Sessions.
(1) Whereaf; George Ditlow, as presidentof the American Industrial Arts Association,has given so liberk:lly of his :_ime and his talents, exhibiting an outstanding capacity forleadership, and
Whereas the Association has made exemplary progress under his leadership,Be It herein recorded that the Association, through its membership, officers andexecutive board, express its fullest appreciation to him.
(2) Appreciation to the Convention Committee, the Program Committee, and the Pro-gram and Convention Participants,
Inasmuch as the Thirty-second Annual Convention was possible only through the directdependable and efficient service of great numbers of members of the Association, and,inasmuch as the convention has achieved a resultant outstanding level of success,Be it herein recorded that sincerest appreciations are expressed to James H. Disney,general chairman; Joseph A. Schad, program chairman, and C. Dale Lemons, programchairman; to the members of convention committees and to all the teachers, teachereducators, supervisors and students, whose efforts in total produced this convention.(3) Appreciation to the Ship. Inasmuch as the continuing support for and participa-tion in the conduct of the annual convention of the Association, and, ia view of the excel-lence of this y'..mr's commercial exhibits as a dominant feature of the convention, Be itherein recorded that the American Industrial Arts t- ssociation expresses its appreciationto Daniel Irvin, president; George Bamberger, vice-president of the Educational ExhibitorsAssociation; to Deck Officer Don Walls and crew; and to all of the commercial exhibitorsfor their participation in the 1970 convention.

(4) Appreciation for the Teacher Recognition Program. Inasmuch as the Associationis dedicated to encouraging excellence in teaching, and, inasmuch as its program of recog-nition of outstanding teachers is marked with increasingexcellence, Be it herein recorded
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that expressions of appreciation are tendered Jere Cary, vice-president for classroomteachers, and his committee for their contribution in the conduct and promotion of thisprogram.
Be it also recorded that appreciation is expressed to the officers and members ofstate associations who have participated in this program.Be it further recorded that the officers and members of the American IndustrialArts Association exrress their gratitude- to the SHif for its continued financial supportof this program.
(5) Appreciation to the Public Schools. Inasmuch as the success of the 1970 conven-tion was insured by the fullest cooperation of Dr. Newman Walker, Superintendent ofLouisville Independent Schools, and his staff,
Be it herein recorded that the officers and members of the Association express theirgratitude for this assistance.
(6) Appreciation to the Governor of Kentucky. In view of his support for industrialarts in Kentucky, and for the 1970 Conference of the Association in Louisville,Be it herein recorded that the Association herein expresses its appreciation toGovernor Louie B. Nunn for his assistance.
(7) Because of the vital role of the national office in the effectiveness of the serviceof the Association and in view of the excellence of his management and leadership in hisfirst year as its executive secretary-treasurer, the full appreciation and confidence ofthe membership and the executive board is herein expressed to Edward Kabakjian.Resolutions. Whereas, industrial arts contributes to the general education of studentsthrough interpretation of industry and its sociological and technological manifestationsin grades K-12,
Whereas, industrial arts, as one of its functions, can provide occupational guidanceand orientLtion to the world of work,
Whereas, industrial arts can satisfy the very human need for pursuit of avocationaland recreational interests,
Be it resolved that the AIAA pursue a policy of educating the citizenry of our nationand particularly those whose prerogative it is to fund educational programs about the con-tributions of industrial arts, and to seek legislation in its support.

--AIA A Legislative CommitteeResolution. Whereas, industrial arts is designed to meet the complex and diversifiedneeds of the students in th -nerican school from elementary through secondary levels,and has demonstrated its ability to meet this commitment in the context of general educa-tion, and
Whereas, the US Office of Education and other Federal agencies are fostering a dual-istic approach to the education of our nation's youth, and
Whereas, results of recent studies and evaluations show that many of these legislativeprograms are not meeting the intent of the US Congress and are not fulfilling the require-mmts of the students in the schools of our nation,
Therefore be it resolved, that industrial al. ts teachers, supervisors and teachereducators of the AIAA oppose the support of this dualistic approach to education, andBe it further resolved, that the AlAA support the development of a Angle programdirected toward the relevant problems of students in today's society, ardBe it further resolved, that the US Congress provide equitable funding for ail subjectmatter fields involved in this single approachto the general education of all of the nation'syouth.

--AIAA Past Presidents' Committee and Resolutions CommitteeRecognition of William Everett Warner (by Delma:. W. Olson) "It is my distinctpleasure on behalf of the executive board and the membership of the American IndustrialArts Association to make public recognition of one of our colleagues who has achievedsignificant eminence within our profession.
"Among the wealth of his innumerable demonstrations of leadership in and con-tributions to industrial arts on the local, national and international levels has been thatof an early sensing of the need for a national professional organization for the developmentand promotion of industrial arts. This foresight culminated in the organization of theAmerican Industrial Arts Associationat theoccasion of a national conference on IndustrialArts Teacher Education held in conjunction with a conference of the American Associationof School Adminisi--ators in Cleveland, Ohio, February 27-28, 1939."The man of whom I speak was the first president of American Industrial ArtsAssociation. He saw it through its formation days, revived it after World War II, effected
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its affiliation with the National Education Association, and has since been its staunchestchampion.
"In recognition of this service to the profession of industrial arts education and thusto the whole of American education, may I call William Everett Warner to the center ofthis assembly.

(Olson reads citation on plaque)
"We hope that Dr. Warner will permit the Association to permanently display thissymbol of esteem on the wall of its office in Washington that all who enter may see it."It is also my pleasure at this time to present Dr. Kenneth W. Brown, former studentand long-time friend of Dr. Brown, who will further recognize our first president.""Dr. Warner, you, among all people, would know that through the years and throughits struggles to be increasingly greater service to the human cause, the American Indus-trial Arts Association has remained true to the ideal which brought it into being. Theresult is that as an organization it never has been without that deep and abiding concernfor the individual. You endowed it bountifully at the very beginning."It is, therefore, w;th humility and gratitude we speak our pride in being forever inyour indebtedness. Being so, we ask, if we may, that you please accept from the membersof the AIAA this particularitem (a watch) as an expression in some measure of our appre-ciation for yuur life-long leadership to che profession. We believe the item, in its fine-ness, symbolizes the high standards cr! excellence you held before us constantly. With itgo our best wishes." --Kenneth W. Brown

The President's Report, 1969-1970
George H. DitiowThe American Industrial Arts Associatiji mtered the seventies with a record levelof growth which was measured in membership, leadership and services to the profession.Our Association continues to be held in high esteem by the United States Office of Educa-tion, The National Education Association, Consortium of Professional Associations andnumerous other professional groups and individuals workingwith and through our nationaloffice.

During this past year, several significant changes occurred which should he reportedat this time.
National Office Staff. Dr. Edward Kabakjian was appointed as and assumed the re-sponsibilities of Executive Secretary on August 1st. The office staff was retained intact,and the transition of L:ontinuing programs and policies established by Dr. Decker was im-plemented and finished with maximum efficiency. The Executive Board revested ournew Executive Secretary to continue placing high priority on prompt and efficient serviceto the membership and increase the effectiveness of communications to and through thestate representatives.
Approval was given by the Executive Board for employment of a full-time officemanager to assist the Executive Secretary with the business affairs of the office. He willbe introduced to you later in this session.
Eatectntive rd_C1-._g_lanes. At its August 1969meeting the Executive Board agreed tohave each president develop and project a platform or theme for the year. This was torun from convention to convention. Major attention was given to curriculum developmentand recruitment of qualified teachers. New committees were appointed to study and workwith these problems.
Each board member was assigned major responsibility for coordinating one or morecommittee functions. A line flow chart has been developed as a working format and isbeing used for the first time. -Due to the need for better eommunica ...ons between the Board and the National Office,it was agreed that the regular summer meeting, usually held at the site of the next con-vention, would be moved to Washington, DC, and that this meeting be held in January. Thischange will permit the Board to become better acquainted with the operation and functionof the National Office as well as effectively to acquaint them with and work on mattersregarding registration, administration and policy.A second Vice-president for classroom teachers was elected this year and will workclosely with the other Vice-president previousiy elected on matters related to affiliations,membership, awards, high school clubs and teacher recognition programs.
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To further expedite the effective administration of the Association, it is proposedthat we install and change officers at the convention to coincide with all other olmmitteework. To do this will require a change in the by-laws. Your Board feels it is uesirableand would like to procted with the change as soon as possible.
Membership. The membership of the Association voted to :increase the dues thisyear to $15.00. With any such change, the first reaction is usually a dip in total member-ship but a very little change in income. The usual pattern prevailed. Recent statisticsshow that our total membership change compares favorably with the last change in dues.The membership renewal system has been continued with slight revision to send out duesnotices or reminders prior to expiration rather than at the end of the year. This willassure full payment of dues andfull services without interruption, thus providing for moreefficient overall management.
A new structure has been established using state representatives on a regional basisas members of a membership committee. This will rotate throughout the country syn-chronized with the location of the convention. The Executive Secretary will continue toserve as chairman of the committee assisted by other board members. Close attentionis being given to coordination of mailing lists between the state representatives and theNational Office for soliciting membership. A full report of these acqvities with projec-tions will be forthcoming after this convention.
Special Programs. In October, 1969, our Association was awarded a $4,000 grantthrough CONPASS to conduct phase I of a three-phase, three-year national forum on incius-trial arts. The goals established were to meet with national leaders representing govern-ment, business, industry, labor, education and management to identify methods, personneland resources which could collectively work together in improving programs associatedw .th training of teacher trainers.
Many individual meetings in Washington resulted in a two-day national forum January28th and 29th, 1970, involving your entire Executive Board and 25 national leaders fromorganizations representing the above institutions in our society. The success of thisnational forum led to ulthnate funding of phase II, which will provide for a secies of re-gional conterences involving similar personnel from all fifty states. The first such re-gional conference will be held at the J. F. Kennedy Space Center in Florida during Sep-tember or October of 1970. It will involve seven states, Puerto Rico and the VirginIslands. We are presently in theprocess of selecting and hiring a director for tluts projectwho will work directly through the National Office. Approximately $62,000 has been ap-proved by HEW to finance these conferences through F.Y. 1971. Additional informationwill be forthcoming in future publications.
Committee Activities. A new structure was developed for appointing and assigningcommittee personnel. This involves a four-year projection based upon committee tasksand functions. All committee personnel have been appointed from convention to convention.Thsks, functions and budgets can all be developed at the convention and approval given bythe Board so that maximum efficiency can be achieved. Also committee work can be syn-chronized with the theme of the convention and the platform for the Association en a con-vention year basis.
Increased responsibility will be given the committees for assisting with conventionprogramming so that more effective work and reporting can be achieved for the benafitof the total membership.
Since last year's convention in Las Vegas, the AIAA has been actively involved in awide variety of professional activities. These include:
(1) Accreditation and Evaluation. This committee has been charged with responsi-bility for (1) developing criteria for institutional and sell-evaluation and (2) identifyingpeople to serve on evaluative teams at all levels. Further goals will be developed atthis convention.
(2) College Clubs. A new constitution has been submitted to and approved by theExecutive Board. Definite operational plans have been worked out for coordination be-tween the colleges, the committee and the National Office. An acdve recruitment andaffiliation program is under way.
(3) Conventions. A formalized structure has been established similar to other com-mittees with a three-year rotating plan. Four divisional chairmen have been establishedwhich include registration, program, Local arrangements and exhibits. Personnel on thiscommittee will work closely with the Convention Director and will rotate geographicallywith each convention. Convention sites have been chosen for 1971 - Miami Beach, 1972 -Dallas, and 1973 - Atlantic City. 1974, 1975 and 1976 are all under study.
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(4) Curriculum. Although this is a new committee, it is actively at work studyingcurrent and projected plans or innovations. The work of this committee will be closelycoordinated with the notional forum.
(5) 1.-ternational Relations. Four major goals were developed: (1) locating and pub-liciziig opportunities, (2) closer liaison with other organizations, (3) publi-cation of "international" articles of interest to members and (4) hosting an internationalreception for guests at the convention.
(6) High School Clubs. Real growth and enthusiasm is evident nationally with at leastone state employing a full-time executive secretary to guide club activities. The com-mittee is presently studying six or more action-type proposals. Employment of additionalpersonnel in the National Office will assist coordination efforts.(7) Legislation. 'Your entire Executive Board has an opportunity to be closely in-volved ith problems confronting this committee at the national level. A new structureis being developed and additional members ad&d to provide a national representation.'major attention will be directed toward identifying needs for and effecting specific legis-lative activities or programs.
(8) Public and Professional Relations. A positive action program is underway fordeveloping materials and methods which will provide a national, regional, state and localimpact. This will involve exhibits, publications, films, and other two- or three-dimen-sional documentary materials.
(9) Publications. This committee has cleared both the financial and professionalhurdles to provide for a broad spectrum of publications materials. This will include films,books, pamphlets, brochures and other audio-visuals. Current activities involve both pro.,duction of new and revision of existing materials.
(10) Recruitment. Although this committee is new this year, it has already takenpositive steps toward formalizing a program which will solve both short and long-rangerecruitment problems. Several pilot programs have already been initiated with Federalfunding as a base.
(11) Research. Steps are under way to establish a regional pattern with six regionsbeing advocated and a committee chairman for each. Close coordination with ERIC Centersis being maintained.
(12) Safety. Changes in organization, structure and purposes have been startri bythis committee. Identification and testing of safetypractices, devices and techniques willbecome Dart of the program. Close industrial, labor, business, medical and governmentalcontact will be maintained.
(13) Teacher Recoition. This committee continues actively to involve and maintaincontact with all state industrial arts organizations. A total of 50 outstanding teachers willbe honored at this meeting from 43 states, 5 provinces, 1 territory and the District ofCo:umbia,
Summary. An evolving pattern of regional activities on the part of committees mayrequire stutiy by the Executive Board of broadening all committee structures to providefor both national and regional participation of members.
National Office Publications - The Journal of Industrial Arts Education has continuedhigh editorial and professional standards under the managing editorship of Linda A. Taxis.Monthly issues are being planned to start September, 1970.
"The Readout" changed its format and its name to "The Monitor", with wide accept-ance by the members.
"The Scene" continues to be mailed to the high school clubs, and requests are beingmade for circulation to the entire membership. Advertising and financial support willbe solicited to keep all of these publications on a pay-as-you-go basis.Conclusion. The officers of the Association continue to look for additional ways toassi.,t the growth and improvement of industrial arts education throughout the nation.They continue to receive requests from many organizations for assistance and directionregarding statistics, program innovations, and other detailed information. The strengthof any organization is in the quality, interest and enthusiasm of its members. We hopeyou will condnue to provide your enthusiastic support for the furtherance of these goals.This report, although long, cannot begin to do justice to all of those hardworking decli-cated individuals who so generously donate their time and energy. As your President thisyear, I have enjoyed my contacts with all of you. I am proud of you and the organizationyou believe in. No matter where one travels, throughout the nation, there is evidence ofvibrant professional interest in the continued growth and development of industrial artseducation. For this we can all be proud.
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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX
(convention session personnel)

1.10.2 AC1AS
ACIAS Executive Committee

Chairman, Ralph V. Steeb

1.10.3 ACES1A
ACESIA Executive Committee

Chairman, Eberhard Thieme

1.10.4 ACSAO
ACSAO Meeting

Chairman, Amien Joseph

1.20.1 ACIATE
96, 99ACIA TE- Iwo nsored P rogra m- - "The Nature of Man--Implicationsfor Industrial ArtsTeacher Education"

Chairman, Charles Shoemaker; Speakers, Alson 1. Kaumeheiwa, Ronald L.Sorensen; Discussion Leaders, Julius Paster, Marshall Hahn, Charles Phallen,William Hanks, Richard Halls; Recorder, Fred Olsen

1.20.2 ACIAS
ACIAS Commiuee Meethris

Middle School, Herbert Bell; Recruitment, Herbert Siegel; Publications, RobertL. Woodward; Program Relationship, Cyril W. Johnson
1.20.3 ACESIA
ACESIA Commitree Meeting

Chairman, Eberhard Thieme

1.30 AIAA
AIAA Standing Committee Meetings

Chairman, George H. Dit low

1.40.1 ACIATE
-105, 106ACIATE-sponsored Program--"The Nature of SocietyImplications for IndustrialTeacher Education"

Chairman, Alvin E. Rudisill; Speakers, Joe E. llalkington, Howard S. Decker;Discussion Leaders, Jack K irby, EmersonNuethardt, William Kemp, Fred Olsen,Wendell Roy; Recorder, Julius Paster; Hosta, AlsonI. Kaurneheiwa, Wandel Dye
1.40.2 ACIAS

60, 62, 64, 66ACIAS-sponsored Program--"Relevance of Industrial Arts Content"Chairman, John Edward Bonfadini; Speakers, John Edward Bonfadini, Thomas A.Hughes, Jr., George Litman, Jr., Mark Delp; Recorder, Michael R. Morton;Hosts, F.. T. Livingston, Stanley Grossman
1.40.3 ACESIA

38, 39ACESIA-sponsored Program--"Innovations in the Florida SchoolsElementarySchool Industrial Arts"
Chairman, Eberhard Thieme; Speakers, Arthur J. Rosser, Alfred B. Howard,B. Stephen Johnson; Recorder, John Cell; Hosts, Ralph V. Steeb, Hugh Hine ly

1.50.1 ACIATF
123ACIATE Business Meeting

Chairman, Frederick D. Kagy; Recorder, Willis E. Ray
1.50.2 ACIAS
ACIAS Business Meeting

Chairman, Ralph V. Steeb; Recor4er, Rodney E. Anderson
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1.50.3 ACESIA
ACESIA Business Meeting

Chairman, Eberhard Thieme; Recorder, CIrroll A. Osborn
1.60 AIAA

2Opening General Session
Presiding, George H. Ditlow; Presentation of Colors, Male High School ColorGuard, Louisville, Kentucky; Invocation, Hugh L. Oakley; Introduction of Spe-cial Guests, Newman Walker; Greetings, Wendell Butler; Introducdonof Speaker,Frederick D. Kagy; Speaker, Robert D. Gates; Special Recognition, Kenneth W.Brown; Recorder, Walter Brown; Hosts, William S. Scarborough, Cyril W.Johnson, Delmar L. Larsen

2.10 A1A A
9, 12General Session 11

Presiding, George H. Ditlow; Introduction of Special Guest, John L. Ramsey;Greetings, The Honorable Frank Burke; Introduction of Speaker, Ralph V.Steeb; Speaker, Steve M. Slaby; Remarks, G. Don Townsend; Recorder, ThomasJ. Brennan; Hosts, Dale Nish, Robert W. Leith, Myron Bender
2.21.1 AIAA

472Major Group Session--"Teaching About the Human Side of Enterprise"
Chairman, Ronald W. Stadt; Co-chairman, Paul Lyons; Speaker, E. RobertWelsch; Responders, T. Gardner Boyd, Lewis W. Yoho; Recorder, C. E. Kick-lighter; Hosts, Ronald L. Sorensen, Raleigh Karr

2.21.2 AIAA
418, 420, 422Major Group Session--"Correction of the Offender; A Challenge to AIAA"Chairman, Robert Elsea; Co-chairman, Richard B. Lyles; Speakers, GarlandS. Wollard, Paul Richard Thomas, Joseph H. Pierce; Recorder, Walter E.Burdette; Hosts, Gene D. Minton, Herbert Siegel, B. 13. Hayes

2.21.3 AIAA
188, 380, 382, 384, 542Major Group Session--"Mission Possible: Teachers for the Real World"Chairman, H. James Rokusek; Co-chairman, William Katz; Speakers, DonaldP. Lauda, Joshua Hill, Julius Paster, Iver H. Johnson, Duane A. Letcher; Host,Charles A. Bunten

2.21.4 A1A A
Major Group Session--"Consumer Education and Financial PlanningContent En-riclunent for Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Robert L. Woodward; Co-chairman, Robert Buxton; Speaker, RobertE. Gibson; Recorder, James R. Hastings; Hosts, William B. Landon, Walter 0.Hayes
2.21.5 AIAA

308, 475Major Group Session--"Basic Elements of IndustryContent Enrichment for indus-trial Arts"
Chairman, Richard J. Week; Co-chairman, Norman E. Willace; Speakers,Robert Magowan, George W. Howell; Recorder, Chris H. Groneman; Hosts,G. E. Baker, John E. Mils

2.21.6 AIAA 227, 227, 228, 230, 406Major Group Session--"A DialogueIndustrial Arta Teachers-Industrial ArtsAdministrators"
Chairman, Elmer S. Ciancone; Co-chairman, Ed Riloncy; Speakers, F. J.Cackowski, Joseph C. Heuer, George F. Von Spreckelsen, Jack Dean Ford,0. Frank Haynes; Recorder, Glenn Thatcher; Hosts, Stanley E. Brooks, JohnM. Shemick

2.40.1 ACIATE
109, 113ACLATE-sponsored Program--"The Nature of TechnologyImplications for Indus-trial Arts Teacher Education"

Chairman, Donald F. Hacket4 Speakers, Rex A. Nelson, Paul W. DeVore; Dia-
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cussion Leaders, Clyde W. Hall, James R. Heggen, Donald P. Lauda, AlfredF. Newton, John M. Pollock; Recorder, Charles Phallen; Hosts, Marshall Hahn,Leroy Crist

2.40,2 ACIAS
68, 72, 75ACIAS-sponsored Program--"Discussion Panel--Design and Implementation ofStatewide Programs in Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Arthur J. Dudley; Speakers, Ralph V. Steeb, Carl W. Butler, JarvisBaillargeon; Recorder, G. Wesley Ketcham; Hosts, A. Dean Hauenstein, StanleyGrossman

2.40.3 ACESIA
40ACESIA-sponsored Program--"Implementation of Elementary School IndustrialArts in Pennsylvania"

Chairman, Eberhard Thieme; Co-chairman, Earl R. Zimmerman; Speakers,Donald C. Hoffmann, Ermette Raffaelli; Recorder, Harold Gilbert; Host, G. T.Lilly

2.40.4 AIA A
407AIASA-sponsored Program--"Why AIASA and How to Affiliate"Chairman, G. Don Townsend; Co-chairman, Jim Kautz; Speakers, W. A. May-field, Jim Kautz, John Murphy, Jr.; Recorder, Bruce King; Hosts, MarkEmerson, Joe Richards, Andrew Gasperecz

2.40.5 AIAA
Special Preview--"1970 National Forum on Industrial Arts" (a video-taped pres-entation of some of the highlights of that event)

Chairman, Kenneth W. Brown; Speakers, James Bernardo, James J. Hammond;Hosts, James K. Jnson, Bill Cady
2.70.1 AIAA

190, 192, 194, 196Special Interest Session--"Technology Transfer (R & D) for Industrial Arts"Chairman, Ernest G. Berger; Co-chairman, Arthur W. Earl; Speakers, ErnestG. Berger, Arthur W. Earl, Carl A. York, David 0. Wilkinson, Jr.; Recorder,Paul R. Meosky; Hosts, Billy W. Mayes, Gideon L. Woodruff

2.70.2 AIAA
279, 281, 283, 285Special Interest Session--"The Computer--Its Role in Teaching Industrial Arts"Chairman, Howard Gerrish; Co-chairman, Joe E. Talldngton; Speakers, AlvinW. Spencer, Wayne N. Lockwood, Dale Bringrnan, James Babcock; Recorder,Daniel Householder; Hosts, Richard Callan, Elmer S. Ciancone

2.70.3 AIA A
127, 136Special Interest Session--"implementing Flexible Modular Scheduling in IndustrialArts"

Chairman, Ernest L. Minellt; Co-chairman, Jerry Stretchier; Speaker, HaroldS. Resnick; Reaction Panelists, Leslie H. Cochran, Kenneth R. McLea, Earl S.Mills; Recorder, Paul Waldrop; Hosts, G. J. Giesler, Gerald S. Brenholtz
2.70.4 AIAA

309, 314, 317, 317Special Interest Session--"Industrial Arts Interprets Manufacturing"Chairman, Donald F. Hackett; Co-chairman, Malmage B. Young; Spealcers,Conald F. Hackett, 'Ramage B. Young, Bob Cawley, Michael Hacker; Recorder,William J. Anderson; Hosts, Ralph J. '.-foltz, Thomas G. King
2.70.5 AIAA

244, 245, 248, 251Special Interest Session--"Strengthening Mechanism in Metals"Chairman, David W. Guerdat; Co-chairman, Robert E. Seward; Speakers, DavidW. Guerdat, Walter E. Johnson, Bobby L. Garner, Robert E. Seward; Recorder,Richard Birch; Hosts, Donald L. Hrabilc, Robert Summers, Harlie Fulkerson
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2.70.6 AIA A 441, 443Special Interest Session--"Woods"
Chairman, Willis H. Wagner; Co-chairman, Sterling Peterson; Speakers, LesterE. Schaick, Michael Roger Lund; Recorder, Kenneth R. Campbell; Hosts,
Edward Rusk, James K. Johnston

2.70.7 AIAA 509Special Interest Session--"Visual Art for Industry"
Chairman, Jay L. Logue; Speaker, Charles W. Becker; Recorder, Gerald E.Nestel; Hosts, Alex H. Woodhouse, Clarence L. Heyel

2.70.8 AIAA 355, 355, 356, 360, 3(,7, 370Special Interest Session--"Understanding Federal Aid for Industrial Arts EducationPrograms, Problems and Proposals"
Chairman, Marshall Schmitt; Co-chairman, John H. Bruce; Speakers, MarshallSchmitt, John H. Bruce, James R. Hastings, Gerald T. Antonellis, Larry T.Ivey, Dwayne C. Gilbert; Recorder, Jerry C. McCain; Hosts, Louis J. Bazzetta,Rex A. Nelson

2.70.9 A1AA 1.98, 200, 321, 325, 386Special Interest Session--"13ringing Technology into Industrial Arts: InnovativePrograms"
Chairman, E. Allen Bame; Co-chairmab, Duane A. Jackman; Speakers, DuaneA. Jackman, John R. Boronkay, Donald P. Lauda, Robert E. Ryan, E. AllenBame, Ben D. Lutz; Recorder, Preston F. Stewart; Host, Stephen Leszuk

2.70.10 AIAA 137, 141, 142, 534Special Interest Session--"So What's Hew in Teaching Methods?"
Chairman, Alvin E. Rudisill; Co-chairman, Rollin Williams III; Speakers, Law-rence S. Wright, Jarvis Baillargeon, Rollin Williams III, W. Lloyd Gheen; Re-corder, Curtis 0. Oliphant; Hosts, James E. Good, Rayford L. Harris

2.70.11 AIA A 453, 458, 459Special Interest Session--"Industrial Arts for Cultural Differences"
Chairman, Delmar W. Olson; Co-chairman, Marshall Hahn; Speakers, Allan P.Keeny, Herman Cecil Wilson, Gene Holton Anthony; Recorder, Claude Bell;Hosts, John Geil, Walter L. Griggs

2.70.12 AIAA 388, 392, 394, 398Special Interest Session--"Significant Innovations for Industrial Arts Teacher Edu-cation for the '70's"
Chairman, Stanley E. Brooks; Co-chairman, Jack C. Brueckman, Jr.; Speakers,Stanley E. Brooks, Langdon Plumer, Jack C. Bruecicman, Jr., Robert L. Seren-betz, William J. Weaver; Recorder, John J. Humbert; Hosts, John B. Tate,Richard Rumrill

2.70.13 AIAA 336, 338, 340Special Interest Session--"Solid State Servicing Seminars"
Chairman, Frank Steckel; Co-chairman, Joe Sloop; Speakers, C. J. Borlaug,Ray J. Yeranki, Joe Sloop; Recorder, G. G. Peterson; Hosts, Wayne S. Ramp,Dean Teel

2.70.14 AIA A
Special Interest Session--"NEA*SEARCHA Job-locating Program"Chairman, John L. Frank; Co-chairman, Marvin Poyzer; Speaker, 0. A. Payne;Recorder, Walter J. Hall; Hosts, Roland Kehrberg, William Edward Dugger, Jr.
2.71.15 AIAA 399Special Interest Session--"Contemporary Concepts of Industry in a Teacher Educa-tion Program"

Chairman, Joseph W. Duffy; Co-chairman, Dale H. Messerschmidt; Speakers,Joseph W. Duffy, Andrew W. Baron, Dale H. Messerschmidt, Robert H. Thomp-son; Recorder, Neill C. Slack; Hosts, William G. Turner, Roger A. Vicroy
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2.70.16 AIA A 523Special Interest Session- - "New Audio-visual Techniques, Equipment and Proceduresfor Teaching and Learning"
Chairman: Waldemar E. Klammer; Co-chairman, Wallace Fillingham; Speaker
F. R. Brail; Recorder, Charles H. Wentz; Hosts, Fred L. McGilvrey, Alva Jared

2.70.17 AIAA
Special Interest Session--"Making Things Happen" (a film talk, featuring "What's
Different" and "Setting Your Target")

Chairman, Marshall Tetterton; Co-chairman, John H. Erickson; Speaker,
Lawrence A. Appley; Recorder, Philip W. Ruell; Hosts, Wirt L. McLoney, R. T.Livingston

2.70.18 AIA A 530, 531Special Interest Session-- "Plastics--A Growing industry"
Chairman, Gerald L. Steele; Co-chairman, Harlan L. Scherer; Speakers, RobertSherman, Elmer Meyer, Harlan L. Scherer; Recorder, William IL McNeill;Hosts, James P, LaRue, Harold Welsh

2.70.19 AIAA 444, 445Special Interest Session--"New Woodworking Technology"
Chairman, William P. Spence; Co-chairman, W. R. Miller; Speakers, James P.Pastoret, Gerald D. Cheek; Recorder, Wayne H. Douglas; Hosts, Robert M.Dorak, Drewie G. Jenkins, Mark Delp

2.70.20 AIAA 433, 433, 435, 436, 437Special Interest Session--"Standardized Tests: A New Tool for Evaluaang Indus-trial Arts Education"
Chairman, G. Wesley Ketcham; Speakers, Hugh L. Oakley, Benjamin Shimberg,Ralph C. Bohn, Rutherford E. Lockette, Ralph V. Steeb; Recorder, Robert J.Spinti; Hosts, Robert W. Jones, Andrew Ryal

3.10 AIAA 14General Session III
Presiding, George H. Dillow; Recognition of newly-elected AIAA officers;Introduction of Speaker, Eberhard Thieme; Speaker, Jack R. Frymier; Recorder,
Howard Gerrish; Hosts, David A. Rigsby, William J. Wilkinson, Richard Talbot

3.21.1 AIAA 145, 157, 327Major Group Session--"New Industrial Arts for the Senior High School: A Programof Relevance in a Dynamic Age"
Chairman, Charles Beatty; Co-chairman, Lane Knox; Speakers, Donald Maley,Karl E. Gettle, W. Harley Smith; Recorder, James Bignell; Hosts, Lee Carter,James H. Cadagin

3.21.2 AIAA
Major Group Session--"You Won't Rate If You Don't Communicate"

Chairman, Jack Kirby; Co-chairman, William Burns; Speaker, Charles G. Arps;Recorder, Denton Floyd; Hosts, Bernard Dutton, Charles E. Earhart
3.21.3 AIAA 231, 289, 438, 523Major Group Session--"Optimizing Individualized and Group Instruction"

Chairman, G. Harold Silvius; Co-chairman, Harold S. Resnick; Speakers, JohnW. Childs, Alvin E. Rudisill, Earl S. Mills, John P. Mikis, John P. Novo, ad;
Hosts, Richard A. Long, William E. Studyvin

e.21.4 AIAA 160, 165, 292, 546Major Group Session--"Industrial Teaching Innovations"
Chairman, Chris H. Groneman; Co-chairman, Jerome Moss, Jr,.; Speakers,
Nevin R. Frantz, Jr., JimS. Harmon, J. F. Entorf, James A. Sullivan; Recorder,
Herman Collins; Hosts, W. A. Downs, Jercme Pearsor
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3.21.5 AIAA
478Major Group Session--"Opportunities in a Changing Society"

Chairman, Donald E. Pe?ry; Co-chairman, John M. Pollock; Speaker, PatrickBarbour Lyons; Recorder, E. ArthurStunard; Hosts, Richard A. Lyons, RichardFlournoy

3.21.6 A1AA
203Major Group Session--"Society, Human Values and Technology"

Chairman, Ralph V. Steeb; Co-chairman, Howard Nelson; Speaker, Paul W.DeVore; Recorder, Ralph Dirksen; Hosts, Ervin, A. Dennis, Donald W. Cramer
3.30 AIAA
Special Preview (see listing for 2.40.5)

Hosts, Lambert K. Sailer, Alan P. Keeny

3.40 AIAA 558, 559, 560, 562Business Meeting and Teacher Recognition Program
Presiding, George H. Ditlow; Teacher Recognition, Robert L. Sanders; Pres-entation of Outstanding Teachers, Jere M. Cary; Presentation of Awards,Sherwin D. Powell; Recorder, Edward Kabakjian; Hosts, Charles Lash, StephenA. Miller

3.50.9 IACC
414Terry Pemberton, Rectal aer

3.51 AIAA
340Special Interest Committee Meeting--"A Proposal for an Electronics EducationCouncil"

Chairman, Larry Heath; Co-chairman, Henry Wilchek; Recorder, LorimerBjorklund; Hosts, Donald M. Froelich, M. Duane Mongerson
3.52 ACIATE

120Special Committee Report--"Graduate Studies Forum"
Chairman, Robert M. Tomlinson; Speaker, Lawrence S. Wright; Recorder,Charles Stewart; Hosts, Ewell W. Fowler, Dale R. Patrick

3.60.1 ACIATE
AClATE-sponsored Program--"Man-Society-Technology--The Future. lrnplica-dons for Industrial Arts Teacher Education"

Chairman, Charles Keith; Honor Host, William E. %timer; Speaker, William D.Drake; Presentation Analysts, John Michaels, Al Squibb, George Horton,Charles I3unten, Bryant Crawford; Recorder, Charles Shoemaker; Hosts, DonaldP. Lauda, Charles G. Risher

3.60.2 ACIAS
78ACIAS-sponsored Program--"Industrial Arts in Relation to Vocational Education"Chairman, Earl R. Zimmerman; Speaker, Mr. Zimmerman; Recorder, Cyril W.Johnson; Hosts, Sol M. Silverman, Allan B. Myers

3.60.3 ACESIA 43, 48ACESIA-sponsored Program--"Innovations in Elementary Education"
Chairman, Eberhard Thieme; Speakers, Lester J. Hamil, Jr., Jarvis Baillargeon;Ret order, Carroll A. Osborn; Hosts, Robert W. Innis, John Porter

3.61.1 AIA A
519Special Interest Session--"New Curriculum Materials for Graphic Arts"Chairman, Walter L. Griggs; Co-chairman, Joseph E. Haslett; Speakers, W. D.Baker, J. M. Foley, William Flack; Recorder, John Gedker; Hosts, Wendell L.Swanson, C. E. Strandberg

3.61.2 AIA A 342, 344, 345, 346Special Interest Session--"New Approaches to Teaching Electricity/Electronics"Chairman, William Edward Dugger, Jr.; Co-chairman, James T. Ziegler;
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Speakers, Alan R. Suess, James T. Ziegler, Dale R. Patrick, William Edward
Dugger, Jr.; Recorder, William R. Grieve; Hosts, G. E. Baker, Frank Steckel

3.61.3 AIAA
Special Interest Session--"Superpositions of the Art of Technical Illustration"

Chairman, William J. Wilkinson; Speaker, Daniel B. England; Recorder, W. R.Forkner; HostS, Joseph E. Metcalf, E. Allen Bame
3.61.4 AIAA 410, 411, 413, 414Special Interest gession--"Club Public RelationsSchool, Community, State andNation"

Chairman, a Don Townsend; Co-chairman, Jim Kautz; Speakers, Ronald King,Eli E. White, Tim Beron, Bruce King, Walter Comeaux; Recorder, Billy W.Mayes; Hosts, Mike Warren, T-Irtrry Slack
3.61.5 AIAA 330, 348, 555Special Interest Session--"Teaching the Technology of Power"

Chairman, Terence Trudeau; Co-chairman, Lee Carter; Speakers, Anthony J.
Palumbo, David V. Gedeon, Walter C. Krueger, Leigh Bernard Weiss; Recorder,Edward 0. Mork:al; Hosts, Douglas LaFauci, Andrew A. Kuban

3.61.6 AIAA
256Special Interest Session--"Materials, Processes and Product Testing"

Chairman, Louie Melo; Co-chairman, Ralph C. Bohn; Speakers, Louie Melo,Syd K. Lee; Recorder, Boyd R. Whitt; Host, Ralph E. Dyson
3.61.7 AIAA 448, 449Special Interest Session--"Macro Identification of Wood"

Chairman, Jack Luy; Co-chairman, Albert G. Spencer; Speakers, Albert G.Spencer, Frank M. Pittman; Recorder, Jerry W. Heath; Hosts, C. RichardLanier, Ivan E. Lee
3.61.8 AIAA 374, 375, 377Special Interest Session--"Surplus Property UtilizaCon Program"

Chairman, Clinton W. Kersey; Co-chairman, E. L. Palmer; Speakers, ClintonW. Kersey, E. L. Palmer, Talr:.age B. Young, Chester Lane; Recorder, WilliamF. Alexander; Hosts, Charles F. Kneece, Larry T. Ivey
3.61.9 AIAA
Special Interest session--"Industrial Arts in the Greece Central School District--Organized for Action"

Chairman, James E. Good; Co-chairman, Douglas Ladd; Speakers, James E.Good, Donald J. Jambro, John C. Duggan, Douglas Skeet; Recorder, Robert W.Jones; Hosts, Gerald D. Bailey, Stan Stammen
3.61.10 AIAA 232, 234, 236Special Interest Session--"New Curriculum Patterns in Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Thomas A. Hughes, Jr.; Co-chairman, George Litman, Jr.; Speakers,Robert 0. Beauter, Mark Delp, Michael R. Morton; Recorder, Louis Ecker;Hosts, Cecil Sanders, J. Phillip Young

3.61.11 AIAA 465, 469Special Interest Session--"Special Education"
Chairman, Joseph J. Littrell; Co-chairman, W. E. Wright; Speakers, Roy C.Gill, Leon T. Harney; Recorder, David E. Dicux; Hosts, Norman J. Rex, AlanP. Keeny

3.61.12 AIAA 425, 427, 429Special Intelest Sesslon--"Involving Industrial Arts in Correctional EducationP rograms"
Chairman, Shelvy E. Johnson; Co-chairman, Homer Howard; Speakers, L. E.Jensen, Kenneth VAtyne Yancey, Charles E. Aebersold; Recorder, Homer B.
Towns; Hosts, Richard D. Holzrichter, Herman C. Wilson
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3.61.13 AIAA
168, 169, 171, 179Special Interest Session--"Emerging Changes in the Teacher-Learner Process andImplications for Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Kenneth L. Schank; Co-chairman, David L. Jelden; Speakers,Kenneth L. Schank, Ernest L. Mine lli, David L. Jelden, Arthur H. Schwartz;Recorder, William F. West; Hosts, Lambert K. Sailer, Kenneth R. Clay
3.61.14 AIAA

496, 501, 504Special Interest Session--"Managing a Safe Environment in Schools"Chairman, Everett R. Glazener; Co-chairman, Rex A. Nelson; Speakers, RalphJ. Vernon, Andrew D. Hosey, Morris J. Raley; Recorder, Maurice C. Thomas;Hosts, Clifton Clark, Marshall Tetterton
3.61.15 AIAA

182, 183Special Interest Session--"IACP Status Report"
Chairman, Donald G. Lux; Co-chairman, Willis E. Ray; Speakrs, Donald G.Lux, Russell C. Henderly, Everett G. Sheets; Recorder, William R. Erwin;Hosts, Berkley Ruiz, John L. Frank

3.61.16 AIAA
211, 213, 219, 222Special Interest Session--"Man and Technology"

Chairman, Robert D. Brown; Co-chairman, John R. Lindbeck; Speakers, RobertD. Brown, John R. Lindbeck, Eckhart A. Jacobsen, W. R. Miller; Recorder,Howard I. Shull; Hosts, Ronald M. Frye, Talmage 13. Young
3.61.17 AIAA
Special Interest Session--"Making Things Happen" (a film talk, featuring "What'sDifferent" and "Setting Your Target")

Chairman, Rayford Harris; Co-chairman, James L. Boone, Jr.; Speaker,Lawrence A. Appley; Recorder, 5. Page Crouch; Hosts, Richard M. Coger,G. 0. Mann

3.61.18 A1AA 183, 297, 301, 303, 538Special Interest Session--"Instructional Media Symposium"
Chairman, Lyndall Lundy; Co-chairman, Harry L. Johnson; Speakers, RaymondG. Fox, Robert W. Singer, John D. Jenkins, Tom E. Lawson; Recorder, RufusC. Johnson; Hosts, Albert Pautler, William E. Brown

4.10 AIAA
24General Session IV--"Extensions of TechnologyFrom Utopia to Reality"Presiding, George H. Ditlow; Introduction of Speaker, Sherwin D. Powell;Speaker, Henryk Skolimowski; Recorder, Leo F. Hogan; Hosts, Jay A. Borden,Robert H. Hawlk

4.21.1 ACIATE
ACIATE-sponsored Program--"Man-Society-Technology--A Forum on TeacherEducation"

Chairman, H. James Rokusek; Forum Participants, Julius Paster, Jack Kirby,Wendell Roy, Alfred F. Newton, George Horton, Marshall Halm, Emerson Neu-thardt, Clyde W. Hall, John M. Pollock, Bryant Crawford, Charles Phallen,William Kemp, James R. Heggen, Richard Hall, Al Squibb, William Hanks, FredOlsen, Donald P. Lauda, John Michaels, Charles 13unten; Recorder, Alvin E.Rudisill; Hosts, Donald F. Hackett, Ronald Tucker
4.21.2 ACIAS

80, 83, 85, 87, 89, 92ACIAS-sponsored Program--"Industrial Arts Activities Across the United States"Chairman, Robert Gates; Speakers, Carl W. Butler, Darrell Brown, Allan B.Myers, Lynn P. 13arrier, Norman L. Myers, Herbert Bell; Recorder, RobertThomas; Hosts, Joseph Zupancic, James Reynolds
4.21.3 ACESIA

50, 51, 52, 54ACESIA-sponsored Program--"Implications for Program Development in Elemen-tary Industrial Arts"
Chairman, William R. Hoots, Jr.; Speakers, Mary-Margaret Scobey, Robert G.
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Thrower, Larry T. Ivey, Thomas 3. Jeffrey, et al.; Recorder, Paul Kuwik;Hosts, James Hall, Donald Wendt
4.22.1 AIAA

237Majr Group Session--"Effective TeachingHow To Do It"
Chairman, Rollin Williams III; Co-chairman, John Edward Bonfadini; Speaker,Robert M. Wilson; Recorder, William D. Wargo; Hosts, Carl E. Brown, Earl E.Smith, Mike Adams

4.22.2 AIAA
485, 488, 491Major Group Session--"Orientation to the World of Work and Occupations ThroughIndustrial Arts"

Chairman, Paul T. Hiser; Co-chairman, James O. Reynolds; Speakers, HermanJ. Peters, Eugene Woolery, Robert C. Bills; Recorder, Harvey E. Morgan, Jr.;Hosts, James Sloan, Tim Wending, Merrill M. Detweiler
4.22.3 AIAA

261, 263, 266Major Group Session--"Materials Technology in Industrial Arts"Chairman, David W. Guerdat; Co.-chairman, Louie Melo; Speakers, David W.Guerdat, Louie Melo, Lorin V. Watkus; Recorder, John B. Tate; Hosts, JohnWinterhatter, Harold H. Bretz, Jr.
4.40.2 AIAA
Special Preview (see listing for 2.40.5)

Hosts, Robert Lee Campbell, Harold PaDelford
4.41 AIAA

239, 271, 275Special Interest Session--"Casr Metals in Secondary Schools"Chairman, John O'Mee To; Speakers, Harold W. Ruf, Wilbert C. Bolmsack, RalphE. Betterle3.; Recorear, Eldon Broman; Hosts, John B. Deg ler, Robert A.13anzhaf, Lawrence F. H. Zane
4.50 AIAA
Annual Banquet and SHIP Program

Presiding, George H. Dir. low; Invocation, The Reverend Bill Ratliff; Introductionof Speaker, F. Jack Young; Speaker, Nancy G. Roman; Introduction of HonoredGuest, Edward Kabakjian; Remarks, Louis B. Russell, Jr.; Recorder, Alfred F.Newton; Hosts, Edwin C. Hinckley, Henry S. Paulin, Robert L. Serenbetz, JohnGibson. For the SHIP: Da Wel Irvin, Don Walls, George Bomberger, TomEggers
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